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1. INTRODUCTION
 
Space shuttle aerothermodynamic data, collected from a continuing series of
 
wind tunnel tests, are permanently stored with the Data Management Services 
(DMS) system. Information pertaining to current baseline configuration defi­
nition is also stored. This report lists documentation of DMS processed data
 
arranged sequentially and by space shuttle configuration.
 
Purpose of this report is to provide an up-to-date record of all applicable
 
aerothermodynamic data collected, processed, or summarized during the space 
shuttle program. Tables are designed to provide survey information to the 
various space shuttle managerial and technical levels. Table 1-1 summarizes
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2. BASELINE CONFIGURATION DESIGNATIONS
 
Configurations designated as baseline or reference configurations are in
 
this report. Figure 2-1 shows the orbiter, figure 2-2 the launch vehicle,
 
figure 2-3 the ET and SRB, and figure 2-4 the carrier.
 
3. SUMMARY DATA REPORTS
 
Summary data reports differentiate from data reports in that data reports
 
present basic wind tunnel data as collected and summary reports contain
 
data germane to a particular design application of the basic aerothermo
 
test data. Summary reports range from basic data reports of edited or
 
refined data to reports presenting gleanings from basic data reports.
 
The list of summary reports (table 3-1) contains DMS-generated documents.
 
4. DATA FILE REPORT DIGEST
 
Data file digest (table 4-1) compiles all information in the DATAMAN
 
system into three categories:
 
1) Recently published reports - current three-month period.
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Figu'e 2-3. Configuration 5 External Tank and Solid Rocket Booster 
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Figure 2-4. Orbiter/747 Flight Test Configuration 
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Information on each test is as follows:
 
1) DMS report number
 
2) NASA series number
 
3) NASA CR number
 
4) NASA rThMX- number
 






5. WIND TUNNEL TEST/DATAMAN DATA PROCESSING SUMMARY 
Space shuttle wind tunnel test data incorporated into the DATAMAN data base 
are listed by DMS report number in the processing summary (table 5-1). This 
summary collects test particulars so the reader can evaluate or categorize 







4) Purpose of test
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7) Test Mach number range 
8) Testing agency
 
9) Cognizant test/DMS personnel
 
10) Basic publication numbers
 
6- SPACE sAE.tE FAbCLIT wiI- T-,UE 'm4gq-,u 

numerous wind tunnel facilities test space shuttle configurations. Table 6-i 
collects information on tests completed or in process, grouped by facility. 
It contains the following information: 





4) Test number 
5)- NASA series number
 
6) DATAMAN report number 
xiii
 
TABLE 3-1. Summary Data Reports List
 





















2336 LA145 167,375 LARC O098-SCALE CAST ALUMINUM LARC - 7H 





DA146 167.652 SSV 14DA/B/C/R ORBITER ARC -






OAi46 167,653 SSV 14DA/B/C/R ORBITER ARC 









3 INDEX OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
APRIL /JUNE 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION 
2357 IH68 167,655 INTEGRATED VEHICLE 
ORBITER PLUS TANK 
2481 IA602 167,377 OTS (MODEL 74) 







ARC - 20 
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
222 
MSFC - 6B 





















2188 LA39 LARC - OY 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1075 
2213 LA53 LARC - HO 
LA54 FREON TUNNEL 
220-237 
20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
456 
2220 LA52 LARC - HN 
20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
458 
2228 LA46A/B LARC HG 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
1092/1117 
1117 0 
2237 OA155 VEHICLE S ORBITER LARC - 07 
V/STOL TRANSITION RESEARCH WIND TU o z 
NNEL 0 
114 
2256 LA68 LARC - to u 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL a 




B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL' -
KS 
715 
B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
776 
2287 0S13 ARC / NN 



























INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS 5 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
LA79 NSWC - oM 
TUNNEL 8A 
1275 
LA36B LAR -is 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
214 
0S32 ARC -




LA92 LARC -I 
B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
764 
LAI06 LARC -
B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
KC 00 
"In; 
776 V r 
LA93 LARC -
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
K2 0: 
13o o -
OH84A AEDC - 4E 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -r- M 
V41B-R4A : 
OH84A MODEL 83-0 ( 04 SCALE) 
0 (.0175 SCALE) 
MODEL 60- AEDC 








8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
KM 
804 
INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS 6 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2425 LAII7 LARC KQ 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
813 
2427 OH103B MODEL 60-0; LINES VL70-000140C AEDC 4M 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
V41B-V2C 
2441 LA127 LARC KU 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL -
255 
2442 LA128 LTV 





2446 LA122 LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
KX @o 7 
1270 0 
2447 0S52 ARC AB to I 
Ii-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
436-2 r- M 
-I 
2458 0S36 ARC 3L 
li-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
369-1 
2459 OS37 ARC - 3M 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
369-1 
2463 0S41 ARC - 30 






































INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA 
SERIES CR TM-X 
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION 
0565 81-O HRSI TILE PANEL 
0A257 167,663 B75,CI6,E64,Fi,6M52,NIOS,NIIONiIl 
.R20.V27,WI3i 
0A257 167.664 BTE,CiO,EC4,Fi6,M52,NIOB,NIIO.Niii 
,R20.V27,WI31 
OS31A 167,658 LRSI (THIN TILE) 
LA144 OV102-SSME ON 
0A258 167,659 B75CIGE64FIOFD3FR22HGIMS2NI0BNIOGN 
IIONIIIR2OV2TVTiOVTIIVTI2VTI3VTI4V 
0A258 167,660 B7SCIOE64FIOFDBFR22HGiMS2NIO8NIOGN 
IiONIIIR2OV27VTIOVTIiVTI2VTISVTI4V 
0A258 167,661 B7SCiOE64FISFDSFR22HGIGS2NIOSNIO9N 
IIONIIIR2OV27VTICVTIIVTI2VTI3VTI4V 








































FS 0 > 






AEDC - T1 





AEDC - TI 




AEC - Ti 






























BA259 167,665 87,CI6.E64,F16,M52,NIO8.NIO9.NtIO 
,NIIi.R20.V27,WI3i 
AEDC -






OA259 167,666 B75,CIB,E64,F16,M52,NIOs,NIOg ,Nib 
,NlIl,R20,V27,WI31 
AEDC -




2497 MA34 ORBITER FOREBODY AEDC, T4 





167,656 102 (PRELIMINARY) LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
7B 
t311 
6-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
1358 
,2507 MA33A/B ARC - AU 
It-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
510-
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2239 LA38B LARC -8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
oX 
676 
2393 IHSIA OT FLAT PLATE ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
20 
228-1 
2439 IA182 AEDC -




2460 FA27 MSFC -Y 




















9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
2480 IH104 ORBITER+TANK ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
3W 
250 















DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2012 SAiF 120.090 SRB(PRR) MSFC - 79 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
554 
2025 SA3F 128.767 142-INCH DIAMETER SRB WITH AND WIT MSFC - so 
HOUT STRAKES 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
565 
2051 SA5F 128,774 BOOSTER MSFC MODEL NO 449 MSFC - 86 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
572 
2087 SAIOF 134,116 SRB WITH VARIED SHROUD LENGTHS AND MSFC - 91 
FLARE ANGLES 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
578 
2088 SA2FA SA2FB 134,105 
142-INCH SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER LARC -










2111 SA26F 134,435 MODEL 449/CONF.NBREI. NBREIA, NBRE MSFC - 95 to 
IB. NBREISiELT 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL - a 
590/595 rri 
2142 FA4 134,402 TITAN III C SRM MSFC - 97 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
587 
2150 SA25F 141,511 SRB LARC - H9 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
1087 
2161 SAGF 34,422 SRB-BODY ALONE LERC - GE 
10 BY iO-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 
EL 
035 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA tI 
BOOSTER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2207 SA29F 147,608 MODEL 467, SRB NOSE CONE AND FORWA 
RD CYLINDRICAL BODY 
MSFC -
HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER WIND TUNNEL -
IE 
033 
2216 SHI2F 141,802 SRB LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
HA 
ills 
2223 SA8F 141,549 ORB W1 ATTACH RINGAFT RINGW/AND 
W/O PROTUBERANCES, NOSE CAP 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -0 
IH 
604 
2244 SA28F 151,082 146-INCH WITH AND WITHOUT PROTUBER 
ANCES 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -0 
II 
603 : r 
2277 SAIF 144,579 MODEL 461, 142-INCH DIA 
ROTUBFRANCES 
WITHOUT P MSFC 







SAI4FB 151,083 RIGHT-HAND SRB REENTRY CONFIG. MSFC -





SAI4FB 151,084 RIGHT-HAND SRB REENTRY CONFIG MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
IP 
640 
2325 SAI4FA 147,645 CONF. 139 MSFC -
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
10 
620 
2331 SAIIF 160.838 SRB-WITH HEAT SHIELD(SOLID) ARC NX 
V-0l I1-FOOT, 9-FOOT, 8-FOOT. UNITARY W 
IND TUNNEL 
074-1 
Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 


















SAIIF 160,839 SRB-WITH HEAT SHIELD(SOLID) ARC -




Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
2334 SAI6F 147,648 REENTRY CONFIG. WITH ALL MAJOR PRO AEDC - VP 
TUBERANCES TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL 
PWT-4T) 
E3A 
2345 SA21F 78195' 146-INCH SRB/TRUNCATED NOSE (MODEL MSFC - IR 
486) 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
645 
2369 SA31F 167,345 SRB REENTRY CONFIG MSFC IT 





INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 13 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2001 MA5 128,750 NR ATP ORBITER LARD -UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
0O 
1002 
2002 LAI 128,752 NR PRR ORBITER LARD -8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
OU 
626 
2003 MA2 128,754 NR ATP ORBITER LARC OS 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
409 
2004 MAI 120,082 MSC 040A ORBITER LTV DO - 0 





2005 DAI 120,070 NR ATP BASELINE ORBITER MSFC 




2007 OA4 128,760 NR SSV ORBITER ARC -3.S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL147 -
BI r- f" 
2008 MA4 128,751 NR ATP ORBITER LARC -





MA4 i28,75i NR ATP ORBITER LARC -
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
OT 
89 
2009 OA3 128,761 SHUTTLE ORBITER 0A3 ARC 




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 14 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2014 DA7 128,753 NR PRR-SSV ORBITER LARC - OV 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1007 
2016 OA2 120,092 NR ATP ORBITER NRLAD OF 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
689 
2017 DA5 123,851 NR ATP ORBITER NRLAD - DG 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
690 
2019 DAG 128,756 ATP AND PRR ORBITER NRLAD DI 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
694 
2020 DA9 128,757 PRR ORBITER NRLAD - DJ 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 0 0 
696 "rtX 
2021 OA45 128,758 -89A ORBITER NRLAD - DL 0 




2021 DA45 128,758 -89A ORBITER NRLAD - DL 
V-02 " LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL - 0 
699 r-M 
2022 DAIO 128,759 RI -89B ORBITEk NRLAD - DK <o 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
698 
2023 LA2 128,763 LO-1O0 ORBITER LARC - OY 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
411 
2029 0A47 128,765 2A ORBITER MSFC 84 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
568 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 15 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2030 OA14 128,768 -89B ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL SPACE NRLAD - DM 
SHUTTLE ORBITER LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
700 
2031 LA3 128,769 LO-lO0 ORBITER LARC - OZ 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
85 
2033 LA4 128,772 LO-IO0 ORBITER LARC - Pi 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
995 
1014 
2034 LA22 128,764 DOUBLE DELTA WING ORBITER LARC - ON 0o 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL - n 
405 "0 
2035 OH2A 134,077 THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM ARC - BU 0 
OH28 3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -v r 
158 c­
2036 LAS 128,775 LARC LO-i00 ORBITER LARC -




2037 DA84 134,405 140A/B ORBITER LTV 
FO c 
HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
488 
2038 DAI6 128,793 NR ORBITER NRLAD - DN 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
701 
2040 LAG 128.773 NAR 089-B-l39 ORBITER LARC - P4 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
643 
2041 LA7A 128,781 LARC LO-1O0 ORBITER (SHIPS) LARC -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
P5 
644 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 16 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2042 IA52 134,087 ORBITER ALONE MSFC - 98 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
584 
2043 LAI6 128,770 RSI TILES,ORBITER LARC - PB 
MACH 8 VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC 
TUNNEL 
624 
2044 OAIIA 128,786 SHUTTLE ORBITER 2A ARC - BS 
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
157 
2045 0AiS 128.779 ROCKWELL SSV ORBITER NRLAD - DO 
LOW,SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
704 00 
2046 LA17 128,776 LARC LO-lO0 ORBITER LARC - PC n ;a 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL - 0F) 
648 0z 
2047 LA31 134,086 040A SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION LARC - QN ; 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL - "i 
98 
2049 OH40 128,77i NR 2A ORBIrER LARC - OX rut 
MACH 8 VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC -4 -
TUNNEL "us 
3619/3670 
2050 BA43 128.790 ROCKWELL SSV 2A ORBITER ARC - BT 
6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
706 
2052 LAID 128,791 LO-iOO ORB(SHIPS) (BW2VFB) LARC - P8 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
lOS 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 17 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2053 
V-01 
OA21B 12g,792 ORBITER 3 NRLAD -
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
DP 
705 
2053 OA21B 128,792 ORBITER 3 NRLAO DP 
V-02 LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
705 
2054 LASA 128,796 NR ORBITER LARC P6 




OA48 128,780 ORBITER 139 MSFC -







DA48 128,780 ORBITER I3B MSFC -




2055 0A48 128,780 ORBITER 139 MSFC - 87 C 
V-02 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNELr 
574 
nij 
2055 OA48 128.780 ORBITER 139B MSFC 87 
V-02 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
574 
2055 0A48 128,780 ORBITER 139 MSFC - 87 




OA48 128,780 ORBITER 139B MSFC -
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
574 
87 
2056 LA9 128,782 NAR 0898-MOD NOSE LARC P7 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
130/135 











DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2056 LA9 128,782 NAR 0898-MOD NOSE + OMS LARC -
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL -
P7 
130/135 
2057 0A44 134.411 ORBITER, MODIFIED 2A,3 LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
PN 
1035 
2058 OA17 134,079 ORBITER NAR VL70-000134B CONFIG LARC -
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL -
PP 
138 
2059 OAIIB 128,798 ORBITER 2A ARC -
3 B-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
BX 
160 
2060 DA58 134,091 ORBITER 3,A ARC -3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
BY o 
163 0 0 
2061 OA68 128.789 VL7O-000139B (MODEL NO 42-0) NRLAD -
7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -0 
DR -1 0 
2E 
276 ur 
2061 0A68 128,789 -VL70-000147R (MODEL NO 49-0) NRLAD -
7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -C 
DR -0 
276 
2066 LAll 128,783 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 0898-139 LARC -
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
PD 
96 
2067 052 128,777 0 025 SCALE MODEL OF SPACE SHUTTLE 
ORBITER (24-0) FIN/RUDDER 
LARC -




2068 Oh7iA 128,797 -B9B(2A) ORBITER NRLAD -
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
Os 
708 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 19 
ORBITER DATA 








NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
2-CHARACTER 
DESCRIPTOR 
2069 MA7 134,074 PRR ORBITER LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
PM 
1031 
2071 0A23 128,799 MODEL 49-0 ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
B6 
168 
2071 0A23 128,799 MODEL 32-0 ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
86 
168 
2073 OA70 134,070 MODEL 42-0 OF THE VL70-0001398 SSV 
ORBITER CONFIGURATION 3 
LARC -




2074 OAB7A 134.414 -898 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FERRY C 
ONFIGURATION 
NRLAD -




2075 OH41 128,784 MODEL SS-H-00326-1 
LARC -





2076 OH41A 128,785 SS-H-00326-4 LARC -





2076 OH4iA 128,785 SS-H-00326B5,-6,-7 LARC -





INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 20 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2077 IA29 134,095 ARC - EB 
V-01 OA63 6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
630 
2079 LAIS 134,083 0898-139B(MODIFIED NOSE) LARC -
20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
PH 
441 
2080 DA57B 134,416 -89B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FERRY C NRLAD - DV 




OA57B 134,417 -89B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FERRY C 
ONFIGURATION 
NRLAD -









DA69 141,580 -140 A/R SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER NRLAD -






2081 OA69 141,581 -140 A/B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER NRLAD - DO .O' "o 
V-02 LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL > 
711 
2082 OA73 128,800 CONFIGURATION 3A ORBITER ARC - 85 --n= 
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
167 
2083 GA20A 134,081 SSV 140A/B ORBITER LARC - 02 





3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
69 
171 
2086 OA71C 134,078 -89B ORBITER NRLAD - DU 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
712 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 21 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2089 OA25 134,082 140A/B LARC -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
Qi 
661 
2090 LABC 134,080 089B-139B ORBITER CONFIGURATION LARO -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
P6 
1040 
2091 LA7B 141,512 LO-lO0 ORBITER LARC -
B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
P5 
657/660 
2092 0A72 71968 ORBITER 139B (34-0) LARC - PT 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL -0 
415 
:sg0 
2094 OSi 134,073 BASIC WING AND li HZ INBD AND 13 S 
HZ OUTBD ELEVON ROTATIONAL FREQ 
LARO -




2095 DA49 134,404 ORBITER MSFC - 92 C:1 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
681 Z 
2096 oH13 134,101 BIOC5D7F4M3V5WS7 LARD -P 
MACH 8 VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC 
TUNNEL 
644 
.2097 OA62A 134,102 140A/B SSV ORBITER NRLAD DW 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
715 
2100 OHSA 134.075 AEDC - TM 
OH3B HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VA289 
















2101 OH42A 134,076 B17C7M4F5WI03E22V7R5 LARC - PA 




2102 IA15 134,089 OT+L+PI+AI+F ARC - EG 
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
175 
2103 IA62F 134,094 (034)(T14)($12) MSFC - 94 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
589 
TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
2103 IA62F 134,094 (034)(T9)(Sl2)(PT4)(FR4) MSFC - 94 00 "T1: 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
589 





2104 OA62B 134,112 140A/B SSV ORBITER NRLAD - DZ 




0A62B 134,113 140A/B SSV ORBITER NRLAD -





72630 0898 ORB W/MOD NOSE LARC " 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
PG 
1046/1049 
2107 LA20 72631 089B ORBITERW/MOD NOSE LARC - PK 
MACH 8 VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC 
TUNNEL 
653 
2109 0H45 141,527 147B CONFIGURATION ORBITER MODEL ( LARC - os 
50-0) FREON TUNNEL 
121-137 
INrlX OF PUBLISHED DATA 23 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA QATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMOER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2113 0A85 134.111 VL70-000139 LARC - OI 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
10l 
2114 0A86 134,098 330 THRU B5OC9M7F8WI16E26V8R5X9 NRLAD -
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
DX 
716 
2115 DA87 134,085 140A/B ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
EF 
176 
2116 OA9i 134,888 B19C7F5dJ5WtO7E23V7R5X20 + 
RAKES 
NACELLE NRLAD -






2117 OHI4 147,617 822C7F5M4V7W111 LARC -






2120 0A106 134,426 ORBITER LARC -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL ---
QZ 
668 
2121 LA38A TASK CANCELLED, dULY, 1975 LARC -





134,093 140A/B ORBITER CONFIGURATION ARC -




2125 OABS 134,409 BODY ALONE (-140A/B) LARC -
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
QC 
422 
2126 LA25 TASK CANCELLED, DEC., 1976 LARC - PX 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
100 









DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2127 LA35 71954 -139 B ORBITER WITH VARIOUS CONTRO LARC - QU 
L DEFLECTIONS CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
102 
2128 OA53A 134,114 140A/B ARC - Ed 
V-Ot 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY) 
747 
2128 DA53A 134,115 140A/B ARC 
- Ed 
I-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UHI 
TARY) 
747 
2130 0A22A 141,529 SSV 140A/B ORBITER ARC - B2 00 
Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY)
716 oZ 
2131 0A22B 141,530 SSV 4 140A/B ORBITER ARC - 84 : r 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T tO 0 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
716 
2132 LA42 141,535 
-089B W/MOD NOSE AEDC - TP, 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -"<a 
48A 
2133 IA58 134,110 ORBITER LARC 
- OK 






134,429 ORBITER -140A/B CONFIC AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
TN 
VA474 
2135 LA13 TASK CANCELLED, AUGUST, 1974 




CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
99 


















OAIO5 134,106 CONFIGURATION3, MODEL 32-0 LARC -




2139 OA118 134,407 VL70-000140A/8, MODEL 43-0 NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
F6 
724 
2140 OA37 134,408 140 A/B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER NRLAD -
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
F2 
719 
2141 OH1i 141.538 MODEL NO. 29-0/VL7O-000139 AEDC -HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
TS 
VA354 00 
2147 OA20C 134.097 140A/B SSV ORBITER LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
02 
1057 0 32 
2149 OA90 141,805 CONFIG. 4 (-140A/B) MODEL 72-0 LARC -CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
Oj 
to 









2153 IHI 151.377 TANK ALONE LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
07 
1071 
2154 OH4A 134.437 MODEL 29-0 AEDC -TT 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
VA352 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 26 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2155 OAIlO 134,406 B61C11F12M6iW124E40 NRLAD - F5 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
721 
2157 ]H19 141.822 ORBITER WITH EXTERNAL TANK LARC - OE 
HYPERSONIC NITROGEN TUNNEL 
28 
2159 BA59 134,410 140 A/B SSV ORBITER ARC - ER 





0A59 134,412 140 A/B SSV ORBITER ARC 
6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
ER 0 0 
n Z 
UNNEL -u e 
709 0 Z 
2162 0A36 134.430 140 A/B, VEHICLE 4 ARC -




2163 OA20B 134,403 140A/B LARC - 02 rl_. 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
1097 
2164 0412 141,829 EXTERNAL TANK CALSPAN - UG 
V-02 1H21 48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL -
173-100 
2167 UA98 141,550 140A/B ARC - EQ 
3 S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 7 
190 
2171 0H38 144,584 140C ORBITER ARC - EZ 
V-01 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
198 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 27 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2171 0H38 144,585 140C ORBITER ARC - EZ 
V-02 3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
198 
2171 OHS8 144,586 140C ORBITER ARC - EZ 
V-03 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
198 
2172 DA99 134,415 SSV ORBITER CONF 2 (MODEL 21-0 OF LARC - H7 
VL70-000139) 60-FOOT VACUUM SPHERE VON KARMAN F 
ACILITIES 
R3289 
2176 LA40 72661 139B ORBITER LARC H3 0 0 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL -"1 n 
426 "V 
2177 DA83 141,510 140A/B SSV ORBITER ARC - EW 0 
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL - r 
,94 
2178 OASB 134,119 140A/B ARC - EI< 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T r m 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
747 
2179 OS8A/B 151,378 SS ORBITER LOWER WING CARRY-THROUG ARC - EX 
H STRUCTURE WITH A DUMMY PANEL , A Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
705 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
2182 LA49 151,062 089B/139 LARC - HJ 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1101 
2183 LA5I 72661 I40A/B LARC - HV 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
684 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 28 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2184 LA48 151.061 0898/140 LARC -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
HI 
680 
2185 OA53C 134,120 140A/B ARC -




2186 0A116 134,428 .015-SCALE ORBITER MODELCONFIGURA LARC - HU 
TION 140A/B (49-0) 8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
686 
2187 OAI19A 134,421 140A/B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER INNER NRLAD - F8 
MOLD LINE CONFIGURATION, (MODEL I LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL o 0 
726 
2190 0A108 141,537 0.004-SCALE ORBITER FORCE MODEL (7 
4-0) 
MSFC -
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
ID 0 2 
599 
2191 LA47 72661 140A/B LARO - HH 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
104 
- pQ 
2193 OH26 151,380 SS ORB. 140B MODEL (MODIFIED 22-0) ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
E2 ) 
199 
2195 0A82 134,442 ORBITER CONFIG 3 LARC - HL 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
113 
2196 OA79 141,531 ORBITER 140A/B AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
TW 
7 A 
2198 OAIIS 141,534 ORBITER 140A/B AEDC - TV 




































































































140C OUTER MOLD LINE CONFIGURATION 







0 03-SCALE 45-0 (ORBITER) MODEL 

0 03-SCALE 45-0 (ORBITER) MODEL 

0 03-SCALE 45-0 (ORBITER) MODEL 

140C MODIFIED SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITE 

R MODEL 74-0 
























































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 30 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2222 OH4gB 147,625 B25C10M4FiOE26RBV7Wii6 AEOC Vi 
V-01 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
57A 
2222 0H49B 147,627 B25CIOM4FIOE26RSV7WII6 AEDC - VI 
V-02 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) -
57A 
2225 OH4C 141,505 MODEL 21-0. LINES VL70-000139 AEDC TZ 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
VA352 
2229 0A102 141,508 SSV 140A/B LARC - HM 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
687 
2232 0AI31 i41,521 MODEL 74-0, CONF 4 MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL607 
-
IM 0 0 
X 
-a 9 
2233 LAS9 lSt,068 72-OTS (B26CYE44FiOFLiO/IIiMiN2B/B 
6PSI-SR5S21T2,V8WII6 
LARC -






2234 0A113 141.547 ORBITER WITH ELEVON AND BODY FLAP CALSPAN - UHN > 
DEFLECTIONS 48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL - rn 
184-220 
2238 OA93 141,847 1-0 CALSPAN - UI 
48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL -
184-120 
2241 OH39 160,490 MODEL 60-3, VEH 4 AEDC V9 
V-Ol HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
74A 
2241 OB39 160,491 MODEL 60-3, VEH. 4 AEDC - V9 
V-02 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) -
74A 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 31 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2241 OH39 160,492 MODEL 60-3, VEH 4 AEDC - V9 
V-03 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
74A 
2241 0H39 160,493 MODEL 60-3, VEH 4 AEDC V9 




OAI6IA/B/C 147,618 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ORBITER 140A 
/B (MODIFIED) 
ARC 





2245 OAI6iA/O/C 147,619 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ORBITER 140A ARC - E7 -0 







2246 LA65 144.600 WING-BODY WITH VARIATIONS ARC NC 
12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL -
086 r­
2247 OAI6O 141,834 MODEL 51-0 OF MODIFIED VEH 4 ORB 
(B26 C9 E26 F7 M7 N28 RS VS WIt6) 
AEDC -
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL (F) -
VA "C62 
28A 
2250 0H43 141,539 iS-O,FLAT PLATE MODEL ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
ND 
182 
2251 OH9 141,540 MODEL 29-0/VL70-006i39 AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
V5 
VA353 
2252 OH25A 141,546 ORB 
AD 
, 40( SEMISPAN, BODY FLUSH: LE 
EDGE; TRANSITION;SEMISPAN WING 
AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
V6 
83A 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 32 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2"CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2254 OA148 144,619 VEHICLE 5 ORBITER ARC EB 
V-Ol oA148P 1i-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
073 
2254 OA148 144,620 VEHICLE S ORBITER ARC - ES 
V-02 OA148P 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
073 
2254 0Ai48 144,621 VEHICLE 5 ORBITER ARC - ES 
V-03 OA14BP Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
073 
2254 0A148 144,622 VEHICLE 5 ORBITER ARC E8 
V-04 OAI4BP 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 0 
TARY) - -
2254 OAM48 144,623 VEHICLE S ORBITER ARC -ES : 






144,624 VEHICLE 5 ORBITER ARC 




2254 OA148 144,625 VEHICLE 5 ORBITER ARC EB 
V-07 DAi48P Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UN 
TARY) 
073 
2254 0A148 144,626 VEHICLE 5 ORBITER ARC ES 




















































VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 

VEHICLE S ORBITER 

VEHICLE B ORBITER 

VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 

VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 

OUTER MOLD LINE MODEL 72-OTS 

TASK CANCELLED. MAY 1977 




















































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 34 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2261 OAIOO 167,365 ORBITER VEHICLE 101 WITHOUT TAILCO ARC NA 
V-02 NE 40-FOOT BY gO-FOOT SUBSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
462 
2263 OH74 144,596 140 C ORB (862 C12 E52 FIO M16 R19 
V8 W127) 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
VB 
BSA 
2264 LAB2 141,843 SSV ORBITER 49-0 MODIFIED LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
J3 
717 
2265 GAI59 141,832 CONFIG I ORBITER WITH NOSE AND TAI ARC - NG 
L RCS JETS 12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL -
078 
2266 LA67 144.607 140A/B/C=B26 C9 E43 F8 MIG N28 R5 
V8 W 
LTV 




2267 MA22 147,604 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM LARC JA n X 





2267 MA22 147,605 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM LARC - JA zr 
V-02 CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
118 Io­
2267 MA22 147,606 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM LARC - JA IQ 
V-03 CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
lie 
2267 MA22 147,607 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM LARC -A 






I15,396 ORBITER 47-0 TBCA 
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
GO 
1477 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 35 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 





151,397 ORBITER 47-0 TBCA -







151,398 ORBITER 47-0 TBCA 







151,399 ORBITER 47-0 TBCA -







151.400 ORBITER 47-0 TBCA 




2269 LA7O 147,624 140A/B/C=B26 C9 E43 F8 
Va W 
MI6 N28 R5 CALSPAN -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELTIB-103 
UK 0 
0 
2270 LA63A 144,579 ORBITER W/ INDEPENDENTLY-OPERATED LARC - J4 
LEFT.RIGHT ELEVON SURFACES UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNELiiis - r-m 




2273 CA26 144.612 4S-0 (02, 04. 06, Si. ATY. ATX) LTV - FE 
V-01 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
2273 CA26 144.613 48-0 (02, 04, 06. SI. ATY, ATX) LTV FE 
V-02 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
2273 CA26 144,614 48-0 (02, 04, 06, SI, ATY, ATX) LTV - FE 
V-03 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 559 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 36 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURArIoN TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2273 CA26 144,615 48-0 (02, 04, 06, S1, ATY, ATX) LTV - FE 
V-04 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
2273 CA26 144,616 48-0 (02, 04, 06, SI, ATY, ATX) LTV - FE 
V-05 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
2275 CA23B 144,603 0.0125-SCALE 747 MODEL ARC - NH 
V-01 14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
120 0 
2275 CA2BB 144,604 0 0125-SCALE 747 MODEL ARC - NH In : 
V-02 14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
120 
- 0 z 
2278 LA61 TEST CANCELLED, MAY 1976 LARC - 02 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL -
219 I0-0 
2279 LAGB 144,606 140A/B/C (826 C9 E43 F8 Mt6 N28 
VB W) 
05 LARC -





2280 LA28 144,582 FLAT-PLATE MODEL WITH THIN-FILM H LTV - QB 
EAT FLUX GAGES HIGH SPtED WIND TUNNEL -
498 
2281 LA66 147,621 BASELINE ARC - No 
12 FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL -
135-1 
2283 MAI4 147,649 ORBITER 089B LTV - FG 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
422 
2285 OHSOA 144,595 82-0, WITH AND WITHOUT PROTUBERANC AEDC - VE 
ES, 50% rOREBODY MODELS HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
VA526/21BA ' 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 37 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2286 0A220 147,625 SSV ORBITER (MODEL 57-0) FOREBODY 
WITH TPS TILES ALONE 
ARC -
14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
NL 
150-1 




0A163 147,611 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 140C NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
FF 0 
751 
2289 OA163 147,612 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 14OC NRLAD - F0 
V-02 LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
751 
2289 0A163 147,613 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 140C NRLAD FF 




DA163 147,614 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 1400 NRLAD -





CAB 147,641 747 ALONE LARC -






CAB 147,642 747 ALONE LARC 






CAB 147,643 747 ALONE LARC -F 
V/STOL TRANSITION RESEARCH WIND TU 
NNFL 
129 
















2294 0A172 160,822 140A/B SS ORBITER (MODEL 43-0) ORB NRLAD - FG 
V-01 ITER FERRY CONFIGURATION LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
752 
2294 0A172 160,823 140A/B SS ORBITER (MODEL 43-0) ORB NRLAD - FG 
V-02 ITER FERRY CONFIGURATION LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
752 
2296 LA8t 147,609 .03614-SCALE ORBITER MODEL OF A OB LARC - oP 
V-01 9B CONFIGURATION WITH A 139B CONFI LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL -
229 
2296 LA81 147,610 03614-SCALE ORBITER MODEL OF A 08 LARC -p 
V-02 9B CONFIGURATION WITH A 139B CONFI LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL -
229 
2297 LA45A/B 147,628 WING LARC - HB 




151,409 SSV ORBITER MODEL 69-0 LARC -




LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL - 0 
238 ;a 
2300 LA61B 147,629 140A/B/C (26 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 PS LARC - T 
Vs W) LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL - 0 
= 
228 r 
2301 OHE4A 144,605 MODELS 82-1, -3, -5, -8, -11, ALL AEDC - VH 




OA174 167,340 ORBITER VEHICLE 101 WITH TAIL CONE ARC -




































































































ORBITER VEHICLE 101 WITH TAIL CONE 



















FOREBODY BI. 86, 17 
























































































































































0 04-SCALE (83-O)DRBITER 

ORBITER-140A/B/C=B26 C9 E43 FR Mi6 

N28 RB VS W 

ORBITER-14OA/B/C=B26 C9 E43 FS M16 

N28 R5 V8 W 

ORBITER 0.0125 70-OT 

ORBITER 0 0125 70-OT 

ORBITER 0 0125 70-OT 

ORBITER VEHICLE FOREBODY 

ORBITER VEHICLE FOREBODY 






LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
754 
ARC -
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
216 
LARC -



































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 41 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2329 0A224 160,837 SSV ORBITER (MODEL 57-0) FOREBODY 
W/ ADP, FTP, AND ADP AND FTP 
LARC -
16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
312 
dU 
2330 0H52 147,637 CONF 4. MODEL 29-0 AEDC -HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VO 
524 
2332 CA13 151.373 ORBITER- TAILCONE ON, TC23, STING ARC " NZ 




0A175 151,374 OI+TC23'ALT' CONFIGURATION WITH TA 
ILCONE 
ARC 






OA1T 151,375 Gi+TC23'ALT' CONFIGURATION WITH TA 
ILCONE 
ARC -





2333 0A175 151.376 01+TC23'ALT' CONFIGURATION WITH TA ARC - 2A 10 
V-03 ILCONE II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
187-1 
2336 LA145 167,375 LARC 0093-SCALE CAST ALUMINUM LARC -7H 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1345 
1390 
2337 0A236 151,786 FLIGHT TEST PROBE CALIBRATION NRLAD FM 




OH98 160,501 0 0175-SCALE THIN-SKIN THERMOCOUPL 
E SHUTTLE ORBITER 60-0 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
vS 
17A 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 42 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
6MS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2340 0H98 160,502 O.0175-SCALE THIN-SKIN THERMOCOUPL AEDC - VS 
V-02 E SHUTTLE ORBITER 60-0 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
d7A 
2342 OH548 151,074 MODEL 82-0 50% FOREBODY AEDC - VM 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
82A 
2343 LABS 160,849 ATP ORBITER LARC - dY 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
445 
2344 LA77 151,788 ORBITER-14OA/B/C=B26 C9 E43 FS M16 ARC - 2B 




2344 LA77 151,789 DRBITER-140A/B/C=826 C9 E43 FB M16 ARC - 2B n 





CAiB 160,483 747-100 WITH CAM TYPE II KITS ATTA 
CHED 
UW -




2349 CA17 151.379 ORBITER B26.1C9E44FBMi6R5V8W16 UW -
GW 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
1184 
2350 0H46 151,065 140B ORB., MODEL 90-0 LARC - OR 
MACH 8 VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC 
TUNNEL 
4502-4601 
2351 0A238 160,853 ORBITER 102 FOREBODY NRLAD - FN 




































































B17 C7 E22 F7 M4 WtO4 

MODEL 83-0 (B60 CIO) 





ROCKWELL VEHICLE 3 (MODIFIED) SHUT 

TLE ORBITER. MODEL 66-0 

ORBITER VEHICLE 102 FOREBODY 

















SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) ­VAS25/218A
 
AEDC -









96-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL ­
131 
ARC -












9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
119-1 


















































































































LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
768 
NRLAD -
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
768 
LARC -
TRANSONIC DYNAMICS TUNNEL 
246 
ARC -























































































































ORBITER VEHICLE 102 

LARC BUILT MODEL 201-0 0 030 SCALE 




















































8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
769 
CALSPAN -





































2375 0A237 160.530 ORBITER VEHICLE 102 FOREBODY ARC - 2M 




OA149A 151,779 B70C9E44F9M16N28R5V8Wit6(ORBITER) ARC -






OA149A 151,780 B70C9E44FgMi6N28R5V8W116(ORITER) ARC -




2376 OA149A 151,781 B70C9E44F9Ml6N28R5V8W116(ORBITER) ARC - 2K 
V-03 Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
115 
2380 OA145A 151,801 B75CI6E64FI6FD3FR22HGIMS2NIOBN1O9N ARC - 2F 00 
V-01 1tON111R2OV27VTiOVTIIVT12VTI3VTI4 I1-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
118-1 0 
2380 OAI45A 151,802 B75CIGE64FIGFDFR22HGIM52NIO8NIO9N ARC 2F -4.,, 
V-02 I1ONIiiR2OY27VTIOVTIIVT12VTI3VTI4 l1-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI
TARY) -
118-I 
2380 OAi45A 151,803 B75CI6E64FI6FD3FR22HGIM52NIO8NION ARC 2F -
V-03 11ONtIR2OV27VTIOVTIIVTI2VTI3VT14 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
118-1 
2380 OA145A 151,804 B75Ct6E64Ft6FDSFR22HGIM52N1OBNI0gN ARC 2F 
V-04 IIONtltR20V27VT10VTtIVTIBVT13VT14 1t-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
t18-1 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 47 
ORBITER DATA 













OA145A 151,805 B75CI6E64FIGF3FR22HGIMS2NtO8NIO9N 
IIONIIIR2OV27VTIOVTIIVTI2VTI3VTi4 
ARC -






OAi45A 151,806 B75CISE64FI6FD3FR22HGIM52NIO8NIOgN 
IIONIIIR2OV27VTIOVTIIVTI2VT13VT14 
ARC -




2381 LAIO7 TEST CANCELLED SEPTEMBER 1978 LARC -





2385 OHi5 151,366 MODEL 53-0 (ELEVON/WING GAP) ARC -3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL173 -) 
ED 
m 
2386 DH44 151,.368 MODEL 53-0 (ELEVON/ELEVON GAP) ARC -3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL EH 
177 
2387 LA104 TEST CANCELLED SEPTEMBER 1978 LARD -





0A145C 160,810 B75CIGE64FI6FD3FR22HGIM52NIO8NIO9N 
IIONIIIR2OV27VTIOVTIIVTI2VTI3VT14 
ARC -






DA145C 160,811 B75C16E64FI6FD3FR22HGIM52NiOBN109N 
IIONIIIR2OV27VTIOVTIIVTI2VTI3VTI4 
ARC -






















OA145C 160,812 B75Ci6E64FI6FD3FR22HGIM52NIoBNIO9N 
11ONItIR2OV27VTIOVTIIVTI2VTI3VT14 
ARC -




2390 LAIOI 160.481 MODEL 44 0 SSV ORBITER WITH REMOTE LARC - KD 
CONTROLLED ELEVONS UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
1194 
2392 0A250 151,389 MODEL 45-0 ORB, 140A/B CONF. (MODI NRLAD - FQ 
FIED) LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL -
775 
2395 LAIII 151,394 MODEL 44-0 (SILTS POD) LARC Kd 
B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
786 
2396 LAtIO 151,393 MODEL 44-0 (SILTS POD) LARC - RI 00 'M ;0 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
-
1212 0 
2399 LAIt4 151,388 MODEL 44-0 (SILTS POD) LARC -K 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1217 ro 
2400 0A234 160,518 ORBITER VEHICLE 102 FOREBODY LERC - GY i-rn 
10 BY 10-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 
EL 
042 
2402 0A223 151,763 B75CI6F64FI6FD3rR22HGIM52NIOBNIOgN NRLAD FO 
iIONIfIR2OV27VTIOVTIIVTI2YTISVTI4 LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
766 
2405 OAIOI 151.756 OVi02 ARC 20 






















































































































































20 0 C0 



















































































93-0 FLAT PLATE 

SSV OV102 ORBITER CONFIGURATION MO 

DEL 104-0 INSTRUMENTED ELEVONS 


















-SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) ­
V4IA-PBA 
ARC ­

















































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 51 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DNS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2424 OA126A,BC 160,507 B62C9E64F9Mi6RSV8WI31NI2FD3N28 ARC - 2Y 
V-02 11-FOOT, 9-FOOT, 8-FOOT, UNITARY W 
IND TUNNEL 
289-1 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
2424 CA126A,B,C 160,508 SSV 102 ORBITER CONFIGURATION 47-0 ARC - 3H 
V-03 i-FOOT. 9-FOOT, B-FOOT, UNITARY W IND TUNNEL 
289-I 
2426 LA124 TPIiB6 140A/B ORBITER LARC -






OA270A i60,817 OV102(MODEL 39-0) LARC -






OA270A 160,818 OV102(MDDEL 39-0) LARC -
Is-rOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
KN to 
0 
326 F- m 
2430 OA270A 160.819 OV102(MODEL 39-0) LARC - KM 
V-03 16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
326 
2432 LAi2S 160.845 OV102 (105-0) LARC - KS 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1243 
2433 DA71 151.764 0 02 SCALE ORBITER VEHICLE 102 (MO NSWC - Gi 
DEL 105-0), MODIFIED MODEL 89-0 1310 
2434 0A129 151,782 ORBITER (47.0) 0V102 WITH RIGID AN 
D FLEXIBLE TAIL 
AEDOC -
























DA146 167,652 SSV 14DA/B/C/R ORBITER ARC 
-
"_O 3G 





0A146 167,653 SSV 14DA/B/C/R ORBITER ARC -






151,774 ARC -3Y 








2451 DH9OA/MA29 151,772 AEDC - 4S C_ 






LA57 72661 140A/B ORBITER-BASELINE LARC - HX 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
114 
2455 OHIO2A 151,778 140C ORBITER WITH SLAB SIDED VERTI 
CAL TAIL 
AEDC -























































































































TPS TILE CAVITY FLOW FIELD MODEL 



















































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 54 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
OMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2477 LAI4IA/B 160,825 ORBITER 74-0 LARC - KZ 
20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
6546 
2478 LAIaI 160,503 B75Ci6E64FI6FR22HGIMS2NiO8NIO9NIIO LARC - 7A 
V-01 N1i1R20V27 UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1299 
'2478 LAI3I 160.504 B75CI6E64Fi6FR22HGIM52NIO8NIO9NI10 LARC - 7A 
V-02 NitlR20V27 UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1299 
2478 LAI3 160.505 B75CI6E64FI6FR22HGIM52NI08NIODNIIO LARC - 7A 
V-03 Ni11R20V27 UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1299 
0C 
2482 OA400 160,814 ORBITER - 470 ARC - axIn ;u 
V'-01 t-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI -0 Q 
TARY) 0 2 
427-1 0 1p 
427-2 
2482 OA400 160,815 ORBITER - 470 ARC 3 X "o 




2482 OA400 160,816 ORBITER - 470 ARC aX 




2483 0S49 167,357 AEDC - T5 
V-Oi TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL 
PWT-16T) 
TF-556 


















0S49 167/358 AEDC -






167,361 CALIBRATION PANEL ARC -







0A253 167,368 B64Ci4E63F14MI8N92N94RIBU2V23Wi29 AEDC -








OA253 167,369 B64C14E63Fi4MIN92N94RIBU2V23W129 AEDC -








167,262 HRSI TILED PANEL ARC -








2488 0S300 160,835 AFRSI PANEL ARC -




2489 0S56 167,366 AEDOC -






OH109 167.349 56-0 AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
4Z 
V4IB-G9 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 56 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
S SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2490 0-109 167,249 60-0 AEDC - 4Z 
V-0l HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
V4IB-G9 
2490 0Hi09 167.350 56-0 AEDC - 4Z 




3H109 167,350 60-0 AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
4Z 
V418-G9 
2490 OHIO9 167,351 60-0 AFDC - 4Z 




OHIO9 167,351 56-0 AEDC -4 




2492 OHiO7 167,359 OV-102 (RIGHT HAND WING AND TRUNCA AEDC -T2 0 
TED AFT FUSELAGE) HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) -,u r. 
V438- 17 10 I 
c=2 
2494 OiOB 167,360 DV-102 ELEVON GAP ARC - AH >0 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL - r-T 
254 
2495 oio 160,844 60-0 ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
AG 
253 
2495 oIIO 160,844 56-0 ARC - AG 




OCIl 167,380 0 0175-SCALE 56-0 AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
T6 
V41B-1C 


















H1I1 167,381 0 0175-SCALE 56-0 AEDC -





CHili 167,382 O.Oi75-SCALE 56-0 AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
T6 
V4IB-IC 
2499 OA164 i10.836 BeRCI4DTIE54FI4FDIFD2FRI2HAIHGIMI8N92N94NlO7PR1Ri8V23VTIVT2W129 
ARC -
40-FOOT BY 80-FOOT SUBSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
NM 
47 3 y l t 





2501 05304A 167,373 ARC -




2502 0S304B 167,378 ARC - AO 





167,363 20A LARC -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
7C 
905,6,7,9 
2504 0S302B 167,379 ARC -




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 58 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2505 OS46A-G 167.376 AEDO - 7T 
TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL 
PWT-16T) 
TF-551 
2506 OSS01,2,3 167,384 ARC AS 
Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
500,07,31 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
00 
2508 OSO06A/B 167,650 FIXTURE 96-0 ARC - AV 0 
Il-FDOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
548-1 









9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
2510 0S309A 167,651 ARC - AY 
il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
548-1 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 59 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 








NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
2-CHARACTER 
DESCRIPTOR 
2006 IAIA 120,088 MSFC/NR PARAMETRIC LAUNCH VEHICLE MSFC -
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
77 
556 
2010 IAIm 120,060 MR ATP ORBITER/TANK AND SPMS ON AN 
0 OFF 
MSFC -
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
545 
72 
2011 MA9F 120.0B9 NR ATP ORBITER/EXTERNAL TANK AND S 
RBS 
MSFC -




2013 IA2 128.762 SHUTTLE ORBITER/TANK SRM (N-040A) ARC B0--
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 




IA4 120,091 NASA SSV ORBITER ON NR EOHT WITH S 
INGLE BSRM 
LTV -





2015 IA4 120.091 NASA SSV ORBITER ON NR EOHT WITH S LTV - DE 
V-02 INGLE BSRM HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
458 
2018 IA3 128.755 ATP LAUNCH CONFIGURATION NRLAD -LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
DH 
693 
2024 1A7 12g,766 040A SPACE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHI 
CLE 
ARC -




2026 IA3iF 128,778 MCR 0074 BASELINE LAUNCH VEHICLE MSFC -14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
81 
566 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 60 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2027 IA32FB 141,807 ORB WITH ET AND 2 SRB'S MSFC - 82 
V-01 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
567 
2027 IA32FB 141.808 ROB WITH ET AND 2 SRB'S MSFC - B2 
V-02 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
567 
2027 IA32FB 141.809 ORB WITH 2 SRB'S MSFC -
0o 
82 n 




IA31FB 134,434 MCR 0074 ORBITER LAUNCH MSFC -




2028 IA31FB 134,436 MCR 0074 ORBITER LAUNCH MSFC - 83 r r" 
V-02 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL - -
570 
2032 IA9A,B,C 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B­
V-01 OAI2A,C It-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IAgA,B.C 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B­
V-02 OAI2A,C iI-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 61 




















128.794 17-OTS ARC -











128,794 17-OTS ARC --
il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 







128,794 17-OTS ARC -














128,794 17-OTS ARC -












128,794 17-OTS ARC -




8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 62 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2032 IAgA,B,C 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B-
V-O OAi2A,C I-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IABA,BC 128,794 17-DTS ARC - B­
V-09 OA12A,C Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IA9A,B,C 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B­
V-jo OAI2A,C Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 0 0 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IA9A,B,C 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B- 0 
V-Il OAI2A,C Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI r = 
TARY) 
707 





2032 IA9A,B,C 128,794 17-OTS ARC B­
V-12 OAI2A,C 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 63 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE'DATA 
NASA NASA NASA IATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2032 IA9A.B,C 12B,794 17-OTS ARC - B­
V-13 OAI2A,C Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IA9A,B,C 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B­
V-14 OAI2A,C ii-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 






2032 IA9A,B,C 128,794 17-OTS ARC - B­
V-l5 OAI2A,C Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 0 
TARY) Z" 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T C z 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IA9A,B,C 128,794 17-OTS ARC B- <co 
V-lG OAI2A,C Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IA9A,B,C 128.794 17-OTS ARC - B­
V-17 OAI2A,C Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 64 



















128,794 17-OTS ARC -




S-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) I -
707 
2039 IA6A 134,071 MODEL 2A ORBITER AND EXTERNAL TANK MSFC - 85 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
571 00 
2042 IA52 134,087 MFSC MODEL NO 453 MSFC - 98 -u 57 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 0 z 
584 0 
2048 IAI2B 134.104 2A CONFIGURATION ARC - BV a 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T C 




IA13 134,117 INTEGRATED VEHICLE CONFIG 3 (MODEL 
32-OTS) 
AEDC -





IA13 134.1i INTEGRATED VEHICLE CONFIG. 3 (MODE 
L 32-OTS) 
AEDC -





IAI 14l,801 INTEGRATED VEHICLE CONFIG 
L 32-OTS) 
3 (MODE AEDC -
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
TJ 
VA323 
2063 IA37 128.788 INTEGRATED VEHICLE MSFC - 88 




IA36 141,814 INTEGRATED SSV 2A,3A MODIFIED CALSPAN -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
UF 
T14-053 
INDEX or PUBLISHED DATA 65 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 













IA36 141,816 INTEGRATED SSV 2A,SA MODIFIED CALSPAN -





IAi2C 141,518 2A CONFIGURATION ARC -






IA120 141,519 2A CONFIGURATION ARC -






IAI2C 141,520 2A CONFIGURATION ARC -






2070 LA23 128,787 JSC 040A ORBITER WITH EHOT 
RM 
AND 2 S LARC -







2072 IASiFC 134,072 PRR BASELINE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION 
MCR 0074 BASELINE MODEL ELEMENTS 
MSFC -








134,095 140A/B ORB , VEN 4 ET, 2 SRB'S 
SHUTTLE ORBITER VENT PRESSURE MODE 
ARC -
6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
ES (ca 




IA29 134,099 140A/B ORB , VEH 4 ET, 2 SRB'S ARC -




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 66 















2077 OA63 134.100 140A/B ORB , VEH 4 ET, 2 SRB'S ARC - EB 
V-03 6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
630 
2078 IAIO 128,795 MODEL 32-OT WITH ORBITER, ET. SIMU ARC - B7 





IAI4A 134,443 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC -






IAI4A 134,444 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC 






IAi4A 143,445 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC 
il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI BI -
TARY) 
2084 IA14A 143,446 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH 
716 
ARC B I 
;a 
10 





IAI4A 143,447 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC -






IAi4A 143,448 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC -




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 67 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2084 
V-07 
IAI4A 143,449 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC -






IAi4A 143.450 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC -






IAi4A 141,501 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC -






IAI4A 141,502 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC -






2084 IAI4A 141,503 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC - g81 






167,344 SPACE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHICLE P 
RESSURE MODEL 26-OTS 
ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
B9 
171 
2093 IA378 134.090 EXTERNAL TANK, T9 
EXTERNAL TANK. TII 
MSFC -
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
93 
585 
2098 IHIS 134,096 BIOCSD7F4M3VSWB7 
BIOC5D7F4M3VSWB7T8 
ARC -





0H4B 134,419 22-OT AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
TK 
VA352 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 68 





CR NASATM-X DATASET 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2099 
V-02 
OH4B 134,438 22-OT AEDC -









AND ORB ALONE 
AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) TMT 
RI ORBITER (VL70-000139) VA289 
2105 IH17 144,594 ORBITER + EXTERNAL TANK, SSV MODEL LARC - PR 
41-OTS MACH B VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC 
EXTERNAL TANK ALONE, SSV MODEL 41- TUNNEL 












2110 IHIB 144,589 ORBITER CONFIGURATION 2A LARC - C r-
EXTERNAL TANK FREON TUNNEL 
97-118t 
OUI 
2112 1A57 134,401 INTEGRATED VEHICLE (CONFIGURATION AEDC - TL 












134,109 CONFIGURATION 4 MATED SSV (67-aTS) LARC -




2122 IA69 134,424 LAUNCH CONFIGURATION (MODEL 67-OTS NRLAD - F3 
7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
280 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 69 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2123 IA53 141.504 LAUNCH CONFIGURATION MSFC - 96 




IA14B 141,522 SSV 14OA/B LAUNCH ARC 






IA14B 141.523 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ARC 






It-3 141,514 817 C7 M4 FS WI03 E22 V7 
TIO 
RS ARC -






IH3 141,515 BI7 C7 M4 F5 WIO3 E22 V7 R5 
TIO 
ARC -
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
EI 0 o 
; I' 
179 r 0 
2136 
V-03 
IH3 141,516 B17 C7 M4 FS W103 E22 V7 RS 
TtO 
ARC -








IH3 141.517 B17 C7 M4 F5 W103 E22 V7 R5 
TIO 
ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
EI 
178 
2137 IAGO 134.103 CONFIGURATION 3, MODEL 32-0) LARC - HI 





IH4 144,608 0 010-SCALE VERSION OF THE VEHICLE 
3 SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
Q3 
1059 
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IH4 144,609 0 010-SCALE VERSION OF THE VEHICLE 
3 SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 
LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
03 
1059 
2138 IH4 144.610 0 OO-SCALE VERSION OF THE VEHICLE LARC - 03 




IH4 144,611 0.010-SCALE VERSION OF THE VEHICLE 
3 SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 
LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
Q3 
1059 
2143 IAGIA 144,587 INTEGRATED VEHICLE- CONFIGURATION AEDOC - TO 




2144 IA68 134.427 LAUNCH CONFIGURATION NRLAD - F4 0z 
7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 0 2 
281 :0 r, 
2146 tS413 ,092 30-OTS LARC - HF 
26-INCH TRANSONIC BLOWDOWN TUNNEL 0 
547 r- rn 
2148 
V-01 
IH20 134,440 22-OTS ARC -





IH20 134,441 22-OTS ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
EN 
185 
2153 IHI 151.377 ORBITER ALONE LARC - Q7 




IAI7A 141,797 ORBITER WITH ET SEPARATING 
ISOLATED ORBITER 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
TR 
VA422 
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INTEGRATEd VEHICLE DATA 
NASA , NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2156 
V-02 
IAI7A 141,798 ORBITER WITH ET SEPARATING 
ISOLATED ORBITER 
AEDC -





IAI7A 141,799 ORBITER WITH ET SEPARATING 
ISOLATED ORBITER 
AEDC -
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) -
TR 
VA422 
2157 IH19 141.822 ORBITER 
EXTERNAL TANK 
LARC -
HYPERSONIC NITROGEN TUNNEL -
QE 
28 
2158 ISSA 147,640 013, T9, S7 MSFC -




2160 IAIB 134,413 52-OT 
ET ALONE 
ARC -








141,828 MODEL 37-Or (CONFIG 3 ORB AND ET) 
CONFIGURATION 3 ORBITER 
CALSPAN -







141.829 MODEL 37-OT (CONFIG 3 ORB AND ET) 
CONFIGURATION 3 ORBITER 
CALSPAN -







141,830 MODEL 37-OT (CONFIG 3 ORB AND FT) 
CONFIGURATION 3 ORBITER 
CALSPAN -
48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL -
UG 
173-100 
2166 IH16 141.534 ORB +ET+SRB 
ET 
LARC -
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
PO 
1041 
2168 LA32 71945 - THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM LARC - 00 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL -
97 
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IABIA 141,836 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -






IABIA 141,837 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -






lABIA 141,838 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 






IA81A 141,839 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -
Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 






IABIA 141,840 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 









IABiA 141.841 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 






IA8IA 141,842 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 






IA19 141,543 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 
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IA19 141,544 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -







IAI9 141,545 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 




2173 IAB 134,107 6-OTS ARC -14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL -








VEHICLE 5 CONFIGURATION MSFC 







VEHICLE 5 CONFIGURATION MSFC 












IA70 134,431 MODEL 49-0 + 67TS INTEGRATED VEHIC 
LE 
NRLAD 






IA70 134,432 MODEL 49-0 + 67TS INTEGRATED VEHIC 
LE 
NRLAD 






IA70 134,433 MODEL 49-0 + 67TS INTEGRATED VEHIC 
LE 
NRLAD -
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2180 IH28 147,615 SSV ORBITER (MODEL(so-O) ARC - EV 
V-01 SSV EXT. TANK (MODEL 41-T) 3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
195 
2180 IH28 147,616 SSV ORBITER (MODEL(50-0) ARC - EV 
V-02 SSV EXT TANK (MODEL 41-T) 3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
195 
2189 IAIIO 141,506 ORBITER 140A/B ARC - El 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
052 
2192 IA87 141,541 O/ET; O/ETSRB, SRB AEDC - TU 




IA87 141,542 O/ET, O/ET,SRB: SRB AEDC -
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
TU ;ga2 
60A 0 M 
2194 
V-01 
IABIB 141,817 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -






IABIB 141,818 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -






IA81B 141,819 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -






IABIB 141,820 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2194 
V-05 
IABIB 141,821 LAUNCH VEHICLE S ARC -






3315 ORBITER, ET, SRB LARC -




2200 LA44 3336 DRBITER-i4OA/B. SRB. ET: LARC -
B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
H6 
677 
2204 IA43 141,525 OTS,140A/B LARC -8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
HC o 0 
693 "n; 
2206 IA44 141,528 0 010-SCALF OUTER MOLD LINE MODEL 
OF THE 140A/B CONFIGURATION 
LARC -





2210 IH27 iSi,372 15-0 VIII (FLAT-PLATE CARRIER) ARC -






IA80 147,632 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -






IA80 147,633 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -




2212 IABO 147.634 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC - E4 
V-03 1i-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
023 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2212 IA80 147,635 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC - E4 
V-04 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY)
023 
2219 IA82C 144,597 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC E5 
V-01 8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
044 
2219 IA82C 144,598 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC - ES 
V-02 8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
044 
2224 LA56 147,650 72-OTS (ORB , ET, SRM) LARC - HW 
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
699 
B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
2226 IA61B 141,507 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE CONFIGURATIO AEDC - V4 
00
rIn 
N 3 MODEL 32-OTS 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER MODEL 52-0 





2227 IA71 141.806 ORB./W/ET AND SRB 740TS. ORB W/ET MSFC - iK 
AND SRB'S 770, 74T5 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -0 
810 
2230 IAI7B 141.509 ORBITER-TANK MATED, MODEL 52-OT AEDC - V3 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VA422 
2231 IA82B 144,601 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC - E6 
V-01 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
044 
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IA828 144,602 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC -




2235 SA30F 141,810 SRB W/O HEAT SHIELD, W/HEAT SHIELD MSFC - id 
ON SKIRT, W/HEAT SHIELD ON NOZZLE 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
611 
2240 IH4iA 151,054 60-OTS THERMOCOUPLE MODEL AFDC - V7 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
A4A 
2242 IAIII 141,831 52-OTS AEDC -V8 0 




IAIII 144,588 52-OTS AEDC -
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
-
V8 0 > 
r-
A3A 
2248 TH48 144,599 60 OTS SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE S ARC - NB 
3 S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -" 
211 
2249 H33 161,775 37-OT SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITR/EXTERN CALSPAN - Ud 
AL TANK- 01 SCALE 48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL -
185-131 
96-INCH'HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL -
2253 IA125 144,833 77-0, 77-OTS MSFC - IN 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
622 
2255 62,444 SERIES-BURN, PARALLEL-BURN, 2 CANO ARC - NF 
PY CONFIGURATIONS; Il-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
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IA72 151,045 88-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL 
D AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION 
ARC -






IA72 151,046 88-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL 
0 AIR MPS AND SRS PLUME SIMULATION 
ARC 






IA72 151,047 88-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL 
D AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION 
ARC 






IA72 151,048 88-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL 
D AIR MPS AND SRS PLUME SIMULATION 
ARC -






072 0 p 
2258 
V-05 
IA72 151,049 88-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL 
D AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION 
ARC 
ii-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 





IA72 151,050 88-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL 
D AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION 
ARC 






IA72 151,051 88-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL 
D AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION 
ARC -






IA72 151,052 88-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL 
D AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION 
ARC -
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2258 IA72 151,053 8B-OTS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL ARC - NE 
V-09 D AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION i1-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
072 
2272 IAl4 151,077 SSV 3 AEDC VC 




IA114 151,078 SSV 3 AEDC -




2274 FAi4 144,593 74-OTS. VEH. 5 (ASCENT CONFIG ) MSFC - IL 0 -2: 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL (0 J 
600 ;a 
2282 IH34 151,407 PLUME SIMULATION MODEL 19-OTS LERC 
10 BY 
-







IS2A/B 151,035 INTEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
84-OTS 
ARC 




i1-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
2284 IS2A/B 151,036 INTEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ARC NK 
V-02 84-OTS 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
113 
1I-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
2293 IA40 151,381 MODEL 75-OTS (72-0 WING, 140C MOD AEDC VT 
FUSELAGE, ET. SRB) SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
KIA 
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2295 IH4IB 151,069 ET ALONE T34 AEDC - VF 
V-01 ORBITER ALONE B62C12E52FIOM16Ri8V SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
8W116 A4A 
2295 IH4iB 151,070 ET ALONE T34 AEDC - VF 
V-02 ORBITER ALONE B62CI2E52FIOMI6RI8V SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
8WI16 A4A 
2295 IH41B 151,071 ET ALONE T34 AEDC - VF 




IH4iB 151,072 ET ALONE T34 
ORBITER ALONE B62C12E52FlOM16RlBV 
AEDC -
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
VF 
8WI16 A4A 
2295 IH41B 151,073 ET ALONE T34 AEDC - VF 0 
V-05 ORBITER ALONE B62Ci2E52FIOMI6RISV SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
SWI16 A4A 
2299 LABO 3497' ORBITER/747 FERRY VEHICLE LARC -N 0 
HIGH SPEED 7 BY 10-FOOT TUNNEL - ; r 
2306 
V-01 





Il-FOOT, 9-FOOT, 8-FOOT, UNITARY W 
NO . 
r n 









11-FOOT, 9-FOOT, 8-FOOT, UNITARY W 
NO 









Iti-FOOT, 9-FOOT. B-FOOT, UNITARY W 
NO 
Li1FR1OPT22PT23PT24PT25PT26PT27T37 IND TUNNEL 
144-I 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2308 IHS 147,636 19-OTS CALSPAN -





IH47 151,075 VEHICLE 5, TO INCLUDE SRB ALONE AN 
D OTS (SPIKE NOSE ET) 
AEDC 





IH47 151,076 VEHICLE S. TO INCLUDE SPB ALONE AN 
D OTS (SPIKE NOSE ET) 
AEOC -
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
VI 
J3A 
2315 lA14i 147,623 O.010-SCALE VL7O-OO0140C INTEGRATE 
D SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH VEHICLE 
NRLAD -
7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
FK 
297 c 0 
2316 IA137 147,622 FULL 331 INCH DIAMETER FOREBODY 
AN B0% (264 B INCH) OF FULL DIAMET 
ARC -




ER FOREBODY 143-1 0 
2319 IH43 151,771 01-SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE ORB/ET 59-
OT 
CALSPAN -






96-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL -
2323 IA94A 151,039 0 010-SCALE 72-OTS MODEL LARC -K --<C 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL -
1152 
2324 IA94B 151,040 0.010-SCALE 72-OTS MODEL LARC -





IA93 151,037 0.010-SCALE 72-OTS MODEL LARO 





1A93 151.038 0 010-SCALE 72-OTS MODEL LARC -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
dd 
749 
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2327 IA22 15t,079 CONFIG. 102 ORBITER AND ET, DESIGN AEDC - VK 




IA22 151,080 CONFIG 102 ORBITER AND ET, DESIGN 
ATED MODEL TO-OT 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VK 
D9A 
2327 IA22 15l,081 CONFIG. 102 ORBITER AND ET, DESIGN AEDC 
- VK 






INSULATION TILE G LARC -
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
DO 
105 
2335 IAI4OA/B 151,783 VEHICLE 5 MSFC - IQ 





IA142 151,385 75-OTS AEDC 






IA142 151,386 75-OTS AEDC -






IA142 151,387 75-OTS AEOC -





lA143 151,401 1 MODEL 75-OTS (WING) AEDC 





lA143 151,402 2 MODEL 75-OTS (WING) AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
VX 
P8A 
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IAi43 151,403 3 MODEL 75-OTS (WING) AEDC -





IA143 151,404 4 MODEL 75-OTS (WING) AFDC -














3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
222 
AEOC -







IA144 167,342 0 - 140A/B/C/R 
SRB - MODIFIED VEHICLE 5 
ARC -






IA144 167,343 0 - 140A/B/C/R 
SRB - MODIFIED VEHICLE 5 
ARC -




2378 TA191 160,820 MODEL l12-T ARC -






IA148 151,412 OV102 + ET (MODEL 70-OT) AEDC -





IA148 151,413 OV102 + ET (MODEL 70-OT) AEDC 
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DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2391 IA244 167,346 OTS - SINGLE STING IN ORBITER LARC - KE 
OTS - ET AND SRB ON SEPERATE STING 8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL -
779 
2397 LA113 167,347 0 -140A/B/C/R LARC - KH 




IAIO5A 160,850 B62C9E64W131Mi6N28N112R5V8FD3F9 
T3§ 
AEDC -




2398 IA1OSA 160,851 B62C9E64WI31Mi6N2RNII2RSV8FDSF9 AEDC - 4B 





IAIOSA 160,852 862C9E64W13iMi6N28NI12R5V8FD3F9 
T39 
AEDC -
TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL ( 
4B 
0 z 
PWT-16T) 0 3 
470 ;af 
2401 ISIA/B/C 151,395 11-OTS (ORB, ET, 2 SRB'S) ARC - 2S i " 
0S3 li-FOOT, 9-FOOT. 8-FOOT, UNITARY W 




IA156A 160,515 B75CI6E64FI6FR22HGIM52NI08NIO9NilO 
N1IiR20UIV27V29VTIOVTIIVT14VTI7WI3 
AEDC -






IA156A 160,516 B75C16E64FI6FR22HGIM52NIO8NIO9NIIO 
NiIIR20UIV27V29VTIOVTIIVTI4VTi7WI3 
AEDC -
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2403 IAiSGA i6O,511 87SCiGE64FIGFR22HGrMB2NIOBNIO9NiiO AEDC - 4C 





1A119 160,510 88-OTS- 02 SCALE OF THE INTEGRATED 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
ARC 






IAiig 160,511 88-OTS- 02 SCALE OF THE INTEGRATED 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
ARC 






tAils i60,512 88-OTS- 02 SCALE OF THE INTEGRATED 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
ARC -









tAii 160,513 88-OTS- 02 SCALE OF THE INTEGRATED 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
ARC 







2406 IAIBI 167,348 B62,Ci2,E62.FiO,MIB.N2B.R,VS,W127 MSFC - iU 
ATI6,ATI7,ATIS.FLE,FL6,FL9,FR6,PTI 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
3,PT14,PT20,T20 649 
2407 IH73 167,374 B22C7F5M4V7W111 
T8 
ARC -





rA156B 160,498 B75Ci6E64F6FR22HGMS2NIOBNIOgNItO 
NiIIR2OU1V27V29VTIOVTIIVTI4VTI7WI3 
ARC -
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
2T 
iT39S27 UNNEL (UNITARY) 
272 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 








NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
2-CHARACTER 
DESCRIPTOR 
2408 IA156B 160.499 B7SCI6E64FI6FR22HGIMB2NIOBNIO9NIIO ARC - 2T 
V-02 NIiIR2OUIV27V29VTIOVTIIVTI4VTi7WI3 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
1T39S27 UNNEL (UNITARY) 
272 
2408 IAIS6B 160,500 B7SCIGEG4FIGFR22HGIM52NIO8NIO9NIIO ARC 2T 
V-03 NIIIR20UIV27V29VTiOVTIiVTI4VT7WI3 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
IT39527 UNNEL (UNITARY) 
272 
2412 IH90 167,386 60-OTS (B62C12E52FIOM16RI8V8W116T ARC - 2W 
V-01 38S26) 3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
234-1 00 
2412 IH90 167,387 60-OTS (B62CI2EB2FIOM16RIRVBWI16T ARC - 2W 
V-02 38S26) 3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -0 
234-1 
2413 IAIO5B 160.858 B62C9E64WI3IMI6N28R5VBFD3F9 ARC - 2U 
V-01 T39S27 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) c 7z 
242-1 
2413 IAIOBB i60,859 B62C9E64WI31M16N2BR5VBFD3FB ARC - 2U 
V-02 T39S27 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
242-1 
2416 IA603 160.824 LBM MSFC - 6C 
SSLV TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
668 
2418 IHIOD 151,414 WEDGE SHAPED MODEL TO HOLD DFI GAS ARC - 3Z 
TEMP. PROBE 3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
227 
2422 FHI5 151,767 30/10/40-DEGREE CONE OGIVE AEDC - 4K 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
V41A-20 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2428 IHII 160,523 84-OTS- .035 SCALE MODEL OF THE IN LERC - GI 
V-01 TEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 10 BY 10-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 
EL 
045 
2428 IHII 160.524 84-OTS- 035 SCALE MODEL OF THE IN LERC - GI 
V-02 TEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 10 BY 1O-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 
EL 
045 
2428 IHII 160,525 84-OTS- 035 SCALE MODEL OF THE IN LERC - GI 
V-O3 TEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 10 BY 10-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 
EL 00 
045 n 75 
2428 IHII 160,526 84-OTS- .035 SCALE MODEL OF THE IN LERC GI dz 
V-04 TEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 10 BY 10-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 0 O 
EL -
04S 
2429 IH51B 167,353 OT FLAT PLATE ARC SC 
5BOTS 3 S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL-.., ra 
239 
2431 IH8s 151,793 OTS-T38S26862Ci2Mi6WI16E52V8R18FiO AEDC - 4L 
V-0l OT-T38B62CI2MI6WII6ES2VBRISFO SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
V41A-W5 
2431 IHBS 151,794 OTS-T38526B62Ci2M16WI6E52VSRiSFIO AEDC - 4L 
V-02 OT-TSBB62Ci2Mi6WI6E52V8RI8FIO SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
V41A-W5 
2431 IHB 151,795 OTS-T38S26862C12MI6WII6E52V8R18FiO AEDC - 4L 
V-03 OT-T3B62CI2MI6WII6ES2V8RIBFIO SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
V41A-W5 
2431 IH85 151.796 OTS-T38S26B62C12MI6WI16E52VSRI8FIO AEDC - 4L 
V-04 . OT-T38B62CI2MI6WII6ES2V8RI8FIO SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
V41A-W5 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2431 IH85 151,797 OTS-T3BS26B62CI2Mt6WII6ES2VBRIFIO AEDC - 4L 
V-05 OT-T38B62CI2MI6WlI6E52V8RISFiO SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
V41A-W5 
2431 IH85 151,798 OTS-T3BS26862Ci2Mi6WI16E62V8R1BF1O AEDC - 4L 




IHBS 151,799 OTS-T38S26B62C12Mi6W1i6E52VBRl8FIO 
OT-T3BB62CI2MI6WI16E52V8RIBFIO 
AEDC 





IHB5 151,800 OTS-T38S26B62CI2Mi6WI16E52VBRIBFIO 
OT-T38B62C2MI6WI1GEE2V8RI8FIO 
AEDC -




2435 IH39 151,415 INTEGRATED VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 5 LERC 
10 BY 
-





2437 FA25 iS.766 MODEL 74-OTS 
MODEL 74-OTS WITH ORB MOLD LINE C 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
iX c c 
HANGES ON WING AND NOSE 652 1 
2438 IA138 160.855 PROPOSED VEHICLE B ARC - 3D 
V-01 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
246-1 
2438 IA0BS 160.856 PROPOSED VEHICLE B ARC - 3D 
V-02 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
246-1 
2438 IA138 160,857 PROPOSED VEHICLE 5 ARC - 3D 
V-OB 9-FOOT BY 1-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
246-1 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2440 IH83 151,765 SPACE SHUTTLE PLUME SIMULATION (MO 
DEL 19-OTS) 
LERC 




2444 IAI3 160,488 B75CIGE64FI6FR22HGIMS2NIO8NI09NI10 AEOC - 4Q 





IA183 160,489 B75CI6E64FIGFR22HGiM52NIO8NIOgNitO 
NIIIR20UIV27VTIOVTIIVTI2VTI3VT14 
AEOC -





2448 IH51C 160,519 ARC 
3F 0 




IHSiC 160,520 ARC -3F 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL -
241 
2449 IA132 160,497 EXTENAL OXYGEN HYDROGEN TANK FOREB 
ODY MODEL 
AEOC -




2452 IH99 167,383 SSV SRB NOSE ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
2P 
230 






2456 IA184 160,486 0 03-SCALE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHI ARC 3K 
V-01 CLE 47-OTS 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
347-1 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMSDR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2456 IA184 160,487 0.03-SCALE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHI ARC - 3K 
V-02 CLE 47-OTS 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
347-I 
2457 IAI80 160,813 EXTERNAL OXYGEN HYDROGEN TANK FORE LARC - KV 
BODY MODEL UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1267 
2462 IAi3iB/C 167.370 ET FOREBODY (T41)- LOUVERS OPEN, C ARC - 3E 
V-0l T FAIRING AND G02 LINE INSTALLED 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
ET FOREBODY (T41)- LOUVERS OPEN, C 
T,FAIRING, AND G02 LINE REMOVED 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
283-1 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 0 0 
2462 IA131B/C 167,371 ET FOREBODY (T41)- LOUVERS OPEN, C ARC 3E -v 
V-02 T FAIRING AND G02 LINE INSTALLED 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 0 v 
ET FOREBODY (T41)- LOUVERS OPEN, C UNNEL (UNITARY) 0 3p 
T,FAIRING, AND G02 LINE REMOVED 283-1 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
2464 IH102 160,833 860CO (83-0) AEDC - 4W rrz 
V-06 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) -
V4IA-67 
2467 I103 160,834 60-OT ARC - OP 
56-0/60T 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
245 
2471 LAI2 160.514 LAUNCH VEHICLE - 890TS LARC - KW 
16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL -
341 
2474 FA28 160.826 ORBITER ALONE MSFC - IZ 
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION (NO PROTUBERA 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
NCES ON ET) 656 
NASA NASA NASA 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2475 LAI40 160,509 
2481 IA602 167.377 






LAUNCH VEHICLE (89-OTS) 

OTS (MODEL 74) 
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CARRIER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2201 CA3 160,854 BOEING 747 CARRIER (MODEL TE 1065) UW 





CA5 141.800 0.03-SCALE AX 1319 
ODEL 
I-i (CARRIER) M TBCA -





CA5 141,803 0 03-SCALE AX 1319 I-1 
ODEL 
(CARRIER) M TBCA 





CAS 141.804 0 03-SCALE AX-1319 I-i(CARRIER) MO 
DEL 
TBCA 
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
GM 
1431 00 
2217 CA20 141,844 0.03-SCALE 45-0 MODIFIED SSV ORBIT TBCA GN ,900 
V-01 ER 140A/B TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 0 : 
1431 O lp 
2217 CA20 141,845 0.03-SCALE 45-0 MODIFIED SSV ORBIT TBCA - ON .. 
V-02 ER 140A/B TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1431 
2217 CA20 141,846 0 03-SCALE 45-0 MODIFIED SSV ORBIT TBCA GN 
V-03 ER 140A/B TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
143$ 
2236 CAl 141,835 BOEING 747 MATED WITH AN EXTERNAL UW GO 
TANK LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
1146 
2243 CA23A 144,583 MODEL 48-0/AX1318I-1 0.0125 SCALE ARC - E9 
14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
080 
2262 CAB 147,630 CARRIER W/ ORB. ALONE, CARRIER ALO TBCA GP 
V-01 NE, MATED 747/ORBITER TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1472 
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CARRIER DATA 








NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
2-CHARACTER 
DESCRIPTOR 
2262 CAB 147,631 CARRIER W/ ORB. ALONE, CARRIER ALO TBCA - GP 






151,396 BOEING AXI3I9P-I CARRIER TBCA -
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
GO 
1477 
2268 CA9 151,397 BOEING AXIBI9P-i CARRIER TBCA - GO 
V-02 CA9P TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1477 
2268 CA9 151,398 BOEING AXI3I9P-i CARRIER TBCA - GO 
V-03 CA9P TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1477 
2268 CA9 151,399 BOEING AX1319P-l CARRIER TBCA - GO 00 
V-04 CA9P TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL "n"W 
1477 -i0 
2268 CA9 151,400 BOEING AXI319P-1 CARRIER TBCA - GO : 
V-05 CA9P TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL ;ar 
1477 
2273 CA26 144,612 AX13181-i, 747/1, 747/4 LTV - FE 
V-Oi HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL r M 
559 
2273 CA26 144,613 AX13181-1, 747/I, 747/4 LTV - FE 
V-02 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
2273 CA26 144,614 AXI318I-1, 747/1, 747/4 LTV - FE 
V-03 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
2273 CA26 144,615 AX13181-I, 747/1, 747/4 LTV - FE 
V-04 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
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CARRIER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DME-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2273 CA26 144,616 AX138I-l, 747/1, 747/4 LTV - FE 
V-05 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
2275 CA23B 144.603 0 0125-SCALE SSV ORBITER ARC NH 
V-01 14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
120 
2275 CA23B 144,604 0 0125-SCALE SSV ORBITER ARC NH 
V-02 14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
120 
2290 CAB 147,641 747/ORBITER-FERRY CONFIGURATION, 7 LARC - JF 
V-C1 47/ORBITER-ALT CONFIGURATIONS V/STOL TRANSITION RESEARCH WIND TO 
NNEL 
129 00 
2290 CAB 147,642 747/ORBITER-FERRY CONFIGURATION, 7 LARC OF 
V-02 47/ORBITER-ALT CONFIGURATIONS V/STOL TRANSITION RESEARCH WIND TU -
NNEL 
129 0 
2290 CAB 147,643 747/ORBITER-FERRY CONFIGURATION, 7 LARC - F lu 




2307 CAI4A 160,840 BOEING 747 CAM W/TYPE II MODIFICAT TBCA - GR 
V-01 ION (MODEL TR-1007) TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1496 
1497 
2307 CAI4A 160,841 BOEING 747 CAM W/TYPE II MODIFICAT TBCA GR 
V-02 ION (MODEL TR-1007) TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1496 
1497 
2332 CA13 151,373 ORBITER- TAILCONE OFF, TAILCONE ON ARC NZ 
























































LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
1170 
TBCA -
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1490/1493 
UW -
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
1173 
UW -
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
1178 
UW -
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3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
B9 
171 
2133 IA58 134,110 EXTERNAL TANK LARC - OK 




IH3 141,514 B17 C7 M4 F5 W103 E22 V7 RS ARC -





IH3 14t.515 817 C7 M4 F5 WI03 E22 V7 R5 TIO ARC -
3 S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
El 
0 0 
178 m L 
2136 
V-03 
IHS 141,516 B17 C7 M4 F5 W1O3 E22 V7 R5 TIO ARC -EI 





IH3 141,517 B17 C7 M4 FS WIG3 E22 V7 R5 TIO ARC -EI 




2145 TAIF 134.420 EXTERNAL TANK WITH PROTUBERANCES MSFC - 99 
EXTERNAL TANK WITHOUT PROTUBERANCE 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
S 83 
2153 IHI 151,377 SPB ALONE LARC - 07 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1071 
2165 TA2F 141,823 EXTERNAL TANK WITH AND WITHOUT PRO MSFC - IA 
V-0l TUBERANCES.O.003 SCALE 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
-
596 
2165 TA2F 141,824 EXTERNAL TANK WITH AND WITHDUT PRO MSFC IA 
V-02 TUBERANCES.O 003 SCALE 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
596 
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EXTERNAL TANK DATA 













TA2F 141,825 EXTERNAL TANK WITH AND WITHOUT PRO 
TUBERANCES,O 003 SCALE 
MSFC " 






TA2F 141,826 EXTERNAL TANK WITH AND WITHOUT PRO 
TUBERANCES,O 003 SCALE 
MSFC -






TA2F 141,827 EXTERNAL TANK WITH AND WITHOUT PRO 
TUBERANCES,O 003 SCALE 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
IA 
596 
2181 TA9F 134,425 EXTERNAL TANK ARC -EY 3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL - 0 0 
195 "I7: 
2197 FHIO 134,418 ET MODEL MCR0200 AEDC -




2208 TABF 144,590 MODEL NO. 470 MSFC 
1G "o 
V-01 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL -
609 rF 2 
2208 
V-02 
TA3F 144,591 MODEL NO 470 MSFC -
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
609 
1G < 
2218 THIF 151.367 EXTERNAL TANK AEDC HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL (F) 
TY 
25A 
2276 FHI 151,055 40-DEG NOSE-CLEAN(NO PROTUBERANCES AEDC -
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
Vo 




FHI4 151,041 0275 SCALE 
TANK 
SPACE SHUTTLE EXTERNAL ARC 
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
NT 
215 
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FH14 151,042 .0275 SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE EXTERNAL 
TANK 
ARC -





FHI4 151,043 .0275 SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE EXTERNAL 
TANK 
ARC -
3 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
NT 
215 
2423 FH16 151,768 30,10,40 DEGREES CONICAL SPIKE FOR ARC - 3A 
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*MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC STABI*NR ATP ORBITER 'AERODYNAMIC STABI+FORCE *0.01925 / *LARC / *R FOURNIER, B S*DMS-OR-2001 
UPWT - *LITY AND CONTROL * *LITY AND CONTROL + *1.9 - *LARC *PENCER /LARC *NOV , 1972 
1002 /+CHARACTERISTICS 0* *OF NR ATP ORBITER* '4.63 *UNITARY PLAN W*J E. VAUGHN 
MA5 *F A 01925 SCALE * *CONFIGURATION * *IND TUNNEL *d. L. GLYNN 
CR-128,750*MODEL NR ATP ORBI* * *-DMS * 
*TER AT MACH NUMBE' ' ' * * * * 
*RS FROMISTO4 ' ' * * * 

'63 * ' * *
 
LARC - *RESULTS OF TRANSO*NR PRR ORBITER *TRANSONIC AERODYN*FORCE '0.015 I 'LARC / *R MENNELL. B SP*DMS-DR-2002 
BTPT - *NIC TESTS IN THE *AMIC CHARACTERIST* *0 3 - LARC *ENCER /NR *MARCH. 1973 
626 /'NASA/LARC B FOOT *ICS * *1.3 *8-FOOT TRANSON*R SINGELLTON ' 
LAI *PRESSURE TUNNEL 0* *IC PRESSURE TU*-DMS
 
CR-128,752*N A 0 015 SCALE Mt 
 * *NNEL '
 
*ODEL NR-PRR SPACE* * * *
 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * *
* * * '
 
* t *
* ' * * 
LARC - *HYPERSONIC AERODY*NR ATP ORBITER 'HYPERSONIC AEROOY*FORCE '0.0045 / *LARC / *G C ASHBY /LARC*DMS-DR-2003 
22HT - *NAMIC CHARACTERIS* *NAMIC CHARACTERISB *20.3 - *LARC *J E VAUGHN *APRIL, 1973 
409 /*TICS OF NR-ATP OR' *TICS OF NR ATP OR' * *22-INCH HELIUM*-DMS 
MA2 *BITER, ORBITER WI* 
 *BITER * * *TUNNEL ' 
CR-12B,754*TH EXTERNAL TANK,* ' ' ' ' ' * 
*AND ASCENT CONFI* * 
*GURATION * * * '* ' * 
LTV - *LONGITUDINAL AERO*MSC 040A ORBITER *ELEVON EFFECTIVEN*FORCE *0 05 / *MSC / *P ROMERE /MSC *DMS-DR-2004 
IB20SWT - *DYNAMIC CHARACTER* *ESS AND ALTERNATE* *0 067- *LTV * E VAUGHN *NOV., 1972 
S-081 /*ISTICS OF LOW ASP* *CONFIGURATION GE * * *15-FOOT BY 20-*W M. HALE 
MAI *ECT RATIO WING CO* *OMETRIES IN PRESE* * 'FOOT SUBSONIC *-DMS 
CR-120,082*NFIGURATIONS IN G* 'NCE OF GROUND EFF' * *WIND TUNNEL ' 
*ROUND EFFECT FOR * *ECT * ' ' '
 
*A MOVING AND STAT* * ' * ' , 0 0
 
*IONARY GROUND SUR*
k ' ' * * * "1 
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* 'MODEL * 	 * COGNIZANT * BASIC* * 	 * 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE TEST 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE* 
*MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - *AERODYNAMIC STABI*NR ATP BASELINE OtAERODYNAMIC STABI*FORCE '0 004 *MSFC / *P RAMSEY /MSFC *DMS-DR-2005 
14TWT - *LITY. CONTROL EFF'RBITER 'LITY AND CONTROL * '0 6 *MSFC *V W SPARKS *NOV 1g72
 
555 /*ECTIVENESS AND DR* *EFFECTIVENESS AND* *4 96 
 *14-INCH TRISON*J L GLYNN
 
QAi *AG CHARACTERISTIC* *DRAG CHARACTERIS **IC 
 WIND TUNNEL*-DMS * 
CR-120,070'S OF A SHUTTLE OR* *TICS * * * 
*BITER CONFIGURATI* ' * * 
*ON AT MACH NUMBER* * * * * * 




*6 	 * n 
- 'AERODYNAMIC STATI*MSFC/NR PARAMEXRI*PERFORMANCE. STAB*FORCE '0 004 */'MSFC / *P E. RAMSEY /MSF*DMS-DR-2006 0MSFC 
'0.6 - MSFC - C 'DEC 1972 0 tZ14TWT - *C STABILITY AND C*C LAUNCH VEHICLE tILITY AND CONTROL' 

S56 /*ONTROL EFFECTIVEN* *CHARACTERISTICS ' *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*V. W SPARKS X r-

IAIA 'ESS OF A PARAMETR'* 	 *IC WIND TUNNEL*J. L GLYNN * C -u 
'-DM5
* * + CR-120,088*IC SHUTTLE LAUNCH* 4 
*CONFIGURATION ' ' * 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF INVEST*NR SSV ORBITER *STATIC STABILITY *FORCE *0 015 *ARC / 	 *B. CAMERON, C W.*DMS-DR-2007 -1 
*LAMONT /NR *MARCH, 1973 "<3 5HWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0' 'AND TRIM CAPABILI* *7 3 *ARC 
147 /+15 SCALE MODEL NO* *TY, COMPONENT INC* * *3 5-FOOT HYPER*T L MULKEY * 
OA4 *RTH AMERICAN ROCK' *REMENTAL EFFECTS * *'SONIC WIND TUN*W R. MORGAN ' 
* * *NEL *-DMS * CR-12B,760WELL SPACE SHUTTL* 
*E ORBITER IN THE * * * *' 	 * 
*NASA/ARC 3 5 FOOT* * * *
 





* ' * 
 * ' * 	 * 
*AERODYNAMIC STABI'FORCE 	 *0 0075 /LARO / *T. BLACKSTOCK /LA*DMS-DR-2006LARC - *STATIC STABILITY *NR ATP ORBITER 

*10 3 - *LARC *RC 	 *dAN-, 1973
CFHT - *AND PERFORMANCE C* 	 *LITY AND PERFORMA* 
*NCE AT HYPERSONIC* * *CONTINUOUS-FLO*V W SPARKS89 /*HARACTERISTICS OF' 
MA4 *THE A.T.P ORBIT * tMACH NO OF 10 + *W HYPERSONIC T*J R. ZILER * 
CR-12B,751*ER AT M1iO 3 ' ' ' ' 'UNNEL *-DMS 
*AERODYNAMIC STABI*FORCE 	 *0 0075 /LARC *T BLACKSTOCK /LA*OMS-NR-200B
LARC - *STATIC STABILITY *NR ATP ORBITER 

*10 3 - *LARC *RC 	 *REVISION 01
CFHT - *AND PERFORMANCE C* 	 tLITY AND PERFORMA* 

/*HARACTERISTICS OF* 	 *NCE AT HYPERSONIC* * *CONTINUOUS-FLO*V W. SPARKS *MAY, 197389 

*MACH NO OF 1o ' 	 * 'W HYPERSONIC T*J R. ZILER * 
* *UNNEL *-DMS 
MA4 'THE A.T.P. ORBIT * 

CR-12B,751*ER AT M=I 3 	 * * 
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* * * * 'MODEL 4 * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST + * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF + SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED + PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - -AERODYNAMIC CHARA-SHUTTLE ORBITER O+GEOMETRIC VARIATI*FORCE * 01 / *ARC / *B CAMERON, J. CA*DMS-DR-2009 
66SWT - *CTERISTICS OF THE*A3 *ON, LONGITUDINAL * '0.6 *ARC *MPBELL, T.PAINE/R*JUNE, 1973 
650 /+ROCKWELL INTERNA * *AND LATERAL-DIREC* *2.0 '6-FOOT BY 6-FO*I 
OA3 *TIONAL ORBITER OA* *TIONAL STABILITY * * *OT SUPERSONIC *B J FRICKEN * 
CR-128,761'3 AT MACH NUMBERS* *EFFECTS * * *WIND TUNNEL *-VMS * 
*FRMO. . T020 4 4 * * * 
MSFC - *DETERMINATION OF *NR ATP ORBITER/TA*AERODYNAMIC CHARAtFORCE *0 004 +MSFC *
'P. RAMSEY / MSFC *DMS-DR-2010 
I4TWT - +THE AERODYNAMIC I*NK AND SRMS ON AN*CTERISTICS DURING* *0 60 - *MSFC *- R. BUCHHOLZ /LM*MAY, 1973 
545 /*NTERFERENCE BETWE*D OFF * *14-INCH TRISON*SC - E. ALLEN /RI**SEPARATION '4 96 
IAIB 'EN THE SPACE SHUT* * * * WIND TUNNEL*- J DEHART/NSI *'IC 
CR-t20.060*TLE ORBITER, EXTE' - * 'V. W SPARKS *4 * 
*RNAL TANK, AND SO' *J R ZILER * 
*LID ROCKET BOOSTE' 4 * 4 *'-DMS * 
*R ON A 0 004 SCAL* * * * * 
'E ASCENT CONFIGURt 4 t 4 * * * 
*ATION * * * * * 
MSFC - *SPACE SHUTTLE (AT+NR ATP ORBITER/EX*BASELINE SEPARATI*FORCE *0 004 /MSFC / *0 RAMPY /NSI - K'DMS-DR-20il 0 0 
I4TWT - +P CONFIGURATION) 'TERNAL TANK AND S'ON * '0 9 'MSFC * BLACKWELL / MSF*APPIL, 1973 'I 
558 /*ABORT STAGING INV*RBS 4 4 *2.0 *14-INCH TRISON*C - E. ALLEN /RI * u 
MA9F *ESTIGATION * * 'IC* WIND TUNNEL*- I FOSSLER/MSC * 0 
CR-120,089* + * *V. W. SPARKS * 0 
* * * 'd.R. ZILER *r. 
* * '-DM5
* * 4 * * * *-D* 
MSFC - +AERODYNAMIC CHARA*SRB(PRR) 'DETERMINE STATIC *FORCE *0 0049 *MSFC / *OSH JOHNSON /MSF*DMS-DR-2012 C: i
 
i4TWT - 'CTERISTICS OF A I* *AERODYNAMIC CHARA* *0 6 - *MSFC *C - W D. RADFORD'APRIL. 1973' r
 
554 /+62-INCH DIAMETER * 'CTERISTICS OF 162' *3 48 *14-INCH TRISON*/NSt - J. RAMPY /*
 
SAIF +SOLID ROCKET BOOS' *-INCH DIAMETER SR* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*NSI *
 
CR-120.090*TER WITH AND WITH' *B(PRR) WITH AND W* * * *V W SPARKS *
 
*OUT STRAKES * 'ITHOUT STRAKES * ' * R *d ZILER 
* * * * * *-DMS * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* 1 4 * MNODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE+ 
 TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED PURPOSE I TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *EFFECT OF GASEOUS*SHUTTLE GRBITER/T*PLUME EFFECTS ON *FORCE *0 019 *ARC / *d B DODSdR. ./ARC*DMS-DR-20i3 
97SWT - *AND SOLID SIMULA *ANK SRM (N-040A) *STABILITY AND CON* *1 6 *ARC */ET AL *FEB., 1974 
616 /*TED JET PLUMES ON* *TROL CHARACTERIST* *2 2 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*V. W SPARKS 
IA2 *AN 040A SPACE * *ICS * * *OT SUPERSONIC *B. 0 FRICKEN * 
CR-128,762*SHUTTLE LAUNCH CO* * * * *WIND TUNNEL (U*-DMS * 
'NFIGURATION AT MA* * * * *NITARY) * * 
*CH NUMBERS FROMI' * * ** * 
* 6T022 * * * * *** 
* * * * * * * 
* 
LARC - *RESULTS OF SUPERS*NR PRR-SSV ORBITE*SUPERSONIC AERODY*FORCE *0.015 *LARC / *8 SPENCER. R. ME*DMS-DR-2014 
UPWT - IONIC TESTS IN THEIR 'NAMIC CHARACTERIS* *2 5 *LARC *NNELL /NR *MARCH. 1973 
1007 /'LARC UNITARY PLA I *TICS 1 '4 6 *UNITARY PLAN W'd E VAUGHN * 
OA7 'N WIND TUNNEL ON I *CONTROL EFFECTIVE* * *IND TUNNEL *B. J FRICKEN * 
* *-DMS *0 0 0iS SCALE MODE' *NESS * 
*L NR-PRR SPACE SH* *MODEL COMPONENT E* * * * * 






 * * * * o,, 
* * 'SS SURVEYS * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * 
LTV - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL4NASA SSV ORBITER *EFFECTS OF BSRM S*FORCE '0.0075 *LTV / tP. ROMERE/JSC, C *DMS-DR-2015 t "o 
HSWT - ITS OF SEPARATION *ON NR EOHT WITH StEPARATION ON LONG
+ 
'2 4 - *MSC / *ZIEGLER. VSD *VOLUME 01 c 
*4 39 *LTV *J. RILEY, 0.S PR*JULY, 1973
458 /*TESTS IN THE VOUG'INGLE BSRM *ITUDINAL AND LATE* 
IA4 *HT AERONAUTICS 4X* *RAL-DIRECTIONAL S* * *HIGH SPEED WIN*IGGE /ROCKWELL * C 
CR-120,091I4FT HSWT ON A 00' -TABILITY AND CONT* * *D TUNNEL *J E VAUGHN * 
*75 SCALE ROCKWELL* *ROL CHARACTERISTI* * * *B J. FRICKEN * 
4INTERNATIONAL-AT * *CS * * * *-DMS * 
*P SHUTTLE INTEGRA* * * * * * * 
**TED VEHICLE * * * * * * 
LTV - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL'NASA SSV ORBITER *EFFECTS OF BSRM S'FORCE *0 0075 *MSC / Ip ROMERE/JSC, C *DMS-DR-2015 
HSWT - 'TS OF SEPARATION +ON NR EOHT WITH S*EPARATION ON LONG' *2 4 - *LTV *ZIEGLER, VSD *VOLUME 02 
*HIGH SPEED WIN*J RILEY, J S. P'LULY, 1973
458 /*TESTS ON THE VOUG'INGLE BSRM *ITUDINAL AND LATE* *4 39 
IA4 'HT AERONAUTICS 4F+ *RAL-DIRECTIONAL S * *0 TUNNEL *RIGGE/RI * 
VAUGHN *CR-120,O91'T X 4FT HSWT ON At 'TABILITY AND CONT- * * +. E 
* * *B. 0 FRICKEN * 
* * *-DMS * 
* 0075 SCALE ROCK * *ROL CHARACTERISTI* 
*WELL INTERNATIONA* *CS * 

*L-ATP SHUTTLE INT* * * * * * 
 * 
* **EGRATED VEHICLE * * * * * 
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** * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
NPLAD - *RESULTS OF INVEST*NP ATP ORBITER *SUBSONIC AERODYNA*FORCE *0 0405 / *NP / *R. MENNELL /NR *DMS-DR-2016
 
LSWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0 0* *MIC CHARACTERISTI* *0 165- 'NRLAD *R. SINGELLTON *APRIL, 1973
 
689 /'405 SCALE MODEL A* *CS * '0 26 *LOW SPEED WIND*-DMS *
 
OA2 *TP VERSION OF THE* * * * -TUNNEL *
 
CR-120O092*NR-SSV ORBITER IN* * * * * *
 
*THE NORTH AMERIC * * * * * *
 
*AN AERONAUTICAL L* * *
 
*ABORATORY LOW SPE* * * * *
 
*ED WIND TUNNEL * * * t * * * 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF INVES'*NR ATP ORBITER *SUBSONIC AERODYNA*FORCE *0 0405 / *NR / *R KINGSLAND /NR *DMS-DR-2017 
LSWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0 0* *MIC CHARACTERISTI* *0 165- *NRLAD *R SINGELLTON *APRIL, 1973 
690 /*405 SCALE MODEL P* CS * to 26 'LOW SPEED WIND*-DMS 
OAS *RR VERSION OF THE* * * * *TUNNEL * * 
CR-123.851*NR-SSV ORBITER IN* * ' + * * * 
* ** * 
*AN AERONAUTICAL L* ' * * * * * 
*ABORATORY LOW SPE* * * ' * * * 
*ED WIND TUNNEL * * * * * * * 
*THE NORTH AMERIC ' * * 
* * ** * 
NRLAD - *CROSS WIND LOADS *ATP LAUNCH CONFIG*CROSSWIND LOADS *FORCE *0.01925 / *NR / S5. KATOW /RI *DMS-DR-2018 
LSWT - *INVESTIGATION OF 'URATION * * *0 069- *NRLAD *T. L. MULKEY *JUNE, 1973 
693 /*A 01925 SCALE MO* * * '0 25 'LOW SPEED WIND*S. W BROWN * 
IA3 *DEL OF THE ATP-SS* * * TUNNEL *DMS ' 
CR-12B,755*V LAUNCH CONFIGURe ' ' ' ' ' * 
*ATION * * * 
NRLAD - *LOW SPEED LONGITU*ATP AND PRR ORBIT*INVESTIGATE CONFI*FORCE *0 0405 / *NR / *R B. KINGSLAND/R*DMS-DR-2019 
LSWT - *DINAL AND LATERAL*ER *GURATION VARIABLE* *0 165- 'NRLAD *OCKWELL *dUNE, 1973 
694 /'STABILITY CHARAC * *S TO IMPROVE TOUCW *0 26 -LOW SPEED WIND*T L. MULKEY * 
0A6 *TERISTICS OF A PR* *HDOWN LIFT * TUNNEL * A. SARVER * 
CR-128,756*PRR SHUTTLE ORBITi *CAPABILITIES ' * ' *-DMS * 
*ER CONFIGURATION * * * * * 
NRLAD - *LOW SPEED INVESTI*PRR ORBITER *OPTIMIZE PRR PLAN*FORCE *0 0405 / 'NR / *R B. KINGSLAND, *DMS-DR-2020 
LSWT - *GATION OF THE PRR* *FORM WING IN AND * *0 16 - *NRLAD *L KATOW /RI *JUNE, 1973 
696 /*PLANFORM WING BO * *OUT OF GROUND EFF* *0 26 *LOW SPEED WIND*D A. SARVER * 
0A9 *TH IN AND OUT OF * *ECT * * *TUNNEL *'-DMS * 
CR-128,757*GPOUND EFFECT * * * * * * 
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* * *MODEL I * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST + * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS 
 *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL -OR COMMENTS 
*PRESSURE LOADS DA*PRESSURE *0 2 *NR / *R. MENNELL /ROCKW*DMS-DR-2021 
LSWT - 'D AERODYNAMIC FOR* *TA IN GROUND EFFE* '0.2 *NRLAD *ELL 
NRLAD - *PRESSURE LOADS AN*-89A ORBITER 

*VOLUME 01 
699 /*CE INFORMATION FO* *CT * *'LOW SPEED WIND*H C. ZIMMERLE *NOV , 1973 
0A45 *R THE -BYA SPACE * I * * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-128,758*SHUTTLE ORBITER C* * * 
*ONFIGURATION * * 
NRLAD - *PRESSURE LOADS AN*-89A ORBITER *PRESSURE LOADS DA*PRESSURE *0 2 *NR / *R MENNELL /ROCKW*DMS-DR-202t
 
LSWT - 'D AERODYNAMIC FOR* *TA 
IN GROUND EFFE* '*0 2 +NRLAD *ELL *VOLUME 02 
699 /ICE INFORMATION FO -CT ' * 'LOW SPEED WINDH C ZIMMERLE *OCT.. 1973 
OA45 *R THE -89A SPACE * * * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-128.758'SHUTTLE ORBITER C* * * * * * * 
*ONFIGURATION * ' * * 
/ *NR / *R. B KINGSLAND /*DMS-DR-2022 
LSWT - *CTERISTICS OF THE* *LATEPAL-DTRECTION* *0 1B - *NRLAD *RI *JUNE, 1973 
698 /*ROCKWELL INTERNA * *AL STABILITY LEVE* '0.26 
NRLAD - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*RI -89B ORBITER *LONGITUDINAL AND tFORCE *0 0405 

*LOW SPEED WIND*T L. MULKEY
 
OAiO *TIONAL -89B SPACE* *LS 
 * TUNNEL *S W. BROWN
 
CP-128.759*SHUTTLE ORBITER 
 * * * * *-DMS
 
*CONFIGURATION ' ' ' ' ' '
 
0 0050 / *LARC / *D STONE /LARC *DMS-DR-2023LARC - *STATIC AERODYNAMI*LO-100 ORBITER *DETERMINE HYPERSO'FORCE ' 
22HT - *C CHARACTERISTICS* *NIC PERFORMANCE, * *20 30- *LARC *V W SPARKS *dUNE, 1973 
411 /+AND OIL FLOW AND * *STATIC STABILITY ' '20.30 *22-INCH HELIUM*D A. SARVER + 0 0 
LA2 *ELECTRON BEAM * *AND CONTROL *TUNNEL *-DMS -ii 0 
CR-128,763'RESULTS OF A 0 00* *EFFECTIVENESS AND* * * * -.0 C­
*5 SCALE MODEL LAN' *EXAMINE FLOW ABO * ' * ' * 0 2 
'GLEY CONCEPT SPAC* 'UT THE LO-i0 ORB* ' * ' ' 0 ' 
*E SHUTTLE ORBITER* *ITER * * * * * 4jr 
*(LO-IO0) AT A MAC* * * do 
*H NUMBER OF 20.3 * * * * * * o 
ARC - 'WIND TUNNEL TEST *040A SPACE SHUTTL*STABILITY AND CON*FORCE *0 019 / 'ARC I *R. B HARDIN /RI *DMS-DR-2024 ml 
- *OF THE 0.019 (040*E INTEGRATED VEHI*TROL DATA, WING P'PRESSURE *0 9 - ARC *T L MULKEY *AUGUST. 1973IITWT 

6B6 /*A) JET PLUME SPAC*ClE 'RESSURE AND NOZZL* +1.2 *it-FOOT TRANSO*W M. HALE as,
 
IA7 *E SHUTTLE INTEGRA* *E PRESSURE DISTRI' * 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
CR-128,766*TED VEHICLE IN TH* *BUTIONS ' ' 'L (UNITARY) * 
'E ARC Il-FOOT UNI' * I * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASICTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' 'TEST TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*142-INCH DIAMETER*DETERMINATION OF *FORCE 
 *0 00563 / *MSFC / *JOSH D JOHNSON /*DMS-DR-2025I4TWT - *CTERISTICS OF 
A 1*SRB WITH AND WIT *STATIC AERODYNAMI* *0.6 - *MSFC *NASA/MSFC *MAY, 1973565 /*42-INCH DIAMETER *HOUT STRAKES *C FORCES AND MOME* *3.48 *14-INCH TRISON*WALTER D RADFORD*
SA3F *SOLID ROCKET * *NTS WITH COMPONEN* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*/NSI * CR-128.767*BOOSTER WITH AND * 
 *T BUILD-UP * * , *V W. SPARKS * 
*WITHOUT STRARES * 
 * * * * *A T. KAVANAUGH * 
* * * ** * *-DMS 
MSFC ­ *ARODYNAMIC INVEST*MCR 0074 BASELINE*DETERMINE THE EFF*FORCE *0 004 I *MSFC / *PAUL RAMSEY/MSFC *DMS-DR-2026
14TWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0 O'LAUNCH VEHICLE *ECTS OF MODEL PAR* 
 *0 6 2- *MSFC *- M K ROBERTSON*SEPT , 1973
566 1*04 SCALE MODEL MC* 
 *AMETRIC VARIATION* *.2 *14-INCH TRISON*/NORTHROP

IA31F 'R 0074 * *S ON AERODYNAMIC * 
 * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V W. SPARKS * CR-128,778*BASELINE SPACE SH* 
 *STATIC STABILITY * * * *B W MYERS * 
*UTTLE LAUNCH VEHI* *CHARACTERISTCS OV* 
 * * *-DMS * 
*CLE AT MACH NO. B* 
 *ER A MACH NO. RAN* * * * * 
'ETWEEN * *GE OF 0.6 TO 4 96* * * * * 
*0 6 AND 4.96 * * * 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION 'ORB WITH ET AND * *PRESSURE *0 004 / *MSFC / *P. E RAMSEY /MSF*DMS-DR-202714TWT - *IN THE NASA MSFC *2 SRB'S 
 * '0 6 *MSFC *C *VOLUME 01567 /*14-INCH TRISONIC * 

'4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*V 
W SPARKS *SEPT., 1975
IA32FB *WIND TUNNEL TO DE' * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*M M MOSER JR * 
CR-141.807*TERMINE THE PRESS* 
 * * * * *'-DMS * 
*URE DISTRIBUTION * * * * * , ,
*OVER THE COMPONEN* * * * ' *
 
*TS OF A 0 004 SCA* * 
 * * * 
*LE VERSION OF THE* 
 * * * ' * 
*ROCKWELL MCR 007 * * * * * ,
 
*4 BASELINE SHUTTL* 
 * * 0* 
*E ASCENT CONFIGUR* * * * * ;u 
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. * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 

1O * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 
 *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *ROB WITH ET AND *DETERMINE PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 004 / *MSFC / *P E. RAMSEY / MS*DMS-DR-2027 
14TWT - *IN THE NASA MSFC *2 SRB'S tE DISTRIBUTION OV- *0 E *MSFC *FC *VOLUME 02
 
*4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*V. W. SPARKS *OCT 1975
567 /*14-INCH TRISONIC * *ER ET, SRB, ORBIT* 

WIND TUNNEL*M M MOSER JR * IA32FB +WIND TUNNEL TO DE* *ER WING * * *IC 
* * * *-DMS * CR-141.8O8*TERMINE THE PRESS * 
*tURE DISTRIBUTION * * * * * * 

tOVER THE COMPONEN* * * 
 * *
 
*TS OF A 0.004 SCA* * * 
 * * 
** * **LE VERSION OF THE* * * 
** * * 

*4 BASELINE SHUTTL* * * * * 

*ROCKWELL MCR0O7* * * 
* * 
* * *E ASCENT CONFIGUR* * * * * 
tATION (IA32F) * * * * * 
*MSFC / *P E RAMSEY/MSFC*DMS-DR-2027MSFC - tAN INVESTIGATION +ORB WITH 2 SRB'S*DETERMINE PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 004 / 
14TWT - *IN THE NASA MSFC * *E DISTRIBUTION OV* t0 6 *MSFC *V W SPARKS *VOLUME 03 
*14-INCH TRISON*M M. MOSER JR *OCT., 1975567 /*14-INCH TRISONIC * *ER ET. SRB, ORBIT* *4 96 

*ER WING * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS * IA32FB +WIND TUNNEL TO DE* 

* CR-141,809*TERMINE THE PRESS* * * t * 
** *tURE DISTRIBUTION * * * * 
* *tOVER THE COMPONENt * * * * 
*tTS OF A 0.004 SCAt * * * 
* **LE VERSION OF THE+ * * * * 
* * * * * 
*4 BASELINE SHUTTL* * * 
*ROCKWELL MCR 007 * * 
* * * * 
* * 00*E ASCENT CONFIGUR* * * * 

*ATION (1A32F) * *
 00 
G* * * ** * 
0 Jr2 
0-:n 
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* t 	 t t +MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST 	 * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY 




MSFC - *TRIPLE 	BALANCE TE*MCR 0074 ORBITER *TO OBTAIN FORCE A'FORCE *0.004 / *MSFC / *P.RAMSEY/NASA *DMS-DR-2028 
14TWT - *ST OF THE PRR BAS*LAUNCH *ND MOMENT DATA FD* '0 6 *MSFC *T DAVIS/NSI *VOLUME 01
 
570 /*ELINE SPACE SHUTT* 'R THE MCR 0074 OR' *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*V W. SPARKS *DEC , 1974 
IA31FB *LE *CONFIGURATION 'BITER (PRR BASELI* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*R B LOWE
 
CR-134,434*(TWT 570) * *NE), EXTERNAL TAN'* *-DMS
 
* * *K, AND SOLID ROCK* * ' '
 
'ET BOOSTER IN THE* ' * *
 
* 	 ' *LAUNCH CONFIGURA * * * * *
 
* *TION AND TO IDENT'
 
*IFY KEY SIMULATID* * * * *
 
**N 	 PARAMETERS TOB' *
 
'E USED IN LAUNCH * *
 
* ' *VEHICLE WIND TUNN* ' ' '
 
* **EL TESTS ' * * *
 
MSFC - *TRIPLE 	BALANCE TE*MCR 0074 ORBITER *TO OBTAIN FORCE A'FORCE *0.004 / *MSFC / *P RAMSEY/NASA *DMS-DR-2028 
14TWT - *ST OF THE PRR BAS*LAUNCH *ND MOMENT DATA FO* '0 6 *MSFC *T. DAVIS/NSI *VOLUME 02 
570 /*ELIJE SPACE SHUTT* 'R THE MCR 0074 OR* *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*V W. SPARKS *DEC , 1974 
IA31F9 *LE CONFIGURATION * *BITER (PRR BASELI* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*R B. LOWE 
CR-134,436'(TWT 570) *NE), EXTERNAL TAN'* *-DMS * 
* *. *K, AND SOLID ROCK* ' ' * 
* 	 ' * *
*ET BOOSTER IN THE* *
 
* * *LAUNCH CONFIGURA * * * *
 
* ' *TION AND TO IDENT* ' *
 
* 	 *IFY KEY SIMULATIO*
 
*N PARAMETERS TOB 
 * 	 *0 0
 
* *E USED IN LAUNCH * * * ' ' 
+ *VEHICLE WIND TUNN* * * ' * , ) 
* * LL * * * * * 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF A STAT*2A ORBITER *DETERMINE STATIC *FORCE * 0.004 / *MSFC / 'E C ALLEN, T TU*DMS-DR-2029r 
14TWT - *IC STABILITY AND *2A ORBITER WITH S'STABILITY AND CON' *0 6 - *MSFC - TTLE, T FOSTER /*MAY, 1973 
B68 /*CONTROL EFFECTIVE*YMETRICAL WING *TROL EFFECTIVENES' *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*ROCKWELL '
 
0A47 *NESS INVESTIGATIO*ORBITER BUILDUP 'S * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*J. E VAUGHN ,

CR-128,765*N OF A 0.004 SCAL* * * * * 
 *W R. MORGAN ' F
 
*E 2A ORBITER 
IN T* ' * * * *-DMS '
 
*HE MARSHALL SPACE* * * * 
 * *
 
*FLIGHT CENTER TR * ' ' * + *
 
*ISONIC WIND TUNNE* * * ' ' *
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* * * *MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
NPLAD - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*-89B ROCKWELL INT*AFT-END CONFIGURA*FORCE *0 0405 / *MR / *R B. KINGSLAND /*DMS-DR-2030 
LSWT - *CTERISTICS OF VAR'ERNATIONAL SPACE *TION EFFECTS ON L* *0 16 - *NRLAD *RI *AUGUST, 1973 
700 /*IOUS AFT-END CONF*SHUTTLE ORBITER *IFT, DRAG AND PIT * *LOW SPEED WIND*T L MULKEY * 
0A14 *IGURATIONS OF THE, *CHING MOMENT * * *W HALE *'TUNNEL M 

CR-12B,768*ROCKWELL INTERNA * * 4 4 '-DMS 
*TIONAL -89B SPACE* * * * * * 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * * t * * * * 
LARC - tHYPERSONIC PERFOR*LO-I0O ORBITER *ELEVON AND BODY F'FORCE *0 010 *LARD / tPETER T. BERNDT /*DMS-OR-2031 
CFHT - *MANCE, STABILITY * *LAP EFFECTIVENESS* '10 3 - *LARO *LAR *,JUNE, 1973 
85 /*AND CONTROL CHARA* * t * *CONTINUOUS-FLO*V W. SPARKS * 
LA3 *CTERISTICS OF A 0* * * *W HYPERSONIC T*S W. BROWN 
CR-128,769* 010 SCALE MODEL * UNNEL *-DMS ** ** 
*OF A LANGLEY CONC* 
*EPT SPACE SHUTTLE* * * * * * * 
-ORBITER * * * * * * * 
** * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS +17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*FORCE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
*AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 01IITWT - 'OA12 AND IA9 IN T' 

707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * 'NCH VEHICLE * *t 4 'ti-FOOT TRANSO*H C ZIMMERLE *NOV , 1973
 
B7SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 

707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS' ' * * *L (UNITARY) * * 
IA9A,B.C 'ON AN 0 030-SCAL * * * *B-FOOT BY 7-FO* *,c 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * tDT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-i28,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * *NITARY) * * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * 
*C LOADS * * * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN'FORCE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
IITWT - 'OA12 AND IA9 IN T' +AMIC LOADS ON LAU* . 0 6 - 'ARC - /RI *VOLUME 02 
707 /'HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * '1.4 *It-FOOT TRANSO*H C. ZIMMERLE *NOV., 1973 
B7SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * ' ' *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /+PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * 'L (UNITARY) ' 
IA9A,BC *ON AN 0 030-SCAL * * 'B-FOOT BY 7-FO*
 
DA12A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * 'OT SUPERSONIC * *
 
CR-128,794'ACE SHUTTLE * ' ' *'WIND TUNNEL (U*
 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * 'NITARY) ' *
 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * *
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*FORCE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
1ITWT - *OAi2 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 03 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *I 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*H C. ZIMMERLE *OCT., 1973 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * *L (UNITARY) *
 
IAOAB,C *ON AN 0 030-SCAL * * *B-FOOT BY 7-FOt *
 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * * *OT SUPERSONIC * *
 
CR-128,794-ACE SHUTTLE * * * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* *
 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * *NITARY)
 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * *
 
*C LOADS * * *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032
 
IITWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON,LAU* t 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 04 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *i-FOOT TRANSO*H C. ZIMMERLE *DEC , 1973 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * *L (UNITARY) * 00 
IA9A,B,C tON AN 0.030-SCAL * * * *-FOOT BY 7-FO'I * -n 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * * tOT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794ACE SHUTTLE * * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * *NITARY) * * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * 0 ' 
* * * * * *C LOADS * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AEROOYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*OMS-DR-2032 C'4=
 
IITWT - *OAi2 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC - */Ri *VOLUME 05
 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*H C. ZIMMERLE *DEC., 1973 C
 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNEt-DMS *
 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * *L (UNITARY) * *
 
IA9A,B.C *ON AN 0.030-SCAL * * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO* *
 
OAI2AC *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * *OT SUPERSONIC * *
 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* *
 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * *NITARY) * * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * * 
*C LOADS * * * * * * * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* 	 *, * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *7-OTS 	 *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
*AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 06I1TWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* 

707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1 4 , *11-FOOT TRANSO*H C ZIMMERLE *DEC., 1973 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * t * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /,PLAN WIND TUNNELS' * * *L (UNITARY) * * 
IASA,B,C *ON AN 0 030-SCAL * * * * *B-FOOT BY 7-FO* * 
CAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP' * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * * WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET' * * 'NITARY) * * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * 
*C LOADS ' ' * ' * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS '17-OTS 	 *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / 'ARC / 'GILLENS. SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
*AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 07ITWT - *OAi2 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *ii-FOOT C. ZIMMERLE *DEC , 1973'I 4 TRANSD*H 

R7SWT - *CENTER UNITARY 
 * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* ' * * 'L (UNITARY) ' * 
IAgA,B,C *ON AN 0.030-SCAL * ' ' * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO* * 
OAI2A,C 'E MODEL OF THE SP* * * tOT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794'ACE SHUTTLE * * *'WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * *NITARY) * 
'ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * 
'C LOADS * * * * 00 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0.030 / *ARC / *GILLENS. SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 g 
IITWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 08 0 2 
707 /,HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE *"1 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*H. C ZIMMERLE *DEC , 1973 0 ' 
*NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 87SWT - +CENTER UNITARY * ' * * 

707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS+ ' * 'L (UNITARY) ' V
 
IA9A,B.C *ON AN 0 030-SCAL * * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO* c >
 
DAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * * *OT SUPERSONIC * >
 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* ' r rd2
 
'VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * 'NITARY) *
 
'ERMINE AERODYNAMI' * * * *
 
'C LOADS * * * * * *
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* * * * *MODEL 4 * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * 4 CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE- AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *i7-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE + 0 030 tARC* / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
IITWT - *0A12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 09 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1 4 *II-FOOT TRANSO*H C ZIMMERLE *JAN , 1974 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * *L (UNITARY) * * 
IA9A,B,C *ON AN 0.030-SCAL * * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO* * 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * *tWIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * *NITARY) * * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * 
*C LOADS * * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
IITWT - *0A12 AND TAg IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 10 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * * *11-FOOT TRANSO*H. C ZIMMERLE *JAN 1974*NCH VEHICLE *1 4  
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS 4 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * *L (UNITARY) * 
IA9A.B,C *ON AN 0.030-SCAL * * + +8-FOOT BY 7-FO* 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* tOT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * 4 *NITARY) * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * 
*C LOADS 4 * 4 * * * 4 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032
 
IlTWT - OA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME II 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1.4 *1t-FOOT TRANSO*H C. ZIMMERLE *JAN 1974 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * *L (UNITARY) * 
IA9A,B,C *ON AN 0.030-SCAL t * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO* * 
DA12A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * * + *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 0 0 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * *NITARY) *
 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI' * * * *
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* * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT 	 * BASIC 
*PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / 'ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS 

, 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 12
IITWT - *OA12 AND 1A9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* 

707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE t -1.4 '11-FOOT TRANSOtH C. ZIMMERLE 1
*JAN 974
 
*NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /,PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * *L (UNITARY) * * 
IAA,B,C *ON AN 0 
87SWT - 'CENTER UNITARY t 	 * , 
OO-SCAL * * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-F* * 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SPt * t * tOT SUPERSONIC * 	 * 
WIND TUNNEL (Ut 	 * 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* t * t *NITARY) * * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * * 
*C LOADS * * * * 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * 	 * 
* 	 * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *T17-OTS 	 'TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
*AMIC LOADS ON LAUt t 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 13I1TWT - *OAI2 AND IA9 IN T* 

*NCH VEHICLE t I1 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*H C ZIMMERLE 	 *MARCH, 1974707 /tHE AMES RESEARCH * 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS t 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * *L (UNITARY) * * 
IAYA,B,C *ON AN 0.030-SCAL * * t * *8-FOOT BY 7-FOt * 
* *OT SUPERSONIC * 	 * OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* 	 * * 
* * *tWIND TUNNEL (Ut 	 t 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * * * *NITARY) *
 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI' * * * *
 
*C LOADS * * * t t * *
 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * 
*TO nR1AIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS 

IN T* 	 *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 14
IiTWT - tOAl2 AND IA9 

C ZIMMERLE *MARCH, 1974
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *I 4 	 *11-FOOT TRANSO*H 
*NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *S7SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * t * t 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * * *L (UNITARY) * * 
IA9A,B,C tON AN 0 030-SCAL *'-FOOT BY 7-Pot C0 
OAt2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794'ACE SHUTTLE O:* tWIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* t * * *NITARY) * 
* * 	 * 
* 	 * 0 r*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* 	 * t * * 
* 
* 	 * * * * *C LOADS * 
* * 	 * t * * * * 0 
t
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ­ - - - - - - - - - - - ­ - - ­ - - - - - - - - - - - ­
* * * * *MODEL * t COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE ' TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
.................................................................................................................................... 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / ARC / *GILLENS. SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
IITWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0.6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 15 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1 4 *11-FDOT TRANSO*H C ZIMMERLE 'MARCH, 1974 
B7SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * *'L tUNITARY) * 
IA9A,B,C *ON AN 0.030-SCAL * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO* * 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE * * WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DETt * * * *NITARY) * *
 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* ' * ' ' *
 
*C LOADS * * ' ' *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
iliTWT - *OA 2 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 16 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE *1 4 *I-FOOT TRANSO'H C. ZIMMERLE *APRIL, 1974 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY ' *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * 'L (UNITARY) ' *' * 
IA9A,B,C *ON AN 0 030-SCAL * * *'-FOOT BY 7-FO* 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
CR-128,794tACE SHUTTLE * * WIND TUNNEL (U* 
*VEHICLE 2A TO VET'* *NITARY) * * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* ' * * * * 
*C LOADS ' * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE * 0 030 *'ARC / *GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-OR-2032
 
IITWT - 'OAi2 AND IA9 IN T* *AMIC LOADS ON LAU* * 0 6 - *ARC */RI *VOLUME 17
 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH * *NCH VEHICLE * *1-4 't-FOOT TRANSO'H C ZIMMERLE -APRIL, 1974
 
87SWT - 'CENTER UNITARY * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*'-DMS
 
707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * ' *L (UNITARY) ' A
 
IA9A,B,C 'ON AN 0.030-SCAL * * * '8-FOOT BY 7-FO*
 
OAI2A.C 'E MODEL OF THE SP* * *OT SUPERSONIC *' 00
 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE *WIND TUNNEL (U* *
 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * *NITARY) ' * ,, 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI' A A * ' 0 2 
*C LOADS * * ' ' ' 0 
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* *MODEL 4 	 * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
4 TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
* 	 * 4 

TEST * 	 4 CONFIGURATIONS + TEST * TYPE or * SCALE* TESTING 





ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-OTS *TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE 	 * 0 030 / *ARC / *GILLENS. SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
& 0 6 - tARC - /Rl 4VOLUME 18IITWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* tAMIC LOADS ON LAU* 

*1,4 *i1-FOOT TRANSD*H. C ZIMMERLE *MAY, 1974
707 /*V-E AMES RESEARCH 4 *NCH VEHICLE 

* * NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY * * 

707 /*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * * 4 +L (UNITARY) * *
 
IA9AB,C *ON AN 0.030-SCAL ** * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO* *
 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* 
 * * *OT SUPERSONIC 	* 4
 
* WIND TUNNEL (Ut 	 4
CR-12B,794*AGE SHUTTLE 
*VEHICLE 2A TO DET* * 4 * *NITARY) * * 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* * * * * * 	 * 
WC LOADS * + 4 	 4 * * 
*0 01 *LARC / *D.R STONE/LARC,B *DMS-DR-2033
 
UPWT - *ITY AND CONTROL C* 'ITY CHARACTERISTI* *1 5 *LARC *SPENCER/NR *JULY, 1973
 
995 /*HARACTERISTICS OF* 

LARC - *SUPERSONIC STABIL*LO-i00 ORBITER *SUPERSONIC STABIL*FORCE 

*CS * +4.63 *UNITARY PLAN W*R. SINGELLTON *
 
1014 /*A LANGLEY CONCEP + * * 
 4 *IND TUNNEL 	 *-DMS *
 
* 








CR-128,772*RBITER AT MACH I * 

* * 	 4 *
*
*5 TO 4 63 	 * 

LARC - *AERODYNAMIC AND F+DOUBLE DELTA WING+LONGITUDINAL AND *FORCE 	 + 0 004 *LARC / *W C WOODS. DAVID*DMS-DR-2034 0 Z} 
*20 3 - tLARC *R STONE, 	dAMES *tULY, 1973 
;
v I 
22HT - *LOW VISUALIZATION*ORBITER *LATERAL-DIRECTION* 

405 /*STUDIES ON A SPA * *AL CHARACTERISTIC* * *22-INCH HELIUM*P. ARRINGTON /LAR* f-

LA22 *CE SHUTTLE CONCEP* *S, AND CONTROL EF* * *TUNNEL *C *c
 
CR-128,764*T WITH A DOUBLE D* *FECTIVENESS AS WE* * 
 * *t E VAUGHN > a) 
* *S W BROWN *" r j*ELTA WING ORBITER* *LL AS FLOW VISUAL* 4 

tAT A MACH NUMBER t *IZATION STUDIES t 
 * * 	 *-DMS *
 
*OF 20.3 * 	 + 4 * 4 * *
 
ARC - *THERMAL PROTECTIO*THERMAL PROTECTIO*TO OBTAIN AERODYN*HEAT-TRANS*i 0 *ARC / *T F. FOSTER, W. *DMS-DR-2035
 
*AMIC HEATING RATE- *5 I 'ARC *J GRIFALL/RI *APRIL, 1974
3.EHWT - *N SYSTEM GAP HEAT*N SYSTEM 

*5 1 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*W K LOCKMAN/ARC*
158 /fING RATES OF THE * +DATA IN AND AROU 

OH2A tROCKWELL INTERNAT* *NO GAPS AT THE 4
* * *SONIC WIND TUN*D. A SARVER 
4 4 *NEL *M M MOSER dR. * OH2B *IONAL FLAT PLATE * 	 *TPS 

4 * * 	 *-DMS *
 CR-134,077*HEAT TRANSFER MCD* * 
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+** *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST t * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * 
 TESTED ' PURPOSE * 
 TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC AND F*LARC LO-1O0 ORBIT*DEFINE THE EFFECT*FORCE 
 * 0040 / *LARC / *DAVID R. STONE /N*DMS-DR-203622HT - *LOW-VISUALIZATION*ER 
 *S OF WING-FILLET * 
 *20 3 *LARC *ASA LARC *AUGUST, 1973
413 /*STUDIES ASSOCIAT * 
 *AND WING LEADING-* 
 * *22-INCH HELIUM*D E. POUCHER *
 LAS 'ED WITH VARIATION* 
 *EDGE SWEEP ANGLES* * *TUNNEL *'DMS *
 CR-128.775*S IN THE GEOMETRY* 




*OF THE FORWARD P . 'EDS 
 * * 
 *
 
*ORTION OF IRREGUL* * * 
 * , , ,

*AR PLANFORM WINGS* 
 * 
 * * 
 *
 
*AT A MACH NUMBER * * 
 * t * * 
 *
 
*OF 20.3 * * 









LTV - +RESULTS OF INVEST*I40A/B ORBITER 
 *TO DETERMINE LONG*FORCE * 0 015 / *R I / *V. ESPARZA /ROCK*DMS-DR-2037HSWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0*140A/B ORBITER WI*ITUDINAL AND LATE* *0 6 - *LTV *WELL INTERNATIONA*SEPT , 1974
488 /tI5-SCALE 140A/R C*THOUT VERTICAL TA*RAL-DIRECTIONAL S* *4 6 
 *HIGH SPEED WIN*L *
 0A84 *ONFIGURATION *IL *TABILITY AND * 
 'D TUNNEL *W R EMBURY /ROCK*
CR-134.405*SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*l40A/B ORBITER WI*CONTROL CHARACTER* 
 *WELL INTERNATIONA*

*ICLE ORBITER MODE*THOUT VERTICAL TA*ISTICS FOR THE UP* 
 * *L *
 
*L (49-0) IN THE L'IL AND WING 
 *-DATED SSV CONFIG'* 
 *D. A. SARVER
 










 * * * * -UNNEL , 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF LOW SP*NR ORBITER *INVESTIGATE AEROD*FORCE ' 0 0405 I 'NR / *R MENNELL, B. CA*DMS-DR-2038
LSWT - *EED WIND TUNNEL T* *YNAMIC AND PROPUL* 
 *0 12 - *NRLAD *MERON/ROCKWELL IN*FEB., 1974
701 /*ESTS ON A .0405 S *SION EFFECTS OF V* *0 20 *LOW SPEED WIND*TERNATIONAL *
 OA16 *CALE MODEL ROCKWE* 
 *ARIOUS AIR BREATH' * *TUNNEL *d E. VAUGHN
CR-128,793*LL SPACE SHUTTLE 
* *ING ENGINE SYSTEM* ' 
 * *d R. ZILER *
 
*ORBITER TESTED BO* 
 *S IN FORCED AIR A* 
 * *-DMS 0

*TH IN FREE AIR ANt 
 *ND IN THE PRESENC* ' ' * 
 *" l

'D IN THE PRESENCE' 
 *E OF THE GROUND * * * ' 
 * 'U

*OF A GROUND PLAN* * * 
 * ' ' 
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+ 	 'MODEL COGNIZANT ' BASIC 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * + CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 

ID REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE 
 * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - -RESULTS OF WIND T'MODEL 2A ORBITER *DETERMINE PROXIMI'FORCE + 004 / *MSFC / *W P GARTON /ROC*DMS-DR-2039 
14TWT - *UNNEL TESTS AT MA*AND EXTERNAL TANK*TY EFFECTS ON THE+ *5 0 - MSFC *KWELL *MARCH, 1974 
571 /*CH 5 ON THE 004 * *AERODYNAMIC FORC * '5 0 *14-INCH TRISON*U E VAUGHN * 
IA6A 'SCALE MODEL 2A COt *ES AND MOMENTS EX* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*A T. KAVANAUGH * 
*-DMS * CR-134,071*NFIGURATION SPACE* 	 *PERIENCED BY VEHI* + + 

*SHUTTLE TO DETER * *CLE 2A CONFIGURAT' * **
 
*MINE PROXIMITY EF* *ION SHUTTLE ORBIT* * *
 
*FECTS AND ORBITER* 'ER AND EXTERNAL T' * * 
 * * 
*CONTROL EFFECTIVE* *ANK DURING AND AB* * * * 
'NESS DURING ORBIT* *ORT SEPARATION * 4+ * * 
*ER/EXTERNAL TANK * * 4+ * * * 
*ABORT SEPARATION * * * * * * 
- 'SURFACE ROUGHNESS'NAR 089-B-139 ORB*SURFACE ROUGHNESS*FORCE * 0 0188 / 'LARC *G M. WARE, B SPE*DMS-DR-2040LARC 
BTPT - 'EFFECTS ON THE T *ITER *EFFECTS ON TRANS * * 35- *LARO *NCER /LARC *AUGUST, 1973 
643 /*RANSONIC AEPODYNA* *ONIC AERODYNAMICS* * 1.2 *8-FOOT TRANSON'V W SPARKS 
LAG *MICS OF THE ROCKW* ' * *tIC PRESSURE TU*B W MYERS 
CR-128,773*ELL INTERNATIONAL* * *NNEL *-DMS
 
*0B9B 139 ORBITER * *
 
ORBIT'TRANSONIC AERODYN*FDRCE *0 010 /*LARC / *BERNARD SPENCER,O*DMS-DR-2041LARO - *TRANSONIC AERODYN*LARC LO-IO 
BTPT - *AMIC CHARACTERIST*ER (SHIPS) *AMIC CHARACTERIST* *0 35 - *LARC * /NASA LARO *OCT., 1973 
E. POUCHER * 644 /*ICS ASSOCIATED WI* *ICS ASSOCIATED WI' '1.2 *-FOOT TRANSON*D 

LA7A *TH VARIATIONS IN * *TH VARIATIONS IN 
' * 	 *IC PRESSURE TU*-DMS 
CR-128,781*THE GEOMETRY OF T* 'THE GEOMETRY OF T* ' *NNEL * 
*HE FORWARD PORTIO* 'HE FORWARD PORTIO* * ' ' * 0 0
'N OF IRREGULAR PL* 'N OF IRREGULAR Pt4 
'
 4 4 
 ' *ANFORM WINGS * *ANFORM WINGS * 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF FLOW V'ORBITER ALONE *FLOW VISUALIZATIO*FORCE '0 004 / 'MSFC / *'. P GARTON/RI *DMS-DR-2042 0 
' *0 9 *MSFC *. E VAUGHN *MARCH, 1974 014TWT - 'ISUALIZATION STUD*MFSC MODEL NO 453'N STUDIES 

584 /IES IN THE NASA/M' * * *14-INCH TRISDN*-DMS *
'5 0 

IA52 *SC 14 X i4 INCH * 
 'IC WIND TUNNEL' 4 
CR-134,087*TRISONIC WIND TUN* ' * * 	 iO V 
*NEL ON A 004 SCA* ' ' ' ' ' ' 0
 
*LE MODEL (34-0) S* ' * * * * *
 
*PACE SHUTTLE ORBI* * 
 * * 	 * 
' 	 **TER AND INTEGRATE* * 	 * 
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* * , * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT BASIC1 

TEST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF t SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * 
 TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - 'HEAT TRANSFER DAT*RSI TILES.ORBITER*HEAT TRANSFER DAT*HEAT-TRANS*I 00 / *LARC / *C B. -JOHNSON /LA*DMS-DR-2043 
8VDHT - *A TO CAVITIES BET* *A FOR RSI TILES * *8 0 - LARC *RC *dUNE, 1973 
624 /*WEEN SIMULATED RS* * * * *MACH 8 VARIABL*W. M HALE * 
LAi6 *I TILES AT MACH 8* * 4 * *E-DENSITY HYPE*-DMS * 
CR-128,770" * * * t *RSONIC TUNNEL 4 
4 	 * * * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*SHUTTLE ORBITER 2*DETERMINE LONGITU*FORCE *.015 / *ARC *'MORRIS D MILAM/R*DMS-DR-2044 
3 5HWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0 O*A *DINAL AND LATERAL* *5.27 ­ 'ARC *OCKWELL *OCT., 1973 
157 /*15-SCALE MODEL 2A' '-DIRECTIONAL STAB' '7 32 *3.5-FOOT HYPERJACK A MELLENTHI' 
OAIIA *CONFIGURATION OF * *ILITY * * *SONIC WIND TUN*N/NASA AMES * 
CR-128,786*THE ROCKWELL INT * *ESTABLISH TRIM CA* * *NEL *B. j. FRICKEN * 
*ERNATIONAL SPACE * 'PABILITY * * * *-DMS *
 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER I* * * * 4 *
 
*N THE NASA/AMESR* * * 4 *
 
RESEARCH CENTER 3.* * * * * * *
 
'5 FOOT HYPERSONIC* * * ' ' *
 
*WIND TUNNEL * * * * *
 
I *D G WALSTAD /NR *DMS-DR-2045
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF INVEST*ROCKWELL SSV ORBI*OBTAIN SIX COMPON'FORCE *0 0405 / *NR 

*0 16 - *NRLAD - *0 E POUCHER 'SEPT., 1973 0 LSWT - *IGATIONS (OAI8) OTTER *ENT FORCE DATA AN* 

704 /*F A 0 0405 SCALE * *D ELEVON HINGE MO* *0 26 *LOW SPEED WIND*-DMS 
 * 
DAIS *MODEL OF THE 2A A* 	 *MENT DATA * * *TUNNEL 4 * V 
* 	 * 0 ZzCR-128,779*ND 3 SPACE SHUTTL* 	 * 
4 * * * * * 0 m*E ORBITER CONFIGU* 

* 	 *r***RATIONS IN THE NO* 	 * * 
*RTH AMERICAN AERO* * ** g o V
 
*NAUTICAL LABORATO* * ' t * - *
 
'R? LOW SPEED WIND* * * * 4 * *
 
*TUNNEL AT MO ' * * * *r
* * 
*26 AND 0 16 	 * * * * * * "-' 
LARC - 'AERODYNAMIC STABI*LARC LO-IO ORBIT'TRANSONIC AERODYN'FORCE * 0 0 *LARC / *BERNARD SPENCER.,J*DMS-DR-2046 
STPT - *LITY AND CONTROL 'ER *AMIC PERFORMANCE,* *0 35 - *LARC *R /NASA LARC *AUGUST, 1973 
648 /*CHARACTERISTICS 0* *STABILITY AND CON* *1.2 *8-FOOT TRANSON'D E. POUCHER * 
LA17 *F A LANGLEY CONCE* 	 *TROL AND CONTROL * 'IC PRESSURE TU*-DMS 
CR-128,776*PT SPACE SHUTTLE * *EFFECTIVENESS ' * *NNEL * * 
*ORBITER (LO-tOD) * * ' * * * 
*AT MACH NUMBERSO' 4 * * * * * 
*F 0 35T012 * * * * * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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I I I 'MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING t TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED PURPOSE * TEST 

TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * 

*MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
- *EFFECT OF WALL TO'040A SPACE SHUTTL*IQ *HEAT-TRANS* 006 *[ARC *'d. C DUNAVANT/LA*DMS-DR-2047
 




*RC *FEB , 1974 
98 /'E RATIO VARIATION* * * *1O *CONTINUOUS-FLOe * 
LA3i *ON HEAT TRANSFER * * * * 'W HYPERSONIC T*
 
CR-134.086* * * 4 
 ' tUNNEL * *
 
ARC - *WIND TUNNEL TEST *2A CONFIGURATION *TO OBTAIN FORCE A'FORCE '0 019 'ARC / *R. B HARDIN, R. *DMS-DR-2048 
97SWT - 'OF THE 0.019 (2A I 'NO MOMENT DATA, W'PRESSURE *1 55 - +ARC *R. BURROWS /ROCKW*JULY, 1974 
710 /'CONFIGURATION) E* *ING PRESS. DIST ,1 *2 0 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*ELL 
IA12B 'T PLUME SPACE SHU* *ELEVON AND RUDDER* * *OT SUPERSONIC 'L R GUIST /ARC *
 
CR-134,104*TTLE INTEGRATED V* *BENDING MOMENTS * * *WIND TUNNEL (U'B J. FRICKEN ' 0 0
 
tEHICLE IN THE ARC* 'AND DETERMINE EFF * *NITARY) *-DMS 4 -I
 
'9- BY 7-FOOT UNI ' *ECT OF SRM AND MP* * * '
 
'TARY WIND TUNNEL * IS PLUMES, SRM AND* ' ' ' '
 
* ' *ORB NOZZLE GIMB' * * * *
 
* ' *AL ANGLES, AND SR' * ' * '
 
• * *M SHROUDS OFF * ' 4 *
 
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC HEATI*NR 2A ORBITER 'DETERMINATION OF +FORCE 4 006 *LARC / 'H GQROWITZ/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2049 
8VDHT - ING OF A SPACE SHU' *HEATING EFFECTS F* '0.0 *LARC *ELL *JULY. 1973 0 
3619/3670/*TTLE DOUBLE DELTA* 'OR LAMINAR THROUG' *MACH 8 VARIABL*R WHITE/GAC '-fl 
OH40 *WING ORBITER * *H TURBULENT FLIGH' * *E-DENSITY HYPE*A. T KAVANAUGH '
 
CR-128,771*AT MACH NUMBER 8.* 'T REGIMES DURING ' * *RSONIC TUNNEL *-DMS 4
 
'0 * *REENTRY 4 4 * *
 
ARC - 'WIND TUNNEL TEST 'ROCKWELL SSV 2A O'LONGITUDINAL AND *FORCE *0 015 +ARC / *M 0 MILAM, T *DMS-DR-2050 
66SWT - 'OF THE 0. l5-SCALE*RBITER *LATERAL-DIRECTION* '0 6 *ARC * OZIUBALA /RI - *NOV , 1973 
706 /*ROCKWELL INTERNA I *AL CHARACTERISTIC* *2.0 *6-FOOT BY 6-FO*K C. ENDICOTT IA* 
0A43 *TIONAL SPACE SHUT* 'S, RUDDER AND ELE* I *OT SUPERSONIC *RC - T MCGRATH /I 
CR-128,790*TLE VEHICLE ORBIT* *VON HINGE MOMENTS* * *WIND TUNNEL *ARO *
 
'ER IN THE AMES 6-' * * * *M J. LANFRANCO '
 
'BY 6-FOOT SUPERS ' ' * 
 * ' 'SW BROWN 4
 
IONIC WIND TUNNEL * 
 * ' ' * *-DMS 4
 
4 * 4 ' 4 * 4
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST 4 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * 
 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
MSFC - 'AERODYNAMIC CHARAtBODSTER MSFC MODE*TO OBTAIN FORCE AtFORCE tO 00563 / *MSFC / *J. D UOHNSON/MSF*DMS-DR-2051
14TWT - 'CTERISTICS OF A I*L NO 449 *ND MOMENT DATA TO' 
 *0 6 - *NSFC *C *AUGUST, 1973 
572 /*42-INCH DIAMETER * *INPUT IN COMPUTE * 
 *3 48 *14-INCH TRISON*W D. RADFORD/NSI*
SABF *SOLID ROCKET BOOSA +R PROGRAM TO DETE * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V. W SPARKS * 
CR-128,774*TER (CONFIGURATIOt 'RMINE THE RATE OF' . * * *D. E POUCHER * 
*NS 898 AND 139) * *DECELERATION AND * * * *-DMS 
t * *THE ATTITUDE OF * * * * * 
* * *THE SRB'S DURING * * * * * 
* * *FREE-FALL ' * * 
LARC - *SUPERSONIC AERODY*LO-iO ORB(SHIPS)*EFFECTS OF GEOMET*FORCE *O.OiB75 / *LARe / *0. R STONE, 2 S*DMS-DR-2052 
UPWT - *NAMIC CHARACTERIS*(BW2VFB) *RY ON SUPERSONIC * * 2 36- *LARC *PENCER/LARC *NOV.. 1973
 
1015 /*TICS ASSOCIATED W' *AERODYNAMIC CHARA* * 4.63 *UNITARY PLAN W*V. W SPARKS * 
LAID *ITH VARIATIONS IN* *CTERISTICS ON PLA' * *IND TUNNEL *B. W MYERS * 
CR-128,791*THE GEOMETRY OF T* *NFORM WINGS * * * *'DMS * 
*HC FORWARD PORTIO* * * * ' ' ' '0 0 
*N OF IRREGULAR PL* * * ' ' * * 
*ANFORM WINGS * * * * * 
NRLAD - *EXPERIMENTAL INVE*ORBITER 3 *INVESTIGATE THE L'FORCE 
 * 0 0405 I tNR I *B W. CAMERON AND*DMS-DR-2053 0 9 
LSWT - *STIGATIONS OF AN * 'ONGITUDINAL AND L* + *NRLAD *A J. RITSCHEL / *VOLUME 01 a r 
705 /+0.0405 SCALE SPAC* *ATERAL-DIRECTIONA* * *LOW SPEED WIND*ROCKWELL INTERNA *DEC., 1973 o 
OA21B *E SHUTTLE * 'L SUBSONIC AERODY* * *TUNNEL *TIONAL * C 
CR-128,792*CONFIGURATION 3 0* *NAMIC CHARACTERIS* 
 *D. A SARVER ' 
*RBITER TO DETERMI* 'TICS OF THE ROCKW* * * *B W MYERS * 
*NE SUBSONIC STABI* *ELL INTERNATIONAL* * ' *-DMS * 
*LITY * *PROPOSED PRR * * * * a 
*CHARACTERISTICS (' *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* * * * * 
'OA21) * *ITER * * * * 
* * * * * * * * 
NRLAD - *EXPERIMENTAL INVE*ORBITER 3 *INVESTIGATE THE L*FORCE * 0 0405 / *NR / *B. W CAMERON AND*DMS-DR-2053 
LSWT - *STIGATIONS OF AN * *ONGITUDINAL AND L* * *NRLAD *A J. RITSCHEL / *VOLUME 02 
705 /*0.0405 SCALE SPAC' *ATERAL-DIRECTIONA' * *LOW SPEED WIND*ROCKWELL INTERNA *FEB., 1974 
OA21B 'E SHUTTLE * IL SUBSONIC AERODY* * -TUNNEL *TIONAL 
CR-128.792*CONFIGURATION 3 0* *NAMIC CHARACTERIS'* 
 *D A SARVER
 
*RBITER TO bETERMI* *TICS OF THE ROCKW* 
 * ' B. W MYERS * 
'NE SUBSONIC STABI* *ELL INTERNATIONAL* * ' *-OMS * 
*LTTY + *PROPOSED PRR * * ' ' * 
*CHARACTERISTICS (* 'SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* ' '' * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
* TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE 
, BERNAtDMS-DR-2054
LARC - *SURFACE ROUGHNESS'NR ORBITER *TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE * 0 188 / 'LARC / *G M WARE 
UPWT - *EFFECTSON THE SU * -EFFECTS OF SURFAC* !6 - 'LARC *RD SPENCER JR /L*NOV 1973 
1023/1034/'PERSONIC AERODYNA' *E ROUGHNESS ON THk *4 63 *UNITARY PLAN W'ARC * 
LABA *MICS OF THE ROCKW* *E ORBITER AERODYN* * *IND TUNNEL *J E VAUGHN * 
*B W. MYERS 4LADB *WELL INTERNATIONA* 	 'AMIC CHARACTERIST' * 
* CR-128,796'L 089B-139 ORBITE* 'ICS OVER COMPLETE* * 4 *-DMS 
R *MACH RANGE * I 
MSFC - *STATIC STABILITY *ORBITER 139 *TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE *0 004 / *MSFC / *E C. ALLEN/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-20S5 
MSFC - LL *VOLUME 0114TWT - 'AND CONTROL EFFECeORBITER 139B +STATIC STABILITY * + 6 ­
574 /*TIVENESS OF MODEL* *AND CONTROL EFFEC* * 4 96 +14-INCH TRISON*TERRY TUTTLE/ROCK'SEPT , 1973 
0A48 *S 12-0 AND 34-0 * *TIVENESS OF MODEL * *IC WIND TUNNEL*WELL * 
*12-0 AND 34-0 * * 'V* W SPARKSCR-128,7BO*OF THE VEHICLE 3 * 
+ * d FRICKEN ** 	 *B.'CONFIGURATIONS 	 * 
, 	 4 * * * * *-DMS * 
MSFC - *STATIC STABILITY *ORBITER 139 *TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE '0 004 / 'MSFC / *E C. ALLEN/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-2055 0 0 
*VOLUME 0214TWT - *AND CONTROL EFFEC'ORBITER 1398 *STATIC STABILITY * * .6 *MSFC - LL 
574 /*TIVENESS OF MODEL* 'AND CONTROL EFFEC* * 4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*TERRY TUTTLE/RDCK*SEPT , 1973 0 
0A48 *S 12-0 AND 34-0 * *TIVENESS OF MODEL' * *IC WIND TUNNEL*WELL 0 
CR-128,70'OF THE VEHICLE 3 * *12-0 AND 34-0 ' * 4 *V W SPARKS t 0 z9 
*CONFIGURATIONS * 	 'B. J t r*t FRICKEN 	 aX 

4 *-DMS' 
MSFC - *STATIC STABILITY *ORBITER 139 *TO DETERMINE THE 'FORCE '0.004 / *SFC / *E C. ALLEN/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-2055 > 
I4TWT - *AND CONTROL EFFEC'ORBITER 139B *STATIC STABILITY * * .6 *MSFC *LL *VOLUME 03 r M 
*AND CONTROL EFFEC* * 4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*TERRY TUTTLE/ROCK*NOV 1973574 /'TIVENESS OF MODEL* 

0A48 *S 12-0 AND 34-0 * *TIVENESS OF MODEL* * -IC WIND TUNNEL*WELL 
CR-128,780*OF THE VEHICLE 3 * *12-0 AND 34-0 * * * V. W SPARKS
 
*CONFIGURATIONS * * * 
 * * *B d FRICKEN ' 
' * 	 * * * -OMS* 
LARC - *SURFACE ROUGHNESS'NAR 089B-MOD NOSE*SURFACE RDUGHNESS'FORCE '0 01875 / *LARC / *G M WARE AND BE*DMS-DR-2056 
LTPT - *EFFECTS ON THE S *+ OMS *EFFECTS ON TRANS t 	 * *LARC *RNARD SPENCER. JR*NOV , 1973 
* *LOW-TURBULENCE' /LARC * 130/135 /*UBSONIC AERODYNAM'NAR 089B-MOD NOSE*ONIC AERODYNAMICS' 

* * *PRESSURE TUNN *M D. MILAM/ROCKW*LA9 'ICS OF THE ** 
CR-128,782*ROCKWELL INTERNAT* ' *EL *ELL INTERNATIONAL* 
'IONAL 089B-139 OR* 4 ' * *'?. E VAUGHN '
 
'BITER * 
 * 	 ' ' ' 'B. W MYERS 
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* ' * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASICTEST 
 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST *TYPE OF ' SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID *REPORT TITLE 
 * TESTED + PURPOSE t TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *RESULTS OF AN EXP'ORBITER. MODIFIED'STAB.AND CONTROL *CORCE * 0 01/ *LARC / *V ESPARZA.M. MIL*DMS-OR-2057UPWT - 'ERIMENTAL AERODYN*2A,3 *CHARS OF CONFIG 
* , * 2 5- 'LARC *AM /ROCKWELL *NOV * 19741035 /*AMIC INVESTIGATID* '2A,3 AND ALT FOR* * 4 6 *UNITARY PLAN W'R. SINGELLTON * OA44 *N TO OBTAIN STATI* 
 *EBODY 
 * +ND TUNNEL *-DMS * CR-134.411'C STABILITY AND C' 
 * * t * ,
*ONTROL CHARACTERI* * * * * * * 
*STICS OF THE SSV * 
 * * 
*CONFIGURATIONS 2A* 




*DEL I AND 3 (VL7O* 0 0
 
* * TI0
*-0001396) MODEL 2* 
 ' ' ' ' ' ' 
*ORBITERS AT MACH *
 
*NUMBERS OF 2.5. 3' 
 ' * 
' ' 9, AND 4 6 IN TH+ * * * * 
*E NASA LARC 4X4-F* 
* ,

'ODT UPWT (DA44) + 

, ' , * * i& =I 
LARC - 'RESULTS OF THE O.*ORBITER NAR VL7O-*OBTAIN GENERAL ST*FORCE ' 0.015 / *LARC / 'BERNARD SPENCER d'DMS-DR-2058
LTPT - '015 SCALE SPACE S'000134B CONFIG *ABILITY AND CONTR' 
 *0 25 - 'LARC 
- '. AND dAMES ELLI'MARCH, 1974 .38 /'HUTTLE VEHICLE OR* 
 *OL CHARACTERISTIC' + *LOW-TURBULENCE*SON /NASA LARC 
 * DA17 *BITER TEST (+A17)' S 
 'PRESSURE TUNN *D E POUCHER ' CR-134,079'IN THE NASA LOW T+ 
' ** 'EL *-DMS * 
*URBULENCE PRESSUR* * , , , * * 
+E TUNNEL ' * * , , 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS OF*ORBITER 2A *DETERMINE THE FOR'FORCE '0.015 / +ARC / *M. D MILAM AND M*DMS-DR-2059
3 5HWT - *THE SPACE SHUTTL * *CE. MOMENT, AND H* 
 '5 0 *ARC * E NICHOLS/ROCK*dUNE. 1974
160 /*E ORBITER 2A CONF* 
 *INGE MOMENT CHARA* *7 0 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*WELL INTERNATIONA*
OA11B *IGURATION 
 + *CTERISTICS 
 * *SONIC WIND TUN*LCR-128,798*0 O5-SCALE MODEL* 
 *OF CONFIGURATION * 
 * *NEL *. A MELLENTHIN * 
*IN THE NASA AMES 
+ *2A SPACE SHUTTLE ' + 'AND J
+ CLEARY/NAS*

*RESEARCH CENTER * *VEHICLE ORBITER A' * ' *A/AMES RESEARCH C*
'3.5-FOOT * *T MACH * * 'ENTER ** 

*HYPERSONIC WIND T' 
 *NUMBERS 5, 7, AND* 
 * * *B. W MYERS * *UNNEL AT MACH NUM' 
 '10 ' * ' *-DMS
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* * 	 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT + BASIC* 
* TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 

TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS 
*MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF AN AER'ORBITER 3,A 'GENERAL STABILITY*FORCE *0 015 	 *ARC / *T 0. DZIUBALA/RI*DMS-DR-2060
 
'ARC *d W CLEARY/NASA*JUNE, 1974
3 EHWT - tODYNAMIC FORCE AN' 1AND CONTROL CHAR * '5.3 
163 /*D MOMENT INVESTIG* *ACTERISTICS FOR C* *O 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*ARC 
DA58 'ATION OF AN 0 015* *ONFIGURATION 3 * 'SONIC WIND TUN*B W MYERS * 
CR-134,091*-SCALE CONFIGURAT* *AND ALTERNATE VEH* * *NEL *-DMS * 
*ION 3 SPACE SHUTT* *ICLES * * * * 0 0 
*LE ORBITER IN THE* * * * * * 
+NASA/ARC 3 5-FOO * * 	 * * * * 	 * 
* * 0 2 
*TUNNEL (OABB) * * * * * * 
*T HYPERSONIC WIND* 	 * * * * 
* 
* 	 * S * * 	 * ' 
*O.Oi5 *NP / *R C MENNELL /RI*DMS-DR-2061 , -~ 
7TWT - 'IC, AND SUPERSONI*EL NO 42-0) ' *TROL CHARACTERIST* * 6 *NRLAD *D A. SARVER *DEC , 1973 c >
 
276 /*C STABILITY AND C*VL7O-000147B (MOD*ICS * *3.0 *7-FOOT TRISONI*-DMS *
 
DA68 *ONTROL CHARACTER-*EL NO 49-0) * * * 'C WIND TUNNEL * 

NRLAD - *SUBSONIC, TRANSON*VL7O-000139B (MOD*STABILITY AND CON*FORCE 

* r rmi 
CR-128.789'ISTICS OF THE -14' * * * * * *
 
*7B SPACE SHUTTLE' * * * *
* * 
'ORBITER * * ' ' * * * 
AEDC - 'AERODYNAMIC RESUL*INTEGRATED VEHICL*SEPARATION TEST 0' 	 *0 O *ROCKWELL/ *dACK CAMPBELL/RI *DMS-DR-2062 
*4,5 *AEDC - *J E. VAUGHN *VOLUME 01SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*E CONFIG 3 (MODEL*F SRB FROM ET AND* 

VA323 /*N EFFECTS TEST CO*32-OTS) +ET FROM ORB USI * +1SUPERSONIC WIN*M M. MOSER dR. *AUGUST, 1975
 
IA13 *NUUCTED IN THE 	 'NO CAPTIVE TRAJEC*
* * '0 TUNNEL (A) *'-OMS 
*'TORY * * * 

*TUNNEL A FACILITY* * * * * 





*INTERNATIONAL * ' * * * 

'ON THE ROCKWELL * * * 	 * 
* 	 * 
* * *
 
*ION 3 INTEGRATED* * * * * 

*LAUNCH CONFIGURAT* * * 	 * 
* 
*VEHICLE * * * * 	 * * 
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* * *MODEL COGNIZANT BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * 
 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE+ AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*INTEGRATED VEHICL*SEPARATION TEST O'FORCE *0 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *JACK CAMPBELL/RI *DMS-DR.2062 
SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*E CONFIG 3 (MODE*F SRB FROM ET AND* *4 5 *AEDC - *J E. VAUGHN *VOLUME 02 
VAS23 /-N EFFECTS TEST COtL 32-OTS) *ET FROM ORB. USI t * *SUPERSONIC WIN*M. M. MOSER OR *AUGUST, 1975 
IA13 *NOUCTED IN THE AE* *NG CAPTIVE TRAOEC* * *0 TUNNEL (A) *-DMS * 
CR-134,iI8*DC 40 X 40 INCH T* *TORY SYSTEM * * * * * 
*UNNEL A FACILITY * * * + * * * 
*ON THE ROCKWELL I* * * * * * * 
*NTERNATIONAL LAUN* * * * ** * 

*CH CONFIGURATION * * * * *
* * 
*3 INTEGRATED VEHI* * * * ** * 
*CLE * * , * • * 
* .4 * * * t * * 
AEDC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL-INTEGRATED VEHICL*SEPARATION TEST OtFORCE *0 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *JACK CAMPBELL/RI *DMS-DR-2062
 
SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*E CONFIG 3 (MODE*F SRB FROM ET AND* *4.5 *AEDC - *t E VAUGHN *VOLUME 03 
VA323 /*N EFFECTS TEST CO*L 32-OTS) *ET FROM ORB. USI * + *SUPERSONIC WIN*M M. MOSER OR *AUGUST, 1975 
IA13 *NDUCTED IN THE AE* *NG CAPTIVE TRAJEC* * *D TUNNEL (A) *-DMS * 
CR-141,801*DC 40 X 40 INCH T* * * * * * * 
*UNNEL A FACILITY * * * ** * * 
*ON THE ROCKWELL I* * * * * * * 
*NTERNATIONAL LAUN* * * * * * * 
*CH CONFIGURATION * * * * ** * 
*3 INTEGRATED VEHI* * * * * * * 
*CLE * * ** * * 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *INTEGRATED VEHICL*STATIC STABILITY,*FORCE *0.004 / *MSFC / *E C. ALLEN, T. H*DMS-DR-2063
 
14TWT - *IN THE MSFC 14XI4*E *INTERFERENCE EFF *0.6 *MSFC *AMILTON /ROCKWELL*NOV., 1973 
579/5a0 /*INCH TRISONIC WI * *ECTS * *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*J E. VAUGHN * 
IA37 *ND TUNNEL ON A * * * * tIC WIND TUNNELtA. T KAVANAUGH * 
IA48 *004 SCALE MODEL 0* * * * *-DMS * 
CR-i28,788*F THE ROCKWELL IN* * * * * * * 
'TERNATIONAL SPACE* * * ** * * 0 0 
*SHUTTLE VEHICLE * * * * * ** X 
*3, (INTEGRATED COt * * * * * * 
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* * *MODEL 	 * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY 
TEST ' 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 
* PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
CALSPAN - *WIND TUNNEL TEST 'INTEGRATED SSV 2A*MPS NOZZLE PRESSU*PRESSURE *0 019 *CALSPAN / *R B HARDIN, R *DMS-DR-2064 
8TWT - *OF THE 0 019 SCALt.3A MODIFIED *RE LOADS, WING, E'FORCE *0 9 'NR / *R BURROWS /ROCKW*VOLUME 01 
I* 'LEVON, AND RUDDER* *1 2 *CALSPAN - *ELL - N A STRUZ*DEC , 1975T14-053 /*E SPACE SHUTTLE 

IA36 *NTEGRATED VEHICLE' *HINGE MOMENTS, ' ' *8-FOOT TRANSON*YNSKI /CALSPAN *
 
CR-141.814*(MODEL 14-OTS) IN* 
 *WING PRESSURE DIS* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*D. A SARVER * 
*THE CALSPAN 8-FO * *TRIBUTIONS, AEROD* ' * *H. C ZIMMERLE * 
*OT TRANSONIC WIND* *YNAMIC STABILITY * *-DMS * 
*TUNNEL (IA36) *'AND CONTROL * * * * 
CALSPAN - 'WING TUNNEL TEST 'INTEGRATED SSV 2A*MPS NOZZLE PRESSU'PRESSURE *0 019 /CALSPAN / * B. HARDIN, R *DMS-DR-2064 
8TWT - *OF THE 0 019 SCAL',3A MODIFIED 	 *RE LOADS, WING, E'FORCE *0 9 *NR / *R. BURROWS /ROCKW*VOLUME 02 
*LEVON, AND RUDDER* .1 2 'CALSPAN - *ELL - N A STRUZ*DEC , 1975T14-053 /*E SPACE SHUTTLE I* 

IA36 *NTEGRATED VEHICLE* *HINGE MOMENTS, ' 
 * *8-FOOT TRANSON*YNSKI /CALSPAN ' 
CR-141,816(MODEL 14-OTS) IN- *WING PRESSURE DIS* * 'IC WIND TUNNEL*D A SARVER * 
*THE CALSPAN 8-FO * *TRIBUTIONS, AEROD* * * *H C ZIMMERLE ' 
*YNAMIC STABILITY * *-DMS * 
*TUNNEL (IASS) * * ' * * 
*OT TRANSONIC WIND* 

'AND CONTROL 	 + 
*WIND TUNNEL TESTS*2A CONFIGURATION *DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE *0 019 *ARC / *R B HARDIN, R *DMS-DR-2065
ARC ­
*PRESSURE '2 50 - *ARC *R BURROWS /ROCKW*VOLUME 0187SWT - 'OF AN 0 019-SCAL * 	 'OF COLD JET GAS 
710 /*E SPACE SHUTTLE I* 	 'PLUMES ON LONG A' *3 50 *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*ELL INTERNATIONAL*APRIL, 1975 

IAi2C *NTEGRATED VEHICLE* 	 *ND LAT-DIR CHAR.* * *OT SUPERSONIC *L. R GUIST /NASA-
CR-141'518*IN THE NASA AMES * *,EXPOSED WING HIN* * *WIND TUNNEL (UAMES *a 
*8 X 7-FOOT UNITA * *GE MOM , WING PRE* * *NITARY) *B d. FRICKEN * 
t * *-DMS * *RY WIND TUNNEL(IA* *SS. DIST 	, ORBITE* 

*12C) * *R MPS EXTERNAL PR* t t 
* * *ESS DIST., ANDM' ' ' * * 
* *ODEL BASE PRESSUR* * * * 
* 	 * tES ' * * ** 
*WIND TUNNEL TESTS'2A CONFIGURATION *DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE '0 019 *ARC / *R.B HARDIN, R R *DMS-DR-205
ARC ­
- *OF AN 0 O19-SCAL * 	 *OF COLD JET GAS *PRESSURE *2 50 - *ARC *BURROWS/RI *VOLUME 02B7SWT 

*PLUMES ON LONG. A* *3 50 *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*L R GUIST/NASA A'APRIL, 1975
710 /*E SPACE SHUTTLE Ii 

* * 'OT SUPERSONIC *MESIA120 *NTEGRATED VEHICLE* 	 *ND LAT-DIR CHAR 

'WIND TUNNEL (U*B 0 FRICKEN ' CR-141,519*IN THE NASA AMES * 	 *,EXPOSED WING HIN* * 

WING PRE* * *NITARY) *-OMS*8 X 7-FOOT UNITA * *GE MOM , 

*RY WIND TUNNEL(IA* *SS DIST.,ORBITER* * ' '
 
*12C) * *MPS EXTERNAL PRE * * * * *
 
* * *SS DIST .AND MOO * '
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* * , * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST ' ' CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST +MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - *WIND TUNNEL TESTS*2A CONFIGURATION *DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE *0.019 / +ARC / 'R B HARDIN, R.R *DMS-DR-2065 
87SWT - *OF AN 0 oIg-SCAL * *OF COLD JET GAS *PRESSURE *2 50 *ARC *BURROWS/RI *VOLUME 03
 
710 /*E SPACE SHUTTLE I+ *PLUMES ON LONG. A* *3.50 *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*L R.GUIST/NASA AM*APRIL, 1975 
IA12C 'NTEGRATED VEHICLE* *ND LAT-DIR. CHAR * * *OT SUPERSONIC *ES * 
CR-141,520*IN THE NASA AMES * *.EXPOSED WING HIN* * J *'WIND TUNNEL (U*. FRICKEN 

*8 X 7-FOOT UNITA * 'GE MOM , WING PRE- * 'NITAPY) *-OMS * 
*RY WIND TUNNEL(IA* *SS DIST ,ORBITER* * * * * 
*12C) * *MPS EXTERNAL PRE * * 
* ' *SS DIST ,AND MOD' ' ' * 
* 'EL BASE PRESSURES* ' '+ 
LARC - 'HYPERSONIC PERFOR'SPACE SHUTTLE ORB-TO DETERMINE HYPE*FORCE '0 0075 / 'LARC / *R W POWELL/NASA L*DMS-DR-2066 
CFHT - *MANCE, STABILITY +ITER 089B-139 +RSONIC AERODYNAMI* '10 3 - *LARC - ARC *NOV , 1973 
96 /*AND CONTROL CHARA* *C CHARACTERISTICS* * 'CONTINUOUS-FLO*T.A BLACKSTOCK/NA*
LAII *CTERISTICS OF A * *OF SHUTTLE ORBIT * * 'W HYPERSONIC T*SA LARC 
CR-128,783T0075 SCALE MODEL * *ER * ' 'UNNEL *d E VAUGHN 
*ROCKWELL INTERNAT* * ' UJ FRICKEN *
 
'IONAL 089-139 ORB+ * *-DMS ' 0 0
 
*ITER CONFIGURATIO* 
 * , ' * , -11 
LARC - *FLUTTER TESTS (S*0.025 SCALE MODEL*ACQUISITION OF EX*STRUCT-DYN*O 025 / *LARC / . . FOUST/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2067 0 
26TBT - *2) OF THE SHUTTLE'OF SPACE SHUTTLE *PERIMENTAL FLUTTE* *0 6 *LARC *ELL *AUGUST, 1973 r
 
544 /'ORBITER FIN/RUDO 'ORBITER (24-0) F *R BOUNDARY DATA I* *1 3 *26-INCH TRANSO*A T. KAVANAUGH *
 
0S2 *ER MODEL 24-0 *IN/RUDDER *N THE TRANSONIC * *NIC BLOWDOWN T*-DMS '
 
CR-128.777* * *FLIGHT REGION TO * * *UNNEL ' ' 0
 
* * *SUPPORT ANALYTICA* * ' * m 
* * *L FLUTTER PREDICT* * * * 
* t* ~*IONS*''' * * * * *"* *IO 
NRLAD - *EFFECTS OF THE AI*-898(2A) ORBITER *EFFECTS Or FERRY *FORCE *0 0405 / *NR / *R MENNELL /ROCKW*DMS-DR-2068 
LSWT - *R BREATHING PROPUt *ENGINr NACELLE GR* *0.20 - 'NRLAD *ELL *DEC., 1973 
708 /*LSION SYSTEM ON S* *OUPIJG AND LOCATI* * *LOW SPEED WIND* A SARVER 
OA7IA *PACE SHUTTLE ORBI* 'ON * *'TUNNEL *W. M HALE * 
CR-128,797*TER SUBSONIC STAB'* *-DMS 
*ILITY AND CONTROL' * * * * * 
*CHARACTERISTICS * ' ' ' * * * 
*(OA7iA) t ' * *' * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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S* 	 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
* TEST 	 * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
TEST 	 * CONFIGURATIONS 

TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * 

LARC - *ErFECTS OF REACTI'PRR ORBITER *INTERFERENCE STUD*FORCE -0.015 *LARC / 'd R.RAUSCH/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-2069
 
UPWT - *ON CONTROL SYSTEM* *Y AT SUPERSONIC S *2 5 *LARC *LL *JAN , 1974
 
* *4 0 *UNITARY PLAN W*W J MONTA/LARC
1031 /*JET-FLOW FIELD I * *PEEDS 	 *
 
* *J VAUGHN t
tIND TUNNEL E 

CR-134,074'A 0 015 SCALE MOD* *ROL AMPLIFICATION- * * *A. T KAVANAUGH *
 
-EL SPACE SHUTTLE * *FACTORS RESULTIN * 

MA7 'NTERACTIDNS ON * 	 *TO DETERMINE CONT* 

+ * *-DMS *
 
'ORBITER AERODYNAM' *G FROM JET INTER-* * * t *
 
*IC * -ACTION BETWEEN TH * * * *
 
*CHARACTERISTICS * *E ROS PLUMES AND * * *
* * 
* * *THE EXTERNAL FLOW* * * * * 
*OVER THE VEHICLE * * * 0 o 
DODSJR , J*DMS-DR-2070
LARC - *EFFECT OF GASEOUS*JSC 040A ORBITER *DETERMINE EFFECT *FORCE *.019 *LARC / d B 

LTPT - *AND SOLID SIMUL 'WITH EHOT AND 2 S*OF PLUME-INDUCED * '1 6 *LARC * J. BROWNSON, D *OCT , 1973 "u .
 
141 /*ATED JET PLUMES O*RM *FLOW SEPARATION At +2.2 *LOW-TURBULENCE*L KASSNER / ARC *0 .
 
LA23 *N AN 040A SPACE S* 	 *ND ASPIRATION EFF* + *PRESSURE TUNN *K L. BLACKWELL /*
 
CR-128,7B7tHUTTLE LAUNCH CO* *ECTS DUE TO OPERA* * *EL *MSFC * 
*NFIGURATION AT MA* *TIUN OF BOTH THE * * t 'V W. SPARKS * IV 
*CH NUMBERS FROM 1' *ORBITER AND THE S* * * *A T KAVANAUGH * 
C6 TO 2 2 * *OLID ROCKET MOTOR* *  * , 	 * 'j*-DMS 	 *r-"­** 	 *s *
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS 'MODEL 32-0 *OBTAIN STABILITY *FORCE *0 015 .ARC / *T d DZIUBALA, M*DMS-DR-2071
 
IARC * 0. MILAM/ROCKWE*SEPT , 1974
Q SHWT - *OF 0 010- AND 0 O'MODEL 49-0 'AND CONTROL CHARA* *00iO 

168 /'I5-SCALE MODELS 0* *CTERISTICS FOR TH* *5.3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*LL INTERNATIONAL t 
* *10 3 *SONIC WIND TUN*J W. CLEARY, J A'*F SPACE SHUTTLE 0' 	 *E 3A BASELINE
OA23 

*VEHICLE CONFIGURA* 	 t +NEL * MELLENTHIN/NASA*
CR-12B,799+RBITER CONFIGURAT* 
 tAMES 	 *
 *TION 	 * * 

+ * + tB W MYERS *
 
*IONS 3 AND 3A IN 	* 

*THE AMES RESEARCH* 

* t 	 *-DMS *
*CENTER 3.5-FOOT 	 * t * 

*HYPERSONIC WIND T* t * *
 
'UNNEL (DA23) * * * * * * *
 
* 0 004 / 'MSFC / *P RAMSEY /MSFC *DMS-DR-2072
MSFC - tMISALIGNMENT STUD*PRR BASELINE LAUN*EFFECTS OF MODEL *FORCE 

*0.9 - *MSFC *T MCMEANS. T DA*JAN , 197414TWT - *IES ON SPACE SHUT'CH CONFIGURATION *ELEMENT MISALIGNM4 

573 /*TLE INTEGRATED VE'MCR 0074 BASELINE*ENT ON TEST RESUL* *1.46 *14-INCH TRISON*VIS / NSI *
 
IA3IFC 'HICLE *MODEL ELEMENTS 
 'TS * 	 * *IC WIND TUNNEL'V. W SPARKS *
 
* * *A T KAVANAUGH *
* 

S* * * *-DMS
 
*
CR-134,072* 	 * 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
* * * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS + TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST -MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
LARC - *EFFECTS OF REACTItMODEL 42-0 OF THE*OBTAIN THE DETAIL*FORCE *0 015 *LARC 'J tJ. DAILEDA, dO*DMS-DR-2073
 
UPWT - *ON CONTROL SYSTEM*VL7O-000139B SSV ED EFFECTS THAT R* * *LARC *HN MARROQUIN *MARCH, 1974 

1043 /*JET SIMULATION 0 'ORBITER CONFIGUR *CS JET FLOW INTER+ * *UNITARY PLAN W*O E VAUGHN * 

OA70 'N THE STABILITY *ATION 3 *ACTIONS HAVE ON S* * TUNNEL T. KAVANAUGH *
'IND *A 

CR-134,070*AND CONTROL CHARA* *UPERSONIC STABILI* * ' *-DMS * 

'CTERISTICS or A 0* 'TY AND CONTROL CH* * ' * * 

* 015 SCALE SPACE * *ARACTERISTICS OF * * * * * 

*SHUTTLE MODEL * *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* * * * *
 
'TESTED IN THE LAN' *VEHICLE + * * *
 
*GLEY RESEARCH CEN* * * ' ' *
 
*TER UNITARY PLAN * t * * 

*WIND TUNNEL * ' ' *
 
-
LSWT - *R BREATHING ENGIN*E ORBITER FERRY C*RBITER WING PRESS*FORCE *0 165- *NRLAD *OR /RI *OCT , 1974 
709 /*E PLUMES ON SSV OtONFIGURATION *URE DISTRIBUTION * *'LOW SPEED WIND*R. B LOWE * 
CA57A *RBITER SUBSONIC W' *RESULTING FROM FI* * *-DMS 




CR-134,414'ING PRESSURE DIST* *VE UNDER-WING ENG* ' t *
 
*RIBUTIONS * *INE NACELLE PLUME* ' * * *
 
LARC - +INVESTIGATION OF +MODEL SS-H-00326-*AERODYNAMIC HEATI*HEAT-TRANS*0.00593 *LARC / *H. GOROWITZ/RI 'DMS-DR-2075 
SVDHT - 'CONFIGURATION EFF'1 *NG INVESTIGATIONS* *7 9 *LARC *A. T KAVANAUGH *OCT., 1973 
3778/ /*ECTS ON ENTRY HEAt * **7 9 *MACH 8 VARIABL*-OMS 
3855 /*TING DISTRIBUTION* * * * 'E-DENSITY HYPE* * 
0H41 *S AT MACH = 8 0 c* *RSONIC TUNNEL 'i* 

R-2 .B *OH4 )
CR-128.784'0H41) * +* * * *
 
LARC - *INVESTIGATION OF 'SS-H-00326-4 *AERODYNAMIC HEATI*HEAT-TRANS*0.00593 *LARC 'H *DMS-DR-2076
* GOROWITZ/RI
8VDHT - 'CONFIGURATION EFF*SS-H-00326B-S,-6,rNG INVESTIGATIONS* *0 006 +LARC *R. WHITE, A. D'ER*OCT., 1973 
4080/ /*ECIS ON ENTRY HEA*-7 * * '7 9 - *MACH 8 VARIABL*RICO/GRUMMAN * 
4079 /'TING DISTRIBUTION'NR 1100 * * *7 9 *E-DENSITY HYPE*A T KAVANAUGH ' 
OH41A *S AT MACH NO = 8 ' * * 'RSONIC TUNNEL *-DMS
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING 
 * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *140A/B ORB., VEH.*TO DETERMINE LOCA*PRESSURE *0.015 / *ARC / 'R H SPANGLER, 0 *DMS-OR--2077
 
66SWT - *0A63 AND IA29 ON '4 LT, 
2 SRB'S *L PRESSURE DISTRI* '0 6 'ARC 'E. THORNTON, ROCK*VOLUME 01 
630 /*AN 0.015-SCALE MO*SHUTTLE ORBITER V*BUTIONS ON THE OR* *2 0 *6-FOOT BY B-FO*WELL INTERNATIONA*MAY, 1974 
IA29 *DEL OF THE SPACE +ENT PRESSURE MODE*BITER FUSELAGE FO' * tOT SUPERSONIC *L * 
OA63 *SHUTTLE CONFIGURA*L 36-OlS *R ASCENT FLIGHT T* * *WIND TUNNEL *L R GUIST, CARL * 
CR-134,095'TION 140 A/B IN T* *0 SUPPORT VEHICLE* * *E SUTTON, ARC ' 
'HE NASA/ARC 6- BY* *VENTING STUDIES * *B. J. FRICKEN *
 
*6-FOOT TRANSONIC * * * * *-DMS *
 
*WIND TUNNEL * 
 * * + * 
ARC - tRESULTS OF TESTS '140A/B ORB., VEH 'TO DETERMINE LOCA*PRESSURE '0 015 / *RC / *R H SPANGLER , *DMS-DR-2077
 
66SWT - +OA63 AND IA29 ON *4 ET, 2 SRB'S -L PRESSURE DISTRI* *0 6 *ARC *D E THORNTON ,R'VOLUME 02
 
630 /*AN 0 0i5-SCALE MO* *BUTIONS ON THE OR' '2.0 *6-FOOT BY 6-FO*OCKWELL INTERNATI*MAY, 1974
 
IA29 *DEL OF THE SPACE * 'BITER FUSELAGE FO' *DT SUPERSONIC *ONAL 
CR-134,099*SHUTTLE CONFIGURA* *R ASCENT FLIGHT T* * +WIND TUNNEL *L R. GUIST , CAR* 
*TION 140 A/B IN T' '0 SUPPORT VEHICLE* * *L E SUTTON, AMES*
 
*HE NASA/ARC 6- BY* *VENTING STUDIES ** * * .J FRICKEN *
 
* * * *DMS * 00 *6-FOOT TRANSONIC * * 

*WIND TUNNEL * * * 
 * +* * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS +I4OA/B ORB., VEH 'TO DETERMINE LOCA*PRESSUPE *0.015 / 'ARC / *R H SPANGLER, D*DMS-DR-2077 0 Z
 
*L PRESSURE DISTRI* *0 6 *ARC * E. THORNTON/RI *VOLUME 03 0 2,
66SWT - *OA63 AND IA29 ON *4 ET, 2 SRB'S 
 GUIST , CAR*MAY, 1974
*2 0 '6-FOOT BY 6-FO*L. R 
630 /*AN 0 015-SCALE MO' *BUTIONS ON THE OR' 

OA63 +DEL OF THE SPACE * *BITER FUSELAGE FO* ' 'OT SUPERSONIC *L E SUTTON, AMES* v
 
CR-134,10O*SHUTTLE CONFIGURA* +R ASCENT FLIGHT T* * *WIND TUNNEL 'B J FRICKEN * )P,
 
*TION 140 A/B IN T* *0 SUPPORT VEHICLE* * *-DMS *> D 
**' * 
*HE NASA/ARC 6- BY* *STUDIES + 

*6-FOOT TRANSONIC * * * * * *
 
*WINDIN TUNNEL *''* * * * * *NL  * 
ARC - *WIND TUNNEL TEST *MODEL 32-OT WITH *EVALUATE BASIC HYtFORCE '0 010 / ARC / *F F FIZGERALD, *DMS-OR-2078
 
3 5HWT - *OF THE 0 010-SCAL'ORBITER. ET, SIMU*PERSUNIC STABILIT* * 'ARC *M. T PETROZZI/ R'.JAN , 1974 
169 /'E SPACE SHUTTLE I*LATED ENGINE PLUM'Y CHARACTERISTICS* * *3 B-FOOT HYPER'OCKWELL INTERNATI* 
IAiO *NTEGRATED VEHICLE*ES *OF FIRST AND * *SONIC WIND TUN*ONAL * 
CR-128,795*IN THE NASA-AMES * *SECOND STAGE AND * * *NEL * W CLEARY, U *
 
*3 5-FOOT HYPERSO * *TO DEFINE ORBITER* * * MELLENTHIN/ NA*
'A 

*NIC WIND TUNNEL (* 'PLUME EFFECTS ON * * * *SA/AMES RESEARCH *
 
*IAiO) * *AERO CHARACTERIS * * * *CENTER *
 
* * 'TICS USING SOLID * * * 'B W MYERS *
 
* * *PLUMES * ' * *-DMS
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * 
 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS

ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * 
 PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
LARC - *EFFECTS OF SURFAC*OS9B-139B(MODIFIE*EFFECTS OF TPS TI*FORCE 
 *0 01 *LARC *G.C.ASHBY,JR /NAS*DMS-DR-2079
20HT6 - *E ROUGHNESS ON TH*D NOSE) *LE IRREGULARITIES* *6.0 *LARC *A,LARC *APRIL, 
 1974
441 /*E AERODYNAMIC CHA* *EXPLORE POSSIBLE 
* *6 0 *20-INCH HYPERS*J E. VAUGHN *
 
LA15 tRACTERISTICS OF T* *BOUNDARY LAYER SE* * 
 'ONIC TUNNEL (M*-DMS *
 CR-134,083*HE MODIFIED 089 B* 
 *PARATION HYSTEREI* * eACH 6) * *
 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * 
 *S EFFECT * * 
 * * ,

*AT MACH 6 (LAIS) * * 
 * * * ,
 
NRLAD - *EFFECTS OF AIR BR*-89B SPACE SHUTTL*INVESTIGATE ORBIT'PRESSURE *0 0405 *NR 

LSWT / *T SOARD /RI *DMS-DR-2080 - *EATHING ENGINE PL*E ORBITER FERRY C*ER WING PRESSURE *FORCE 
 '0 20 - *NRLAD *R B LOWE *VOLUME 01
713 /*UMES ON SSV ORBIT*ONFIGURATION *DISTRIBUTIONS RES * 
 *LOW SPEED WIND*-DMS *OCT , 1974OA57B 'ER SUBSONIC WING * *LTING FROM NACEL* 
 * 'TUNNEL * *
 CR-134,416*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* 
 *LE PLUMES ABOVE A* * * * 
 * 
*TION 




NRLAD - *EFFECTS OF AIR BR*-89B SPACE SHUTTL*INVESTIGATE ORBIT*PRESSURE *0.0405 
 *NR / *T SOARD /RT *DMS-DR-2080
LSWT - *EATHING ENGINE PL*E ORBITER FERRY C*ER WING PRESSURE *FORCE 
 *0 2 - *NRLAD *R B LOWE *VOLUME 02713 /*UMES ON SSV ORBIT*ONFIGURATION *DISTRIBUTIONS RES* 
 * *LOW SPEED WIND*'-DMS *OCT., 1974
 
OAS7B *ER SUBSONIC WING * *ULTING FROM NACEL* * 
 *TUNNEL * *
 CR-134,417*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* * *





 *ND BELOW THE WING* * * * 
 *
 
NRLAD - *LANDING PRESSURE *-140 A/B SPACE SH*PRESSURE LOADS DA'PRESSURE 
 *0 0405 *NR / *T. L SOARD, B W*DMS-DR-2081LSWT - *LOADS OF THE -140*UTTLE ORBITER 'TA IN GROUND EFFE* '0 2 ­ *NRLAD * CAMERON /ROCKWE*VOLUME 01
711 /*A/B SPACE SHUTTL * *CT *0 2 
 *LOW SPEED WIND*LL *JAN , 1976 0 0
0A69 *E ORBITER DETER- * * * 'TUNNEL *H C ZIMMERLE ' "0
 
CR-141.580MINED IN THE NRLA* 
 * * * * 
 *-DMS * "02

*D LOW SPEED WIND* 
 * * 
 * * 
 *
 
*TUNNEL (0A69) * 

* * * * *0 =
* 
 * 





 - *LANDING PRESSURE *-140 A/B SPACE SH*PRESSURE LOADS DA*PRESSURE *0 0405 *NR / *T. L SOARD, B W*DMS-DR-2081 lLSWT - *LOADS OF THE -140*UTTLE ORBITER *TA IN GROUND EFFE*FORCE *0 2 - *NRLAD * CAMERON /ROCKWE*VOLUME 02 c:711 /*A/B SPACE SHUTTL * *CT 
 '0 2 

0A69 'E ORBITER DETER- * 

* *LOW SPEED WIND*LL *JAN., 1976 >
 
* 
 * * *TUNNEL 'H. C ZIMMERLE ' F.J
CR-141,5Bl*MINED IN THE NRLA* 
 * 
 * * *-DMS '
 
*D LOW SPEED WIND' * 




*TUNNEL (0A69) * * '
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* 	 ,* * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TESTING * TEST UMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST *4 CONrIGURATIONS t TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 

ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - 'EFFECTS OF REACTI'CONFIGURATION 3A 'ASCERTAIN THE EFF'FORCE *0 015 / ARC / 'T d DZIUBALA /fOCOMS-DR-2082 
3 SHWT - *ON CONTROL SYSTEM*ORBITER *ECTS OF RCS JET F* *10 29- *ARC *CKWELL *DEC , 1973 
167 /*JET SIMULATION 0 * *LOW FIELD INTERAC* * *3 5-FODT HYPER*J. MARROQUIN /RO* 
0A73 *N THE STABILITY * 'TIONS WITH THE LO* * *SONIC WIND TUN*CWELL * 
CR-128,800AND CONTROL CHARA* *CAL FLOW FIELD ON * *NEL *M M MANN * 
*CTERISTICS OF A 0' *THE HYPERSONIC A * .	 *-DMS * 
* 015-SCALE SPACE * -ERODYNAMIC AND ST* * *
 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * *ABILITY AND CONTRf * * *
 
*MODEL IN THE AMES* *OL CHARACTERISTIC* * * ' *
 
'RESEARCH CENTER * -S OF THE ORBITER * * * *
 
*3 5-FOOT HYPERSON* *DURING RE-ENTRY * * * * *
 
*IC WIND TUNNEL ' 	 * * * .4 
INVEST*SSV 140A/B ORBITE*TO DETERMINE SUPE*FORCE *0 0IS / *LARD 	 *d H CAMPBELL,II, *DMS-DR-2083LARC - *RESULTS OF 

UPWT - *IGATIONS (OA20) O*R *RSONIC TRIM AND S* *2 5 - LARC *M E.NICHOLS /ROC*FEB., 1974 
1057 /*N A 0 015-SCALE 1* *TABILITY CHARACTE* *4 6 *UNITARY PLAN W*KWELL * 
OA2OA *40 A/B * *RISTICS FOR THE 	 ' + *IND TUNNEL *W.P PHILLIPS /LAR* 
' ' * *CCR-134,081*CONFIGURATION SPA* *140A/B ORBITER 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* ' ' ' * *M M MANN 
*E ORBITER MODEL It * *'-DMS * 
*N THE * ' * * 
*NASA/LANGLEY RESE* * ' ' ' ' 0 0 
* 	 ajJ** 
*ARCH CENTER UNITAt * 	 * 
*RY PLAN WIND TUNN* ' 	 ' * * * 
*EL 	 * * * * 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG'SSV 140A/B LAUNCH'OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE *0 030 / *ARC / 'R. L GILLINS, E.*DMS-DR-2084 0 r 
IiTWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0 03* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I'FORCE *0 6 *ARC *HEE/RI *VOLUME 01 
716 /*O-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * *i 4 *1i-FOOT TRANSO'D. A SARVER 'FEB , 1g7650 
IAI4A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* 'VEHICLE; TO OBTAI* * *NI WIND TUNNE*J T.DAVIET ' 
CR-134,443*VEHICLE 14OA/B LA* 	 *N FORCE DATA * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS 
 * 
' r- f* * * ' 
'N (MODEL 47-OTS) * * * ' ' ' 





*T UNITARY PLAN WI* * ' * ' '
 
*ND TUNNEL FOR MAC* * *
 
*H RANGE O. TOI.' * *
 
* . * 	 * 
-4 (IAI4A) ' 	 * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* 
 , * *MODEL * COGNIZANT BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - 'AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE '0.030 *ARC *'R. L. GILLINS, E *DMS-DR-204
 
IiTWT - *ATIONS or AN 0 03* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I FORCE *0.6 *ARC *CHEE/RI *VOLUME 02 
716 /*O-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * *I 4 *11-FDOT TRANSO*D A SARVER *MARCH, 1975 
IAI4A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE+ *VEHICLE, TO OBTAI * *NIC WIND TUNNE*J.T DAVIET * 
CR-134.444*VEHICLE 140A/B LA* *N FORCE DATA 
 * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
*UNCH CONFIGURATIO* * * * * * * 
*N (MODEL 47-OTS) * * , * * * 
*IN THE ARC Il-FO0* * * ** ** 

*T UNITARY PLAN WI* * 4 
 4 * * 4 
*ND TUNNEL FOR MAC* * * * * * * 
'H RANGE 0 6 TOi' ** * 
*4 (IAI4A) * * * * 
A4 AROD NVSG*SS 14ABLUNHOTI 
 PESR *DPES *0.3 *AR *RL ILNS E*DM-R2 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG'SSV 14A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE 0.030 /*ARC 'R L GILLINS E.*DMS-DR-2084 
iITWT - 'ATIONS OF AN 0 03' 'ISTRIBUTIONS ON I*FORCE '0 6 *ARC T CHEE/R *VOLUME 03 
716 /*0-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH **1.4 ' i-FOOTRANSO* A SARVER *APRIL, 1975 
IA14A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE' 'VEHICLE; TO OBTAI* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*J T.DAVIET* 
CR-143.445*VEHICLE 140A/B L '*NFORCE DATA 'L (UNITARY) *-DM5 
'AUNCH CONFIGURATI'* 
*ON (MODEL 47-OTS)* * * * 0 
 
*IN THE ARC li-FD * '4 * * * 
_ * "11 
*OT UNITARY PLAN W* 4 * * * * 
*IND TUNNEL FOR MA* * 
 ' 4 * ' ' 0 Z 
*CH RANGE 0 6 TO 1" ' ' * * * * 0 z 
'.4 (IAI4A) * ' ' ' * * 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE *0 030 *ARC / *R L GILLINS, E *DMS-DR-2084 10 a 
IITWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0 03* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE *0 6 *ARC *CHEE/RI *VOLUME 04 a 7 
716 /o SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * *1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*D A SARVER *APRIL, 1975 r Gn 
IA14A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *VEHICLE; TO OBTAI* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*J T.DAVIET 
CR-143.446'VEHICLE 140A/B L * *N FORCE DATA * * 'L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI* ' ' ' * 
*ON (MODEL 47-OTS)* * * * * 
*IN THE ARC It-FO ' * * * * * * 
*OT UNITARY PLANW' * * * * 
*IND TUNNEL FOR MA' * 
 * * 
*CH RANGE 0 6 TO 
 '* 
 * 
4 (IAI4A) * * 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * 4 COGNIZANT BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE D*PRESSURE t0 030 / *ARC / 	 *R L GILLINS, E.*DMS-OR-2OB4
 
IlTWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0 03' *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I*FORCE *0 6 *ARC *CHEE/RI +VOLUME 05 
716 /*O-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH t *1 4 *Il-FOOT TRANSO*D A. SARVER *APRIL, 1975 
IAI4A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *VEHICLE; TO OBTAI* 'NIC WIND TUNNE*J.T DAVIET 
CR-143,447*VEHICLE 14OA/B L - *N FORCE DATA * *L (UNITARY) '-DMS t 
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI* * * *
 
*ON (MODEL 47-0TS)* * * *
 
*IN THE ARC 1i-FO * * * * * * *
 
*OT UNITARY PLANW' * * + 
 * 	 4 
**IND TUNNEL FOR MAt 	 * 
*CH RANGE0GTOi* 	 * * * * 
4 (IAI4A) * 4 * * 4 
**** * * * 
ARC - tAIRLOADS INVESTIG SSV 140A/B LAUNCH'OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE *0.030 / 'ARC / *R L. GILLINS, E *DMS-DR-204 
IITWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0 03* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I'FDRCE *ARC *CHEE/RI *VOLUME 06 
716 /*O-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * * +t-FOOT TRANSO*D. A SARVER *APRIL, 1975 
IA14A *THE SPACE SHUVTLE* 'VEHICLE, TO OBTAI* t *NIC WIND TUNNE*J T.DAVIET * 
CR-143.448*VEHICLE 140A/B L * *N FORCE DATA * 'L (UNITARY) 	 *-DMS * 
* * *AUNCH CONFIGURATI- * * * + 
*ON (MODEL 47-OTS)* * * * * * * 
*IN THE ARC l-FOa * * * * * 
*OT UNITARY PLANW' * * * * 
*IND TUNNEL FOR MAt * * 4 * *> 
*CH RANGE 0 6 TOI* * ' * * * * 
4 (IAI4A) * * * * 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE D*PRESSURE *0 030 / *ARC / 'R L. GILLINS. E *DMS-DR-2084 
IiTWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0 03+ *ISTRIRUTIONS ON I*FORCE *0 6 *ARC *CHEE/RI *VOLUME 07 
716 /to-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * *1 4 *i-FOOT TRANSO*D A. SARVER *APRIL, 1975 
IAI4A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *VEHICLE, TO OBTAI* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*J T.DAVIET 
CR-143,449'VEHICLE 140A/B L * 'N FORCE DATA * 4 tL (UNITARY) *-DM5 * 
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI* * * * *
 
*ON (MODEL 47-OTS)* * * t* 
 * 
'IN THE ARC 11-FO * * * * * 
tOT UNITARY PLANWt * + * 4 * 
*IND TUNNEL FOR MA* * * * * 
** 

* * * * 4 * , *
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* * 
 , * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASICTEST ' * .CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * 
 SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




ARC - 'AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE O'PRESSURE *0 030 
 / *RAC / *R. L GILLINS, E *DMS-DR-2084
 
iITWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0.03* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I'FORCE * *CHEE/RI *VOLUME 08
'ARC 
716 /*O-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * ' *Il-FOOT TRANSO*D A. SARVER *APRIL, 1975
 
IAI4A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *VEHICLE; TO OBTAI* ' *NIC WIND TUNNE*J.T DAVIET 
 *
 CR-143,450*VEHICLE 140A/B L * *N FORCE DATA ' * 
 *L (UNITARY) *-DMS *
 
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI' * * * * * *
 
*ON (MODEL 47-OTS)* ' ' 
 ' * *
 
*IN THE ARC It-FO * * t * 
 *
 
*OT UNITARY PLAN W* ' ' * ' 
 *
 
*IND TUNNEL FOR MA* * 
 *
 
*CH RANGE 0 6 TO I* ' * 
 ' * 
 *
 
* 4 (IA14A) * * ' 
 ' *
 
ARC - *IARLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH'OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE 
 *0 030 / *ARC / *R. L GILLINS, E.*DMS-DR-2084
 
IITWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0.03* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I'FORCE *0 6 *ARC *CHEE/RI *VOLUME 09
 
716 /O-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRArED LAUNCH * *1 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*D. A SARVER *MAY, 1975
 
IAI4A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *VEHICLE: TO OBTAI * *NIC WIND TUNNE*J T.DAVIET
 
CR-141,5Oi*VEHICLE 140A/B L * 
 *N FORCE DATA * L (UNITARY) *-DMS
 
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI* * * 
 ' * 
 *
 
*ON (MODEL 47-OTS)* * t 
 * * 

*IN THE ARC li-FO * * , , , ,
 
tOT UNITARY PLAN W* * * * 
 * * 

*IND TUNNEL FOR MA* 
 * * 

*CH RANGE 0 6 TOI * *0 

*.4 (IAI4A) ' t ' * * * 
 *
 
A C - *A R O D * * * * ' * *
ARC - 'AIRLOADS INVFSTIG'SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE *0.030 / *ARC / *R L. GILLINS, E *DMS-DR-2084 

IITWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0.03* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON ItFORCE *0 6 *ARC *CHEE/RI *VOLUME 10
716 /*O-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * 'I 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*D A SARVER *MAY, 1975

IAI4A *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *VEHICLE, TO OBTAI* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*J.T DAVIET * 

CR-141,502*VEHICLE 140A/B L * *N FORCE DATA 
 * 'L (UNITARY) *-DMS *
 
'AUNCH CONFIGURATI* * * ' 
 ' * 
 *
 
*ON (MODEL 47-OTS)* * ' * * * 
 *
 
*IN THE ARC Il-FO * * * 
 * ' * * 
*OT UNITARY PLANW' * * * * * *
 
*IND TUNNEL FOR MA* ' * 
 * * * 
 *
 
*CH RANGE 0 6 TO t * *
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'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID + REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 

* 	 * * t 

* PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*ORTAIN PRESSURE D*PRESSURE t0 030 'ARC I *R L. GILLINS. E *DMS-DR-2084 
IITWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0 03 *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I'FORCE to 6 *ARC *CHEE/RI *VOLUME II 
716 /tO-SCALE MODEL OF * *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * *I 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*D A. SARVER *MAY, 1975 
IAI4A 'THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *VEHICLE, TO OBTAI* + *NIC WIND TUNNE*J T DAVIET * 
CR-141,503'VEHICLE 140A/B L * 'N FORCE DATA - '-DMS ** 'L (UNITARY) 
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI* * * * * t * 
*ON (MODEL 47-OTS)* * * * * t 
*IN THE ARC Il-FO * * * * * * * 
*OT UNITAPY PLAN W* * * * * * * 
*IND TUNNEL FOR MA* * * * * * *
 
*CH RANGE 0 6 TO I** *
 
*.4 (IAI4A) * * * * *
 
ARC - *RtPORT OF PRESSUR'SPACE SHUTTLE INT*TO OBTAIN HYPERSO*PRESSURE '0 010 *ARC / *W H DYE, R. B. *DMS-DR-2085
 
3.SHWT - 'E DISTRIBUTION TE*EGRATED VEHICLE P*NIC SURFACE PRESS* 
 *0 10 'ARC *KINGSLAND /ROCKWE*dAN , 1982 
171 /*STS OF THE 0010-*RESSURE MODEL 26-tURES ON THE MODEL* '5.3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*LL * 
OHIO *SCALE SPACE SHUTT*OTS *TO CORRELATE AER * *7 4 'SONIC WIND TUN*D A. SARVER * 
IH2 *LE VEHICLE MODEL * 	 'ODYNAMIC HEATING * * 4NEL *H C. ZIMMERLE *
 
CR-167,344*(26-OTS) IN THE N* *DATA AND VERIFY L* 1 * *-DMS *
 
'ASA/ARC 3 5-FOOT * *OADS PREDICTIONS + * *
 
*HYPERSONIC WIND * * * * * 
 * *
 
*TUNNEL (TESTS OHI* * * * * * *
 
*0 AND IH2) * * * * * *
 
*OPTIMIZE AIR BREA*FDRCE *0 0405 *NRLAD / *R C MENNELL AND *DMS-DR-2086
 
LSWT - *X ENGINE AIR BREA*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB+THING PROPULSION * 

NRLAD - *EFFECTS OF THE SI*-89B ORBITER 

*0 21 - *NRLAD *T. SOARD / ROCKWE*FEB , 1974 
712 /*THING PROPULSION *ITER/ET *SYSTEM NACELLE CO* * 'LOW SPEED WIND*LL *
 
OA7IC *SYSTEM ON SPACE * *WL-INLET DESIGN * * *TUNNEL *D. E POUCHER *
 
* * *-DMS * 	 0 0*AND DETERMINE 	THE*
CR-134,078*SHUTTLE ORBITER S* 	 *
*
*




-AND CONTROL CHAR *ESIGN ON THE ORB!' t 

*ACTERISTICS * *TER STABILITY AND* * 
 * 	 M 
* * 0 )*CONTROL CHARACTER* * *
* 	 * 

* t 	 'ISTICS ' * * * *
 
* * * * * ** 	 tO 
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* 4 *, * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * 4 CONFIGURATIONS 4 
 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 4 TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED 4 PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 4 PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
MSFC - *EFFECT OF ENGINE *SRB WITH VARIED S'DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE *0 00563 / *MSFC / 4tJD JOHNSON / MS*DMS-OR-2087 
14TWT - *SHROUD CONFIGURAT*HROUD LENGTHS AND*OF ENGINE SHROUD * *0 4 - * NSI / *FC *SEPT., 1974 
578 /*ION ON THE STATIC*FLARE ANGLES *SIZE AND SHAPE 0 * 
 *4.96 *MSFC *W F. BRADDOCK I N* 
SAIOF *AERODYNAMIC *SRB WITH VARIED S*N AERODYNAMIC 
 * 414-INCH TRISON*SI * 
CR-134.116*CHARACTERISTICS O*HROUD MOUNTED STR*CHARACTERISTICS 0* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V. W SPARKS * 
*F A 0.00563 SCALE*AKES AND TVC BOTT*F THE SRB 
 * * * *V W SPARKS * 
*142-INCH DIAMETE *LES ' * 4 4 *-DMS * 
*R SOLID ROCKET * 4 * 4 *4 * 
*BOOSTER * * 4 * 
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*I42-INCH SOLID RO*AERODYNAMICS OF S*FORCE *0.02112 *LARC t4,.D JOHNSON/MSFC *4MS-DR-2088 
8TPT - *CTERISTICS OF A I4CKET BOOSTER *RB DURING FREE-FAt *0 4 - *LARC *W.D RADFORD/NSI *JULY, 1974 
655 /*42-INCH DIAMETER 4 *LL * *1 2 48-FOOT TRANSON*J E VAUGHN * 
8TPT - *SOLID ROCKET 4 * ' * *IC PRESSURE TU*A T KAVANAUGH ' 
662 /4BOOSTER (CONFIGUR* 4 4 4 *NNEL *-DMS * 
SA2FA *ATION 139) * * 4 * *8-FOOT TRANSON* 
SA2FB * * * * *IC PRESSURE TU* * 
CR-134,105* 4 4 *NNEL
 
LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*I4OA/B *VERIFY LONGITUDIN*FORCE * 0 015 *LARC *J H. CAMPBELL II*DMS-DR-20B9 
STPT - *IGATIONS ON AN 0 *AL AND LATERAL-DI* '0.35 - 4LARC - AND M E. NICHOL 'APRIL 1974 0 
661 /'05-SCALE CONFIGU* *RECTIONAL CHARACT* *1 2 *8-FOOT TRANSON*S/ROCKWELL INTERN* 
­
0A25 *RATION 140A/B SPA* *ERISTICS OF 140A/4 * *IC PRESSURE TU*ATIONAL 
CR-134,082*CE SHUTTLE ORBITE* *B ORBITER, DETERM* t 
 *NNEL *W. P PHILLIPS/LA* 0 m
 
*R MODEL (49-0) IN' *INE SURFACE DEFLE4* *NGLEY RESEARCH CE* 0 ' 
*THE NASA/LANGLEY * *CTION EFFECTS ON' 4 * *NTER r 
*RESEARCH CENTER * *VEHICLE PERFORMAN* * 4 *B W. MYERS * 0 2 
*8-FOOT TRANSONIC * *CE, AND TO DETERM* 4 * *DMS aCm
 
*PRESSURE TUNNEL (* *INE COMPONENT BUI* * * 4 0 
*OA25) * *LDUP EFFECTS 4 * 4 4 r" W M 
LARC - *SUPERSONIC PERFOR*089B-I39B ORBITER'TO STUDY THE SUPE*FORCE 
 4 0 01875/ 'LARC / *G M WARE/LARC *DMS-DR-2090 
UPWT - *MANCE, STABILITY *CONFIGURATION 'RSONIC AERODYNAMI* *1 9 - *LARC *R W POWELL/LARC*MARCH, 1974 
1040 /*AND CONTROL CHARA* *C CHARACTERISTICS* *2 86 *UNITARY PLAN WJ E. VAUGHN 4 
LABC *CTERISTICS OF A 0* *OF A ROCKWELL IN 4 'IND* TUNNEL *B W MYERS * 
CR-134,080" 01875 SCALE MODEt* *-DMS *
 
*L ROCKWELL INTERN* 4 4 * 4 4 4
 
*ATIONAL 089B-139B* 4 4 4 4
 
*ORBITER CONFIGUR 4 4 * 4 * 4
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE-
PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * 	 REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
LARC - *SUBSONIC AND TRANtLO-iO0 ORBITER *EFFECTS OF WING-F*FORCE 	 *0 35 - *LARC / *B SPENCER /NASA *DMS-DR-2091 
*1 2 *LARC *D. E POUCHER *MARCH, 19758TPT - *SONIC AERODYNAMIC* 	 *ILLET LEADING EDG' 

657/660 /*CHARACTERISTICS * *E CONFIGURATION * t *8-FOOT TRANSON*-DMS * 
LATB *ASSOCIATED WITIH V* * * *IC 	PRESSURE TU* * 
* * 'NNEL * * 
*GEOMETRY OF THE F* * * * 
CR-141,512*ARIATIONS IN THE * 

* * 
*ORWARD PORTION OF* * * * * * * 
* 	 * **IRREGULAR PLANFO * * * 	 * 
**RM WINGS ON A .01* * * * 	 * 
* 	 * t * * **875 SCALE LO-I00 * 

* 	 t t t * *
-LANGLEY CONCEPT S* 

*PACE SHUTTLE ORBI* * t * * *
 
*TER IN THE LANGLE* * * 
 * * 	 * * 
*Y 8-FOOT TPT (LA* 	 * * * * 
*O) * 	 ** 	 * * * 
(34-*TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE *0.004 *LARC / *DAVID R. STONE/LA*DMS-DR-2092LARC - *HYPERSONIC STABIL*ORBITER 1398 
22HT - *ITY AND CONTROL C*O) *HYPERSONIC AERODY* *17.6 - *LARC *RC *NOV., 1974 
*21.6 *22-INCH HELIUM*ROBERT MULFINGER/*415 /*HARACTERISTICS OFt *NAMIC PERFORMANCE* 

0A72 *A 0 004 SCALE * *, LONGITUDINAL * * *TUNNEL *RI 
 * 
*MODEL (34-0) ROCK* *TRIM, AND STATIC * * * 	 *M M MANN * TM-X 

* * 	 *-DMS * 71968 	 *WELL INTERNATIONA- *STABILITY AND CON* 
*L SPACE SHUTTLE 0* *TROL AND DETERMIN* * * * * 0 0 
,

*RBITER VEHICLE 3 * *E THE EFFECT * * t 	 * 
l 
* * 0*CONFIGURATION (OA* 	 *OF REYNOLDS NUMBE* * * 
'-72) * *R ON LONGITUDINAL* * 	 * *0 Z 
* * *STABILITY * * 	 * * 
*0 004 *MSFC / 	 *E C ALLEN/RI *DMS-DR-2093 ,) -MSFC - tEFFECT OF EXTERNA*EXTERNAL TANK. T9*TD INVESTIGATE TH*FORCE 

*MSFC *V W SPARKS *MARCH, i974c >I4TWT - *L TANK NOSE SHAPE*EXTERNAL TANK, TI*E EFFECT ON THE 1* *0 6 

585 /*ON THE ROCKWELL *1 *NTEGRATED VEHICLE* *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*I L GLYNN >
 
* * *IC 	WIND TUNNEL*-DMS * rIIA37B *INTERNATIONAL SPA-EXTERNAL TANK, TI*AERODYNAMIC CHAR 

CR-134,090*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL*5 *ACTERISTICS OF SE* 	 * * * * .. ­
* * 	 * * 
* * 




*378) * * * * 

*CONFIGURATION (IA* 	 *HAPES * 
* 	 * 




4 * * * 'MODEL * 4 COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
10 ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE 4 TEST -MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
LARC - *FLUTTER TESTS (OS*BASIC WING AND i1'ACQUIRE EXPERIMEN*STRUCT-DYN*O 55 - *LARC *'MICHAEL A KOCH *DMS-DR-2094 
26TBT - *) OF THE O.02-SC*HZ INBD AND 13 5 *TAL FLUTTER BOUND* *1 *LARC *A T KAVANAUGH *MARCH, 1974 
545 /*ALE ORBITER WING *HZ OUTED ELEVON *ARY DATA IN THE T' * *26-INCH TRANSO*-ONS * 
OSI *ELEVON SEMI-SPAN *ROTATIONAL FRED *RANSONIC FLIGHT * * *NIC SLOWDOWN T* * 
CR-134,073*MODEL 23-0 *BASIC WING AND 1l*REGIME TO SUPPORT' * *UNNEL ' * 
*HZ INBD AND II H *ANALYTICAL FLUTT * * * * 4 
*Z OUTBOARD ELEVON*ER PREDICTIONS * * ' * * 
*ROTATIONAL FREQ * ' ' * ' 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *ORBITER *VERIFY THE STABIL*FORCE *0 6 +RI / *R MULFINGER / R*DMS-DR-2095 
14TWT - 'OF THE STABILITY * *ITY AND CONTROL C* '4.96 *MSFC *OCKWELL INTERNATI'SEPT., 1974 
581 /*AND CONTROL CHARA* *HARACTERISTICS OF' * *14-INCH TRISON'ONAL 
OA49 *CTERISTICS 'THE* VEHICLE 4 * * WIND TUNNEL*D A SARVERIC * 
CR-134,404*OF THE VEHICLE 4 * 'CONFIGURATION * ' ' *M M MANN * 
-CONFIGURATION + *-DMS 
LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER TES'BIOC5D7F4MSVSWS7 *OBTAIN ORBITER EN*HEAT-TRANS+O 006 / *LARC / *D G WALSTAD/ROC*DMS-DR-2096 
BVDHT - 'TS OF AN 0 006-SC* *TRY HEATING DISTR* *8 0 *LARC *KWELL INTERNATION*AUGUST, 1974 
644 /'ALE THIN SKIN SPA' *IBUTIONS AND C* '8 0 *MACH 8 VARIABL*AL 
0H13 *CE SHUTTLE THERMO* *ORRELATE PHASE CH* * *E-DENSITY HYPE*P LAWING/NASA ' 
CR-134,1O1*COUPLE MODEL (41-* *ANGE PAINT DATA W' * *RSONIC TUNNEL *B W. MYERS 
*0) IN THE LANGLEY* *ITH THERMOCOUPLE ' 4 ' *-DMS 4 
*RESEARCH CENTER * *DATA * 4 * 4 4 
*VARIABLE DENSITY * * ' ' * * 
*TUNNEL ATMB * * 
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
* TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE 

- *CONTINUED INVESTI*140A/B SSV ORBITE*CONTINUE STUDIES *FORCE *0 0405 *NR / *R MENNELL/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-2097NRLAD 
LSWT - tGATIONS IN THE NA*R *INITIATED ON TEST* *0 2 - *NRLAD *LL INTERNATIONAL *UNE, 1974 o o 
715 /*AL LOW SPEED WIND *S OA6. OA7IA, AN' '0 2 'LOW SPEED WIND'M. M MANN * "rIj 
OA62A *TUNNEL INTO THE * *D OA7IC FOR OPTIM' * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-134,102*EFFECTS OF THE AI* * 
*0

*IZING THE AIR BRE * t 

*R BREATHING PROPU* *ATHING PROPULSION* * * * *
 
*LSION SYSTEM ON 0* *SYSTEM (ABPS) AN * * t *
 
*REITER SUBSONIC * *0 INVESTIGATE THE* * * 
 * *
 
*STABILITY AND CON* *AERODYNAMIC EFFEC* * *
 
*TROL CHARACTERIST* 'TS OF VARIOUS NAC * * * *
 
*ICS (OAE2A) * 'ELLE NUMBER/LOCAT* *
 
* * *ION CONFIG. ON TH* * * ­
* * *E ORBITER STABILI- ' * * *
 
* * *TY AND CONTROL CH* t
 
* * *ARACTERISTICS * t t * *
 
*ARC / 'D G WALSTAD AND*DMS-DR-2098ARC - *HEAT TRANSFER TES'BiOC5D7F4M3V5W87 *PARAMETRICALLY IN*HEAT-TRANS*O 006 

3.5HWT - *TS OF A O.006-SC*BIOCBD7F4M3VSW8TT*VESTIGATE THE ASC* 
 *5 3 *ARC *W. J GRIFALL/ R *OCT , 1974 
'ENT HEATING OF TH* *5 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*OCKWELL INTERNATI*172 /*ALE THIN-SKIN SPA*8 

IH15 'CE SHUTTLE MODEL *BIOC507F4M3VbW87T*E INTEGRATED VEHI* 
 * *SONIC WIND TUN*ONAL *
 
* ' *NEL *T L. LOCKMAN/ARC*
CR-134,09B*(41-OTS) IN THE A*BS6 *CLE 

* * *T L. MULKEY
*MES 3 5-FOOT HWT *TB * 

*AT MW S * * 
 * * *B W. MYERS *
 
* * * * ' * *-DMS
 
'T. F *DMS-DR-2099 
*ECTS ' *8 0 - *AEOC - *d. GRIFALL /ROCKW*VOLUME 0t 
AEDC - *DATA REPORT FOR T*22-OT *HEAT TRANSFER EFF'HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *AEDC * FOSTER, W 

HWTB - *ESTS ON THE HEAT * 

VA352 /*TRANSFER EFFECTS * 
 * *8 0 'HYPERSONIC WIN*ELL *FEB., 1975
 
OH4B *OF THE 0.0175-SCA* * * *0 TUNNEL (B) 
*0 A SARVER *
 
'8 J1. FRICKEN *
 CR-134,419*LE ROCKWELL INTER* * * * 

'NATIONAL SPACE SH'* 
 * *-DMS *
 
*UTTLE VEHICLE MOotD * * t *
 
*EL 22-OT IN THE A* t t t * * *
 
*EOC 50-INCH B WIN* * * ' * * *
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* 	 * * * *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TEST 	 * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
*MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 
AEDC - *DATA REPORT FOR T*22-OT *HEAT TRANSFER EFF*HEAT-TRANS'O.0175 / *AEDC / *T F. FOSTER. W *DMS-DR-2099 
* *8.0 *AEDC *0 GRIFALL/RDCKWE*VCLUME 02HWTB - *ESTS ON THE HEAT * 	 *ECTS 
 1975
* 	 * '8.0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*LL *FEB  
OH4B 'OF THE 0 0175-SCA* * * *D TUNNEL (B) *D. A. SARVER * 
* *B 0 FRICKEN ' 
VA352 /*TRANSFER EFFECTS * 

CR-134,438*LE ROCKWELL INTER* ' * * 
*NATIONAL SPACE SH* * * *-DMS * 
'UTTLE VEHICLE MOO' * t * * * 
*EL 22-OT IN THE A* * * * * * 
*EDC 50-INCH WIND * * 	 * * * * 
**TUNL* 	 * * ' t* *UNNEL 

AEDC - *DATA REPORT FOR T*22-OT *HEAT TRANSFER EFF*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *AEDC / *T F FOSTER, W. *DMS-DR-2099 
HWTB - *ESTS ON THE HEAT * *ECTS * *8 0 - *AEDC *. GRIFALL/ROCKWE*VOLUME 03 
* *8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*LL *FEB * 1975VAS32 /'TRANSFER EFFECTS * 	 * 
* * *D TUNNEL (8) *D A. SARVER * OH48 *OF THE 	0 0175-SCA* * 
*B J. FRICKEN 	 * 
' 	 ' ' * 
' * ' *-DMS * 
CR-134,439*LE ROCKWELL INTER* 

*NATIONAL SPACE SH* * 

*UTTLE VEHICLE MUD* * * * t *
 
*EL 22-OT IN THE A* * ' * * * *
 
*EDC 50-INCH B WIN* * * * * * *
 
*0 TUNNEL * ' * ' * *
 
* 	 ***'** 
AEDC - *PHASE CHANGE PAIN*ORB (VL70-000139)*DETERMINE INTERFE*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *AEDC - *M QUAN,C.CRAIG/RI*DMS-DR-2100
 
HWTB - *T TESTS ON ROCKWE*/ET (VL78-00041) *RENCE EFFECTS AND* '8.0 - *HYPERSONIC WIN*M M. MOSER JR. *JUNE, 1974
 
VA289 /*LL ORBITER/TANK A*AND ORB ALONE 'HEATING RATES ON * '8 0 *0 TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
OH3A *ND ORBITER ALONE *RI ORBITER (VL7O-'AN ORBITER/TANK * ' * *
 
DH3B *CONFIGURATIONS *000139) *CONFIGURATION AND* * 
 * 
'ON AN ORBITER AL * 
* * *ONEWITH AND WITH* ' * * * 
*OUT TPS TILE SIMU* * * ' 
CR-i34,075* 	 * * 

* 0 0 
- E
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* * * * 'MODEL I * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * t CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
/ 	 *R JONES. T. CREE*DMS-DR-2101 
*L, P. LAWING/NASA*JAN , 1974 
LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER PHA*B17C7M4F5WI03E22V*DETERMINE THE EFF+HEAT-TRANS* 0.00593/ *LARC 

8VOHT - 'SE CHANGE PAINT T*7R5 *ECTS OF VARIOUS W* *8 0 - *LARC 

4080/41O5/*EST (OH-42) OF A *817C7M4F5W104E22V*ING/UNDERBODY CON* *8 0 *MACH 8 VARIABL*M QUAN, W DYE, *
 
4130/4193/*ROCKWELL *7R5 *FIGURATIONS ON * * *E-DENSITY HYPE*J CUMMINGS, H G*
 
OH42A *INTERNATIONAL SSV*BITC7M4FSWiOGE22V*THE AERODYNAMIC 
 * * *RSONIC TUNNEL *OROWITZ. C. CRAIG* 
*HEATING RATES AND' * * *, G RICH/RI * OH42B -ORBITER IN THE N *7RSI6 
0H42C *ASA/LRC MACH 8 VA*BI7C7M4FBWIO6E22V*BOUNDARY LAYER T * * * *0 A. SARVER * 
* *G G. MCDONALD ' CR-134.076'RIABLE DENSITY *7R5Hi7 *RANSITION DURING * * 
*WIND TUNNEL *'SIMULATED ENTRY Ct *-DMS * 
* * 'ONDITIDNS * * * 
*0.010 'ARC / *M. T PETROZZI, M'DMS-DR-202 
*S ELEVON, RUDDER,' *7 3 *ARC * 0 MILAM /RI d'APRIL, 1974 
ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*OT+L+PI4AI+F *EFFECTS OF VARIOU*FORCE 

3.5HWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0' 

* * 7 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER* A MELLENTHIN /*175 /*IO-SCALE MODEL OF' *ATTACHING STRUCT 
IAI5 *THE * *URES, FAIRINGS. * * *SONIC WIND TUN*ARC 
*NEL *D. A. SARVER *CR-i34,089'CONFIGURATION 3 S' *AND MAIN PROPULSI* 
*PACE SHUTTLE ORBIt *ON ROCKET PLUMES * + + 'G. G. MCDONALD * 
*-DMS

'ON LONGITUDINAL A'* 

'TANK IN THE NASA/* *ND LATERAL-







*TER 3 5-FOOT HYPE* *LITY CHARACTERIST* * ' 





'CS ' 	 * 
* 






* * * 	 * * * * 
MSFC - *WIND TUNNEL TEST *(034)(T9)(Sl2)(PT*DETERMINE EFFECT *FORCE ' 0 004, *ROCKWELL/ *E C. ALLEN/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-2103 
* 0.004 / 'MSFC - 'LL INTERNATIONAL *APRIL, 197414TWT - 'RESULTS OF FAIRIN+4)(FR4) *OF FULL LENGTH OR* 

*0 6 	 - *14-INCH TRISON*TOM HAMILTON/ROCK'589 /*GS 	ON A 0.004 SCA*(034)(TI4)(Si2) *BITER/EXTERNAL TA* 

MODEL ROCKWELL' *NK FAIRING ON *"5 0 *IC WIND TUNNEL*WELL INTERNATIONA*
TWT - 'LE 

IA62F *SPACE SHUTTLE INT* *AXIAL FORCE '
 ' ' *TRISONIC WIND *L SPACE DIVISION 




*TERISTICS AT MACH* ' 
 * 	 * *-DM3 
*NUMBERS FROM 0.6 * ' * *
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* * * 
 t 
 'MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC

TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
* TEST * TYPE OF * 
 SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS

ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE w TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
 * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
NRLAD - *INVESTIGATION OF *140A/B SSV ORBITE*ESTABLISH BASIC LFORCE *0.0405 
/ *NR / *R MENNELL/RI SPA*DMS-DR-2104 
LSWT - *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*R *ONGITUDINAL STABI* *0 12 - *NRLAD 
 *CE DIVISION *VOLUME 01
717 /*ITER SUBSONIC STA* *LITY CHARACTERIST* 
 *0 26 *LOW SPEED WIND*T. HUGHES/RI SPAC*JULY. 1974
 
OA62B *BILITY AND CONTRO* *ICS IN AND OUT OF 
 * *TUNNEL *E DIVISION *
 CR-134,112*L CHARACTERISTICS* *GROUND EFFECT AN * * 
 * *M M. MANN *
 
*IN THE NAAL LOW * *0 LATERAL-DIRECTI* 
 * * *-DMS *
 








*FREE AIR * * *
 
' * * * * 
 *
 
NRLAD - *INVESTIGATION OF *140A/B SSV ORBITE'ESTABLISH BASIC L'FORCE 
 * 0.0405 / *NR / 'R MENNELL / ROCK*OMS-DR-2104 
LSWT - 'SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*R *ONGITUDINAL STABI* 
 *0.12 - *NRLAD *WELL INTERNATIONA*VDLUME 02
717 /*ITER SUBSONIC STAt *LITY CHARACTERIST* *0 P6 
 *LOW SPEED WIND*L / SPACE DIVISIb*AUGUST, 1974
OA62B *BILITY AND 
 * 'ICS IN AND OUT * * *TUNNEL *N *
 CR-134,113'CONTROL CHARACTER* 
 *OF GROUND EFFECT 
 * * *'T HUGHES / ROCK*

*ISTICS IN THE NAA* 
 *AND LATERAL-DIREC* * * 
 *WELL INTERNATIONA*
 
*L LOW SPEED WIND * *TIONAL STABILITY * ' * 
 *L / SPACE DIVISIO*
 
-TUNNEL (DA62B) *CHARACTERISTICS * 
 * * *N *
 
* ' *IN FREE AIR. * * * 
 *M M MANN *
* * 
 * * * * *-DMS *
 
LARC ­ *TRANSITION HEATIN*ORBITER + EXTERNA*TO INVESTIGATE AS'HEAT-TRANS*8 0 *LARC / *J CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-21058VDHT - *G RATES OBTAINED 'L TANK, SSV MODEL*CENT HEATING OF T* '8.0 *LARC *D A. SARVER *SEPT , 1976
646/647 /*ON A MATED AND IS*41-OTS *HE COMBINED TANK * * 
 *MACH 8 VARIABL*J E. VAUGHN *
 IH17 *OLATED 0.006 SCAL*EXTERNAL TANK ALO'AND ORBITER 
 * *E-DENSITY HYPE*-DMS * CR-144,594*E MODEL (41-OT) S*NE, SSV MODEL 41-* 
 * *RSONIC TUNNEL * 
 * 00 
*PACE SHUTTLE ORBI*OTS * ' , ' , ,

*TER AND EXTERNAL -ORBITER ALONE, SS' ' ' * * 0

*TANK IN THE NASA/*V MODEL 41-OTS * 
 * ' * * *
 
*LARC VARIABLE DEN* * 
 * ' * * 
 *
 
*SITY HYPERSONIC T* * * 
 ' * * r
 
*UNNEL* * * ' , * ,
 
LARC - *SUPERSONIC DYNAMI*089B ORB.W/MOD NO*MEASURE DYNAMIC S'FORCE * 0165 / *LARC / *D C FREEMAN, R.P*DMS-DR-2106 a > 
UPWT - *C STABILITY DERIV*SE 'TABILITY DERIVATI' * *LARC - . BOYDEN, E E DA*JAN , 1975 r- M1046/iO49/*ATIVES OF A MODIF* *YES 
 * UNITARY PLAN W*VENPORT/LARC *
 LAI4A *lED 089B * 
 *(SEE ALSO LA-20 F' * *IND TUNNEL *d. E VAUGHN *
 LAI4B *SHUTTLE ORBITER 
* *OR LOW MACH NO DA* 
 * *. E VAUGHN
 
TM-X * * *TA) * 
 * * *'-DMS
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* * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 
* REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID 

LARC - *SUBSONIC AND TRANtO89B ORBITERW/MOD*MEASURE DYNAMIC S+FORCE * 0165 / *LARC / *D C FREEMAN/NAS*DMS-DR-2107 
8VDHT - *SONIC DYNAMIC STA' NOSE *TABILITY DERIVATI* *.3 - *LARC *A-LARC *MARCH, 1975 
653 /*BILITY DERIVATIVE* *YES *1 2 +MACH 8 VARIABL*d E. VAUGHN 
LA20 *S OF A '(SEE* ALSO LA-14 T* * 'E-DENSITY HYPE*d E VAUGHN 
TM-X -MODIFIED 089B SHUt *EST RESULTS FOR H+ * +RSONIC TUNNEL '-DMS t 
72631 *TTLE ORBITER * *IGHER MACH NO DA* t * A­
* * * *TA) *TA * * * +* * 
LARC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS tB26C9E26F8M7N25R5*OBTAIN LOCAL PRES*FORCE + 0 015 / 'LARC / *0 E. THORNTON AN*DMS-DR-2108 
UPWT - *(OA64 AND IA3S5) O*Nil6 *SURE DISTRIBUTION* *2 5 - *LARC *D R H SPANGLER/*MAY, 1974 
1063 /*F AN 0.015-SCALE *B26C9E26FSM7N25RS*S ON ORBITER FUSE* *4 5 *UNITARY PLAN W*ROCKWELL INTERNAT* 
TA35 *MODEL (3B-OTS) OF*NIIBSI2TI2 *LAGE TO SUPPORT V* * *IND TUNNEL *IONAL t 
OA64 *THE SPACE SHUTTL * *ENTING STUDIES AN* * * *B W MYERS 
CR-134,084*E CONFIGURATION I* *D TO DETERMINE EF* * * *-DMS * 
'40A/B IN THE NASA* *FECT OF ELEVON DE* * * 
*/LARC UNITARY PLA' 'FLECTIONS IN THE * * * * 
*N WIND TUNNEL *AFT PORTION OF TH* * * * * 0 0 
* ' *E ORBITER FUSELAG* * * * * 
- *LARC / *d W. FOUST,RI ADMS-DR-2109 0 LARC - *ENTRY HEAT TRANSF*147B CONFIGURATIO*TO DETERMINE THE *HEAT-TRANStB0 
 LARC *R E. MIDDEN,LAR*JAN., 1976 0 CF4 - *ER TESTS OF THE O*N ORBITER MODEL (*EFFECTS OF THE LO- *6.0 

121-137 /* 006-SCALE SPACE *50-0) *W FREON SPECIFIC * *'FREON TUNNEL *d E. VAUGHN
 
DH45 *SHUTTLE (-1478) 0' *HEAT RATIO ON THE* * * *R H LINDAHL * '0 
CR-141,527*RBITER MODEL (50-* *HEATING DISTRIBUT* * *-DMS C 
*0) IN THE LANGLEY* *IONS AND TO DETER* * * * 
*RESEARCH CENTER * 'MINE THE IMPINGEM + ' * ' * I:­
*FREON TUNNEL AT M' *ENT OF THE ORBITE* * * * *
 
'ACH 6 (OH45) * *R BOW SHOCK ON TH* ' * ' *
 
* * *E WING * * * * * 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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** * * *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASICTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC 
 - *HEAT TRANSFER TES'ORBITER CONFIGURA*TO OBTAIN ASCENT *HEAT-TRANS*6 0 - *LARC I *D G WALSTAD/ RO*DMS-DR-2110CF4 - *TS OF AN 0 006-SC*TION 2A *HEATING DATA AT C * *LARC *CKWELL INTERNATIO*JAN., 1976
97-118 /'ALE THIN-SKIN SPAtEXTERNAL TANK *ONDITIONS SIMULAT' * *FREON TUNNEL 
 *NAL

IHI8 'CE SHUTTLE *




 *EFFECTS AT HYPERS* ' * *M. M MANN

*L (41-OT) IN THE * *ONIC MACH NUMBERS* * * *-DMS
 
*LANGLEY RESEARCH * * ' ' * * 
*CENTER FREON ' * * * *
 
*TUNNEL ATM=6(s * * * * * 

*IHIS) * 
 * * .
 
MSFC - *REENTRY AERODYNAM*MODEL 449/CONF NB'TO EVALUATE STATI*FORCE *0 563 / *LARC / *. D JOHNSON *DMS-DR-211114TWT - 'IC CHARACTERISTIC*REI, NBREIA. NBRE*C AERODYNAMIC STA* 
 '0 6 *MSFC *W. F. BRADDOCK/NS*NOV., 1974
 
590/595 /-S OF A SPACE SHUT*lB, NEREISIELT *BILITY OF AN SRB 
* *4 96 *14-INCH TRISONtI
SA26F *TLE SOLID ROCKET * 
 * **IC WIND TUNNEL*J E VAUGHN 
CR-134,435*BOOSTER MODEL 449* 
 * * * *-DMS *
 
*TESTED IN MSFC I I * 
 * *
 
*4 X 14 INCH TWT * * 
 * * ' '
 
** * ' * *
 
AEDC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*INTEGRATED VEHICL*DETERMINE PROXIMItFORCE 
 *0 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *d J. DAILEDA/RI *DMS-DR-2112SWTA - *TS OF WIND TUNNEL*E (CONFIGURATION *TY FORCE AND MOME* 
 *4 5 *AEDC - *d E VAUGHN *NOV., 1974VA422 /*SEPARATION TESTS '3) *NTS FOR ORB AND E* 
 * *SUPERSONIC WIN* E, VAUGHN
IA57 'ON A 0 01-SCALE * *.T AND SRB * * *D TUNNEL (A) '-DMS 
CR-134,401*MODEL (32-OTS) SP' 
 *W AND W/O SEPARAT* ' * 
'ACE SHUTTLE INTEG* 
 *ION ROCKETS FIRIN* * * * 
*RATED VEHICLE (IA* *G. 
 * * * * * 
*57) ' * * , , * 
LARC - *EFFECTS OF REACTI*VL70-000139 *OBTAIN DETAILED E'FORCE 
 * 0 010 / *LARC I *T A. BLACKSTOCK *DMS-DR-2113CFHT - 'ON CONTROL SYSTEM* 
 *FFECTS ON SSV HYP* 
 '10 3 - *LARC */LARC - J. J. DAI*OCT., 1974
101 /*JET FLOW FIELD I * *ERSONIC AERODYNAM* '10.3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*LEDA, J MARROQUI*
OABS *NTERACTIONS ON TH* 
 *IC AND STABILITY * * *W HYPERSONIC T*N /RI * CR-134,iIl*E AERODYNAMIC CHA* 
 *AND CONTROL CHARA* * 'UNNEL *M M. MOSER JR. * 00
'RACTERISTICS OF A' *CTERISTICS OF RSC* * 
 *-DMS * ,v % 
*0 010 SCALE SPAC * 'JET FLOW FIELD I * * * ' *
 
'E SHUTTLE ORBITER* *NTERACTION WITH T* * * 
 ' * 
*MODEL IN THE LAN * 
 'HE LOCAL VEHICLE * * 02 
*GLEY RESEARCH CEN* *FLOW FIELD. * *
 
*TER 31-INCH CFHT * * * i
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
or + SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST t TYPE 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* 
* 0 0405 *NRLAD / *R. C MENNELL/RI *DMS-DR-2114
 
*D A SARVER *JUNE, 1974

NRLAD - *AERODYNAMIC INVES*BSO THRU BSOCSMIF*INVESTIGATION OF *FORCE 

LSWT - *TIGATIONS INTO VA*SWII6E26VSRSX9 *VARIOUS BASE DRAG* *0 2 - *NRLAD 
716 /*RIOUS LOW SPEED L* 	 *REDUCTION TECHNI * *0 2 *LOW SPEED WIND*G G. MCDONALD * 
OAS6 */D IMPROVEMENT t *OUES IN AN * * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-134,098*DEVICES ON THE 14* *ATTEMPT TO IMPROV* * * 	 * 
*OA/B SPACE SHUTTL* *E L/D RATIOS AND * * * * 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* *TO CALCULATE STIN* * * * 	 * 
*
-RATION IN 	THE RI * *G INTERFERENCE + * * * 
sNAAL WIND TUNNEL * *EFFECTS * * * *
 
*(0A86) * 
 * * 	 ** 	 * ***AB)* 

ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*i4OA/B *VERIFY SUPERSONIC*FORCE 0 015 *ARC / *M T. PETROZZI AN*DMS-DR-2115
 
D MILAM/ROC*MARCH, 1974
3 5HWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0 0* *STABILITY AND CO * *5.3 - *ARC *0 M 
176 /*I-SCALE MODEL (4* *NTROL CHARACTERIS* *10 0 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*KWELL INTERNATION* 
OA87 *9-0) OF THE SPACE* *TICS, VERIFY CONT* +SONIC WIND TUN*AL * 
* *ROL SURFACE EFFEC* * *NEL *J A MELLENTHIN/*CR-134,085*SHUTTLE ORBITER 

* *AMES RESEARCH CEN**IN THE NASA/AMES * *TIVENESS AND INVE* 

*3S-FOOT HYPERSON* 
 *STIGATE REYNOLDS * t * *TER *
 
*IC WIND TUNNEL (0* *NUMBER EFFECT * * * *B W. MYERS *
 
* *-DMS *
tA87) * 	 * * 
*0.015 	 *NR / *H. C SMITH /RI *DMS-DR-2116
NRLAD - *EFFECT OF THE SIX*BIGC7F5J59WiO7E23*EFFECT OF THREE A*FORCE 

7TWT - *ENGINE AIR BREAT *V7R5X20 + NACELLE*IR BREATHING PROP* 
 *0 5 	 *NRLAD - 0. A. SARVER *APRIL, 1974 
*7-FOOT TRISONItG G. MCDONALD * 278 /*HING PROPULSION StRAKES *ULSION SYSTEM FER* *0.9 

OA91 *YSTEM ON SPACE * *RY/FLIGHT TEST * * *C WIND TUNNEL *-DMS *
 
CR-134,888*SHUTTLE ORBITER S* *CONFIGURATIONS ON* 
 * * * * 
*UBSONIC AND TRANS* *TRANSONIC DRAG R * * * * 
* 
* 
tONIC STABILITY AN* 	 *ISE, ELEVON EFFEC* * * * 
*1U CONTROL * *TIVENESS, i * * * 

*CHARACTERISTICS (* *LONG STABILITY, 
* * 	 * * * 
* * * tOiOA9i) * 	 *AND LAT DIR STAB * * 
* 	 * 0 
*•* *OF 	THE -139B SHUT* * * 
** 
*• 	 *TLE ORBITER * * * 
* * * 	 * *g 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASICTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *TRANSITION HEATIN*B22C7F5M4V7Wii 
 *PERFORMED TO DETE*HEAT-TRANS* 006 / *LARC / *0 CUMMINGS/ROCKW*DMS-DR-21178VDHT - *G RATES DETERMINE* *RMINE TRANSITION * 
 *8 0 *LARC *ELL INTERNATIONAL*SEPT , 1976
648 /*D 
ON A 0 006 SCAL* *HEATIN",RATES USI* *8.0 
 *MACH 8 VARIABL*R. RAPARELLI/ROCK*
OHi4 *E SPACE SHUTTLE * *NG 11UIN SKIN t * *E-DENSITY HYPE*WELL INTERNATIONA'
CR-147,617*RBITER MODEL (NO+ 
 *THERMOCOUPLES * * *RSONIC TUNNEL *L * 
* 50-0) IN THE NA* * * * 'G 0 MCDONALD ' 
*SA/LARC MACH B VA* 
 * * * *-OMS * 
tRIABLE DENSITY * * * , , * * 
*WIND TUNNEL TEST * * ** , * 
*(OH14) * , * * * * , 
LARC - *RESULTS OF TRANSOtMATED INTEGRATED *LONG. AND LAT -O*FORCE 
 0 015 
 / +ROCKWELL/ *R HARDIN/ R. BUR*DMS-DR-2118BTPT - *NIC WIND TUNNEL T'VEHICLE MODEL(67-*RECT STAB CHAR. 
* *0 6 - *LARC - *ROWS- ROCKWELL *AUGUST. 1974667 /*ESTS ON AN 0.015 *OTS) *DURING CONFIG BUI* *1 20 *8-FOOT TRANSON*J E. VAUGHN * IA41 *SCALE SPACE * *LD-UP. 
 * IC PRESSURE TU*J E. VAUGHN * CR-134,108*SHUTTLE MATED VEH* 
 *(SEE ALSO IA42A/B* * *NNEL *-DMS * 
*ICLE MODEL(67-OTS* *TEST RESULTS FOR * * * * * 
*) IN THE LARC B-F- *HIGHER MACH NO. * 
 * * 
*DOT TPT (IA41) 'DATA)
- * ' * * * 
LARC - *SUPERSONIC TESTS *CONFIGURATION 4 M'TO OBTAIN AERODYN*FORCE 
 *0 015 / +ROCKWELL/ *R. HARDIN. R BUR'DMS-DR-2119UPWT - *OF AN 0 0l5-SCALE*ATED SSV (67-OTS)*AMIC FORCE DATA 
 * *1 6 *LARC - *ROWS/RI *AUGUST, 19741056/1073/*SPACE SHUTTLE MA * 
 * 4.6 'UNITARY PLAN W'D. A. SARVER 
 *IA42A *TED VEHICLE MODEL* 
 * * *IND TUNNEL * E VAUGHNIA42B *(67-OTS) IN THE * 
 * ** * *-DMS * 0 0CR-134,109-LARC UPWT TO OBTA* 

* 
*IN AERODYNAMIC FO* * * 
 * , * '
 
*RCE DATA ' * 
 * * ' * ' 
LARC - *WIND TUNNEL TESTS*ORBITER 
 *EFFECT OF SPEEDBR*FORCE ' 0.015 / *R.I / *V. W SPARKS *DMS-DR-2120 rBTPT - *OF AN 0.015-SCAL + 
 *AKE AND BODY FLAP* *0.3B - 'LARC *M. 
M MOSER dR *dAN , 1975
668 /*E CONFIGURATION 1* * * * I 2 *8-FOOT TRANSON*-DMS * C -VOAiOB *40A/B SPACE SHUTT* 
 * 
 * *IC PRESSURE TU* * CR-134,426*LE ORBITER MODEL 
* 
 * * * *NNEL * * 
'(67-0) IN'THE NAS* ' ' * ' *
 
*A/LRC 8-FOOT TPT * ' 
 * * * * 
*TO OBTAIN TRANSON* * * '+ ' ,
*IC AERODYNAMIC FO* 
 * * + * ,

*RCE DATA (OAiO6) * * 
 * * * , , 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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t * * -MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
* 

' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * 
TEST *t CONFIGURATIONS 

rEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
* 0 015 'LARD *W P. PHILLIPS *DMS-DR-2121
LARC - *TRANSONIC AERODYN*TASK CANCELLED, .'TEST CANCELLED, d'FORCE 

*ULY 1975 *0 35 - *LARO *D C FREEMAN. JR *TASK
BIPT - *AMIC INVESTIGATIO*ULY. 1975 

* * *1 2 *-FOOT TRANSON*V W SPARKS *CANCELLED
669 /*N OF CONFIGURATIO* 
LASA 'N MODIFICATIONS * * *IC pRESSURE TU*V W SPARKS *dULY, 1975 




'EXTENDING CENTER * 

*OF GRAVITY RANGE * * * *
 
NRLAD - *INVESTIGATION OF *LAUNCH CONFIGURAT*OUALIFY A NEW EXT*PRESSURE * Oi *RI / *R L, ROGGE / ROCK*DMS-DR-2122
 
7TWT - *SPACE SHUTTLE LAUtION (MODEL 67-OTS*ERNAL TANK NOSE C'FORCE * I *NRLAD *WELL INTERNATIONA*DEC , 1974 
280 /*NCH VEHICLE EXTER*) *ONFIGURATION * *7-FOOT TRISONI*L'I 2 

* *C WIND TUNNEL *D A SARVER
IA6G *NAL TANK NOSE CON* 

* 'V W SPARKS * CR-134,424*FIGURATION EFFECT* * * 
*S (MODEL 67-OTS) * * * '-DMS *
 
'IN THE ROCKWELL I* * * * * * *
 
*NTERNATIONAL 7- B* * *
 
'Y 7-FOOT TRISONIC* * * * *
 
*WIND TUNNEL (IA6 * ' ' '
 
*9) * * * 4 *
 
MSFC - *RESULTS FROM INVE*LAUNCH CONFIGURAT*DETERMINE EFFECT *PRESSURE * 0 004 *R I I *W GARTON / RCCKW*DMS-DR-2123 
*OF GAS SUPPLY STR*FORCE *0 9 - *MSFC *ELL INTERNATIONAL*JAN , 197514TWT - *STIGATIONS IN THE*ION 

588 /*NASA/MSFC TWT ON *LAUNCH CONFIGURAT*UT CONFIGURATIONS* *2 99 '14-INCH TRISON*V. W SPARKS *
 
IA53 *A 0 004 SCALE MO *ION WITH STRUTS *ON AFT AND * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V W SPARKS
 
CR-141,504*DEL SPACE SHUTTLE*LAUNCH CONFIGURAT*BASE PRESSURE ENV* * -DMS * 
'LAUNCH VEHICLE ( *ION WITH ORBITER *!RONMENTS OF SPAC* * * * 








*ON MODEL PRESSUR 4' * * * * *
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* 4 * *MODEL t * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST 4 4 CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 4 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *140A1B ORBITER CO*DETERMINE SURFACE*PRESSURE *1 0 *ARC - *R. H. SPANGLER AN*DMS-DR-2124 
3.SHWT - t0A26 AND IAI IN *NFIGURATION *STATIC PRESSURE * *5 3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*D D E THORNTON/*MAY, 1974 
$80 /*THE NASA/ARC 3.5-*VEHICLE 4 EXTERNA*DISTRIBUTIONS ON * *10 3 *SONIC WIND TUN*ROCKWELL INTERJAT* 
IA16 *FOOT HYPERSONIC *L TANK PLUS 140A/-THE ORBITER FUSEL' + 'NEL tIONAL * 
OA26 *WIND TUNNEL ON A *8 ORBITER *AGE, FOR BOTH THE * * *B W. MYERS * 
CR-134,093"0 015 SCALE MODEL* *ASCENT AND ENTRY * * * '-DMS 
*(36-OTS) OF THE * *FLIGHT PHASES, E *
 
*SPACE CONFIGURATI* *0 SUPPORT ORBITER* 4 4 * 4
 
*ON 140A/B TO OBTA* *VENTING STUDIES * * 4 4
 
*IN PRESSURES FOR *
 
'VENTING ANALYSIS * * * * 4 4 4
 
LARC - *HYPERSONIC STABIL'BODY ALONE (-140A'TO DETERMINE HYPE*FORCE *0.004 *//I / *DAVID R STONE /N*DMS-DR-2125 
22HT - 'ITY AND CONTROL C*/B) *RSONIC STABILITY * *18.1 - 'LARC *ASA-LARC *SEPT , 1974 
422 /*HARACTERISTICS AN*ORBITER (-140A/B)*AND CONTROL CHARA* t21 6 *22-INCH HELIUM*P HAWTHORNE /Rd * 
OABB * REYNOLLS NUMBER* CTERISTICS AND * *TUNNEL *. E VAUGHN * 
CR-134,409*EFFECTS OF THE RO* *REYNOLDS NUMBER E'* *. E VAUGHN * 
*CKWELL SSV 140 A/* *FFECT ON ROCKWELL* *-DMS * 






LARC - -EFFECTS OF REACTI*TASK CANCELLED, D'TEST CANCELLED. DOORCE * 0.01 / *LARC - *TOM BLACKSTOCK /N*DMS-0R-2126 
CFHT - *ON CONTROL SYSTEM*EC , 1976 *ECEMBER 1976 *10 3 - *CONTINUOUS-FLO*ASA-LARC *TASK 
4 * *10 3 *W HYPERSONIC T*J. E VAUGHN *CANCELLED100 /*.ET SIMULATION 0 * 
LA25 *N THE HYPERSONIC * *UNNEL *J. E. VAUGHN *DEC 1976 
*PERFORMANCE, STAB* * 4 * 4 *-DMS * 
'ILITY AND CONTROL* 4 * 4 * * 4 
* 4*
*CHARACTERISTICS * 4 * 4 
*OF A .01 SCALE * * ' ' * 
*ROCKWELL INTERNATt * 4 4 4 4 
*IONAL 139B ORBITE* * 4 * 4 4 
*R CONFIGURATION 4 4 * 4 * * 4
 
LARC - *REYNOLDS NUMBER E*-139 B ORBITER WItEFFECT OF REYNOLD*FCRCE ' 001 / +LARC / *PETER T BERNOT *DMS-DR-2127 
CFHT - *FFECTS AT MACH NU*TH VARIOUS CONTRO*S NUMBER ON ORBIT' *i0 3 - *LARC *. E. VAUGHN *JULY, 1974 
102 /*MBER 10.3 ON AEROtL DEFLECTIONS *ER AERO CHARACTE* *10.3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*d E. VAUGHN 
LA35 *DYNAMIC * *RISTICS 4 * *W HYPERSONIC T*-DMS 
TM-X *CHARACTERISTICS C'* *UNNEL 4 * 
71954 'F 01 SCALE 139-B* 4 * * 











.- - -.. 
--... . . - . . - . - - . . . 
- . . . . . . . .
 
--- - - - .- -.. -.. .- --.. -.. .- --. .---.. .--.. .- -..
-  -... . -.  --.. . --... . -.. - . - . - -. . . . .- - . -. -
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* * t *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING + TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*THE PRIMARY TEST*FORCE too / *ARC I *MARK E NICHOLS /*DMS-DR-2128
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON*i4OA/B 

*0 6 *ARC *RI *VOLUME 01
IITWT - *AN 0 030-SCALE S * *OBJECTIVES ARE T * 

*11-FOOT TRANSO*M M MANN *AUGUST, 1974
747 /*PACE SHUTTLE VEHI* *O OBTAIN CONFIGUR* *1 2 

OA53A *CLE CONFIGURATION* rATION 140 A/B + * *NIC WIND TUNNEt-DMS *
 
*STABILITY AND CON* *L (UNITARY) + * CR-134.114*i40A/B ORBITER MD* 





*ESEARCH CENTERII-+ *ICS. CONTROL SURF* * 












* * *VERTICAL TAIL PA * * * * 





* * *NEL LOADS * * * * *
 
*THE PRIMARY TESr *FORCE *0 03 / *ARC / *MARK E. NICHOLS /*DMS-DR-2128
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON*14OA/B 

fITWT - +AN 0 030-SCALE S * *OBdECTIVES ARE T * *0 6 *ARC *RI 
 *VOLUME 02
 
747 /*PACE SHUTTLE VEHI *0 OBTAIN CONFIGURt +i.2 *I-FOOT TRANSO*M M MANN *AUGUST, 1974
 
OA53A *CLE CONFIGURATION* *ATION 140A/B 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
 
CR-134,liB*I4OA/B ORBITER MO* *STABILITY AND CON+ * *L (UNITARY) * *
 
*DEL IN THE AMES R* *TROL CHARACTERIST* * * * 
 *
 
*ESEARCH CENTER li* tICS, CONTROL SURF* * * * *
 





*(OAS3A) * *INGE MOMENTSAND ** * * 





* * *VERTICAL TAIL PAN- * * * *
 
* * *EL LOADS * + * * *
 
*AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE D*PRESSURt * 0 030 I *ARC / *R. L GILLENS I R*DMS-OR-2129
ARC ­
97SWT - *ATION OF AN 0 030* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I.FORCE *1 55 - *ARC *OCKWELL *VOLUME 01 

716 /*-SCALE MODEL OF T* *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * *2 2 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*E CHEE / ROCKWEL*MAY, 1975 

IAI4B *HE SPACE SHUTTLE * *VEHICLE FORCE DA
+ 
* *OT SUPERSONIC *L *
 
CR-141.522*VEHICLE 140A/B LA* *TA WERE TAKEN ALS* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*D A SARVER * 

*UNCH CONFIGURATIO* *0 * * *NITARY) *d T DAVIET * 

*N (MODEL 47-OTS) * 




*7-FOOT UNITARY PLt * * * * * 










+AN WIND TUNNEL FO* * * 

* *
*R MACH 1.55 AND 2* * * * 

* *
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* * , * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * ' CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' 
 TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE + TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH*OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE * 0 030 / *ARC / *R. L GILLINS / R*DMS-DR-2129 
97SWT - *ATION OF AN 0 030* *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I*FORCE t1.55 - *ARC *OCKWELL *VOLUME 02 
716 /*-SCALE MODEL OF T' *NTEGRATED LAUNCH * *2.2 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*E CHEE / ROCKWEL*MAY, 1975 
IA14B *HE SPACE SHUTTLE * *VEHICLE. FORCE DA* * 'OT SUPERSONIC *L * 
CR-141.523*VEHICLE 140A/B LA* *TA WERE TAKEN ALS* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*D A. SARVER * 
'UNCH CONFIGURATIO* *0 * * *NITARY) * T DAVIET * 
*N (MODEL 47-0TS) * * * * *-DM5 * 
*IN THE ARC 9- BY * * ** * * -* 
*7-FOOT UNITARY PL* * * * * * * 
*AN WIND TUNNEL FO* * * * * * 
*R MACH I 55 AND 2* 
 * * * * * 
*2 * * * * * * * 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B ORBITE*OBTAIN PRESSURE D'FORCE *0.030 / *ARC / *R. L GILLENS / R*DMS-DR-2130
 
iITWT - 'ATION or AN 0 030R *ISTRIBUTIONS ON OPRESSURE *0.6 *ARC *OCKWELL *MAY, 1975
 
716 /*-SCALE MODEL OF T* *RBITER ALONE. FO* *0 9 'Il-FOOT TRANSO*F CHEE / ROCKWEL*
 
OA22A *HE SPACE SHUTTLE * *RCE DATA WERE 
 * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*L 
CR-141,529*VEHICLE 140A/B OR* *ALSO TAKEN * * *L (UNITARY) *D. A SARVER * 
*BITER CONFIGURATI* * * ' * *J T.DAVIET * 
+ON (MODEL 47-0) I* * * *-DMS * 
*N THE ARC II-FOOT* ' * * * ' * 00 
*UNITARY PLAN WIN * , ' 
*D TUNNEL FOR MACH* * * * *u
 
*0 6 AND 0.9 (0A2 * ' 
 ' * ' * 02 
*2A) * * * * 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 4 140A/B ORBI'OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE 
 *0 030 ARC / *R. L. GILLENS / R'DMS-OR-2131
 
97SWT - *ATION OF AN 0 030*TER *ISTRIBUTIONS ON O'FORCE '1B5 - *ARC *OCKWELL *MAY, 1975 a 
716 /*-SCALE MODEL OF T* *RBITER ALONE FO' *2.2 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*F. CHEE / ROCKWEL* c_
 
0A22B *HE SPACE SHUTTLE * *RCE DATA WERE * * *OT SUPERSONIC *L * M 
CR-141,530*I4OA/B ORBITER CO* *ALSO TAKEN * * *WIND TUNNEL (U*D A SARVER * 
*NFIGURATION (MODE* * * *NITARY) *d.T.DAVIET * 
*L 47-0) IN THE AR* * * * *-DMS 
*C 9- BY 7-FOOT UN* * ' * * ' * 
*ITARY PLAN WIND T' * * * * 
*UNNEL FOR MACHI.* * * * t * * 
'55 AND 2.2 (OA22B* ' * * * * 
* * * * ** * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF DYNAMI*-0898 W/MOD NOSE *HYPERSONIC DYNAMI*FORCE *0 012 *LARC / *DELMAR FREEMAN/LA*DMS-DR-2132 
HWTB - *C STABILITY TESTS* *C STABILITY *8 0 *AEDC *RC *MAY, 1975 
48A /*CONDUCTED ON A * *8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*J E. VAUGHN * 
LA42 *012 SCALE MODIFIE* * * * TUNNEL (B) *J T DAVIET * 
*CR-141.535*D 089 E SHUTTLE 0* * * * * *-DMS * 
*RBITER IN THE AED* * * * * * 
*C-VKF TUNNEL B AT* * * * * * 
*A MACH NUMBER OF' * * * * * 
*8 0 (LA42) * * * , * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER *OBTAIN HYPERSONIC*FORCE *0 010 *LARC / *D. E THORNTON/RI*DMS-DR-2133 
CFHT - *IN THE NASA/LARC *EXTERNAL TANK *STABILITY DATA 0 * *10 3 *LARC *T. BLACKSTOCK / N'JULY, 1974 
107 /*31-INCH CFHT ON A* *N ORBITER - EXTER* *10 3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*ASA/LARC * 
IA58 *N 0.010-SCALE MOD* *NAL TANK WITH AND* * *W HYPERSONIC T*D A SARVER * 
CR-134,110*EL (32-nT) OF THE* *WITHOUT PLUME AND* * *UNNEL *V. W SPARKS * 
*SPACE SHUTTLE CC * *BEAM * t * *-DMS * 
*NFIGURATION 3 TO * * * * * * * 
*OBTAIN HYPERSONIC' * * * * * * 
*AERODYNAMIC CHAR * t * * * * * 
*ACTERISTICS FOR S* * , , , 	 , 
** * 
*TION DURING NOMIN* * * ' * * ' 
*AL BOOST AND THE * * * * * 
*ABORT RTLS MODE * * * * * * * 
*ECOND STAGE OPERA* 	 * * * 
*0 01 'ROCKWELL/ 
HWTB - *IGATIONS (OA77 AN'ONrIG *ITY AND CONTROL * '6 0 1- *AEOC - *WELL *REVISION 01 
VA474 /ID OATh) ON AN 0 0' *CONTROL SURFACE E* *0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*J. E VAUGHN *JAN , 1975 
HWTC - *I5-SCALE 140A/B C' *FFECTIVENESS * * *D TUNNEL (B) *M. M MOSER OR ' 
OAT7 *ONFIGURATION SPAC* *REYNOLDS NUMBER E* * *HYPERSONIC WIN*-DMS * 
OA78 *E SHUTTLE VEHICLE' 'FFECTS + * *D TUNNEL (C) ' * 
CR-134,429*ORBITER MODEL 49 * ' * ' ' ' 
*-0 IN THE AEDC VK* ' * * * *
 
*F B AND C WINDIU' * ' ' ' *
 
*NNELS * * * * * ' *
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* * 4 * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST 4 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
LARC - * 'TASK CANCELLED, A*TEST CANCELLED, A*FORCE 't0 3 - *NASA / *T. BLACKSTOCK /NA*DMS-DR-2135 
CFHT - * *UGUST. 1974 *UGUST 1974 * * *LARC *SA-LARC *TASK 
99 /t * 4 * * *CONTINUOUS-FLO*J E VAUGHN *CANCELLED 
LA3 * * * * *W HYPERSONIC T*J E VAUGHN *AUGUST, 1974 
* * * * * *UNNEL *-DMS *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T'B17 C7 M4 F5 W103*TO OBTAIN HEAT RAtHEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *ARC / *T.F FOSTERW.H *DMS-DR-2136 
3 5HWT - *RANSFER TESTS OF *E22 V7 R5 *TE DATA FOR THE F* '5 3 - *ARC *DYE/RI -VOLUME 01 
178 /*AN 0 0175-SCALE S*TIO *IRST AND SECOND S* *5 3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*W K LOCKMAN,H L.*MAY, 1975 
IH3 *PACE * 'SHUTTLE VEHI*Bi7 C7 M4 FS WIO3TAGE VEHICLES AND* 'SONIC WIND TUN*SEEGNILLER/NASA 

CR-141,514*CLE MODEL 22 OTS *E22 V7 R5 *TO INVESTIGATE I * * *NEL *AMES
 
-IN THE NASA-AMES *817 C7 M4 FS WIO3NTERFERENCE HEATI* 4 * * J. FRICKEN * 
*3 5-FOOT HYPERSON*E22 V7 RS TiO S8 *NG EFFECTS 4 4 4 *-DMS * 
*IC WIND TUNNEL * * * * ' ' * 
*(IH3)* * * * *
 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF HEAT T*'17 C7 M4 FS WIO3*TO OBTAIN HEAT RA'HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *ARC / *T.F FOSTER,W H. *DMS-DR-2136 
3 5HWT - 'RANSFER TESTS OF *E22 V7 RS *TE DATA FOR THE F* *5 3 - *ARC *DYE/RI *VOLUME 02 
178 /*AN 0.0175-SCALE S*TIO *IRST AND SECOND S* *5 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*W K. LOCKMAN,H L *MAY, 1975 
IH3 *PACE SHUTTLE VEHI*B17 C7 M4 FS W103*TAGE VEHICLES AND * *SONIC WIND TUN*SEEGMILLER/NASA * 
CR-141,515*CLE MODEL 22 OTS *E22 V7 R5 TIO *TO INVESTIGATE I * *NEL *AMES * 
*IN THE NASA-AMES * *NTERFERENCE HEATI* * * 'B J FRICKEN * 
*3 5-FOOT HYPERSON* *NG EFFECTS * 4 ' *-DMS ' t 
*IC WIND TUNNEL 4 * 4 4 * * *o 
*(IHS) 4 ' ' ' * ' ' 
ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT Tlg17 C7 M4 FS WIOS*TO OBTAIN HEAT RA*HEAT-TRANS*O 017S / *ARC I *T F. FOSTER.W.H. *DMS-DR-2136 o 1U 
3.SHWT - 'RANSFER TESTS OF *E22 V7 R5 *TE DATA FOR THE F* *5.3 - *ARC - *DYE/RI *VOLUME 03 CW 
178 /*AN 0.0175-SCALE S*TiO 'IRST AND SECOND S* *5 3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*W.K LOCKMAN,H.L *MAY, 197S 0 
IH3 *PACE SHUTTLE VEHI*Bi7 C7 M4 F5 W103*TAGE VEHICLES AND' * *SONIC WIND TUN*SEEGMILLER/NASA 'n 
CR-141,51G*CLE MODEL 22 OTS *E22 V7 RS TIO *TO INVESTIGATE I * ' 'NEL *AMES ' 
'IN THE NASA-AMES *B17 C7 M4 F5 W103*NTERFERENCE HEATI* * *B J. FRICKEN * 
*3.5-FOOT HYPERSON'E22 V7 R5 TiO S8 *NG EFFECTS * *-DMS 
*IC WIND TUNNEL ' * ' ' * 
*(IH3) * * * * * * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* , * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * 
APC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T*B17 C7 M4 F5 W103*TO OTAIN HEAT RA*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *ARC / *T F. FOSTER,W H *DMS-DR-2136 
3 5HWT - *RANSFER TESTS OF 'E22 V7 R5 *TE DATA FOR THE F* *5.3 - *ARC *DYE/RI *VOLUME 04 
178 /*AN C.Ol75-SCALE S*TIO *IRST AND SECOND S* *5 3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*W.K. LCCKMAN,H L.*MARCH, 1976 
IH3 *PACE SHUTTLE VEHI*B17 C7 M4 FB W103*TAGE VEHICLES AND* * *SONIC WIND TUN*SEEGMILLER/NASA * 
* *NEL *AMESCR-I4l,517*CLE MODEL 22 OTS *E22 V7 Rb TIO *TO INVESTIGATE I * 

'IN THE NASA-AMES *B17 C7 M4 P5 W103*NTERFERENCE HEATI* * * 'B J FRICKEN * 
*3.5-FOOT HYPERSON*E22 V7 Rb TIC S8 GNOEFFECTS * * * *-DMS 
*IC WIND TUNNEL * * * * * * 
*(IH3) * * * * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *CONFIGURATION 3, *DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE ' 0.01 /NASA/MR / *D E THORNTON /RI*DMS-DR-2i37 
CFHT - *IN THE NASA/LARC *MODEL 32-0) 'OF RCS JET FLOW * *10 33- 'LARC *0 E POUCHER *VOLUME 01 
lOB /*31-INCH CFHT ON A* *FIELD ON HYPERSON* *10 33 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*-DMS *REVISION 01 
IA60 * 0 Of-SCALE *IC STABILITY AND * * 'W HYPERSONIC T* *SEPT 1974 
CR-i34.fOS*MODEL (32-OT) OF *'CONTROL * * 'UNNEL * 
*THE SPACE SHUTTLE* * * * * ' * 
'CONFIGURATION 3 f * * * * * 
*TO DETERMINE THE * * ' * *' 
*RCS JET FLOWFIELD* * * * * * 
*INTERACTION EFFE * * * * 
*CTS ON AERODYNAMI* 
*C CHARACTERISTICSt* * * * * ;v 
*(IAGO/OA105) VOLU' ' * * * * * 
*ME I OF 2 + * ' * * 
- *RESULTS OF TESTS *CONFIGURATION. M'DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE 0 Of *NASA/NR / *D E. THORNTON /RI*DMS-DR-2137 0 
CFHT - 'IN THE NASA/LARC *CDEL 32-0 -OF RCS JET FLOW * *10 33- *LARC *D. E. POUCHER *VOLUME 02 
LARC 

*FIELD ON HYPERSON* *10 33 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*-DMS *JULY, 1974
 109 /*31-INCH CFHT ON A* 

OAlOS * 0 01-SCALE * *IC STABILITY AND * * *W HYPERSONIC T* *
 
CR-I34. O6*MODEL (32-OT) OF * *CONTROL * UNNEL
 
*THE SPACE SHUTTLE* ' * * * * * 
*CONFIGURATION 3 * ' * * * * * 
*TO DETERMINE THE ' * * * 
*RCS JET FLOWFIELD* * * *
 
*INTERACTION EFFE * * ' * * *
 
*CTS ON AERODYNAMI* * * * * *
 
*C CHARACTERISTICS* * * * * *
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* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASICTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE- AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *AEROHEATING(PRESS'O 010-SCALE VERSI*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE 
 *0.010 /*LARC / *B SPENCER,JR /LA*DMS-DR-2138UPWT - *URE) CHARACTERIST'ON OF THE VEHICLE*E MEASUREMENTS ON* 
 *2 36 - *LARC *RC, R B. KINGSLAN'VOLUME 011059 /*ICS OF A 0 010-SC*3 SPACE SHUTTLE *THE LAUNCH CONFI 
* *4.6 *UNITARY PLAN W*O/RI *MAY, 1976
IH4 *ALE VERSION OF TH'CONFIGURATION *GURATION,ORBITER * 
 * +IND TUNNEL *R H. LINDAHL * CR-144,608*E VEHICLE 3 SPACE* 
 'ALONE,EXTERNAL TA* * * *-DMS * 
*SHUTTLE CONFIGUR * *1N ALONE,AND SOLI* * * * * 
*ATION(26-OTS) IN * 
 tD ROCKET BOOSTER * * * * 
*THE LANGLEY RESEA, *ALONE; ALSO TO 08* * * * * 
*RCH CENTER 4-FOOT* *TAIN HEAT TRANSFE* * * * * 
*WIND TUNNEL(IH4) * *R DATA * * * * 
LARC - *AEROHEATING(PRESSO 010-SCALE VERSI*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE 
 *0 010 I *LARC / *B. SPENCER,dR./LA*DMS-DR-2138UPWT - *URE) CHARACTERIST*ON OF THE VEHICLE*E MEASUREMENTS ON* 
 'LARC
'2 36 * *RC, R.B KINGSLAN*VOLUME 02
1059 /*ICS OF A 0.O0-SC*3 SPACE SHUTTLE *THE LAUNCH CONFI 
* *4 6 *UNITARY PLAN W'D/RI *JULY, 1976IH4 *ALE VERSION OF TH*CONFIGURATION *GURATION,ORBITER ' * *IND TUNNEL *R H LINDAHL * CR-144,609'E VEHICLE 3 SPACE* 
 *ALONE,EXTERNAL TA* 
 *'-DMS

*SHUTTLE CONFIGUR * *NK ALONEAND SOLI* * * * 
*ATION(26-OTS) IN * 
 * ROCKET BOOSTER * ' * 
*THE LANGLEY RESEA* *ALONE, ALSO TO OB* ' ' * * 
*RCH CENTER 4-FOOT' *TAIN HEAT TRANSFE* * * * * 
*WIND TUNNEL(IH4) * *R DATA ' * ' * * 
LARC - *AEROHEATING(PRESS*O O1-SCALE VERSI*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE 
 to oio / *LARD / *B. SPENCER,JR /LA*DMS-DR-2138UPWT - *URE) CHARACTERIST4ON OF THE VEHICLE*E MEASUREMENTS ON* 
 *2 36 - *LARC *RC, R B KINGSLAN*VOLUME 031059 /*ICS OF A 0 010-SC*3 SPACE SHUTTLE 
 *THE LAUNCH CONFI * *4 6 *UNITARY PLAN W*D/RI *JULY, 1976
IH4 *ALE VERSION OF TH*CONFIGURATION *GURATIONORBITER * 
 *IND TUNNEL *R. H LINDAHL ' CR-144,610*E VEHICLE 3 SPACE* 
 *ALONEEXTERNAL TA'* 
 *-DMS

*SHUTTLE CONFIGUR * *NK ALONE,AND SOLE* * * ' * 0 0
*ATION(26-OTS) IN * *D ROCKET BOOSTER * ' ' * * 
'THE LANGLEY RESEA' *ALONE; ALSO TO OB* ' * ' * 
*RCH CENTER 4-FOOT* *TAIN HEAT TRANSFE* 
' 0 2 p
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*0 010 / *LARC / *B SPENCERdR /LA*DMS-DR-2138LARC - *AEROHEATING(PkESS*O OO-SCALE VERSI*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE 
UPWT - 'URE) CHARACTERIST'ON OF THE VEHICLE*E MEASUREMENTS ON* *2 36 - *LARC *RC, R.B KINGSLAN*VDLUME 04 
1059 /*ICS OF A 0 0I0-SC*3 SPACE SHUTTLE 'THE LAUNCH CONFI * *4.6 *UNITARY PLAN W*D/RI *dULY, 1976 
IH4 *ALE VERSION OF TH'CONFIGURATION *GURATION,ORBITER * * *IND TUNNEL *R H LINDAHL *
 
CR-144,611*E VEHICLE 3 SPACE* *ALONE.EXTERNAL TA* * *-DMS *
 
*SHUTTLE CONFIGUR * *NK ALONE,AND SOLI* * * *
 
*ATION(26-OTS) IN * *D ROCKET BOOSTER * * * * *
 
*THE LANGLEY RESEA* *ALONE; ALSO TO OB* * * *
 
*RCH CENTER 4-FOOT* *TAIN HEAT TRANSFE* * * * *
 
*WIND TUNNEL(IH4) * *R DATA * * * * *
 
NRLAD - *EFFECT OF ELEVON *VL70-00014OA/E. M'ESTABLISH EFFECT *FORCE * 0 0405 / *RI / *TERRANCE HUGHES /*DMS-DR-2139 
*OCT 1974
LSWT - *GAP CONFIGURATION*ODEL 43-0 *OF NEW ELEVON GAP* *0 20 - 'NRLAD *RI 

724 /*S ON THE LONGITUD* *CONFIG ON LONGI * *0.26 
 *LOW SPEED WINO*D E POUCHER * 
OAil8 *INAL AND LATERAL/* *TUDINAL AND LAT/ * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-134.407'DIRECTIONAL STABI* 'DIRECT STABILITY * * * * * 
*LITY AND CONTROL * *AND CONTROL EFFEC* * * *
 
*EFFECTIVENESS OF * *TIVENESS, MODEL 4* ' * *
 
*THE 43-0 SPACE * *3-0 * * * * *
 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER ' * ' ' * * 
* * * ' * * 
* 0 030 / -ROCKWELL/ -TERRANCE HUGHES/R'OMS-OR-2140NRLAD - *INVESTIGATION OF '140 A/B SPACE SHU*ESTABLISH BASIC L*FORCE 

LSWT - *SPACE SHUTTLE ORBTTLE ORBITER *ONGITUDINAL AND L* *0 26 - *NRLAD - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*SEPT., 1974 
719 /*ITER SUBSONIC STA* *ATERAL-DIRECTIONA* *0.26 *LOW SPEED WIND*ONAL * 
OA37 *BILITY AND * * 'TUNNEL *W.M ZEMAN/ROCKWE*'L STABILITY AND * 
CR-134.408*CONTROL CHARACTER* *CONTROL CHARACTER* * * *LL INTERNATIONAL ' 
*ISTICS AND DETERM* *ISTICS FOR THE BA* ' * *D A SARVER 
*INATION OF CONTRO* *SIC CONFIGURATION* * *G G MCDONALD * C) 
*L SURFACE HINGE * *PLUS CONTROL ' ' * '-DMS * 
*MOMENTS IN THE RO* *SURFACE HINGE MOM* ' ' * * 
*CKWELL INTERNATIO* *ENTS ' ' * ' * 
*NAL LOW SPEED WIN' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
*D TUNNEL(OA37) * * ' ' ' * ' 
* '0* *' c 
g5h
 




* * * 
 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
 * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * 
 TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
AEDC - tRESULTS OF TESTS 'MODEL NO 29-0/VL*TO DETERMINE MACH*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *AEDC *'M QUAN/RI *DMS-DR-214i
 
HWTB - *OF A ROCKWELL INT*70-000139 *NUMBER EFFECTS A * *io 5 - *AEDOc *A BOUDREAUX/ARO *dUNE, 1975
 
VA354 /*ERNATIONAL SPACE * *ND TO OBTAIN OVER* '14 *HYPERSONIC WIN*W B. MEINDERS *
 
OHll *SHUTTLE ORBITER (* 'ALL HEATING RATE + * 'D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
CR-141,538"-139 CONFIGURATIO* *DATA AT MACH NUMB* 
 * * * A 
*N) 0.0175-SCALE M+ *ERS FROM 10 5 TO * * * * 
'ODEL (NO 29-0) IN+ 'I6 * Ac A1 
*THE AEDC TUNNEL * * A + A *
 
*F TO DETERMINE HY* * * ' *
 
*PERSONIC HEATING A A * * *
* *
 
*EFFECTS (OHil) A ' * * *
A *
 
MSFC - *DETERMINATION OF *TITAN III C SRM *STATIC STABILITY *FORCE *.00736 *NASA / 'PAUL RAMSEY/ NASA*DMS-DR-2142 
14TWT - *AERODYNAMIC STABI* *AND DRAG ON TITAN* *0 6 - *MSFC *MSFC *AUGUST, 1974
 
587 /*LITY AND DRAG OF * * *14-INCH TRISDN*V. W SPARKS *
'SRM AT HIGH ANGL '4 96 

FA4 *THE TITAN SRM * *ES OF ATTACK * 'IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS A
 
CR-134,402*DURING ENTRY * A A A 
 A A A
 
AEDC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*INTEGRATED VEHICL*PROXIMITY EFFECTS*FORCE *0 01 *AEDC / *J DAILEDA/ RI *DMS-DR-2143 
SWTA - *TS OF WIND TUNNEL*E- CONFIGURATION *W AND W/O SEPARA * +4 5 *AEDC *d E VAUGHN *FEB., 1976
 
VA422 /*TESTS ON AN 0 01 *3 LINES *TION ROCKETS FIRI* *4 5 *SUPERSONIC WIN*J. E. VAUGHN *
 
IAGIA 'O-SCALE MODEL (32' NG * * *D TUNNEL (A) '-DMS
 
CR-144,587*-OTS) SPACE SHUTT* * A * A 
 A A
 
*LE INTEGRATED VEH* * A A Ac A
 
*ICLE IN THE AEDC * A ' 
 A * ' A
 
*VKF 40-INCH SUPER'+ 
 A A A A A
 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL* * 
 A A A A A
 
NRLAD - *AN INVESTIGATION *LAUNCH CONFIGURAT*DETERMINE TRANSON*PRESSURE *0 004 *R.I / *R.L. ROGGE / ROCK*DMS-DR-2144 00 
7TWT - *OF THE SUPPORT IN*ION *IC AND SUPERSONIC*FORCE *0 9 *NRLAD *WELL INTERNATIONA*NOV., 1974 1 
281 /*TERFERENCE EFFECT+ *CHARACTERISTICS * -2 0 '7-FOOT TRISONI'L * 
IA68 *S OF THE SSV *'OF MODEL i3P-OTS *c *C WIND TUNNEL *D A SARVER o 
CR-134,427*MODEL 13P-OTS IN 
 *'SUPPORT INTERFERE'* *V W. SPARKS 0
*THE TRANSONIC AND* *NCE EFFECTS A '-DMS* t r 
*SUPERSONIC FLOW * A A A A A A
 
*REGIMES * 
 A Ac A A Ac
 
-------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* t * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST TYPE OF * SCALE* 
 TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
* REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE- AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID 

*0 003 *MSFC / *M K ROBERTSON / *DMS-OR-2145
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *EXTERNAL TANK WIT*OBTAIN FORCE AND *FORCE 

14TWT - *TO DETERMINE THE 'H PROTUBERANCES *MOMENT STATIC STA* 
 *I 96 - *NC / *NORTHROP SERVICES*OCT , 1974 
583 /*STATIC STABILITY 'EXTERNAL TANK WIT*BILITY DATA FOR T* *4 96 *MSFC *INC 
TAIF *DURING RE-ENTRY *HOUT PROTUBERANCE'HE EXTERNAL TANK * * +4-INCH TRISON*P E RAMSEY /NAS* 
CR-134.420*OF THE 0.003-SCAL'S *AT RE-ENTRY CONDI* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*A-MSFC * 
*E MCR 0200 BASELIt *TIONS ' * *V W. SPARKS * 
* * *V W SPARKS * *NE SPACE SHUTTLE * 

*EXTERNAL TANK * * '-DMS *
 
*MODEL ' * * ' * * *
 
LARC - *FLUTTER TESTS (IS*30-OTS *TO ISOLATE THE EF*STRUCT-DYN* 0.0125 *LARC / *M A. KOTCH /RI - *DMS-DR-2146 
2STBT - *4) OF THE 0.0125-* *FECTS OF INTERFER* *0 6 - *LARC *R W HESS /LARC *APRIL, 1974 
547 /*SCALE SHUTTLE REF* *ING AERODYNAMICS * *1 45 *26-INCH TRANSO*D A SARVER * 
IS4 *LECTION PLANE MOD* *GENERATED BY THE * * *NIC BLOWDOWN T*M M MOSER JR ' 
* *UNNEL *-DMSCR-134.092*EL O0-OTS IN THE * *ORBITER, TANK. AN* 
*LANGLEY RESEARCH ' *D SRB ON THE WING* ' * ' 
*CENTER 26-INCH TR* *FLUTTER BOUNDARY * * * ' * 
*ANSONIC SLOWDOWN * * * * * 
*TUNNEL TEST NO 5' ' ' 
*47 * * * * * * * 
INVEST*140A/B SSV ORBITE*DEFINE ADDITIONAL*FORCE '0.015 *LARC *d.H CAMPBELL,II/R*DMS-DR-2147
LARD - *RESULTS OF 

-LONGITUDINAL STA *2.5 *LAR - *DCXWELL INTERNATI*MAY, 1974UPWT - 'IGATIUNS (DA20C) *R 
1057 /*ON AN 0 015-SCALE* *BILITY AND CONTRO* *4.6 *UNITARY PLAN W*ONAL 
OA20C *CONFIGURATION * *L CHARACTERISTICS' *IND TUNNEL *B SPENCER / NASA * 
CR-134,097*140A/B SPACE SHUT* *FOR THE UPDATED S* * LARO ' a 
*TLE VEHICLE ORBIT* *SV CONFIGURATION * * ' *M M MANN * I 
*ER MODEL (49-0) 1* *NOT OBTAINED IN 0* * * *-DMS * 
*N THE *'A20A TESTS * ' * ' * 
*NASA/LANGLEY RESE* ' * *
 
*ARCH CENTER UNITA * * * *
 
*RY PLAN WIND TUNN* t *
 
-EL * * * * * t 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* 
 t *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 * TYPE OF I SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE 
 * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *HYPERSONIC AEROHE*22-OTS *TEMPERATURE MEASU*HEAT-TRANS*0.OI75 *ARC * KINGSLANDR*DMS-DR-2148
'R. B 
3.5HWT - *ATING TEST OF SPA* *REMENTS * *5.3 
 - *ARC rOCKWELL *VOLUME 01185 /*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* * 
 * *7 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*W K LOCKMAN,AME*JUNE, 1975

IH20 'E CONFIGURATION 3' * 
 * * *SONIC WIND TUN*S *
 
CR-134.440*(MODEL 22-OTS) I * 
 * * * *NEL *B J. FRICKEN *
 
*N THE NASA-AMES 3* 
 * * * *-DMS *
 
* 5-FOOT HYPERSONI* * 
 * * * , ,






*20) * * * 
 , *
 
ARC - *HYPERSONIC AEROHE*2P-OTS *TEMPEPATURE MEASU*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 'ARC / *R B. KINGSLAND,R*DMS-DR-21483 5HWT - *ATING TEST OF SPA* *REMrrrS * *5 3 - *ARC *OCKWELL *VOLUME 02
185 /*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
 * 
 * *7 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*W K. LOCKMAN.AME*JUNE, 1975
IH20 'E CONFIGURATION 3* * 
 * * *SONIC WIND TUN*S *
 CR-134,441*(MODEL 22-OTS) I ** 
 * * *NEL *B d. FRICKEN *
 
*N THE NASA-AMES 3' 
 * * * * *-DMS *
 
* 5-FOOT HYPERSONI* * * * , , *
 
*C WIND TUNNEL(IH-* * * '
*
*20) * , *
 
LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*CONFIG. 4 (-140A/*HYPERSONIC STABIL*FORCE *0.01 
 *ROCKWELL/ *P J. HAWTHORNE /R*DMS-DR-2149
CFHT - *IGATIONS ON A 0 O'B) MODEL 72-0 *ITY AND CONTROL * *10.3 - *LARC - *OCKWELL *AUGUST, 1975 
Ito /*IO-SCALE 140A/B C* * * * *CONTINUOUS-FLO*P.T BERNOT /NASA*
OA90 *ONFIGURATION SPACe * 
 * *W HYPERSONIC T*-LARC * 0 0CR-141,805*E SHUTTLE VEHICLE' 
 * * * *UNNEL * E. VAUGHN *
 
*ORBITER MODEL 72 * * 
 * * 
 * *J. E. VAUGHN * u'
 
*-0 IN THE NASA/LA'* 
 * * * *-DMS * 0 Z
*NGLEY RESEARCH CE* * * 
 * 
 * . P
*NTER CONTINUOUS F* ' * * * * 
 *
 
*LOW HYPERSONIC TU* * * * * * ,

*NNEL (DA90) * * * ' ' , 
 ,
 
LARC - 'AN INVESTIGATION *SRB *OBTAIN HIGH MACH *FORCE 
 "0.02112 *MSFC / *J JOHNSON / NASA*DMS-DR-2150 CUPWT - *OF HIGH MACH NUMB* *NUMBER STATIC STA* *2.3 - *NSI / *-LARC *MARCH, 1975
 
1087 /*ER STATIC STABILI* *BILITY DATA ON A * *4.63 
 *LARC *W F BRADDOCK/NS*
SA25F 'TY CHARACTERISTIC* *LARGE SCALE SRB * 
 * *UNITARY PLAN W*I *
 
CR-141,5ll*S FOR A LARGE SCA* 
 * 
 'IND TUNNEL
* *V. W SPARKS
 
*LE SOLID ROCKET B* ' ' * 
 * *D B WATSON *
 
*DOSTER * ' 
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* *~*ODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
* * * 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
IO * REPORT TITLE t TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AERODY*THERMOCOUPLE MODE*TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS*7 3 - *ARC / *W H DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2151 
3 SHWT - *NAMIC HEAT TRANSF*L OF SSV ORB 139*ANSFER DATA UNDER* *7 3 *ARC *W K LOCKMAN/ARC*NOV., 1975 
183 /*ER TESTS OF A 0 * *SIMULATED ENTRY * * *3.5-FOOT HYPER*D A. SARVER * 
086 *0175-SCALE MODEL * *CONDITIONS * * *SONIC WIND TUN*M M MOSER OR * 
CR-141,815tOF THE ROCKWELL I- * * * *NEL *-DMS 
*NTERNATIONAL SPACe * * * * * * 
*E SHUTTLE ORBITER* * * * * * *
 
'139 (MODEL NUMBE * * * * * *
 
*R 22-0) IN THE NA* * * * * *
 
*SA/AMES 3 B-FOOT * * 4 * * * *
 
*HYPERSONIC WIND T' * * * * *
 
*UNNEL (TEST OH6) * * * * *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*VEHICLE 4 ORBITER*HYPERSONIC STABIL*FORCE * 01 / *AEDC - *ED ALLEN/'ROCKWEL*DMS-DR-2152 
HWTF - *ESTIGATION OF HY*(MODEL 51-0) +ITY AND CONTROL * *16 - HYPERVELOCITY *L, HUNTSVILLE OFF*REVISION 01 
VA489 /*PERSONIC VISCOUS * * *20 *WIND TUNNEL (F*ICE *JAN , 1976 
OA8I *INTERACTION EFFEC' * * t 1) *. E. VAUGHN * 
CR-134,423'TS ON AN 0.01 SCA * * * * *0 E VAUGHN * 
*LE SPACE SHUTTLE * * * * * *-DMS * 
*ORBITER $I-0 MODE* * * * * * * 
*L IN THE AEDC-VKr* * 4 * 4 * * 
*HYPERVELOCITY WI * * * * * * 
-NO TUNNEL * * * * * * 
LARC - *INVESTIGATION OF *ORBITER ALONE *TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 / *R I / *R B KINGSLAND / *DMS-DR-2153 
UPWT - *THE HEAT TRANSFEReTANK ALONE *ANSFER RATE DATA * *2 36 - *LARC *ROCKWELL INTERNAT*OCT., 1977
 
1071 /*EFFECTS ON THE 2 *SRB ALONE *ON THE ORBITER, E* *3 7 *UNITARY PLAN W*IONAL * 
IHi *2-OTS 0 0175- * *XTERNAL TANK, * * *IND TUNNEL *V W SPARKS * 
CR-lBl,377'SCALE THIN SKIN T* *AND SOLID ROCKET * * * *M. M MOSER OR 
*HERMOCOUPLE MODEL* *BOOSTERS * * * *-DMS * 
*(VEHICLE 3 CUNFI * * * * * 00 











 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC
 
TEST 4 ' CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 
 TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID ' REPORT TITLE t TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST 
 *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
AEDOC 
 - 'HEAT TRANSFER TES'MODEL 29-0 *TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE *8 - *AEDC I *M. QUAN AND d. W.*DMS-DR-2l54
HWTB - *TS OF A 0 0175-So* 
 *CT OF WALL TEMPER* *8 *AEDC *FOUST/RI *dAN., 1975

VA352 /*ALE SPACE SHUTTLE* *ATURE ON THE POIN* 
 * *HYPERSONIC WIN*W. R MARTINDALE/*

OH4A *ORBITER MODEL (2 * *T OF BOUNDARY LAY* 
 * *D TUNNEL (B) *ARO *
 CR-134.437*9-0) TO DETERMINE* 
 *ER TRANSITION * * * 
 *B. W MYERS *
 
'THE EFFECT OF SU * * 
 * * * 
 *-DMS *
 
*RFACE TEMPERATURE* * * * , 
 , ,

*ON BOUNDARY LAYE * 
 * 
 * * 

*R TRANSITION AT M+ 
 * * * .
 
*ACH 8 0 IN THE AE* * * * * * *
 
*DC VKF TUNNELB(* 
 * * 
 * 
 * 
*TEST OH4A) * * * 
NRLAD - *STABILITY AND CONtB6ICIIFI2M5IWI24E*ESTABLISH BASIC L'FORCE 
 *0 0405 I *NRLAD / *TERRANCE HUGHES A*DMS-DR-2155
LSWT - *TROL CHARACTERIST*40 *ONGITUDINAL AND L* 
 *0 12 - *NRLAD *ND ROBERT ROGGE /*SEPT , 1974
721 /'ICS FOR THE INNER* *ATERAL-DIRECTIONA* 
 *0 20 *LOW SPEED WIND*RI *
 OAIIO *MOLD LINE * *L STABILITY AND * 'TUNNEL E
* *D POUCHER *
 CR-134,406*CONFIGURATION OF 
 'CONTROL FOR THE I' * 

*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* *ML ORBITER * * * 






*ITER(OAIIO) + * 






- *RESULTS OF AN EXT*ORBITER WITH ET S'DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE 0 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *R.H SPANGLER/ RO*DMS-DR-2156 
- *ERNAL TANK SEPARA*EPARATING *OF EXTERNAL TANK * 
 '5.93 - *AEDC - *CKWELL *VOLUME 01VA422 
 /*TION TEST IN THE *ISOLATED ORBITER *SEPARATING FROM * *7.98 *HYPERSONIC WIN'd J. DAILEDA / RO*AUGUST, 
1975

IAI7A *AEDC/VKF TUNNEL BISOLATED ET *ORBITER * 
 * TUNNEL (B) *CKWELL *
 CR-141,797*N AN 0 010 SCALE' 
 *J E. VAUGHN * 

*REPLICA OF THE S * 
 * ** *J.T.OAVIET * 

*PACE SHUTTLE VEHI* * 
 * * 
 t *-DMS * 

*CLE (MODEL 52-OT)* ' ' * 
 ' * 
 *
 
*IAI7A t * * 
 *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN EXT*ORBITER WITH ET StDETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE 0 01 / *ROCKWELL/ +R H SPANGLER/ RO*DMS-DR-2156HWTB - 'ERNAL TANK SEPARAtEPARATING *or EXTERNAL TANK * *5.93 - *AEDC - *CKWELL *VOLUME 02VA422 /*TING TEST IN THE *ISOLATED ORBITER *SEPARATING FROM * *7 98 *HYPERSONIC WIN*J J. DAILEDA / RO*AUGUST, 1975IAI7A *AEDC/VKF TUNNEL B'ISOLATED ET *ORBITER * * '0 TUNNEL (B) *CKWELL *
 CR-141,798*DN AN 0 010 SCALE* 
 * * * E. VAUGHN * 
*REPLICA OF THE S t* * * '* T.DAVIET *
 




*CLE (MODEL 52-OT)* t ' *
* * *
 
*IAI7A ' ' 
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* 'MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC
. * * 

* TYPE OF * SCALEr TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * t CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 

ID t REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
- *RESULTS OF AN EXT*ORBITER WITH ET S'DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE * 001 / *ROCKWELL/ *R H. SPANGLER/ RO*DMS-DR-2156AEOC 

' *6 93 - 'AEDC - *CKWELL *VOLUME 03HWTB - 'ERNAL TANK SEPARA*EPARATING *OF EXTERNAL TANK 

VA422 /*TION TEST IN THE *ISOLATED ORBITER *SEPARATING FROM * *7 98 *HYPERSONIC WIN*u d DAILEDA / RO*AUGUST, 1975
 
IAi7A *AEOC/VKF TUNNEL B.ISOLATED ET *ORBITER * * *D TUNNEL (8) *CKWELL *
 
** *i0 E VAUGHN *
 CR-141,799*ON AN 0 010 SCALE* * 

*REPLICA OF THE S * * * *
* *j T.DAVIET *
 
'PACE SHUTTLE VEHI* * * * 
 * *-DMS *
 
'CLE (MODEL 52-CT)* * * * * * 
 *
 
*]AI7A* * * ** * * *
 T *
 
LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER TES*ORBITER WITH EXTEtORBITER/EXTERNAL *HEAT-TRANS*19.8 - *NASA / '0 G. WALSTAD/R.I *DMS-DR-2157 
*19.8 ILARC 0 A SARVER 'DEC 1975
HNT - *TS OF AN 0 006-S*RNAL TANK *TANK ASCENT HEATI* 

28 /*ALE THIN SKIN SPA*ORBITER *NG * tHYPERSONIC NIT*W B. MEINDERS *
 
1HI9 *CE SHUTTLE MODEL *EXTERNAL TANK * * 
 * *ROGEN TUNNEL *-DMS *
 




'THE LANGLEY RESE * * 

'ARCH CENTER NITRO* * * * 




*H 19 * * * *
 
'GEN TUNNEL AT MAC* * * * 

*ROCKWELL/ *P. 0 HAWTHORNE/R*DMS-DR-2158
MSFC - *FLOW VISUALIZATIO*013. T9, S7 *TO OBTAIN FLOW VI*STRUCT-DYN* 6 
14TWT - *N TESTS OF A 0 00* *SUALIZATION PHOTO* *3 48 *MSFC ­ *I *OCT 1976
 
* *14-INCH TRISON*G STREBY/NSI '
 582 /*4-SCALE SPACE SHU* *S TO HELP INTERPR* 

IS6A *TTLE VEHICLE 2A M* *ET ISI AERO-NOISE* * 'IC WIND TUNNEL*D A SARVER ' 00
 














'NCH TRISONIC WINO * 

,TUNNEL * * * * 4.
 
*~~~ * *** ,0 
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* * * + *MODEL * COGNIZANT ' BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




ARC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*140 A/8 SSV ORBET*DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE * 0.015 / *ROCKWELL/ *JOHN H. CAMPBELL,*DMS-DR-2159
 
66SWT - *TS OF SUPPORT SYS*ER 'OF STING BASE MO * *0.6 - *ARC - *RI,AND WILLARD R *VOLUME 01 
709 /*TEM EFFECTS TESTS* *UNTING WITH AND W* *2 0 *6-FOOT BY 6-FO*EMBURY, RI *OCT * 1974 
0A59 -CONDUCTED IN ITHOUT MPS NOZZLE* * *OT SUPERSONIC *D A. SARVER * 
CR-134,410*NASA/ARC 6-BY 6FO* *S * 'WIND TUNNEL *G G. MCDONALD '
 
*'T SUPERSONIC WIN* 
 * * *-DMS *
 
*D TUNNEL USING A * * * ' 
 ' 
*0015-SCALE * * * * * * * 
-MODEL OF THE CONF* * * ** * 
*IGURATION 140A/B * * t * * 
*SSV ORBITER (OA59* * * * ** * 
* ) ' * * ' * 
 * *
 
* *JOHN H 

66SWT - *TS OF SUPPORT SYS*ER *OF STING BASE MO * *0 6 - *ARC - *RI, AND WILLARD 'VOLUME 02 
709 /*TEM EFFECTS TESTS* *UNTING WITH AND W* *2 0 *6-FOOT BY 6-FO*R EMBURY, RI *OCT , 1974 
OA59 *CONDUCTED IN ' *ITHOUT MPS NOZZLE' * *OT SUPERSONIC *D. A. SARVER * o o 
CR-134,412*NASA/ARC 6-BY-6 F* *S * * 'WIND TUNNEL 'C. G MCDONALD * 
*DOT SUPERSONIC WI* * * 

ARC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*140 A/B SSV ORBIT*DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE t 0.015 'ROCKWELL/ CAMPBELL,*DMS-DR-2159
 
* *-DMS 
*NO TUNNEL USING A* ' ' ' ' ' 
*0 015 -SCALE * * * * 4 * 
*MODEL OF THE CONF* * * * . r
 
*IGURATION 140A/B * * *
 
*SSV ORBITER (OA59* ' ' ' ' ' 
 '
 
ARC - *WIND TUNNEL TESTS*52-OT *TO EVALUATE BASIC*FORCE *0.010 / *ARC / *V ESPARZA, E. CH*DMS-DR-2160 U.
 
3 5HWT - *OF THE 0 0iO-SCA *ET ALONE *HYPERSONIC STAB] * *5 3 *ARC *EE/ROCKWELL INTER*MARCH, 1975
 
191 /*LE SPACE SHUTTLE * *LITY CHAR OF ORB* *10 3 *3.S-FOOT HYPER*NATIONAL *
 
IAIB *INTEGRATED VEHICL* *ITER ATTACHED RIG' * *SONIC WIND TUN* *
 
CR-134,413*E IN THE NASA/AME* * ' * *NEL
 
*S 3.5 FOOT HYPERS* ' '
 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL' * '
 
*(IAIB) A * 4 * * *
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT 4 BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
 * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST tMACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
LERC - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*SRB-BODY ALONE -STATIC STABILITY *FORCE *0 0211 / *LERC / *DUANE RADFOR/NSI*DMS-DR-2161 
IOSWT - 'CTERISTICS OF MSF*SRB-BODY WITH PRO*AND CONTROL DURIN* *2 0 - *LERC *PAUL RAMSEY/NASA-*FEB . 1975 
035 /*C MODEL 454 OF TH*TURBANCES *G TUMBLING RE-ENT* *2 7 *10 BY 10-FOOT *MSFC * 
SAGF *E 142 INCH SOLID * *RY * * *SUPERSONIC WIN*.J. F. VAUGHN * 
CR-134,422*ROCKET BOOSTER TE* * * * *D TUNNEL *J E VAUGHN *
 
ISTED IN THE LERC 4 * * * * *-DMS *
 
10-FOOT SWT AT MA* * * * * *
 
*CH NUMBERS OF 2.0* * * * * * *
 
*AND 2 7 (SAF) * * * * * * *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*140 A/B, VEHICLE *TO VERIFY SUPERSO*FORCE *0 0is /ARC / *M D MILAM, R L*DMS-DR-2162 
* 

3.BHWT - tIGATIONS ON AN 0 *4 *NIC STABILITY AND *5.3 *ARC *. GILLINS/ROCKWEL*NDV 1974 
187 /*015-SCALE 140A/B * *CONTROL CHAR OF * *10 3 *3 S-FOOT HYPER*L INTERNATIONAL * 
OA36 *CONFIGURATION OF * *VEHICLE 4, ANALY * * *SONIC WIND TUN*B 0. FRICKEN * 
CR-134,430*THE ROCKWELL INTE* *ZE AERODYNAMIC PR* * *NEL *-DMS * 
*RNATIONAL SPACE S* *OBLEM AREAS, CONT* * * * * 
*HUTTLE ORBITER IN* *ROL SURFACE EFFEC* * * * * 
* * 0 
*THE NASA/AMES RE * 'TIVENESS, AND REY* * * 

*SEARCH CENTER 3.5* *HOLDS NUMBER EFFE* * * * *
 
* * * * -u1*-FOOT HYPERSONIC * *CT INCLUDING SEPA* 
*WIND TUNNEL (0A36* *RATION AND INTERF* * * * * 0Z 
* *ERENCES * * * * * 
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*140A/B *THE PRIMARY OBJEG*FGRCE * 0 0iS *LARC I *J H CAMPBELL / R*tDS-OR-2i63 i aJ 
UPWT - 'TS OF A SUPPORT S* *TIVE OF THIS TEST* *2 5 - *LARC *I *SEPT , 1974 C 2 
1097 /'YSTEM INTERFERENC* 'WAS TO DETERMINE * *4 63 *UNITARY PLAN W*W.R EMBURY I R* 
OA20B *E EFFECTS TEST C0* *THE EXTENT * * *IND TUNNEL *I *r 
CR-134,403*NDUCTED AT NASA/L* *AERODYNAKIC SIMUL* * * *M M. MANN * ­
'ARC UPWT USING AN, *ATION IS AFFECTED* * * '-DMS *
 
*0 015-SCALE MODE * *BY BASE MOUNTING * * * * *
 
*L OF THE CONFIGUR* *AN ORBITER MODEL * * * * *
 
tATION 140A/B SSV * 'WITHOUT MPS NOZZL* * * *
 
-ORBITER (OA2OB) * *ES, ON A STRAIGHT* * * * *
 
* * *STING * * * * * 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
* * * w *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST t * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




CALSPAN - *HEAT TRANSFER TES*MODEL 37-OT (CONF*TO DETERMINE ASCE*HEAT-TRANS*O.01 / *ROCKWELL/ *ED HEUSTIS/CALSPA*DMS-DR-2164 
48HST - *TS ON A 0.01-SCAL*IG 3 ORB AND ET)*NT AND ENTRY HEAT* *6 95 - *CALSPAN - *N CORP *VOLUME 01 
173-100 /*E ROCKWELL CONFIG*CONFIGURATION 3 O'TRANSFER RATES 0 * *19 5 *48-INCH HYPERS'M KOTCH/ R I *JAN , 1976 
OH12 *URATION 3 SPACE S*RBITER *VER A RANGE OF MA* * 'ONIC SHOCK TUN'D A SARVER 
IH21 *HUTTLE ORBITER AN*EXTERNAL TANK *OH NO. AND REYNOL* * 'NEL *W B. MEINDERS * 
CR-141,828*D TANK (37-OT)IN * *DS NO OF PARTICU* * * *-DMS * 
*THE CALSPAN 48-IN* *LAR INTEREST WAS * * * * * 
+CH HYPERSONIC SH * *ORBITER WING LEAD* * + *
 
*OCK TUNNEL (OH21w -ING EDGE HEATING '
 
*IH21) -DURING ENTRY ' ' * '
 
CALSPAN - *HEAT TRANSFER TES*MODEL 37-OT (CONF*TO DETERMINE ASCE*HEAT-TRANS'6 95 - *ROCKWELL/ *ED HEUSTIS/CALSPA*DMS-DR-2164
 
48HST - *TS ON A 0 OI-SCALtIG 3 ORB AND ET)'NT AND ENTRY HEAT* '19 5 *CALSPAN - *N CORP. *VOLUME 02
 
173-00 /*E ROCKWELL CONFIG*CONFIGURATION 3 O'TRANSFER RATES 0 * *48-INCH HYPERS*M KOTCH/ R I *JAN , 1976
 
OH12 *URATION 3 SPACE S*RBITER 'VER A RANGE OF MA* *ONIC SHOCK TUN'W B. MEINDERS '
 
IH21 *HUTTLE ORBITER AN*EXTERNAL TANK *CH NO. AND REYNOL* * *NEL *-DMS *
 
CR-141,829+D TANK (37-OT)IN * *US NO OF PARTICU* A 4 '
 
*THE CALSPAN 48-JN* *LAR INTEREST WAS * ' '
 
*CH HYPERSONIC SH * *ORBITER WING LEAD* * ' '
 
*OCK TUNNEL (OHI2/* *ING EDGE HEATING * * ' '
 
*IH21) * ' * ' * *
'DURING ENTRY 

CALSPAN - *HEAT TRANSFER TES*MODEL 37-OT (CONF*TO DETERMINE ASCE*HEAT-TRANS*O 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *ED HEUSTIS/CALSPA*DMS-DR-2164 
48HST - *TS ON A O.0l-SCAL*IG 3 ORB AND ET)*NT AND ENTRY HEAT* *6 95 - *CALSPAN - *N CORP. *VOLUME 03 
173-100 /*E ROCKWELL CONFIG*CONFIGURATION 3 O*TRANSFER RATES 0 * '19 5 *48-INCH HYPERS'M KOTCH/ R. I *DEC , 1975 
OHi2 *URATION 3 SPACE S*RBITER *VER A RANGE OF MA' *ONIC SHOCK TUN'D A SARVER 
IH21 'HUTTLE ORBITER ANtEXTERNAL TANK 'OH NO AND REYNOL* ' 'NEL *W B. MEINDERS * 
CR-141.830*D TANK (37-OT)IN * *DS NO OF PARTICU'* *-DMS * 0 0 
*THE CALSPAN 48-IN* *LAR INTEREST WAS 
* ' ' ' M 
*CH HYPERSONIC SH * *ORBITER WING LEAD* * * * *0 
*OCK TUNNEL (OHI/* *ING EDGE HEATING * ' ' * * 0 2 
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* * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*EXTERNAL TANK WIT*DETERMINE STATIC *PRESSURE 	 *0 003 / *MSFC / *P E RAMSEY / MSF*DMS-DR-2165 
*I 96 " *MSFC *C *VOLUME 0114TWT - kESTIGATION OF AN *H AND WITHOUT PRO*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* 

WINKLER / NS*DEC., t975596 /*0 003-SCALE SPACE*TUBERANCES,0 003 *TIONS ON MODIFIED* *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*G W 

* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*I *
TA2F *SHUTTLE EXTERNAL *SCALE 	 *MCR 0200 

* 	 *V W. SPARKS *
 CR-141,823'TANK (MSFC MODEL * *EXTERNAL TANK * * 
*460) IN THE NASA/* * * * * *D E. POUCHER * 
IMSFC 14 X 14-INCH* * * * *-DMS t
 
*TRISONIC WIND TU * 
 * 	 * + * * *
 
*NNEL TO DETERMINE* * * t * * * 
+STATIC PRESSURE * * * * * * * 
*DISTRIBUTIONS DU* * * * * * 
*RING REENTRY (TAP' * * * * * * 
AN INN*EXTERNAL TANK WIT*DETERMINE STATIC *PRESSURE *0.003 / *MSFC *P.E RAMSEY / MSF*DMS-DR-216SMSFC - *RESULTS OF 
14TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN *H AND WITHOUT PRO*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* *1.96 - *MSFC *C *VOLUME 02 
*4 96 	 *14-INCH TRISON*G W. WINKLER / NS+DEC , 1975596 /+0 003-SCALE SPACE*TUBERANCES,.0O03 	*TIONS ON MODIFIED* 

*MCR 0200 * *C WIND TUNNEL*I *
TA2F *SHUTTLE EXTERNAL *SCALE 

*V W SPARKS *
 CR-141,824*TANK (MSFC MODEL + 'EXTERNAL TANK * * 
*460) IN THE NASA/* * * * * *0. E. POUCHER * l0 






'TRISONIC WIND rUt * 	 * 




*NNEL TO DETERMINE' 	 * 

* 	 *0
* 	 * 
* * 












*RING REENTRY (TA2* 

*F) *o * **
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* * * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST *TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID *REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*EXTERNAL TANK WIT*DETERMINE STATIC *PRESSURE *0 003 / *MSFC / *P.E RAMSEY / MSF*DMS-DR-2165 
14TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN *H AND WITHOUT PRO*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* t1.96 - *MSFC *C *VOLUME 03
596 /*0.003-SCALE SPACE*TUBERANCESO 003 *TIONS ON MODIFIED' 
 *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*G.W WINKLER / NS*DEC., 1975
TA2F *SHUTTLE EXTERNAL *SCALE 
 *MCR 0200 
 * * tIC WIND TUNNEL*I * 
CR-141,825*TANK (MSFC MODEL * *EXTERNAL TANK * * * 'V W SPARKS * 
*460) IN THE NASA/* t * * * *O E POUCHER * 
*MSFC 14 X 14-INCH* * * * * *-DMS * 
*TRISONIC WIND TU * * * * , * * 
*NNEL TO DETERMINE* t * * * * * 
*STATIC PRESSURE * * ** 
*DISTRIBUTIONS DU* 
 * * * * 
'RING REENTRY (TA2* * * * * * * 
tF)******* 
MSFC 
 - *RESULTS OF AN INV*EXTERNAL TANK WIT*DETERMINE STATIC *PRESSURE *0.003 / *MSFC / *P.E RAMSEY / MSF*DMS-DR-216514TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN *H AND WITHOUT PRO*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* *1.96 - *MSFC *C *VOLUME 04
596 /*0 003-SCALE SPACE*TUBERANCES,0 003 *TIONS ON MODIFIED* 
 *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*G.W WINKLER / NS*JAN * 1976TA2F *SHUTTLE EXTERNAL *SCALE 
 *MCR 0200 * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*I * CR-141,826*TANK (MSFC MODEL * tEXTERNAL TANK t * * *V W SPARKS * 
*460) IN THE NASA/* * * * * *O E POUCHER * 
*MSFC 14 X 14-INCH* * t * * *-DMS * 
*TRISONIC WIND TU * * * * * * * 
*NNEL TO DETERMINE* * * * t * 
*STATIC PRESSURE * * * * 0
*DISTRIBUTIONS DU* * * 0 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALEt 
 TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*EXTERNAL TANK WIT'DETERMINE STATIC -PRESSURE *0.003 / *MSFC I *P E. RAMSEY / MSF'DMS-OR-2165 
14TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN *H AND WITHOUT PRO*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* * 96 - 'MSFC *C *VOLUME 05 
596 I*o 003-SCALE SPACE*TUBERANCES.0 003 *TIONS ON MODIFIED* *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*G W WINKLER / NS*DEC 1975 
TA2F *SHUTTLE EXTERNAL *SCALE *MCR 0200 * * 'IC WIND TUNNELtI * 
CR-141,827TANK (MSFC MODEL * *EXTERNAL TANK + * * *V W SPARKS * 
*460) IN THE NASA/* * * * * *D. E POUCHER 
'MSFC 14 X 14-INCH' *+ * *-DMS * 
*TRISONIC WIND TU * * 4 * * * * 
*NNEL TO DETERMINE* * * 
+STATIC PRESSURE * * * * * * * 
*DISTRIBUTIONS DU* * * * 
*RING REENTRY (TA2* * * * * * 
*F) * * * * * * 
LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER TES*0RB +ET+SRB *TO INVESTIGATE PA*HEAT-TRANS* 3 7 - *RI / *f G WALSTAD/RI *DMS-DR-2166 
UPWT - *TS OF AN 0O.OO SC*ET *RAMETRICALLY THE * * 3 7 *LARC *R.L STALLINGS/LA*JULY, 1975 
1041 /*ALE THIN-SKIN SPA*SRB *ASCENT HEATING OF* * *UNITARY PLAN W*RC 
IH16 'CE SHUTTLE THERMO'ORB *THE INTEGRATED 'IND+ TUNNEL *.JT DAVIET * 
CR-14l.534*COUPLE MODEL (41-* *VEHICLE * * * *-DMS * 00 
* *a** * 
*OTS) IN THE LANGL* 

*EY RESEARCH CENTEt t * ' * * * 
* *0
' ' * 
*R UNITARY PLAN WI* 
 0 a 
*NDTUNNEL AT M=3 * 

*7 (1H16) * * * 0*N P~i
+"(It)** * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*I4OA/B *OBTAIN INCREMENTA'FORCE *0 015 'ROCKWELL/* *M D MILAM AND RtDMS-DR-2167 90 
3 5HWT - 'ESTIGATION ON AN * *L DATA ON THE EFF* *5 3 *ARC - *. L GILLINS/ROCK*AUGUST. 1975 C : 
190 /*O 015-SCALE MODEL* *ECTS OF A STING M* *10 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*WELL INTERNATIONA' r. 
0A98 *(49-0) OF THE RO* *OUNT ON BASE PRES* * 'SONIC WIND TUN*L 
CR-141,550*KWELL INTERNATION* *SURES AND FORCE A* * *NEL * CLEARY/NASA AM* 
* *ES * *ND MOMENT DATA WI* ' 

*ORBITER IN THE NA* *TH VARIOUS SURFAC* * * 

*AL SPACE SHUTTLE * 

'D. A SARVER * 
*SA AMES RESEARCH * *E DEFLECTIONS * * *G. G MCDONALD * 
*CENTER 3.5-FOOT H* * * * ' *-DMS * 
*YPERSONIC WIND TU* * * * * * 
*NNEL (OA98) * ' * * * 




* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC
 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST + TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER TO *THERMAL PROTECTIO*TO BETTER DEFINE *HEAT-TRAMS*I 0 / 'LARC / *DAVID A. THROCKMD*DMS-DR-2168
 
CFHT - *SURFACE AND GAPS *N SYSTEM *THE HEATING WHICH* *10 3 - *LARC *RTON/LARC *MAY, 1974
 
97 /*OF RSI TILE ARRAY* *THE TILE SURFACE * '10 3 *CONTINUOUS-FLD*M M. MOSER JR. *
 
LA32 'S IN TURBULENT FL* *AND GAP WALLS WI t *W HYPERSONIC T*'-DMS *
 
TM-X *OW AT MACH 10 3 * *LL EXPERIENCE; TI* ' tUNNEL '
 




ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 03 * / d OZIUBALA, E*DMS-DR-2169
'ARC *T 
1fTWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE *0.6 *ARC *. CHEE, M. 0 MIL*VOLUME 01 
019 /*IGATION ON A 0 03* *FORCE DATA, AND H* *2 5 't-FOOT TRANSO*AM/RI *JAN , 1976 
IASIA *O-SCALE MODEL (47* *INGE MOMENTS * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*D. A SARVER 
CR-141,836*-OTS) OF THE INTE* *ON THE INTEGRATED * *L (UNITARY) *M. M MANN 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT* *LAUNCH VEHICLE * * *-DMS
 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* ' ' * * '
 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* ' ' ' ' *
 
*NASA AMES RESEARC* * t ' ' '
 
*H CENTER 11 X 11 * 
 * 
*FOOT LEG OF THE Ut *
 
*NITARY PLAN WIND **
 
*TUNNEL (IABIA) VO* ' ' ' * '
 
*LUME I OF7 * * * * * * 	 *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 03 *ARC / *T. d. DZIUBALA. E*OMS-DR-2169 
IITWT - -SURE LOADS INVEST- *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE *0 6 - ARC - * CHEE, M D MIL*VOLUME 02 
019 /*IGATION ON A 0 03* *FORCE DATA, AND H* *2 5 *i-FOOT TRANSO*AM/RI *JAN , 1976 
IABIA *-SCALE MODEL (47* *INGE MOMENTS * *NIC WIND TUNNE*D A SARVER 
CR-141.837*-DTS) OF THE INTE* *ON THE INTEGRATED* * *L (UNITARY) 'M M MANN 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT* *LAUNCH VEHICLE * 	 * *
'-DMS 

*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* ' '
 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* Ie *
 
'NASA AMES RESEARC* ' ' ' * *
 
'H CENTER 11X li * * O0 0 a 

*FOOT LEG OF THE U* * ' * ' 
 ';
 
*NITARY PLAN WIND * * ' ' " G­
*TUNNEL (IABIA) VO* * * ' ' 0OZ 
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* * 	 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC* 
* TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS -PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
*MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS10 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRESSURE 	*0 03 / *ARC / *T d OZIUBALA, E*DMS-DR-2i69 
iITWT - 'SURE LOADS INVEST* tE DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE 	 t0 6 *ARC - * CHEE, M D MIL*VOLUME 03 
*2 5 *11-FOOT TRANSO'AM/RI *JAN , 976019 /*IGATION ON A 0 03* 	 *FORCE DATA, AND H* 

*INGE MOMENTS 	 * NIC WIND TUNNE*D. A SARVER * IABIA *O-SCALE MODEL (47* 
CR-141,838-OTS) OF THE INTE* *ON THE INTEGRATED* * tL (UNITARY) *M. M MANN * 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT* *LAUNCH VEHICLE * * '-DMS * 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* * * * * * * 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* * * * * * 
*NASA AMES RESEARC' * * * * * 	 * 
*H CENTERIIXII * * * * * 
*FOOT LEG OF THE U* * * * * 
*NITARY PLAN WIND' * I * *
 
*TUNNEL (IASIA) VO* * * * * *
 
*LUME 3 OF7 * * * *
* 	 * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 03 / *ARC / *T. J DZIUBALA, E*DMS-DR-2169 
IITWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* *E DISTRIBUTIONS. *FORCE *0 6 *ARC - * CHEE, M D MIL*VOLUME 04 
*2 5 'I-FOOT TRANSO*AM/RI *dAN., 1976019 /*IGATION ON A 0 03* *FORCE DATA, AND H* 

IA81A *O-SCALE MODEL (47* *INGE MOMENTS * * *NIC WIND TUNNEtD A SARVER *
 
CR-i41,839'-0TS) OF THE INTE* *ON THE INTEGRATED* * *L (UNITARY) *M. M MANN
 
*LAUNCH VEHICLE * * * *-DMS * 	 0-o*GRATED SPACE SHUT' 	 n

' 
' * ' ' *TLE VEHICLE CONFI* 

*GURATION 5 IN THE* * * * ' * 
*NASA AMES RESEARC* * * * *C 
*H CENTER IIXII *
 
*FOOT LEG OF THE U* ' * *
 
** * * 
*TUNNEL (lABIA) VO* * '** 
'LUME 4OF 7*** * 
*NITARY PLAN WIND' 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------





TEST ' ' CONFIGURATIONS * 

* * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE ' TESTED * PURPOSE t TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRESSURE '0 03 *'ARC / *T J. DZIUBALA. E*DMS-DR-2169
 
I1TWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE '0 6 *ARC *. CHEE, M D MIL*VOLUME 05
 
019 /'IGATION ON A 0.03* *FORCE DATA, AND H* 
 *2 5 *11-FOOT TRANSO*AM/RI *JAN 1976
 
lABIA *O-SCALE MODEL (47* 
 *INGE MOMENTS * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*D A SARVER 
CR-14i,840*-OTS) OF THE INTE* 
 *ON THE INTEGRATED * *L (UNITARY) *M M. MANN * 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT* *LAUNCH VEHICLE * * *-DMS * 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* * * * * * * 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* * * + * ' * 
*NASA AMES RESEARC* ' * ' * *
 
*H CENTER 1i ii ' * * 
 * 
*FOOT LEG OF THEU* * * *
 
*NITARY PLAN WIND * * * ' '
 
*TUNNEL (IABIA) VO* 
 * * * * 
LUME 5 OF7 * ' ' * ' * 
ARC - tRESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRESSURE *0.03 'ARC* / *T. 0 DZIUBALA, E*DMS-DR-2169
 
1tTWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE *0 6 'ARC *. CHEE. M D MIL*VOLUME 06
 
019 /*IGATION ON A 0 03' *FORCE tATA, AND H* 
 *2.5 *11-FOOT TRANSO*AM/RI *JAN , 1976
 
IABIA *O-SCALE MODEL (47* *INGE MOMENTS 
 * ' +NIC WIND TUNNE*O A SARVER 
CR-i4l.84t*-OTS) OF THE INTE' 'ON THE INTEGRATED* + 
 *L (UNITARY) *M M MANN
 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT* 
 *LAUNCH VEHICLE ' * * *-OMS 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* ' * ' ' ' 0 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* * * * *
 
*NASA AMES RESEARC* * * * * 
 * 
*H CENTER IXII* * * * * * 
*FOOT LEG OF THE U* * * *' * *2 
*NITARY PLAN WIND * * * * * ' _ pr 
'TUNNEL (lABIA) VO ' * * * *r 
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* * IMODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC* * 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALEt 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 03 / *ARC / T DZIUBALA, E*DMS-DR-2169 
iiTWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE *0. - *ARC - * CHEE, M. D. MIL*VOLUME 07 
019 /*IGATION ON A 0.03* -FORCE DATA, AND H- *2 5 *11-FOOT TRANSDtAM/RI *dAN , 1976 
IABIA *O-SCALE MODEL (47' *INGE MOMENTS * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*D A. SARVER * 
CR-141,842*-OTS).OF THE INTE* *ON THE INTEGRATED* * *L (UNITARY) *M M MANN * 
'GRATED SPACE SHUT* *LAUNCH VEHICLE * *-DMS * 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* * * * * t * 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* * * ** * * 
'NASA AMES RESEARC' * * * * 
*H CENTER II X II * * * * * 
*FOOT LEG OF THE U* * * * * * * 
'NITARY PLAN WIND * * * * * * *
 
*TUNNEL (IABIA) VO* * * *
 
*LUME 7 OF7 * * * * 
 * * 
'ARC *S L.TREON/AMES RE*DMS-OR-217O
ARC - *RESULTS OF A JET *LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN ELEVON *FORCE *0 02  / 

IITWT - 'PLUME EFFECTS TES* *HINGE MOMENTS AND*PRESSURE *0 9 'ARC *SEARCH CENTER 
 *VOLUME 01
 
014 /'T ON THE ROCKWELL* *INCREMENTAL EFFE * *1 40 *11-FOOT TRANSO*M E NICHOLS/ R. *dUNE, 1975
 
IA19 tINTERNATIONAL IN * *CTS OF JET PLUMES* 
 * *NIC WIND TUNNE*I. * 
CR-141,543*TEGRATED SPACE SH* *ON PRESSURE DISTR* * *L (UNITARY) *D. A SARVER * 
*UTTLE VEHICLE USI* 'IBUTEONS * * * 'V B MEINDERS * 
*NG A VEHICLE 5 CO* * * * '-DMS * 
*NFIGURATION 0.02-* * * * * * * 
'SCALE MODEL (88-0* * * * * * * 
*TS) IN THE It X I* * * * * * * 0 
*I FOOT LEG OF THE* * * * * 
'NASA/AMES RESEAR * * t * * * 
*CH CENTER UNITARY* * * * * * * 
*PLAN WIND TUNNEL * * * * * * 0 W 









 * * +
'MODEL * + COGNIZANT ' BASICTEST * 
 * CONFIGURATIONS 
' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
 * TEST DMS 'PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE 
 * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST 
 *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A JET *LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN ELEVON *FORCE 
 *0 02 / 'ARC / *S L. TREON/AMES R'DMS-DR-2170IITWT - 'PLUME EFFECTS TES' 
 'HINGE MOMENTS AND*PRESSURE *0 9 
 'ARC *ESEARCH CENTER *VOLUME 02
014 /*T 
ON THE ROCKWELL' 'INCREMENTAL EFFE * 
 '1 40 '11-FOOT TRANSO*M.E NICHOLS/ R. 'dUNE, 1975
IAI9 *INTERNATIONAL IN 
* *CTS OF JET PLUMES' 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*I
CR-141,544*TEGRATED SPACE SH' 
 *ON PRESSURE DIST ' 
 *L (UNITARY) *D A. SARVER *
 *UTTLE VEHICLE USI* 
 *RIBUTIONS * * 
 * *W B MEINDERS '
 
*NG A VEHICLE 5 CO* 
 * 
 * *-DMS *
 
*NFIGURATION 0 02-' * '
* * , 
 *
 
*SCALE MODEL (88-0* 
 * ,






*1 FOOT LEG OF THE* * * 
 , , *
 
*NASA/AMES RESEAR * 
 +' +t * 












*(IA 9* * *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A JET +LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN ELEVON *FORCE 
 *0 02 / *ARC / *S.L TREON/AMES R*DMS-DR-2170IITWT - 'PLUME EFFECTS TES-
 'HINGE MOMENTS AND*PRESSURE 
 *0 9 *ARC *ESEARCH CENTER *VOLUME 03
014 /*T ON THE ROCKWELL* 'INCREMENTAL EFFE * *1 40 
 *i-FOOT TRANSO'M.E NICHOLS/R. I'JUNE, 1975
IAI9 *INTERNATIONAL IN * 
 *CTS OF JET PLUMES * 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*. *
CR-141.545*TEGRATED SPACE SH* 
 'ON PRESSURE DIST * 
 *L (UNITARY) *D A SARVER

*UTTLE VEHICLE USI* *RIBUTIONS 

*W B MEINDERS '
 
'NG A VEHICLE S Co* 
 * 
 * * *-DMS 0 0

*NFIGURATION 0 02-* 
 * *
 
*SCALE MODEL (88-0* 
 * * 
 * *
 
*TS) IN THE li X I* 
 * * 
 *
 
*1 FOOT LEG OF THE* 
 * 
 0 7D
*NASA/AMES RESEAR * * ' n 
' ' 

*OH CENTER UNITARY' 
 * 




*PLAN WIND TUNNEL' * ' * ' ' V









 * * * ' 
 * * cm 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* , * * 'MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * t CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 t TYPE OF + SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE t TEST *MACH RANGE, AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*ARC / *W H. DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2171 
3.5HWT - +RE DISTRIBUTION T* *ISTRIBUTIONS AT Ht 
ARC - *RESULTS OF PRESSU*I40C ORBITER *OBTAIN PRESSURE D*PRESSURE *001 / 
*7 4 *ARC *dOE MARVIN/ARC 'VOLUME 01 
198 /*ESTS OF A 0 010-S *IGH HEATING LOCATt *10 4 *3 s-FOOT HYPER*D A SARVER *JAN.. 1976 
*SONIC WIND TUN'W B. MEINDERS * OH38 *GALE SPACE SHUTTL* *IONS FOR HIGH ANGV 
* ' *NEL *-DMS * CR-144,584*E ORBITER MODEL (* *LES OF ATTACK AT 
*61-0) IN THE NASA* *MACH NUMBERS 7 AN' * * * * 
*/ARC 3 5-FOOT HYP' '0 * * * 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN' * ' * * * * 
*EL * * * * * * * 
'001 / *ARC / *W H. DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2171ARC - *RESULTS OF PRESSU*14OC ORBITER 'OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE 
3 BHWT - 'RE DISTRIBUTION T* *ISTRIBUTIONS AT H '7 4 - ARC *dOE MARVIN/ARC *VOLUME 02 
198 /'ESTS OF A 0.010-S* *IGH HEATING LOCAT' *iO 4 '3.5-FOOT HYPER*D A SARVER *dAN . 1976 
OHB8 *CALE SPACE SHUTTL* *IONS FOR HIGH ANG* * *SONIC WIND TUN*W. B MEINDERS * 
CR-144,585'E ORBITER MODEL (* *LES OF ATTACK AT * * *NEL *-DMS * 
*6i-O) IN THE NASA* *MACH NUMBERS 7 AN+ * * * 
* * */ARC 3.5-FOOT HYP* *D 10 * * 
'ERSONIC WIND TUNN* , * * * 
*EL * * * * * * * 
*001 / *ARC / *W H. DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2171 
3.BHWT - 'RE DISTRIBUTION T* *ISTRIBUTIONS AT H* '7 4 *ARC *JOE MARVIN/ARC *VOLUME 03 
198 /*ESTS OF A 0 0iO-S* *IGH HEATING LOCAT' *10 4 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*D A SARVER *JAN 1976 
OH38 *CALE SPACE SHUTTL* *IONS FOR HIGH ANGt * *SONIC WIND TUN*W B MEINDERS * 0 0 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF PRESSU'140C ORBITER *OBTAIN PRESSURE DPRESSURE 

*NEL *-DMS ' n M*LES OF ATTACK AT * 
*61-0) IN THE NASA* *MACH NUMBERS 7 AN* ' * ' ' 
*/ARC 3.5-FOOT HYP* *D 10 * ' ' * 0 a 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* * * * ' * ' 0 ) g 
* * ' X r 
CR-144,SBG6E ORBITER MODEL (* 

*EL ( OH38 ) 

LARC - +RESULTS OF REACTI*SSV ORBITER CONF *TO DETERMINE RCS *HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *RI / *IRA E. TILLEY III*DMS-DR-2172 
6OVS - *ON CONTROL SYSTEM'2 (MODEL 21-0 OF *DIRECT IMPINGEMENt *3 4 - *LARC */LARC *OCT , 1974 
R3289 /*ON-ORBIT JET USI *VL7O-000139) *T EFFECTS ON SSV t *60-FOOT VACUUM*JOHN MARROQUIN/RI* r m 
*DURING ON-ORBIT * * *SPHERE VON KA *D A. SARVER * OA99 'NG AN 0 0175-SCAL' 
CR-134,415*E CONFIGURATION 3* * ' * *RMAN FACILITIE*-DMS * 
*SPACE SHUTTLE OR * * ' ' 'S 
*BITER MODEL (21-0' ' * ' * 
*) IN THE LARC 60-' * * * 
*FOOT VACUUM SPHER* ' * * * * * 
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* * * * *MODEL t * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*B-OTS *EXPERIMENTAL AERO*FORCE *0.015 / *LARC / *J.H CAMPBELL,II/*DMS-DR-2173 
14-TWT - *TS OF AN ABORT SE* *DYNAMIC INVESTIGA* *0.32 - *ARC *RlI *dULY, 1974 
711 /*PARATION EFFECTS * *TIONS * *i I *14-FOOT TRANSD*J E. VAUGHN *
 
IA8 *TEST (IAB) CONDUCt * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*M M. MOSER JR. * 
CR-134,107*TED IN THE NASA/L* * * * *L *-DMS *
 
*ARC 14-FOOT TRANS* * * * * * *
 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL* * * * *
 
*ON A MODEL (6-OTS* * * * * *
 
*) OF THE ROCKWELL* * * * * * *
 
*INTERNATIONAL LA * * * * * * *
 
*UNCH CONFIGURATIO* * * * * * *
 
*N INTEGRATED VEHI* * * * * * *
 
*CLE * * * * * * *
 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *VEHICLE 5 CONFIGU*TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE *0.004 / *MSFC / *E C ALLEN/RI *DMS-DR-2174 
I4TWT . *IN THE MSFC 14-IN+RATION *STATIC STABILITY * *0.6 *MSFC *V. W. SPARKS *VOLUME 01
 
594 /*CH TWT TO DETERMI* *CHARACTERISTICS 0* *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*R B. LOWE *NOV , 1975
 
IA33 *NE THE STATIC STA* *F THE SHUTTLE VEH* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS *
 
CR-141,SIl1BILITY CHARACTERIt *ICLE 5 CONFIGURAT* * * * *
 
*STICS OF THE 0.00* *ION; TO DETERMINE* * * * *
 
*4-SCALE MODEL (74* *THE EFFECT ON TH * * * * *
 
*-OTS) SPACE SHUTT* *E VEHICLE 5 AEROO* * * * *
 
*LE VEHICLE 5 CONF* *YNAMIC CHARACTERI* * * * *
 
*IGURATIDN (IA33) * *STICS OF ET AND S* * * * *
 
* * *RB NOSE SHAPE,SRB* * t * * 0 0 
* * *NOZZLE SHROUD FL * * * * * 1o
 
* ARE ANGLE, ORBITE* * * *G­
* * *R TO TANK FAIRING* * * * oOZ 
* * *. AND STING LOCAT* * * * * 0 > 
* * *ION * * * * * ar 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* 	 * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
*PUBLICATIONS
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST + TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS 
* TESTED * PURPOSE 	 * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE 
*0 004 / *MSFC / *E C. ALLEN/RI *DMS-DR-2174MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *VEHICLE 5 CONFIGU*TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE 

14TWT - 'IN THE MSFC 14-INIRATION 
 'STATIC STABILITY ' *0 6 - MSFC 'V W. SPARKS *VOLUME 02
 
594 /*CH TWT TO DETERMI, *CHARACTERISTICS 0* *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*R B. LOWE *NOV , 1975
 
IA33 *NE THE STATIC STA* *F THE SHUTTLE VEH* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS *
 
CR-141,812*BILITY CHARACTERI* *ICLE 5 CONFIGURAT* * * *
 
*STICS OF THE 0 00 + *ION; TO DETERMINE* * * *
 
*4-SCALE MODEL (74* *THE EFFECT ON TH * * * * *
 
*-OTS) SPACE SHUTT* *E VEHICLE 5 AEROD* * * * * 
*LE VEHICLE 5 CONF* *YNAMIC CHARACTERI* * * * * 
*IGURATION (IA33) * ET A* *'STICS OF THE * * * 
* *ND SRB NOSE SHAPE* * * * * 
* * ', SRB NOZZLE SHRO* * * * * 
* * 'UD FLARE ANGLE,O' * * * * 
* * *RBITER TO TANK FA'+- * * 
* * *IRING, AND STING * * * * * 
* * *LOCATION * * * * * 
*FORCE *0.004 / *MSFC I *E C. ALLEN/RI *DMS-DR-2174MSFC - 'AN INVESTIGATION *VEHICLE S CONFIGU*TO DETERMINE THE 

14TWT - 'IN THE MSFC 14-IN*RATION 
 *STATIC STABILITY * *0.6 *MSFC *V W SPARKS *VOLUME 03 
.594 /*CH TWT TO DETERMI* *CHARACTERISTICS 0* *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*R B. LOWE *NOV 1975 
IA33 *NE THE STATIC STA* *F THE SPACE SHUTT* * *IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS * 
CR-141.813*BILITY CHARACTERI* *LE VEHICLE 5 CONF* * * * 
*STICS OF THE 0.00* *IGURATION, TO DET* * * * 
*4-SCALE MODEL (74* *ERMINE THE EFFECT* * * * * 
*-OTS) SPACE SHUTT* *ON THE VEHICLE 5 * * ' * * 0'o*****AERODYNAMIC CHARA* 
*IGURATION (IA33) *CTERISTICS OF THE* * * * 
*LE VEHICLE 5 CONF* 

* 	 t 'ET AND SRB NOSE * ' * ' 
'SHAPE, SRB NOZZLE* ' * * ' 0 ** 
' 	 * 0 ,* ' * *SHROUD FLARE ANGL* 
* * *E, ORBITER TO TAN* * * * * 
* 
* 	 ' *K FAIRING, AND ST* * * * * * ' 
*ING LOCATION * * ' * * 
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* * * 'MODEL* ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD - *SUBSONIC AND TRAN*MODEL 49-0 + 67TS*OBTAIN ORBITER WI*FORCE 
 * 0 015 / *NRLAD / *M.T. HUGHES,R.C. *DMS-DR-21757TWT - *SONIC HINGE MOMEN*INTEGRATED VEHIC *NG BENDING LOADS *PRESSURE 
 *0 90 - *NRLAD *MENNELL / R.I *VOLUME 01
282 /*T AND WING BENDIN*LE *AND TO DEFINE ELE* 
 *1 50 *7-FOOT TRISONI*D E POUCHER *DEC., 1974
IA70 *G/TORSION * *VON AND BODY FLAP* * *C WIND TUNNEL *-DMS * CR-134,431*CHARACTERISTICS F* 
 *HINGE MOMENTS WHI* * * * * 
*OR THE -14OA/B IN* *LE IN THE SSV TNT* * * * 
*TEGRATED SPACE SH* 
 *EGRATED CONFIGURA* * * 
*U'rTLE VEHICLE ' *TION * * * 
*(IA70) VOLUME 10 * * * * *
 
*F 3 * ' * * 
* * * ' ** 
NRLAD - *SUBSONIC AND TRAN*MODEL 49-0 + 67TS*OBTAIN ORBITER WI*FORCE ' 0 015 / *NRLAD / *M T HUGHES,R C. *DMS-DR-21757TWT - *SONIC HINGE MOMEN*INTEGRATED VEHIC *NG BENDING LOADS *PRESSURE 
 '0 90 - *NRLAD *MENNELL /R.I *VOLUME 02
282 /*T AND WING BENDIN*LE 
 *AND TO DEFINE ELE* '1 50 *7-FOOT TRISONI*D. E POUCHER *DEC 1974

IA70 *G/TORSION * *VON AND BODY FLAP * *C WIND TUNNEL *-DMS
 
CR-134.432*CHARACTERISTICS F* 
 *HINGE MOMENTS WHI* ' ' ' * 
*OR THE -140A/B IN* *LE IN THE SSV INT* ' ' 
*TEGRATED SPACE SH* 
 *EGRATED CONFIGURA* *
 
*UTTLE VEHICLE * *TION 
 ' ' ' * 
*(IA70) VOLUME 2 0* 
 ' ' ' ''F 3 ' * * * * * * *F 3
 
NRLAD - *SUBSONIC AND TRAN*MODEL 49-0 + 67TS*OBTAIN ORBITER WI*FORCE 
 * 0 015 / *NRLAD / *M.T HUGHES,R C *DMS-DR-21757TWT - *SONIC HINGE MOMEN*INTEGRATED VEHIC *NG BENDING LOADS *PRESSURE 
'0 90 - *NRLAD *MENNELL /R I. *VOLUME 03
282 /*T AND WING BENDIN*LE 
 *AND TO DEFINE ELE* *1 50 *7-FOOT TRISONI*D E. POUCHER *DEC , 1974

IA70 *G/TORSION * *VON AND BODY rLAP* * *C WIND TUNNEL *-DMS 
CR-134,433*CHARACTERISTICS F* 
'
*HINGE MOMENTS WHI' ' ' 

*OR THE -140A/B IN* *LE IN THE SSV INT* 
 ' * ' ' 
*TEGRATED SPACE SH* 
 *EGRATED CONFIGURA* * * * ' 
*UTTLE VEHICLE * *TION * ' ' ' * 
*(IA70) VOLUME 3 O 
 * 
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* * * 'MODEL + * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST ' TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - 'SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*igR ORBITER *DETERMINE THE EFF*FORCE * 19 0- *LARC / *W. I SCALLION/ N*DMS-DR-2176 
22HT - *ITER TRIMMED CENT* *ECT OF SEVERAL FO' * 21 6 *LARC *ASA LARC *MAY, 1978
 
426 /*ER OF GRAVITY EXT* *REBODY, WING-FILL * *22-INCH HELIUM*G. G MCDONALD * 
LA40 *ENSION STUDY VOLU* *ET, AND CANARD MO* * 'TUNNEL *-DMS * 
TM-X 'ME IV - EFFECTS 0' eDIFICATIONS ON TH* * + * 
72661 	 *F CONFIGURATION M* *E ORBITER LONGITU* * *
 
*ODIFICATIONS ON T* *DINAL CENTER OF P* * * + *
 
'HE AERODYNAMICS 0' *RESSURE LOCATIONS* * * *
 
*F THE 139B DRBITE* 
 * * * * 	 * 
*R AT MACH203 	 * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*140A/B SSV ORBITEtTO INVESTIGATE IN*FORCE * 0.015 *RI / *M. E. NICHOLS/RI *DMS-DR-2177 
3 5HWT - *IGATIONS ON AN 0 *R *CREMENTAL SURFACE*PRESSURE * 5.3 - *ARC *T E PULEK/ARC *MARCH, 1975 
194 /*015-SCALE CONFIGU* *PRESSURE EFFECTS * * 10.3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*R B LOWE 
DA93 *RATION 140A/B SPA' *OF RCS PITCH ENG * * *SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS * 
CR-141,5lO*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* *INE OPERATION * *NEL * * 
*E ORBITER REACTIO * * * * 	
o
* 
* * * * * * 
*PLUME-IMPINGEMENT* * * ' 
*N CONTROL SYSTEM 

' * 
-MODEL 36-0 IN TH * + * * * * 0 
*E NASA/AMES RESEA' * * * 
*RCH CENTER 3 5-FO* * 
*OT HYPERSONIC WIN* * * * * *
 
*D TUNNEL (0A83) * * * * t *
 
*THE PRIMARY TEST *FORCE ' 0 03 *ARC / *MARY E NICHOLS /__MS-OR-2178ARC - 'INVESTIGATIONS ON*i4OA/B 
97SWT - *AN 0 030-SCALE S * *OBJECTIVES ARE TO* *1 6 *ARC *RI *AUGUST, 1974 
747 /*PACE SHUTTLE VEHI* *OBTAIN CONFIGURA * *2 0 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*M. M. MANN * 
OA53B *CLE CONFIGURATION* *TION 140A/B * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS 
*CR-134,119*140A/B ORBITER MO* 	 *STABILITY AND CON * *WIND TUNNEL (U* 

'DEL IN THE AMES R* *TROL CHARACTERIST' * *NITARY) *
 
*ESEARCH CENTER 9-* *ICS, CONTROL SURF* *
 
*BY 7-FOOT SUPER- * *ACE EFFECTIVENESS* ' * * *
 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL* *CONTROL SURFACE H* ' ' * *
 
*(OA53)* *INGE MOMENTS, AND * * *
 
* *VERTICAL TAIL PA * *
 
* * *NEL LOADS * ' *
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * 
 , * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




IITWT - *ESTIGATION OF THE*WING CARRY-THROUG*S TILE SENSITIVIT* *0 60 - 'ARC - *I *NOV 1977
 
705 /*ACOUSTIC AND VIB 'H STRUCTURE WITH *Y TO EXTREME PRES* 

ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*SS ORBITER LOWER *TO INVESTIGATE TP*STRUCT-DYN*l.0 * / *R. B KINGSLAND/R*DMS-DR-2179 
* 2 5 *Il-FOOT TRANSO'R B LOWE *
 
97SWT - *RATIONAL ENVIRONM*A DUMMY PANEL , A'SURE GRADIENTS AN* *'NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS
 
OS8A/B *ENT OF A FULL SCA*RIGID PANEL, OR A*D VIBRATION AND T* 
 * *L (UNITARY) * *
 
CR-I51,378*LE SPACE SHUTTLE *N ELASTIC PANEL *0 DEFINE THE TPS* 
 * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO* *
 
*ORBITER STRUCTURA* *AERODYNAMIC ENVI * *OT SUPERSONIC * 
 * 
*L TEST PANEL WITH* *ROMENT * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*SIMULATED TPS IN + , * * *NITARY)





+PLAN WIND TUNNEL' * t * * 
 * *
 
*(MODEL 81-O,TEST * * ' ' * * *
 
*OSBA AND) * * * 
 *
 
ARC - 'HEAT TRANSFER TES'SSV ORBITER (MODE'OBTAIN AERODYNAMI*HEAT-TRANS* 5.22- 'ARC - *J. W CUMMINGS, T*DMS-DR-2180
 
3.5HWT - *T OF AN 0 0B-SCA'L(50-O) *C HEATING DATA UN* * 5 30 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*. F FOSTER/RI *VOLUME 01
196 /*LE THIN-SKIN THER*SSV EXT TANK (MO*DER SIMULATED RET * 
 *SONIC WIND TUN*W K LOCKMAN/ARC*SEPT . 1976IH28 'MOCOUPLE SPACE SHDEL 41-T) *URN-TO-LAUNCH-SIT* * 
 'NEL *D A SARVER * 
CR-147,615'UTTLE MODEL (50-0' *E ABORT CONDITION* *R. B LOWE
 
*,41T) IN THE NASA* 'S * * 
 * *-DMS
 
*-AMES RESEARCH CE* * 
 ' * * *
 
'NTER 3 5-FOOT HYP' 
 * * 
 * *
 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* ' 
 ' * * ' 
 *
 
*EL AT MACH 5.3 (I * 
 * ' '
 
+H-28) * 
 * * . * * .
 
ARC - 'HEAT TRANSFER TES*SSV ORBITER (MODE*OBTAIN AERODYNAMI*HEAT-TRANS* 5 22- 'ARC *U W CUMMINGS. T*DMS-OR-2180
 
3.5HWT - *T OF AN 0 006-SCA*L(50-0) *C HEATING DATA UN* * 5 30 
 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*. F. FOSTER/RI *VOLUME 02
 
195 /*LE THIN-SKIN THER*SSV EXT. TANK (MO*DER SIMULATED RET* * *SONIC WIND TUN*W K. LOCKMAN/ARC*SEPT., 1976

IH28 *MOCOUPLE SPACE SH*DEL 41-T) *URN-TO-LAUNCH-SIT 
 * *NEL *D. A. SARVER *
 
CR-147,66*UTTLE MODEL (50-0* *E ABORT CONDITION* 
 *R. B LOWE
 
*,41T) IN THE NASA* *S 
 ' ' ' *-DMS *
 
*-AMES RESEARCH CE* ' 
 ' ' ' *
 
*NTER 3.5-FOOT HYP* '
 
'ERSONIC WIND TUNN* ' * 
 ' * ' ' 0.0

-EL AT MACH 5 3 (It * * * ' ' , *
 
*H-28) '
* * * '
* * ' *
* * 
 , . * * Os 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * ,*MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
-MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 

ARC - *A HYPERSONIC FORC*EXTERNAL TANK *TO INVESTIGATE TH*FORCE * 0 006 / 'MSFC / *PAUL RAMSEY/NASA *DMS-DR-2181 
3.BHW7T - 'E AND MOMENT TEST* *E EFFECTS OF PROT* *5 3 - 'ARC *TOMMY DAVIS/ NSI *NOV , 1974 
196 /*OF A 0 006 SCALE * *UBERANCES AND REY* *10 4 *3 S-FOOT HYPER*J. E VAUGHN * 
TA9F *MODEL OF THE ' *NOLDS NUMBER ON 
* *SONIC WIND TUN*G G MCDONALD *
 
CR-134.425'330.2 INCH DIAMET' *THE FORCE AND MOM* 
 * 'NEL '-DMS *
 
*ER EXTERNAL TANK * *ENT COEFFICIENTS * * *
 
*IN THE AMES RESEA* * ' * * * *
 
*RCH CENTER 3 5 * * *
 
*FT. HYPERSONIC WI* * * *
 




UPWT - *L EFFECTIVENESS F' 

LARC - *SUPERSONIC CONTRD*OB9B/139 * *FORCE * 0165 'LARC * 

* *2 5 - *LARC +JR./LARC *APRIL, 1977 
1101 /*OR FULL AND PARTI* ' ' *4.63 *UNITARY PLAN W*. E VAUGHN ' 
LA49 *AL SPAN ELEVON CO* * * * *IND TUNNEL *-DMS
 
CR-l5l,062+NFIGURATICNS ON A* * * ' ' *
 
* O.Oi65 SCALE MD * * t * *
 
*DEL SPACE SHUTTLE* * ' * * *
 
*ORBITER TESTED I ' ' ' 
 *
 
*N THE LARC UNITAR* * * *
 
,Y PLAN WIND TUNNE* ' * * *
 
*C * * * * * *
 
*0 01 *LARC / *W P. PHILLIPS *DMS-DR-2183LARC - +SPACE SHUTTLE ORB'i4OA/B *TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE 

8TPT - *ITER TRIMMED CENT' 'CTS OF FUSELAGE N* 
 * 35 'LARC *J W. BALL *FEB., 1977
 
684 /*ER-OF-GRAVITY EXT* *OSE AND WING FILL* 
 *1 20 *8-FOOT TRANSON*D B WATSON * 
LA5I *ENSION STUDY VOL* *ET MODS ON TRANSO+ * *IC PRESSURE TU*-DMS * 
TM-X 'UME lI-EFFECTS OF* *NIC AERO. CHARACT * *NNEL * 00 
72661 *CONFIGURATION MO * *ERISTICS OF A SSV* * * m"11 t 
'DIFICATIONS ON TH* *CONFIG 
*E AERODYNAMIC CHA' ' ' * 
*









*AT TRANSONIC SPF * * * * 

*HE 140A/B ORBITER* * ' 

* 
'EEDS * * * *
 
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING i8O
 
* * A' 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




LARC - *TRANSONIC CONTROL*0B9B/140 *TO DETERMINE LONG*FORCE *0 0165 *
*LARC 'BERNARD SPENCER,J*DMS-DR-2184 
8TPT - *EFFECTIVENESS FO * *ITUDINAL/LATERAL * * 60 - *LARC *R /LARC *APRIL, 1977 
680 /*R FULL AND PARTIA' *CONTROL EFFECTIVE* *1 08 *8-FOOT TRANSON*J E. VAUGHN * 
LA48 *L SPAN ELEVON CO* *NESS ON COMBINATI* * *IC PRESSURE TU*1. J FRICREN * 
CR-151,06l'NFIGURATIONS ON A* *ONS OF INBOARD, 0' * *NNEL *-DMS 
*0 0165 SCALE MOD * *UTBOARD, FULL SPA* * * * * 
*EL SPACE SHUTTLE * *N WING TRAILING E* * * * * 
*ORBITER TESTED IN* *DGE CONTROLS * * * * * 
*THE LARC 8-FOOT T* * * * * * * 
*RANSONIC PRESSURE* * * * * * * 
*TUNNEL * * * * * * * 
I , t** 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS DN*140A/B *THE PRIMARY TEST *rORCE * 0.03 *ARC * NICHOLS /*DMS-DR-2185
'MARK E 

87SWT - *AN 0 030-SCALE S * *OBJECTIVES ARE TO' *2 5 *ARC *RI *SEPT , 1974 
747 /*PACE SHUTTLE VEHI' *OBTAIN CONFIGURA * *3 5 *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*M M. MANN * 
OA53C 'CLE CONFIGURATION* *TION 140A/B * - *tOT SUPERSONIC *-DMS 

CR-134,i20'14OA/B ORBITER MO* *STABILITY AND CON* * *WIND TUNNEL (U* *
 
*DEL IN THE AMES R* *TROL CHARACTERIST* * *NITARY) * *
 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN* 'ICS, CONTROL SURF* * * * *
 
*ITARY PLAN 8-BY * *ACE EFFECTIVENESS- * * * *
 
*7-FOOT SUPERSONIC* *CONTROL SURFACE H* t * * *
 
*WIND TUNNEL * *INGE MOMENTS, AND* * * * *
 
* * * * * * *
'VERTICAL TAIL PA 

* * *NEL LOADS * * * * *
 
LARC - -RESULTS OF DIFFER*.015-SCALE ORBITE*DETERMINE TRANSON*FORCE *0 015 *LARC / *A.I LINDSEY,M.D.*DMS-DR-2186
 
BTPT - *ENTIAL ELEVON/AIL*R MODEL,CONFIGURA*IC DIFFERENTIAL E* '0 35 - *LARC *MILAM/RI *dAN , 1975 
686 /*ERON DEFLECTION F*TION 140A/B (49-O*LEVON/AILERON LAT* *1 2 *8-FOOT TRANSON*R H LINDAHL * 
OA116 *OR LATERAL CONTRO*) *ERAL CONTROL OPTI* * *IC PRESSURE TU*-DMS A 
CR-i34,428*L OPTIMIZATION AN* *MIZATIONTRANSONI* * *NNEL * * 
*D ELEVON HINGE MO* *C ELEVON HINGE MO* * * * 0 0 
*MENT INVESTIGATIO* *MENTSTRANSONIC E* * * * * Il 
*NS ON AN 0 015-SC* tFFECTS OF NEW BAS* * * * 
*ALE MOOEL(49-O) 0* *ELINE 6-INCH ELEV* * * * * 00 ­
'F THE SPACE SHUTT* *ON/ELEVON AND ELE* * * t * 

*LE ORBITER IN THE* *VON/FUSELAGE GAPS* * 
 * 0 0="
 
*NASA/LANGLEY RES * TRANSONIC EF' * A'
,AND * 

*EARCH CENTER 8-FO* 'FECTS OF THE NEW * * * o*
O3 
*OT TRANSONIC PRES* *SHORT(VL7O-008410* * * * \J' *SURE TUNNEL A ')OMS PODS * * *r­
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * t MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF r SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
TESTED * PURPOSE t TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE * 

*EFFECTS OF WING/E'I4OA/B SPACE SHUTnTO DEFINE ORBITER*FORCE *0.0405 / *RI / 'R C MENNELL /RI*DMS-DR-2187NRLAD -

LSWT - *LEVON GAP SEALING*TLE ORBITER INNER*ELEVON EFFECTIVE * '0 26 - *NRLAD *R 
B. LOWE *NOV , 1974 
726 /*FLAPPER DOORS ON *MOLD LINE CONFIG *NESS WITH THE NEW* *0 26 *LOW SPEED WIND*-DMS *
 
OAII9A *ORBITER ELEVON E *URATION, (MODEL 1*6 INCH ELEVON GA * * *TUNNEL * 
 *
 
CR- 34,421*FFECTIVENESS (OAl'6-O) *PS SEALING FLAPPE* * * * *
 
"19A) * 'RDOORS * * * * *
 
* * * * * 
LARC - * * * *FORCE * *LARC / *0 B. WATSON *DMS-DR-2188 
UPWT - t * * * *LARC - *-DMS *TO LRC 
1075 / * 'UNITARY PLAN W*
 
LA39 * 
 * * * * *IND TUNNEL *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*ORBITER 140A/B *TO INVESTIGATE OR*FORCE 1.5 - *ARC / *E. CHEE/ROCKWELL *DMS-DR-2189 
97SWT - *IGATION IAIiO ON * *BITER WING BENDIN* *2 5 *ARC *M M MANN *MARCH, 1975 
052 /+A 0 ot5-SCALE INT* *G. ELEVON PANEL L* * '9-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS
 
IAllO 'EGRATED CONFIGURA' 'DADS, AND ELEVON * * *OT SUPERSONIC *
 
CR-141,506'TION OF THE SPACE* *EFFECTIVENESS 
 * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* *
 
*SHUTTLE VEHICLE '* *NITARY) * 
 *
 
*IN THE ARC 9X7 SUt * ' ' * * * 
*PERSONIC WIND * * * * * * * 
*TUNNEL USING MODE* * * * * * 
*LS 67-TS AND 49-0* * * * *
 
* 0 004 / *NASA / *E. C ALLEN / RI *DMS-DR-2190MSFC - *INVESTIGATION IN *0 004-SCALE ORBIT-TO VERIFY STABILI*FORCE 

14TWT - *THE MSFC TWT TO V*ER FORCE MODEL (7*TY AND CONTROL CH* *0 6 - *MSFC 'R. 1 LINDAHL *JUNE, 1975
 
599 /'ERIFY THE STATIC *4-0) *ARACTERISTICS- * * 4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*-DMS *
 
OAiOB *STABILITY AND CON'* 






*S OF THE 0.004-SC' , , 

'ALE MODEL (74-0) * * * 
 *
 
* ' * * * 
*ORBITER (OA-iOB) * * * * ' 
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* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASICTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*140A/B *C. G EXTENSION S'FORCE 
 * 0 01 *LARC / *P T. BERNOT/NASA*DMS-DR-2191CFHT - *ITER TRIMMED CENT* *TUDY AT MACH 10 
 * *iO 3 - *LARC */LARC *JULY, 1975 104 /tER OF GRAVITY EXT* * * *IO 3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*J E. VAUGHN * 
LA47 *ENSION STUDY VO* 
 * * * *W HYPERSONIC T*G G. MCDONALD * TM-X *LUME I--EFFECTS O* 
 * * *UNNEL *-DMS * 
72661 *F CONFIGURATIONS * * * * * , ,

*ON THE AERODYNAMIk * * * , * * 
*C CHARACTERISTICS* 
 * * * * 
*OF THE 140 A/B 0 * * * * * 
*RBITER AT MACH 10' * * * , ,
 
AEDC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*O/ET. O/ET.SRB: S'STATIC FORCE TEST*FORCE *O.OO *RI 
 / *J H CAMPBELL, C*DMS-DR-2192SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*RB *OF SRB SEPARATIO * 
 *4 52 - *AEDC *ARL KNUDSEN, PAU*VOLUME 0160A /*N EFFECTS TEST (I* 
 *N EFFECTS FOR A R* *4 52 *SUPERSONIC WIN*L PEARSON/R I *JULY, 1975
IA87 *A87) ON A 0 0$-SC* *ANGE OF SSV ATTIT' * *D TUNNEL (A) *ROBERT BURT/ARO * CR-141,541*ALE MODEL (52-OTS* *UDES 
 * D A SARVER
-) OF THE INTEGRAT' * * * * *0 B WATSON * 
*ED SSV IN THE AEO' ' ' * ' *-OMS * 0 0 
*C/VKF 40-BY-40 IN* ,

*CH SUPERSONIC WIN* 
 * * * * *a 2 
*D TUNNEL A * * * * * 
AEDC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*O/ET; O/ETSRB, S'STATIC FORCE TEST*FORCE *0.010 *RI / * H. CAMPBELL, C*DMS-DR-2192 ;o rSWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*RB *OF SRB SEPARATIO * 
 *4.52 - *AEDC *ARL KNUDSEN, PAU*VOLUME 02 1 106OA /*N EFFECTS TEST (I* 
 *N EFFECTS FOR A R* *4.52 *SUPERSONIC WIN*L PEARSON/R 1. *JULY, $975 C
IA87 *A87) ON A 0 01-SC* *ANGE OF SSV ATTIT* * *D TUNNEL (A) *ROBERT BURT/ARO * CR-141.542*ALE MODEL (52-OTS* *UDES 
 * *'0. A. SARVER * 
*) OF THE INTEGRAT* * *D.B WATSON * 
*ED SSV IN THE AED* * ' ' * *-DM5 * 
*C/VKF 40-BY-40 IN* * ' * * * * 
*CH SUPERSONIC WIN* * * * ' * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * ' CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING + TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY + PERSONNEL 
 *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T'SS ORB. 1408 MGDE*TO OBTAIN AERO HE*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175/ ROCKWELL/ *W. H DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2192 
3 5HWT - tRANSFER TEST OF A*L (MODIFIED 22-0)'ATING DATA ON ORB* * 7 32- 'ARC - -J E VAUGHN *OCT $9771 
199 /10 0175-SCALE SPA * *ITER UNDER SIMULA* ' 7 32 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*M. M MOSER JR * 
OH28 *CE SHUTTLE ORBITE* *TED ENTRY CONDITI * *SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS 
CR-15,38O*R 140B MODEL (MOD* *ONS * * *NEL * * 
*IFIED 22-0) IN TH* * * * * * *
 
*E NASA-AMES RESEA* * * *
 
*RCH CENTER 3 5-FO* * * * *
 
'OT HYPERSONIC WIN* *** * *
 
*D TUNNEL * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 03 *ROCKWELL/ *T J. DZIUBALA, E*DMS-DR-2194 
97SWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* 'E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE *0 9 *ARC - * CHEE, M. D. MIL*VOLUME 01 
019 /*IGATION ON A 0 03* *FORCE DATA, AND H 'I 4 *9-FOOT BY'7-FOtAM/RI *NOV , 1975 
IABIB *O-SCALE MODEL (47* *INGE MOMENTS ON T* ' 4OT SUPERSONIC *D W HERSEY * 
CR-t41,8l7*-OTS) OF THE INTE* *HE INTEGRATED LAU* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*G W KLUG * 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT* *NCH VEHICLE * * *NITARY) *-DMS *
 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* * * * * * *
 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* * * * *
* * 0 0 
* *** **NASA AMES RESEARC* * 
*H CENTER 9 X 7 FO* * * * 
*OT LEG OF THE UNI* * * * * * *0 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU* * * * * * 0 
*NNEL (IASIB) VOLU* * * O r 
*ME I OF * * * * * 
'T. d DZIUBALA, E*DMS-OR-2194C:ROCKWELL 
- *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 'TO OBIAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 03
ARC 
97SWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST' *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE *0 9 *ARC - * CHEE, M D MIL*VOLUME 02 I fi2 
019 /*IGATION ON A 0.03' *FORCE DATA, AND H' *1.4 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*AM/RI *DEC., 19774 
IABIB *O-SCALE MODEL (47* *INGE MOMENTS ON T* * *OT SUPERSONIC *D W HERSEY * "C ' 
CR-141.818*-OTS) OF THE INTE* *HE INTEGRATED LAU* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*G. W KLUG * 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT* *NCH VEHICLE * 'NITARY) *-DMS * 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* ' * * * * * 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* * * * ' ' *
 
*NASA AMES RESEARC* * * * *
 
*H CENTER 9 X 7 FO* * ' * * * *
 
*OT LEG OF THE UNI' * * * * *
 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU* * * * * *
 
*NNEL (IABIB) VOLU* * *
 








 * *t* 
 *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
* ' CONFIGURATIONS
TEST * TEST * TYPE OF t SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED 
 * PURPOSE * TEST 
 *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS

ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 03 
 *'ROCKWELL/ *T i OZIUBALA, E*DMS-DR-2194
97SWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* *E DISTRIBUTIONS. *FORCE 
 *0 9 *ARC - * CHEE, M 0 MIL*VOLUME 03019 /*IGATION ON A 0 03* *FORCE DATA, AND H* *i 4 
 *9-FOOT BY 7-FD*AM/RI *DEC , 1975IA8tB *O-SCALF MODEL (47* *INGE MOMENTS ON T* * 
 *OT SUPERSONIC *D.W HERSEY *
 CR-141,819*-OTS) OF THE INTE* 
 *HE INTEGRATED LAU' * *WIND TUNNEL (U*G W. KLUG *
 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT* 
 *NCH VEHICLE * * *NITARY) *-DMS *
 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* * * * 
 * ,

*GURATION 5 IN THE* ' * 
 * ' 
 ' *
 




*H CENTER 9 X 7 FO* 
 *
 
OT LEG OF THE UNIt * * 
 *
 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU* * 
 * * 
 *
 
'NNEL (IA81B) VOLUt * 
 * , * 
 *
 
*ME * * * * * *
 
- *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE B *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE
ARC *0 03 / *ROCKWELL/ *T. 0 DZIUBALA, E*DMS-DR-2i94
97SWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST' 'E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE '0.9 *ARC ­ *. CHEE, M D. MIL*VOLUME 04
019 /IGATION ON A 0 03* *FORCE DATA, AND H* '1.4 
 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO'AM/RI *DEC., 1975
IABIB *O-SCALE MODEL (47* *INGE MOMENTS ON T* * 
 *OT SUPERSONIC *D.W HERSEY *
 CR-14i.820*-OTS) OF THE INTE* +
*HE INTEGRATED LAU* 'WIND TUNNEL (U*G. W KLUG

*GRATED SPACE SHUT+ 
 'NCH VEHICLE * ' 'NITARY) *-DMS *
 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* * 
 * * 





 * ' '
 
*NASA AMES RESEARC* * 
 * ' 
 * 
 ' * 0 0




*OT LEG OF THE UNI* * ' * , ' 





*NNEL (IABIB) OVLU* * ' 
 * * 
 ' 
 ' 0 ' 
+ME 4 OF5 * , 
 * *
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* * * + +MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST + TYPE OF * 
 SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE + TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC 	 - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE *0 03 / *ROCKWELL/ *T J. DZIUBALA. E*DMS-DR-2194 
97SWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *FORCE *0 9 *ARC - * CHEE, M. D. MIL*VOLUME 05 
019 /*IGATION ON A 0.03* *FORCE DATA. AND H* *I 4 '9-FOOT BY 7-FO*AM/RI *DEC.. 1975 
IASIB *O-SCALE MODEL (47' *INGE MOMENTS ON T* * 'OT SUPERSONIC 'D.W.HERSEY * 
CR-141.821*-DTS) OF THE INTE* *HE INTEGRATED LAU* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*G. W. KLUG 4 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT' -NCH VEHICLE * * *NITARY) *-DMS * 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* * * * * * * 
*GURATION 5 IN THE* * * * + ' * 
-NASA AMES RESEARC* * * * *
 
+H CENTER 9 X 7 FD * + * *
 
*OT LEG OF THE UNIt * * * * * *
 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU* * * * * * *
 
*NNEL (IABiB) VOLU* * *
 
*ME5OFS * * * * *
 
LARC 	 - *RESULTS OF TEST O*ORBITER CONFIG. 3*TO DETERMINE RCS *FORCE 0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *D E THORNTON/RI*DMS-DR-2195 
CFHT - 'A82 IN THE NASA/L* +JET INTERACTION E* '10 3 - 'LARC - *M M MANN *FEB , 1975 
113 /+RC 31-INCH CFHT 0* *FFECTS ON HYPERSO* '10 3 'CONTINUOUS-FLO*-DMS * 
DA82 *N AN 0 O1-SCALE * *NIC AERODYNAMIC * * *W HYPERSONIC T* * 
CR-134.442*MODEL(32-0) OF TH* *CHARACTERISTICS A* * *UNNEL 
*E SPACE SHUTTLE C* 'NO TO INVESTIGATE* * + ' * 0 0 
'* 	 ' *RT (GAS CONSTANT * ' 
*TIMES TEMP )*ONFIGURATION 3 TO* 	 I X DETERMINE RCS * 

'JET FLOW FIELD IN' 'SCALING EFFECTS 0* * 
 * *p 
*TERACTION AND TO * *N THE RCS SIMILIT' * 0 Z 
*0* + * 
* *
'INVESTIGATE RT RE* 	 *UDE 

* * *
'AL GAS EFFECTS * 	 * 
AEDC 	 - 'RESULTS OF INVEST*ORBITER 140A/B *TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE *8 0 *ROCKWELL/ *V ESPARZA /RCCKW*DMS-DR-2196 c 




71A (*015 SCALE SPACE S* *EFLECTIONS ELEVON* * *HYPERSONIC WIN*A I. LINDAY /ROC* 

0A79 *HUTTLE VEHICLE * *, RUDDER, SPEED * * *D TUNNEL (B) *KWELL INTERNATIDN* "4-

CR-141i.531,14OA/ CONFIGURAT* *BRAKE, AND BODY F' * *
* 	 'AL 
'ION WITH MODIFIED' *LAP CONFIGURArION* * * *M. M MANN
 
*OMS PODS AND ELE * 'AT MACH 8, ANGLE * * * *DMS *
 
*VONS IN THE AEDC * *OF ATTACK RANGE * * * * *
 
*VKF TUNNEL B (0A7* *OF i5D TO 45D, ANt *
 
'9) * *D ANGLE OF SIDESL* * * *
 
* * *IP RANGE OF -5D T- * * *
 
* * * SD *
tO * * 	 * 
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* * * * *MODEL * 4 COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




AEOC - *PRESSURE AND HEAT*ET MODEL MCR0200 *TO MEASURE INTERA*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *MSFC / *E B. BREWER, MSF*DMS-DR-2197 
HWTF - *-FLUX RESULTS FRO* *CTION HEATING RAT* *16 - *AEDC *C *OCT., 1974 
VA2Bi /tM THE SPACE SHUTT* tES ON ET MATED TO* "19 *HYPERVELOCITY *D. R HABERMAN, A* 
FH10 *LE/EXTERNAL FUEL * *ORBITER UNDER LA * * *WIND TUNNEL (F*RD * 
CR-134,418*TANK INTERACTION t *MINAR FLOW CONDIT* * *) *V. W SPARKS 
*TEST AT MACH NUMB* *IONS ' 4 'M.* M MOSER JR 4
 
*ERS 16 AND 19 (FH* * ' * ' *-DMS
 
AEDC - *DIFFERENTIAL ELEV*ORBITER 140A/B *DETERMINE SUPERSO*FORCE *2 0 *ROCKWELL/ *V ESPARZA I R*DMS-DR-2198 
SWTA - *ON EFFECTIVENESS * *NIC DIFFERENTIAL * *5 0 *AEDC - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*JULY, 1975 
71A /*LATERAL CONTROL 0* *ELEVON/AILERON LA' * *SUPERSONIC WIN*ONAL 4 
OAII5 *PTIMIZATION AND *'TERAL CONTROL 4 * *D TUNNEL (A) 'A I LINDSAY I R* 
CR-141,534*ELEVON HINGE MOME* *OPTIMIZATION, SUP'* *OCKWELL INTERNATI* 0 0 
*NT INVESTIGATION * *ERSONIC ELEVON HI'* *ONAL 
*ON A 0 Oi5-SCALE * *NGE MOMENTS, SUPE* ' ' *R. H. LINDAHL * 0 
*SPACE SHUTTLE ' *RSONIC EFFECTS * *'-DMS ' 0 2 
*ORBITER MODEL (14' *OF NEW BASELINE 6' * ' ' * 0 a 
*0 A/B/C MODIFIED)* *-INCH ELEVON/ELEV* * 4 * * r 
*IN THE AEDC VKF * * '0'ON AND ELEVON/FUS* ' 
*WIND TUNNEL A * *ELAGE GAPS, AND * * 4 ' * a : 
'(OAll5) * *SUPERSONIC EFFECT* * ' ' 0 
* ' *S OF THE NEW SHOR' ' 4 * 'Tr
 
* 4 *TOMS PODS. 4 ' ' * *
 
LARC - *SUPERSONIC DYNAMI'ORBITER, ET: SRB *TO DETERMINE DYNA*FORCE *0 015 *LARC * BOYDEN, D. *DMS-DR-2199
'R. P 
UPWT - *C-STABILITY DERIV* *MIC-STABILITY CHA* *2 0 *LARC *C. FREEMAN, JR , *OCT , 1976 
1074 /*ATIVES OF THE SPA* *RACTERISTICS AT S* *4 63 *UNITARY PLAN W*E E. DAVENPORT/L* 
1093 /*CE SHUTTLE LAUNCH* *UPERSONIC SPEEDS * 'IND TUNNEL *ARC 
LA43A/B *VEHICLE * W. BALL ** 0 

LA43B ' * * ' * 4 *R H. LINDAHL
 
TM-X ' ' *
'-DMS
 
3315 4 ' 4 ' ' ' '
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * *MODEL * t COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE- AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST t TYPE OF * 

LARC - 'SUBSONIC AND TPAN*ORBITER-14OA/B, S*FORCED-OSCILLATID*FORCE *0.3 - *ROCKWELL/ *D. C. FREEMAN. JR*DMS-DR-2200
 
8TPT - *SONIC DYNAMIC-STA*RB, ET; *N TESTS; MEASURED* *1 2 *LARC - * , R. P BOYDEN, *OCT , 1976
 
677 /*BILITY CHARACTERI* *WERE PITCH, ROLL * * *8-FOOT TRANSON*G E. DAVENPDRT/L*
 
LA44 *STICS OF THE SPAC* *, YAW DAMPING. NO* * *IC PRESSURE TU*ARC *
 
TM-X *E SHUTTLE LAUNCH * *RMAL FORCE DUE TO* 
 * *NNEL *tJ W BALL *
 
3336 *VEHICLE *'PITCH RATE, CROS * * * tR. H LINDAHL *
 
* * 'S DERIVATIVES. YAW * * *-DMS * 
* * *WING MOMENT DUET' * * * * 
* * * ROLL RATE. ROLL* * * 
* * wING MOMENT DUE TO* * * 
* *YAW RATEAE* * * + **  * 

UW - *MATED CARRIER AER*BOEING 747 CARRIE*TO PROVIDE AERODY*FORCE *0 04 *BOEING / *R D. KNUDSEN/BOEI*DMS-DR-2201 
LSWT - *ODYNAMIC CHARACTE*R (MODEL TE iOGS)'NAMIC CHARACTERIS* *0 16 - 'UW - NG K B. BUCANAN/B*OEC , 1981 
1136 /*RISTICS INVESTIGA*SS ORBITER (MODEL*TICS FOR DEVELOPM* *0.16 *LOW SPEED WIND*OEING 
CA3 *TION FOR 0 04-SCA'43-0) tENT OF THE 747 At* * *TUNNEL *R L. HANSON/BOEIN*
 
CR-160.854tLE MODEL BOEING 7*747 CARRIER/ET (M*RCRAFT FOR ORBITE* * * *G , 
*47 CARRIER (MODEL*ODEL 1284-72) 'R FERRY AND LAUNC* * * *0 E. VAUGHN 
*TE 1065)/SS ORBI * *H , TO PROVIDE TR* * * *G. R LUTZ A **} 
*TER (MODEL 43-0) - 'ADE DATA FOR STAB' * * *-DMS * 0 2 
'AND 747 CARRIER/Et *ILIZER SIZE AND L* * * * ' 
*OCATION EFFECTS, * ' * r*T (MODEL 1284-72)* 





*AGAND STABILITY * 

*ERONAUTICAL LABOR* 'CHARACTERISTICS F* * *
 
'ATORY (UWAL) r.K * 'OR THE AIRPLANE A* * * * r I
 
*KIRSTEN WIND TUNN* *NO EXTERNAL TANK * * ' ' ' -4 .
 
*EL (CA3) *'CONFIGURATION * ' * ' ' " 2 
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* * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD - *SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*140A/B OUTER MDLDtTO DEFINE FERRY C*FORCE *0 26 - *ROCKWELL/ *R C MENNELL/RI *DMS-DR-2202
 
LSWT - *ICLE FERRY CONFIG*LINE CONFIGURATI *ONFIGURATION AFTE* 
 *0 26 *NRLAD - *R. H. LINDAHL *APRIL, 1975 
731 /*URATION AFTERBODY*ON 
 *RBODY FAIRING EFF* * *LOW SPEED WIND*-DMS * 
OA123 +FAIRING EFFECTS * *ECTS ON ORBITER S* * *TUNNEL * * 
CR-141.526+ON 140A/B ORBITER' *TABILITY AND CONT* * * * * 
*AERODYNAMIC CHAR * *ROL CHARACTERISTI* * * * 
*ACTERISTICS USING* 
 *CS AND TO SUBSTAN* * * * * 
*AN 0405-SCALE M * *TIATE WIND TUNNEL* * * * * 
'ODEL ORBITER (43-* +RESULTS OBTAINED * 
 * * * * 
*0) IN THE ROCKWEL* *AT BOEING AEROSP * * * * 
'L INTERNATIONAL 7* *ACE COMPANY * * * * * 
* 75 X II FT LOWS* * * * ** * 

*PEED WIND TUNNEL * * * 
 * * * 
*(O *' 0A123)2) *,*. * * * * * 
NRLAD 
 - 'RESULTS OF AN INV*i40C OUTER MOLD L'TO DEFINE ORBITER*FORCE * 0 0405 / *ROCKWELL/ *M T. HUGHES/RI *DMS-DR-2203
 
LSWT - *ESTIGATION OF ELE*INE CONFIGURATION*LOW SPEED ELEVON * *0 20 - *NRLAD - *D A SARVER *APRIL, 1975
 
730 /-VON HINGE MOMENTS' */AILERON ErFECTIV* 
 *0 26 *LOW SPEED WIND'R. B LOWE * 
OAil9B *AND DUAL PANEL E * *ENESS AND TO MEAS* 
 * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 0 0 
CR-141,524*LEVON EFFECTIVENE* *URE INDIVIDUAL EL* 
 * * * 
-n J
*SS USING AN 0405* *EVON PANEL HINGE * * * * * -i 0
*-SCALE MODEL (16-* *MOMENTS FOR THE C* * * * *
 
'0) OF THE CONFIGU* *URRENT 6 INCH EL* 
 * * * * 
*RATION 140C SPACE* *EVON/ELEVON AND E* * * * * r 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * 'LEVON FUSELAGE GA* 
 * * *
 
*IN THE ROCKWELL It *PS WITH WING/ELEV* * * * 
 * 'a0
*NTERNATIONAL NAAL* *ON GAP SEALING FL* 
 * * 9: 
*LOW SPEED WIND TU* 'APPER DOORS * ' ' * * 112 
*NNEL (OA1i9B) * ' * ' * * 
LARD - *RESULTS OF TRANSD*OTS,14OA/B *TO 
DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE *0.010 *'ROCKWELL/ *M T. PETROZZI, M*DMS-DR-2204
 
BTPT - *NIC WIND TUNNEL T* 
 *CTS OF CONF. BUIL* *0.6 *LARC - *. D MILAN/ROCKWE*MAY, 1975 
693 /*ESTS ON AN 0.010-* 
 *DUP, EFFECTS OF P* *1 2 *8-FOOT TRANSON*LL * 
IA43 *SCALE SPACE SHUTT* *ROTUBERANCES, ET/* * *IC PRESSURE TU*B i FRICKEN ' 
CR-141,525*LE MATED VEHICLE * *ORBITER FAIRINGS* * *NNEL *-DMS 
'MODEL 72-OTS IN T* *AND ATTACH STRUCT* * * ' 
*HE LARC B-FOOT TP* *URE , ELEVON DEFL* ' * ' * 
*T (IA43) * *ECTION EFFECTS ON* * ' ' * 
* + *WING BENDING MOM' * * * * 
* ' *ENT * * ' * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * 'MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 




22HT - *4-SCALE 140C MODI*ORBITER VEHICLE 4*ILITY AND CONTROL* *19 0 - *LARC - *I 
431 /*FIED CONFIGURATIO*(MDDIFIED) CONFI *CHARACTERISTICS * *21 6 *22-INCH HELIUM*D. A SARVER * 
OA109 *N SPACE SHUTTLE V*GURATION *AT M=20 'TUNNEL* 	 *R B LOWE * 
*-DMSCR-141,532*EHICLE ORBITER MONFIGURATION * * * 
tDEL (74-0) IN THE* * ' * 
*NASA/LANGLEY RES * * * * * 
*EARCH CENTER HYPE* * * * * * 
*RSONIC HELIUM TUN* * t * 
*NEL (DA109) 	 * ' * 
*.010 *LARC / *M T PETROZZI, M*DMS-DR-2206LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*O.OiO-SCALE OUTER*TO OBTAIN SIX-COM*FORCE 

'PONENT FORCE AND * '1.60 - *LARC - . D MILAM/RI *MAY, 1976UPWT - *IGATIONS ON AN O.*MULD LINE MODEL 

iO8/1119/*O-SCALE 140A/B *OF THE 140A/B CON*MOMENT DATA FOR T* *4 63 *UNITARY PLAN W*R H. LINDAHL * 
IA44 *CONFIGURATION (MO*FIGURATION *HE MATED VEHICLE * *IND TUNNEL *-DMS 
CR-141,S28*DEL 720TS) OF THE* *AT SUBSONIC AND T* * * * 
*ROCKWELL INTERNA * tRANSONIC CONDITIC* * ' *
 
*TIONAL SPACE SHUT* *NS;EFFECTS OF CON* * * * *
 
*TLE ORBITER IN TH* *FIGURATION BUILD-* * * *
 
*E NASA/LANGLEY RE* *UP;EFFECTS OF PRO* * ' '
 
*SEARCH CENTER UNI* *TURBERANCES,ET/OR* ' ' * m 
BITER FAIRINGS AN* * * *TARY PLAN WIND TU* 

* 	 G)*NNEL (IA44) 	 -'D ATTACK STRUCTUR* * 
' 0 
* * 0 X 
* 	 * *ES:ELEVON DEFLECT* * * * 
* 	 *ION EFFECTS ON WI* ** 
* 	 ' 
* 	 *NG BENDING MOMENT* * * * 
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC

TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *MODEL 467, SRB NO*TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE *0 4 *MSFC / *P. E RAMSEY/MSFC*DMS-DR-2207

HRWT - *TO DETERMINE THE *SE CONE AND FORWA*PRESSURE DISTRIBU* 
 *0 6 *MSFC - V W SPARKS *JULY, 1976 
033 /*PRESSURE DISTRIBU*RD CYLINDRICAL BO*TION OVER THE FOR* * *HIGH REYNOLDS *'-DMS *
 
SA29F *TION ON THE O.03*DY *E-SECTION OF THE * * *NUMBER WIND TU* 
 *
 
CR-147,608*7 SCALE SOLID ROC* *146-INCH DIA SRB* * *NNEL * *
 
*KET BOOSTER FOREB* 4 
 * * * * 
 *
 
*ODY (MSFC MODEL 4* 
 * * 
 * *
 
*67) AT HIGH ANGLE* * * 
 * * 
 *
 




*NEAR 90 DEGREES * 
 * * * * * *
 
*AND HIGH REYNOLDS* * * 
 * *
 
'NUMBERS IN THE M * * * ** * 
 *
 




*NUMBER WIND TUNN * * 
 * * 
 * *
 
*EL * * 
 * * *
 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *MODEL NO. 470 *TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE *0 0091 
 / *MSFC I *P E. RAMSEY/MSFC*DMS-DR-220814TWT - 'or THE 0 009tSCAL* 'PRESSURE DISTRIBU* *.6 - *MSFC *G W WINKLER, T.*VOLUME 01 
609 /*E EXTERNAL TANK 0* 
 *TION AROUND THE N* *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON'C DAVIS/NSI *JAN , 1976 
TASF *GIVE NOSE (MSFC M* *OSE CAP * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V W. SPARKS *
 
CR-144.590*ODEL 470) IN THE * * 
 * * * *M. M. MOSER JR. '0 0
*MSFC 14 INCH TWT * 
 *-DMS * ;u 
*TO DETERMINE THE' * * ** 
 *
 
'PRESSURE DISTRIBU* * * * 
 * * 
 *
 
*TION AROUND THE E* * * 
 * * ' *
 
*XTERNAL TANK NOSE* ' * 
 * 
 * * * u r 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *MODEL NO 470 *TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE *0.0091 / *MSFC / *P. E. RAMSEY/MSFC*OMS-OR-220B 1O T 
14TWT - *OF THE O.OO9iSCAL* *PRESSURE DISTRIBU* *.6 - *MSFC *G. W WINKLER, T.*VOLUME 02 G'dz 
609 /*E EXTERNAL TANK 0* *TION AROUND THE N* *4 96 *14-INCH TRISON*C DAVIS/NSI *JAN., 1976 r 
TA3F *GIVE NOSE (MSFC M* *OSE CAP * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V W SPARKS
 
CR-144,591*ODEL 470) IN THE * 
 * * 'V* M. MOSER JR. '
 
'MSFC 14 INCH TWT * ' 
 ' * * *-DMS
 
*TO DETERMINE THE * * * * 
 *
 
*PRESSURE OISTRIBU* * ' ' ' ' *
 
*TION AROUND THE E* * ' * 
 ' * *
 
*XTERNAL TANK NOSE* * 
 * * 
 ' ' *
 
* 
 * * 
 * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE- TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF A SPAC'MODEL 43-0 'INVESTIGATE AEROD*FORCE 	 * 26 - *ROCKWELL/ *R C MENNEL,F F*DMS-DR-2209 
LSWT - *E SHUTTLE VEHICLE* *YNAMIC STABILITY * * 26 *NRLAD - * FITZGERALD/ROCK*JUNE. 1975 
736 /*FERRY CONFIGURAT * *AND CONTROL CHARA* * *LOW SPEED WIND*WELL * 
0A124 *ION AFTERBODY FAI* *CTERISTICS OF THE * *TUNNEL *R B LOWE * 
CR-141,536*RING OPTIMIZATION* *SSV FERRY CONFIG * * * *-DMS 
*STUDY USING A 14 * *URATION * t * * * 
'OA/B 0 0405-SCALE* *
 
*MODEL ORBITER (4 * * *
 
*3-0) IN THE ROCKW* *
 
*ELL INTERNATIONAL* ' * * ' *
 
*7 75 X 11.0 FT L * * * * *
 
*OW SPEED WIND TUN* * * * * * * 
*NEL (0A124) * ' ' ' ' ' * 
ARC - *CONNECTIVE HEAT-T'15-O VIII (FLAT-P'TO DETERMINE EFFE*HEAT-TRANS*5.22 - *ROCKWELL/ *T. F FOSTER, W *DMS-DR-2210 
3.5HWT - *RANSFER TEST RESU*LATE CARRIER) *CTS OF SURFACE PR* *5.24 *ARC - *H DYE/RI *JUNE, 1979 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER*W K. LOCKMAN * 200 /*LTS FOR A GAP, CY* 'OTUBERANCES AND S+ 

IH27 *LINDRICAL-PROTUBE' *HOCK IMPINGEMENT * * *SONIC WIND TUN*D W HIERSEY * 

*NEL * E VAUGHN * *ON SURFACE HEATIN * 
CR-l51,372*RANCE, AND SHOCK-' 
 *-DMS * 




'PLATE MODEL IN TH' *SIMULATED TPS TIL* * ' ' ' 






'ND TUNNEL (TEST I+ * * * 

*H27, MODEL 15-0 V* * * * * * 

*OT HYPERSONIC WI* 	 * 
* 
*III) * * 	 * * * * * 
13i*DETERMINE PERFORM*FORCE *0 03 / *BOEING / *R D KNUDSEN, J. 	*DMS-DR-2211
 
BTWT - *-SCALE AERODYNAMI*9 I-I (CARRIER) M*ANCE.STABILITY,AN* 	 *0 15 - *TBCA *AUGUSTYN, E DICK*VOLUME 01 
*0.70 *TRANSONIC WIND*SON/BOEING CO *SEPT., 1975 
TGCA - *RESULTS OF A 0.03*0 03-SCALE AX 

1431 /*C CHARACTERISTICS*ODEL *D CONTROL CHARACT* 

CA5 -INVESTIGATION OF '0 03-SCALE 45-0 (*ERISTICS OF VARIO* * *TUNNEL *0. A SARVER
 
CR-141,800A BOEING 747 CARR4ORBITER) MODEL *US CARRIER AIRCRA* * *R H LINDAHL *
 
*IER(MODEL NO AX * *FT CONFIGURATIONS' * 	 *'-DMS 
*1319 I-i) MATED W' *;INVESTIGATE AERO* + * 
*ITH A SPACE SHUTT* *DYNAMIC CHARACTER* * ' * * 
*LE ORBITER (MODEL* *ISTICS OF THE CAR'* * 
*45-0) CONDUCTED * 'RIER MATED WITH T* * ' * 
*IN THE BOEING TRA* *HE ORBITER, CARRI* ' ' *
 
*NSONIC WIND TUNNE' *ER ALONE, AND * * * *
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC

TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
* TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TBCA - +RESULTS OF A 0 03*0 03-SCALE AX 
131'DETERMINE PERFORM*FORCE *0 03 
 *BOEING / 'D 0 KNUDSEN, d *DMS-DR-2211BTWT - *-SCALE AERODYNAMI*9 I-i (CARRIER) M*ANCE,STABILITY,AN* 
 *0.15 - *TBCA *AUGUSTYN, E DICK*VOLUME 021431 /*C CHARACTERISTICS*ODEL * 
CONTROL CHARACT* *0.70 *TRANSONIC WIND*SDN/BOEING CO *SEPT., 1975
CAS *INVESTIGATION OF *0 03-SCALE 45-0 ('ERISTICS OF VARIO*' 
 * *TUNNEL *D A SARVERCR-141.803*LE ORBITER (MODEL*ORBITER) MODEL 'US CARRIER AIRCRA* 
 *R. H LINDAHL * 
*45-0) CONDUCTED * *FT CONFIGURATIONS* * * *-DMS * 
*IN THE BOEING TRA* *;INVESTIGATE AERO* * * * 
*NSONIC WIND TUNNE* 
 *DYNAMIC CHARACTER* * * 
 * * 
'L (CAB) * *ISTICS OF THE CAR* * * * 
* * *RIER MATED WITH T* * * * * 
* ' *HE ORBITER,CARRIE* * * 
* * *R ALONE,AND ORBIT* * * * * 
*ER ALONE * * 
TBCA - *RESULTS OF A 0.03*0 03-SCALE AX-i3i*DETERMINE PERFORM*FORCE 
 *0 03 *BOEING / 'R 0. KNUDSEN, 0 *DMS-DR-2211BTWT - *-SCALE AERODYNAMI*9 I-I(CARRIER) MO*ANCE.STABILITYAN* *0.15 - *TBCA *AUGUSTYN. E. DICK*VOLUME 03
1431 /*C CHARACTERISTICS*DEL 
 *D CONTROL CHARACT* *0.70 *TRANSONIC WIND*SON/BOEING CO. *SEPT * 1975CAS 'INVESTIGATION OF *0.03-SCALE 45-0 (*ERISTICS OF VARI' 
 * *TUNNEL *D A SARVER * CR-141,804*A BOEING 747 CARR*ORBITER) MODEL 
 *US CARRIER AIRCRA* * R. H LINDAHL ' 0t0 
*IER(MODEL NO AX-'* *FT CONFIGURATIONS* t * *-DMS *' 
'1319 I-) MATED W* *;INVESTIGATE AERO* * * * 
*ITH A SPACE SHUTT* *DYNAMIC CHARACTER* ' ' ' o
*LE ORBITER (MODEL* *ISTICS OF THE CAR' ' ' *0 '0)'
*45-0) CONDUCTED * *RIER MATED WITH T* 
 * * *j
*IN THE BOEING TRA* *HE ORBITER,CARRIE* * * ' 
*NSONIC WIND TUNNE* *R ALONEAND ORBIT* ' ' ' ' 
' a 
*L (CAB) *'ER ALONE * ' ' * * 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS OF*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *DETERMINE INTEGRA*FCRCE *0 020 *ROCKWELL/ *M E. NICHOLS/Ri *DMS-DR-2212 ..-
IITWT - 'THE 0.020-SCALE * *TED VEHICLE SURFA*PRESSURE '0.6 *ARC ­ *C R. EDWARDS *VOLUME 01 -C023 /*88-OTS INTEGRATED* *CE-PRESSURE DISTR* 
 *1 4 *i-FOOT TRANSO*-DMS *OCT , 1976IABO *SPACE SHUTTLE * *IBUTIONS, ELEVON ' * *NIC WIND TUNNE*
 
CR-147,632*VEHICLE dET-PLUME* 
 *AND RUDDER HINGE * ' *L (UNITARY) *
 
*MODEL IN THE NAS * *MOMENTS, AND WING* ' 






*ENTER SIXII-FOOT * 
 *L ROOT BENDING ' * 







*TUNNEL (IABO) * *ENTS DUE TO MPS A* ' ' ' * 
* * *ND SRB PLUME INTE* *
 
* * 'RACTIONS * ' *
 
* * * * ' * ' * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* ' * * COGNIZANT BASIC*MODEL * 

TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * 
 PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - 'INVESTIGATIONS OF*LAUNCH VEHICLE S -DETERMINE INTEGRA*FORCE '0 020 / -ROCKWELL/ *M E. NICHOLS/RI *DMS-DR-2212 
IiTWT - *THE 0.020-SCALE * *TED VEHICLE SURFA*PRESSURE *0 6 *ARC - *C R EDWARDS *VOLUME 02 
023 /*88-OTS INTEGRATED* *CE-PRESSURE DISTR* *1 4 *ii-FOOT TRANSO*-DMS *OCT., 1976 
IA80 *SPACE SHUTTLE * *IBUTIONS, ELEVON * * *NIC WIND TUNNE* 
CR-147,633*VEHICLE JET-PLUME* *AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) * * 
*MODEL IN THE NAS * *MOMENTS, AND WING* ' * * * 
*A/AMES RESEARCH C* *AND VERTICAL-TAI * * * * *
 
*ENTER IiXII-FOOT * 'L ROOT BENDING * * * *
 
*UNITARY PLAN WIND* 'AND TORSIONAL MOM' * * * *
 
*TUNNEL (IA80) * *ENTS DUE TO MPS A* * *
 
* * *NO SRB PLUME INTE* ' ' * *
 
* *RACTIONS * ' ' * *
 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS OF*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *DETERMINE INTEGRA*FORCE *0 020 / *ROCKWELL/ *M E. NICHOLS/RI *DMS-DR-2212 
IITWT - *THE 0 020-SCALE * *TED VEHICLE SURFA*PRESSURE *0 6 *ARC - *C R. EDWARDS *VOLUME 03 
023 /'88-OTS INTEGRATED* *CE-PRESSURE DISTR* '1 4 *i-FOOT TRANSO*-DMS *OCT.. 1976 
IA80 *SPACE SHUTTLE * *IBUTIONS, ELEVON * t *NIC WIND TUNNE* 
CR-147.634*VEHICLE JET-PLUME* *AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) ' * 00 
* ' 'n z* 
*MODEL IN THE NAS * *MOMENTS, AND WING* * In
 
*A/AMES RESEARCH C* *AND VERTICAL-TAL * * 
*ENTER iXlil-FOOT * *L ROOT BENDING * *0
 
*UNITARY PLAN WIND* *AND TORSIONAL MOM' * * *0
 
* ' 0 :"
'TUNNEL (IARO) * *ENTS DUE TO MPS A* ' ' 
* 
*ND SRB PLUME INTE* * ' * ** 
* 4 *RACTIONS ' * ' ' ' 
'ROCKWELL/ NICHOLS/RI *DMS-DR-2212
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS OF-LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *DETERMINE INTEGRA*FORCE *0 020 * *M. E 
IITWT - *THE 0.020-SCALE * *TED VEHICLE SURFA*PRESSURE *0 6 'ARC - *C. R EDWARDS *VOLUME 04 
023 /'S-OB INTEGRATED* 'CE-PRESSURE DISTR* '1.4 *ii-FOOT TRANSO*-DMS *OCT , 1916 
IABO *SPACE SHUTTLE * *IBUTIONS, ELEVON * * *NIC WIND TUNNE* * 
CR-147,635*VEHICLE JET-PLUME* *AND RUDDER HINGE * *L (UNITARY) * 
*MODEL IN THE NAS * *MOMENTS, AND WING* * * 
*A/AMES RESEARCH C' *AND VERTICAL-TAI * ' ' * 
*ENTER liXII-FOOT * *L ROOT BENDING ' ' * * 
*UNITARY PLAN WIND* *AND TORSIONAL MOM* * * 4 * 
*TUNNEL (IASO) ' *ENTS DUE TO MPS A* * * * * 
*ND SRB PLUME INTE* * * * 
* * *RACTIONS * * 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * +MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL tOR COMMENTS 
LARC - *RESULTS OF 
INVEST*140C MODIFIED SPA*OBTAIN HYPERSONIC*FORCE 
 *0.004 *ROCKWELL/ *P.J HAWTHORNE/RI*DMS-DR-2214

HNT - *IGATIONS ON AM 0 *CE SHUTTLE ORBITEtLONGITUDINAL AND 
* *19 8 - *LARC - *W.C WOODS/LARC *APRIL, 1975
30-l /*004-SCALE 140C MO*R MODEL 74-0 *LATERAL-DIRECTIO * *19.8 *HYPERSONIC NIT*G G MCDONALD 
 * OAB9 *DIFIED CONFIGURAT* *NAL STABILITY AND* * *ROGEN TUNNEL *-DMS * CR-141,513+ION SPACE SHUTTLE* 
 *CONTROL CHARACTER' * * * 
*VEHICLE ORBITER * *ISTICS OF THE UPD* 
 * * * * 
'MODEL (74-0) IN T' *ATED SSV CONFIGUR* * * *
 
*HE NASA/LANGLEY R* *ATION IN AN INITI* * * 
 * * 
*ESEARCH CENTER HY* 
 *ALLY DIATOMIC MED* 
 * 
*PERSONIC NITROGEN' *IUM * * * * ,

*TUNNEL (0A89) * * * . . .
 .
 
LTV ­ -UPPER WING SURFAC*SSV ORBITER CONFI*TO INVESTIGATE THtFORCE 
 *4 6 *LARC / *BENARD SPENCER,JR*DMS-DR-2215
HSWT - *E BOUNDARY LAYER 'GURATION 140A/B-O*E NATURE OF THE 0* 
 *4 6 *LTV * ,R L STALLINGS,*FEB . 1976S12 /*MEASUREMENTS AND *.015 SCALE 
 'RBITER BOUNDARY L* * *HIGH SPEED WIN*JR ,LARC,T.C POP*

LA58 *STATIC AERODYNAMI* *AYER CHARACTERIST* * +D TUNNEL *E.LTV * CR-144.592*C DATA OBTAINED 0* 
 *ICS AT ANGLES OF 
* * * *R H LINDAHL * 
*N AN 0 01-SCALE * *ATTACK FROM -4 TO* 
 * * *'-DMS * 
*MODEL OF THE SSV * *32 DEGREES AT A * * * *
 
*ORBITER CONFIGURA* *MACH NUMBER OF 4.* * 
 * * 0 0* 
*TION i4OA/B IN TH* *6 THE EFFECT OF L* * * * * ";
*E LTV ASWT AT A M* *ARGE GRITWERE IN* * * * * 
*ACH NUMBER OF 4 6* *VESTIGATED PLUS E* * * * * 
*(LABB) * *FFECTS OF LARGE N* * * * * 
* * *EGATIVE ELEVON DE* * 
* * *FLECTION ON LEE-S* * * * * 
+ *IDE SEPARATION. * * * * * C 
LARC - *RESULTS OF AEROTH*SRB *OBTAIN AERODYNAMI*HEAT-TRANS*O 013 / *MSFC / *E B. BREWER/MSFC'OMS-DR-2216rIUPWT - *ERMODYNAMIC HEATI* *C HEATING DATA ON* 
 *3.7 *LARC *d.T.DAVIET *AUGUST, 197
Ills /*NG TEST ON A 0 Ol* *SRB * *3 7 'UNITARY PLAN W*-OMS *-W
 
SHI2F *3 SCALE MODEL SOL* 
 * * *IND TUNNEL * * CR-141.802*ID ROCKET BOOSTER* 
 * * . * . * 
*IN THE NASA/LARC * * * * * ,

*UNITARY PLAN WIN * 
 * * * * * ,
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* * * *MODEL t * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 




SCALE* TESTING * TEST 	DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
* TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE 

TBCA - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*O 03-SCALE 45-0 M'ORBITER CONFIGURA*FORCE * 0.003 +BOEING / *T DZIUBALA,V ES*DMS-DR-2217
 
BTWT - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*ODIFIED SSV ORBIT*TION 140A/B AND 7* *R 0.003 *TBCA *PARZAR L GILLI*VOLUME 01
 
1431 /*N TEST(CA2O) COND*ER 140A/B 
 *47 CARRIER MODELS* *0 30 - *TRANSONIC WIND*NS,M PETROZZI,RI*JAN 1976
 
CA2O tUCTED AT THE BOEI'0.03-SCALE 747 CA*WERE TESTED TO P 
* *0 60 -TUNNEL *0 R MULLEN,BOEI*
 
CR-141,844*NG TRANSONIC WIND*RRIER MODEL *ROVIDE SIX-COMPON* * * *NG AEROSPACE *
 
*TUNNEL USING 0.0 * *ENT FORGE AND MOM* ' * *D. A. SARVER *
 
*30-SCALE MODELS 0* 
 *ENT DATA FOR EACH* * *R H LINDAHL '
 
*F THE CONFIGURATI* *VEHICLE IN PROXI * * *
'-DMS
 
*ON 140A/B (MODIFI* *MITY To THE OTHER* ' *
 
*ED) SSV ORBITER (* 'AT A MATRIX OF T * * * *
 
*MODEL NO 45-0) A* *EST CONDITIONS AN* *
 
'ND THE BEOING 747* * TO DETERMINE OR* ' ' * *
 
*CARRIER (MODEL NO* *BITER TARE EFFECT* * ' *
 
*
* AX 1319 I-I) * 	 +S TO OBTAIN SUPPO* * * * 

* URT-FREE AERODYNAM' * * *
 
* * *ICS * * * * *
 
* ' * 	 * ' * * 
TBCA - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*O 03-SCALE 45-0 M*ORBITER CONFIGURA*FORCE * 0.003 *BOEING / *T DZIUBALA.V ES*DMS-DR-2217 
BTWT - 'TS OF A SEPARATIO*ODIFIEO SSV ORBIT*TION 140A/B AND 7* *R 0 003 *TBCA *PARZA.R L GILLI*VOLUME 02
 
1431 /'N TEST(CA20) COND*ER 140A/B *47 CARRIER MODELS* *0 30 - *TRANSONIC WIND*NS,M PETROZZI,RI*JAN 1976
 
CA2O 'UCTED AT THE BOEI*0.03-SCALE 747 CA*WERE TESTED TO P 
* *0.60 *TUNNEL *C. R. MULLEN,BOEI*
 
CR-141,845'NG TRANSONIC WIND*RRIER MODEL 
 *ROVIDE SIX-COMPON* 	 * + *NG AEROSPACE * 
* * *D. A SARVER*TUNNEL USING 0 0 * *ENT FORCE AND MOM* 
*30-SCALE MODELS 0* *ENT DATA FOR EACH* * * 'R. H LINDAHL * 0 0 
* * * *-DMS In i*r THE CONFIGURATI* 'VEHICLE IN PROXI 

*ON 140A/B (MODIFI* *MITY TO THE OTHER* * * * 
 *
 
*MODEL NO 	 *AT A MATRIX OF T '
'ED) SSV ORBITER45-0) A*(  EST CONDITIONS AN** 	 * ' *0 " 
*ND THE BEOING 747* *D TO DETERMINE OR* * * *
 
*CARRIER (MODEL NO* *BITER TARE EFFECT* ' *
 
AX 1319 I-I) * *S TO OBTAIN SUPPO* ' ' '
 
* 'RT-FREE AERODYNAM* 4 ' * ' 
* - ** 3'ICS 	 r 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i - - - - -
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* * * * *MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS 'PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TBCA - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*0.03-SCALE 45-0 M*ORBITER CONFIGURA*FORCE 
 'T. DZIUBALAV
* 0 003 *BOEING * ES*DMS-DR-2217
BTWT - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*ODIFIED SSV ORBIT*TION 140A/B AND 7' 
 *R 0 003 / *TBCA *PARZAR. L GILLI*VOLUME 031431 /*N TEST(CA20) COND*ER 140A/B 1976
*47 CARRIER MODELS* *0.30 - *TRANSONIC WIND*NSM PETROZZI,RI*JAN
CA20 *UCTED AT THE BOEI*O 03-SCALE 747 CA*WERE TESTED TO P * 
 *0 60 *TUNNEL *C. R. MULLENBOEI*
 
CR-141,846*NG TRANSONIC WIND*RRIER MODEL 
 *ROVIDE SIX-COMPON* 
 * *NG AEROSPACE * 
*TUNNEL USING 0 0 * 
 *ENT FORCE AND MOM* * * *D. A. SARVER * 
*30-SCALE MODELS 0* 
 *ENT DATA FOR EACH* 
 ' ' *R H. LINDAHL ' 
*F THE CONFIGURATI* *VEHICLE IN PROXI * * * *-DMS
*ON 140A/B (MODIFI* *MITY TO THE OTHER* * ' * 
*ED) SSV ORBITER (* *AT A MATRIX OF T * *
 
'MODEL NO 45-0) A* tEST CONDITIONS AN' * 
 * * 
'ND THE BEOING 747* *D TO DETERMINE OR* * ' * 
*CARRIER (MODEL NO' 
 *BITER TARE EFFECT* * * * * 
'. AX 13i9 I-i) * *S TO OBTAIN SUPPO* ' * * * 
* *'*RT-FREE AERODYNAM* * * 
* * *IC * ' * * * 
AEDC - *PRESSURE AND HEAT*EXTERNAL TANK *TO OBTAIN BASIC H*HEAT-TRANS*O 38 - *MSFC *L. G SILER, A. H*DMS-DR-2218
HWTF - *TRANSFER TESTS R * *EATING AND PRESSU* "1 10 *AEDC * BOUDREAU/ARO *SEPT 1977
25A /*ESULTS ON THE SP* *RE DISTRIBUTION D* * *HYPERVELOCITY *H R CARROLL/MMC*

THIF *ACE SHUTTLE 0 0t' *ATA ON ET 
 * WIND TUNNEL (F*J. E. VAUGHN
 
CR-i5l.367*-SCALE EXTERNAL T* 
 * ' * *) *-OMS 
*ANK AT MACH 16 IN* * ' * * * * 
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* * -MODEL 	 + * COGNIZANT t BASIC
* 

TEST * TYPE OF + SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * 

- *RESULTS OF AN INV*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *DEFINE THE BASE PFORCE *0 010 I *ROCKWELL/ *P 0. HAWTHORNE/R*DMS-R-2219ARC 

B7SWT - *ESTIGATION OF JET* *RESSURE ENVIRONME*PRESSURE 
 *2.50 - *ARC - *I 	 *VOLUME 01 
*'NT OF THE FIRST A* *3 50 	 *-FOOT BY 7-FO*M M. MANN *APRIL, 1976
044 /*PLUME EFFECTS ON 

IA82C +AN 0 010-SCALE * *ND SECOND STAGE * * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS *
 
CR-144,597'MODEL (75-OTS) OF* *MATED VEHICLE IN * *WIND TUNNEL (U* 4
 
*THE SPACE SHUTTL * *A SUPERSONIC FLOW* * *NITARY) * *
 
'E INTEGRATED VEHI* *FIELD FROM MACH * * 
 *
* 	 * 

*CLE IN THE a- BY * *2 50 THROUGH 3 SO* * t * * 




'NASA/AMES UNITAR * 	 *CKET ENGINE EXHAUt * * 

'Y WIND TUNNEL (IA* *ST PLUMES DETERM* * t t t
 
.82C) * *INE PRESSURE ENVI* * 4 *
 
* 	 I. *RONMENT OF THE OR * **
 
*
*BITER AT VARIOUS * * 







*0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *P J. HAWTHDRNE/R*DMS-DR-2219 
B7SWT - 'ESTIGATION OF JET* *RESSURE ENVIRONME*PRESSURE *2 50 - *ARC -




/*PLUME EFFECTS ON * *3 50 48-FDOT BY 7-FO*M M MANN *APRIL, ,1976
tNT OF THE FIRST A* 









CR-144,598*MODEL (75-OTS) OF* 	 *MATED VEHICLE IN * 

*THE SPACE SHUTTL * *A SUPERSONIC FLOW* t 'NITARY)
 
*E INTEGRATED VEHI* *FIELD FROM MACH * t * * ' 0C
 
*CLE IN THE 8- BY * *2.50 THROUGH 3 ' * ' *
 
*7-FOOT LEG OF THE* *WITH SIMULATED ROt * * * *
 
*NASA/AMES UNITAR * *C1ET ENGINE EHAU' * * 5
 
*Y WIND TUNNEL (IA* 
 *ST PLUMES. DETERM' t * *0 
*82C) * *INE PRESSURE ENVI* * * O J 
* *RONMENT OF THE OR* * * *
 
* * *BITER AT VARIOUS 4 
 t * 	 *10
 
* 	 C




* * * tNS * * t * 	 * 
*DMS-DR-2220
 
' * ' *LARC *-DMS *TO LRC
 
LARC - * 	 * *FORCE * *LARC / *D B WATSON 
2OHT6 _ 	 , 

*
458 I' 	 * * * 20-INCH HYPERS* 
* + * 	 (M*
* 	 *ONIC TUNNEL
LA52 

* * * * * *ACH 6)
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+ * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST * TYPE OF * 
 SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
NRLAD - *INVESTIGATION OF *140C CONFIGURATIO*TO DEFINE ORBITER*PRESSURE * 0405 / *ROCKWELL/ *R B RUSSELL/ R. I*DMS-OR-2221 
LSWT - *SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*N ORBITER ( MODEL*WHEEL WELL PRESS * *.20 'NRLAD - *. *JULY, 1975737 /*ICLE 140C CONFIGU-i6-0 ) *URE LOADING AND I* * 23 +LOW SPEED WIND*R.C. MENNELL/ P. * 
0A143 *RATION ORBITER * *TS EFFECT ON LAND * *TUNNEL *I * 
CR-t41,548*(MODEL 16-0) WHEE* *ING GEAR THERMAL * . *D. A. SARVER * 
*L WELL PRESSURE L* *INSULATION, TO IN* *W B. MEINDERS * 
'DADS IN THE ROCKW' *VESTIGATE THE PRE* * * *-DMS
 
*ELL INTERNATIONAL* *SSURE ENVIRONMENT* * * *
 
*7.75 X iI FOOT W * *FOR THE HORIZONTA* * * *
 
*IND TUNNEL ( GA14* *L FLIGHT NOSE PRO' * * *
 
*3) * *BE AND AIR VENT D* * '
 
**DOR PROBES. ' ' *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS FROM A CO*B25CIOM4FiOE26RSV*RE-ENTRY CONVECTI*HEAT-TRANS*O.Oi75 / *ROCKWELL/ *B d. HERRERA/ROCR*DMS-DR-2222

HWTB - *NVECTIVE HEAT-TRA*7W116 
 *VE HEAT TRANSFER * '8.0 - *AEDC - *WELL INTERNATIONA*VOLUME 01 
57A /*NSFER-RATE DISTRI* *RATES ON THE ORBI* *8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*L *OCT * 1976 
OH49B +BUTION TEST ON A * *TER * * *D TUNNEL (B) *J. E. VAUGHN 
CR-147,626*0 0175 SCALE MODE* * * ' *-DMS
 
*L(22-0) OF THE RO* * * 
 * * *
 
*CKWELL INTERNATIO* * * * *
 
'NAL VEHICLE 4 SPA' * * * 
 * * 
*CE SHUTTLE CONFIG* * * * 
*URATION IN THE AE* * ' 
+DC-VKF TUNNEL 8(0' * * * ' ' 
*H496)* ' * ' * *H4B)* * 
AEDC - *RESULTS FROM A CO*B25CIOM4FiOE26RSV*RE-ENTRY CONVECTI*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *ROCKWELL/ *B J. HERRERA/ROCK*DMS-DR-2222
HWTB - *NVECTIVE HEAT-TRA*7Wi16 *VE NEAT TRANSFER * '8 0 - *AEDC - *WELL INTERNATIONA*VOLUME 02 
57A /*NSFER-RATE DISTRI* *RATES ON THE ORBI* *8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*L 1*NOV 976
 
OH49B *BUTION TEST ON A * *TER * *D TUNNEL (B) *J. E VAUGHN 
CR-147,627"0 0175 SCALE MODE* * ' * *-DMS
 
*L(22-0) OF THE RO* 
 * * * * * 
*CKWELL INTERNATIO* ' ' * *
 
tNAL VEHICLE 4 SPA* * ' 
 * ' o00 
*CE SHUTTLE CONFIG* * * ' ' * ' 1 3] 
*URATION IN THE AE* * ' '' * 2 
*DC-VKF TUNNEL B(O* * * '* * * 0" 
*H498) * * , ' ' * 2 
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. * t* *MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC 
TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * 

ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
+REENTRY STATIC ST+ORB W/ ATTACH RIN*TO ESTABLISH STAT*FORCE *0.4 - 'MSFC / *J. D OHNSON/MSF'DMS-DR-2223MSFC ­
*C *dULY, 1975
i4TWT - *ABILITY CHARACTER*G.AFT RINGW/AND *IC SrABILITY CHAR* *4 45 *MSFC 

604 /*ISTICS OF A .0054*W/O PROTUBERANCES*ACTERISTICS OF SR* * *14-INCH TRISON*S C. PRAHARAd, W*
 
*79 SCALE MODEL 14-. NOSE CAP *B DURING REENTRY * * *IC WIND TUNNEL'. F. BRADDDCK/NSI*
SABF 

t * * *R. B LOWE *
 CR-141,549*6-INCH SOLID ROCK*ORB WI ALL PROTUB* 

*ET BOOSTER TESTED'ERANCES; 4 4 *
* *-DMS 4
 
'IN THE NASA/MSFC *ORB WIO HEAT SHIE* * 4 * *
 
.14X14 INCH TWT *LD ' * * * * *
 
*RESULTS OF A DRAG*72-OTS (ORB , ET,*INVESTIGATION OF *FORCE * 0.010 / *LARC / *BERNARD SPENCER.d*DMS-OR-2224LARC ­
-MARCH, 1978
LARC - *REDUCTION INVEST *SRM) *SPACE SHUTTLE LAU* *0 6 - *LARC *R /LARC 
'1 2 -NASA LANGLEY R*GEORGE M. WARE/LA*
699 /*IGATED ON AN 0 01' 'NCH VEHICLE DRAG * 

8TPT - *O-SCALE MODEL OF * *REDUCTION AT MACH* * *ESEARCH CENTER*RC 
 *
 
LA56 *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *NUMBERS 0.35 TO 1' 
 *8-FOOT TRANSON*J. W BALL *
 
* 'IC PRESSURE TU*G. G MCDONALD *
 CR-147,650*VEHICLE 72-OTS L * * 20 

'AUNCH CONFIGURATI* * 
 ' * *NNEL '-DMS
 
-ON TESTED IN THE' * * 
 * * * * i 
'LARC 8-FOOT TRANS* ' * * ' *
 
•ONIC PRESSURE TUN* * * ' * *
 
'NEL FOR THE MACH' * * * 

*RANGE OF 0 3 TO * *
 
*1.20 (LASE) ' ' * '
 
AEDC - *PHASE CHANGE PAIN*MODEL 21-0. LINES*TO EVALUATE AEROD*HEAT-TRANS*0.0175 *RI / *M OUANC W. CRA*DMS-DR-2225 
*YNAMIC HEATING EF* *8 - AEDC *IG/RI *MARCH, 1975HWTB - *T TESTS TO INVEST*VL70O-000139 

*FECTS OF TILES IN* '8 *HYPERSONIC WIN*D A. SARVER *
 VA352 /*IGATE EFFECTS OF * 

OH4C 'TPS TILES ON HEAT' 
 *THE TPS TILE GA * '0 TUNNEL (B) *M M MOSER OR '
 
CR-14l.505*ING RATES OF THE * *P DEPTH AND ORIEN* ' * *-DMS
 
'ROCKWELL SPACE SH* *TATION TO THE FLO* ' '
 
•UTTLE ORBITER (TE* 'W WERE INVESTIGAT* * * * 4
 
'ST OH4C, MODEL 21* EO ' ' ' * *
 
*-0) * * * * *
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* * * * +MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




AEDC - -RESULTS OF FLOW V'SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*OIL FLOW VISUALIZ*FORCE * 3 75- *9I / 'd J.DAILEDA/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2226 
SWTA - *ISUALIZATION TEST*ICLE CONFIGURATIO*ATION * 5 03 *AEDC *ELL *FEB * 1975 
VA422 /*S OF 0.010-SCALE *N 3 MODEL 32-OTS * * * *SUPERSONIC WIN*W R MARTINDALE/AR* 
21AA /*SPACE SHUTTLE *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* * *0 TUNNEL (A) *O,INC 
IA6IB *MODELS 32-OTS AND*ITER MODEL 52-0 * * * 'D A. SARVER * 
CR-141,507T52-0 IN THE AEDC * * * * * 'G 6. MCDONALD * 
*VKF TUNNEL A (IA * * * * * *-DMS * 
*6 * * * * * * * 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF EXPERI*ORB /W/ET AND SRB*EFFECTIVENESS OF *FORCE * 0 0040 / 'RI / *E C ALLEN/R I *DMS-DR-2227 
14TWT - *MENTAL TESTS IN Tt740TS; ORB. W/ET *SEVERAL LOAD RELI* *0 60 - *MSFC *D B. WATSON *NOV 1975 
610 /*HE MSFC 14X14 INC*AND SRB'S 770, 7 *EF SCHEMES ON WIN* *1 96 *14-INCH TRISON*-DMS * 
IA71 'H TRISONIC TUNNEL*4TS *G TORSIONAL AND B* * *IC WIND TUNNEL* * 0 0 
CR-141,806*ON A .004 SCALE M* *ENDING MOMENTS AT* * * * * 
*ODEL SPACE SHUTTL* *SUBSONIC + SUPER * * * * *
 
*E INTEGRATED VEHI* *SONIC MACH NO'S E* * * * * o z
 
*CLE 5 (MODEL 77-0* *NCOUNTERED DURING* ' * * o m'
 
', 74-TS) TO RELIE* *LAUNCH * * * 'r 
*VE WING LOADS DUR* * * * * * * 
*ING ASCENT (IA71)* * ' ' ' * 
LARO * ' 'FORCE+ * 'LARD / *D.B WATSON *DMS-DR-2228 
+ ' *LARC *-MS *TO LRC rIUPWT -' * * 

1092/1117/* * * ' *'UNITARY PLAN W* *
 
1117 * * * * * *
'IND TUNNEL 

LA46A/B * + * * 4 * * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF FLOW-V*SSV 140A/B *TO DETERMINE SEPA*FORCE '0.015 / *ROCKWELL/ *M. E NICHOLS/RI *DMS-DR-2229 
STPT - *ISUALIZATION INVE* *RATION ZONES, FLO* *0.6 *LARC - *D A. SARVER *FEB., 1975 
687 /*STIGATIDNS ON A 0' *W-RECIRCULATION R* *1 2 *8-FOOT TRANSON*G. G. MCDONALD * 
0A102 - 015-SCALE MODIFIt rEGIONS, AND POTEN' * 'IC PRESSURE TU'-DMS 
CR-141,508*EO CONFIGURATION * 'TIAL VENTING AND * *NNEL ' 
*140A/B SPACE SHUT* *CONTAMINANT-INGES* * * * * 
*TLE VEHICLE ORBIT* *TION PROBLEM AREA* ' * ' 
*ER (MODEL 3B-0) I* 'S * 4 * * 
*N THE LANGLEY RES* * * ,' * * * 
'EARCH CENTER * * * * ' ' * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS TEST ' TYPE OF I SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST +MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - 'RESULTS OF OIL Ft*ORBITER-TANK MATE'TO INVESTIGATE AEFORCE *0.010 *ROCKWELL/ 'J 0 DAILEDA/RI *DMS-DR-2230 
HWTB - tOW VISUALIZATIONS*D, MODEL 52-OT *RODYNAMIC FLOW PA* *7.95 - *AEDC - *D. A SARVER *FEB., 1975
 
VA422 /*TESTS OF AN 0.01 * *TTERNS USING OIL * *7 95 *HYPERSONIC WIN*G G MCDONALD *
 
IA17B tO-SCALE MODEL (52* *FLOW TECHNIQUES * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
CR-141,509*-OT) OF THE SPACE* * * * * * *
 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER- * * * , * * *
 
*TANK MATED ANDCR' * * *
 
*BITER CONFIGURATI* * * t * * *
 
ONS IN THE AEOCV' * t * * * * 
*KF TUNNEL B (lAi7* * * * * * 
*B) * * * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN tNV*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *DEFINE THE BASE P'FORCE *0 010 * *P HAWTHORNE/R*DMS-DR-2231
'ROCKWELL/ d 

97SWT - *ESTIGATION OF JET* *RESSURE ENVIRONME*PRESSURE *1 55 - *ARC - *1 *VOLUME 01 
044 /*PLUME EFFECTS ON * *NT OF THE FIRST A* *2 20 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*M. M MANN *APRIL, 1976 
IA82B *AN 0.010-SCALE * -ND SECOND STAGE * * *OT SUPERSONIC '-DMS 
CR-144,601*MODEL (75-OTS) OF* *MATED VEHICLE IN * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*THE SPACE SHUTTL * *A SUPERSONIC FLOW* + *NITARY) *
 
'E INTEGRATED VEHI* *FIELD FROM MACH * * + * *
 
*CLE IN THE 9- BY * *I 55 THROUGH 2 20* * * *
 
*7-FOOT LEG OF THE* * * * * * *
 
*NASA/AMES UNITAR * * * * * *
 
y' WIND TUNNEL (IA* * * * * * 
'82C)''*** * * * **8C * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 *DEFINE THE BASE P'FORCE '0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *P. J HAWTHORNE/R*DMS-OR-2231
 
97SWT - *ESTIGATION OF JET* *RESSURE ENVIRONME*PRESSURE *1 55 - *ARC - *1 *VOLUME 02 
044 /*PLUME EFFECTS ON * *NT OF THE FIRST A* *2 20 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO'M M MANN *APRIL, 1976 
IA82B *AN 0.010-SCALE ' *ND SECOND STAGE * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS * 
CR-144,602*MODEL (75-OTS) OF* *MATED VEHICLE IN * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*THE SPACE SHUTTL * *A SUPERSONIC FLOW* * *NITARY) *
 
*E INTEGRATED VEHI* *FIELD FROM MACH *
 
*CLE IN THE 9- BY * *1 55 THROUGH 2 20* * * *
 
*7-FOOT LEG OF THE* * ' ' * * *
 
*NASA/AMES UNITAR * ' ' * * * 0 0
 
*Y WIND TUNNEL (IA* * * * * ' * 91n
 









 * * 
 *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * 
 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS

ID t REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*MODEL 74-0, CONF *TO DETERMINE BOUN*FORCE 
 *0 004 *ROCKWELL/ *M E. NICHOLS/RI *DMS-DR-2232
14TWT - *IGATIONS ON THE 0*4 *DARY-LAYER SEPARA* 
 *0 60 - *MSFC - *D. A SARVER *JUNE, 1975607 /*.004-SCALE MODEL * *TION AND REGIONS * *2 75 
 *14-INCH TRISON*M M. MOSER OR *
 0A131 *74-0 OF THE CONFI* *OF POTENTIAL APU * * 
 *IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS *
 CR-141.21*GURATION 4 (MODIF* *EXHAUST RECIRCULA* 
 * * 
 * *
 
*IED) SPACE SHUTTL* 
 *TION DURING TRANS* * * * 
 *
 
*E VEHICLE ORBITER* *ONIC AND LOW SUPE* 




*IN THE NASA/MSFC * *RSONIC RE-ENTRY Ft 




*14-BY-14-INCH TR * *LIGHT 
 * * 
 * * 
 *
 
*ISONIC WIND TUNNE* 
 * 




*L(OAI3I) * * 
 * * 
 ,
 
LARC - *RESULTS OF A DRAG*72-OTS (826CgE44F*TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE *0 35 - *LARC 
BTPT 
/ *B SPENCER. OR., *DMS-DR-2233 
- *REDUCTION INVEST *IOFLIO/iM16N28/8*CTS OF VARIOUS CO* 
 *1 20 *LARC *G M. WARE/LARC *JUNE, 1977
703 /*IGATION ON AN 0 0*6PSI-SR5S21T2.V8W*NFIGURATIONAL COM* 
 *B-FOOT TRANSON*J. E. VAUGHN *
 
LAS9 *iO-SCALE MODEL OF*t16 *PONENTS ON TOTAL * * *IC PRESSURE TU*M 
M. MOSER JR. *
 CR-l5l,068*THE SPACE SHUTTLE* 
 *DRAG OF VEH 5 * * *NNEL *-DMS * 

*VEHICLE 12-OTS L * 
 * 




*AUNCH CONFIGURATI* * 
 * * * 
 , *
 
*ON TESTED IN THE * * 
 * * 
 * * 

*LARC 8-FOOT TRANS* t * * * 

*ONIC PRESSURE TUN* * 
 * * * 
 * t 







*RANGE OF 0.3K TO * * 
 * * 

"12 * * 
* 








CALSPAN - *WIND TUNNEL TEST *ORBITER WITH ELEV*OBTAIN VISCOUS IN*FORCE *0.010 *ROCKWELL/ *RICK BURROWSJOHN*DMS-DR-2234 

48HST - *DAII3 OF THE 0 OI*DN AND BODY FLAP *TERACTION EFFECTS* 
 *10.0 - *CALSPAN - *MARROQUIN/R I. *dULY. 1975
184-220 /*O-SCALE SPACE SHU*DEFLECTIONS *ON STABILITY DER 
* *16 0 *48-INCH HYPERS*C. E ROGERS/CALS*
OAII3 *TTLE ORBITER MODE* *IVATIVES OVER THE* 
 * *ONIC SHOCK TUN*PAN CORP. *
 CR-141,547*L 51-0 IN THE CAL* 
 *RE-ENTRY MACH SPE* * 
 *NEL *D A. SARVER *
 
*SPAN HYPERSONIC S* 
 *CTRUM TOGETHER WI* 
 * * *0 E. VAUGHN *
 
*HOCK TUNNEL (48-1* tTH SCHLIEREN PHOT* * * *-DMS *
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t t * 	 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 

ID * REPORT TITLE + TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
MSFC - *REENTRY AERODYNAM'SRB W/O HEAT SHIEtTO DETERMINE AERO'FORCE *1 95 - *MSFC / 	 *J D. OHNSON/MSF'DMS-DR-2235 
14TWT - *IC FORCES AND MOM'LO, W/HEAT SHIELD*DYNAMIC FORCES AN* *3 48 *MSFC - *NOV., 1975 
611 /'ENTS ON THE ENGIN*ON SKIRT, W/HEAT *D MOMENTS IMPOSED* + *14-INCH TRISON*W. F BRADDOCK/NS* 
SA3OF 'E NOZZLE OF THE I*SHIELD ON NOZZLE *ON SRB NOZZLE DU * WIND TUNNEL*I'IC 

CR-141,81046-INCH SOLID ROC* 'RING REENTRY * * *V W. SPARKS 
'KET BOOSTER NODEL* * * t 'M M. MOSER JR. ' 
*473 IN MSFC 14 x * + *-DMS 
-14 INCH TRISONIC * * * ' * * * 




UW - *MATED AEIODYNAMIC*BDEING 747 MATED *TO DETERMINE AIRL'FORCE *0 04 'BOEING / 	 *R.D KNUDSEN/BCEIN*DMS-DR-2236 
*G *DEC , 1975LSWT - 'CHARACTERISTICS *WITH AN EXTERNAL 'OADS FOR SELECTED* * 15 *UW 

1146 /*INVESTIGATION FOR*TANK 
 *CONFIGURATIONS A * * 15 *LOW SPEED WIND*R W.SENDER/BOEING* 
CAll *0 04-SCALE MDOEL +BOEING 747 ALONE *ND DETERMINE EFFE * *TUNNEL *D A SARVER * o o 
*V B MEINDERS * *CTIVENESS OF ET P* * ' CR-141,835BOEING 747 CAM/EX* 
'TERNAL TANK (MODE* *OSITION, ET INCID* ' * '-DMS 0 a)

*ENCE, SUPPORT STR* + ' +L AX1284 E-5) COM* 

' 0o 
'BINATION IN THE * 	 *UCTURE AND 747 VE* * * 
' 0; r 
*RTICAL STABILIZIN'
'UNIVERSITY OF WAS* 	 ' ' * 
*G SURFACES ON STA' ' * 
*CAL LABORATORY F * 'BILITY, CONTROL A' ' * ' * 0 -HINGTON 
AERONAUTI* 

' * * 	 ' C ,,'1K KIRSTEN WIND T* *ND PERFORMANCE OF* 

'IUNNEL (CAll) ' '747/ET COMBINATIO* *
 
*N * ' * * 	 ,** 	 * 
* * ~*NS 	 ** ~~ 
*TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE *0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *J J DAILEDA, J *DMS-DR-2238CALSPAN - *RESULTS OF WIND T*'I-O 

48HST - *UNNEL RCS INTERAC* 	 *CTS OF RCS JET/FL* *9 60 - *CALSPAN - *MARROQUIN/RI *NOV , 1976 
*OW FIELD INTERACT* *10 75 '48-INCH HYPERS*C. E. ROGERS/CALS*184-120 /*TION TESTS ON A 0* 

*IONS ON SSV AERO. * 	 *ONIC SHOCK TUN*PAN CORP
OA93 * 010-SCALE SPACE * 

'V W SPARKS
CR-141.847*SUTTLE ORBITER M, 	 *STABILITY AND CON' * *NEL 
'ODEL (51-0) IN TH* *TROL CHARACTERIST'* *V W. SPARKS * 
'E CALSPAN CORPORA* *ICS AT VARIOUS HY'* *-DMS 
•TION 48-INCH HYPE' *PERSONIC MACH AND' * * t * 
'RSONIC SHOCK TUNN* *REYNOLDS NUMBERS ' ' ' * * 
*El 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID A REPORT TITLE A TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - * * * *FORCE * *LARC / *J. E VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2239 
STPT - * * * * A*LARC *D B. WATSON *TO LRC 
676 /t A A A * *8-FOOT TRANSON*-DMS A 
LA38B * A A A A *IC PRESSURE TU* A 
* A- A- A- *NNEL A A
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*60-OTS THERMOCOUP*TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS*2.5 *ROCKWELL/ *d. W. CUMMINGS. W*DMS-DR-2240 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION or THE*LE MODEL *ANSFER DATA ON SS* *4 5 *AEDC - * H DYE/RI *APRIL, 1977 
A4A /*SPACE SHUTTLE IN * *INTEGRATED VEHIC A- * *SUPERSONIC WINED A. SARVER A
 
IH4iA ATEGRATED VEHICLE * *LE DURING ASCENT * * *0 TUNNEL (A) *M M. MANN *
 
CR-5l,O54*ARODYNAMIC HEATI* *OF FLIGHT PROFILEt, * *-DMS 
 * 
-NG CHARACTERISTIC* A A A A A A 
*S OBTAINED USING * A A A A A A 
-THE 0 0175-SCALE * A A A A A A 
*MODEL 60-OTS IN T* A A A * A A 
*HE AEC TUNNEL A * A- * * A A A­
*DURING TESTS IH41* A A A A + A­
*AND Itl41A A A A A A A A 
AROCKWELL/ 0 
HWTB - *OF ENTRY HEATING *4 *TRY HEATING A A8 0 - *AEOC - *J E. VAUGHN *VOLUME 01 
74A /*ON THE 0.0175 SCA* * A *HYPERSONIC WIN*G R LUTZ *JULY, 1980 
DH39 *LE SPACE SHUTTLE * A A * "0 TUNNEL (B) *-OS A 
CR-l60,490*ORBITER (MODEL 60* A A A A A 




*-0) IN THE AEDCU* A A* A A *
 
*KF TUNNEL B A A A A A A A-

AEDC - *AN INVESTIGATION AMODEL 60-3, VEH *TO INVESTIGATE EN*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *B. J HERRERA/RI *DMS-DR-2241 
HWTB - *OF ENTRY HEATING *4 *TRY HEATING A *8 0 - *AEDC - *J E. VAUGHN *VOLUME 02 
74A IAON THE 0.0175 SCA* * A 4 'HYPERSONIC WIN'G R LUTZ *dULY, 1980 
OH39 *LE SPACE SHUTTLE * A A * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS A 
CR-160,491ORBITER (MODEL 60 A A A A A * 
*-0) IN THE AEDC U* A A A A A -
AKF TUNNELB A * A * A * A 
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* * * * +MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS 'PUBLICATIONS
 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * 
 TESTED PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *AN INVESTIGATION 'MODEL 60-3, VEH. *TO INVESTIGATE EN*HEAT-TRANS'O 0175 +ROCKWELL/ *. 1 HERRERA/RI *DMS-DR-2241 
HWTB - *OF ENTRY HEATING *4 *TRY HEATING * - - E *VOLUME 03'8 0 *AEDC * VAUGHN 

74A /*ON THE 0.0175 SCA' * * * *HYPERSONIC WIN*G R. LUTZ *dULY, 1980 
OH39 -LE SPACE SHUTTLE * * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS * 
CR-I60,492*ORBITER (MODEL 60* * * t * * * 
'-0) IN THE AEDC U* * * * * * * 
*KF TUNNELB * * * * 
* ' 	 * ' ' 
AEDC - 'AN INVESTIGATION *MODEL 60-3, VEH *TO INVESTIGATE EN*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *ROCKWELL/ *B J. HERRERA/RI *DMS-DR-2241 
HWTB - *OF ENTRY HEATING *4 *TRY HEATING *8.0 - *ArDC ­ +0 E. VAUGHN *VOLUME 04 
74A /*ON THE 0 0175 SCA* * * * R. LUTZ 1980'HYPERSONIC WIN'O *JULY, 

0H39 *LE SPACE SHUTTLE '* *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS
 
CR-160.493+ORBITER (MODEL 60* ' ' ' ' * 
'-0) IN THE AEDC U* * ' * 
*KF TUNNELB ' * 
AEDC - 'AERODYNAMIC RESUL*52-OTS *TO OBTAIN DATA WI*FORCE *0 010 /ROCKWELL/ *E. CHEE/RI *DMS-DR-2242 
SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO* *TH THE SRB IN PRO* *4 S *AEDC - *R BURT/ARO *VOLUME 01 
A3A /*N EFFECTS TEST ON* *XIMITY TO THE O/E* * *SUPERSONIC WIN*J E VAUGHN *MARCH. 1976 0IAlil *A 0 010-SCALE MO * 	 *T OVER A LARGE 01' * *0 TUNNEL (A) *M M MOSER JR ' 
* 	 *-DMS *­'ET INITIAL ANGLE * 4CR-141,83iDEL (52-0TS) OF T' 
*HE INTEGRATED SSV* *OF ATTACK AND SID* * * * 
*IN THE AEDC/VKF * *ESLIP * 	 * 
* * * 0 z*40-BY-40 INCH SUP* ' 	 * * 
* ' * 	 * X*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* ' F 

*EL A (IAtIH) *
 
AEOC - *AFRODYNAMIC RESUL'52-OTS *TO OBTAIN DATA WI*FORCE '0 010 *ROCKWELL/ *E CHEE/RI *DMS-DR-2242 > " 
SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO* *TH THE SRB IN PRO* *4 5 *AEDC - *R BURT/ARO 'VOLUME 02 r 
A3A /*N EFFECTS TEST ON* *XIMITY TO THE O/E* * *SUPERSONIC WIN'U E. VAUGHN *MARCH, 1976 -4 -
IAIII *A 0 0O-SCALE MO * *T OVER A LARGE 01 * *D TUNNEL (A) *M M MOSER JR. ' -< CD 
CR-144.S88*DtL (52-DTS) OF T* *ET INITIAL ANGLE '* *-DMS 
*HE INTEGRATED SSV* *OF ATTACK AND 'ID* ' * 
*IN THE AEDC/VKF * 'ESLIP * ' * * 
*40-BY-40 INCH SUP* * 
'ERSONIC WIND TUNN' * ' * * * 
*EL A (IAIiI) * * * * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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*. 
 * *. * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN AER*MODEL 48-0/AXI318*FDRCE AND MOMENT *FORCE * 0 0125 / +ROCKWELL/ *J E. VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2243 
14-TWT - *ODYNAMIC INVESTIG*I-I 0 0125 SCALE *DATA WERE OBTAINE* *0 3 - *ARC - *R H. LINDAHL *JAN , 1976 
080 /*ATION OF A SPACE * *D FOR THE CARRIER* *0 7 *14-FOOT TRANSO*-DMS *
 
CA23A *SHUTTLE ORBITER/7* *AND ORBITER SEPA * * *NIC WIND TUNNE* *
 
CR-144,58347 CARRIER VEHICL* NRATELY AND MATED * * *L N N
 
*E CONFIGURATION T* *FOR PRE-LAUNCH AN* * N N N
 
*0 ESTABLISH A FREt ND FREE AIR DATA B* N * * *
 
*E-STREAM DATA BAS* *ASE FOR PLANNED S N * N N
 
*E FOR ALT SEPARAT* *EPARATION TESTS O* * N * N
 
*ION INVESTIGATION* *F THE CARRIER ALT* * N N N
 
*S UTILIZING A 0.0* *CONFIGURATION. * N * N
 
*125-SCALE MODEL (* * N N N * *
 
*48-/OAXi3I8I-i) I* N N N N N N
 
*N THE ARC 14-rOOT* N * N N N N
 
*WIND TUNNEL (CA2 N N 
 * N N N N
 
*SA) N N * * N N N
 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *146-INCH WITH AND*TO OBTAIN STATIC *PRESSURE *.40 *MSFC I *W F. BRADDOCK, G*DMS-OR-2244 
14TWT - *TO DETERMINE THE NWITHOUT PROTUBER *PRESSURE DISTRIBU* N 45 *MSFC *. D STREBY/NSI *AUGUST. 1977
 
603 /*STATIC PRESSURE D*ANCES *TIONS FOR THE SRB* * *14-INCH TRISON*V. W SPARKS * 
SA28F *ISTRIBUTION OF THe *AT REENTRY ATTIT * *IC WIND TUNNEL*M M MOSER JR N 
CR-151,082*E 0 00548 SCALE S* *UDES AND FLIGHT C* N * *-DMS N 00 
*PACE SHUTTLE SOLI* *ONDITIONS N N N N N.
 
*D ROCKET BOOSTER * 
 N N N N N N.
 
*(MSFC MODEL NUMBE* N N N N N N
 
*R 468) DURING REE* 
 * * N . N * 0 > 
*NIRY IN THE NASA/* * N N N N N r. 
*MSFC 14 INCH TRIS* N N N N N N
 
+ONIC WIND TUNNEL * . . N N * N c >

* * * N. N. * N. N. >
c= r: 
------ --------------- ------ 
--------- --- --------
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* . * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *DR COMMENTS 
~---------------------------------------------- -----
*RESULTS OF AN INV*SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*TO DETERMINE LOCA*FORCE *0,030 / *ROCKWELL/ 	 *M R NICHOLS / R.I*DMS-DR-2245 
ID *REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* 
ARC ­
*0 30 - -ARC - * 	 VOLUME 0111,97,87- 'ESTIGATION TO DETtICLE ORBITER 140A*L TOTAL AND STATI* 

/*ERMINE LOCAL FLOW*/B (MODIFIED) *C PRESSURE ENVIRO* *3,5 *i-FOOT, 9-FOO*J.C MONFORT / ARC*SEPT., 1976094 
* *T, 8-FOOT, UNI*D W.HERSEY *OAI61A/B/C*CHARACTERISTICS * 	 *NMENTS FOR THE AI* 

* *TARY WIND TUNN*W. 8- MEINDERS *CR-147,618AT THE AIR DATA P- *R DATA PROBE LOCA* 
'ROBE LOCATIONS US* *TIONS AND RELATIV * *EL *-DMS * 
'ING AN 0 030-SCAL* *E EFFECTIVENESS 0* * * * * 
'E MODEL (45-0) OF* *F ALTERNATE FLIGH* * * * 	 * 
'THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *T TEST PROBE CONF* * * 	 * * 
'VEHICLE ORBITER * tIGURATIONS * * * * 	 * 
*
'CONFIGURATION 140 * * * * 

'A/B (MODIFIED) IN* * * * * 
 * 	 * 
'THE NASA AMES RES* * * * * * 	 * 
'EARCH CENTER UNIT* * * * * 	 * * 
'ARY PLAN WIND TUN* * * * * * * 
*NEL ( )* * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV+SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*TO DETERMINE LOCA*FORCE *0 030 / 	 *POCKWELL/ *M R NICHOLS / R.I*DMS-DR-2245 
*ARC *. *VOLUME 0211,97,87- *ESTIGATION TO DET*ICLE ORBITER 140A*L TOTAL AND STATI* *0 30 ­
094 /*ERMINE LOCAL FLOW*/B (MODIFIED) *C PRESSURE ENVIRO* *3 5 *ii-FOOT, 9"FOO*J.C MONFORT / ARC*OCT * 1976 
* *NMENTS FOR THE AI* * *T, 8-FOOT, UNI*D.W.HERSEY * OAI6IA/B/C*CHARACTERISTICS 

*R DATA PROBE LOCA* * *TARY WIND TUNN*W B. MEINDERS * CR-147,6t9*AT THE AIR DATA P* 
'ROBE LOCATIONS US* *TIONS AND RELATIV* * *EL *-DMS * 
*ING AN 0.030-SCAL* *E EFFECTIVENESS 0* * * * * 
tE MODEL (45-0) OF* *F ALTERNATE FLIGH* * t 	 * * 00 
* "
 * * 
*THE SPACE SHUTTLE' 	 *T TEST PROBE CONF* 

'VEHICLE ORBITER * *IGURATIONS ' ' ' 	 * -_" 
* 0+CONFIGURATION 40' 	 * * 
'A/B (MODIFIED) IN* * * * * 	 *0 
*THE NASA AMES RES* * * * * * 	 * 
'EARCH CENTER UNIT* * * * * * 	 * 
*ARY PLAN WIND TUN' * * * * * 	 * 
*NEL( )+ * * * 	 * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * . CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *LOW SUBSONIC AERO*WING-BODY WITH VA*EFFECT OF PLANFOR*FORCE * 08 - *LARC / *GEORGE WARE/NASA *DMS-DR-224612PT - *DYNAMIC CHARACTER*RIATIONS 
 *M ON FORCE + MOME* * 30 *ARC *LANGLEY *JULY, 1976086 /*ISTICS OF FIVE IR* *NT CHARACTERISTIC* * *12-FOOT PRESSU*BERNARD SPENCER/N*
LA65 *REGULAR PLANFORM * *S AS A FUNCTION 0* * *RE TUNNEL *ASA LANGLEY * CR-144.600*WINGS WITH SYSTEM* 
 *F RN/I * * * *D.B WATSON * 
*ATICALLY VARYING * 
 * * * *-DMS * 
*WING FILLET GEOME* * * * , , * 
*TRY TESTED IN THE* * * * * * ,
*NASA/AMES 12-FODT* * * * ,
*PRESSURE TUNNEL * * * * * * ,
*(LA65) * * * * * ,
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*MODEL 51-0 O MOD*TO DETERMINE HYPEtFORCE *0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *D d ELDER/RI *DMS-DR-2247 
HWTF - *ESTIGATION OF HYP*IFIED VEH. 4 ORB.*RSONIC VISCOUS IN* 
 *19 *AEDC - *0. E. VAUGHN *JAN 197628A /*ERSONIC VISCOUS I*(B26 C9 E26 F7 M *TERACTION EFFECTS* *19 *HYPERVELOCITY *-DMS * OAI60 *NTERACTION EFFECT*7 N28 R5 VS W116)* 
 * * *WIND TUNNEL (F* * CR-141,834*S OF THE SPACE SH* 
* 
* * * *) * 
*UTTLE ORBITER USI* * * * * * * 
*NG A 00i/ SCALE * * * * * * 
*MODEL (51-0) IN T* * * * * * * 
*HE AEDC-VKF TUNNE* * * * * , * 
*L F * * * * 
ARC ­ *RESULTS OF HEAT T*G0 OTS SPACE SHUT*TO OBTAIN AERODYN*HEAT-TRANS*O.0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H. DYE/RI *DMS-DR-22483.5HWT ­ tRANSFER TESTS OF *TLE VEHICLE 5 *AMIC INTERFERENCE* *5 2 - *ARC - *W K. LOCKMAN/ARC*APRIL, 1 9 Jo6211 /*A 0 0175-SCALE SP* *HEATING DATA ON 
 * *5 3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*R B LOWE * 
IH48 *ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* *THE EXTERNAL TANK* * *SONG WINO TUN*-DMS * CR-144.B9RSLE 5 MODEL (60-OT* *IN THE TANK ALONE* * *NEL * * 
*S) IN THE NASA-AM* *. SECOND-, AND FIt * * * , 0 2*ES RESEARCH CENTE* *RST-STAGE CONFIGU* * * * * 0 b
*R 3.5-FOOT HYPERS* *RATIONS * * * * * 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL* * * * * * V
*(TEST IH48) * * * * * , * 
* * * ** *r* 
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* * * *MODEL * 4 COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




CALSPAN - *RESULTS OF SPACE *37-OT SPACE SHUTT*TO DETERMINE, AT *HEAT-TRANS* 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *H R. BRUES+LE/RI *DMS-DR-2249 
4BHST - *SHUTTLE HEAT TRAN*LE ORBITER/EXTERN*HIGH MACH NUMBERS' * 5 5- *CALSPAN - 'C E WITTLIFF/CAL*JUNE, 1979
 
185-131 /*SFER TESTS USING *AL TANK- 01 SCAL*.(I)AERODYNAMIC H* * 24 0 *48-INCH HYPERS*SPAN *
 
96HST - *A 0 01-SCALE MODE*E *EATING RATES ON T* * *ONIC SHOCK TUN*J E VAUGHN *
 
IH33 -L (37-OT) IN THE * *HE ORBITER/TANK I- * -MEL *-DMS *
 
CR-i5,775*CALSPAN HYPERSONI* *NTERFACE AND SUPP* * *96-INCH HYPERS* *
 
*C SHOCK TUNNEL (T* 'ORT STRUCTURE AND * *ONIC SHOCK TUN* *
 
*EST 1H33) *(2)THE HEATING E * *NEL *
 
* * *FFECT OF A BLUNT * * * * *
 
* * *NOSE CAP ON THEE' * * * *
 
* * *XTERNAL TANK NOSE* * * *
 
* * *SECTION. * * * *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF CONVEC*i-OFLAT PLATE M'TO INVESTIGATE AE*HEAT-TRANS*i 0 / *ROCKWELL/ *M QUAN/RI *DMS-DR-2250 
3.5HWT - -TIVE HEATING TEST*ODEL 'RODYNAMIC HEATING' '5 1 *ARC - *W K LOCKMAN/ARC*JULY, 1975 
182 /*S OF A LONGITUDIN* *RATES IN TPS GAP * * I *3 5-FOOT HYPER*M M MOSER JR ' 
OH43 *AL GAP ON THE ROC* *S AT VARIOUS DEPT* * *SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS 
CR-141,539*KWELL FLAT PLATE * -HS, WIDTHS. LENGT* * *NEL ' * 
*MODEL (15-0. INSE* *HS, AND ORIENTATI* ' * '
 
*RT VII) IN THE NA* *ONS TO THE FLOW ' * * ' *
 
*SA/AMES 3SE FOOT * * * *
 
*HYPERSONIC WIND T* * * * 4 * o o
 
*UNNEL (TEST OH43)* * * * * *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *MODEL 29-0/VL7O-OtTO DETERMINE BOUN*HEAT-TRANS*8.O *ROCKWELL/ *M. QUAN/RI *DMS-DR-2251 0 
HWTB - *ON A ROCKWELL INT*06139 *DARY LAYER CHARAC* *8 0 *AEDC - *W MARTINDALE/ARO*dUNE, 1975 0 
VA353 /*ERNATIONAL SPACE * *TERISTICS OVER A * 'HYPERSONIC WIND A SARVER 
OH9 *SHUTTLE ORBITER (* *LOWER SURFACE OF * ' *D TUNNEL (B) *D 8 WATSON * 
CR-141,540*-139 CONFIGURATIO* *AN ORBITER ' * * '-DM5 ' 0 uo 
*N) 0 0175-SCALE M* ' ' * ' ' c 
'ODEL (NO. 29-0) 1* * * * * * 
N AEDC TUNNEL B T* * * * 
*0 DETERMINE BOUND* * * * * * *
 
*ARY LAYER CHARACT* * * * *
 
*ERISTICS * * ' * 4 * *
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* 
 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
AEDC - *HEAT TRANSFER PHA*ORB ; 40( SEMISPA*TO INVESTIGATE PL*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *ROCKWELL/ *W H DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2252
HWTB - *SE CHANGE PAINT T*N; BODY FLUSH; LE*ANFORM AREA REDUC* *8 0 - *AEDC - *D A. SARVER *JULY, 1975
 
BOA /-ESTS OF O.0175-SC'AO. EDGE; TRANSIT*TION CROSSFLOW EF* *8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*M. M. MOSER OR. * 
OH2BA +ALE MODELS (NOS *ION,SEMISPAN WING*FECTS ON VEHICLE * * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS * 
CR-141,546*21-0 AND 46-0) OF* *3 ORBITER CONFIGU* * * * * 
*THE ROCKWELL INT * *RATIONS TO SET TH* * * * * 
*ERNATIONAL SPACE * *E OPTIMUM MODELSI* * * * * 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER I* * **ZE FOR LATER TEST* * * 

*N lHE AEDC TUNNEL* 'S EXAMINING SHOCK* * * * 
 * 
*B HYPERSONIC WIN * *-WING LEADING EDG* * * * * 
*D TUNNEL (TEST OH' *E INTERFERENCE EF* * * * * 
+25A) * *FECTS. * * * 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *77-0, 77-OTS *TO EVALUATE MID-S'FORCE 
 *0.004 *ROCKWELL/ *V W SPARKS *DMS-DR-2253 
14TWT - *IN THE MSFC TNT T* *PAN ELEVON FLIPPE* *0 6 *MSFC - *-DMS *JAN . 1976 
622 /*0 DETERMINE SPOIL* *R DOOR (USED AS A* *2.74 *14-INCH TRISON* 
IA125 *ER EFFECTS ON WIN* 'SPOILER) EFFECTS * 'IC WIND TUNNEL* * 
CR-144,833*G LOADS AND ELEVO* *ON WING BENDING/T* +
 
*N HINGE MOMENTS U* tORSION AND ELEVON* 
 * * * * 
*TILIZING 0.004-SC* *HINGE MOMENTS DU * * * * * 
'ALE MODELS (77-0 * *RING LAUNCH * * * * * 
'AND 74-OTS) OF TH* * * * * t * 
rE SHUTTLE VEHICLE' * * * ** * 

*5 CONFIGURATION * 
 + * ** + 
ARC ­ *TERMINAL AREA ENE-VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE *0 030 *ROCKWELL/ *P.J HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254
 
ITWT - 'RGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE *0 6 - ARC ­ *VOLUME 01
 
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO* *VEHICLE FORCES AN* 
 *1 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*S L TREON/ *JULY, 1976 
0A148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* *D MOMENTS, ELEVON* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*W B. MEINDERS * 
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL * *AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-144,619'(47-0) OF THE SPA* *MOMENTS, BODY FL * * * . 0 0 0 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL' *AP AND ELEVON LOA* * * * ; 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* *DS IN THE TERMINA* * * * * 
*RATION 140A/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN* * * * * 0 Z 
*IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* * * * * 0 ) 
*ARCH CENTER Ii X * *D APPROACH OF FLI* * * * 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC* 'GHT 
 * * * o = 
*WIND TUNNEL (DAl * * * * * * 
*48) * * * * * * r 
* * , * *, * * c 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* 	 . * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST ' 	 * CONFIGURATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * 
ARC - *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE *0.030 	 'ROCKWELL/ *P J HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254
 
AiTWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE *0.6 	 *ARC - *VOLUME 02 
*11-FOOT TRANSO*S L TREON/ *dULY, 1976073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO* *VEHICLE FORCES AN* *1 4 

0A148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* *D MOMENTS, ELEVON* * B. MEINDERS *
'NIC WIND TUNNE'W 
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL * *AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) '-DMS * 
CR-144,620'(47-0) OF THE SPA' *MOMENTS, BODY FL * * * * * 
,CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 'AP AND ELEVON LOA* * * * * 
'E ORBITER CONFIGU* *DS IN THE TERMINA' * * 
'RATION 140A/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN* * * * 
,IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* * t * 
'ARCH CENTER 1i X * *D APPROACH OF FLI* * * * * 
'11 FOOT TRANSONIC* *GHT * * * 
'WIND TUNNEL (OAt * * * * * 
'48) **, * B * * * * * ' 	 * 
ARC - *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE 	 *0 030 *ROCKWELL/ *P J.HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254 
*0 6 *ARC - * *VOLUME 0311TWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 	 *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE 

*dULY, 1976
073 /'GIME INVESTIGATIO* *VEHICLE FORCES AN* *1 4 *Il-FOOT TRANSO*S L TREON/ 

OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* *D MOMENTS, ELEVON 
 * *NIC WIND TUNNE*W. B MEINDERS *
 
OAI48P * 030-SCALE MODEL * *AND RUDDER HINGE * * 'L (UNITARY) *-DMS *
 
CR-144,621"(47-0) OF THE SPA* *MOMENTS. BODY FL * * ' ' *
 
'CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* *AP AND ELEVON LOA* ' ' * *
 
'E ORBITER CONFIGU* *DS IN THE TERMINA* * * * 	 * 
*RATION 140A/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN' * * * *
 
'IN THE AMES RESE + *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* * '
 
-ARCH CENTER I X * *D APPROACH OF FLI* * *
 
00




*48) * * * * * * * I 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
* TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC 
 - *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE to 030 / *ROCKWELL/ *P J HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254
 
IITWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE t0 6 
 *ARC - *VOLUME 04073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO* *VEHICLE FORCES AN* 
 *1 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO'S L TREON/ *AUGUST, 1976
0A148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* *D MOMENTS, ELEVON* 
 * 'NIC WIND TUNNE*W B. MEINDERS * OAI48P *.030-SCALE MODEL * 
 *AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-144.622.(47-0) OF THE SPA* 
 *MOMENTS, BODY FL * ' * * * 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* tAP AND ELEVON LOA* * * 
'E ORBITER CONFIGU* *DS IN THE TERMINA* * ' *
 
*RATION 14OA/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN* 
 ' * * * 
*IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* * ' '
 
*ARCH CENTER it X * 
 to APPROACH OF FLI* 
 ' ' * 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC* *GHT * ' 
*WIND TUNNEL (OAI * * ' * * 




- *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER'TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE *0 030
ARC / +ROCKWELL/ *P J.HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254

IITWT - 'RGY MANAGEMENT RE' *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE '0 6 *ARC - * *VOLUME 05
073 /'GIME INVESTIGATIO* *VEHICLE FORCES AN, 
 *1 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*S L.TREON/ *AUGUST, 1976
OAI4B *NS UTILIZING AN 0* 'D MOMENTS, ELEVON * 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*W B MEINDERS * OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL * 
 *AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-144.623"(47-0) OF THE SPA* *MOMENTS, BODY FL * ' * * 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* *AP AND ELEVON LOA* * ' * 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* 
 *DS IN THE TERMINA* * * * * 
*RATION 140A/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN* 
 * * ' * 
'IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN' * * ' * 
*ARCH CENTER II X * *D APPROACH OF FLI* ' * ' ' 0 0
'11 FOOT TRANSONIC* *GHT ' * * * * "1
*WIND TUNNEL (OAI ' ' * * * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
* TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST +MACH RANGF' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST t * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF t SCALE' TESTING 

- *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'FORCE '0 030 / *ROCKWELL/ *P d HAWTHORNE/ RI'DMS-DR-2254
ARC 
IITWT - *PGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE *0 6 +ARC - * VOLUME 06 
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATID+ *VEHICLE FORCES AN' *1 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*S L TREON/ *AUGUST, 1976 
0A148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0' 'D MOMENTS, ELEVON* + *NIC WIND TUNNE*W B MEINDERS * 
DA148P * 030-SCALE MODEL * *AND RUDDER HINGE * + *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-144,624*47-O) OF THE SPA* *MOMENTS, BODY FL * * * *
 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* tAP AND ELEVON LOA* * * *
 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU' *DS IN THE TERMINA* * * * *
 
'RATION 140A/B/C/R' 'L AREA ENERGY MAN'- * *
 
*IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* t * * *
 
*ARCH CENTER 11 X * *D APPROACH OF FLI* * * *
 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC* 'GHT * * * * *
 
*WIND TUNNEL (OAI * * * * * *
 
*48) * * * *
 
ARC - *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITERtTO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE t0 030 / 'ROCKWELL/ 'P J HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254 
IiTWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 'E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE *0 6 *ARC - *VOLUME 07 
* 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*S L TREON/ *AUGUST, 1976
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIOC 'VEHICLE FORCES AN' 

0A148 'NS UTILIZING AN 0* *0 MOMENTS, ELEVON* 
 * 'NIC WIND TUNNE*W B MEINDERS *
 
DAI4BP * 030-SCALE MODEL * *AND RUDDER HINGE * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS
 
CR-144,625"(47-0) OF THE SPA' *MOMENTS, BODY FL * ' ' *
 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL' *AP AND ELEVON LOA* ' *
 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU' 'DS IN THE TERMINA' * * *
 
*RATION 140A/B/C/R* 'L AREA ENERGY MAN * * * *
 
*IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN' * * 00 
-ARCH CENTER 11 X ' 'D APPROACH OF FLI* * ' ;u
* mTI 

*II FOOT TRANSONIC* *GHT * ' * *
 
*WIND TUNNEL (OAI ' * * ' * '
 










 * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASICTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC ­ *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE *0 030 'ROCKWELL/* *P J.HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254

IiTWT - *RGV MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE *0 6 *ARC 
 - * *VOLUME 08073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIOt 
 *VEHICLE rORCES AN* *1.4 *It-FOOT TRANSO*S.L TREON/ *AUGUST, 1976
0A148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* *D MOMENTS, ELEVON* 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*W B. MEINDERS * OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL * 
 *AND P(JUDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * CR-144,626.(47-0) OF THE SPA* 
 'MOMENTS, BODY FL * * * * * 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* *AP AND ELEVON LOA* * * * 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* * **DS IN THE TERMINA* 
 * * 
*RATION 140A/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN* 
 * * * 
*IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* 
 * * * 
*ARCH CENTER 11 X * *D APPROACH OF FLIt * * * * 
*I FOOT TRANSONIC* *GHT 
 * * * * 
*WIND TUNNEL (OAI * * * * * * 
*48) * * * * * * 
ARC 
 - *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER'TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE *0 030 / *ROCKWELL/ *P J HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254

IITWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE 
*0 6 *ARC - * *VOLUME 09073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO* *VEHICLE FORCES AN' *1 4 
 *f-FOOT TRANSO*S.L TREON/ *SEPT., 1976
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* -D MOMENTS, ELEVON* 
 * *NIC WIND TUNNE*W. B MEINDERS * OA148P * 030-SCALE MODEL 
* *AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-144,627'(47-0) OF THE SPA* 'MOMENTS, BODY FL * 4 * * 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
 *AP AND ELEVON LOA* * * 

*E ORBITER CONFIGU* 
'
 
*DS IN THE TERMINA* * * 
*RATION 140A/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN* * ' * ' C C*IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* ' * * * 
*ARCH CENTER li X * *0 APPROACH OF FLI* * * * * 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC* *GHT * * * ' *
 
*WIND TUNNEL (OAI * * * * * , 0lb
-48) 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT t BASIC 
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST t TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE t0 030 / 	 *ROCKWELL/ tP J HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254 
IITWT - +RGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUrIONS, *PRESSURE *0 6 	 'ARC - * . VOLUME 10 
*i-FOOT TRANSO*S L.TREON/ *SEPT , 1976073 /tGIME INVESTIGATIO *VEHICLE FORCES AN' *i 4 
OAI4B *NS UTILIZING AN O *0 MOMENTS, ELEVON' * *NIC WIND TUNNEW. B. MEINDERS * 
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL * -AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-144,628t(47-0) OF THE SPA* *MOMENTS, BODY FL * * * 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL' *AP AND ELEVON LOA* * 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* 'DS IN THE TERMINA* t * * * 
*RATION 140A/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN* * t * * 
*IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN' * * t * 
*ARCH CENTER ii X * *D APPROACH OF FLIt * * t * 
'Ii FOOT TRANSONIC* *GHT ' 4 * * * 
'WIND TUNNEL (OAI * * * * 4 * 4 
*48) * * * 
ARC - *TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'FORCE *0 030 'ROCKWELL/+ *P J.HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254 
IiTWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE *0 6 - ARC - * *VOLUME i 
* 4 *11-FOOT TRANSO+S L TREON/ *SEPT , 1976
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO* *VEHICLE FORCES AN* 

0A148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* *D MOMENTS, ELEVON' * 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*W B MEINDERS * 
OAi4BP *.030-SCALE MODEL * *AND RUDDER HINGE * t *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-147,01*(47-O) OF THE SPA* *MOMENTS, BODY FL * * * * * 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* *AP AND ELEVON LOA* * 	 * * * 
* *+*DS IN THE TERMINA* 4*E ORBITER CONFIGU* 

* 	 * 0 0*RATION 140A/B/C/R* *L AREA ENERGY MAN* ' t 

*IN THE AMES RESE ' *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* * * * *
 
*ARCH CENTER II X * * APPROACH OF FLI* * * * *
 
*II FOOT TRANSONIC* 'GHT * t 
 * * 0 m 
* * * 0**WIND TUNNEL (OAi * 	 t 
*48) 	 *** 
*8 * * * * 	 * * 
r.,g j 
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* 4 * * *MODEL 	 * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST 	 * * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *TERMINAL\AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FDRCE *0 030 I *ROCKWELL/ *P.J.HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-OR-2254
 
IITWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE *0 6 *ARC - *VOLUME 12
 
073 /'GIME INVESTIGATIO* *VEHICLE FORCES AN* *1 4 'l-FOOT TRANSO*S.L TREON/ *SEPT , 1976
 
CA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* *D MOMENTS, ELEVON* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*W. B MEINDERS *
 
OAIA8P * 030-SCALE MODEL * *AND RUDDER HINGE * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS *
 
CR-147,602'(47-0) OF THE SPA* *MOMENTS, BODY FL * 4 * * *
 
'CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* *AP AND ELEVON LOA* * * ' 	 * 
'E ORBITER CONFIGU* *DS IN THE TERMINA* * *
 
-RATION 140A/E/C/R- *L AREA ENERGY MAN' * * 

'IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* * * * *
 
'ARCH CENTER i1 X * * APPROACH OF FLI'* 	 * * 
SII FOOT TRANSONIC* *GHT * * 4 * 4
 
'WIND TUNNEL (OAI ' ' * t * * *
 
*48) * * * *
 
ARC - 'TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER'TD OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE '0 030 / *ROCKWELL/ *P.J.HAWTHORNE/ RI*DMS-DR-2254 
IITWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* *E DISTRIBUTIONS, *PRESSURE '0 6 *ARC - *VOLUME 13 
073 /'GIME INVESTIGATID* *VEHICLE FORCES AN* +1 4 *'i-FOOTTRANSO'S L.TREON/ *SEPT , 1976 
0A148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* *D MOMENTS, ELEVON* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*W B MEINDERS * 
OA148P *030-SCALE MODEL * 	 *AND RUDDER HINGE * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-147,603"(47-0) OF THE SPA' 	 *MOMENTS, BODY FL * * * * ' 0 0 
'CE SHUTTLE VEHICLe *AP AND ELEVON LOA* * * * * 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* *DS IN THE TERMINA* * * ' * -U 
'RATION 140A/B/C/R' *L AREA ENERGY MAN* * ' * ' 0 2 
'IN THE AMES RESE * *AGEMENT (TAEM) AN' * * p 
'ARCH CENTER il X * *D APPROACH OF FLI* ' * * or r 

*11 FOOT TRANSONIC- *GHT * * * * *
 
*WIND TUNNEL (OAI ' 4 * ' ' ' 
 * 
* 484 	 * * * 4 * * ­*48) 	 *** 
ARC - *SHADOWGRAPHS OF A'SERIES-BURN. PARA*TO IDENTIFY AND LFORCE *4 0 / *ARC / *J B. DODS.LR., R*DMS-DR-2255 
IITWT - *IR FLOW OVER PROS*LLEL-BURN, 2 CANO*OCATE REGIONS OF * *0.8 'ARC - . HANLY, J 1975 CoH *JULY, tC 
97SWT - *PECTIVE SPACE SHU'PY CONFIGURATIONS*SIGNIFICANT TURBU* '1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO*EFTING/ARC * 
TM-X *TTLE CONFIGURATIO*. *LENCE * *NIC WIND TUNNE*D.W HERSEY 4 
62,444 	 *NS AT MACH NUMBER* * *L (UNITARY) 'M. M MOSER JR '
 
'S FROM 0.8 TO 1 4* * * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS
 
+* * * OT SUPERSONIC' *
 
* * * *. * *WIND TUNNEL (U* *
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* t * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID t REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
LARC - *RESULTS OF A DRAG*OUTER MOLD LINE M'DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE t0 010 / 'LARC / *8 SPENCER, dR., *DMS-DR-2257 
* * 0 35- *LARC *G M WARE/LARO *SEPT , 19778TPT - *REDUCTION INVEST *ODEL 72-OTS *OF VARIOUS CONFI 

*G COMPONENTS ON * * i 20 '8-FOOT TRANSON*J. E VAUGHN * 714 /*IGATION ON AN 0 O 

LA69 *10-SCALE MODEL OF* *TOTAL DRAG OF VEH' * 
 *IC PRESSURE TU*-DMS * 
CR-15l,369*THE SPACE SHUTTLE* * 5 PRIMARY ATTE* * *NNEL * * 
*VEHICLE (72-OTS) * *NTION ON DRAG RED* * * * *
 
*LAUNCH CONFIGURA * 'UCTION FOR ET AND* * * *
 
*TION TESTED IN TH* *MODS TO ORB AND * * * *
 
*E LARC 8-FOOT TRA* *OMS PODS * * * * *
 
'NSONIC PRESSURE T* * * * * ' *
 
tUNNEL FOR THE MAC* * * ' ' * *
 
'H RANGE OF 0.35 T' * ' *
 
*OI2'0 1 20 * '*'**
* * * * * * 
*0.020 / *ROCKWELL/ *R H LINDAHL *DMS-DR-2258 
'ARC - *-DMS *VOLUME 01
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON*88-OTS MODIFIED W'TO DETERMINE WING*PRESSURE 

11TWT - *A 0 020-SCALE iE '/UMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAI * *0 90 ­
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (88*D AIR MPS AND SRB*L ROOT BENDING MO* *1 40 *ii-FOOT TRANSO* *APRIL, 1977 0 
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK'PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS, RUDDER AND * *NIC WIND TUNNE* * i c 
CR-151.045WELL INTERNATIONA* *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * *L (UNITARY) * ' 
*L INTEGRATED SSV ' *NTS, NOZZLE GIMBA* ' ' ' ' 
*CONFIGURATION 14D* *L MOMENTS, AND SU* * ' * 0 ' 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PR* ' ' ' ' 
*HE 41-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB* ' ' ' ' 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL * *ITER, ET, SRB; TO* * * * 
*DETERMINE ET SAS ' ' * 
* * *E COOLING RATES * * * 
'0 020 / 'ROCKWELL/ *R H LINDAHL *DMS-DR-2258
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON*88-OTS MODIFIED W*TO DETERMINE WING*PRESSURE 

*VOLUME 02
IITWT - 'A 0 020-SCALE iE */OMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAI * *0 90 - *ARC - *-DMS 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (8'D AIR MPS AND SRB*L ROOT BENDING MO* +1 40 *ii-FOOT TRANSO* *APRIL, 1977
 
* 'NIC WIND TUNNE*IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK*PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS, RUDDER AND* 

CR-l5l,046*WELL INTERNATIONA' 
 *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * *L (UNITARY) * * 
*L INTEGRATED SSV * *NTS, NOZZLE GIMBA* * ' ' * 
*CONFIGURATION 14D* +L MOMENTS. AND SU* ' * * * 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PR* * ' * * 
*HE il-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB* * * * * 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL * *ITER, ET, SRB, TO* ' * * 
*DETERMINE ET BAS ' ' * 
* *E COOLING RATES * ' * * * 
'** ' * ' * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* 
 AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON*88-OTS MODIFIED W*TO DETERMINE WING*PRESSURE *0.020 / *ROCKWELL/ *R H. LINDAHL *DMS-DR-2258 
iiTWT - *A 0.020-SCALE OE */OMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAI * *0 90 - *ARC - *-DMS *VOLUME 03 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (88*0 AIR MPS AND SRB*L ROOT BENDING MO* *1 40 *11-FOOT TRANSO* *APRIL, 1977 
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK*PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS. RUDDER AND* * *NIC WIND TUNNE* * 
CR-15l,047*WELL INTERNATIONA* *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * *L (UNITARY) * 
*L INTEGRATED SSV * *NTS, NOZZLE GIMBA* * * * * 
*CONFIGURATION 14D* *L MOMENTS, AND SU* * * * * 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PR* * * * * 
*HE I-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB* * * * * 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL * *ITER. ET, SRB; TO* * * * * 
* * *DETERMINE ET BAS * * * * * 
* * *E COOLING RATES. * * * * * 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ONW88-OTS MODIFI'ED W*TO DETERMINE WING*PRESSURE *0 020 / *ROCKWELL/ *R. H LINDAHL *DMS-DR-2258 
iITWT - *A 0.020-SCALE LE */OMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAI * *0.90 - *ARC - *-DMS *VOLUME 04 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (88*D AIR MPS AND SRB*L ROOT BENDING MO* *1.40 *i-FOOT TRANSO* *APRIL, 1977 
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK*PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS. RUDDER AND* * *NIC WIND TUNNE* * 
CR-15ti,048*WELL INTERNATIONA* *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * *L (UNITARY) * *0 
*L INTEGRATED SSV * *NTS, NOZZLE GIMBA* ** * * RlJ 
*CONFIGURATION 14D* *L MOMENTS, AND SU* * * * * 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PR* * * * * "­
*HE ii-FOOT TRANSO* *DFILES ON THE ORB* * * * * 0 4 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL * *ITER. ET, SRB; TO* * * * * 0 1­
* *DETERMINE ET BAS* * * * * 
* * *E COOLING RATES * * * * * 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON*88-OTS MODIFIED W*TO DETERMINE WING*PRESSURE *0.020 / *ROCKWELL/ *R H LINOAHL *OMS-DR-225B " 
IiTWT - *A 0 020-SCALE OE */OMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAX * *0 90 - *ARC - *-DMS *VOLUME 05 
072 ItT PLUME MODEL (88*D AIR MPS AND SRB*L ROOT BENDING MO* *1 40 *11-FOOT TRANSO* *APRIL, 1977 j ' 
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCKtPLUME SIMULATION *MENTS, RUDDER AND* * *NIC WIND TUNNE* * 
CR-l51.049*WELL INTERNATIONA* *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * *L (UNITARY) * * 
*L INTEGRATED SSV * 
 *NTS. NOZZLE CIMBA* * * * * 
*CONFIGURATION 14D* *L MOMENTS, AND SU* * * * 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PR* * * * * 
*HE i1-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB* * * * * 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL * *ITER, ET, SRB; TO* * * * * 
* * *DETERMINE ET BASt * * * * 
* * *E COOLING RATES * * * * * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * t COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
 * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
* TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
ID * REPORT TITLE 

*R H LINDAHL *DMS-DR-2258
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON*BS-OTS MODIFIED W'TO DETERMINE WING*PRESSURE *0 020 / *ROCKWELL/ 
IiTWT - *A 0.020-SCALE tE */OMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAI * *0 90 - *ARC - *-DMS *VOLUME 06 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (88*0 AIR MPS AND SRB'L ROOT BENDING MO* 'I 40 *il-rOOT TRANSO' *APRIL. 1977 
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK*PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS. RUDDER AND* * *NIC WIND TUNNE' * 00 
*ELEVON HINGE MOME* 	 *L (UNITARY) * *"u
CR-15i,050*WELL INTERNATIONA* 

*L INTEGRATED SSV * *NTS. NOZZLE GIMBA* * 
 * * 'a 
*CONFIGURATION 14D* *L MOMENTS, AND SU* * * * *2
 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* tRFACE PRESSURE PR* * * *
 
*HE II-FODT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORE* * * * * rr
 




* * *DETERMINE ET BAS * 	 * * * U 
* * 	 *9D
* 	 *E COOLING RATES * 
* 

*0 020 * *R 	 *DMS-DR-2258
'ROCKWELL/ H. LINDAHL 

tiTWT - *A 0.020-SCALE JE */OMS PODS AND COLtAND VERTICAL TAI * *0 90 - *ARC - *-DMS *VOLUME 07 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (88*D AIR MPS AND SRB*L ROOT BENDING MO* *1.40 *ii-FOOT TRANSO* *APRIL, 1977 
1A72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK*PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS, RUDDER AND' tNIC WIND TUNNE' * 
CR-lSI,051*WELL INTERNATIONA* *ELEVON HINGE MOMEt * *L (UNITARY) * *
 
*L INTEGRATED SSV * *NTS, NOZZLE GIMBA* * * * *
 
*CONFIGURATION 140* *L MOMENTS, AND SU* * * *
 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PR* * * *
 
*HE I-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB* * * * *
 
-NIC WIND TUNNEL * 	 *ITER, ET, SRB; TO* * * * 





* * *DETERMINE ET SAS* * 
 * 	 *
 
* * *E COOLING RATES. * 	 * * *
 





ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON*88-OTS MODIFIED W'TO DETERMINE WING*PRESSURE 

IITWT - *A 0 020-SCALE iE */OMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAI * *0.90 - *ARC - *-DMS 
PLUME MODEL (88-D AIR MPS AND SRB*L ROOT BENDING MO* *1.40 *11-FOOT TRANSO* *APRIL, 1977072 /*T 

* *NIC WIND TUNNE* 	 *
IA72 '-OTS) OF THE ROCK*PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS, RUDDER AND* 

CR-151,052*WELL INTERNATIONA* *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * *L (UNITARY) * * 
*L INTEGRATED SSV * *NTS, NOZZLE GIMA* * * * * 
*CONFIGURATION 14D* *L MOMENTS, AND SU* * * * * 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PR'* * 
*HE Il-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB* * * * * 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL * tITER. ET, SRB; TO* * * * *
 
* * *DETERMINE ET SAS* * * * *
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 
 SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE ' TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS DN*88-OTS MODIFIED W'TO DETERMINE WING*PRESSURE *0 020 / *ROCKWELL/ *R. H. LINDAHL *DMS-DR-2258
 
IITWT - *A 0 020-SCALE tE */OMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAI * *0.90 
- *ARC - *-DMS *VOLUME 09 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (88*D AIR MPG AND SRB'L ROOT BENDING MO* *1 40 *1-FOOT TRANSO* *APRIL, 1977 
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK'PLUME SIMULATION 'MENTS, RUDDER AND* * *NIC WIND TUNNE* * 
CR-151.053*WELL INTERNATIONA* 
 *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * *L (UNITARY) * * 
*L INTEGRATED SSV * *NTS, NOZZLE GIMBA* * * * 
*CONFIGURATION 14D* *L MOMENTS, AND SU* ' ' * * 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PR* * * * 
*HE l-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB* * * * * 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL *ITER, ET, SRB; TO' * * * 
* * 'DETERMINE ET BAG * * * * * 
* ' *E COOLING RATES * ' ' ' 
** ' ' * ' 
LARC - 'TASK* CANCELLED, M* *FORCE * *LARC / *J. E VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2259 
ETPT - ' *AY 1977 4' * *LARC *-DMS *TASK 
704 /* 4 * ' *B-FOOT TRANSON* *CANCELLED 
LAGOA * * * ' *'IC PRESSURE TU* *MAY, 1977 
* * * * *NNEL * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER VEHICLE 1*OBTAIN (i)BASIC I'FORCE 
 *0.36 / *ROCKWELL/ *R.L MAKI/ARC *DMS-DR-2261 
40SWT - *USING A 0.36-SCAL*Ol WITHOUT TAILCO*NFLIGHT AERO DATA*PRESSURE *0.112- *ARC - *T .3.DZIUBALA, R *VOLUME 01 
462 /*E MODEL(76-D) OF *NE *WITH SIM.TPS;(2) * *0 256 *40-FOOT BY 80-*R. BURROWS/RI *JULY, 1982 
OAIO0 *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *SUBSONIC VEH 5 AE' * *FOOT SUBSONIC *S. R HOULIHAN * 
CR-167,364*VEHICLE ORBITER * *RO,(3)ELEVON, RUD * 
 *WIND TUNNEL *C. R EDWARDS * 
'IN THE NASA/AMES * *DER/SPDBRK, AND B' ' * *-DMS 
*RESEARCH CENTER 4* *ODYFLAP EFFECT W* ' ' '
 
*0 BY 80-FOOT SUBS* *ITH VEH 101 SEALS* ' 
 ' ' * 0 0
'ONIC WIND TUNNEL *'AND GAPS:(4)RUDD * ' ' ' II ZO 
*(OAIOO) * *ER/SPDBRK AND BOO' * ' ' * 
*YFLAP HINGE MOM. * ' ' ' * c 
* *WITH SEALS:(5)FLI* ' * ' 0
* *GHT TEST AND SIDE* ' ' 
* * *AIR DATA PROBE C * * ' ' * 
*ALIB,(6)EVALUATE * * * 0o -u 
t ' *RN EFFECTS. * ' ' * ' 
*~~~~~ *'r a 
--------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * 	 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TEST DS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALEt TESTING 
TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER VEHICLE I*OBTAINI(I)BASIC I*FORCE to 36 *ROCKWELL/ *R L MAKI/ARC *DMS-DR-2261 
40SWT - *USING A 0.36-SCAL'O WITHOUT TAILCO*NFLIGHT AERO DATA*PRESSURE *O.1i2- *ARC - *T.J. DZIUBALA, R.*VOLUME 02 
462 /*E MODEL(76-O) OF *NE *WITH SIM TPS;(2) * *0 256 *40-FOOT BY 80-*R BURROWS/RI *JULY, 1982 
OAIDO *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *SUBSONIC VEH 5 AE* * *FOOT SUBSONIC *S R. HOULIHAN 
CR-167,365*VEHICLE ORBITER * *PO:(3)ELEVON, PUD* * *WIND TUNNEL *C R EDWARDS * 0 0 
*IN THE NASA/AMES * 	 *DER/SPDBRK, AND B* * * *'-DMS 
*RESEARCH CENTER 4* *ODYFLAP EFFECT W* t * * * 
*0 BY an-FOOT SUS* *ITH VEH 101 SEALS* * * * 0 . 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL * *AND GAPS,(4)RUDD * * * * * 0 
*(OA10) * *ER/SPDBRK AND SOD* * * *r­
* * *YFLAP HINGE MOM * * 
* * SEALS;(5)FLI *I*WITH * *o 
* * *GHT TEST AND SIDE* * * * * 
* I 	 *AIR DATA PROBE C * * * * * 0 
* 	 * *ALIB,(6)EVALUATE * * * *.=-­
*RN EFFECTS 
* * 	 * * * * "'c 
TBCA - *RESULTS OF A CARP*CARRIER W/ ORB. A-TO OBTAIN FORCE A*FORCE *0.03 *ROCKWELL/ *d- R CORNELIUS. *DMS-DR-2262
 
BTWT - *IER AIRCRAFT VERI*LONE. CARRIER ALO*ND MOMENT DATA ON* *0 3 *TBCA - *A P. WOLFLA/TBC *VOLUME 01 
1472 /*FICATION TEST IN *NE, MATED 747/ORB*EACH VEHICLE. MA t *0 7 *TRANSONIC WINO*O A. SARVER *NOV . 1976 
CAG *THE BOEING 8 X I *ITER *TED AND SEPARATED* * *TUNNEL *J E VAUGHN * 
CR-147,630*2 FOOT TRANSONIC * *, TO INVESTIGATE * * * *-DMS * 
*TUNNEL USING A 0.* *EFFECTS OF ORSITE* * * * * 
*03-SCALE 747 CAM/* *R INCIDENCE, TAIL' * * * * 
*ORBITER MODEL 45-* *CONE, STRUT FAIR * * * 
*0 * +INGS, ELEVON, AND* * * * * 
* * *BODY FLAP SETTIN * * * * 
* * *GS * * * * * 
TBCA - *RESULTS OF A CARR*CARRIER W/ ORB. A*TO OBTAIN FORCE A'FORCE *0 03 /ROCKWELL/ *J R. CORNELIUS, *DMS-DR-2262 
BTWT - *IER AIRCRAFT VERI*LDNE, CARRIER ALO'ND MOMENT DATA ON* to 3 - TSCA - *A R. WOLFLA/TBC *VOLUME 02 
1472 /*FICATION TEST IN +NE, MATED 747/ORB*EACH VEHICLE. MA * *0 7 *TRANSONIC WIND*D. A SARVER *NOV , 1976 
CAB *THE BOEING B X I *ITER *TED AND SEPARATED* * *TUNNEL *J E VAUGHN * 
CR-147.631*2 FOOT TRANSONIC * *. TO INVESTIGATE * * * *-DMS * 
*TUNNEL USING A 0.* *EFFECTS OF ORBITE* * * * * 
*03-SCALE 747 CAM/* *R INCIDENCE, TAIL* * * * * 
+ORBITER MODEL 45-t *CONE, STRUT FAIR * * * * * 
*0 + *INGS, ELEVON, AND* * * * 
* * *BODY FLAP SETTIN * * * * * 
* * *GS * * * * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




AEDC - +RESULTS OF HEAT T*140 C ORB (862 CI*TO DETERMINE ENTR*HEAT-TRANS*O.0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *E. C. ALLEN, W H*DMS-DR-2263 
HWTB - *RANSFER TESTS ON *2 E52 F1O MI6 R19*Y AERODYNAMIC HEA* *8 0 *AEDC - * DYE/RI *MARCH, 1976 
BSA /*A 0.0175-SCALE SP*V8 W127) *TING RATES ON ORB* *8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*E KNOX/AEDC 
0H74 *ACE SHUTILE ORBIT' * FUSELAGE SIDE * * *D TUNNEL (B) *R H. LINDAHL * 
CR-144,596*ER MODEL (56-0) I' * * * *-DMS * 
*N THE AEDC VKF '8' * * * * * 
*' HYPERSONIC WIND* * * * * *
 
*TUNNEL (OH74) * * * * * * *
 
LARC - *TRANSONIC STABILI*SSV ORBITER 49-0 *TO GENERATE A DET*FORCE *0 35 - *LARC / * GAMBLE, M. BUH*DMS-DR-2264 
8TPT - *TY AND CONTROL CH*'ODIFIED *AILED AERODYNAMIC* *1 20 *LARC *L, JR /JSC; B SP*DEC , 1975
 
717 /*ARACTERISTICS OF * *BASE TO SUBSTANT * ' *8-FOOT TRANSON*ENCER, G WARE/LA*
 
LAO2 *A 0.015-SCALE (RE* *IATE THE DESIGN D' * *IC PRESSURE TU*RC
 
CR-t41,843'MOTELY CONTROLLED* *ATA ON THE CURREN+ * *NNEL *H PARRELL/RI *
 
*ELEVON) MODEL 49 * *T ORBITER CONFIGU* * * *d. W BALL
 
*-0 OF THE SPACE S* *RATION * ' 'M.* M MANN
 
*HUTTLE ORBITER TE* * *-DMS
 
*STED IN TIlE NASA/* ' ' ' *
 
'LARC 8-FOOT TPT (* * ' ' ' ' *
 
*LA62) ' * ' ' '
 
* * ' * * ' ' * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *CONFIG I ORBITER *ASSESS EFFECTS OF'FDRCE * 030 *ROCKWELL/ *. 0 MARROQUIN/R*DMS-DR-2265 
I2PT - *USING A 0 030-SCA*WITH NOSE AND TAI*RCS ORIFICES tOC * *0 26 - *ARC - *1 *JAN., 1976 
078 /*LE MODEL (45-0) O*L RCS JETS *ATED ON ORBITER N* *0.26 *12-FOOT PRESSU*D B. WATSON 
OAiB9 *F THE SPACE SHUTT*CONFIG 2 ORBITER *OSE, EFFECTS OF M' * *RE TUNNEL *-DMS 
CR-14i,832*LE VEHICLE ORBITE*WITH AFT CARRIER *ODIFIED OMS PODS * ' ' ' 
*R IN THE NASA/ARC*ATTACHMENT *AND MODIFIED ELEV* * ' ' *
 
'12-FOOT PRESSURE *CONFIG 3 ORBITER *DNS ON THE 6-COMP* ' * * '
 
*TUNNEL (OA159) *WITH GROUND PLANE*ONENT FORCE DATA.* * ' ' -a
 
* *CONFIG 4 ORBITER * * * * * * 0
 
*WITH SIMULATED BA* ' * * * ' 0 
* *LANCE SUPPORTS US* * * * * * 
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* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT 	 * BASIC 
*PUBLICATIONSTEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING TEST DMS 
* TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE 
LTV - *TRANSONIC-SUPERSO*I4OA/B/C=B26 C9 EtTO GENERATE A DET*FORCE *0 015 / *LARC / *G WARE, B. SPENC*DMS-DR-2266 
HSWT - 'NIC H10GH REYNOLDS'43 FB MIS N2B RS *AILED AERODYNAMIC* *0 B *LTV - ER, JR /LARC *JULY, 1976 
*V8 W *DATA BASE WHICH - *4 6 tHIGH SPEED WIN*T C POPE/VSD * 552 /*NUMBER STABILITY 
LA67 *AND CONTROL CHAR * *CAN BE USED TO SU* * 4D TUNNEL *J E VAUGHN * 
CR-144,607*ACTERISTICS OF A t *BSTANTIATE THE AE* * *-DMS n 
*0.015-SCALE (REMO* *RODYNAMIC DATA DE* * * * 
*TELY CONTROLLED E* *SIGN DATA BOOK FO* * * * * 
*LEVON) MODEL 44-0* *R THE CURRENT ORB* * * * * 
*OF THE SPACE SHU * tITER DESIGN * * * * * 
*TTLE ORBITER TEST* * * * 	 * 
* 	 **ED IN THE VSD HIG* * 	 * * * 
* **H SPEED WIND TUNN* * 	 * * 
*-EL****** 
LARC - *RESULTS OF TEST MIREACTION CONTROL *TO STUDY TUNNEL R*FORCE 	 *0 0100 / *MSC I *D.B. KANIPE/JSC *DMS-DR-2267 
*10 3 " *LARC * W BALL *VOLUME 01CFHT - *A22 IN THE NASA/L*SYSTEM *EPEATABILITY AND * 

118 /*ARC 31-INCH CFHT * *EFFECT ON JET INT* *10.3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*G. W KLUG *JUNE, 1976 
MA22 *ON AN 0 010-SCALE* *ERACTION DATA, TO* * *W HYPERSONIC T*-DMS * 
* * CR-147,604*MOOEL (32-0) OF T* -DETERMINE EFFECTS+- *UNNEL 
*HE SPACE SHUTTLE * tOF MODEL HEATING * * * * * 
*CONFIGURATION 3 T* 	 *, ELEVON, BODYFLA* * 4 * 	 * 
* 
-JET FLOW FIELD IN* *JET INTERACTION. * * * * 
*TERACTION AND TO * *STUDY MULTIPLE JE* * * * 
*0 DETERMINE RCS * 	 +P DEFLECTIONS ON * * * * 
* 
* * * 
tAL GAS EFFECTS * *INVESTIGATE AREA * * * * * 00 
* * *RATIO EFFECTS, ST* * * * 
*INVESTIGATE RT RE* 	 *T FIRING EFFECTS,* * 

* 
* * *UDY SUPER POSITIOn * 
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* 	 4 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT 4 BASIC
 
TEST 	 4 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
LARC - *RESULTS OF TEST M'REACTION CONTROL *TO STUDY TUNNEL RtFORCE *0 0O0 / *MSC / *D B KANIPE/,SC *DMS-DR-2267 
CFHT - *A22 IN THE NASA/LeSYSTEM *EPEATABILITY AND * *10 3 - *LARC *J W. BALL *VOLUME 02 
118 /*ARC 31-INCH CFHT * *EFFECT ON JET INT* *10.3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*G. W. KLUG *JUNE, 1976 
MA22 *ON AN 0 0lO-SCALE* *ERACTION DATA, TO * *W HYPERSONIC T*-DMS * 
CR-147,605*MODEL (32-0) OF T* *DETERMINE EFFECTS' * *UNNEL * 4 
*HE SPACE SHUTTLE * *OF MODEL HEATING * * * 4 *
 
*CONFIGURATION 3 T* *, ELEVON, BODYFLA* * * *
 
*0 DETERMINE RCS * 'P DEFLECTIONS ON * * * * 4
 
*JET FLDW FIELD IN* *JET INTERACTION, * * * * *
 
*TERACTION AND TO * *STUDY MULTIPLE JE* * * 4 4
 
*INVESTIGATE RT RE* *7 FIRING EFFECTS,* 4 * 4 *
 
*AL GAS EFFECTS * *INVESTIGATE AREA * 4 4 * 4
 
*RATIO EFFECTS, ST* 4 4 4 *
 
* * *UDY SUPER POSITIO* * * * *
 
* *4*N EFFECTS * * *
 
LAR6 - *RESULTS OF TEST M'REACTION CONTROL *TO STUDY TUNNEL R.FORCE *0.0100 / *MSC / *D B KANIPE/JSC *DMS-DR-2267 
CFHT - *A22 IN THE NASA/L'SYSTEM *EPEATABILITY AND * 10 3 - *LARC *J. W. BALL *VOLUME 03 
118 /*ARC 31-INCH CFHT * *EFFECT ON JET INT* *10.3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*G. W KLUG *JUNE, 1976 
MA22 *ON AN 0 010-SCALE* *ERACTION DATA, TO* * *W HYPERSONIC T*-OMS *
 
CR-147,606*MODEL (32-0) OF T* *DETERMINE EFFECTS* tUNNEL * *
 
*HE SPACE SHUTTLE * *OF MODEL HEATING * 4 * * *
 
*CONFIGURATION 3 T* *, ELEVON, BODYFLA* * t *
 
*0 DETERMINE RCS * *P DEFLECTIONS ON * 4 * 4 *
 
*JET FLOW FIELD IN* *JET INTERACTION, * * 0* 0 

*TERACTION AND TO * *STUDY MULTIPLE dE* 4 * * . -1
 
*INVESTIGATE RT RE* *T FIRING EFFECTS,* * * 4 *
 
*AL GAS EFFECTS * * * * ;
'INVESTIGATE AREA * * 	 0 
* 4 EFFECTS, ST* * 	 * x
l*RATIO * * 0 
* *UDY SUPER POSITIO* * * 	 ;0 r 
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* * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
* t 

* SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID + REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 

LARC - *RESULTS OF TEST M'REACTION CONTROL *TO STUDY TUNNEL RFORCE '0.0100 / +MSC / 'D B. KANIPE/JSC *DMS-DR-2267 
CFHT - *A22 IN THE NASA/L'SYSTEM 'EPEATABILITY AND * +10 3 - 'LARC - d W. BALL *VOLUME 04 
118 /*ARC 31-INCH CFHT * *EFFECT ON JET INT* *10 3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO*G W. KLUG *dUNE, 1976 
MA22 *ON AN 0 010-SCALE* *ERACTION DATA, TO' * *W HYPERSONIC T*-DMS
 
CR-147.607*MODEL (32-0) OF T* -DETERMINE EFFECTS* * 'UNNEL * *
 
'HE SPACE SHUTTLE * *OF MODEL HEATING * t * *
 
*CONFIGURATION 3 T* *, ELEVON, BODYFLA* * * *
 
'o DETERMINE RCS ' 'P DEFLECTIONS ON * * * *
 
*JET FLOW FIELD IN* *JET INTERACTION, * * * * *
 
'TERACTION AND TO * *STUDY MULTIPLE JE* * * *
 
+INVESTIGATE RT RE* *T FIRING EFFECTS,* * * * *
 
*AL GAS EFFECTS *'INVESTIGATE AREA * * * * *
 
* ' *RATIO EFFECTS, ST* * * * *
 
* -*UDYSUPER POSITIO* * * 
* *N EFFECTS * * * * * 
TBCA - *RESULTS OF AN INV*BOEING AXISI9P-1 *SIX-COMPONENT FOR*FORCE * 0.03 , *ROCKWELL/ *W R COVINGTON/BOOMS-DR-2268 
BTWT - *ESTIGATION OF AER*CARRIER 'CE AND MOMENT DAT*PRESSURE *0.03 I *TBCA - EING, H.SEXTON,H.*VOLUME 01 
*A WERE MEASURED 0* *0 4 *TRANSONIC WIND*S LUTFIS L OLLM*dUNE,1477 /'ODYNAMIC FORCES, *ORBITER 47-0 1979
 
CAB 'MOMENTS, AND PRES* *N THE TOTAL VEHIC' *0 70 *TUNNEL *ANN/RI *
 
CASP *SURES ON 0.03-SCAt 
 'LE AND ON THE ORB* * * *R H LINDAHL *
 
CR-IEi.396*LE MODELS OF THE * *ITER TAILCONE. TH* * ' *-DMS
 
*MATED SPACE SHUTT* *REE-COMPONENT FOR' ' ' *
 
*LE ORBITER AND CA* *CE AND MOMENT DAT' * ' *
 
*RRIER AIRCRAFT (M' *A WERE MEASURED 0* * *
 
*ODEL NUMBERS AXI3* *N THE CARRIER RIG* ' ' * *
 
*i9P-1 AND 47-0) I *HT TIP FIN ORBIT* * * * 
*N THE BOEING TRAN* *ER ELEVON HINGE M* ' * * * CQ 
* * 4 * "Vi
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL* 'OMENTS WERE ALSO * 
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* * * * *MODEL COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
TBCA - *RESULTS OF AN INV'BOEING AXI3I9P-l *SIX-COMPONENT FOR*FORCE * 0 03 *ROCKWELL/ *W.R. COVINGTON/BO*DMS-DR-2268
BTWT - 'ESTIGATION OF AER'CARRIER *CE AND MOMENT DAT'PRESSURE *0.03 *TECA - *EING, H.SEXTON,H *VOLUME 021477 /*ODYNAMIC FORCES, 'ORBITER 47-0 *A WERE MEASURED 0* *0 4 *TRANSONIC WIND*S LUTFI,S L. OLLM*JUNE, 
 1979
 
CA9 *MOMENTS. AND PRES* 
 *N THE TOTAL VEHIC* *0 70 *TUNNEL *ANN/RI

CA9P *SURES ON 0 03-SCA* 
 *LE AND ON THE ORB* ' ' *R H. LINDAHL * 
CR-l5l,397*LE MODELS OF THE * 'ITER TAILCONE TH* ' * *-DMS 
*MATED SPACE SHUTT* *REE-COMPONENT FOR* * * * 
*LE ORBITER AND CA* *CE AND MOMENT DAT* ' * ' 
*RRIER AIRCRAFT (M' *A WERE MEASURED 0* ' * 

*ODEL NUMBERS AXI3* *N THE CARRIER RIG* ' * 
'
 




*N THE BOEING TRAN* *ER ELEVON HINGE M* ' ' '
 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL* *OMENTS WERE ALSO ' 
 ' ' '
 
*(CA9) * *MEASURED ' * ' '
 
TBCA - *RESULTS OF AN INV*BOEING AXI319P-1 *SIX-COMPONENT FOR*FORCE ' 0.03 *ROCKWELL/ *W R. COVINGTON/BO*DMS-DR-2268
BTWT - *ESTIGATION OF AER*CARRIER *CE AND MOMENT DAT*PRESSURE *0 03 / *TBCA - *EING, H SEXTON,H *VOLUME 03 
1477 /*ODYNAMIC FORCES, *ORBITER 47-0 *A WERE MEASURED 0* *0 4 
 *TRANSONIC WIND*S.LUTFI,S.L. OLLM*UNE, 1979
 
CAB *MOMENTS, AND PRES* 
 *N THE TOTAL VEHIC* '0 70 *TUNNEL *ANN/RI * 
CA9P *SURES ON '.03-SCA*AND ON THE ORB* * LINDAHL*LE 'R. H 

CR-151,398*LE MODELS OF THE * *ITER TAILCONE. TH* 
 ' * *-DMS
 
*MATED SPACE SHUTT* *REE-COMPONENT FOR* *
 
*LE ORBITER AND CA* *CE AND MOMENT DAT* ' 
 * * * 0C 
*RRIER AIRCRAFT (M* *A WERE MEASURED 0* * ' * ' 
*ODEL NUMBERS AXI* *N THE CARRIER RIG* ' * * ,"U 
'19P-1 AND 47-0) I* *HT TIP FIN ORBIT* ' * * o 
*N THE BOEING TRAN* *ER ELEVON HINGE M* ' ' ' ' 0 v' 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL* *OMENTS WERE ALSO * * * * r 
*(CA9) *
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*MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * 
* * * * 
TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACHt RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
- *RESULTS OF AN INV*BDEING AXIGI9P-l +SIX-COMPONENT FOR*FORCE * 0 03 +ROCKWELL/ *W.R. COVINGTDN/BO*MS-DR-2268
TBCA 

BTWT - *ESTIGATION OF AER*CARRIER *CE AND MOMENT DAT*PRESSURE *0 03 'TBCA - *EING, H SEXTON.H 'VOLUME 04 
1477 /*ODYNAMIC FORCES, *ORBITER 47-0 *A WERE MEASURED 0* tO 4 *TRANSONIC WIND'S.LUTFIS L OLLM*JUNE, 1979 
CA9 *MOMENTS. AND PRES* *N THE TOTAL VEHIC* *0.70 *TUNNEL rANN/RI * 
CA9P 'SURES ON O.03-SCA* *LE AND ON THE ORB'- * 'P H LINDAHL * 
CR-151B399'LE OODELS OF THE * *ITER TAILCONE. TH* * '-DMS 
*MATED SPACE SHUTT* 'REE-COMPONENT FOR* * * * *
 
'LE ORBITER AND CA' *CE AND MOMENT DAT* t * *
 
*RRIER AIRCRAFT (Mt *A WERE MEASURED 0* t * *
 
*ODEL NUMBERS AXI3* *N THE CAPRIER RIG* * * *
 
'19P- AND 47-0) It *NT TIP FIN ORBIT* * * *
 
*N THE BOEING TRAN* *ER ELEVUN HINGE M* * * * *
 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL* *OMENT. WERE ALSO * * * * *
 
*(CA9) * FMEASURED. , *
 
- *RESULTS OF AN INV*BDEING AXI3IGP-1 *SIX-COMPONENT FOR*FORCE 0 03 *ROCKWELL/ *W.R COVINGTDN/SO*DMS-DR-2268
TBCA 
BTWT - *ESTIGATION OF AER*CARRIER *CE AND MOMENT DATtPRESSURE *0 03 'TBCA - *EING, H.SEXTONH *VOLUME 05 
*A WERE MEASURED 0' -0.4 *TRANSONIC WIND*S LUTFI.S L OLLM'dUNE,1477 /'ODYNAMIC FORCES, *ORBITER 47-0 T979 
CA9 *MOMENTS, AND PRES* *N THE TOTAL VEHIC* *0 70 *TUNNEL *ANN/RI * 
LINDAHL * CA9P *SURES ON 0 03-SCA* *LE AND ON THE ORB* * * 'R H 
CR-1S1,400LE MODELS OF THE * 'ITEP TAILCONE TH* **-BMS * 
'MATED SPACE SHUTT* *REE-COMPONENT FOR* * t * 
*LE ORBITER AND CA* 'CE AND MOMENT DAT' ' * * * 
'PRIER AIRCRAFT (M* *A WERE MEASURED 0' * ' 
0 a*DDEL NUMBERS AXI3' 'N THE CARRIER RIG'* 
*IgP-I AND 47-0) I* *HT TIP FIN ORBIT* * t * *liz 
*N THE BOEING TRAN* *ER ELEVON HINGE M* • ' • ' 'U 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL' *OMENTS WERE ALSO * * * * * 0 
*(CA9) * *MEASURED * t * * 0 
*~0 'a,'
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESrED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE- AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
CALSPAN - *TRANSONIC HIGH RE*140A/B/C=B26 C9 E'TO OBTAIN BASIC S'FORCE *0 015 / *LARC / *H. PARRELL/RI *DMS-DR-2269
 
8TWT - *YNOLDS NUMBER STA*43 F8 M16 N28 RB *HUTTLE AERO DATA * * 35 *CALSPAN - 'D D GAMBLE/JSC *SEPT., 1976
 
TI8-tO3 /*BILITY AND CONTRO*VB W *THROUGH A FULL RA* *1 20 *-FOOT TRANSON*R H. LINDAHL *
 
LA7O 'L CHARACTERISTICS* *NGE OF ELEVON AND' * *IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS *
 
CR-147,624*DF A 0.015-SCALE * *AILERON DEFLECTIO* * * 
*REMOTELY CONTROLL' *NS, VERIFICATION * * * * * 
*ED ELEVON MODEL (* *OF DATA OBTAINED * * * * 
*44-0) OF THE SPAC* 'AT OTHER FACILITI* * * * 
*E SHUTTLE ORBITER* *ES, AND EFFECTS 0* * * * *
 
*TESTED IN THE CA * *F REYNOLDS NUMBER* ' ' '
 
*LSPAN B-FOOT TWT * * t t *
 
LARC - *LOW SUPERSONIC ST*ORBITER W/ INDEPE*TO GENERATE A DET*FORCE *0 CIS / *LARC I *d. D. GAMBLE/JSC *DMS-DR-2270
 
UPWT - 'ABILITY AND CONTR'NDENTLY-OPERATED *AILED AERODYNAMIC* '1 5 *LARC * *DEC , 1975
 
Iia /*OL CHARACTERISTIC'LEFT,RIGHT ELEVON'DATA BASE FOR TH * *2 0 +UNITARY PLAN W*
 
LA63A *S OF A 0.05-SCAL*SURFACES *E CURRENT ORBITER* * *IND TUNNEL * *
 
CR-144,579*E REMOTELY CONTRO* *CONFIGURATION ' ' * ' *
 
'LLED ELEVON MODEL* * ' * * *
 
*(49-0) OF THE SP * * 
 * 
*ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT* ' ' ' ' '
 
*ER (LA63A) * * *
 
* * * * * * * 
LARC - *SUPERSONIC STABIL*MODEL 69-0 WITH F'TO DETERMINE SUPE*FORCE *0 0i *LARC / *W P. PHILLIPS/LA*DMS'DR-2271
UPWT - *ITY AND CONTROL C*OREBODY RSI MODS *RSONIC AERODYNAMI* '1.5 *LARC *RC *FEB., 1977 
1147 /*HARACTERISTICS OF* *CS EFFECTS OF PSI* *4.6 *UNITARY PLAN W*d E. VAUGHN * 
1132 /*A 0.015 SCALE MO * *REDUCTION ON FOR * *'IND TUNNEL *D.B WATSON 
LAIA/B *DEL 69-0 OF THE S* *EBODY ' ' * *-DMS 
CR-l5l,044'PACE SHUTTLE ORBI* * * * 
*TER WITH FOREBODY* ' * ' * ' o 0C 
*RSI MODIFICATION * ' * * ' wit :o 
*S IN THE NASA/LAR* * * ' * 
*C 4-FOOT UPWT (LEt * * *** * a 
'GSI AN) 2) * * ,0 
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I* MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
*PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE- AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE+ TESTING * TEST DMS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*SSV 3 *TO INVESTIGATE AEtFORCE *0 010 +ROCKWELL/ *E CHEE, J. DAILE*DMS-DR-2272 
HWTB - *ESTIGATION OF EXT* *RODYNAMIC INTERAC* *5 93 ­ *AEOC - *DA/JSC *VOLUME 01 
C4A /*ERNAL TANK SEPARA* *TIONS BETWEEN ET * * *HYPERSONIC WIN*d. E VAUGHN *JUNE, 1977 
IA114 *TION EFFECTS USIN* *AND ORBITER DURIN* * *D TUNNEL (B) *M M MOSER JR. t 
CR-151,077*G AN 0 010-SCALE * tG RTLS ABORT SEPA* * *-DMS * 
*HODEL (52-OT) SPA* *RATION 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* * * * * * 
*E IN THE ARNOLD E* * * * * * *
 
*NGINEERING DEVELO* * * * * * *
 
*PMENT CENTER VON * * * * * *
 
*KARMAN FACILITY T* * * * *
 
*UNNEL B * * * *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*SSV 3 *TO INVESTIGATE AE*FORCE *0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *E CHEE, J. DAILE*DMS-DR-2272 
HWTB - tESTIGATION OF EXT* *RODYNAMIC INTERAC* *5 93 - *AEOC - *DA/dSC *VOLUME 02 
CAA /*ERNAL TANK SEPARAt *TIONS BETWEEN FT * * *HYPERSONIC WIN*J E. VAUGHN *OUNE, 1977 
IA114 *TION EFFECTS USIN* *AND ORBITER DURIN* * +D TUNNEL (B) *M M MOSER JR * 
CR-1I5,078*G AN 0 0O-SCALE * *G RTLS ABORT SEPA* * * *-DMS * 
*MODEL (52-OT) SPA* *RATION * * * * * 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICLe * * * * * * 
*E IN THE ARNOLD E* * * * * * * 
*NGINEERING DEVELO* * * * * * * 
* * + * **PMENT CENTER VON * 

* * * * * * 
*UINEL B * * * * * * * 0 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST ' CONFIGURATIONS t TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LTV - *RESULTS OF AN AERIAXI3IBI-i, 747/1,*TO PRESENT THE PR*FORCE *0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *R L GILLINS, V E*DMS-DR-2273 
HSWT - *ODYNAMIC INVESTIGt747/4 'OXIMITY EFFECTS D'PRESSURE *0.3 - *LTV - *SPARZA/RI *VOLUME 01 
559 /'ATION OF A SPACE *48-0 (02, 04, O6,*F EACH VEHICLE ON* *0 7 *HIGH SPEED WIN*CARL ZIEGLER/GAS *MAY, 1976 
CA26 'SHUTTLE ORBITER/7*Sl. ATY, ATX) *THE OTHER AT SEP * *D TUNNEL *DYNAMICS LAB * 
CR-144,612*47 CARRIER FLIGHT* *ARATION DISTANCES'* *0. A SARVER 
*TEST CONFIGURATI * *(FROM THE MATED * * *G. W KLUG 
*ON TO DETERMINE S* *CONFIGURATION) RA* * * *-DMS * 
*EPARATION CHARACT* *NGING FROM I 5 FE* * * 
*ERISTICS UTILIZI' *ET TO 75 FEET * ' ' ' * 
*NG 0 0125-SCALE M' ' ' ' ' ' * 
'ODELS (48-O/AXI3i* * 
*81-I) IN THE LTV * *
 
*4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE* * ' ' ' ' *
 
*ED WIND TUNNEL (C* * * * * ' *
 
*AG
26) * * * ' * *** * 
LTV - *RESULTS OF AN AER*AX1ISII-l, 747/1,*TO PRESENT THE PR*FORCE '0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *R L. GILLINS, V.E*DMS-DR-2273 
HSWT - 'ODYNAMIC INVESTIG'747/4 *OXIMITY EFFECTS O'PRESSURE *0 3 - *LTV - *SPARZA/RI *VOLUME 02 
559 /*ATION OF A SPACE *48-0 (02, 04, 06,*F EACH VEHICLE ON* *0 7 *HIGH SPEED WIN*CARL ZIEGLER/GAS *JUNE, 1976 
CA26 *SHUTTLE ORBITER/7*SI, ATY, ATX) *THE OTHER AT SEP * *D TUNNEL *DYNAMICS LAB * 
CR-144,6i3*47 CARRIER FLIGHT* *ARATION DISTANCES* * *'D. A SARVER 
*TEST CONFIGURATI * *(FROM THE MATED ** *G. W KLUG 
*ON TO DETERMINE S* 'CONFIGURATION) RA* *-DMS * 
*EPARATION CHARACT* *NGING FROM 1.5 FE* ' ' ' * 
*ERISTICS UTILIZI* *ET TO 75 FEET ' ' ' ' ' 0 0 
'No O 0125-SCALE M' ' ' ' ' * ' 
'ODELS (48-0/Ax1i* 
'8I-I) IN THE LTV * * ' * ' * 
* 0 7
*4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE* ' , ' ' ' 

'ED WIND TUNNEL (C* * ' ' 
 * ' * r 
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* , * * *MODEL 	 * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* 	 SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
TEST + 	 ' CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
ID * REPORT TITLE t TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' 
*0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *R L GILLINS, V E*DMS-DR-2273
 
HSWT - *ODYNAMIC INVESTIG*747/4 *OXIMITY EFFECTS O'PRESSURE t0 3 - *LTV - *SPARZA/RI *VOLUME 03 
*HIGH SPEED WIN*CARL ZIEGLER/GAS *JUNE, 1976 
LTV - *RESULTS OF AN AER*AXI3181-i. 747/1,*TO PRESENT THE PR*FORCE 

559 /*ATION OF A SPACE *48-0 (02, 04, O.*F EACH VEHICLE ON- *0 7 

CA26 *SHUTTLE ORBITER/7*Sl, ATY, ATX) *THE OTHER AT SEP * *D TUNNEL *DYNAMICS LAB *
 
CR-144,614*47 CARRIER FLIGHT* *ARATION DISTANCES* 
 * * *D A SARVER * 
*TEST CONFIGURATI * *(FROM THE MATED * * * *G. W KLUG * 
'ON TO DETERMINE S* *CONFIGURATION) RA* * * *-DMS * 
*EPARATION CHARACT* *NGING FROM 1.5 FE* ' ' * * 
'ERISTICS UTILIZI, *ET TO 75 FEET * + '
 
*NG O.Oi25-SCALE M' * * *
 
*ODELS (48-0/AXi31* t *
 
8I-I) IN THE LTV * ' 	 ' ' * 
+ 	 *+

'4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE* 

*** **ED WIND TUNNEL (C' 

*A26) * 	 * 
PR*FORCE *0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ 'R L GILLINS, V E*DMS-DR-2273 
HSWT - *ODYNAMIC INVESTIG'747/4 *OXIMITY EFFECTS O'PRESSURE *0 3 - *LTV - *SPARZA/RI *VOLUME 04 
LTV - 'RESULTS OF AN AER*AXIB3I-1. 747/1,*TO PRESENT THE 

559 /*ATION OF A SPACE *48-0 (02, 04, 06,*F EACH VEHICLE ON* *0 7 'HIGH SPEED WIN*CARL ZIEGLER/GAS *JUNE. 1976 
CA26 *SHUTTLE ORBITER/7'St, ATY. ATX) *THE OTHER AT SEP * * *D TUNNEL *DYNAMICS LAB 
* * 	 *D. A SARVER * CR-144,615*47 CARRIER FLIGHT* *ARATION DISTANCES* 

*TEST CONFIGURATI * *(FROM THE MATED 
 * 	 * *G W KLUG 
*ON TO DETERMINE S* *CONFIGURATION) RA* 	 * *-DMS * 
*
'EPARATION CHARACT* *NGING FROM I 5 FE* * 

*ERISTICS UTILIZI* *ET TO 75 FEET * * * *
 
0 0
*NG 0 0125-SCALE M* 

"n
* * +ODELS (48-0/AXi31* 

*8I-I) IN THE LTV' * * *
 
*4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE* * ' ' ' * * 0 z
 




* 	 * * it*A) * * * 	 * 
-
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * A CONFIGURATIONS * TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
I0 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
LTV - *RESULTS OF AN AER*AX13181-i, 747/i.*TO PRESENT THE PR*FORCE *0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *R.L. GILLINS, V.E'DMS-DR-2273 
HSWT - *DDYNAMIC INVESTIG*747/4 'OXIMITY EFFECTS O*PRESSURE *0 3 - *LTV - *SPARZA/RI *VOLUME 05 
659 /*ATION OF A SPACE *48-0 (02, 04, 06,'F EACH VEHICLE ON* *0.7 *HIGH SPEED WIN*CARL ZIEGLER/GAS *dUNE, 1976 
CA26 *SHUTTLE ORSITER/7*Si, ATY, ATX) *THE OTHER AT SEP * 'D TUNNEL *DYNAMICS LAB * 
CR-144,616'47 CARRIER FLIGHT* *ARATION DISTANCES* * *D. A. SARVER * 
*TEST CONFIGURATI * -(FROM THE MATED * ' * *G. W KLUG 
*ON TO DETERMINE S* *CONFIGURATION) RA' *-DMS 
*EPARATION CHARACT* *NGING FROM I 5 FE' * * * 
*ERISTICS UTILIZI* *ET TO 75 FEET. t 
*NG O.Oi25-SCALE M* ' * ' ' * 
*ODELS (48-0/AX131* * * A' * 4 
*8I-i) IN THE LTV * * * ' * * * 
*4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE* ' ' ' ' * *
 




MSFC - *AN INVESTIGATION *74-OTS, VEH 5 (A'TO DETERMINE STAT*FORCE *0 6 *MSFC / *P E. RAMSEY/MSFC*DMS-DR-2274 
14TWT - *OF DRAG REDUCTION*SCENT CONFIG.) *IC STABILITY AND * *4.96 .MSFC *V W. SPARKS *FEB , 1976 
600 /*FAIRINGS ON THE * *DRAG ON A 0.004-S* * *14-INCH TRISON*V W SPARKS 
FAI4 *SPACE SHUTTLE VEH* *CALE MODEL OF THE' * *IC WIND TUNNELt-DMS 
CR-144,593*ICLE 5 CONFIGURAT* 'SHUTTLE AS CENT C' ' ' * * 
*ION (MODEL 74-OT* *ONFIGURATION * * 4 
*s) IN THE MSFC 14' * * * 
'-INCH TRISONIC WI' ' * * * ' * 
*NO TUNNEL * * * ' ' ' ' 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN EXP*O 0125-SCALE SSV *LONGITUDINALLATE*FORCE * 0.0125 / *ROCKWELL/ 'V. ESPARZA.RI,d *DMS-DR-2275 
14-TWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI'ORBITER *RAL AND NORMAL SE* * 3 - *ARC - *BROWNSON,D. PENA,*VOLUME 01 
120 /*GATION TO DETERMI*0.0125-SCALE 747 *PARATION INCREMENt *.6 *14-FOOT TRANSO'ARC *MAY, 1976 
CA238 *NE SEPARATION CHA*MODEL *S WERE OBTAINED * *NIC WIND TUNNE*R. H LINDAHL 
CR-144,603*RACTERISTICS FOR * *FOR FIXED 747 ANG' * *L *-DMS * 
*THE ORBITER/747 U' *LES OF ATTACK OF * ' ' ' 

*SING A 0 0125-SCA' '0,2,4 DEGREES WHI* ' ' ' *
 
*LE MODEL (48-0 AX* *LE VARYING ORBITE' * * ' *
 
*131I-i 747) IN T' *R ANGLE OF ATTACK* t * *
 
*HE AMES RESEARCH ' * *
 
*CENTER 14-FOOT WI* ' * ' ' *
 
*ND TUNNEL (CA23B)* * * * * * 
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* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DM5 -PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE 

ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN EXP*O 0125-SCALE SSV *LONGITUDINALLATE'FORCE * 0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *V ESPARZA,RI,J. *DMS-DR-2275 
14-TWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI*ORBITER *RAL AND NORMAL SE* * 3 - *ARC - *BROWNSON,D PENA,*VOLUME 02 
120 /*GATION TO DETERMI*O 0125-SCALE 747 *PARATION INCREMEN* * 6 *14-FOOT TRANSO*ARC *MAY, 1976 
CA23B *NZ SEPARATION CHA*MODEL *TS WERE OBTAINED * *NIC WIND TUNNE'R H LINDAHL * 
CR-144,604*RACTERISTICS FOR * *FOR FIXED 747 ANG' * *L *-DMS * 
*THE ORBITER/747 U* *LES OF ATTACK OF * * * * 
*SING A 0 0125-SCA* *0,2.4 DEGREES WHI* * t 
*LE MODEL (48-0 AX* +LE VARYING ORBITE+ * * * * 
*13iS-i 747) IN T* *R ANGLE OF ATTACK* * * * * 
'HE AMES RESEARCH* * * ' * * 
'CENTER 14-FOOT WI* * * ' * *
 
*ND TUNNEL (CA23B)* * * * * *
 
- *HEAT TRANSFER AND*40-DEG NOSE-CLEAN*DETERMINE THE INF*HEAT-TRANS*2 B *MSFC *H. R CARROLL/MMC*DMS-DR-2276
AEDC 
SWTA - *SURFACE PRESSURE *(NO PROTUBERANCES*LUENCE OF A NEW V* *S 5 *AEDC *d E. VAUGHN *JUNE, 1977 
EIA /*DATA OBTAINED ON *) *ENT CAP/LIGHTNING' * *SUPERSONIC WIN'M M. MANN 
FHI3 *A 0429 SCALE MD *DOUBLE CONE(1O-DE*ROD CONFIGURATIO * * *D TUNNEL (A) *-DMS 
CR-15,055*DEL SSV EXTERNAL *G-40-DEG)(NO PROT*N WHICH FORMS THE* ' * * 
'TANK NOSE SECTION*UBERANCES) *NOSE TIP ON THE * * * *
 
'AT MACH NUMBERS *DOUBLE CONE WITH *SHUTTLE EXTERNAL * ' * *
 
*FROM 2 5 TO 5 5 *PROTUBERANCES *TANK. * 
 + ** 
*(FHI3) * * * * 
- *FORCE TEST OF A OMODEL 461, 142-IN*TO OBTAIN AERODYN*FQRCE *0 88 / *MSFC +J D JOHNSON/MSF*DMS-DR-2277MSFC 
*0 6 *MSFC *C *JULY. 1976 t CHRWT - '.88 PERCENT SCALE*CH DIA WITHOUTP*AMIC FORCE DATA 0* 

034 /*142-INCH DIAMETE *ROTUBERANCES *VER A LARGE RANGE* *0 7 *HIGH REYNOLDS *G. W WINKLER/NSI' 0
 
SAIF 'R SOLID ROCKET BO* *OF REYNOLDS NUMB * 'NUMBER* WIND TU*V. W SPARKS ' 0
 
CR-144,579*OSTER (MSFC MODEL* *ERS * ' *NNEL *-DMS *
 
*NUMBER 461) INT' * ' * * * * t
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* * * *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT ' BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE 
 + TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARD -	*LOW-SUBSONIC STAB*TEST CANCELLED, M'TEST CANCELLED, M*FORCE 
 * 0 015 *LARC / *B. SPENCER, JR./L*DMS-DR-2278 
LTPT - *ILITY AND CONTROL*AY 1976 *AY 1976 * *0.06 - *LARO *ARC *TASK 
219 /*CHARACTERISTICS * *0 30 *LOW-TURBULENCE*G WARE/LARC *CANCELLED 
LA61 	 *OF A 0 010-SCALE * * **PRESSURE TUNN * *MAY, 1976 
*REMOTELY CONTROLL* * * * *EL * 
+ED ELEVON MODEL (* * * 
*49-0) OF THE SPAC* * * * 
'E SHUTTLE ORBITER* * 	 * 
*IN THE LANGLEYR' 	 * * * * 
*ESEARCH CENTER LO* * 	 *' 
*W TURBULENCE PRES* * * 	 ** 	 * * 
*SURE TUNNEL 	 * ***
 
LARC -	*HIGH SUPERSONIC S*140A/B/C (826 C9 *TO GENERATE A DET*FORCE 
 *2.86 - *LARC / *B SPENCER, JR., *DMS-DR-2279 
UPWT - *TABILITY AND CONT*E43 FS M16 N28 RS*AILED AERODYNAMIC* *4 60 *LARC *G WARE, R. FOURN*JUNE, 1976 
1151 /*ROL CHARACTERISTI*V8 W) *DATA BASE FOR CU * 'UNITARY PLAN W*IER/LARC

LA638 	 *CS OF A 0.015-SCA* *RRENT SS ORB CON* 
 *IND TUNNEL *J GAMBLE/dSC * 
CR-144,606*LE (REMOTELY CONT* 	 *F. 
 *J W. BALL
 
*ROLLED ELEVON) MO'* 
 *J E. VAUGHN
 
*DEL 49-0 OF THE S* * 
 ' * ' *-DMS * 
*PACE SHUTTLE ORBI* ' * * 
*TER TESTED IN THE* 	 ' I' * * 
'NASA/LARC 4-FOOT * ' ' ' ' *
 
'UPWT(LEG) * * * 
 *
 
LTV - *HEAT-FLUX GAGE ME*FLAT-PLATE MODEL *TO DETERMINE FEAS*HEAT-TRANS* 0 *LARC / *B SPENCER, JR.. *DMS-DR-2280 
HSWT - *ASUREMENTS ON A F'WITH THIN-FILM H*IBILITY OF USING * *4 6 *LTV *R. L STALLINGS /*JAN , 1976 
498 /*LAT PLATE AT A MA*EAT FLUX GAGES *THIN-FILM HEAT-FL* '4 6 *HIGH SPEED WIN'LARC * 
LA28 	 *CH NUMBER OF 4 6 * 
 *UX GAGES 	TO DEFIN* -D TUNNEL *T C POPE / LTV ' 
CR-144,582*IN THE VSD HIGH S* *E BOUNDARY LAYER '* * W. BALL * o o 
*PEED WIND TUNNEL-' *CHARACTERISTICS A * *M M. MOSER JR. ' 0 
*-A FEASIBILITY TE* *T SUPERSONIC SPEE* * *-DMS ** v 
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* * 'MODEL COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 1 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST +MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *SUBSONIC STABILIT*BASELINE *DEFINE NON-LINEAR*FORCE + 0 015 'LARC / *d M UNDERWOOD/dS*DMS-DR-2281
 
12PT - *Y AND CONTROL CHA* *AERODYNAMIC CHAR * *0 22 - *ARC *C *SEPT., 1976
 
135-1 /*RACTERISTICS OF A* *ACTERISTICS UTILI* 
 *0.29 *12-FOOT PRESSU*H PARRELL/ROCKWE*
 
LAGS *0 015-SCALE (REM * 
 *ZING SMALL INCREM* * +RE TUNNEL *LL INTERNATIONAL *
 
CR-147,621*OTELY CONTROLLED * 'ENTS IN ALPHA. BE* *BD* . WATSON *
 
*ELEVON) MODEL 44-* *TA, AND ELEVON * '-DMS *
 
'O OF THE SPACE SH* * * * * * *
 
*UTTLE ORBITER TES' * * t * * *
 
*TED IN THE NASA/A* * * * * * *
 
*RC 12-FOOT PRESSUt * * * * * *
 
*RE TUNNEL (LA66) * * * * * *
 
LERC - *BASE PRESSURE AND*PLUME SIMULATION *OBTAIN BASE DATA 'HEAT-TRANS'O 0225 *ROCKWELL/ * W FOUST/RI *DMS-DR-2282 
iOSWT - *HEAT TRANSFER TE *MODEL 19-OTS *AT LOWER ALTITUDE* *2 2 - *LERC - *0 W.HERSEY *APRIL, 1978 
038 /*STS OF THE 0 0225* *S THAN PREVIOUSLY* +3 5 '10 BY iO-FOOT *-DMS * 
TH34 '-SCALE SPACE SHUT* *TESTED OBTAIN BA * *SUPERSONIC WIN* 
CR-i5i.407*TLE PLUME SIMULAT* *SE DATA ABOUT SSM* *D TUNNEL * 
*ION MODEL 19-OTS * *E PARALLEL POSITI* * * 
*IN THE NASA-LEWIS* *ON VERIFY PREVIOU* * * * 
'IOXI0 FOOT ST * *S BASE DATA OBTAI* * * * * 
* * *N GAS RECOVERY TE* * ' * 
* * *MPERATURE DATA * ' ' 
LTV - *A LOW SPEED WIND +ORBITER 089B *CONFIGURATIONAL EFORCE * 050 *'MSC / 'D 2 WATSON *DMS-DR-2283 
LSWT - *TUNNEL TEST OF A * 'FFECTS STUDY FOR * *.067 - *LTV *-DMS *NOV , 1976 
422 /*0 050 SCALE MODEL* *6 CANARDS AND TWO* *.067 *LOW SPEED WIND* * 
MAI4 *OF SHUTTLE ORBIT * *TAILS ON ORBITER * * *TUNNEL * * 
CR-147,649*ER (MODEL 0898) T* '0898 ' ' ' 
'0 INVESTIGATE THE* * ' ' * ' ' 0 0
* 0.1***4 * 
*LATERAL DIRECTIO ' * ' * * ' 
*NAL EFFECTS OF CA+ ' ' * * ' ' 0 
*NARD AND TAIL CON* ' ' ' ' * 0 Z 
*FIGURATIONAL MODI* ' ' * ' * ' r 
*FICATIONS IN THE ' * *
 
*LTV LSWT * * ' ' to 

*LONGITUDINAL AND ' 
* * * ' * ' * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 





97SWT - *OF THE 0.035-SCA *SHUTTLE VEHICLE *NAMIC NOISE ON TH* *0.65 * - *D L. KASSNER/ARC*VOLUME 01 
ARC - *AERODYNAMIC NOISE'INTEGRATED SPACE *TO MEASURE AERODY*STRUCT-DYN*O 035 * * FOUST/RI *DMS-DR-2284
 
'ARC 
113 /'LE INTEGRATED SPA*84-OTS *E INTEGRATED SHUT* '2 5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*W B. MEINDERS *MAY, 1977 
iITWT - *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* *TLE, TO MEASURE F' * *OT SUPERSONIC *-OMS * 
IS2A/B +E MODEL (84-OTS) + *LUCTUATING PRESSU' * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
CR-151,O35*IN THE NASA-AMES * *RES IN THE ORBITE* * *NITARY) * * 
'RESEARCH CENTER U* *R PAYLOAD BAY DUE* * *Il-FOOT TRANSO* * 
*NITARY PLAN WIND * *TO AERODYNAMIC * 'NIC WIND TUNNE* * 
+TUNNELS (IS2A/B) * *FLOW ACROSS THE V* * *L (UNITARY) * 
* * *ENT SYSTEM HOLES,* * * * 
* * *TO DEFINE FORE A * * * * * 
* +ND AFT BUFFET LOA* * * * 
* * *DS ON THE VERTICA* * * * 
* * *L TAIL * ' * * 
ARC - *AERODYNAMIC NOISE*INTEGRATED SPACE *TO MEASURE AERODY*STRUCT-DYN*O 035 *'ROCKWELL/ *0 W FOUST/RI *DMS-DR-2284
 
97SWT - *OF THE 0 035-SCA *SHUTTLE VEHICLE *NAMIC NOISE ON TH* '0 65 - *ARC - *0 L KASSNER/ARC*VOLUME 02 
113 /*LE INTEGRATED SPA*84-OTS *E INTEGRATED SHUT* *2 5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*W B. MEINDERS *MAY, 1977 
IITWT - *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* *TLE, TO MEASURE F' * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS * 
IS2A/B *E MODEL (84-OTS) * *LUCTUATING PRESSU' * *WIND TUNNEL (U* 
CR-i51,O3*IN THE NASA-AMES * 'RES IN THE ORBITE* * 'NITARY) * ' 0 0 
*RESEARCH CENTER U* *R PAYLOAD BAY DUE' * *li-FOOT TRANSO* '
 
*NITARY PLAN WIND * *TO AERODYNAMIC ' ' *NIC WIND TUNNE* ' ,2
 
*TUNNELS (IS2A/B) * *FLOW ACROSS THE V* * *L (UNITARY) o0 z
 
* * 'ENT SYSTEM HOLES,* * ' ' * 0 32.
 
* 	 ' *TO DEFINE FORE A ' * * I­
*ND AFT BUFFET LOA* * ' ' * 
* 	 * *DS ON THE VERTICA* ' ' * ' - 0' 
*L TAIL ' ' * * ' S*** 	 * ** * r'm 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *82-0, WITH AND WI*TO DETERMINE AERO*HEAT-TRANS*O 04 I *ROCKWELL/ *M. QUAN/RI *DMS-DR-2285 -

HWTB - *USING THE PHASE C*THOUT PROTUBERANC*DYNAMIC AERODYNAM* *8 0 *AEDC - *. A SARVER *APRIL, 1976
 
VA526/21B/*HANGE PAINT TECHN*ES, 50% FOREBODY 'IC HEATING RATES * *8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*M M MOSER OR '
 
OHSOA *IQUE ON 0 04 SCAL'MODELS 'DUE TO VARIOUS PR' * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
CR-144,595*E 50 PERCENT FORE' *OTUBERANCES AND R* ' ' ' *
 
*BODY MODELS (82-0* *ECESSIONS * * * * *
 
*) OF THE ROCKWELL* ' * ' ' *
 
*SPACE SHUTTLE OR * ' * * * * *
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S * * 'MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
* TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN AIR*SSV ORBITER (MODE*TO MEASURE PROBE *FORCE 	 *0 4 *ROCKWELL/ *V. ESPARZA/ROCKWE*DMS-DR-2286 
'1.2 *ARC - -LL D.E THORNTO*OCT , 197614-TWT - 'PROBE INVESTIGAT *L 57-0) FOREBODY *STATIC PRESSURE E* 

* *14-FOOT TRANSO*N/ROCKWELL150-i /*ION UTILIZING A OtWITH TPS TILES AL*RROR, TO DETERMIN* 

0A220 * 10 SCALE ORBITER*ONE *E LOCAL ANGLE OF * 
 * *NI WIND TUNNE*H AUGUST/ROCKWEL* 
*L 'L A. MENA/ROCK'CR-147,625*(MODEL 57-0) FOR *SSV ORBITER (MODE*ATTACK, AND TO DE* 

*EBODY IN THE AMES*L 57-0) FOREBODY *TERMINE THE INFLUt * * 	 *WELL * 
*RESEARCH CENTER *WITH TPS TILES IN'ENCE OF THE AIR V* * * *R. B LOWE *
 
*14 FOOT WIND TUNN'MODIFIED CONFIG. *ENT DOOR TWO ALT- * *-OMS
 
'EL (0A220) *SSV ORBITER (MODE*ERNATE AIR DATA S* * ' * *
 
+ *L 57-0) FOREBODY *YSTEMS WILL ALSO * * * *
 
* *,TPS, WITH ADP AN*BE EVALUATED,NAME* * * * *
 
* *D THE ORBITER ADP*LY, A FLUSH PORT * * * * 
* *,FLIGHTTEST NOSE *SYSTEM IN THE FOR* * * * * 
* *BOOM WITH MODIFIE*WARD FUSELAGE, AN* * * * * 
* *D TPS AND TPS FLI*D INSTRUMENTED IN* * * * 
* *GHT CONFIGURATION*THE RCS CHAMBERS * * * * * 
LERC - *RESULTS OF BASE H'BASE HEATING MODE*DETERMINE GAS REC*HEAT-TRANS'0 04 / 'ROCKWELL/ 'W. GARTON/RI 'DMS-DR-2288 
SPF - *EATING INVESTIGAT*L 25-0 tOVERY TEMPERATURE* * *LERC - *J. E VAUGHN *NOV 1977 
OH64 *IONS ON A 0 04 SO* *S PRESSURE DISTR* * *SPACE POWER FA*M M MOSER JR * 
* CR-15i,304'ALE SPACE SHUTTLE' *IBUTIONS, BASE HE' 	 *CILITY *-DMS 

*ORBITER BASE (MOD* *ATING RATES DURIN* * * * * 
*EL 25-0) IN THE N* *G 2ND STAGE ASCEN* ' * * * 
*ASA/LARC SPACE POt *T RESULTING FROM * * * * * 
*WER FACILITY * *PLUME RECIRCULATI* * * ' * 
*ON AND DIRECT PLU* ' ' ' * 
* * *ME IMPINGEMENT * * * 
* * * . * ** 	 ato 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




+ * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS 
 *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF A LAND*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*TO DEFINE THE ORB'FORCE 
 *0 0405 * *R B.RUSSELL, R
'ROCKWELL/ C*DMS-DR-2289 
LSWT - *ING LOADS TEST US*ITER 140C *ITER LANDING GEAR*PRESSURE *0 17 - *NRLAD - * MENNELL/RI *VOLUME 01 
751 /*ING A 0 0405-SCAL* *SYSTEM PRESSURE * *0.17 *LOW SPEED WIND*D W.HERSEY *DEC , 1976 
0A163 *E MODEL (16-0) OF' *LOADING, TO RECOR* 
 * *TUNNEL *W B. MEINDERS ' 
CR-147,61i*THE SPACE SHUTTL * *D LANDING GEAR DO * *-DMS * 
*E ORBITER IN THE * *OR AND STRUT HING* * * * 
*ROCKWELL INTERNAT* *E MOMENT LEVELS, * * t * * 
*IONAL NAAL WIND T* *TO RECORD AERODYN* ' * * * 
*UNNEL (0A163) *
'AMIC INFLUENCE OF* * * * * 
* **LANDING GEAR ON * ' ' ' * 
* + *ORBITER FORCE DAT* * * * * 
*A AND TO INVESTIG* * * * 
*ATE 40X80 ARC TUN* * * 
* ' *NEL STRUT SIMULAT* ' * * * 
* , *ION EFFECTS ' ' * * 
* * ' ' ' ' ' * 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF A LAND*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*TO DEFINE THE ORB*FORCE '0 0405 / *ROCKWELL/ *R B RUSSELL, R C*DMS-DR-2289 
LSWT - *ING LOADS TEST US*ITER 140C *ITER LANDING GEAR*PRESSURE t0 17 - *NRLAD - * MENNELL/RI *VOLUME 02 
751 /*ING A 0 0405-SCAL* *SYSTEM PRESSURE * *0 17 *LOW SPEED WIND*D W HERSEY *DEC., 1976 
DAi63 *E MODEL (16-0) OF' *LOADING, TO RECOR* *TUNNEL *W B MEINDERS * 
CR-147.612*THE SPACE SHUTTL * 'D LANDING GEAR DO* * * *-DMS * 
*E ORBITER IN THE * *OR AND STRUT HING* * * * * 
*ROCKWELL INTERNAT* *E MOMENT LEVELS, * * * * 
*IONAL NAAL WIND T* *TO RECORD AERODYN* * * * * 
*UNNEL (OA163) * *AMIC INFLUENCE OF* * * ' 
* * *LANDING GEAR ON * * * 
* * *ORBITER FORCE DAT* * * * * 
* * *A AND TO INVESTIG* * 0 0 
* * *ATE 40X8O ARC TUN* * 
* **~NEL STRUT SIMULAT* * * * * f 
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* * 	 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST +MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS 
*R B.RUSSELL, R. C*DMS-DR-2289
NRLAD - 'RESULTS OF A LAND*SPACE SHUTTLE DRB'TO DEFINE THE DRB'FORCE *0 0405 *ROCKWELL/ 
LSWT - -ING LOADS TEST UStITER 140C *ITER LANDING GEAR*PRESSURE *0 17 - *NRLAD - * MENNELL/RI *VOLUME 03 
751 /*ING A 0.0405-SCAL' 'SYSTEM PRESSURE * *0.17 'LOW SPEED WIND*D W.HERSEY *DEC., 1976 
0A163 *E MODEL (16-0) OF* *LOADING, TO RECOR* * *TUNNEL *W. B MEINDERS * 
* * *-DMS * 
*E ORBITER IN THE * -OR AND STRUT HING' * * * * 
*ROCKWELL INTERNAT* *E MOMENT LEVELS, * ' * ' * 
*IONAL NAAL WIND T* *TO RECORD AERODYN' * * ' * 
*UNNEL (0A163) *AMIC INFLUENCE OF* ' ' * 
* * *LANDING GEAR ON * ' 4 
* 'ORBITER FORCE DAT* ' * ' * 
* * *A AND TO INVESTIG* 
* * *ATE 40X80 ARC TUN' * * * 
* * *NEL STRUT SIMULAT' ' * 
* * *ION EFFECTS * 
CR-147,613*THE SPACE SHUTTL * 	 *D LANDING GEAR DO* 

*R B.RUSSELL, R. C*DMS-DR-2289
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF A LAND*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*TO DEFINE THE ORB*FORCE *0 0405 *ROCKWELL/ 
LSWT - *ING LOADS TEST US*ITER 140C *ITER LANDING GEAR*PRESSURE *0 17 - *NRLAD - '. MENNELL/RI 'VOLUME 04 
751 /*ING A 0 0405-SCAL* *SYSTEM PRESSURE * '0 17 *LOW SPEED WIND*D.W HERSEY *DEC , 1976 
CA163 *E MODEL (16-0) OF* *LOADING, TO RECOR* * *TUNNEL *W. B MEINDERS * 
CR-147,614*THE SPACE SHUTTL * 'D LANDING GEAR DO* * ' *-DMS * 
*E ORBITER IN THE * *OR AND STRUT HING* * ' * * 
*ROCKWELL INTERNAT* *E MOMENT LEVELS, * * ' ' 
*IONAL NAAL WIND T' *TO RECORD AERODYN* * * * * 
*UNNEL (OA163) t *AMIC INFLUENCE OF* ' * * 
* * * * *'LANDING GEAR ON * 
* * 	 *ORBITER FORCE DATI * * 
*A AND TO tNVESTIG* * * 0 
*ATE 40X8O ARC TUN* ' ' ' ' 
* * 	 *NEL STRUT SIMULAT* 4' * C 
*ION EFFECTS * * * * 
































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LARC - *MATED AERODYNAMIC*747 ALONE *TO INVESTIGATE TH*FORCE *0 0400 *BOEING / *R D KNUDSEN/THE *DMS-DR-2290 
V/STOL - *CHARACTERISTICS *747/GRBITER-FERRY*E EFFECTS OF FLAP* *0.0405 *LARC *BOEING CO. *VOLUME 01 
129 /*INVESTIGATION FOR*CONFIGURATION, 7 *SETTING. STABILI * *O.1B - *V/STOL TRANSIT*d LOUISSE AND J H'NOV , 1976 
CA8 *THE 0 04 SCALE *47/ORBITER-ALT CO*ZER ANGLE, AND * *0.21 *TON RESEARCH W* WALTER/THE BOEIN* 
CR-147.641'747 CAM AND THE O*NFIGURATIONS *GROUND PROXIMITY * * *IND TUNNEL *G CO. * 
*.0405 SCALE SPACE* *ON THE CONFIGURAT* * * tD A. SARVER * 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * *IONS TESTED * '0. W. KLUGG * 
*IN THE NASA LANGL* * * * *-DMS * 
*EY V/STDL TRANSIT' * * * * * 
*ION RESEARCH WIND* * ' ' ' ' 
*TUNNEL t* * 
LARC - *MATED AERODYNAMIC*747 ALONE *TO INVESTIGATE TH*FORCE *0 0400 *BOEING / *RD KNUDSEN/THE *DMS-DR-2290 
V/STOL - *CHARACTERISTICS *747/ORBITER-FERRY*E EFFECTS OF FLAP* *0.0405 / *LARC *BOEING CO. *VOLUME 02 
129 /*INVESTIGATION FOR*CONFIGURATION. 7 *SETTING, STABILI ' '0 IS - *V/STOL TRANSIT*J LOUISSE AND d.H*NOV., 1976 
CAB *THE 0 04 SCALE *47/ORBITER-ALT CO*ZER ANGLE. AND ' to 21 *ION RESEARCH W*.WALTER/THE BOEIN* 
CR-147,642'747 CAM AND THE ONFIGURATIONS *GROUND PROXIMITY * *IND TUNNEL *G CO. 
* 0405 SCALE SPACE- -ON THE CONFIGURAT' * * *. A SARVER 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * *IONS TESFED * 'G. W KLUG * 
'IN THE NASA LANGL* * * *-DMS * 
*EY V/STOL TRANSIT* * * * 
'ION RESEARCH WIND* ' * * ' * 
*TUNNEL * * ' * * * 
LARC - *MATED AEROOYNAMIC*747 ALONE *TO INVESTIGATE TH*FORCE *0.0400 *BOEING / *R.D KNUDSEN/THE *DMS-DR-2290 
V/STOL - *CHARACTERISTICS *747/ORBITER-FERRY*E EFFECTS OF FLAP* *0 0405 *LAR *BOEING CDO *VOLUME 03 
129 /*INVESTIGATION FOR*CONFIGURATION. 7 *SETTING. STABILI *'0 I5 - *V/STOL TRANSIT*uJ.LOUISSE AND J.H*NOV., 1976 
CAB *THE 0.04 SCALE *47/ORBITER-ALT CO*ZER ANGLE, AND * *0 21 *ION RESEARCH W* WALTER/THE BOEIN* 
CR-147,643*747 CAM AND THE O*NFIGURATIONS *GROUND PROXIMITY * * *IND TUNNEL *G CO * 
* 0405 SCALE SPACE* *ON THE CONFIGURAT* * * *. A SARVER * 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER * *IONS TESTED. * * *G W KLUG 
*IN THE NASA LANGL* + *-DMS 
*EY V/STDL TRANSIT* * ' ' ' ' ' 0 0 
*ION RESEARCH WIND* * ' * * ' ' ' U 
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* * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID + REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST + TYPE OF * SCALE' 
* 'FORCE * *LARC / *D B WATSON *DMS-DR-2292LARC ­
* * *LARC *-DMS -TO LRCLTPT - * * 
214 /t * i * *LOW-TURBULENCE' 
* * * 'PRESSURE TUNN * * 
* * * * * *EL 4 * 
LA36B * * 
'RESULTS OF TESTS *MODEL 75-OTS (72-*TO OBTAIN PROXIMI*FORCE 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *J. d DAILEDA, J *DMS-DR-2293 
SWTA - -USING A 0 0l0-SCA'O WING, 140C MOD *TY FORCE AND MOME* *4.5 *AEDC - *MAPROOUIN/RI *DEC , 1977
 
KIA /*LE SSV MODEL 75-O*FUSELAGE, ET. SR *NT DATA FOR ET AN* * *SUPERSONIC WIN*J E VAUGHN *
 
IA40 *TS IN THE AEDC VK*B) +D SRB WITH SRB SE* * *D TUNNEL (A) *M M MOSER OR *
 
' *-DMS * 
AEDC ­
CP-ISA,381'F TUNNEL A * *PARATION MOTOR PL* 
**UME EFFECTS * * * 
+ 0.0405 +ROCKWELL/ *M T. HUGHES/RI 'DMS-DR-2294
 
LSWT - tOF A SPACE SHUTTL*(MODEL 43-0) ORB 'IFY ORBITER STABI*PRESSURE '0 i 

NRLAD - 'RESULTS OF TESTS *140A/B SS ORBITER+TO DEFINE AND VER*FORCE 

- *NRLAD - *0 W HERSEY 'VOLUME 01 
752 /*E ORBITER FERRY C*ITER FERRY CONFIG*LITY AND CONTROL * * 0 26 *LOW SPEED WIND*G. W KLUG *dUNE, 1981 
0A172 *ONFIGURATION USIN*URATION *CHARACTERISTICS, * * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-160,822*G A 140A/B 0.0405* *BOTH IN AND OUT O' * * 
*-SCALE MODEL (43-* *F THE PRESENCE OF* * * * * 
*0) IN THE RDCKWEL* *THE GROUND, WITH * * * * * 
'L INTERNATIONAL 7' *THE FERRY CONFIG * * * * 
* 75 X II FOOT LOW* *URATION AFTERBODY* * ' *
 
'SPEED WIND TUNNE * *INSTALLED * * ' *
 
*L (0A172) * . *
 
' 0 0405 *ROCKWELL/ *M T. HUGHES/RI *DMS-DR-2294NRLAD - *RESULTS OF TESTS *140A/B SS ORBITER'TO DEFINE AND VER'FORCE 
LSWT - *OF A SPACE SHUTTL'(MODEL 43-0) ORB *IFY ORBITER STABI*PRESSURE *0 13 - *NRLAD - *D.W HERSEY 'VOLUME 02 
752 /*E ORBITER FERRY C'ITER FERRY CONFIG*LITY AND CONTROL * * 0 26 'LOW SPEED WIND*G W KLUG 'dUNE, 1981 
0A172 *ONFIGURATION USIN*URATION *CHARACTERISTICS, * * *TUNNEL *-DMS 
CR-160,823*G A 140A/B 0 0405' *BOTH IN AND OUT 0* * * * 
'-SCALE MODEL (43-' *F THE PRESENCE OF* * * * ' 00 
'0) IN THE ROCKWEL* *THE GROUND, WITH * ' ** ' 
* . 
75 X 11 FOOT LOW* *URATION AFTERBODY* * * * ' o 
'SPEED WIND TUNNE * *INSTALLED * * * * ' 
'L (OA172) * * * ' ' * * 
*L INTERNATIONAL 7' 'THE FERRY CONFIG * * * 
t0­
ztr 




* 4 * * *MODEL ' ' COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 4 TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*ET ALONE T34 *A THIN-SKIN THERM*HEAT-TRANS*0.0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *W.H DYE/ROCKWELL*DMS-DR-2295 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE*ORBITER ALONE B6*OCOUPLE TEST WAS * *3 01 - *AEDC - *INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 01 
A4A /'SPACE SHUTTLE IN *2Ci2E52FIOMI6Rt8V*CONDUCTED TO OBTA* '4.01 *SUPERSONIC WIN*K W. NUTT/ARO INC*SEPT , 1977 
IH4tB *TEGRATED VEHICLE '8WII6 *IN HEAT-TRANSFER * *D TUNNEL (A) *. * 
CR-l5l,069*AERODYNAMIC HEATI*ORBITER + TANK B6*DATA ON THE SPACE'* *D A SARVER 
*NG CHARACTERISTIC*2CI2ES2FIOMt6RI85*SHUTTLE INTEGRAT * ' ' *G W. KLUG *
 
*S OBTAINED USING *23T34VBW116 *ED VEHICLE DURING' 4 *-DMS *
 
*THE 0 0175-SCALE * *THE ASCENT PHASE * * 4
 
*MODEL 60-OTS IN A' *OF ITS FLIGHT PRO* 4 ' ' *
 
*EOC TUNNEL A CURI* *FILE ' 4 '
 
*NG TESTS IH41 ' *' * t * 
* ' 4+ * ' * ' 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*ET ALONF T34 +A THIN-SKIN THERM*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H DYE/ROCKWELL'DMS-DR-2295 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE*ORBITER ALONE B6'OCOUPLE TEST WAS * *3 01 - *AEDOC - INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 02 
A4A /*SPACE SHUTTLE IN *2CI2E52FIOMI6RIBV*CCNDUCTED TO OBTA* *4 01 *SUPERSONIC WIN*K W. NUTT/ARO INC*SEPT., 1977 
I41B *TEGRATED VEHICLE *BWIi *IN HEAT-TRANSFER * * TUNNEL (A) * 
CR-151,070'AERODYNAMIC HEATI*ORBITER + TANK B6*DATA ON THE SPACE'* *0. A SARVER 4 
*NG CHARACTERLSTIC'2C12E52FIOMi6R185'SHUTTLE INTEGRAT * ' 'G, W KLUG *
 
*S OBTAINED USING t23T34VBWI6 *ED VEHICLE DURING* 4 * *-DMS
 
*THE 0.0175-SCALE * *THE ASCENT PHASE * ' ' *
 
*MODEL 60-OTS IN A' *OF ITS FLIGHT PRO* ' ' *
 
*EDC TUNNEL A DURI* *FILE 4 ' ' '
 
*NG TESTS IH41B * ' ' * ' ' *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV'ET ALONE T34 'A THIN-SKIN THERM*HEAT-TRANS'O.O175 / -ROCKWELL/ *W H. DYE/ROCKWELL*DMS-DR-2296 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE*ORBITER ALONE B6*OCOUPLE TEST WAS * *3 01 - *AEDC - *INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 03 
A4A /*SPACE SHUTTLE IN *2CI2ES2FIOMI6RIBV*CONDUCTED TO OBTAt '4.01 *SUPERSONIC WIN*K W NUTT/ARO INC*SEPT , 1977
 
IH41B *TEGRATED VEHICLE '8Wi16 *IN HEAT-TRANSFER * *0 TUNNEL (A) *.
 
CR-t51,071'AERODYNAMIC HEATI*ORBITER + TANK B6*DATA ON THE SPACE'* *D. A SARVER
 
*NG CHARACTERISTIC*2C12E52FOM16RI85*SHUTTLE INTEGRAT * * 'G VW KLUG * 
*S OBTAINED USING *23T34VBW116 *ED VEHICLE DURING* *'-OMS * 
*THE 0 0175-SCALE * 'THE ASCENT PHASE * 4 4 4 * 
*MODEL 60-OTS IN At *OF ITS FLIGHT PRO* ' ' ' * 0 C 
*EDC TUNNEL A CURI* *FILE ,n * ' ' '
 
*NG TESTS IH4IB * + * *u 
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* 	 4 -MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE ' TESTED 
TEST ' 	 * CONFIGURATIONS t 
* PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*ET ALONE T34 *A THIN-SKIN THERM*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H DYE/ROCKWELL*DMS-DR-2295 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE*ORBITER ALONE B6*OCOUPLE TEST WAS * '3.01 - *AEDC - *INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 04 
A4A /*SPACE SHUTTLE IN *2Ci2ES2FIOMI6Ri8V*CONDUCTED TO OBTA* *4.01 *SUPERSONIC WIN*K W. NUTT/ARO INC*OCT , 1977 
IH4iB *TEGRATED VEHICLE 8Wii6 *IN HEAT-TRANSFER * *0 TUNNEL (A) * * 
CR-15l,072'AERODYNAMIC HEATI*ORBITER + TANK B6*DATA ON THE SPACE* * * *D A SARVER 
*NG CHARACTERISTIC*2CI2ES2FIOMI6RI8*SHUTTLE INTEGRAT * * G. W KLUG * 
*S OBTAINED USING *23TS4VSWIIG 'ED VEHICLE DURING' * '-DMS * 
*THE 0 0I7S-SCALE * *THE ASCENT PHASE * * * * * 
*MODEL 60-OTS IN A* *OF ITS FLIGHT PRO' ' ' ' * 
*EOC TUNNEL A DURI* -FILE * * * * * 
*NG TESTS IH41B * * * * * * * 
AEOC - 'RESULTS OF AN INV*ET ALONE T34 *A THIN-SKIN THERM*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *ROCKWELL/ *W H OYE/ROCKWELL*DMS-DR-2295
 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE*ORBITER ALONE BG*OCOUPLE TEST WAS * *3 01 - *AEDC - *INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 05 
A4A /,SPACE SHUTTLE IN *2CI2E52FIOMiSRIBV*CONDUCTED TO ORTA* *4 01 *SUPERSONIC WIN*K W. NUTT/ARO INC'OCT 1977 
IH41B *TEGRATED VEHICLE 'SWii6 'IN HEAT-TRANSFER * * *'C TUNNEL (A) 

CR-l5i,073*AEROOYNAMIC HEATI*ORBITER + TANK B6*DATA ON THE SPACE* 
 * 'D A. SARVER * 
*NG CHARACTERISTIC*2C12E52riOM1GR105*SHUTTLE INTEGRAT * *G W KLUG 
*S OBTAINED USING *23T34V8W116 *ED VEHICLE DURING* * *-DMS * 
*THE 0 0175-SCALE + *THE ASCENT PHASE * * ' ' * 
*MODEL 60-OTS IN A* 'OF ITS FLIGHT PRO* * 4 * * 
*EOC TUNNEL A DURI* *FILE * ' ' ' * 
*NG TESTS IH41B ' ' * ' ' * * 
LARC - *SHUTTLE MODEL TAI* 03614-SCALE ORBI*TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE * .03614 / *LARC / *BERNARD SPENCER,G*DMS-DR-2296 
LTPT - *LCONE PRESSURE DI*TER MODEL OF A 08*SENSITIVITY OF TH* * 20 - *LARC - EORGE M WARE/LAR*VOLUME 01 
229 /'STRIBUTION AT LOW*9B CONFIGURATION *E TAILCONE TO CHA* * 30 *LOW-TURBULENCE*C *AUGUST. 1976
 
LASI *SUBSONIC SPEEDS 'WITH A 139B CONFI*NGES IN REYNOLDS * * LINDAHL
'PRESSURE TUNN *R. H * 
CR-147,609OF A 0 03614-SCAL*GURATION NOSE rOR'NUMBER.DETERMINE * * 'EL *-DMS 
*E MODEL IN THE NA'WARD OF F S. 500.*THE PRESSURE DIST* * ' * 
*SA/LARC LOW TURBU* *RISUTION OVER THE* * * ' * 
*LENCE PRESSURE TU* ITAILCONE FOR STR * * * * * 
*NEL (LABI) * *UCTURAL DESIGN PU* * * * 
*RPOSES.AND TO DET* ' ' ' * 00 
* ;1
' * 
* *ERMINE THE INTERF* 




* * 	 *THREE TYPES OFWI * * * z 
*ND TUNNEL MOUNTIN* * * * 0 
;
* ' 'GTECHNIQUES ONT ' ' * 
* -HE TAILCONE ' * 'o 
f**n 




* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *SHUTTLE MODEL TAI*.026i4-SCALS ORBI*TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE * 03614 I *LARC / *BERNARD SPENCERG*DMS-DR-2296 
LTPT - *LCONE PRESSURE DItTER MODEL OF A O8*SENSITIVITY OF TH* *.20 *LARC *EORGE M. WARE/LAR*VOLUME 02 
229 /*STRIBUTION AT LOW*9B CONFIGURATION *E TAILCONE TO CHA* *.30 *LOW-TURBULENCE*C *AUGUST, 1976 
LA81 *SUBSONIC SPEEDS *WITH A 139B CONFI*NGES IN REYNOLDS * * *PRESSURE TUNN *R H LINDAHL * 
CR-147,610*OF A 0.03614-SCAL*GURATION NOSE FDR*NUMBERDETERMINE * * *EL *-DMS * 
*E MODEL IN THE NAtWARD OF F.S 500 *THE PRESSURE OIST* * * * * 
*SA/LARC LOW TURBU* *RIBUTION OVER THE* * * * * 
*LENCE PRESSURE TU* *TAILCONE FOR STP * * * * 
*NNEL (LAM1) * *UCTURAL DESIGN PU* * * * * 
* * *RPOSES,AND TO DET* * * * 
* * *ERMINE THE INTERF* * * 
* * *ERENCE EFFECTS OFt * * * 
* * *THREE TYPES OF WI* * * * 
* * *ND TUNNEL MOUNTIN* * * * * 
* * *G TECHNIQUES ON T* * * * * 
* * *HE TAILCONE * * * * * 
LARC - *HIGH SUPERSONIC AtWING *ESTABLISH GUIDLIN*FORCE *10 / *LARC / *GEO. WARE, B. SPE*DMS-DR-2297 
UPWT - *ERODYNAMIC CHARAC*FILLET SWEEP *ES FOR LINEARIZAT* *2 36 - 'LARC - NCER/LARC *NOV . 1976 
1145 /*TERISTICS OF FIVE* *ION OF ORBITER AE* *3 7 *UNITARY PLAN W*d. W. BALL * 
LA4BA/B *IRREGULAR PLANFO * *RODYNAMIC CHARACT* * *IND TUNNEL *0 B WATSON * 
CR-147.628*RM WINGS WITH SYS* *ERISTICS * * * *-DMS * 
*TEMATICALLY VARYI* * * * * * * 
*NG WING FILLET GE* * * * * * * 
*OMETRY TESTED IN * * * * * * * 00 
'THE NASA/LARC 4-F* * * * * * "71* ­
*OOT UPWT (LEG 2)* * * * * * * 
*(LA45A/B) * * * * * * *0 
* * * ** * * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * t CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 
 SCALE* TESTING t TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL -OR COMMENTS
 
LARC - tLOW SPEED STABILI*SSV ORBITER MODEL*TO DETERMINE LOW-*FORCE *0 015 *LARC *BERNARD SPENCER/L*DMS-DR-2298 
LTPT - *TY AND CONTROL CH*69-0 *SPEED STABILITY A* *0 25 - 'LARC 'ARC *MAY, 1978 
227 /*ARACTERISTICS OF * *ND CONTROL CHARAC* *0 25 *LOW-TURBULENCE* W BALL * 
LTPT - *A C 015 SCALE MOD* *TERISTICS OF THE * * *PRESSURE TUNN *M M MANN * 
238 /'EL 69-0 OF THE SP* *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB' * *EL *-DMS * 
LA73A *ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT* *ITER WITH FOREBODe * *LOW-TURBULENCE* *
 
LA73B *ER WITH FOREBODY * *Y RSI MODIFICATIO* * *PRESSURE TUNN t *
 
CR-i5i,409*RSI MODIFICATIONS* *NS * *EL * *
 
+IN THE NASA/LARO * 

*LOW TURBULENCE PR* * * * * *
 
*ESSURE TUNNEL (LAt * * * * *
 
*73A/B) * * * *
 
LARC - *DYNAMIC STABILITY*ORBITER/747 FERRY*TO MEASURE PITCH,*FORCE *0.OIS *LARD / *D C. FREEMAN, JR*DMS-DR-2299 
* , R. P BOYDEN/L*JUNE, 1977
7IO1ST - *CHARACTERISTICS *VEHICLE *YAW, ROLL DAMPIN * *0 2 *LARC 

999 /*0' THE COMBINATIO' *G. NORMAL FORCE D* *0 5 *HIGH SPEED 7 B.ARC *
 
LASO *N SPACE SHUTTLE 0* *UE TO PITCH RATE,* * Y 10-FOOT TUNN*R. H LINDAHL *
 
TM-X *ORBITER AND FERRY* *AND YAWING MOMENT* * *EL *-DMS *
 
3497 *COMBINATION * *DUE TO ROLL RATE * * * * *
 
* * *AND ROLLING MOME * * * * *
 
* *NT DUE TO YAW RAT* * * * *
 
LARC - *LOW-SUBSONIC STAB-14OA/B/C (826 C9 *TO GENERATE A DET*FORCE * 015 *LARO I *8 SPENCER. JR *DMS-DR-2300 
LTPT - *ILITY AND CONTROL*E43 FB M16 N28 RS'AILED AERODYNAMIC* *0 I5 - *LARC *G. WARE/LARC *OCT , 1976 
228 /*CHARACTERISTICS *V8 W) *DATA BASE FOR CU * *0.25 *LOW-TURBULENCE*W B MEINDERS * 
LAGIB *OF A 0 015-SCALE * *RRENT SS CONFIGUR* * *PRESSURE TUNN *-DMS *
 
CR-147,629*REMOTELY CONTROLL* 'ATION * * 'EL * *
 
*ED ELEVON MODEL (* * * * * * *
 
*44-0) OF THE SPAC* * * * * * *
 
*E SHUTTLE ORBITER* 
 0 
*IN THE LANGLEY R * * * * * * 
*ESEARCH CENTER LO* * * * * * * 0 
*W TURBULENCE PRES* * * * * * * 0 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST ' TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEOC - *RESULTS OF PHASE *MODELS 82-1, -3, *TO DETERMINE THE *HEAT-TRANS*O 040 * *W H. DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2301'ROCKWELL/ 
HWTB - *CHANGE PAINT HEAT*-5, -8, -ti, ALL *EFFECTS OF VARIDU* *7 93 - *AEDC - *K HUBE, D. CARVE*MAY, 1976 
82A /*TRANSFER TESTS U '50 PERCENT FOREBO*S ROUGHNESS ELEME* *8.00 *HYPERSONIC WIN*R/ARD
OH54A *TILIZING 0 040 SC*DIES *NTS ON BOUNDARY L' * *D TUNNEL (B) *D A SARVER * 
CR-144,605*ALE 50 PERCENT FO* *AYER TRANSITION * * * *M M MOSER JR. * 
'REBODY MODELS (NO* 	 * ** * -DMS 
* 82-0) OF THE RO* 	 * * * * 
*CKWELL INTERNATIO* * ' * *
 
*NAL SPACE SHUTTLE* * * * * * 
 * 
*ORBITER IN AEDC 	 * * 
 *
 
*VKF HYPERSONIC TU* * * * * 
 * 
*NNEL B * * * * 	 * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER VEHICLE I*OBTAIN STABILITY *FORCE '0 36 / *ROCKWELL/ *R.L MAKI/ARC *DMS-DR-2302 
40SWT - *USING A 0.36-SCAL*Oi WITH TAIL CONE*AND CONTROL FORCE*PRESSURE *0 114- *ARC - *T. DZIUBALA/R.I *VOLUME 01 
479 /*E MODEL(76-O) OF *ORBITER VEHICLE i, MOMENT AND CONT* *0 264 *40-FOOT BY 80-*S. R HOULIHAN *MAY, 1982 
0A174 *THE SPACE SHUTTLE*01 WITH OUT TAIL *ROL SURFACE HINGE* * *FOOT SUBSONIC *C R EDWARDS *
 
CR-167,340*ORSITER VEHICLE *CONE *MOMENT DATA; VER * * *WIND TUNNEL *-DMS *
 
*101 IN THE NASA/A* *IFY AND MEASURE L* * * *
 
*MES RESEARCH CENT* *ANDING GEAR STRUT* * ' * *
 
*ER'S 40 X 80 SUBS* *AND DOOR PRESSUR * * *
 
tONIC WIND TUNNEL * *ES; OBTAIN TAIL C* * * * * 0 0
 
*(0A174) * *ONE PRESSURE DIST* ' * * * "1'
 
* * *RIBUTIONS, CALIBR* * ' '
' 	 " = 
* 	 ' 'ATE BASELINE AND * ' * * ' 0 Z 
* 	 *ALTERNATE AIR DAT* ' ' * * 0 
*A SYSTEMS * * *­
* 	 ' ' 	 ' * '* 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* t *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST t * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
. * 
* TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE t TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER VEHICLE ItOBTAIN STABILITY *FORCE *0936 *ROCKWELL/ *R.L MAKI/ARC *DMS-DR-2302 
40SWT - *USING A 0.36-SCAL*0I WITH TAIL CONE*AND CONTROL FORCE*PRESSURE *0 114- *ARC - *T 4 DZIUBALA/R I.*VOLUME 02 
479 /*E MODEL(76-O) OF *ORBITER VEHICLE 1*. MOMENT AND CONT* '0 264 *40-FOOT BY 80-*S R HOULIHAN *MAY, 1982 
0AD74 *THE SPACE SHUTTLE*Oi WITH OUT TAIL *ROL SURFACE HINGE+ * *FOOT SUBSONIC *C R. EDWARDS * 
CR-l67,341*ORBITER VEHICLE *CONE *MOMENT DATA; VER * * *WIND TUNNEL '-DMS * 
*101 IN THE NASA/A* *IFY AND MEASURE L* * * * * 
•MES RESEARCH CENT, *ANDING GEAR STRUT* * * * * 
'ER'S 40 X 80 SUBS* *AND DOOR PRESSUR * * * * * 
tONIC WIND TUNNEL * *ES; OBTAIN TAIL C* * * * 
*(0A174) * *ONE PRESSURE DIST* * , * 
* * *RIBUTIONS; CALIBR* * * * * 
* * *ATE BASELINE AND * * * * * 
• * *ALTERNATE AIR DAT* * * * * 
* * *A SYSTEMS * * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF PHASE *MODELS 82-1, -4. *TO DETERMINE THE *HEAT-TRANS*0.030 *ROCKWELL/ *W. H. DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2303
 
HWTB - *CHANGE PAINT TEST*5O PERCENT FOREBO*EFFECTS OF SIMULA* 8 *AEDC - *L CARTER/ARO *MAY, 1976 
E3A /*S OF 0 040 SCALE *DIES *TED RCS NOZZLES, * *8 'HYPERSONIC WIN*D A. SARVER * 
OHT5 *50 PERCENT FOREBO* 'PROTUBERANCES, AN* * *D TUNNEL (B) *M M MOSER JR * 
CR-144,618*DY MODELS (82-0) * *D PENETRATIONS ON* * * *-DMS * 
'OF THE SPACE SHUT' *AERODYNAMIC HEAT * * * * * 
'TLE ORBITER IN TH' *ING RATES DURING * * * * * 
'E AEDC VKF 'B' HY* *SIMULATED ENTRY C* * * * * 
* * 
'NEL * * * * * 
'PERSONIC WIND TUN* *ONDITIONS * * * 
*0 030 *ROCKWELL/ *R L. GILLENS, T.*DMS-DR-2304
 
12PT - *TO EVALUATE ARC 4* 

ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *TAILCONE-ON *TO EVALVATE MODEL*FORCE 

*SUPPORT SYSTEM T 'PRESSURE * 26- *ARC - *4 DZIUBALA, R. *NOV * 1981 
* *ARES FOR TEST OAI* * 26 *12-FOOT PRESSU*H. MULFINGER/RI *180-1 /*OA8O-FOOT TUNNEL 

* * *RE TUNNEL *C. R EDWARDS * 0At73 *SUPPORT STRUT TAR* *74, THIS TEST IS 

CR-160.846*ES ON THE SPACE S* 
 *WITH 40X80 FOOT S* * *'DMS * 
'HUTTLE VEHICLE WI* *TRUTS AND WINDSHI* * * * * 
'TH TAIL CONE USIN* *ELDS IN AND OUT T* * * * * 
'G A 0 03-SCALE MO' *0 DETERMINE THEIR* * * *0
 
'DEL (45-0) IN THE* *EFFECT ON THE ORB* * *
 
'NASA/ARC 12-FOOT * *ITER TAILCONE-ON ' ' * 
 *
 
'PRESSURE WIND TU * *CONFIGURATION * * ' * * o " 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
LTV - *HIGH REYNOLDS NUM*B26C9E43F8M16N28R*TO OBTAIN H4IGH RE* *0 015 / * MANN *DMS-DR-2305'LARC M. M 

HSWT - *BER TRANSONIC STA*5VBW *YNOLDS NUMBER TRA* 
 *0 6 *LTV *-DMS *VOLUME 01
 
573 /*BILITY AND CONTRO* *NSONIC AERODYNAMI* '2 9 *HIGH SPEED WIN* *JUNE, 1977
 
LA76 *L CHARACTERISTICS* *C DATA ON CONTROL* * *D TUNNEL * *
 
CR-151,059*DF A 0 015 SCALE(* *SURFACE LINEARITY* *
 
,REMOTELY CONTROLL, *AND SENSITIVITY * * * *
 
*ED ELEVON) MODEL * *TO MACH NUMBER FO* * * * *
 
*44-0 OF THE SPACE* *R FINE-CUT SPEED * A * * *
 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER T* *BRAKE, BODY FLAP * A * * *
 
*ESTED IN THE VSD * 'AND RUDDER DEFLEC* * * * *
 
*HIGH SPEED TUNNEL* *TIONS, TO INVESTI* * * * *
 
*(LA76) * *GATE THE INTER- * * * *
 
At At *ACTIVE EFFECTS OF* * * A A
 
* At *MUTUAL CONTROL S *At A * A
 
* At t*URFACE DEFLECTION* At *
 
LTV - *HIGH REYNOLDS NUM*B26C9E43F8MiBN2BR*TO OBTAIN HIGH RE* *0 015 1 *LARC / *M. M MANN *DMS-OR-2305 
HSWT - *BER TRANSONIC STA*'VBW *YNOLDS NUMBER TRA* *0 6 *LTV *-DMS *VOLUME 02
 
573 /*BILIrY AND CONTRO* *NSONIC AERODYNAMI* '2 9 'HIGH SPEED WIN* *JUNE, 1977
 
LA76 *L CHARACTERISTICS* *C DATA ON CONTROL* * 'D TUNNEL At
 
CR-151,OSO*OF A 0.015 SCALE(* *SURFACE LINEARITY* * * 
 '
 
*REMOTELY CONTROLL* *AND SENSITIVITY * * At A
 
*ED ELEVON) MODEL * *TO MACH NUMBER Fet A A *
 
*44-0 OF THE SPACE* *R FINE-CUT SPEED * * A * A
 
*SHUTTLE ORBITER T* *BRAKE, BODY FLAP 
* A * A A
 
*ESTED IN THE VSD * *AND RUDDER DEFLEC* A * A A
 
*HIGH SPEED TUNNEL* *TIONS; TO INVESTI' A * 0 0
 
*(LA76) *GATE THE INTER- * 
 A ' * n 
At At *ACTIVE EFFECTS OF'* t A ' 
* At *MUTUAL CONTROL S At A * ' oZ
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
* TESTED ' PURPOSE * ' TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *0 - B26C9E44F9M16*THE PURPOSE OF TH*FORCE *0 0300 / *ROCKWELL/ *P J HAWTHORNE, R*DMS-DR-2306 
11,97.87- *ON THE SPACE SHUT*R5V8W116 *IS TEST WAS TO OB*PRESSURE *1 55 - *ARC - * R BURROWS, M E *VOLUME 01 
144-1 /*TLE LAUNCH CONFTG*T - AT28AT29AT30A*TAIN PRESSURE DIS* *2 20 *i-FOOT, 9-FOO*NICHOLS /RI *MAY, 1982 
IAI35A/B/C*URATION USING THE*T31AT32ATI28FLIOF*TRIBUTIONS, INDIV* * *T, B-FOOT, UNI*D L KASSNER, J J* 
CR-167,354*O 03 SCALE MODEL *LIIFRIOPT22PT23PT*IDUAL COMPONENT L* * *TARY WIND TUNN' BROWNSDN /ARC * 
*47-OTS IN THE NA *24PT25PT26PT27T37*OADS, AND WING/EL* * *EL *D A. SARVER * 
'SA/AMES UNITARY P'S - N86S21PS13PSI*EVON LOADS PRESS* * * *G W KLUG * 
'LAN WIND TUNNEL (*6PS20PS21PS22PS23*URE, FORCE AND MO' * * *-DMS * 
*IAI35A/B/C) *P524PS25PS2B *MENT DATA WERE OB* * * * 
* * *TAINED. * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *0 - B26C9E44F9M16*THE PURPOSE OF TH*FORCE *0.0300 / 'ROCKWELL/ 'P J HAWTHORNE, R*DMS-DR-2306 
11,97,87- *ON THE SPACE SHUT*RSV8WIIB *IS TEST WAS TO OB*PRESSURE '1.55 - *ARC - * R. BURROWS. M E *VOLUME 02 
144-1 /*TLE LAUNCH CONFIG*T - AT2SAT29AT3OA*TAIN PRESSURE DIS* *2 20 *IP-FOOT, 9-FOO*NICHOLS /RI *MAY, 1982 
IAISBA/B/C*URATION USING THE*T31AT32ATI28FLIOF*TRIBUTIONS, INDIV' * *T, S-FOOT, UNI*D L KASSNER, J U* 
CR-167.355tO 03 SCALE MODEL tLilFRiOPT22PT23PT'IDUAL COMPONENT L* * 'TARY WIND TUNN' BROWNSON /ARC * 
*47-OTS IN THE NA *24PT2SPTZGPT27T3TtOADS, AND WING/EL' * *EL *D. A SARVER * 
*SA/AMES UNITARY P'S - N8SG2IPSI3PSI*EVON LOADS PRESS* ' * *G. W KLUG * 
'LAN WIND TUNNEL (*PS20PS21PS22PS23SURE, FORCE AND MO' ' * *-DMS * 
'IAISBA/B/C) 'PS24PS25PS26 'MENT DATA WERE 08* * * * 
* * *TAINED * ' * * 
*0 0300 / *ROCKWELL/ *P d HAWTHORNE, R*DMS-DR-2306 
11,'7,87- *ON THE SPACE SHUT*RSVBWIIG *IS TEST WAS TO OB*PRESSURE *I 55 - *ARC - * R. BURROWS, M E *VOLUME 03 
144-I /*TLE LAUNCH CONFIG*T - AT28AT29AT30A*TAIN PRESSURE DIS* *2 20 *il-FOOT, 9-FOO*NICHOLS /RI *MAY, 1982 
IAI3SA/B/C*URATION USING THE*T3IATS2ATI2FLIOF*TRIBUTIONS. INDIV* * *T, 8-FOOT, UNI*D L. KASSNER, J J* 
CR-167,356*0 03 SCALE MODEL *LIIFRIOPT22PT23PTrIDUAL COMPONENT L* * *TARY WIND TUNN* BROWNSON /ARC * 
*47-OTS IN THE NA *24PT25PT26PT27T37*OADS. AND WING/EL' * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS '0 - B26C9E44F9M16*THE PURPOSE OF TH*FORCE 

*EL *D A. SARVER * 
*SA/AMES UNITARY P*S - NBSG2IPSI3PSI*EVON LOADS. PRESS* * * *G W. KLUG * 
*LAN WIND TUNNEL (*6PS20PS21PS22PS23*URE, FORCE AND MO* * * *-DMS * 
*IAi3SA/B/C) tPS24PS25PS26 *MENT DATA WERE 8* * ' o 
*TAINED * * * * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TBCA - 'RESULTS OF EXPERI*BOEING 747 CAM W/*VERIFICATION OF 7*FORCE * 0 03 / *BOEING I *N F. ANDERSON/BOE*DMS-DR-2307 
BTWT - *MENTAL AERODYNAMI*TYPE II MODIFICAT*47 CAM W/TYPE II * '0 3 *TBCA *ING *VOLUME 01 
1496 /*C INVESTIGATION O'ION (MODEL TR-l0*MODIFICATION, AND* *0 7 *TRANSONIC WIND*J E. VAUGHN *SEPT.. 1981 
1497 /*N A 0 03 SCALE *07) *FERRY AND ALT * + *G. R. LUTZ *'TUNNEL 
CA14A *MODEL BOEING 747 *BOEING 747 CAM/OR*CONFIGURATION WIT* * * *-DMS 
CR-160,840*CAM WITH SPACE SH*BITER - ALT CONFI*H ORBITER TAILCON* * * * 
*UTTLE ORBITER IN *GURATION *E ON * * 
*THE BOEING *BOEING 747 CAM/OR* * * * * 
'8X12 FOOT TRANSON*BITER - FERRY CON* ' ' ' * 
'IC WIND TUNNEL (C'FIGURATION ' * * * * * 
*A 4A) *ORBITER ALONE LES* * * ' 
* *S TAILCONE (MODE* * * * * * 
* *L 45-0) ' ' * * * * 
TBCA - *RESULTS OF EXPERI*BOEING 747 CAM W/*VERIFICATION OF 7*FORCE * 0 03 / 'BOEING / *H.F ANDERSON/BOE*DMS-DR-2307 
BTWT - *MENTAL AERODYNAMI*TYPE II MODIF*ICAT*47 CAM W/TYPE II * *0.3 *TBCA *ING *VOLUME 02 
1496 /*C INVESTIGATION O*ION (MODEL TR-IOMODIFICATION. AND* *0 7 *TRANSONIC WIND*d E. VAUGHN *SEPT * 1981 
1497 /*N A 0.03 SCALE *07) *FERRY AND ALT ' *'TUNNEL *G R LUTZ * 
CA14A *MODEL BOEING 747 *BOEING 747 CAM/OR*CONFIGURATION WIT* * * *-DMS * 
CR-160.841*CAM WITH SPACE SH*BITER - ALT CONFI*H ORBITER TAILCON* ' ' ' * 
*UTTLE ORBITER IN *GURATION *E ON. ' * * ' *
 
*THE BOEING *BOEING 747 CAM/OR* * * * ' *
 
'8X12 FOOT TRANSON*BITER - FERRY CON* * * ' '
 
'IC WIND TUNNEL (C'FIGURATION * * * ' * * a a
 
*AI4A) *ORBITER ALONE LES* ' * * ' ' 
*S 1AILCONE (MODE* * * 
* *L 45-0) ' , ' * * * 
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* * 	 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
* TYPE OF * SCALE+ TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE + TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 

*TO DETERMINE HEAT'PRESSURE *O 0225 / AROCKWELL/ *R F DRZEWIECKI/*DMS-OR-2308
CALSPAN - *AN EXPERIMENTAL 0*19-OTS 
48HST - *ETERMINATIDN IN T* 'TRANSFER AND PRE * *4 5 - 'CALSPAN - *CALSPAN *OCT , 1976 
18 /*HE CALSPAN LUDWIE* *SSURE DISTRIBUTIO* *4 5 *48-INCH HYPERS*J W. FOUST/RI *
 
IH5 *G TUBE OF THE BAS* 'NS IN BASE OF SS ' * 'ONI SHOCK TUN'D. A SARVER *
 
CR-147,636*E ENVIRONMENT OF * *VEHICLE DURING SI* ' eNEL *M. M MOSER JR '
 
'THE INTEGRATED SP* 	 'MULATED LAUNCH TR* + 4 *-OMS *
 
*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* *AOECTORY CONDITIO* * *
 
*LE AT SIMULATED M* *NS OF MACH 4.5 AN* * * ' *
 
eACH 4.5 FLIGHT CO* *D PRESSURE ALTITU* * * *
 
*NDITIONS (TEST IH' *DES BETWEEN 90,00* * * * *
 
+5 OF MODEL 19-OTS' '0 AND 210,000 FEE* ' *
 
* *T 6066. HOURS--I,* * ' ' *
 
*~ t *52 ****A
 
* 016 / *LARC / *W P.PHILLIPS/LARC*DMS-DR-2309
LARC - +TRANSONIC STABILI*FOREBODY BI, 86, *TO DETERMINE POSS*FORCE 

+ 0 35- *LARC *C R. EDWARDS *NOV , 1976BTPT - *TY AND CONTROL CH*B7 	 *IBLE ADVERSE AERO' 

* 1 20 *8-FOOT TRANSON*-OMS
740 /*ARACTERISTICS OF * *DYNAMIC EFFECTS 0* 

LA72 *A 0 015 SCALE MOD* *F SLIGHT REDUCTIO* *IC PRESSURE TU*
 
CR-147,644*EL 69-0 OF THE SP* *N IN THE THICKNES * *NNEL
 
*ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT* *S OF THE REUSABLE* ' * ' *
 
*ER WITH FOREBODY * *SURFACE INSULATI * ' '
 
*RSI MODIFICATION * *ON (RSI) LOCATED * * 
 AC 	 t
 
*IN THE NASA/LARC * 	 *ALONG THE SIDES a'* ' * * .0
 
*8-FOOT TPT (LA72)' 	 *F THE SPACE SHUTT* * * ' '
 












* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
MSFC - *REENTRY STATIC ST*RIGHT-HAND SRB RE*TO DETERMINE AERO*FORCE '0.00548 I *MSFC *Jt. D JOHNSON/MSF*DMS-DR-2310 
I4TWT - *ABILITY CHARACTER*ENTRY CONFIG *DYNAMIC STATIC ST* *0 4 - *MSFC *C *VOLUME 01 
640 /*ISTICS OF A 0 005* *ABILITY CHARACTER* *4 45 *4-INCH TRISON*G. D. STREBY/NSI *AUGUST, 1977 
SAI4FB *48 SCALE MODEL OF* *ISTICS OF SRB REE' * *IC WIND TUNNEL*V. W SPARKS * 
CR-151,083*A RIGHT HAND 146-* *NTRY CONFIGURATIO* * *M. M MOSER JR. * 
*INCH DIAMETER SOL* -N * * * *-DMS * 
*ID ROCKET BOOSTER* * * * * * 
*(MSFC MODEL 486) * * * * * * 
*REENTRY CONFIGURA* * * * 
'TION AS DETERMINE* * * , *
 
*D FROM TESTS IN T* * * * * * *
 
*HE NASA/MSFC 14-I* * * * * * *
 
*NCH TRISONIC WIND* * * * * 
*TUNNEL * * * * 
MSFC - *REENTRY STATIC ST*RIGHT-HAND SRB RE*TO DETERMINE AERO*FORCE *0 00548 / *MSFC / *0 D JOHNSON/MSF*DMS-DR-2310 
14TWT - *ABILITY CHARACTER*ENTRY CONFIG *DYNAMIC STATIC ST* *0 4 - *MSFC *C *VOLUME 02 
640 /*ISTICS OF A 0 005* *ABILITY CHARACTER* *4 45 *14-INCH TRISON*G D STREBY/NSI *AUGUST, 1977 
SAi4FS '48 SCALE MODEL OF* 'ISTICS OF SRB REE* *IC WIND TUNNEL*V W SPARKS * 
CR-l51,084*A RIGHT HAND 146-* *NTRY CONFIGURATIO* * *M M MOSER JR ' 
*INCH DIAMETER SOL* *N * * ' *-DMS *
 
*ID ROCKET BOOSTER* * * * * ' *
 
*(MSFC MODEL 486) * * * ' * *
 
*REENTRY CONFIGURA* * * ' * '
 
*TION AS DETERMINE* ' * ' * ' *
 
*0 FROM TESTS IN T* * * * *
 
*HE NASA/MSFC 14-1* * * ' ' *
 
*NCH TRISONIC WIND* * * * ' ' a a
 
* 
*TUNNEL * * 
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* 	 , * * 'MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST 	 * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE+ TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE + TESTED ' PURPOSE t TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *RESULTS FROM INVE*BB8CSEIBFAR5VSW87*TO INVESTIGATE TH'PRESSURE *0 004 / *LARD / *JAMES C ELLISON/*DMS-DR-2311 
CF4 - *STIGATIONS IN THR*-VEHICLE 2A (MODI*E REAL GAS EFFECT* *5.94 - *LARC *LARC *AUGUST, 1976 
267-26B /*EE NASA/LARC HYPE*FIED) *S USING A 0 004 S* *20 30 *FREON TUNNEL * W BALL * 
22HT - *RSONIC WIND TUNNE* *CALE MODEL or 3 * *22-INCH HELIUM'G. W KLUG * 
446 /*LS ON A 0.004-SCA* *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
LAT8 *LE MODEL SPACE SH* *ORBITER * * * * 
LA87 *UTTLE ORBITER (MO* * * t * * * 
LABS *DEL i3P-O)TO DET * * * * ' * * 
CR-147,620'ERMINE REAL GAS E* ' ' ' * ' 
*FFECTS (LA78, LAS' ' '
 
*7, LA8) ' * * * *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*VEHICLE 5, TO INC*TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS+O 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2312 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THEtLUDE SRB ALONE AN*ANSFER DATA ON TH* * 3 0 - 'AEDC - 'K W NUTT/ARO,IN*VOLUME 01 
J3A /+SPACE SHUTTLE SO *D oTS (SPIKE NOSE*E SPACE SHUTTLE S* * 4 0 'SUPERSONIC WIN*C *JUNE, 1977 
IH47 'LID ROCKET BOOSTE*ET) *OLID ROCKET BOOST* * *D TUNNEL (A) *D. A SARVER 
CR-l5l,075*R AERODYNAMIC HEA* *ER, BOTH ISOLATED* 	 * R. EDWARDS ** 'C 
-TING CHARACTERIST* *AND IN THE PRESE * ' * *-DMS 
*ICS OBTAINED USIN* *NCE OF THE ORBITE* * ' ' * 
*G THE 0 0175-SCAL* *R AND EXTERNAL TA' * * ' * 
*E MODEL 60-OTS IN* *NK, DURING THE AS* ' * * *
 
*AEO TUNNEL A DU * 'CENT PHASE OF ITS* * * *
 
*RING TESTS IH47 * *FLIGHT PROFILE ' ' * '
 
AEDc - *RESULTS OF AN INV*VEHICLE 5. TO INC*TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H. DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2312 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE*LUDE SRB ALONE AN*ANSFER DAA ON TH* * 3 0 - 'AEDC - *K W. NUTT/ARO,IN*VOLUME 02 
J3A /*SPACE SHUTTLE SO *D OTS (SPIKE NOSE'E SPACF SHUTTLE S* * 4.0 *SUPERSONIC WIN*C *JULY, 1977 
IH47 *LID ROCKET BOOSTE*ET) 'CLID ROCKET BOOST* * *D TUNNEL (A) *D A. SARVER 
CR-151,076tR AERODYNAMIC HEA' *ER. BOTH ISOLATED' * +'C R EDWARDS * 
*TING CHARACTERIST* 	
' 
*AND IN THE PRESE * * '-DMS * 00 
*ICS OBTAINED USIN* 'NCE OF THE ORBITE* * * 
' 
*G THE 0.0175-SCAL* *R AND EXTERNAL TA* ' ' ' * 
*E MODEL 60-OTS IN' *NK, DURING THE AS* * ' * 0 
*AEDC TUNNEL A DU * *CENT PHASE OF ITS* ' ' ' 0 
*RING TESTS IH47 * *FLIGHT PROFILE * ' ' ' ­
* t ** 	 * * *tot 
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* * 4 * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID 4 REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE TEST *MACH RANGE, AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF WIND T'.0276 SCALE SPACE*TO VERIFY THE THE'HEAT-TRANS*.0275 / *MSFC / *WILLIAM K. LOCKMA*DMS-DR-2313 
3.5HWT - *UNNEL TESTS TO DE*SHUTTLE EXTERNAL *ORETICAL PREDICTI* *5.2 'ARC *N/ARC, *VOLUME 0l 
215 /*TERMINE HEAT TRAN*TANK *ONS USED IN THE G* *5.3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*HARRY CARROLL/MMA*MARCH. 1977 
FH14 *SFER RATES ON A * *ENERATION OF THE * * *SONIC WIND TUN'R. H LINDAHL * 
CR-lE1,041*0275 SCALE SPACE * *THERMAL ENVIRONME* * *NEL *-DMS * 
*SHUTTLE EXTERNAL * *NTS FOR THE L02 T* * * * * 
*TANK WITH A 10 DE* *ANK AND TO MORE A* 4 * * * 
*G/40 DEG DOUBLE C* *CCURATELY DEFINE * * * * *
 
*ONE-OGIVE NOSE IN* *THE RECOVERY FACT* * + *
 
*THE NASA/ARC 3 5 * *ORS FOR REDUCING t * * *
 
*HYPERSONIC TUNNE * *THE HEAT TRANSFER* 4 * * *
 
*L* *DATA FROM FH13 * * * *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF WIND T* 0275 SCALE SPACE*TO VERIFY THE THE*HEAT-TRANS* 0275 / *SFC / *WILLIAM K LOCKMA'DMS-DR-2313 
3 SHWT - *UNNEL TESTS TO DE*SHUTTLE EXTERNAL 'ORETICAL PREDICTI* *5 2 *ARC *N/ARC. *VOLUME 02 
215 /*TERMINE HEAT TRAN*TANK *ONS USED IN THE G* *S 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*HARRY CARROLL/MMA*MARCH. 1977 
FH14 *SFER RATES ON A * *ENERATION OF THE * * *SONIC WIND TUN*R H LINDAHL *
 
CR-151,042"0275 SCALE SPACE * *THERMAL ENVIRONME* * 'NEL *-DMS 
*SHUTTLE EXTERNAL * *NTS FOR THE L02 T* * 4 
'TANK WITH A 10 DE' *ANK AND TO MORE A* ' ' ' * 
*G/40 DEG DOUBLE C* *CCURATELY DEFINE * * * 
*ONE-OGIVE NOSE IN* *THE RECOVERY FACT* * ' * 
*THE NASA/ARC 3.5 * *ORS FOR REDUCING * ' ' ' 
*HYPERSONIC TUNNE * *THE HEAT TRANSFER* ' * ' 
*L* *DATA FROM FHI3 * ' * ' 
ARC - *RESULTS OF WIND T* 0275 SCALE SPACE*TO VERIFY THE THE*HEAT-TRANS*.0275 / *SFC / *WILLIAM K LOCKMA*DMS-DR-2313 
3.5HWT - *UNNEL TESTS TO DE*SHUTTLE EXTERNAL *ORETICAL PREDICTI* *5 2 *ARC *N/ARC, *VOLUME 03 
215 /*TERMINE HEAT TRAN*TANK *ONS USED IN THE G* *5 3 '3 5-FOOT HYPER*HARRY CARROLL/MMA*MARCH, 1977 
FHI4 *SFER RATES ON A .t *ENERATION OF THE ' * *SONIC WIND TUN*R. H LINDAHL 
CR-lEl,043*0275 SCALE SPACE *'THERMAL ENVIRONME* *NEL *-DMS 
*SHUTTLE EXTERNAL ' fNTS FOR THE L02 T* * * t 4 0 
*TANK WITH A 10 DE* *ANK AND TO MORE A* ' ' ' * 
*G/40 DEG DOUBLE C* *CCURATELY DEFINE * ' * ' ' "i 
*ONE-OGIVE NOSE IN* *THE RECOVERY FACT* * * C Z21 

*THE NASA/ARC 3 5 * *ORS FOR REDUCING * ' * ' * :
 
* M r
*HYPERSONIC TUNNE * *THE HEAT TRANSFER* 

*L * *DATA FROM FHI3 * * * t )
 
* * ' *,* * *
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* , * 	 * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST ' 	 * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * 
*M T HUGHES/RI *DMS-DR-2314
NRLAD - *INVESTIGATION OF 'LANDING *DETERMINATION OF *FORCE * 0405 *ROCKWELL/ 
LSWT - *SUPPORT SYSTEM EF* *EFFECTS OF VARIOU* *0 20 - *NRLAD - *S. R HOULIHAN *FEB., 1981 754 /'FECTS ON ORBITER * 	 'S TUNNEL MOUNT 00' '0 20 'LOW SPEED WIND*B. d BURST * 
*-DMS * 
CR-IBi,406*AMIC CHARACTERIST* *HE FORCE COEFFICI* t * * * 
OA176 *LOW SPEED AEORDYN* 	 *NFIGURATIONS ON T * *TUNNEL 

'103 USING 0 0405-' 'ENTS AND PRESSURE' * * 	 * * 
*SCALE MODEL 43-0 * *S ON THE AFT TAIL* ' t * * 
'IN THE NAAL LOW S* *CONE OF THE ORBt* ' * * 
'PEED WIND TUNNEL 4 'TER IN THE LANDIN' 	 * * * * 
* * 'G CONFIGURATION * t 4 , 	 * 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF AN INVO 010-SCALE VL7O-*TO OBTAIN REYNOLD*FORCE '0 010 / ROCKWELL/ *R C MENNELL/RI *DMS-DR-23l5 
* *0 6 - tNRLAD - *R H LINDAHL *AUGUST, 19767TWT - *ESTIGATION OF REY000140C INTEGRATE*S NUMBER EFFECTS 

297 /*NOLDS NUMBFR EFFE*D SPACE SHUTTLE L'ON ORBITER ELEVON' *1 25 *7-FOOT TRISONI*DMS
 
IA141 tOTS ON INTEGRATEDtAUNCH VEHICLE 
 *HINGE MOMENTS AN * 'C* WIND TUNNEL * 
CR-147,B23-VEHICLE ELEVON HI* *D WING BENDING/TO* 4 * * * 
* * 	 *+
'NGE MOMENTS AND W* *RSIONAL MOMENTS * 

*ING PANEL LOADS 0* * * * *
 
*BTAINED WITH 0 01* * 4 * * 4 4
 
*O-SCALE MODEL 72-* 4 4 , * * *
 
*OTS IN THE ROCKWE* * *
 
*LL TRISONIC WIND * 4 * 4 4 *
 
* * * 	 * *-TUNNEL 	 * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST I'FULL 331 INCH DIA+TO EXAMINE THE FE*FORCE *0 07 'ROCKWELL/ +D E THORNTON/ROC*DMS-DR-2316 
14-TWT - *A137 IN THE NASA/+METER FOREBODY *ASIBILITY OF THE *PRESSURE *0 55 - *ARC - *KWELL INTERNATION*SEPT , 1976 
143-s /*ARC 14 FOOT TRANS*AN 80% (264 8 INC*AUXILIARY AERODYN* *I 15 *14-FOOT TRANSO'AL 4 
IA137 *DNIC WIND TUNNEL 'H) OF FULL DIAMET*AMIC DATA SYSTEM * * 'NIC WIND TUNNE*P K. MILLER/ ROCK* 
*WELL INTERNATIONA* 0 CR-147,622*OF THE 0.07 SCALE*ER FOREBODY *(AADS) FOR DETERM * 	 *L 
 * * 
*EXTERNAL TANK FO *BICONIC NOSE PROB*ING ANGLES OFATT* 
* 'L 
'REBODY (MODEL 68-*E +ACK AND SIDESLIP * -u* * 	 *D. A SARVER 
tT) TO DETERMINE s *DURING BOOST FLIG* 	 * * *G W KLUG ' 0 
* *-DMS * 0
'AUXILIARY AERODYN' 	 *HT ' 
* 	 *r* ** 
*AMIC DATA SYSTEM * 















 * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST * TYPE OF t SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC 
 - *RESULTS OF TESTS *0.04-SCALE (83-0)*TO DETERMINE RCS *HEAT-TRANS*O 04 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2317
 
3.5HWT - *TO DETERMINE REAC*ORBITER 
 *NOZZLE EFFECTS ON* *5.2 *ARC - *R. H. LINDAHL *JAN , 1980 
216 /*TION CONTROL SYST' *THE ORBITER FORE * +5.3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*-OMS *
 
OH53A *EM (RCS) NOZZLE E* *BODY ASCENT AEROD* 
 * *SONIC WIND TUN* *
 
CR-151,787*FFECTS ON THE ORB+ 
 *YNAMIC HEATING RA* * *NEL * *
 
*ITER FOREBODY ASCt *TES * * 
 * * 
 *
 
*ENT AERODYNAMIC H* * 
 * * 
 * * *
 




-G A 0 04-SCALE MO* ' * 
 *
 
*DEL (83-0) IN THE* * * 
 * * 
 *
 
*AMES RESEARCH CE* * * 




*NTER 3 5 FOOTHYP' * * *
* * 

*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* * 
 * * 
 * *
 
*EL (OM53A) * 
 * , * * * * 
LARC - *HIGH SUPERSONIC S4ORBITER-140A/B/C=*DETERMINATION OF *FORCE *2.86 - *LARC / *B. SPENCER, G W*DMS-DR-2318
 
UPWT - *TABILITY AND CONT*B26 C9 E43 F8 MIG*CONTROL SURFACE E* *4 60 *LARC *ARE/LARC *VOLUME 01
 
1173 /*ROL CHARACTERISTI*N28 R5 V8 W *FFECTIVENESS AT H' 
 * *UNITARY PLAN W*d. W BALL *DEC , 1976 
LA75 *CS OF A 0.015-SCA* *IGH SUPERSONIC MA' * *IND TUNNEL *D.B. WATSON * 
CR-147,646*LE (REMOTELY CONT* *CH NUMBERS * * * '-DMS *
 
'ROLLED ELEVON) MO* * * * * 
 *
 
*DEL 44-0 SPACE SH* * 
 * * * * 
 *
 
*UTTLE ORBITER TES* * ' 
 * * ' 
 * 
*TED IN THE NASA/L* * ' * * 00 
*ARC 4-FOOT UPWT (' ' * ' * 
­
*LEG 2) (LA75) .. ' * * 02=3** 

LARC - *HIGH SUPERSONIC S*ORBITER-14OA/B/C=*DETERMINATION OF *FORCE *2 86 - *LARD / +B. SPENCER, G W*DMS-DR-2318 0,7p
UPWT - *TABILITY AND CONT*B26 C9 E43 F8 MI6*CONTROL SURFACE E* *4.60 *LARC *ARE/LARC *VOLUME 02 ;"1173 /IROL CHARACTERISTI*N28 R5 VS W *FFECTIVENESS AT H' + *UNITARY PLAN W*J. W BALL *DEC , 1976 U-

LA7B *CS OF A 0.015-SCA* *IGH SUPERSONIC MA' * *IND TUNNEL 
 *D.B WATSON *' 
-. 
CR-147,647*LE (REMOTELY CONT* *CH NUMBERS * 
 * * *-DMS * 0 ­
*ROLLED ELEVON) MO* * ' * ' ' '
 
*DEL 44-0 SPACE SH* * * ' * * 
 *
 
'UTTLE ORBITER TESt 
 * * * *
 
*TED IN THE NASA/L' ' ' * 
 * *
 
*ARC 4-FOOT UPWT (* * * * 
 ' * *
 
*LEG 2) (LA75) * ' 




 ' * 
 * * 
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* * * * -MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
CALSPAN - 'HEAT TRANSFER AND* 01-SCALE SPACE S'TO DETERMINE ASCE*HEAT-TRANS* 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *P.R CARROLL/RI, C*DMS-DR-2319
 
48HST - *PRESSURE TESTS 0 *HUTTLE ORB/ET 59-*NT HYPERSONIC HEA* *7 5 *CALSPAN - * E WITTLIFF/CALS'JUNE, 1979
 
189 /*N A 0 01-SCALE SP*UT *TING RATES AND PRI *20.0 *48-INCH HYPERS'PAN
 
96HST - *ACE SHUTTLE MODEL* *ESSURE DISTRIBUTI* * IONIC SHOCK TUN*D W HERSEY *
 
IH43 *(59-OT) IN THE C * *ONS ON AN UPDATED* * tNEL *R H LINDAHL *
 
CR-151,771'ALSPAN HYPERVELOC* *CONFIGURATION (M * *96-INCH HYPERS*-DMS *
 
*ITY SHOCK TUNNELS* *CR 500) OF THE OR* IONIC SHOCK TUN* *
 
*(IH43) * *BITER/EXTERNAL TA* * *NEL * *
 
* * *NK * * * * 0 a
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER 0 0125 70*TO OBTAIN INTERAC*FORCE * 0.0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *.0. DAILEDA, J *DMS-DR-2320 - ) 
HWTB - 'USING A 0.0125-SC*-OT *TION EFFECTS OF T* *5 9 - *AEDOC - *MARROQUIN/RI *VOLUME 01 0 
DBA /*ALE MODEL(70-OT)O* *HE RCS THRUSTER * '5.9 'HYPERSONIC WIN*R H. LINDAHL 'FEB., 1978 0 
'A169THE SPACE SHUTT* *ET PLUMES ON SSV * *D TUNNEL (B) * E VAUGHN * ZIF * 
CR-l5i,390*LE VEHICLE ORBITE* *AERODYNAMICS DURI* * *DMS 
** 
*R IN THE AEDC VKF* *NG RETURN-TO-LAUN* * 

*TUNNEL B (0A169) + *CH-SITE(RTLS) ABO* * *3
 
* *RT FLIGHT PHASE * ' * jM" 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS 'ORBITER 0 0125 70UT OBTAIN INTERAC*FURCE * 0.0125 / 'ROCKWELL/ 'd J DAILEDA, J. *DMS-DR-2320 Z 
HWTB - 'USING A 0 0125-SC*-OT *TION EFFECTS OF T* *5 9 - *AEDC - *MARROOUIN/RI *VOLUME 02 
DBA /*ALE MODEL(70-OT)O' *HE RCS THRUSTER * *5 9 *HYPERSONIC WIN*R H LINDAHL *FEB , 1978 
0A169 'F THE SPACE SHUTT* *ET PLUMES ON SSV * * *0 TUNNEL (8) *0 E VAUGHN * 
CR-15l,391*LE VEHICLE ORSITE* *AERODYNAMICS DURI* ' * *-DMS * 
*R IN THE AEDC VKF* 'NG RETURN-TO-LAUN* * 
*TUNNEL B (DA169) * *CH-SITE(RTLS) ABO* * * * 
* *RT FLIGHT PHASE ' ' + * * 
AEDC - *RSULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER 0.0125 70*TO OBTAIN INTERACtFORCE *0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *0 0. DAILEDA, 0 *DMS-DR-2320 
HWTB - 'USING A 0.0125-SC*-OT *TION EFFECTS OF T* *S 9 - *AEDO - 'MARROQUIN/RI *VOLUME 09 
0SA /*ALE MODEL(70-OT)O* 'HE RCS THRUSTER U* *5.9 *HYPERSONIC WIN*R H. LINDAHL *FEB., 1978 
0A169 *F THE SPACE SHUTT* *ET PLUMES ON SSV * ' '0 TUNNEL (B) *0 E VAUGHN 
CR-151,392*LE VEHICLE ORBITE* *AERODYNAMICS OURI* * * *-DMS * 
*R IN THE AEDC VKF* *NG RETURN-TO-LAUN* * * ' * 
*TUNNEL B (OA169) ' *CH-SITE(RTLS) ABO* ' * * * 
** ' *RT FLIGHT PHASE * * * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * CUGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TEST O*ORBITER VEHICLE F'TO DETERMINE THE *HEAT-TRANS*O 040 / *ROCKWELL/ *J. C MARTINEZ + *DMS-DR-2321 
HWTB - *H69 OBTAINED IN T*OREBODY *INFLUENCE OF THER* *8 0 *AEDC - *W. H DYE/RI *VOLUME 01
 
V41 -EgA /*HE AEDC VKF HYPER* *MAL PROTECTION TI* *8 0 'HYPERSONIC WIN*tJ E VAUGHN *AUGUST, 1978
 
0H69 *SONIC TUNNEL B US' I *-DMS *
*LE ROUGHNESS ON W' 'D TUNNEL (B) 

CR-151,410*ING THE INFRARED * 'INDWARD SURFACE B' * * * *
 
*SCANNING METHOD T* tOUNDARY-LAYER TRA* * * ' *
 
*0 OBTAIN HEAT TRA* *NSITION. * * * * *
 
*NSFER DATA ON THE* * * * * * * 
*O 040 SCALE MODE' * * e * * 
*L 82-0 OF THE SPA* * ' ' * *
 
*CE SHUTTLE FCREBO' * ' * '
 
*Dy * * * * * *
 
e * * * * * ' * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TEST O*ORBITER VEHICLE F*TO DETERMINE THE *HEAT-TRANS'O.040 / *ROCKWELL/ *J C. MARTINEZ + *DMS-DR-2321 
HWTB - *H69 OBTAINED IN T*OREBODY *INFLUENCE OF THER* *8 0 *AEDC - *W. H. DYE/RI *VOLUME 02
 
V41B-EYA /-HE AEDC VKF HYPER' *MAL PROTECTION TI* *.0 'HYPERSONIC WIN*d E. VAUGHN *AUGUST, 1978
 
0H69 *SONIC TUNNEL B US* *LE ROUGHNESS ON W* * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS •
 
CR-1Sl,411*ING THE INFRARED * 'INDWARD SURFACE B+ *
 
*SCANNING METHOD T* *OUNDARY-LAYER TRA* * ' ' *
 
*0 OBTAIN HEAT TRA, 'NSITION * * * *
 
*NSFER DATA ON THE* ' * * * * • e
 
*O 040 SCALE MODE' * **
 
*L 82-0 OF THE SPA* * * *
 
'CE SHUTTLE FOREBO* ' * ' ' ' * 
*o ' ' * * * ' * 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF TEST O'SPACE SHUTTLE ORB*TO RESOLVE DIFFER*FORCE * 18 0- *ROCKWELL/ R C. MENNELL, A *DMS-DR-2322
 
LSWT - *A228 USING THE SS*ITER VEHICLE 102 *ENCES IN AIR DATA* * 25 1 *NRLAD - *L MENA, R. B. R *NOV., 1981
 
.757 /*V VEHICLE 102 0.1* *PROBE AND FLIGHT * * *LOW SPEED WIND*USSELL / RI *
 
0A228 '0 SCALE FOREBODY * *TEST PROBE PRESS * *TUNNEL *W B. MEINDERS *
 
CR-i6O,847*MODEL NO. 57-0 IN* *URE DATA OBTAINED* ' * *-DMS *
 
*THE NAAL LOW SPE * *DURING WIND TUNN * t * •
 
*ED WIND TUNNEL ' *EL TESTS 0A174 AN* * * * *
 
* * *D 0A224 * * *
 
* ' * *' ' * 10
 




* 	 ' t t *MODEL t * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST 	 * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE ' TESTED t PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
LARC - 'RESULTS OF INVEST*O 010-SCALE 72-OT*AERO-LOADS INVEST*FORCE *0 OO / *ROCKWELL/ *M E. NICHOLDS,P J*DMS-DR-2323 
UPWT - *IGATIONS CONDUCTE'S MODEL 'IGATIONS ON THE U+ *1 55 - *LARC - * HAWTHRDNE,J.T *FEB 1977 
1152 /*D IN THE LARC 4-F* *PDATED CONFIGURAT* *2.00 *UNITARY PLAN W*HAMILTON,P K MIL* 
IA94A *OOT UNITARY PLAN * *ION-5 SPACE SHUTT* * *IND TUNNEL *LER/RI * 
CR-15,039'WIND TUNNEL LEG * *LE,FULL SIMULATIO* *D C FREEMAN/LARC* 
*NO I USING THE 0* 	 *N OF UPDATED VEHI* * t *R H. LINDAHL * 
* 010-SCALE 72-OTS* *CLE PROTUBERANCES* * t *-DMS t 
*MODEL OF THE SPA * *AND ATTACH HARDW * * t * * 
*CE SHUTTLE INTEGR* *ARE WAS USED. * * * * 
*ATED VEHICLE t * , * * t * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*O.OiO-SCALE 72-OT*AERO-LOADS INVEST*FORCE * 0 010 *'ROCKWELL/ *M E. NICHOLS,P 0 *DMS-DR-2324 
UPWT - *IGATIONS CONDUCTE*S MODEL *IGATIONS ON THE U* *2 50 - *LARC - *HAWTHORNE,J T H *FEB., 1977 
1177 /*D IN THE LARC 4-F* *PDATED CoNFIGURAT* *4.50 *UNITARY PLAN W'AMILTON,P K MILL* 
IA948 *COT UNITARY PLAN * *ION-5 SPACE SHUTT* * *IND TUNNEL *ER/RI * 
CR-1i,O40*WIND TUNNEL LEG * *LE LAUNCH VEHICLE* * t *D C FREEMAN/LARC* 
*NO 2 USING THE 0* *; FULL SIMULATION* 	 *R. H. LINDAHL * 
* 010-SCALE 72-OTS* *OF UPDATED VEHIC * * * *-DMS t 
*MODEL OF THE SPA * *LE PROTUBERANCES * t t * t 
*CE SHUTTLE INTEGR* *AND ATTACH HARDWA* * t t t 
*ATED VEHICLE * *RE WAS USED t t t t 
MSFC - *AERODYNAMIC CHARA*CONF 139 *TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE *0 00563 / *MSFC / *P. E RAMSEY/MSFC*DMS-DR-2325 
14TWT - *CTERISTICS OF A 0* *ENTRY STATIC STAB* *0 6 - *MSFC *V W SPARKS *NOV , 1976 
620 /* 00563 SCALE 142-* *ILITY OF THE SRB * '3 48 *14-INCH TRISON*G G MCDONALD * 
SAI4FA *INCH DIAMETER SOL'* ' * 'IC WIND TUNNEL*-DMS * 
CR-147,645*ID ROCKET BOOSTER* * * * * * * 
'(MSFC MODEL 449 * * * * * *
 
'AND 480) WITH SID* t t * * * 0
 
'E MOUNTED STINGS * * ' * * t *
 
*IN THE NASA/MSFC * * * * t * * ".o 0
 
*14 INCH TRISONIC * * * * t * 0
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* * * 
 * *MODEL * TEST * COGNIZANT * BASIC* CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*O OO-SCALE 72-OTtAERO-LOADS INVEST*FORCE 

8TPT '0 010 *ROCKWELL/ *M.E.NICHOLS.P.J *DMS-DR-2326

- *ICATIONS CONDUCTE*S MODEL *IGATION ON THE UP* 
 *0 6 *LARC - *HAWTHORNE,J.T. HA*VOLUME 01749 /*D IN THE LARC 8-F* 
 *DATED CONFIGURATI* 
 *1.205 tB-FOOT TRANSON*MILTONP.K MILLE*JAN , 1977IA93 *OOT TRANSONIC PRE* 
 'ON-S SPACE SHUTTL* * *IC PRESSURE TU*R/RI * CR-15,037*SSURE TUNNEL USIN* 
 +E, FULL SIMULATIO* 
 * *NNEL *D C FREEMAN/LARC*
'G THE 0.010-SCALE* 
 *N OF UPDATED VEHI* + * *R II LINDAHL * 
"72-OTS MODEL OF * 
 *CLE PROTUBERANCES* 
 * * *-OMS * 
*THE SPACE SHUTTLE* 
 *AND ATTACH HARDW * * * * ,

*INTEGRATED VEHIC * *ARE WERE USED * + * 
*LE * .
* 
. , * 
* * * * t * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*O 010-SCALE 72-OT*AERO-LOADS INVEST*FORCE *0 010 *ROCKWELL/ *M E NICHOLS,P J. *OMS-DR-2326
8TPT - *ICATIONS CONDUCTE*S MODEL *IGATION ON THE UP*
749 /*D IN THE LARC B-F* *0 6 *LARC - *HAWTHORNE. T HA*VOLUME 02*DATED CONFIGURATI* 
 *1.205 *B-FOOT TRANSON*MILTONP.K MILLE*FEB , 1977
IA93 *DOT TRANSONIC PRE* 
 *ON-S SPACE SHUTTL* * 'IC PRESSURE TU*R/RICR-l51.038*SSURE TUNNEL USIN* 
 *E; FULL SIMULATIO* * *NNEL *D C FREEMAN/LARC*

*G THE 0 0O-SCALE* *N OF UPDATED VEHI* 
 * *R H. LINDAHL ' 0 0
*72-OTS MODEL OF * 
 *CLE PROTUBERANCES* 
 * *-DMS * 
+THE SPACE SHUTTLE* 
 *AND ATTACH HARDW * * * 
' m
*INTEGRATED VEHIC * *ARE WERE USED * * * o0 %
*LE * ' ' ' * ' , 
AEDC - +RESULTS OF TESTS *CONFIG 
 102 ORBIT*TD OBTAIN INTERAC*FORCE *5 9 *ROCKWELL/ *L 
L. TRIMMER/ARO*DMS-DR-2327 An
HWTB - *USING 0 0125-SCAL*ER AND ET, DESIGN*TION EFFECTS OF R' 
 * *AEDC - *J J DAILERA, J *VOLUME 0lD9A /*E MODEL (70-OT) O*ATED MODEL 70-OT *CS THRUSTER JET P* 
 *HYPERSONIC WIN*MARROQUIN, H S *JULY, 1977
IA22 *F THE SPACE SHUTT* *LUMES ON SSV AERO' * *D TUNNEL (B) *DRESSER/RI *r
CR-15i,079*LE VEHICLE ORBITE* 
 ' ' * * *J. E. VAUGHN ' 
*R IN THE AEDC VKF* 
 ' ' ' * *M. M MOSER JR * 
'TUNNEL B * * *-DMS * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *CONFIG. 
102 ORBIT*TO OBTAIN INTERAC*FORCE *5 9 *ROCKWELL/ 
 *L L. TRIMMER/ARO*DMS-DR-2327
HWTB - *USING 0 0125-SCALtER AND ET, DESIGN*TION EFFECTS OF R' 
 * *AEDC - *J. J. DAILERA, d *VOLUME 02D9A /*E 
MODEL (70-OT) O*ATED MODEL 70-OT *CS THRUSTER JET P* 
 * *HYPERSONIC WIN*MARROQUIN. H S. *AUGUST, 1977IA22 *F THE SPACE SHUTT* *LUMES ON SSV AERO* 
 * *D TUNNEL (B) *DRESSER/RI * CR-l51,080*LE VEHICLE ORBITE* 
 * * * * *J. E VAUGHN * *R IN THE AEDC VKF* 
 * * 'M M. MOSER JR. * 
*TUNNEL B * * * ' ' *-DMS * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* 	 t *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
*PUBLICATIONS 
REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE- TESTING * TEST OMS 
ID * 
AEDC -	*RESULTS OF TESTS *CONFIG. 102 ORBIT*TO OBTAIN INTERAC*FORCE *5 9 - *ROCKWELL/ *L L. TRIMMER/ARO*DMS-DR-2327 
HWTB - *USING O.0125-SCAL*ER AND ET. DESIGN'TION EFFECTS OF R* *AEOC - *. U DAILERA, U *VOLUME 03 
D9A /*E MODEL (70-OT) OtATED MODEL 70-OT *CS THRUSTER JET P* * *HYPERSONIC WIN*MARROQUIN, H S *AUGUST. 1977 
IA22 *F THE SPACE SHUTT* *LUMES ON SSV AERO* * 'D TUNNEL (B) *DRESSER/RI * 
CR-l5i,O98lLE VEHICLE ORBITE* 
 * * * * *J. E VAUGHN * 
*R IN THE AEDC VKF* * * * * *M M MOSER UR. * 
'TUNNEL B * * * * *-DMS 
LARC -	*EFFECT OF A SURFA*REUSABLE SURFACE *TO DETERMINE EFFE*HEAT-TRANS*1 0 *LARC / *D. A THROCKMORTO*DMS-DR-2328 
CFHT - *CE-TO-GAP TEMPERA*INSULATION TILE G*CT Or A SURFACE-T* *1O 3 - *LARC *N/LARC 'AUGUST, 1976 
105 /'TURE DISCONTINUIT'APS *O-WALL TEMPERATUR* t *CONTINUOUS-FLO*d W. BALL * 
LA34 *Y ON THE HEAT TRA* *E DISCONTINUITY 0* * *W HYPERSONIC T*M M MOSER UR. * 
TND-8233 	*NEFER TO REUSABLE* *N THE HEAT TRANSF* * 'UNNEL '-DMS * 
*SURFACE INSULATI *'ER WITHIN SPACE S* * * * * 
'ON TILE GAPS *HUTTLE, RSI, TILE* * * * * 
* * *GAPS SUBMERGED I * * * * 
* * *N A THICK TURBULE* * * * * 
* * 'NT BOUNDARY LAYER* * * * * 
* 	 * * * * * * * 
*0.4 *ROCKWELL/ *V ESPARZA, *DMS-DR-2329
LAPC - *CALBIRATION RESUL*SSV ORBITER (MODE*TO PROVIDE CALIBR*FORCE 

IGTT - 'TS OF THE BASELIN*L 57-0) FOREBODY 'ATION OF THE AIR * *1 30 *LARC - * 
 D E THORN 'AUGUST, 1981 
312 /,E AIR DATA PROBES*W/ ADP, FTP, AND *DATA PROBES * * *16-FOOT TRANSO*TON/ROCKWELL 
0A224 *AT THE LANGLEY I 'ADP AND FTP * *NIC TUNNEL *H AUGUST/ROCKWEL* 0 0 
CR-60,837*6-FOOT TRANSONIC * * * * * *L * ;a1 
*WIND TUNNEL USING* ' ' * *'S. R. HOULIHAN T 
10 SCALE ORB * * * * *d. E VAUGHN * *A 0 
* * *-DMS * 0 ,**ITER FOREBODY MOD* 

* 	 0 r** * 
' 	 * *EL 102 LINES (OA2* 
 **** **'24) 	 * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF A FLOW*CONF 4, MODEL 29'TO SIMULATE ATMOS*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *ROCKWELL/ 4B U HERRERA/RI *DMS-DR-2330 C 
HWTB - *FIELD SURVEY CON *-0 'PHERIC ENTRY BY 1* '7 B2 - 'AEDC - *L D. CARTER, W *OCT 1976 
524 /*DUCTED USING THE * *NVESTIGATING SHOC* * *HYPERSONIC WIN*R MARTINDALE, C *t r 
OH52 *0 0175 SCALE ORBI* *K AND BOUNDARY LA' ' *D TUNNEL (B) *E KAUL/ARO * 
*CR-147,637'TER MODEL 29-0 IN* *YERS ON LOWER ORB+ * * *M. M MOSER UR 
*THE AEDC VKF TUN * *ITEP SURFACE * * * *'-DMS * 
*NEL B DURING TEST* * * * * * * 
*0H52 * * * * * * * 
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT BASIC 
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE- AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - -STATIC STABILITY *SRB-WITH HEAT SHITO DETERMINE THE +FORCE *0.029 / 'Msrc / *W.F BRADDOCK, G.D'OMS-DR-2331
 
11,97,87- *AND PRESSURE DATA'ELD(SOLID) *AERODYNAMIC STABI'PRESSURE *1.96 - *ARC * STREBY/NORTHROP *VOLUME'O
 
074-1 /*FROM WIND TUNNEL *SRB-W/O HEAT SHIE*LITY CHARACTERIST* '3 48 *Il-FOOT, 9-FOO*SERVICES *OCT , 1981
 
IITWT - *TESTS OF A 028- L0 *ICS AND PRESSURE * *T, 8-FOOT, UNI*J D.JOHNSON/NASA-*
 
SAIIF *SCALE (MSFC MODEL'SRB-WITH HEAT SHE*DISTRIBUTION OF T* + *TARY WIND TUNN*MFSC *
 
CR-150,838*483) SPACE SHUTT 'ILD (FLEXIBLE) 'HE SRB RENTRY CON* t *EL E. VAUGHN *
 
*LE SRB AT REENTRY+ *FIGURATION * *11-FOOT TRANSO*G W KLUG *
 
*ATTITUDES IN THE * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS *
 
*NASA/ARC UNITARY * * * *L (UNITARY) *
 
*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* .4. * * *
 
*(SAIIF) +. * *
 
ARC - *STATIC STABILITY *SRB-WITH HEAT SHI*TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE *0.028 / *MSFC / *W F.BRADDOCK, G D*DMS-DR-2331 
1t,97,87- *AND PRESSURE DATA*ELD(SOLID) *AERODYNAMIC STABI*PRESSURE *1 96 - *ARC * STREBY/NORTHROP *VOLUME 02 
074-1 /+FROM WIND TUNNEL 'SRB-W/O HEAT SHIE*LITY CHARACTERIST* '3 48 *i-FOOT. 9-FOO*SERVICES *OCT., 1981 
iiTWT - *TESTS OF A 028- LD *ICS AND PRESSURE * + *T, B-FOOT, UNI*d D.JDOHNSON/NASA-* 
SAllF *SCALE (MSFC MODEL'SRB-WITH HEAT SHE*DISTRIBUTION OF T* 'TARY WIND TUNN*MFSC * 
CR-1S0,839*483) SPACE SHUTT *ILD (FLEXIBLE) *HE SRB RENTRY CON * *EL *d E VAUGHN * 
*LE SRB AT REENTRY* *FIGURATION ' * *i-FOOT TRANSO*G W KLUG * 
'ATTITUDES IN THE * ANIC WIND TUNNEt-DMS * 
*NASA/ARC UNITARY * * * '*L (UNITARY) * * 
*PLAN WIND TUNNELS* * ' ' * 
*(SAIIF) ' ' ' * * ' * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AERODY*ORBITER- TAILCONE'TO FORM A PRE-LAU*FORCE *0.03 / *ROCKWELL/ *R.L GILLINS/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2332 
14-TWT - *NAMIC FORCE AND M*OFF, TAILCONE ON *NCH AND FREE AIR * *0 3 *ARC - *ELL *OCT * 1977 
121 /*OMENT TESTS OF O.*-TCI9, *DATA BASE FOR PLA* *0 6 *14-FOOT TRANSO*V.ESPARZA/ROCKWEL* 
CA13 *03-SCALE MODELS (*ORBITER- TAILCONE'NNED SEPARATION T* * +NIC WIND TUNNE*L 
CR-I51,373*AXI3191-3 AND 45-*ON, TC23, STING *ESTS OF THE CARRI' * *L * A. SARVER * 
*0) OF THE SPACE S'MOUNTED *ER ALT CONFIGURAT* * * *G W. KLUG * 
'HUTTLE ORBITER AN'747/1 *ION. * * * *-DMS * 0 
*D CARRIER IN THE '747/1 + S1-12 (SP* ' ' ' ' m 
*NASA/ARC 14-FOOT *EED BRAKE DEPLOYE* ' * * * 
' * ' *TRANSONIC WIND TU*D) ' * ' 

*NNEL (CAi3) * * 0*
 
** * * * ' ' ' 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * *t* 	 +MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE TESTED * PURPOSE + TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS 

ARC - *WIND TUNNEL TEST *Ol+TC23'ALT' CONF*VERIFY ALT VEHICL*FORCE tQ 030 / 	 *ROCKWELL/ *T. DZIUBALA/RI *DMS-DR-2333 
*ARC - '.R BURROWS/RI *VOLUME 011iTWT - t0A175 OF THE 0.03IGURATION WITH TA*E STABILITY AND C'PRESSURE tO 4 

187-1 /*O-SCALE SSV ORBIT*ILCONE *ONTROL CHARACTERI* '1.2 *lI-FOOT TRANSO*M M MANN *NOV , 1977
 
0A175 *ER MODEL (47-0) *Ol+TC23+G9 'ALT'*STICS WITH TAIL- ' * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS t
 
CR-ti,374*IN THE Ii X lI-FO*WITH LANDING GEA *CONE ON. DETERMIN* * 
 *L (UNITARY) * *
 
'OT LEG OF THE NAS'R DEPLOYED *E ELEVON, RUDDER/* * t ' *
 
'A/ARC UNITARY PLA*OI 'ALT' WITHOUT *SPEEDBRAKE, AND B* * t * *
 
*N WIND TUNNEL (OA*TAILCONE *ODY FLAP HINGE * * * *
 
*175) *01 = ATI32 - PRI *MOMENTS WITH SEAL* t * *
 
* *'102' REENTRY CON*ED HINGELINES. EF* ' ' '
 
+ *FIGURATION *FECTS OF RN/L AND' * *
 
* * *DEPLOYED LANDING * * * * *
 
* * *GEAR/DOORS ON VEH* *
 
* *ICLE STABILITY AN' * ' *
 
* * D CONTROL TAILCO' ' ' * *
 
* * tNE PRESSURES * * t * *
 
- +WIND TUNNEL TEST *01+TC23'ALT' CONF*VERIFY ALT VEHICL*FORCE 'O 030 / *ROCKWELL/ *T.d DZIUBALA/RI *DMS-DR-2333ARC 

*0 4 *ARC - *R R BURROWS/RI *VOLUME 02IITWT - '0A175 OF THE 0 03*IGURATION WITH TA*E STABILITY AND C'PRESSURE 

*1 2 *11-FOOT TRANSO*M M MANN *DEC , 1977
187-1 /*O-SCALE SSV ORBIT*ILCONE *ONTROL CHARACTERI* 

GA175 *ER MODEL (47-0) tOl+TC23+GIB 'ALT'*STICS WITH TAIL-, * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS
 
* *L (UNITARY) '
 CR-151,375*IN THE 11 X ll-FO*WITH LANDING GEA *CONE ON. DETERMIN' 
'OT LEG OF THE NAS'R DEPLOYED *E ELEVON, RUDDER/* * * * 
*A/ARC UNITARY PLA'OI 'ALT' WITHOUT *SPEEDBRAKE, AND B* * * 
'N WIND TUNNEL (OA*TAILCONE *ODY FLAP HINGE * * * * * 0 0 
*175) *01 = ATi32 - PRI *MOMENTS WITH SEAL* * * * ­
• *'102' REENTRY CONtED HINGELINES EF' * ' * * 
+ *FIGURATION *FECTS OF RN/L AND* * ' * * 0 2 
* 
 * 
0 " * 

* 	 *DEPLOYED LANDING 

* *GEAR/DOORS ON VEH* * ' * 
* '*ICLE STABILITY AN* ' * ' * 
* * 'D CONTROL. TAILCO* ' * * O ia 
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* * * * *MODEL t * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID *REPORT TITLE ' TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *WIND TUNNEL TEST '0I+TC23'ALT' CONF*VERIFY ALT VEHICL*FORCE 
 'ROCKWELL/
*0.030 * *T J.DZIUBALA/RI *DMS-DR-2333
tITWT - *0A175 OF THE 0 03'IGURATION WITH TA*E STABILITY AND C'PRESSURE 
*0 4 *ARC - *R R.BURROWS/RI *VOLUME 03187-1 /*O-SCALE SSV ORBIT*ILCONE *ONTROL CHARACTERI* *I 2 *11-FOOT TRANSD*M. M. MANN *DEC , 1977
OAI7S *ER MODEL (47-0) *OI+TC234GI9 'ALT'*STICS WITH TAIL-
 * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS * CR-151,376*IN THE 1i X 1I-FO*WITH LANDING GEA *CONE ON DETERMIN' * 
 *L (UNITARY) * * 
*DT LEG OF THE NAS*R DEPLOYED *E ELEVON, RUDDER/* 
 * * * * 
*A/ARC UNITARY PLA*Oi 'ALT' WITHOUT *SPEEDBRAKE, AND B* ' ' * * 
*N WIND TUNNEL (OA*TAILCDNE *ODY FLAP HINGE ' * * * * 
*175) '01 
= ATI32 - PRI *MOMENTS WITH SEAL* ' ' ' * 
* *'102' REENTRY CON*ED HINGELINES. EF* * * * * 
* *FIGURATION *FECTS OF RN/L AND* * * 
* * *DEPLOYED LANDING * * * * * 
*GEAR/DOORS ON VEH* * * * * 
* ' *ICLE STABILITY AN* ' ' *
 
* 
 * *D CONTROL TAILCO* * * * 
* * *NE PRESSURES ' * * * ** * * ' * * ** 
AEDC - *AN INVESTIGATION 'REENTRY CONFIG W'TO DETERMINE ENTR*FORCE *0 00548 / 'MSFC / *P E. RAMSEY/MSFC*DMS-DR-2334
PWT4T - 'OF THE AERODYNAMI*ITH ALL MAJOR PRO*Y STATIC STABILIT* 
 '0 4 - *AEDC *V W SPARKS *NOV., 1976E3A /*C CHARACTERISTICS*TUBERANCES 
 *Y OF SRB *1 2 *TRANSONIC PROP*-DMS
SAI6F 'OF A 0.00548 SCA * 
 *ULSION WIND TU* * CR-147,648*LE MODEL (MODEL Nt 
 * * 'NNEL* (PWT-4T) ' * 
*0 486) OF THE SP* ' * * ' * * 
*ACE SHUTTLE 146-1* 
 * ' * * * 
*NCH DIAMETER SOLI* * * * *
 
*D ROCKET BOOSTER * * 
 * * * 00 
*AT ANGLES OF ATTA* *0 
 0 
*CR FROM 113 TO iB* * ' * * * " 
*O DEGREES IN THE * * *' * 
*AEDC PWT 4-FOOTT' * ' * * O­
*RANSONIC WIND TUN* * t , ' ' , 0 ' 
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* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
* TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE t TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF EXPERI*VEHICLE 5 *THE PURPOSE OF TH*rORCE '0.004 / *ROCKWELL/ *E C. ALLEN/ROCKWE*DMS-BR-233E 
*DEC., 197914TWT - -MENTAL INVESTIGAT*MODEL 74-OTS *IS TEST WAS TO OB* *0 60 - *MSFC - *LL 
641 /*IONS IN THE MSFC * *TAIN INFORMATION * *3 48 *14-INCH TRISON*'. E VAUGHN 
646 /*TWT TO DETERMINE * tON STING/BODY INT' * *IC WIND TUNNEL*G W KLUG *
 
IAI4OA/B *EFFECTS OF A MOLT' 'ERFERENCE, VERIFY* * * *-DMS *
 
CR-151,783*IPLE STING SUPPOR* *STING ASSEMBLY D * + * * *
 
'T SYSTEM ON THE M* *ESIGN. DETERMINE * * *
 
AATED VEHICLE AERO' 'EFFECT OF VERTICA* * A A A
 
'DYNAMICS UTILIZIN* *L SEPARATION ON A' * At
 
tG A 0.004 SCALE (t *ERO CHARACTERISTI* A ' '
 
'74-OTS, 77-0) SHU* *CS OF ET PLUS SRB* A * *
 
'TTLE VEHICLE 5 (1* *AND ORBITER AND * ' * '
 
*At140 A/B) * * A
'EFFECTS OF STING * 

* t*ONELEVON HINGEM' A * **
 
* * t*OMENTS A * * At
 
LARC - *INVESTIGATION OF *LARC 0098-SCALE *TO OBTAIN ORBITER*FORCE * 1.5- *LARC / *G. WARE/LARC *DMS-UR-2336 
UPWT - *THE HIGH ANGLE DF*CAST ALUMINUM *AERO CHARACTERIS * * 4 5 *LARC - 1B SPENCER,JR/LAR*MAY, 1983 
1345 /*ATTACK AERODYNAM * *TICS AT ANGLES OF * *UNITARY PLAN W*C 
1390 /*ICS OF A SPACE SH* *ATTACK FROM 25 T * *IND TUNNEL *d E. VAUGHN 
LA145 'UTTLE ORBITER(LAR* '0 60 DEGREES * * A *B d BURST * 
.0098 SCALE MOD* A A A * *-DMS * 
'EL) IN THE LARC U* A A A * A A 
'PWT AT MACH NUMBE* * A A * At 
-RS FROM 1 S TO 4 + A A A * A A 
*5(LA145) * * A * * ' 
CR-167,37B'C 

'A VERIFICATION ST'FLIGHT TEST PROBE*TO VERIFY THE CAL*PRESSURE *0 186- *ROCKWELL/ *d. G LEFEVRE/RI *DMS-DR-2337
NRLAD -
LSWT - tUDY OF THREE AMES*CALIBRATION *IBRATION DATA DBT* *0 262 *NRLAD - *D.W HERSEY *DEC , 1979 
*LOW SPEED WIND'G R. LUTZ * 759 /*RESEARCH CENTER * 'AINED USING THE A*t * 

0A236 *PITOT-STATIC PRUB* 'MES RESEARCH CENT' 
 * *TUNNEL '-DM5 * 
CR-151,786*ES IN THE ROCKWEL* 'ER PROBES * * ' ' 00 
'L INTERNATIONAL N* t ' ' ' ' * 
*AAL LOW SPEED WIN* A A A * A At 
D TUNNEL A A A A * ' ' At At t At At At At 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* ' * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASICTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
- *RESULTS OF THE LO'AXIS22D-3,ORBITER*TO ASSES POTENTIA*STRUCT-DYN*O.046UW / -BOEING / *R. L GILLENS/RI *DMS-DR-2338
LSWT - *W SPEED AEROELAST*MDDEL 8-0 *L BUFFET PROBLEMS. * 
 *UW *D. A SARVER *NOV., 1976
l170 
 /*IC BUFFET TEST WI* *RESULTING FROM 0 
* * 'LOW SPEED WIND*M. M. MOSER JR * CS3 *TH A 0 046-SCALE * *RBITER WAKE CHARA* 
 * *TUNNEL *-DMS * CR-147,639*MDDEL (747-AX1322, 
 *CTERISTICS WITH T* 
 * * * 
*D-3/DRBITER 8-0) * 'AILCONE OFF, 
TO P* * * * 
*OF THE 747 CAM/OR* *ROVIDE DESIGN LOA* ' ' * 
'BITER IN THE UNIV* 
 *DS AND ACCELERATI* ' ' *
 
*ERSITY OF WASHING+ *ON ENVIRONMENTS, * ' 
 ' ' * 
*TON WIND TUNNEL *
'TO DEVELOP BUFFET* * * * 




* *TO VARIOUS AEROD ' *
* * * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *0.0175-SCALE THIN*)SPANWISE HEATIN*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / +ROCKWELL/ *C.L BERTHOLD, 
J.*DMS-DR-2340
HWTB - *ON A 0 0175-SCALE*-SKIN THERMOCOUPL*G ON UPPER WING S* 
 '7 90 - *AEDC - *MARROOUIN/RI *VOLUME 0107A /*MODEL (60-0) OF *E SHUTTLE ORBITER*URFACE, 2)EFFECT * '8.00 *HYPERSONIC WIN*D W.HERSEY 
 *SEPT., 1980
0H98 *THE SPACE SHUTTLE*60-O *OF HAT BAND PROTU* *D TUNNEL (B) *G R. LUTZ * CR-160,5OI*ORBITER TO DETER * *BERANCES AND LH2 * 
 * ' *-DMS * 
*MINE RE-ENTRY MOD* 
 *COOLING LINES ON * * ' ' 
*E CONVECTIVE HEAT* 
 *SSME NOZZLE HEATI* * ' ' * 
*TRANSFER RATES 0 * 
 *NG, AND 3)UPDATE * '0 
 0

*N THE UPPER WING * 
 *CLEAN NOZZLE HEAT* -* * * 
-nO
*SURFACE AND SSME * 
 *ING WITH BODY FLA* ' ' ' 
*NOZZLES IN THE AE* 
 *P AND ELEVON DEFL* ' * ' ' 
*DC VKF 'B' HYPERS* *ECTIONS * * * 0 ' 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL ' ' ' ' ' ' 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 4 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF TESTS '0 0175-SCALE THIN*)SPANWISE HEATIN'HEAT-TRANS'O 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ 'C L. BERTHOLD, J *DMS-DR-2340 
HWTB - *ON A 0 0175-SCALE*-SKIN THERMOCOUPL*G ON UPPER WING S* *7 90 - *AEDC - *MARROQUIN/RI *VOLUME 02 
J7A /'MODEL (60-0) OF *E SHUTTLE ORBITER*URFACE. 2)EFFECT * * 0O *HYPERSONIC WIN*' W HERSEY *SEPT., 1980 
OH98 *THE SPACE SHUTTLE*60-O *OF HAT BAND PROTU* * *D TUNNEL (8) *G. R LUTZ * 
* CR-i60,502*ORBITER TO DETER * *BERANCES AND LH2 * t t*-DMS 
*MINE RE-ENTRY MOO' *COOLING LINES ON * * * * * 
*
-E CONVECTIVE HEAT* *SSME NOZZLE HEATI* * * 
* *+TRANSFER RATES 0 * *NG, AND 3)UPDATE * * * 
*N THE UPPER WING * *CLEAN NOZZLE HEAT* * * * 
*SURFACE AND SSME * *ING WITH BODY FLA* * * 4 
*NOZZLES IN THE AE* 'P AND ELEVON DEFL* * * * * 
*DC VKF 'B' HYPERS* *ECTIONS * * * * * 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL * * * * * * * 
*(OHS8) * * * ' * * * 
TBCA - -RESULTS OF TESTS *747CAM/ORBITER 'TO OBTAIN DYNAMI*STRUCT-DYN'0 03 -BOEING *'C A LUNDER. W *DMS-DR-2341 
BTWT - *CS4 AND CS5 TO IN' *C LOADS, PRESSURE* *0 is - *TBCA *D. BURGGRAF, W R'OCT 1976 
1490/1493/*VESTIGATE DYNAMIC* 
 *, EMPENNAGE FLOW * *0 70 *TRANSONIC WIND* COVINGTON/TBC * 
*FIELD DATA * 'TUNNEL *D A. SARVERCS4/5 *LOADS AND PRESSU * 

CR-147,638*RES ON 0.03-SCALE* 
 * ' * * *M M MOSER JR. * 
*MODELS (AX1319-3 * * *-DMS * 
*/4 AND 45-0) OF M* ' ' ' ' * * 
*ATED 747 CAM AND ' * 
*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* * * * ** * 
tITER IN THE BOEIN* * * 
*G TRANSONIC WIND * * '' * 
,TUNNEL * * * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF PHASE *MODEL 82-0 50% F*TO INVESTIGATE SU*HEAT-TRANS*O 040 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H. DYE/RI *OMS-DR-2342
 
HWTB - *CHANGE PAINT HEAT*OREBODY *RFACE ROUGHNESS E* 
 *8 *AEDC - *L L. TRIMMER/ARO*JUNE, 1977 
' -FFECTS ON BOUNDAR' * 'HYPERSONIC WIN*M M MOSER JR * 82A /*TRANSFER TEST UT 
0H54B 'ILIZING 0 040 SCA* 'Y LAYER TRANSITIO* * '0 TUNNEL (B) *-DMS * 
CR-151,074'LE 50 PERCENT FOR* 'N * * * * 
*EBODY MODELS (NO * * * *
 0 0* 

*82-0) OF THE ROC * * 

*KWELL INTERNATION* * * * * * *
 
'AL SPACE SHUTTLE ' * t 
 * * 0
*ORBITER IN THE AE' 

* * * 0 > 
*DC VKF HYPERSONIC* * * * 

* 
 * ; r 
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* * * * *MODEL 	 COGNIZANT * BASICTEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE or * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *PITOT PRESSURE SU*ATP ORBITER 

22HT 	
*TO MEASURE TOTAL *PRESSURE *0.0045 / *LARC 'GEORGE* C. ASHBYd*DMS-DR-2343 
- *RVEYS ON THE LEEW* 
 *PRESSURES IN THE * *20 0 - *LARC *R - LARC *DEC , 1981
445 /*ARD SURFACE OF A * *LEE SIDE FLOW FIE* 
 *20 0 *22-INCH HELIUM*J E. VAUGHN * LABS *0 0045-SCALE MODE* 
 *LD OF THE ORBITER* * *TUNNEL *8 J. BURST * CR-160.849*L ATP SHUTTLE ORB* 
 'AT MACH 20 AND 3 * 
 * 	 *-DMS * 
*ITER AT 30 DEGREE' 	 '0 DEGREES ANGLE 0* * * 	 * 
*S ANGLE OF ATTACK* 	 *F ATTACK * * ' 
*AND MACH 20 IN T* * 
' * 
, ' 
*HE LARC 22 INCHH' 	 * * * * * 
*ELIUM TUNNEL(LA8B5 * ' ' * 
ARC - *TRANSONIC STABILI*ORBITER-14OA/B/C=*TO OBTAIN TRANSON*FORCE 
 *O.OIB / *LARC / *d GAMBLE, d UND*DMS-DR-2344IITWT 
 - *TY AND CONTROL CH*B26 C9 E43 FS MI6*IC AERODYNAMIC DA* 
 *0 6 *ARC *ERWOOD/JSC *VOLUME 01
200-i /*ARACTERISTICS OF *N28 R5 	V8 W 
 *TA ON CONTROL SUR* * I 2 '11-FOOT TRANSO*HARRY PARRELL/RI *'AN , 1980LA77 *A 0.015-SCALE (RE* 	 *FACE LINEARITY AN' 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*J W BALL * 
CR-15l.788*MOTELY CONTROLLED* 	 *D SENSITIVITY TO * * *L (UNITARY) *C R EDWARDS * 
*ELEVON) MODEL 44 * 	 *MACH NUMBER FOR F* ' * 	 *-DMS
*-0 OF THE SPACE S' 	 *INE-CUT SPEEDBRAK* * * * 
*HUTTLE ORBITER TE* *E, BODY FLAP, AND* ' * * * 
*STED IN THE NASA!* 	 *RUDDER DEFLECTION* ' * * * 
*ARC Il-FOOT TRANS* 
 *S AND TO INVESTIG* ' * 	 * 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL * *ATE THE INTERACTI* 
 * 0 0 
*(LA77) * 	 *VE EFFECTS OF MUT' * '*a n 
* ' 	 *UAL CONTROL SURFA* * ' ' * 
*CE DEVLECTIONS * * * ' 2 
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* * 	 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID ' REPORT TITLE ' TESTED ' * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 

*0 015 / *LARC / *J GAMBLE, J UND*DMS-DR-2344 
1iTWT - 'TY AND CONTROL CH'B26 C9 E43 F8 MiG*IC AERODYNAMIC DA* *0 6 'ARC *EPWOOD/JSC *VOLUME 02 
*TA ON CONTROL SUR* * I 2 *11-FOOT TRANSO'HARRY PARRELL/RI *AN 1980 
ARC - *TRANSONIC STABILI*DRBITER-14OA/B/C=*TO OBTAIN TRANSON*FORCE 
200-1 /'ARACTERISTICS OF *M28 RS V8 W 

LA77 *A 0 015-SCALE (RE* 'FACE LINEARITY AN* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*d W. BALL *
 
CR-151.789MOTELY CONTROLLED* 'D SENSITIVITY TO * * *L (UNITARY) *C R EDWARDS *
 
'ELEVDN) MODEL 44 * 	 -MACH NUMBER FOR F* * * *-DMS 
 *
 
*-0 OF THE SPACE S* *INE-CUT SPEEDBRAK* * t *
 
*HUTTLE ORBITER TE* *E, BODY FLAP, AND* * * * 
 *
 
*STED IN THE NASA/* *RUDDER DEFLECTION* * * * *
 
*ARC Il-FOOT TRANSt *S AND TO INVESTIG' * * * *
 
'ONIC WIND TUNNEL * *ATE THE INTERACTI* * * * *
 
*(LA77) * 'VE EFFECTS OF MUT* * *
 
* * *VAL CONTROL SURFA* * ' ' *
 
* * *E DEFLECTIONS t * *
 
*1 46 - *MSFC / *P E. RAMSEY/MSFC*DMS-DR-234EMSFC - *AERODYNAMIC ROLL *146-INCH SRB/TRUN*TD STUDY ROLL CHA*FORCE 
14TWT - *CHARACTERISTICS O*CATED NOSE (MODEL*RACTERISTICS (TO * '3 48 *MSFC *V. W SPARKS *OCT , 1978 
645 /*F A 0 00548 SCALE*486) *OBTAIN IMPROVED A* * '14-INCH TRISON*M M MOSER JR * 0 0 
SA2IF *146-INCH SOLID R * *ND MORE ACCURATE * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*-OMS * "(1i 
TM-X *OCKET BOOSTER REE* *ROLLING MOMENT DA* * ' * I 
78195 *NTRY CONFIGURATIO* 	 *TA ON SRB BY USIN* t ' * 
 ' o ­
*N (MSFC MODEL NUM* -G A SENSITIVE SIN* * * * o
 
*BER 486) OVER A Pt *GLE COMPONENT ROL* ' ' * * X3 r
 
*ORTION OF THE REE* *L BALANCE--NO 24* * * * *
 
*NTRY FLIGHT REGIM* t7 t * * * * u
* 

*E IN THE NASA/MSF* * * t
 
*C 14-INCH TRISONI* * * * t" 
 r
 
*C WIND TUNNEL * *"
 
*0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *J J. DAILEDA, J *DMS-DR-2346AEDC - *RESULTS OF SRB SE*TB-OTS 	 *TO OBTAIN PROXIMI*FORCE 
*TY FORCE AND MOME* * 4 5- *AEDC - *MARROQUIN/RI *VOLUME 0lSWTA - *PARATION TESTS US* 

KIA /*ING THE 0 0O0-SCA* *NT DATA FOR ORB/E* * 4 5 *SUPERSONIC WIN*J E. VAUGHN *JAN., 1978
 
IA142 *LE SSV MODEL 75-0' *T AND SRB WITH BO* ' *0 TUNNEL (A) *M M. MOSER JR *
 
* * * *-DMS
CR-151,385*TS IN THE AEDC VK* *OSTER SEPARATION 

*F TUNNEL A * *MOTOR PLUME EFFEC* t t * *
 
* * *TS * * * *
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASICTEST **CONFIGURATIONS 
 * TEST *TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST VMS 'PUBLICATIONS 
ID *REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL tOn COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF SRB SE*75-OTS *TO OBTAIN PROXIMI*FORCE *0.oO *ROCKWELL/ 
 *0. 0 DAILEDA, d.*DMS-DR-2346

SWTA - *PARATION TESTS US* 
 *TY FORCE AND MOME* * 4 5- *AEDC - 'MARROQUIN/RI *VOLUME 02KIA /*ING THE O.010-SCA* *NT DATA FOR ORB/E* * 4 5 
 *SUPERSONIC WIN*J. E VAUGHN *JAN , 1978 
IA142 *LE SSV MODEL 75-0* 
 *T AND SRB WITH SO* * *D TUNNEL (A) *M M MOSER OR tCR-15l,386*TS IN THE AEDC VK* 
 *OSTER SEPARATION * t * *-DMS
 
*F TUNNEL A *
'MOTOR PLUME EFFECt * * * * 
* t *TS * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF SRB SE'75-OTS *TO OBTAIN PROXIMI*FORCE *0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ * J DAILEDA, 0 *DMS-DR-2346
SWTA - *PARATION TESTS US* *TY FORCE AND MOME* * 
4 5- *AEDC - *MARROQUIN/RI -VOLUME 03KIA /*ING THE 0 01O-SCA* 
 *NT DATA FOR ORB/E* * 4 5 *SUPERSONIC WINed E VAUGHN *JAN , 1978IA142 *LE SSV MODEL 75-0* 
 *T AND SRB WITH 80* * *D TUNNEL (A) *M M. MOSER JR. * CR-151,387*TS IN THE AEDC VK* 
 *OSTER SEPARATION * 
 * * *-DMS * 
*F TUNNEL A * *MOTOR PLUME EFFEC' * t t 
*TSt 
UW - *MATED AERODYNAMIC*.04 SCALE T47-1OO*TO PROVIDE A DATA*FORCE *0,04 /*BOEING *R D. KNUDSEN,J M*DMS-DR-2347 
LSWT - *CHARACTERISTICS *747 CAM/ORBITER-F'BASE TO DEFINE A * *0 15 - *UW ' DELZ,G. E. VEDE'VOLUME 011173 /*INVESTIGATION FOR*ERRY CONF *ERODYNAMIC CHARAC* 
 *0 15 *LOW SPEED WIND*ROFF/TBC *dUNE. 1980
CAISA *0 04-SCALE MODEL *747 CAM/ORBITER-A*TERISTICS IN PITC* 
 * *TUNNEL *R H. LINDAHL ' 
CR-160,482*BOEING 747 CAM/O *LT CONF 
 *H AND YAW FOR ADD'* 
 *-DMS
 
*RBITER (MODEL AXI' *ITIONAL ORBITER I* 
 ' * *0 
*284 E-6) COMBINAT* *NCIDENCE ANGLES, * 
 * * "l ;a

*ION 
IN THE UNIVER* *FLAP SETTINGS AND' ' ' ' ' 
*SITY OF WASHINGTO* 
 *TO DEFINE GROUND * ' ' ' ' 0 Z 
*N AERONAUTICAL LA* *PROXIMITY EFFECT * 
 * *0 0 
*BORATORY F K. KI* 0 > 
*RSTEN WIND TUNNEL* ' * t * 
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S* * 	 *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE t TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST * 	 t CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF 

UW - *MATED AERODYNAMIC*747-1OO 	ALONE *TO SUPPLEMENT IN *FORCE * 0 04, 'BOEING / 'R D KNUDSEN/ THE *DMS-DR-2348 
* 0405/ *UW *BOEING CO. *VOLUME 01
 LSWT - *CHARACTERISTICS '747-100 WITH CAM *GROUND EFFECT ON * 

1178 /*INVESTIGATION FOR*TYPE II KITS ATTATHE MATED ALT CON* + 0 Is- -LOW SPEED WIND*D.W HERSEY *JUNE, 1980
 
CAISS *0 04-SCALE MODEL *'HEO *FIGURATIONS, AND * * 0 is *TUNNEL *G W KLUG 
 *
 
CR-I60,483*BOEING 747 CAM/OR*747-l0O WITH 43-O'OBTAIN DATA IN FR* * *'-DMS *
 
*BITER (MODEL AXI2*ATTACHED TO THE *EE AIR ON THE 747* * * * *
 
*84 E-7) COMBINATI*747 CAM *WITH CAM TYPE II ' * *
 
*ON IN THE UNIVERS* *MODIFICATIONS AN * *
 
tITY OF WASHINGTON* *D ON THE MATED CO* * * *
 
*AERONAUTICAL LAB * *NFIGURATION FOR 4' * * t
 
*ORATORY F K KIRS* * 5 DEG INCIDENCE* * * *
 
*TEN WIND TUNNEL (* * * *
 
'CAISS) * * ** * *
AB)* 	 * 

UW - *RESULTS OF TEST C'CARRIER B29BW45N*THIS TEST WAS PAR*FORCE *0.04 , *BOEING / *W.N. WRIGHT/TBC *DMS-DR-2349 
LSWT - *A17 CONDUCTED IN *5857M2526T140i2AT*T II OF THE CARRI* *0 0405 / *UW *D A SARVER *NOV , 1977 
1184 /*THE UWAL LOW SPEE*Ii5 1106 IV9 I 3F*ER AIRCRAFT MODIF* * O.Is- +LOW SPEED WIND*G W. KLUG * 
CA17 *D WIND TUNNEL 'TSI *ICATION PROGRAM * * 0 IS *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-I5I,379*USING THE MATED O*ORBITER B26 IC9E*(CAM). EFFECTS OF* ' * * 00 
* -I

*.04-SCALE 747 MODt44FBMIBRSVBWIiO -FLAP, STABILIZER ' * * * 

'EL AX1284 AND 0 0' +, RUDDER, SPOILER' * * * *
 
'405 SPACE SHUTTLE* *, AILERON, ELEVON* * * * 0
 
*ORBITER MODEL 43-* *.AND INCIDENCE AN' ' ' ' * 0 s 
*0 * *GLES, TAILCONE AN* * * ' * 3 r 
* * * GROUND PRGXIMIT* * ' ' * 
* 	 * * to*
ONBOTH LONGI-* * 
* * *TUDINAL AND LATER* * * * 
*AL-DIRECTIONAL CH* * * * ' g 
* * *ARACTERISTICS AT ' ' ' ' * 
+ 	 * 

* 	 *MACH * * * * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF PHASE *140B ORB., MODEL *TO OBTAIN THERMAL*HEAT-TRANS*0.006 / *ROCKWELL/ * W CUMMINGS, W*DMS-DR-2350 
SVDHT - *CHANGE PAINT THER-90-0 'CONTOURS * '8.0 *LARC - * H. DYE/RI *APRIL. 1977 




4502-4601/*MAL MAPPING TEST * 

*OH46 USING THE 0 * * * *E-DENSITY HYPE*M M. MOSER JR *
 
CR-iBi,065*006-SCALE MODEL 9' * 





*ARC VARIABLE DENS* * ' ' *
 
*ITY TUNNEL * * * * * 
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* * , * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
 * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * rEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD 
 - *RESULTS OF TEST O*ORBITER 102 FOREB*TO OBTAIN LOW SPE*FORCE *0 i8 - *ROCKWELL/ *R B RUSSELL/ R I.*DMS-DR-2351 
LSWT - *A238 USING THE SS*ODY *ED AIR DATA SYSTE* *0 25 *NRLAD - *R R.BURROWS/ R I.*JAN , 1982 
764 /*V VEHICLE 102 0 1* *M SIDE PROBE AND * * *LOW SPEED WXND*W. B. MEINDERS * 
0A238 *O-SCALE FOREBODY * *FLIGHT TEST PROBE* * *TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-160.853*MODEL NO. 99-0 IN* 
 *PRESSURE DATA ON * * * * * 
*THE NAAL LOW SPE * *THE OML FOREBODY * ' * * * 
*ED WIND TUNNEL TO* 
 *MODEL 99-0, ALSO *
 
*INVESTIGATE AIR * 
 *TO INVESTIGATE MO* * * * * 0 Z 
*DATA SYSTEM CHAPA* *DEL BLOCKAGE AND * * * * * 
*CTERISTICS * *THE EFFECTS OF PR* * * * * r. 
* * *OBE POSITION, PRO* * * * *
 
* * *BE SCALE AND PROB* * 
 * * * 'o 
* * *E ROLL ANGLESfON' * * * *" 
S**ALL 
 RECORDED PRES** *'SELVES * * * 
-

* * *SURE LEVELS * * * * * 
LARC - *A STUDY OF TRANSO*ORBITER 140A/B/C *THIS REPORT PRESE*FORCE * O.OiS/ *LARC *'BERNARD SPENCER J*DMS-DR-2352
 
BTPT - *NIC BETA HYSTERES*B26CgE43F8MIBN2B *NTS THE RESULTS 0* 
 * 7- *LARC *R / LARC *JAN 1978 
758 
 /*IS OF AN 0 015 SC*RSVSW *F AN INVESTIGATIO* * 1 2 *8-FOOT TRANSON*GEORGE M WARE/ L* 
LA91 *ALE MODEL 44-0 * *N IN THE NASA/ * * *IC PRESSURE TU*ARC * 
CR-l5l,383*(SPACE SHUTTLE OR* 
 *LARC 8-FOOT TRANS* * *NNEL *J. W BALL *
 
*BITER TESTED IN T* *ONIC PRESSURE TUN* * 
 * *G. W KLUG * 
*HE NASA/LARC B-FO* *NEL OF 
THE BETA H* * * *-DMS *
 
*O,T TRANSONIC) * *YSTERESIS EFFECT 
* * * * * 
*PRESSURE TUNNEL (' *OF AN 0.015 SCALE* * * * *
 
*LASI) * *SSV ORBITER * * * 
 * * 
* * * * * * * * 
ARC - *SUBSONIC STABILIT*ALT 
 +TO EVALUATE THE S'FORCE *0 030 / *LARC / *G. M. WARE. B. SP*DMS-DR-2353 
IITWT - *Y AND CONTROL CHA* *TABILITY AND CONT* 
 *0 4 +ARC *ENCER, JR./LARC *dUNE, 1981
213-I /'RACTERISTICS OF A* *ROL CHARACTERISTI* 
 *0 7 *11-FOOT TRANSO*J. UNDERWOOD, P * 
LAB9 *0 030-SCALE SPAC * *CS OF THE SHUTTLE* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*ROMERE, JSC * 
CR-160.827*E SHUTTLE ORBITER* *ORBITER IN THIS 
 * * *L (UNITARY) *S. R HOULIHAN * 
*WITH TAILCONE IM * 'ALT CONFIGURATION* 
 * * *B J. BURST *
 
*ODEL 201) TESTED * * * 
 * * *-DMS *
 
*IN THE NASA/ARC I* * 
 * * * * 
*i-FOOT TRANSONIC * * * * * * *
 
'WIND TUNNEL (LA89' * 
 * * * * * 
*) * * * * * * * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS + TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 
 TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
* TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF SRB SE*MODEL 75-OTS (WIN*TO COMPLETE DATA *FORCE '4 0 *ROCKWELL/ *J. J. DAILEDA, R*OMS-DR-2354 
SWTA - *PARATION TESTS US*G) *VOIDS IN THE SRB * *5 0 *AEDC - 1. H SPANGLER /RI*VOLUME 01 
PSA /*ING THE 0 010 SCA' *SEPARATION AERO D* * *SUPERSONIC WIN*J E VAUGHN *FEB , 1978 
IA143 *LE SSV MODEL 75-0* *ATA BASE FOR BOTH* * 'D TUNNEL (A) *G G. MCDONALD * 
CR-lSl,401*TS IN THE AEDC VK* *PLUME-ON AND PLU * * * '-DMS * 
TM-X *F TUNNEL A (IA143* *ME-OFF CONDITIONS* * * 
1*)* * * * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF SRB SE*MODEL 75-OTS (WIN*TO COMPLETE DATA *FORCE *4 0 *ROCKWELL/ *J. i DAILEDA, R*DMS-DR-2354 
- * H SPANGLER /RI*VOLUME 02SWTA - *PARATION TESTS US*G) *VOIDS IN THE SRB * *5 0 *AEDC 
PBA /*ING THE 0.010 SCA* *SEPARATION AERO 0* * *SUPERSONIC WIN. E VAUGHN *FEB , 1978 
IA143 *LE SSV MODEL 75-0* *ATA BASE FOR BOTH* * *D TUNNEL (A) 'G G. MCDONALD * 
CR-I5l,402*TS IN THE AEDC VK* *PLUME-ON AND PLU * * * I '-DMS * 
TM-X *F TUNNEL A (IA143' *ME-OFF CONDITIONS* * * * * 
2 *) * * * * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF SRB SE*MODEL 75-OTS (WIN'TO COMPLETE DATA *FORCE *4 0 *ROCKWELL/ *J .. DAILEDA, R*DMS-DR-2354
 
SPANGLER /RI*VOLUME 03
SWTA - *PARATION TESTS US'G) *VOIDS IN THE SRB * '5 0 * *AEDC - * H 
PEA /*ING THE 0 010 SCA* *SEPARATION AERO D* * E *FEB , 1978'SUPERSONIC WIN*d. VAUGHN 
IA143 *Ly SSV MODEL 75-0' *ATA BASE FOR BOTH* * '0 TUNNEL (A) 'G. G MCDONALD 
CR-151,403'TS IN THE AEDC VK* 'PLUME-ON AND PLU * * * '-DMS * 
TM-X *F TUNNEL A (IA143' *ME-OFF CONDITIONS* * * * * 
3 *) * * * * + * * 
*4 0 *ROCKWELL/ *J. 0 DAILEDA, R*DMS-DR-2354
AEDC - *RESULTS OF SRB SE*MODEL 75-OTS (WIN*T0 COMPLETE DATA *FORCE 
SPANGLER /RI*VOLUME 04
SWTA - *PARATION TESTS US*G) *VOIDS IN THE SRB * *5 0 *AEDC - * H 
P8A /*ING THE 0.010 SCA* *SEPARATION AERO D * *SUPERSONIC WIN*d. E. VAUGHN *FEB , 1978 
*D TUNNEL (A) -G. G. MCDONALD *IA143 *LE SSV MODEL 75-0* *ATA BASE FOR BOTH* * 
* * *-DMS *CR-l5l,404*TS IN THE AEDC VK' *PLUME-ON AND PLU * 
TM-X *F TUNNEL A (IA143* *ME-OFF CONDITIONS* * * * * 0 0 
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* 4- * * *MODEL * 4 COGNIZANT ' BASIC
 
TEST + * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TEST O*B17 C7 E22 F7 M4 *TO INVESTIGATE AE*HEAT-TRANS*7 9 - *ROCKWELL/ *W J GRIFALL/RI *DMS-DR-2355 
SWTA - *H49A OF THE .0175+W104 *RODYNAMIC HEATING* *8 0 *AEDC - *W R MARTINDALE.*JUNE, 1977
 
VA525/218/-SCALE SPACE SHUT* *EFFECTS DURING E * * *SUPERSONIC WIN*C E KAUL/ARO *
 
OH49A *TLE ORBITER MODEL* *NTRY * *0 TUNNEL (A) * *
 
CR-151,066"22-0 CONDUCTED IN* * * * * * *
 
*THE AEOC VKF TUN * * *
 
*NEL B TO DETERMIN* * ' *
 
*E AERD HEATING CH* 
 * * * + * *
 
*ARACTERISTICS * ' ' * *
 
AEDC - *AERODYNAMIC HEATI*MODEL 83-0 (B60 C'TO INVESTIGATE EF*HEAT-TRANS*O 040 / *ROCKWELL/ *B. J HERRERA/RI *DMS-DR-2356 
HWTB - 'NG RESULTS OBTAINrlO) *FECTS or PROTUBER* *7 90 - *AEDC - *D A SARVER *MAY, 1977
 
B7A /*ED DURING TEST OH* *ANCES ON AERODYNA* '8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*M M MOSER JR *
 
OH60 *60 CONDUCTED IN T* *MIC HEATING ON TH* *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS
 
CR-5I,064*HE AEDC VKF TUNNE* *E SS ORBITER FUSE* ' '
 
*L B USING THE 0 0* *LAGE NOSE, CANOPY* * * 4 *
 
*40-SCALE MODEL 83* '. AND SIDE WALLS 4 * * 4 *
 
*-0 OF THE SPACE S* * * * '
* * 
'HUTTLE ORBITER FO* * * * * * 
*RWARD FIFTY PERCE* * * * * * * 
*NT FUSELAGE + * * * ' * 
ARC - 4RESULTS OF ASCENT*INTEGRATED VEHICL*TO OBTAIN AERODVN*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2357 
3.BHWT - *AERODYNAMIC HEAT *E *AMIC HEAT TRANSFE* *5 3 *ARC *S R HOULIHAN *UNE. 1983 
222 /*ING TESTS ON THE *ORBITER PLUS TANK*R DATA ON THE SSV* *7 4 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*G W. KLUG * 
IH68 *SPACE SHUTTLE ASC*ORBITER, TANK, AN*VEHICLE 5 CONFIG *'SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS
 
CR-167,655*ENT VEHICLE, AT M*D SRB ALONE *URATION * *NEL *
 
*ACH 5 3 AND74I' 1* * * 
 *
 








*E MODEL 60 OTS (I* * ' * * 
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* * * *MODEL t * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE, TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
10 * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *AERODYNAMIC HEATIiFORWARD 50 PERCEN*TO INVESTIGATE EF*IIEAT-TRANS*0 040 / *ROCKWELL/ *W H DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2358 
HWTB - *NG RESULTS OBTAIN*T FUSELAGE, MODEL*FECTS OF PROTUBER* *7 90 - *AEDC - *D A SARVER *JUNE, 1977 
58A /*ED DURING TEST OHt83-0 *ANCES ON AERO HE* *8 00 *HYPERSONIC WIN*M M MOSER OR * 
OH5OB *50B CONDUCTED IN * *ATING ON NOSE, CA* * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
CR-151.067*THE AEDC VKF TUNN* *NOPY, SIDE WALLS * * * * *
 
*EL B USING THE 0.* * * * * * *
 
*040-SCALE 83-0 OF- * * * * *
 
*THE SPACE SHUTTL* * * *
 
*E ORBITER FORWARD* * * * * * *
 
*FIFTY PERCENT FU * * * * * * *
 
*SELAGE * * * * * *
 
- *RESULTS OF HEAT T*ROCKWELL VEHICLE *OBTAIN SPANWISE H*HEAT-TRANS*O 025 +ROCKWELL/ *C L.BERTHOL/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2359
CALSPAN 
96HST - *RANSFER TESTING 0*3 (MODIFIED) SHUT*EAT TRANSFER RATE* *9.88 - *CALSPAN - *ELL *MARCH, 1978 
131 /*F AN 0 025-SCALE *TLE ORBITER MOD*DISTRIBUTIONS ON * *10 0 *96-INCH HYPERS*H.GOROWITZ/ROCKWE* 
OH66 *MODEL (66-0) OF *EL 66-0 +THE LEADING EDGE * * *ONIC SHOCK TUN*LL * 
CR-i1,405*THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *OF THE GLOVE AND * * *NEL +J. E VAUGHN * 
*ORBITER CONFIGUR * +WING, ESPECIALLY * * * *-DMS * 
*ATION 140B IN THE* *SHOCK INTERFERENC* * 4 * * 
4CALSPAN HYPER- * *E PEAKS OBTAIN * * * 
*SONIC SHOCK TUNNE *HEAT TRANSFER DIS* * * * *
 
*L (0H66) * 'TRIBUTIONS NORMAL* * 4 * * 00
 
* * *TO A LEADING EDO * 
 * * *m 
* - *E AT SIX SPANWISE* * * * * 
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* * t * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
- ­ - - ­ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­ - - - ­ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­ - - - ­ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­ - - - ­ - - - - - - - - - - - - ­ - - - - - -
- - ­ - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . 
ARC - +CALIBRATION TESTS+ORBITER VEHICLE I*MEASURE AIR DATA *FORCE '0 o / *ROCKWELL/ *A.R GROSS/ARC *DMS-DR-2360 
97SWT - 'OF THE SPACE SHU '02 FOREBODY *SYSTEM PROBE PIT* '1 6 *ARC - *T. DZIUBALA/R.I.*VOLUME 01 
119-I /*TTLE ORBITER PRIM+ *T AND STATIC PRES* *3.5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*W. B MEINDERS *DEC 1980 
87SWT - *ARY AND ALTERNATE* 'SURE ERRORS;DETER* * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS + 
119 /*AIR DATA SYSTEMS * *MINE PROBE SCALE * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
OA22iB/C *USING A 0 1O-SCA * *EFFECT ON THE STA* * *NITARY) * *
 
CR-160,521*LE ORBITER FOREBO* *TIC PRESSURE CALI* * '8-FOOT BY 7-FO* *
 
*DY MODEL (99-0) 1* *BRATION,CALIBRATE* * *OT SUPERSONIC * *
 
*N THE NASA AMES R* *THE ANGLE-OF-ATTA* 'WIND+ TUNNEL (U*
 
*ESEARCH CENTER 9 * *CR SENSOR, EVALUA* * 'NITARY) *
 
tX 7 AND B X 7-FOOt 'TION OF BOTH FLUS* * t ' *
 
*T LEGS OF THE UNI* *H PORT AND INSTRU* * * *
 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU* *MENTED REACTION C* * * *
 
*NNEL (OA221B AND * *ONTROL SYSTEM THR* ' * * *
 
*C ) * *USTER AIR DATA SY* * *
 
* ~STEMS * * * * *
 
ARC - *CALIBRATION TESTS*ORBITER VEHICLE 1*MEASURE AIR DATA *FORCE *0.10 *'ROCKWELL/ *A R GROSS/ARC *OMS-DR-2360 
97SWT - *OF THE SPACE SHU *02 FOREBODY *SYSTEM PROBE PITO* *I 6 - ARC - *T J.DZIUEALA/R.I *VOLUME 02 
1i9-I /'TTLE ORBITER PRIM* *T AND STATIC PRES* '3.5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*W B. MEINDERS *DEC , 1980 
87SWT - *ARY AND ALTERNATE* *SURE ERRORS:DETER* * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS 
119 /*AIR DATA SYSTEMS * *MINE PROBE SCALE * *
'WIND TUNNEL (U*
 
OA221B/C *USING A 0.10-SCA * *EFFECT ON THE STA* * *NITARY)
 
CR-160,522*LE ORBITER FOREBO* *TIC PRESSURE CALI* * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO* *
 
*DY MODEL (99-0) I* *BRATION;CALIBRATE* * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 0 0
 
*N THE NASA AMES R* *THE ANGLE-OF-ATTA* * *WIND TUNNEL (U* '
 
*ESEARCH CENTER 9 * *CK SENSOR; EVALUA' * *NITARY) * * G)
 
*X 7 AND 8 X 7-FOO* *TION OF BOTH FLUS+ * * ' * 0 Z
 
*T LEGS OF THE UNI* *H PORT AND INSTRU* * * * ' 0 7;
 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU* *MENTED REACTION C* * * * * .Ur 
*NNEL (OA22iB AND 4 *ONTROL SYSTEM THR' * ' * ' 
*C) * *USTER AIR DATA SY* * ' * ' C 
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* * * *MODEL + t COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST 
NRLAD - 'RESULTS OF A LAND*6BCI2EB5FIOMI6N2*THE PRIMARY TEST *FORCE *0 0405 / *ROCKWELL/ *R C MENNELL/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2361 
LSWT - *ING GEAR LOADS TE*8R5V8W127X9 *OBJECTIVE WAS TO *PRESSURE *0 17 - *NRLAD - *ELL INTERNATIONAL*VOLUME 01 
768 /*ST USING A 0 0405* 'VERIFY ORBITER LA * *LOW SPEED WIND*D W.HEPSEY *OCT._ 1977 
OAIG3B *-SCALE MODEL (16-* *NDING GEAR SYSTEM* * *TUNNEL *G W KLUG * 
CR-151,370*0) OF THE SPACE S' *PRESSURE LOADING * * * *-DMS * 
*HUTTLE ORBITER IN* *AND HINGE MOMENT * * * * * 
*THE ROCKWELL INT * *LEVELS OBTAINED * * t * * 
*ERNATIONAL NAAL W* *DURING THE TEST P* * * 
(N~*IND TUNNEL (OAI3* *ERIOD OAIB63 * * 
*B) * * * 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF A LAND*B6BC12E5SFIOMI6N2*THE PRIMARY TEST *FORCE '0 0405 / 'ROCKWELL/ *R C MENNELL/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2361 
LSWT ­ *ING GEAR LOADS TE*8R5V8WI27X9 *OBJECTIVE WAS TO *PRESSURE *0 17 - *NRLAD - *ELL INTERNATIONAL*VOLUME 02 
J_ 768 /*ST USING A 0 0405* *VERIFY ORBITER LA' * *LOW SPEED WIND*D W.HERSEY *OCT., 1977 
0A163B *-SCALE MODEL (16-* *NDING GEAR SYSTEM' * *TUNNEL *G W KLUG 
CR-i5l.371"0) OF THE SPACE S* *PRESSURE LOADING ** *-DMS *
 
*HUTTLE ORBITER IN* *AND HINGE MOMENT * * ' *
 
*THE ROCKWELL INT * *LEVELS OBTAINED * * * *
 
*ERNATIONAL NAAL W* *DURING THE TEST P* ' * * *
 
*IND TUNNEL (DAl6S* *ERIOD OA163 * * * * 
*B) * *  ' * ) * ' * 
LARC - 'RESULTS OF FLUTTE*55-O (FIN, RUDDER*TO INVESTIGATE FL*STRUCT-DYN+O 14 / *ROCKWELL/ *C. L BERTHOLD/RI*DMS-DR-2363 
TOT - *R TEST 0S7 OBTAIN*) *UTTER BOUNDARIES * +095 - LARC - *F. RAUCH, G. COMM*APRIL, 1977 
246 /*ED USING THE 0 14' * *1911 *TRANSONIC DYNA*ERFORD, T. FOLEY/* 
0S7 *-SCALE SPACE SHUT* * *MICS TUNNEL *GRUMMAN * 
CR-151,057*TLE ORBITER FIN/R* *0. A SARVER * 
'UDDER MODEL NUMBE' ' * * *M. M MOSER JR * o 0 
*R 55-0 IN THE NAS* ' * '* '-OMS '71 
*A LARC 16-FOOT TR* * ' * * * ' 
*ANSONIC DYNAMICS * * * * ' o0 
+WIND TUNNEL * ' ' ' * * ' 
* * ** * ** ~ 7i 
to
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* 4 * 4 *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*B75CI6E64Fi6FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE *1 5 *ROCKWELL/ *R H MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2364
97SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGiMS2NIOBNiO9N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE *2.5 *ARC - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 01 
118-1 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONiI1R2OV27VTtO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*FEB., 1981 
CAI45B *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTI3VTI4 *GARD To- (1)BASIC* * *OT SUPERSONIC *ON * 
CR-I60,527*AERO CHARACTERIST'VTISVTi6VTI7WI3i *STABILITY AND CON' * *WIND TUNNEL (U*M M. MANN 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * 	 *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* * *NITARY) *-DMS *
 
*.05-SCALE HI-FIDE* *RFACE HINGE MOMEN* 4 * 
*LITY REMOTE ' *TS(3)REYNOLDS ' ' * * 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* ' * ' 
*-0) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * '
 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN* *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * 4
 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(5) * ' ' '
 
*(OA145B) * ' ' *
'PROPOSED INBOARD/* 

*OUTBOARD ELEVON I* * *
 
* 4 *NTERACTION MATH M* * ' '
 
* ' 'ODEL* E * * 4 4 *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*B7SCI6E64F16FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE *1 5 *ROCKWELL/ *R H MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2384
97SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIMS2NIOB8NIO9N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE *2 5 -ARC - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 02 
118-i /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONIIIR2OV27VTIOeAMIC CHAR WITH RE * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*MARCH. 1981 
CAI45B *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVT12VTI3VTI4 *GARD TO* (l)BASIC* *'OT SUPERSONIC *ON
 
CR-160,52B*AERO CHARACTERIST*VTISVT16VTI7Wi31 *STABILITY AND CON* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*M. M MANN
 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU' * *NITARY) *-DMS
 
* 05-SCALE HI-FIOE* *RFACE HINGE MOMEN* * ' '
 
*LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * ' * '
 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* * * ' ' -Il
 
*-0) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CO* ' * * '
 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN* *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * *
 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(S) ' ' ' * ' 0
 
*(OAI45B) * *PROPOSED INBOARD/* * 
 * * 	 F 
* 	 ' *OUTBOARD ELEVON I* ' ' ' * 0 u 
*NTERACTION MATH M* * ' Ca 
*ODEL * * * ' * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 

TESTED * PURPOSE + TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
ID * REPORT TITLE * 

- *ROCKWELL/ *R. H MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2364 
97SWT - 'ESTIGATION TO VER 22HGIMS2NIO8NIO9N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF AN INVtB7SCI6E64FI6FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE '1.5 

*2 5 *ARC - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 03 
, 1981118-I /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONIIIR2OV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*FEB 
OAI45B *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTI3VTI4 *GARD TO (l)BASIC* * *OT SUPERSONIC *ON * 
CR-160,529*AERO CHARACTERIST*VTI5VT16VTI7WI3 *STABILITY AND CON* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*M M MANN * 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* 'NITARY) *-DMS * 0 0 
*.O5-SCALE HI-FIDE* 'RFACE HINGE MOMEN* * * * * 
'LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * * * * '1 C)
 
'CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* * * * *
 
*-a) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * * * 
 *
 
* *r­*ESEARCH CENTER UN* 'NTROL SURFACE INT* * 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(S) * * * * * 'aw 
*(CAI45B) * *PROPOSED INBOARD/' * * c

* * *OUTBOARD ELEVON I* * * * t, 
* * *NTERACTION MATH M* * * * * I- r 
* * *ODEL * * * * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF FLUTTE*MODEL 54-0 *TO DETERMINE FLUT*STRUCT-UYN*O 14 *LARC / *G SPENCER. dR /L*DMS-DR-2365 
*0.3 *LARC *ARC *APRIL, 1977TOT - *R TEST 056 OBTAIN* *TER, BUFFET, AND * 

246 /*ED USING THE 0 14' *ELEVON BUZZ BOUND* +I I *TRANSONIC DYNA*M M. MOSER dR. *
 
OS6 '-SCALE WING/ELEVO* *ARIES * * *MICS TUNNEL *-DMS *
 
CR-151,056*N MODEL (54-0) IN* * * * * * *
 
*THE NASA LARC 16 ' * * * * * * 
*-FOOT TRANSONIC V* * * t * * * 
*YNAMICS WIND TUNN* ' ** * *
 
*EL * ' * * * 
 * *
 
AEOC - *HEAT TRANSFER PHA*14OC (B17C7E22F5M*TO INVESTIGATE EN*HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 *ROCKWELL/ 'W H. DYE/RI *DMS-DR-2366
 
HWTB - *SE CHANGE PAINT T*4RSV7WI03 *TRY AERODYNAMIC H* *7 88 
- *AEDC - *L L. TRIMMER/ARO*MAY, 1977 
41B-BSA /*ESTS OF O.Oi75-SC* *EATING EFFECTS * *8 0 'HYPERSONIC WIN*D A SARVER * 
OH25B 'ALE MODEL (NO. 56* * * *D TUNNEL (B) *M. M MOSER OR * 
* * '-OMSCR-151,063*-O) OF THE ROCKWE* 

*LL INTERNATIONAL * * 
 ' * + * *
 
*SPACE SHUTTLE OR* * ' * * *
 
*BITER IN THE AEDC* * ' * *
 
*TUNNEL B HYPERSO * * * * * *
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* * 
 * t *MODEL t * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
* TEST t TYPE OF i SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF A HIGH*MODEL 91-0 ORSI*OBTAIN STATIC PRE*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 *ROCKWELL/ *PAUL LAMOINE/RI *DMS-DR-2367 
HWTB - *ANGLE-OF-ATTACK *TER 102, DRWG VC-*SSURES ON UPPER At *7 94 - *AEDC ­ *J L. GLYNN *MAY, 1979
 
V41B-K3A /*AERB HEATING PRES*70-O00002B *ND LOWER WING SUR* *8.0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*J E VAUGHN *
 
OH57A/B *SURE TEST ON A 0.* *FACES AND VERT * t 
 *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
CR-15l,773*0175-SCALE MODEL * *TAIL FOR FLOW FIE* * * 
 * *
 
*(92-0) OF THE OV-* *LD DEFINITION * * * * 
 *
 
*102 CONFIGURATION* * * 
 * * , * 
*SPACE SHUTTLE OR* * * ** 

*BITER IN THE AEDC* * * * 
 *
 
*VKF TUNNEL B (OHt * 
 * * 
 * * *
 
*57A/B) * 
 * * 
 * * , * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF PHASE *MODELS 46-0, 64-0TO INVESTIGATE PH*HEAT-TRANS*O.0O6 *ROCKWELL/ *0. W CUMMINGS/RI*DMS-DR-2368

CFHT - *CHANGE HEAT TRANS* 90-0 
 *ASE CHANGE PAINT * *0 0175 *LARC - *D.W HERSEY *APRIL, 1977 
112 /*FER 
TEST OHSI USI* *HEATING EFFECTS 0* *10 - *CONTINUOUS-FLO*M. M MOSER JR. * 
OH51 *NG 0.006-SCALE SP' *N ORBITER AND PAR* 
 * *W HYPERSONIC T*-DMS *
 
CR-151.OS*ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT* *TIAL WING; WING T* 
 * *UNNEL * *
 
'ER MODELS 46-0 AN* *ESTED WITH SHOCK * * * 
 * *
 
*D 90-0 AND PARTIA* *GENERATOR AT VARI* * * 
 * *
 
*L WING 0 0175-SCA* *OUS POSITIONS + * * 
 * * 
*LE MODEL 64-0 IN * * * * * 
 * *
 
*THE LARC 31-INCH * * * * * ,
 
*CFHT * 
 * * , * , ,
 
MSFC - *AN AERODYNAMIC ST*SRB REENTRY CONFI*TO OBTAIN AERO. F*FORCE 
 *0.4 *MSFC / *G W WINKLER/I *DMS-DR-2369
HRWT - *ATIC STABILITY WI*G *ORCE DATA OF SRB * *0 9 *MSFC *V 
W SPARKS *FEB.. 1982
 
039 /*ND TUNNEL TEST OF* *AT REENTRY MACH N* 
 * *HIGH REYNOLDS *M M. MOSER JR. *
 
SASIF *A 0.00856 SCALE * *UMBERS AND ATTITU* 
 * *NUMBER WIND TU*-DMS *
 CR-167,345*MODEL OF THE SPAC* 
 *DES * * *NNEL * *
 
*E SHUTTLE 146 INC* * 
 * * 
 * 
 * 
'H DIAMETER SOLID * * * * * * * 0 0 
*ROCKET BOOSTER RE* * * * * * * z 
*ENTRY CONFIGURATI* * * * * * 2 
*ON (MSFC MODEL 48* * 
 * * * 
 * * 0z 
*7) IN THE NASA/MS* * * * * * * 0 ' 
*FC HIGH REYNOLDS* ** * * * * jr"

*NUMBER WIND TUNNE* * 
 * * * * * 0 0 
* **t 
* * * 
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
*MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST U*B70C9E44F9Mi6N28R*DETERMINE FORCE/P*FORCE 1 6 *ROCKWELL/ *E CHEE/ROCKWELL *DMS-DR-2370 
97SWT - 'SING A O.030-SCAL*SVGWtIG(ORBITER) *RESSURE DATA AT HPRESSURE *2 5 *ARC - *INTERNATIONAL 'VOLUME 01 
115-i /*E PRESSURE LOADS * *IGH ALPHA/BETA CO* * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO'J. MARROQUIN/ROCK*APRIL, 1980 
87SWT - *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* *MBINATIONS FOR * * *DT SUPERSONIC *WELL INTERNATIGNA* 
115-I /*ITER MODEL (47-0)* -MACH RANGE 1.6 TO' -'WIND TUNNEL (U*L * 
0A1498/C *IN THE NASA/ARC * *3 5 * , *NITARY) *M M MANN * 
CR I15,790*UNITARY PLAN WIND* * * * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS * 
'TUNNEL 
 * * * * 'OT SUPERSONIC * * 
* * ** ' 'WIND TUNNEL (U* 
* * t * 'NITARY) * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST U*B70CgE44FgMi6N28R*DETERMINE FORCE/P*FORCE '1 6 *ROCKWELL/ *E CHEE/ROCKWELL *DMS-DR-2370 
97SWT - *SING A 0 O30-SCAL'5V8WiI6(ORBITER) *RESSURE DATA AT H'PRESSURE *3 5 *ARC - *INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 02 
115-1 /*E PRESSURE LOADS * 'IGH ALPHA/BETA CO- t '9-FOOT BY 7-FO*d. MARROQUIN/ROCK*APRIL, 1980
 
G7SWT - *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB' *MBINATIONS FOR * *OT SUPERSONIC *WELL INTERNATIONA* 
115-1 /*ITER MODEL (47-0)* *MACH RANGE 1 6 TO' * *WIND TUNNEL (U*L * 
OA149B/C *IN THE NASA/ARC * '3.5 ' * *NITARY) *M. M MANN 
* * '8-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMSCR-151,79i*UNITARY PLAN WIND* 

*TUNNEL * * * * *OT SUPERSONIC *
 
* * * * * 'WIND TUNNEL (U*
 
* * t *NITARY) *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST U*B70C9E44F9Mi6N28R'DETERMINE FORCE/P*FORCE *1 6 *ROCKWELL/ *E CHEE/ROCKWELL *DMS-DR-2370 
97SWT - *SING A 0 0O0-SCAL*5V8W1I6(ORBITER) *RESSURE DATA AT H'PRESSURE *3.5 *ARC - *INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 03 
115-1 /*E PRESSURE LOADS ' *IGH ALPHA/BETA CO- *9-FOOT BY 7-F*d MARROOUIN/ROCK*MAY, 1980 
'MBINATIONS FOR * * 'OT SUPERSONIC *WELL INTERNATIONA*87SWT - *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* 

115-1 /*ITER MODEL (47-0)* *MACH RANGE 1 6 TO' * *WIND TUNNEL (U*L *
 
0A149B/C 'IN THE NASA/ARC * *3.5 . *'NITARY) *M. M. MANN ' 0 0
 
* *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS "1nCR-l51,792'UNITARY PLAN WIND* 
*TUNNEL ' * * ' *OT SUPERSONIC * -0 
* * * ' * 'WIND TUNNEL (U* 
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4* * 4- *MODEL * * COGNIZANT 4 BASIC
 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 4 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 4 TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST *MACH RANGE* 
 AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
uSC - *RESULTS OF BASE H*ORBITER VEHICLE ITO MEASURE HEAT T*HEAT-TRANS*O.04 / *ROCKWELL/ *W. P GARTON/RI *DMS-DR-2371
56-A-76 /*EATING TESTS ON At02 *RANSFER RATES AND* * 
 *dSC *J. E VAUGHN *MAY, 1978
OH78 *0 04 SCALE SPACE * *PRESSURE DISTRIB * 
 * * *-OMS *
 CR-i5i,408*SHUTTLE ORBITER 
* *UTIONS ABOUT THE * * * * 
 *
 




*IN THE NASA/JSC * 
 *ER VEHICLE DURING* * 4 * *
 
*THERMAL VACUUM CH* 
 *SECOND STAGE ASC * 4 4 * 4
 
*AMBER A * 
 *ENT 4 * 
 * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T*OTS *TO OBTAIN ET AND *HEAT-TRANS*3 01 - *ROCKWELL/ *W. H DYE /RI *DMS-DR-2372SWTA - *RANSFER TESTS OF *TANK ALONE *SRB AERODYNAMIC H* *4.02 *AEDC - *E C. ALLEN *NOV , 1981V41A-R2A /*A 00175-SCALE SP*LEFT SRB ALONE 
 *EAT TRANSFER DATA* * *SUPERSONIC WIN*S R. HOULIHAN *
 IH72 *ACE SHUTTLE INTEG'RIGHT SRB ALONE 
 *ON THE SPACE SHU * * *D TUNNEL (A) *C. R EDWARDS *
 CR-160,843*RATED VEHICLE MOD* 
 *TTLE INTEGRATED Vt* 
 *-DMS *
 
*EL 60-OTS IN THE * *EHICLE DURING LAU* * * * 4
 
*AEDC-VKF TUNNEL A* 







LARC - :EFFECT OF TAILCON*LARC BUILT MODEL *VERIFY MONLINEAR*FORCE *0.4 *LARC 
 / *BERNARD SPENCER, *DMS-DR-2373
6TPT - *E CUT-OFF AND STI*201-O 0.030 SCALE*TIES AND DETERMIN
* *0.6 *LARC *R / NASA LARO *MARCH, 1981
769 /*NG CONFIGURATION *SSV ORBITER WITH *E REASON DIFFEREN* 
 * *8-FOOT TRANSON*GEORGE M WARE/NA*
LA99 *ON THE AERODYNAMI*REMOTE ELEVONS 
 *CES NOTED BETWEEN' * *IC PRESSURE TU*SA/LARC *
 
CR-160,821*C CHARACTERISTICS* 
 *DATA OF TESTS OAI* * *NNEL *G. G MCDONALD * 
*OF A 0 030 SCALE * *75 AND LA89 RUDD* 4 4 *-DMS 4 
*(REMOTELY CONTROL* 
 *ER AND BODYFLAP C* * 4 4­
*LED ELEVON, BODYF* *ONTROL EFFECTIVEN* * 4 * 4







*ODEL 201-0 ALT OR* *TIONS WERE DETERM* * 4 
 4- 05 
*BITER TESTED IN T* 
 *INED AS WELL AS C* * * 2
*HE NASA/LARC 8-FO* *ONTROL DEFLECTION* * 
 4 *0 
*OT TPT (LA99) * *EFFECTS ON STABIL* 4 4 * 4- r
* 4- *ITY * * 
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* -MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 




TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
CALSPAN - *INVESTIGATIONS INtB20F4M16WB7E19V5R*TO DETERMINE STIN*FORCE 0.0165 /*LARC / *B. SPENCER/LARC *DMS-DR-2374 
8TWT - *THE CALSPAN 8-FO '5TC4 *G-TARE EFFECTS F0* * 0 3- *CALSPAN - *G M. WARE/LARC *OCT 1982
 
TIB-Il /'OT TRANSONIC WIND* *R THE ORBITER WIT* * 0 7 *B-FOOT TRANSON*d E. VAUGHN *
 
TiB-ii3 /*TUNNEL TO DETERM * 'H TAILCONE * *IC WIND TUNNEL*B. 0. BURST *
 
LA82 *INE STING-TARE EF* 
 * * * * *-DMS * 
LA103 *FECTS ON A MODIFI' * * * * * 
CR-167.372*ED 0 0165-SCALE St * * * * * * 
*PACE SHUTTLE ORBI* * * 
 *
 
*TER MODEL WITHA * * ,
 
*TAILCONE (LA82/LA* t t * * * *
 
*13 ** * * * ** *
03) 

ARC - *RESULTS OF AIR DAtORBITER VEHICLE I*OBTAIN ORBITER AI*FORCE *00 ii- -ROCKWELL/ 'R.R.BURROW/RI *DMS-DR-2375 
40SWT - *TA SYSTEM CALIBRA*02 FOREBODY *R DATA SYSTEM LOW' * 0 27 'ARC - 'R L.MAKI/ARC *DEC 1980 
500 /'TION TEST USING T* *'-SPEED CALIBRATIO* * *40-FOOT BY 80-*W. B. MEINDERS *
 
0A237 -HE O. iO-SCALE SPA* *N. DEMONSTATE THA* * *FOOT SUBSONIC *-DMS *
 
CR-160,530*CE SHUTTLE ORBITE' *T FOREBODY MODEL * * *WIND TUNNEL * *
 
*R VEHICLE 102 FOR+ *WILL PROVIDE FULL* t * * * 
 00 
*EBODY MODEL 99-0 * *ORBITE FLOW FIEL * * * * f1U
 
*IN THE NASA 40 X * *D SIMULATION AT T* ' ' * *
 
*80-FOOT SUBSONIC * *HE AIR DATA PROBE* * * * o z
 
*WIND TUNNEL (0A23* *S, DEMONSTRATE TH* * ' * * 
'7) * 'AT PREDICTED BLOC* * * * i 
* R*KAGE INFLUENCE ON* ' * ' ­
* *PROBE FOR THE NA ' 
 ' ' *
 
* * *AL TUNNEL IS VALI* * * *
 
* * *D ' * * * [
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST U*B7OCBE44F9Ml6N28R*DETERMINE FORCE/P*FORCE *0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *E CHEE/ROCKWELL *DMS-DR-2376 
1iTWT - +SING A 0 030-SCALSVBWii6(ORBITER) 'RESSURE DATA AT H'PRESSURE *i 4 'ARC - -INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 01 
* *IGH ALPHA/BETA CO* ' *i-FOOT TRANSD*J MARROQUIN/ROCK*JAN , igO
115 /*E PRESSURE LOADS 

0A149A *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* *MBINATIONS FOR * 
 * *NIC WIND TUNNE*WELL INTERNATIONA*
 
CP-1Il,779'ITER MODEL (47-0)* *MACH RANGE 0 6 TO* * *L (UNITARY) *L *
 
*IN THE NASA/ARC * *1 4 
 * ' *T L. MULKEY *
 
* * *M M MANN *
*UNITARY PLAN WIND* * * 

* *-OMS *
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* * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS

ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST U*B70C9E44FgMi6N28R*DETERMINE FORCE/P'FORCE *0 6 ­ *ROCKWELL/ *E. CHEE/ROCKWELL *OMS-DR-2376
tITWT - *SING A OO30-SCAL*5V8W116(ORBITER) *RESSURE DATA AT H'PRESSURE 
 *1 4 *ARC - *INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 02
115 /*E PRESSURE LOADS * *IGH ALPHA/BETA CC* * *1i-FOOT TRANSO*d 
 MARROQUIN/RDCK*JAN., 1980
0A149A *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB' *MBINATIONS FOR * ' *NIC WIND TUNNE*WELL INTERNATIONA*
CR-15l,780*ITER MODEL (47-0)' 
 *MACH RANGE 0 6 TO* 
 'L (UNITARY) *L * 
*IN THE NASA/ARC * *1 4 
­ t *T L MULKEY * 
*UNITARY PLAN WIND* 
 * * *M M. MANN 
*TUNNEL 
 * * * *-DMS * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST U*B70C9E44F9MI6N28R*DETERMINE FORCE/P'FORCE 
 *0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *E CHEE/ROCKWELL *DMS-DR-2376
1ITWT - *SING A 0.030-SCAL*BV8W116(ORBITER) *RESSURE DATA AT H'PRESSURE 
*1 4 *ARC - *INTERNATIONAL *VOLUME 03115 /*E PRESSURE LOADS * *IGH ALPHA/BETA CO* * *11-FOOT TRANSO* MARROQUIN/ROCK*JAN , 1980OA149A 'SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* *MBINATIONS FOR * *NIC WIND TUNNE*WELL INTERNATIONA*
CR-I51,781*ITER MODEL (47-0)* 
 *MACH RANGE 0 6 TO* * *L (UNITARY) *L * 
*IN THE NASA/ARC * *1 4 * T. L MULKEY * 
*UNITARY PLAN WIND* 
 * 

' * *M M MANN * 
*TUNNEL* 
 * * * * *-DMS * 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS '0 - 140A/B/C/R *THE TEST OBJECTIV*FORCE *001 / *ROCKWELL/ *P.0 HAWTHORNE, R*DMS-DR-2377
iITWT - *OF THE 0 010 SCAL*SRB 
- MODIFIED VE*ES WERE TO OBTAIN* 
 * 60 *ARC - * SPANGLER /RI *VOLUME 01228-1 /-E SPACE SHUTTLE I*HICLE 5 *INDIVIDUAL COMPO * *1 40 *I-FOOT TRANSO* 
 d. BROWNSON /AR*APRIL, 1982
IA144 *NTEGRATED VEHICLE*T - MODIFIED VEHI*NENT LOADS, ELEVO * 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*C * CR-167,342'IN THE NASA/AMES *CLE 5 
 *N HINGE MOMENT DA* * *L (UNITARY) *D.W HERSEY * 
*RESEARCH CENTER * 
 *TA,AND THE EFFECT* 
 * *G. W. KLUG
*'IXiI FOOT TRANSO* 
 *S OF SEALING THE 
'* *'-DMS ' 0 Q
*NIC WIND TUNNEL, * 
 *METRIC WING GAP 0* 
 * ' 
*MODEL 72-OTS TEST* ' *N COMPONENT LOADS*
 
*IA144 * * * ** * ** "* * 
 * * * *_O 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS +0 - 140A/B/C/R *THE TEST OBJECTIV*FORCE * 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *P.J HAWTHORNE, R*DMS-DR-2377 0
1ITWT ­ *OF THE 0 010 SCAL*SRB - MODIFIED VE*ES WERE TO OBTAIN* * 60 - ARC - *. SPANGLER /RI *VOLUME 02 
228-1 /*E SPACE SHUTTLE I*HICLE 5 
 *INDIVIDUAL COMPO * 
 *1 40 *i-FOOT TRANSO*J J. BROWNSON /AR*APRIL, 1982 tO "0IA144 *NTEGRATED VEHICLE'T - MODIFIED VEHI*NENT LOADS, ELEVO* 
 * *NIC WIND TUNNE*CCR-l67,343*IN THE NASA/AMES *CLE 5 + c:
'N HINGE MOMENT DA* * *L (UNITARY) *0 W HERSEY * 0
*RESEARCH CENTER * 
 *TA,AND THE EFFECT* * * *G W. KLUG * *11il FOOT TRANSO* *S OF SEALING THE 
* * * *-DMS * 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL, * *METRIC WING GAP 0+ 
 * * * 




'MODEL 72-OTS TEST* 
' ' 
+ * . ' 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * *MODEL 	 * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*DETERMINE PRESSUR*FORCE * 0 	25. *ROCKWELL/ *R H.SPANGLER, J M*DMS-DR-2378ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*MODEL 112-T 

IITWT - *ESTIGATION OF STA* *ES ON AN ARRAY OF*PRESSURE * 0 75/ *ARC - *ARROQUIN, M E NIC'MARCH, 1981
 
412-1 /*TIC AND DYNAMIC P* *ROUND AND RECTAN * * 0 4- *Il-FOOT TRANSO*HOLS/R I *
 
IA191 *RESSURE DISTRIBUT* *GULAR PIPES IN TH* 
 * 1 0 *NIC WIND TUNNE*J C MONFORT, R R.-
CR-16O,820'IONS ON EXTERNAL * *E PRESENCE OF A F* * *L (UNITARY) *ELLINGTON/ARC * 
*TANK PROTUBERANCE* *LAT PLATE REPRESE* ' * *S. R HOULIHAN ' 
*S IN THE Il-FOOT * *NTING L02 FEEDLIN* ' * *G W KLUG * 
*LEG OF THE NASA/A* 'E, GD2 PRESSURE L* * ' *-DMS 
*RC UNITARY PLAN W* *INE,L02 ANTIGEYSE* * t * * 
*IND TUNNEL (IAI91' *R LINE AND CABLE * ' * * * 
), * *TRAY AT VARIOUS C* ' ' 
* *ROSS FLOW ANGLES-* ' * 
* * *TO ALSO DETERMIN * ' ' ' * 
* * 	 *E DYNAMIC ENVIRON* * *
 
*MENT AROUND THE S*
 
*AME ARRAY * t *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV'B7BGi6E64Fi6FDSFR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE *0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *R H MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2380
 
I1TWT - tESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIMS2NIOBNIO9N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE *1 4 
 +ARC - *DCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 01 
118-I /tIFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONIIIR2OV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* * *I-FOOT TRANSO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*DEC., 1980 
OAI4SA *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTt3VTI4 *CARD TO (I)BASIC* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*ON * 
CR-I51,80i*AERD CHARACTERIST*VTISVT 6VTI7WI3 *STABILITY AND CON* * *L (UNITARY) *M. M MANN * 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* * * *-DMS * 
* 05-SCALE HI-FIDE* *RFACE HINGE MOMEN* ' ' ' * 
*LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * * * * 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* ' * * * 00 
*-0) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * * * * 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN* *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * * * 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(5) * * ' * o 
*(OA145A *PROPOSED INBOARD/* * ' * 0 
*OUTBOARD ELEVON I* * * * 
* 	 , ' *NTERACTION MATH Mt * * * * 
* * ODEL * ' ' 
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* * * * *MODEL ' * COGNIZANT ' BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV'B7SCI6E64FI6FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE *0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *R. H MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2380 
IITWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIMB2NIOBNIOgN*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE *1 4 *ARC - 'OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 02 
iHa-I /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONilIR2OV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* * *I-FOOT TRANSO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*DEC , 1980 
OAI45A *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTI3VTI4 *CARD TO. (l)BASIC* * NIC WIND TUNNE*ON 
CR-151,802*AERO CHARACTERIST*VTISVTi6VTI7Wi3i 'STABILITe AND CON* * *L (UNITARY) *M M MANN * 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(IJCONTROL SU* * t *-DMS * 
* 05-SCALE HI-FIDE* *RrA(I HINGE MOMEN' * * * 
*LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * * * * *
 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* , *
 
'-0) IN THE AMES R' *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * * * *
 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN* *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * * * 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(5) ' * * 
*(OAI45A * *PROPOSED INBOARD/* * * * 
* * *OUTBOARD ELEVON I* * * ' * 
* . *NTERACTION MATH M' ' ' * 
* *ODEL * ' * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*B7BCi6E64FI6FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE *0.6 *ROCKWELL/ *R H. MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2380
 
IITWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIM52NIOSNIO9N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE '1.4 *ARC - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 03 
118-I /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONIIiR2OV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* * *ii-FOOT TRANSO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*DEC 1980 
OA145A *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTi3VTI4 *GARD TO (l)BASIC' * *NIC WIND TUNNE*ON * 
CR-iSi,803*AERO CHARACTERIST*VTIBVTIGVTI7WI3i *STABILITY AND CON* * *L (UNITARY) *M. M MANN * 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* ' * *-DMS * 
* 05-SCALE HI-FIDE* *RFACE HINGE MOMEN* * * * '
 
*LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * * ' * * aWn
 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* 'NUMBER EFFECTS(4)' * * 
*-0) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * * * * 
'ESEARCH CENTER UN* *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * * * 0 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(5) t * ' * 
* It
'PROPOSED INBOARD/* ' * * 
*OUTBOARD ELEVON I* ' ' * * .'u 
* * *NTERACTION MATH M* * * * * 
*(DA145A * 

* ' '~~~ODEL*'*' ,ti
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I *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASICI I * 
TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *R H MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2380
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*B7SCI6E64FIGFD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VEtFORCE 

*ARC - OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 0411TWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HG1M52NlO8NiO9N'HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE '1 4 

* *11-FOOT TRANSO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*DEC., 1980lie-I /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT'IlONIIIR2oV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* 

OAI45A *ER VEHICLE 102 +VTIIVTI2VTI3VTi4 *ARD To- ()BASIC * 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*ON * 
CR-151,804'AERO CHARACTERIST'VTISVTIVTI7WI31 *STABILITY AND CON' * *L (UNITARY) *M M MANN * 
tICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* * * *-DMS * 
I 05-SCALE HI-FIDE* 'RFACE HINGE MOMEN* * * * * 
-LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * * * * 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* * * 
'-0) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * * * 
'ESEARCH CENTER UN* *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * * 
'ITARY WIND TUNNEL' *ERACTIONS(5) * * * * * 
•(OAI45A * 'PROPOSED INBOARD/* * * 
* * *OUTBOARD ELEVON I* * * * * 
• * *NTERACTION MATH M' ' * * * 
• * *ODEL * * * * 
*0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *R H MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2380
ARC - -RESULTS OF AN INV*B7SC16E64FI6FD3FR+VERIFY ORBITER VE'FORCE 
*OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 05
IITWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIMS2NIOBNIO9N*HICLE 102 AERODYN'PRESSURE *1 4 *ARC ­
* *Il-FOOT TRANSO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*DEC , 1980118-1 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONIIiR2OV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE+ 

OAi4SA *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTI3VTI4 *GARD TO (1)BASIC * 
 *NIC WIND TUNNE*ON * 
* *L (UNITARY) *M M MANN * CR-15i, 805*ARO CHARACTERIST*VTI5VTI6VTi7WI3i *STABILITY AND CON* 
tICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* I' '-DMS * 0 0 
* * * * *T1'.05-SCALE HI-FIDE* *RFACE HINGE MOMEN* 

'LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * * t * *
 
'CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* ' * * 0
 
'-0) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * * * a0
 
'ESEARCH CENTER UN* *NTROL SURFACE INT* ' * * * i r
 




'(0A145A *PROPOSED INBOARD/* 

* * *OUTBOARD ELEVON I* * ' * C
 
* M 
*NTERACTION MATH M* ' ' ** 
*ODEL *** 
+ I I 
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* ' * * COGNIZANT*MODEL * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE + TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
...................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*B7SCIGE64FIGFD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE *0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *R H. MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2380 
IITWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIM52NiOBNIO9N*HICLE 102 AERODYN'PRESSURE *1 4 *ARC - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VULUME 06 
li8-1 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONIIIR2OV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* * *11-FOOT TRANSO'ONAL SPACE DIVIVSI*DEC., 1980 
OAi45A *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTi3VTI4 *GARD TO (1)BASIC* *NIC WIND TUNNE*ON * 
CR-l5I.8O6tAERO CHARACTERIST*VTI5VTI6VTI7WI3i *STABILITY AND CON* *L (UNITARY) *M. M MANN * 
+'CS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* * * *'DMS 
* 05-SCALE HI-FIDE' *RFACE HINGE MOMEN* * t * * 
*LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * * * * * 
*CONTROL MODEL (39+ *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* * * * * 
*-0) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CD* * * * 
'ESEARCH CENTER UN' *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * * * 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(5) t * * * 
'(0A145A * +PROPOSED INBOARD/* * * * 
* ' * **OUTBOARD ELEVON I* * 
* * *NTERACTION MATH M* * ' * * 
* *~ODEL''* ** * ' OL * * * * 
LARC - * 'TEST CANCELLED SE'TEST CANCELLED SE*FORCE * *LARO I *G G MCDONALD 'DMS-DR-2381 
8TPT - * *PTEMBER 1978 *PTEMBER 1978 * *-DMS 1983'LARC *dUNE, 
780 * * '8-FOOT TRANSON* * 
LAID7 * * + *IC PRESSURE TU* * 
* * * * * *NNEL * * 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF EXPERI*MODEL 25-0 (VEH *TO DETERMINE 2ND *HEAT-TRANS*O 04 *MSFC / *W P GARTON/RI *DMS-DR-2382 
IPBF - *MENTAL TESTS IN T'2A AFT OF STA XO*STAGE ASCENT BASE* * *MSFC *. E VAUGHN *NOV., 1977 
027 /*HE NASA/MSFC IMPU*=1400 AND PROP S'HEATING RATES AN * *NASA/MSFC IMPU*M M MOSER dR ' 
OHS *LSE BASE FLOW FAC*IMULATION SYS.) *D PRESSURE DISTRI* * *LSE BASE FLOW *-DMS 
IAi09 *ILITY ON A SPACE * +BUTIONS RESULTING* * *FACILITY * 
CR-l51,382*SHUTTLE .04 SCALE* *FROM ENGINE PLUM * * * ' 
*ORBITER (MODEL 2 * *E RECIRCULATION A* * * * 
*5-0) TO DETERMINE* *ND DIRECT PLUME I* * * * ' 0a 
*SECOND STAGE ASC * *MPINGEMENT * * * * 91 
*ENT BASE HEATING * * * * * * ' 
-RATES AND PRESSURA * * ' ' ' 0 Z 
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* t t t 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 
 TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE, * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL -OR COMMENTS
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF PCS JE*OVt02 + ET (MODEL*TO OBTAIN INTERAC*FORCE *0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ * J.DAILEDA + J.M*DMS-DR-2384 
HWTB - *T PLUME INTERACTI*70-OT) *TION EFFECTS OF R* *5.89 *AEOC - *ARROQUIN/RI *VOLUME 01 
TOA /*ON TESTS USING A * *CS THRUSTER JET P* * *HYPERSONIC WINJ E VAUGHN *SEPT , 1978 
IA148 *O.OI25-SCALE MODE* *LUMES ON SSV AERO* * "0 TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
CR-15l,412*L (70-OT) OF THE * *DYNAMICS DURING 5* * t 
 * *
 
,SPACE SHUTTLE VEH* *TAGING TO SIMULAT* * * * *
 
*ICLE ORBITER IN T* *E A RETURN-TO-LAU* * * * *
 
*HE AEDC VKF TUNNE* *NCH SITE (RTLS) At * * 
 * *
 
*L %B% (IA148) t *BORT MISSION * * , t 
AEDOC - *RESULTS OF RCS JE*OVID2 + ET (MODEL*TO OBTAIN INTERAC*FORCE *0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *J J DAILEDA + J.M*DMS-DR-2384 
HWTB - *T PLUME INTERACTI*70-OT) *TION EFFECTS OF R* *5 89 *AEOC - *ARROOUIN/RI 'VOLUME 02 
TOA /*ON TESTS USING A * *CS THRUSTER JET P * *HYPERSONIC WIN*. E VAUGHN *SEPT , 1978 
IA148 *0 0125-SCALE MODE* *LUMES ON SSV AERO' * *D TUNNEL (B) *-OMS 
CR-i5t,413*L (70-OT) OF THE * *DYNAMICS DURING S* * * t * 
-SPACE SHUTTLE VEH* *TAGING TO SIMULAT* * * * 
*ICLE ORBITER IN T* *E A RETURN-TO-LAU* * * * * 
*HE AEDC VKF TUNNE* *NCH SITE (RTLS) A' * * * * 
*L %B% (IA148) ' *BORT MISSION * t * * * 
- *RESULTS OF TESTS *MODEL 53-0 (ELEVO*TO EVALUATE EFFEC*HEAT-TRANS*O ill *ROCKWELL/. *C. L BERTHOLD/RI*DMS-DR-2385
ARC 
3 5HWT - *ON A 0.111-SCALE *N/WING GAP) *T OF ELEVON DEFLE* *5.1 *ARC - *D W.HERSEY *SEPT , 1977 
173 /*SPACE SHUTTLE VE* *CTICN, GAP GEOMET* *5 1 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*M M. MOSER JR 0 C 
OHIS *HICLE SIMULATED E* *RY, AND BOUNDARY * * *SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS * "T X 
CR-151,S66*LEVON/WING GAP HE* *LAYER STATE ON EL* * *NEL * * 
*AT TRANSFER MODEL* *EVON/WING GAP HEA* ' * * o 
'(53-0) IN THE AM ' *TING * * * 0 
*ES RESEARCH CENTE* 4 4 4 t *, 

*R 3 5-FOOT HWT * t t * t * *
 
TESTS -MODEL 53-0 (ELEVO*TO EVALUATE ErFEC*HEAT-TRANSO ill *ROCKWELL/ *C L BERTHOLD/RI*DMS-DR-2386
ARC - *RESULTS OF 

*5.1 *ARC . *D W HERSEY -SEPT ,1977r­3 SHWT - 'ON A 0 Ill-SCALE *N/ELEVON GAP) *T OF ELEVON DEFLE* 

*3 5-FOOT HYPER*M. M MOSER JR *
 177 /*SPACE SHUTTLE VEH* *CTION, GAP GEOMET* *5 1 

0H44 *ICLE SIMULATED EL* *RY, AND BOUNDARY * * *SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS J,
 
CR-15l,368*EVON/ELEVON GAP H* 
 * * *NEL
 
*EAT TRANSFER MODE* * ' * ' * *
 
*L (53-0) IN THE A* ' ' * ' *
 
*MES RESEARCH CENT* * 
 * '
 
* * t ' * *
*ER 3.5-FOOT HYPEP* 
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* * 
 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * 
 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
LARC - * *TEST CANCELLED SE*TEST CANCELLED SE*FORCE * *LARC / *J W. BALL 'DMS-DR-2387
 
LTPT - * *PTEMBER 1978 *PTEMBER 1978 * * *LARC *G. G. MCDONALC *TASK
246 I* * * * 
 *LOW-TURBULENCE*-DMS 'CANCELLED
 
LAI04 * * 













ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*B75CIGE64FI6FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE 
 *2 45 - *ROCKWELL/ *R H. MULFINGER/R*DMS-DR-2389
B7SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIM52NiO8NIO9N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE 
 *3 5 *ARC - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 01118-1 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONIIIR2OV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* 
 *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*JUNE, 1981
0A145C *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTi3VTI4 *GARD TO' 
(I)BASIC* * *OT SUPERSONIC 'ON *
 
CR-160.810*AERO CHARACTERIST*VTI5VTi6VTI7WI3i *STABILITY AND CON* 
 * +WIND TUNNEL (UM.M. MANN *
 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU' * *NITARY) *-DMS *
 
* 05-SCALE HI-FIDE* *RFACE HINGE MOMENt 
 * * 
 * *
 
*LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * * t * 
 *
 




*-0) IN THE AMES R' *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * 
 * * 
 *
 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN* 
 *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * 
 * *
 




*(OA145C) * *PROPOSED INBOARD * * 




 * *ELEVON INTERACTIO* * * 
 * 
* * ** *N MATH MODEL * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*B7SCI6E64FIGFDSFR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FDRCE 
 *2.45 - *ROCKWELL/ *R. H. MULFINGER/R'DMS-DR-2389
87SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIM52NIO8NiOgN*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE *3.5 +ARC - *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 02118-1 /*IFY SHUTILE ORBIT*IIONIIIR2OV27VTIO'AMIC CHAR WITH RE'+ 
 *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*dUNE, 1981
 
OA145C *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTI3VTI4 *GARD TO (1)BASIC* * *OT SUPERSONIC 'ON *
 CR-160,Bii*AERD CHARACTERIST*VTI5VTI6VTI7WI3 *STABILITY AND CON* 
 * *WIND TUNNEL (U*M. M MANN *
 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* * *NITARY) *-DMS
 
* 05-SCALE HI-FIDE* 'RFACE HINGE MOMEN' 
 * *
 
*LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS 
 ' * * * *
 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* * ' * * 0
 
*-0) IN THE AMES R* *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * * * * "1t o

*ESEARCH CENTER UN* 




*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(B) * * * * ' 0
 
*(OA14SC) * *PROPOSED INBOARD 
* * * 
 * ' 0 3P
 
* 
 * 'ELEVON INTERACTIO* * * 
 * rF 
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* * * 	 *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF - SCALE* 
*2 45 - *ROCKWELL/ *R H MULFINGER/R*DMS-OR-2389 
S7SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HGIMS2NIOSNIOSN*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE '3 5 *ARC 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF AN INV*87CI6EG4FIGFDGFR*VERIFY ORBITER VE'FDRCE 
- *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 03 
*B-FOOT BY 7-FO*ONAL SPACE DIVISI*JUNE, 1981118-I /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*IIONIIIR2OV27VTIO*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* * 

0A145C *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTIIVTI2VTI3VTi4 *GARD TO: (t)BASIC* * tOT SUPERSONIC *ON *
 
CR-160,B12*AERO CHARACTERIST*VTISVT16VT17WI31 -STABILITY AND CON* * 'WIND TUNNEL (U'M. M. MANN *
 
*ICS UTILIZING AN * 	 *TROL(2)CONTROL SU* * *NITARY) *-DMS * 
* 05-SCALE HI-FIDE* *RFACE HINGE MOMEN* * * * * 
*LITY REMOTE * *TS(3)REYNOLDS * ' * * 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* *NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* ' * 
'-0) IN THE AMES R* 	 *HYSTERESIS AND CO* * * * * 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN* *NTROL SURFACE INT* * * * 	 * 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* *ERACTIONS(5) * *
 
*(0A145C) *'PROPOSED INBOARD * 
 * 
* * *ELEVON INTERACTIO* , * 
* * *N MATH MODEL ' * 
LARC - *LOW SUPERSONIC ST*MODEL 44 0 SSV OR*OBTAIN LOW SUPERS*FORCE 	 * 0 0i / *LARD *BERNARD SPENCER. *DMS-DR-2390 
tI 5 *LARD *OR /LARC *dUNE, 1980UPWT - *ABILITY AND CONTR*BITER WITH REMOTE*ONIC DATA ON CONT* 

*UNITARY PLAN W'GEORGE M WARE/NA'
1194 /*DL CHARACTERISTIC*CONTROLLED ELEVO *ROL SURFACE LINEA* *2.86 

LAI01 *S OF A O.O015-SCA*NS wRITY AND SENSITIV* 
 * 	 *IND TUNNEL *SA * 
* *d W BALL * CR-160.481*LE (REMOTELY CONT* *ITY TO MACH NUMBE* 	 * 
*G G. MCDONALD * *ROLLED ELEVON) MO' 'R FOR FINE CUT SP** 

*DEL 44-0 SPACE SH* *EED BRAKE, BODY F* * *'-DMS *
 
*UTTLE ORBITER TES* -LAP AND RUDDER DE* * * * 0 
*TED IN THE NASA/L* *FLECTIONS, INVEST* * * * . 
*ARC 4 FOOT UPWT (' *IGATE INTERACTIVE* * * * 
*LEG 1) (LAIOi) * *EFFECTS OF MUTUA * * * * 0 
* * *L CONTROL SURFACE* * * 0 P 
*
' 	 * 
' *DEFLECTIONS, AND * * 





* ' 	 *ROL SURFACE DATA * * * * * 
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* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *OTS - SINGLE STIN*THE OBdECTIVESOF *FORCE * 0 01 / *ROCKWELL/ *P.d HAWTHORNE, R*DMS-DR-2391 
BTPT - *OF THE 0.10 SCALE*G IN ORBITER *THIS TEST WAS TO * *0.6 *LARC - *.SPANGLER /RI *MARCH, 1982 
779 /*SPACE SHUTTLE IN *OTS - ET AND SRB *OBTAIN ORBITER/ET* *1.195 *8-FOOT TRANSON*DELMA C. FREEMAN * 
1A244 *TEGRATED VEHICLE 'ON SEPERATE STING*ATTACH STRUCTURE * * *IC PRESSURE TU*/LARC * 
CR-167.346*IN THE LANGLEY RE*OTS - ATTACH STRU*LOADS AND TO DET * * *NNEL *D W HERSEY * 
*SEARCH CENTER 8-F'CTURE ON TANK ONL'ERMINE THE EFFECT* * * *G W. KLUG * 
*OUT TRANSONIC PRE*Y *OF REYNOLDS NUMB * * *'-DMS * 
*SSURE TUNNEL, MOn* *ER ON ELEVON HING* * * * * 
*EL 72-OTS TEST IA* *E MOMENTS * * * * * 
*244 * * * * ** * 
NRLAD - *GROUND PROXIMITY 'MODEL 45-0 ORB, I'TO DEFINE ORB. LA*FORCE *0 03 / *ROCKWELL/ *R MENNELL/RI *DMS-DR-2392 
LSWT - *TESTS OF THE 0.03*40A/B CONF. (MODI*T -DIRECT. STABIL* * .20- *NRLAO - *J. E VAUGHN *DEC , 1977 
775 /*-SCALE MODEL (45-*FIED) *ITY CHARACTERISTI* * 20 *LOW SPEED WIND*M. M MOSER JR. * 
0A250 *0) SPACE SHUTTLE * *CS IN GROUND PROX* * *TUNNEL *-DM5 * 
CR-l51,389*ORBITER IN THE RO* *IMITY- TO INVESTI* * * * * 
*CKWELL INTERNATIO* *GATE DISCREPANCIE' * * * 
*NAL NAAL LOW SPEE* *S IN LAT -DIRECT.* * * * * 
*f WIND TUNNEL * *DATA OBTAINED IN * * * * * 
* * *OTHER NAAL TESTS* * * * 
LARC - *EFFECT OF SILTS P*MODEL 44-0 (SILTS*TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE *0.015 / *LARC / *G WARE, B SPENC*DMS-DR-2395 
8TPT - 'OD ON THE TRANSON*POD) *CT OF AERO. CHARA* *0.6 *LARC *ER. OR /RI *JAN 1978 
786 /'IC AERODYNAMIC CH* *CTERISTICS OF ORB* *1 20 *B-FOOT TRANSON*G. G MCDONALD ' 
LAIII *ARACTERISTICS OF * *ITER RESULTING FR* * 'IC PRESSURE TU*-DMS 
CR-iBi,394*A 0 01S-SCALE SHiU* *O ADDITION OF SI* * *NNEL * * 
*TTLE ORBITER MODE* *LTS POD TO VERTIC* * 
*L (44-0) TESTED I* *AL TAIL * * ** * 
*N THE NASA/LARC 8' * * * * * o a 
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* * * * *MODEL * 	 * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED 
TEST * 	 4 CONFIGURATIONS * - TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 
* PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *EFFECT OF SILTS P*MODEL 44-0 (SILTS*TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE *0 016 *LARC / *G WARE, B. SPENC*DMS-DR-2396 
UPWT - *0D ON THE LOW SUP*POD) *CT OF AERO CHARA* *1 5 'LARO *ER, JR /LARC *DEC., 1977 
1212 /*ERSONIC AERODYNAM* *CTERISTICS OF ORB* *2 5 *UNITARY PLAN W'G. G MCDONALD * 
LA110 *IC CHARACTERISTIC* *ITER RESULTING FR* *IND TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-i51,393'S OF A 0.015-SCAL* *OM ADDITION OF SI* * * * * 
'E SHUTTLE ORBITER* *LTS POD TO VERTIC* * 4 * * 
'MODEL (44-0) TES - *AL TAIL * * * * * 
*TED IN THE NASA/L* * * * * * * 
*ARC 4-FOOT UPWT (* * * * * * * 
*LEG I) * * * * * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF WIND T*O -140A/S/C/R *THE PURPOSE OF TH*FORCE *.0 1 *LARC / *DELMA C FREEMAN,*DMS-DR-2397 
8TPT - *UNNEL TESTS ON A *T -MODIFIED VEHIC*IS TEST WAS TO VE* * 9 *LARC *W I SCALLION /L *APRIL, 1982 
780 /*0.010 SCALE MODEL*LE 5 *RIFY RESULTS OF E* * g *8-FOOT TRANSON*ARC * 
LAIi3 *(72-OTS) ROCKWEL *S -MODIFIED VEHIC*ARLIER TESTS (IA2* * *tIC PRESSURE TU*J W BALL * 
CR-167,347*L SPACE SHUTTLE V*LE 5 '44) OF THE 720T5' 'NNEL W L* 
tEHICLE IN THE LAR* *MODEL IN THE SAM * * *-DMS * 
* 	 *o 
'C 8-FOOT TRANSONI* *E TUNNEL * * * 

*C PRESSURE TUNNEL* * * * * * * 

.(LAII3) + * * * * *
 
*0 03 *ROCKWELL/ *R H SPANGLER/RI *DMS-DR-2398 
PWTI6T - 'USING A 0.03 SCAL*8NII2R5VBFD3F9 *AMIC LOADS ON ALL*PRESSURE *0 6 *AEDC , 1981 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B62C9E64WI31Mi6N2*TO OBTAIN AERODYN*FORCE 

- *L P LEBLANC/RI *VOLUME 01 
*VEHICLE ELEMENTS * *1 55 *TRANSONIC PROP*S. R HOULIHAN *NOV 
470 /*E MODEL (47-OTS) *T39 

IAIOSA *OF THE SPACE SHUT*S27 *BY PRESSURE INTE * * *ULSION WIND TU*G. W KLUG *
 
CR-160,850*TLE INTEGRATED VE* *GRATION AND MEASU* * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*-DMS *
 
tHICLE IN THE AEDC* *RE LOADS DIRECTLY* * * * *
 
*16 FOOT TRANSONI * *ON WING VERTICAL * * * *
 
'C PROPULSION WIND* *TAIL AND ELEVON * * * * *
 
'TUNNEL (IAIOSA) * *HINGE MOMENTS * * * * *
 
-ROCKWELL/ 	 *P.HSPANGLER/RI *DMS-DR-2309
 
*L P LEBLANC/RI *VOLUME 02
 
AEDOC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B62CSEG4WI3Ml6N2*TO OBTAIN AERODYN*FORCE *0 03 

PWTI6T - *USING A 0 03 SCAL*8NII2R5V8FDSF9 *AMIC LOADS ON ALL*PRESSURE *0 6 *AEDC ­
470 /*E MODEL (47-OTS) tT39 *VEHICLE ELEMENTS * *1 55 *TRANSONIC PROP*S R HOULIHAN *NOV , 1981
 
IAIOBA tOF THE SPACE SHUT*527 *BY PRESSURE INTE * * *ULSION WIND TU*G W KLUG *
 
CR-160,851*TLE INTEGRATED VE* 
 tGRATION AND MEASU* * *NNEL (PWT-16T)t-OMS * 
*HICLE.IN THE AEDC+ *RE LOADS DIRECTLY* * * 	 * * 
* ** * 
'C PROPULSION WIND* 'TAIL AND ELEVON * * * * * 
'TUNNEL (IAIOSA) * * * 4 * 
*16 FOOT TRANSONI * 	 *ON WING VERTICAL * 








r r r 




 4 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT 4 BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 4 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE 




AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B62C9E64W131M16N2*T0 OBTAIN AERODYN*FORCE *0 03 *ROCKWELL/ *R H.SPANGLER/RI *DMS-DR-2398
PWTI6T - *USING A 0 03 SCAL*8NII2RSV8FD3F9 *AMIC LOADS ON ALL*PRESSURE *0.6 *AEDC - *L P LEBLANC/RI *VOLUME 03470 /*E MODEL (47-OTS) *T39 *VEHICLE ELEMENTS * *1 55 *TRANSONIC PROP*S R HOULIHAN *NOV 1981
 
IAiOSA *OF THE SPACE SHUT*S27 *BY PRESSURE INTE * 
 * *ULSION WIND TU*G W. KLUG *
 
CR-t6O,852*TLE INTEGRATED VE- *GRATION AND MEASU* 
 * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*-DMS *
 
*HICLE IN THE AEDC* *RE LOADS DIRECTLY* * * * 4

*16 FOOT TRANSONI * *ON WING VERTICAL * * 4 *
 
*C PROPULSION WIND* *TAIL AND ELEVON * * 4
 
*TUNNEL (IAIOSA) * *HINGE MOMENTS * * * *
 
LARC - *EFFECT OF SILTS P'MODEL 44-0 (SILTStTD DETERMINE EFFE4FORCE *0 01B *LARC / *G. WARE, B. SPENC*DMS-DR-2399
UPWT - 'OD.ON THE HIGH SU*POD) *CT OF AERO. CHARA* *3 0 *LARC 
 *ER,R./LARC *NOV., 1977
 
1217 /*PERSONIC AERODYNA* *CTERISTICS OF DRB* *4 63 
 *UNITARY PLAN W*G. G. MCDONALD 4
 
LA114 *MIC CHARACTERISTI* *ITER RESULTING FR* * *IND TUNNEL *-OMS *
 
CR-15,388"CS OF A 0 015-SCAt 4OM ADDITION OF Sit 
 * * * 
 4
 
*LE SHUTTLE ORBITE* *LTS POD TO VERTIC* * * 4 *
 
*R MODEL (44-0) TE* *AL TAIL * 4 4 





*LARC 4-FOOT UPWT 4 4 4 4 * t
 
*(LEG 2) 4 * 4 *
 
LERC - *RESULTS OF SSV OR*ORBITER VEHICLE I4OBTAIN CALIBRATIO*FORCE 
 *0 iO *ROCKWELL/ *C LOVELL/LERC *DMS-DR-2400 
IOSWT - *BITER AIR DATA SY*02 FOREBODY *NS OF 0 1 AND 0.2* *0.4 *LERC - *R R BURROWS/RI *OCT., 1980 
042 /*STEM CALIBRATION * 
 *-SCALE ROSEMOUNT * *2.7 *10 BY 10-FOOT *W B. MEINDERS 4 
0A234 
 *TEST USING THE 0.* *AIR DATA SYSTEM P* *
4SUPERSONIC WIN*-DMS
 
CR-lGO,518*1O-SCALE ORBITER * *ROBES;MEASURE FOR* 
 4 *D TUNNEL * * 0 0 
*FOREBODY MODEL 99* *EBODY FLUSH SURFA* 4 4 4 ,

*-O IN THE NASA/LE* *CE TAP PRESSURED' * 4 * "
 
*WIS 10 X iO-FOOT * 4 4 4
4ISTRIBUTIONS AND 4 * 0 
*SUPERSONIC WIND T* *RCS PORT PRESSURE* 4 * * 0
*UNNEL (0A234) * *S 4 4 4 4 r 
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* * * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * 
 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - 'AERONOISE TEST RE*11-OTS (ORB, ET, *TO MEASURE FLUCTU*PRESSURE *0 040 IROCKWELL/ 'B J HERRERA. C *DMS-DR-2401 
-ARC - *L STEVENS/RI *JAN , 197811.97,87- *SULTS USING A 0.0*2 SRBS) *ATING PRESSURE (A* *06 

705-1 /*40-SCALE SPACE SH' *ERONDISE) ENVIRON' *3 5 *I-FOOT, 9-FOO*D W HERSEY *
 
ISIA/B/C *UTTLE VEHICLE CON* *MENT ON LAUNCH VE* * *T, B-FOOT, UNI*M M MOSER JR *
 
053 *FIGURATION 2A MOD* *HICLE DURING TRANI 'TARY WIND TUNN'-DMS
 
CR-l5i,395'EL (Ii-OTS) IN TH* *SONIC/SUPERSONIC * * *EL * *
 
*E AMES RESEARCH C* *ASCENT AND ORBITE* * * * 
*ENTER UNITARY PLA* *R DURING SUPERSON* * * * 
*N WIND TUNNELS * *IC ENTRY ' ' * * * 
*R C. MENNELL/ROC*DMS-OR-2402 
LSWT - *F THE 0 05-SCALE *22HGiM52NiO8N109NIODEL CONTROL SURF* 
NRLAD - *SYSTEM CHECKOUT O*B7SCI6F64Fi6FDSFR*CHECKOUT OF ALL M'FORCE *0 24 - *ROCKWELL/ 
*0.24 *NRLAD - *KWELL INTERNATIDN*NOV , 1978 
766 /*SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*iIONiIIR2OV27VTIO*ACE AND PRESSURE * ' 'LOW SPEED WIND*AL * 
0A223 *ICLE ORBITER 102 'VTIIVTI2VTISVTI4 *SYSTEMS AND ' * 'TUNNEL *D W HERSEY 
CR-151,763*MODEL (39-0) IN T*VTISVTI6VTi7WISI *ESTABLISH THE OPE* * * *M M MANN * 
'HE NAAL LOW SPEED' *RATIONAL STATUS 0* * * *-DMS * 
*WIND TUNNEL(0A22 * *F THE COMPLETE MO' * ' ' * 
'2) * *DEL** * * * * **6 

ROCKWELL/ *J J DAILEDA AND'DMS-DR-2403 
PWTI6T - *USING A O.O2-SCAL*GIMS2NIOSNIO9NIlO*ND MOMENT DATA ON* 
AEDC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS *BT7CIl6E4FI6FR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE A-FORCE *0 3 ­
*1 55 *AEDC - *J. MARROQUIN/ROC *VOLUME 01 
470 /*E MODEL (89-OTS) *NIIIR2OUiV27V29VT*ALL VEHICLE ELEM * *'TRANSONIC PROP*KWELL INTERNATION*JAN , 1981 
IAI56A *OF THE SPACE SHUT*IOVTIIVTi4YTI7WI3*ENTS (ORBITER, EX* * tULSION WIND TU*AL 
CR-i60,515*TLE INTEGRATED VE*iT39S27 *TERNAL TANK, AND * * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*M M. MANN
 
*HICLE IN THE AEDC* *EACH SOLID ROCKET* * * *-DMS 
 * 
*16-FOOT TRANSONI * *BOOSTER), WING A * * ' 00 

*C PROPULSION WIND* *ND VERTICAL TAIL * ' * *
 
*TUNNEL (IAI56A) * *LOAD INDICATORS, * ' *
 
* ' *ELEVON AND RUDDER* * ' *
 
* * *HINGE MOMENTS, A *' ' ' 
' 0 r* * -NO BASE-BODYFLAP * 
* ** 
* *PRESSURE DATA * * 
'* 'iC 0* * * * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B7SC16E64F16FR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE AtFORCE *0.3 *ROCKWELL/ *d d DAILEDA AND*DMS-DR-2403
 
PWTiBT - *USING A 0 02-SCAL*GIM52NIOBNIO9NIIOtND MOMENT DATA ON* *1 55 *AEDC 
 - *0 MARROQUIN/ROC *VOLUME 02 
470 /tE MODEL (89-OTS) *NIiIR2OUIV27V29VT*ALL VEHICLE ELEM * *TRANSONIC PROP*KWELL INTERNATION*JAN , 1981 
IAiSBA *OF THE SPACE SHUT*IOVTIIVTi4VTI7WIGtENTS (ORBITER, EX* t *ULSION WIND TU*AL * 
CR-iBO,516*TLE INTEGRATED VE*iT29S27 *TERNAL TANK, AND * * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*M. M MANN * 
*HICLE IN THE AEDC* -EACH SOLID ROCKET* * * *-DMS * 
*16-FOOT TRANSONI * *BOOSTER). WING A * * * t * 
*C PROPULSION WIND* *ND VERTICAL TAIL * * * * * 
*TUNNEL (IAIS6A) * *LOAD INDICATORS, * * * * * 
* * *ELEVON AND RUDDER* * * * 
* * *HINGE MOMENTS, A * 4 * * 
* * *ND BASE-BODYFLAP * * * * 
* * *PRESSURE DATA * * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B7SCI6E64FI6FR22H*TD OBTAIN FORCE AtFORCE *0 3 - *ROCKWELL/ *J J DAILEDA AND*DMS-DR-2403 
PWTI6T - *USING A O.02-SCAL*GIMS2NIO8NIO9NIIO*ND MOMENT DATA ON* *1 55 *AEDC - *J. MARROQUIN/ROC *VOLUME 03 
470 /*E MODEL (Be-OTS) *NiiIR2OUiV27V29VT*ALL VEHICLE ELEM * * *TRANSONIC PROP*KWELL INTERNATION*JAN 1981 
IAIS6A *OF THE SPACE SHUT*IOVTIIVTI4VTi7WI3*ENTS (ORBITER, EX* * *ULSION WIND TU*AL 0"1 
CR-O,517*TLE INTEGRATED VE*IT39S27 *TERNAL TANK, AND * * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*M. M MANN * = 
*HICLE IN THE AEDC* *EACH SOLID ROCKET* * t *-DMS * 
*16-FOOT TRANSONI * *BOOSTER), WING A * * * * * 0 M 
*C PROPULSION WIND* *ND VERTICAL TAIL * 
 * * t * 0 p' 
*TUNNEL (IAi56A) * *LOAD INDICATORS, * * * * * 
* * *ELEVON AND RUDDER* t * tO* * o(
* * *HINGE MOMENTS, At * * * * 
* * *NO BASE-BODYFLAP * * * **0 
* * *PRESSURE DATA * * * tr 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *88-OTS- 02 SCALE *TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE * 020 / *ROCKWELL/ *T d. DZIUBALA,J. *DMS-DR-2404 w 
iITWT - *USING A 0.020-SCA*OF THE INTEGRATED*EFFECTS OF THE MA*PRESSURE *.6 *ARC - *STONE/RI *VOLUME 01 
275-1 /*LE MODEL (8B8-OTS)*SPACE SHUTTLE VE *IN PROPULSION SYS* *1.40 *i-FOOT TRANSO*S. R HOULIHAN *OCT , 1980 
IA119 *OF THE SPACE SHU *HICLE *TEM (MPS) AND SOL* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*B. 0 BURST * 
CR-lB0,BiO*TTLE INTEGRATED Vt *ID ROCKET BOOSTERt * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
*EHICLE JET PLUME * *(SRB) PLUMES ON * t * * * 
*IN THE NASA/ARC U* *VEHICLE PRESSURE * * * * * 
*PWT II X Il-FOOT * *DISTRIBUTIONS, WI* * * * * 
*LEC (TEST IA1i9) * *NG BENDING AND TO* * * * * 
* * *RSION LOADS AND E* * * * * 
* *LEVON HINGE MOMEN* * * * * 
* * *TS * * * * 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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*MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *88-OTS- 02 SCALE *TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE * .020 1 *ROCKWELL/ 'T.d. DZIUBALA,d *DMS-DR-2404 
1ITWT - *USING A 0.020-SCA*OF THE INTEGRATED*EFFECTS OF THE MA'PRESSURE * 6 *ARC - -STONE/RI 'VOLUME 02 
275-1 /*LE MODEL (8B-OTS)*SPACE SHUTTLE VE *IN PROPULSION SYS* *1 40 *Il-FOOT TRANSO*S R HOULIHAN *OCT 1980 
IA1I9 *OF THE SPACE SHU *HICLE *TEM (MPS) AND SOL* tNIC WIND TUNNE'B t BURST
 
CR-60,5Il*TTLE INTEGRATED V-
 *ID ROCKET BOOSTER' * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
*EHICLE JEI PLUME * *(SRB) PLUMES ON * * * 
*IN THE NASA/ARC U* *VEHICLE PRESSURE * * * * 
*PWT ii X it-FOOT * *DISTRIBUTIONS, WI* * * 
*LEC (TEST IA119) * *NG BENDING AND TO* * * * 
* * *RSION LOADS AND E* * * * 
* * *LEVON HINGE MOMEN* * * * 
* * ' 'TS***  ' * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *88-OTS- 02 SCALE *TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE * 020 / *ROCKWELL/ 'T J. DZIUBALA.d *DMS-DR-2404 
tiTWT - *USING A 0.020-SCA*OF THE INTEGRATED*EFFECTS OF THE MA'PRESSURE * 6 -ARC - *STONE/Ri *VOLUME 03 
275-1 /*LE MODEL (88-OTS)rSPACE SHUTTLE VE *IN PROPULSION SYS* *1 40 *11-FOOT TRANSO*S R. HOULIHAN *OCT., 1980 
IA119 +OF THE SPACE SHU 'HICLE *TEM (MPS) AND SOL* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*B. J BURST * 
CR-f60,512*TTLE INTEGRATED V* -ID ROCKET BOOSTER' ' +L (UNITARY) '-DMS * 
*PLUMES ON * * 
*IN THE NASA/ARC U* *VEHICLE PRESSURE' * * 

*PWT Ii X 11-FOOT * *DISTRIBUTIONS, WI* * * 

*LEC (TEST 1A1i9) * *NG BENDING AND TO* * * * 

*RSION LOADS AND E* * * * 
, * *LEVON HINGE MOMEN* * * * 
* * 'TS.*  * * * 
*EHICLE dET PLUME * *(SRB) 

* * 
*RESULTS OF TESTS *88-OTS- 02 SCALE *TO DETERMINE THE *FORCE * * *T J DZIUBALA, *DMS-DR-2404020 'ROCKWELL/ 
IITWT - *USING A 0.020-SCA*DF THE INTEGRATED*EFFECTS OF THE MA*PRESSURE *.6 *ARC - *STONE/RI *VOLUME 04 
275-I /*LE MODEL (8B-OTS)*SPACE SHUTTLE VE *IN PROPULSION SYS* *1.40 *11-FOOT TRANSO*S. R HOULIHAN *OCT , 1980 
IA119 *OF THE SPACE SHU *HICLE *TEM (MRS) AND SOL' * *NIC WIND TUNNE*B J BURST * 
CR-I6O,513*TTLE INTEGRATED V* 'ID ROCKET BOOSTER* * *L (UNITARY) '-DMS * 
*EHICLE JET PLUME * *(SRB) PLUMES ON * * * * * 
*IN THE NASA/ARC U* *VEHICLE PRESSURE * * * * 
*PWT 11 X Il-FOOT * *DISTRIBUTIONS, WI* * * * * 
*LEC (TEST IA119) * *NG BENDING AND TO* * * * * 
* * *RSION LOADS AND E* * * * * 
* * *LEVON HINGE MOMEN* t+ * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT BASIC
 
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS 
 'PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A LOW *OV102 *TO OBTAIN BASIC S'FORCE * 0 050/ *ROCKWELL/ *W M. ZEMAN/RI, R.*DMS-DR-2405 
12PT - *SPEED APPROACH AN* *TABILITY AND CONT*PRESSURE *0.25 - 'ARC - *H MULFINGER/RI. *VOLUME 01 
218-I /*D LANDING EXPERIM* *ROL DATA FOR OVIO* *0 40 *12-FOOT PRESSU*R R. BURROWS/RI *SEPT , 1978
 
OA1OI 'ENTAL INVESTIGA- * *2 ORBITER, DETERM* * *RE TUNNEL *J J BROWNSON/NAS*

CR-151,756*TION OF A 0 050-S* *INE INDIVIDUAL PA* 
 *A-ARC, C.Q. ALLEN*
 
*CALE SPACE SHUTTL* *NEL HINGE MOMENTS'* */NASA-ARC

*E ORBITER MODEL (* *. OBTAIN GROUND E* 
 * *D.W HERSEY * 
*39-0) IN THE NASA* *FFECTS ON PITCH A* * G. W KLUG 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *ND LATERAL DIRECT* * * *DMS * 
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR* *TONAL STABILITY A* * * ' 
*ESSURE WIND TUNNE* *ND CONTROL WITH L* ' ' * 
*L (OAtol) * *ANDING GEAR DEPLO* ' * * * 
* * *YED. AND CALIBRAT* * * * 
* *E THE OV1O2 AIR D* ' ' *
 
* * 'ATA SYSTEM (FLUSH* * * *
 
* * *STATIC TAPS) '
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A LOW *OV102 
 *TO OTAIN BASIC S'FORCE ' 0 050/ *ROCKWELL/ *W.M ZEMAN/RI, R *DMS-DR-2405 
12PT - *SPEED APPROACH AN* *TABILITY AND CONT*PRESSURE *0 25 - *ARC - *H MULFINGER/RI, *VOLUME 02 
218-1 /*D LANDING EXPERIM* *ROL DATA FOR OVIO* *0 40 *12-FOOT PRESSU*R.R BURROWS/RI *SEPT , 1978 
OAlOi *ENTAL INVESTIGA- * *2 ORBITER, DETERM* * *RE TUNNEL *d.J BROWNSON/NAS*
CR-15l,757*TION OF A 0.050-S* *INE INDIVIDUAL PA' 
 ' ' 'A-ARC. C Q. ALLEN* 
*CALE SPACE SHUTTL* *NEL HINGE MOMENTS* * ' */NASA-ARC * 
*E ORBITER MODEL (+ *, OBTAIN GROUND E* * 'D W.HERSEY
 
'39-0) IN THE NASA* *FFECTS ON PITCH A* * ' *G W. KLUG
 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *ND LATERAL DIRECT'* *-DMS 
 * 0 0 
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR* *IONAL STABILITY A* ' * * * m :zn 
*ESSURE WIND TUNNE* *ND CONTROL WITH L* ' * ' *0 
*L (DAlOi) * *ANDING GEAR DEPLO* * * ' ' 0 2 
* *YED. AND CALIBRAT* * * * ' a 
* * *E THE OVI02 AIRD * * * * 
* ' *ATA SYSTEM (FLUSH* ' * * * 
* * *STATIC TAPS) * ' * ' ' .O i 
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* * * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID *REPORT TITLE * TESTED PURPOSE * TEST +MACHl RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A LOW *OVI02 *TO OBTAIN BASIC S*FORCE * 0 OSO/ *ROCKWELL/ *W.M ZEMAN/RI, R *DMS-DR-2405 
12PT - *SPEED APPROACH AN* *TABILITY AND CONT+PRESSURE *0.25 - *ARC - *H MULFINGER/RI, 'VOLUME 03 
218-1 /*D LANDING EXPERIM* *ROL DATA FOR OVID* tO 40 *12-FOOT PRESSU*R R. BURROWS/RI *SEPT., 1978 
OAIO1 *ENTAL INVESTIGA- * *2 ORBITER, DETERM* *'RE TUNNEL *' 4 BROWNSON/NAS*
 
CR-t5i,75B'TION OF A 0.050-S* *INE INDIVIDUAL PA'* 
 *A-ARC, C 0 ALLEN*
 
*CALE SPACE SHUTTL* *NEL HINGE MOMENTS* ' * */NASA-ARC 
*E ORBITER MODEL (* *, OBTAIN GROUND E* ' * *D W HERSEY * 
'39-0) IN THE NASA* *FFECTS ON PITCH A'* *G W. KLUG 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *ND LATERAL DIRECT* * ' *-DMS *
 
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR* *IONAL STAPILITY A* ' ' ' *
 
4ESSURE WIND TUNNE* *ND CONTROL WITH L* * ' '
 
*L (OAIOI) *'ANDING GIAR DEPLO*
 
* * *YED. AND CALIBRAT*
 
* * *E THr UVI02 AIR D* ' ' * 
* * ArA SYSTEM (FLUSH* ' ' 
* ' *STATIC TAPS) * * 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF A LOW *OV102 'TO OBTAIN BASIC S*FORCE * 0 OSO/ *ROCKWELL/ *W M ZEMAN/RI. R *DMS-DR-2405 
12PT - *SPEED APPROACH AN' *TABILITY AND CONT*PRESSURE *0 25 - *ARC - *H MULFINGER/RI, *VOLUME 04 
218-1 /*D LANDING EXPERIM' *ROL DATA FOR OViO* *0 40 *12-FOOT PRESSU*R R BURROWS/RI *SEPT., 1978 
OAIOI *ENTAL INVESTIGA- * *2 ORBITER, DETERM* * *RE TUNNEL *J.d BROWNSON/NAS* 
CR-iI,759-TION OF A O.OBO-S* *INE INDIVIDUAL PA' * ' *A-ARC, C 0 ALLEN­
*CALE SPACE SHUTTL* *NEL HINGE MOMENTS* ' * */NASA-ARC 
*E ORBITER MODEL (* ', OBTAIN GROUND E* *D W.HERSEY 
*39-0) IN THE NASA* *FFECTS ON PITCH A'* *G W. KLUG 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE' *ND LATERAL DIRECT* * * *-OMS * 
'NTER'S 12-FOOT PR* ' * * -I 0*IONAL STABILITY A* 
 * a
**ND CONTROL WITH L'
*ESSURE WIND TUNNE* 

** 
*L (OAlOl) * *ANDING GEAR DEPLD* * * 
* * 'YED, AND CALIBRAT+ * * 0 





**STATIC TAPS) * * * 0 "vP 
* ' ' * * .. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * 	 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING t TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A LOW *OV102 *TO OBTAIN BASIC S'FORCE t 0.050/ *ROCKWELL/ *W M ZEMAN/RI, R *DMS-DR-2405
 
12PT - *SPEED APPROACH AN* *TABILITY AND CONT*PRESSURE *0 25 - *ARC - *H MULFINGER/RI, *VOLUME 05 
218-i /*D LANDING EXPERIM* *ROL DATA FOR OViO* *0.40 *12-FOOT PRESSU*R R. BURROWS/RI -SEPT , 1978 
OAiOI *ENTAL INVESTIGA- * *2 ORBITER, DETERM* * *RE TUNNEL * J BROWNSON/NAS* 
CR-It,760*TION OF A 0 050-S* *INE INDIVIDUAL PA' * *A-ARC, C.Q ALLEN* 
*CALE SPACE SHUTTL* 	 *NEL HINGE MOMENTS* t * */NASA-ARC *
 
*E ORBITER MODEL (* *, OBTAIN GROUND E* * *D.W.HERSEY *
 
*39-0) IN THE NASA* *FFECTS ON PITCH A* * * *G. W KLUG *
 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *ND LATERAL DIRECT* t * *-OMS *
 
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR' *INAL STABILITY A' * * * *
 
*ESSURE WIND TUNNE* *NO CONTROL WITH L* * * * *
 
*L (OAIOI) * *ANDING GEAR DEPLO' * * *
 
* * *YED, AND CALIBRAT' * * * * 
* * *E THE OV102 AIR D* * * * * 
* * *ATA SYSTEM (FLUSH* , * * * 
* * *STATIC TAPS) * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A LOW *OV102 *TO OBTAIN BASIC S'FDRCE * 0 050/ *ROCKWELL/ *W.M ZEMAN/RI, R.*DMS-DR-2405
 
12PT - *SPEED APPROACH AN* *TABILITY AND CONT*PRESSURE '0 25 - *ARC - *H MULFINGER/RI, *VOLUME 06 
218-1 /*D LANDING EXPERIM* *ROL DATA FOR OVIO* *0 40 *12-FOOT PRESSU'R R BURROWS/RI *OCT., 1978 
DAIOl *ENTAL INVESTIGA- * *2 ORBITER, DETERM* * *RE TUNNEL *d J BROWNSON/NAS* 
CR-151,761*TION OF A 0 050-S* *INE INDIVIDUAL PA* * 	 *A-ARC, C.Q. ALLEN*
 
'CALE SPACE SHUTTL' 	 *NEL HINGE MOMENTS* * * */NASA-ARC * 
*, OBTAIN GROUND E* * * *D.W HERSEY * 0 0*E ORBITER MODEL (* 

* *G W KLUG 	 'In

*39-0) IN THE NASA* *FFECTS ON PITCH At * 

*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *ND LATERAL DIRECT'* *-DMS ' "3
 
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR* iIONAL STABILITY A* * * * * 0 M
 
'ESStJE WIND TUNNE* *ND CONTROL WITH L* ' * 
 * * 0 2N 
*L (OAI0i) * *ANDING GEAR DEPLO* * + r* 
*YED, AND CALIBRAT* * * ' * 0 V 
* *E THE 0Vi02 AIR D* ' ' ' ' C 
* * *ATA SYSTEM (FLUSH* ' * * * 
*STATIC TAPS) * * * * 
* ' * ** 	 * ­
------------------- ---------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALES TESTING * TEST DM5 'PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - 'RESULTS OF AN EXPtB62.C12.E62.FIOM'TD OBTATN PRESSIJR*FORCE * 004 / 'ROCKWELL! 'W.P. GARTON/RI 'DMS-DR-2406 
14TWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI*16,N28.R5,VB.Wl27*E DATA IN THE NOS* * 0 6- *MSFC ­ *J. E VAUGHN *JULY, 1982 
649 /*GATION IN THE NAS*ATI6,ATI7,ATIBFL*E REGION OF THE E* * I 25 *14-INCH TRISON*G. W KLUG * IAI81 'A/MSFC 14-INCH TR'5,FL6,FL9,FRG,PTI'XTERNAL TANK * * 'IC WIND TUNNEL'-DMS * 
CR-167,348*ISONIC WIND TUNNE*3,PTI4,PT20,T20 * * * * * * 
eL ON A .004-SCALE*PS7,S25 * * * * * * 
'MODEL (74-OTS) S * 	 * * * * * * 
*SLY TO DETERMINE * * * * * * * 
*INFLUENCE OF ORBI* * * t * * 
•TER AND SRB'S ON * 	 * * * * * * 
*TEH EXTERNAL TANK* * * * + * * 
*NOSE PRESSURE DI * * * * * * * 
'STRIBUTION (IAIBI' * * * * * 
* * * * + * * 
* * * * * * t * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF M=5.3 *B22C7FSM4V7Wi *TO OBTAIN HYPERSO*HEAT-TRANS*O 006 / *ROCKWELL/ *P L. LEMOINE/RI *DMS-DR-2407 
S 5HWT - *HEAT TRANSFER TES*T8 *NIC HEATING DATA * * 6. +ARC - *C L. BERTHOLD/RI *SEPT , 1982 
233-I /*TS ON THE SECOND * *TO VERIFY ORBITER* *3 5-FOOT HYPER*D W.HERSEY * 
IH73 *STAGE SPACE SHUTT* */ET HEATING PREDI* * *SONIC WIND TUN*G W. KLUG * 
CR-T67,374tLE CONFIGURATION * *CTIONS FOR THE AS' * 'NEL *-DMS * 
*AT RTLS ABORT MIS* *CENT RTLS ABORT M* * * * 
'SION PROFILE COND* *ISSION PROFILE * * * * 0a 
'ITIONS USING THE * * * * 	 * * * Z1;3
 
*0 006 SCALE MODEL+ * * * 	 * * * 
*50-0 & 41-T INT' * * * 	 * * * 
* * 	 * 0o* * 
'DOT HWT (IH73) * * * * * * 0 p, 
-HE NASA/ARC 3 5-F* 	 * 
* * 	 , ' *+ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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........-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
* * * * *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B75CI6E64F16FR22H*TD OBTAIN FORCE A'PRESSURE 
*1 55 - *ROCKWELL/ *d J. DAILEDA AND*DMS-DR-2408
 
97SWT - *USING A 0 02-SCAL*GIM52NIOBNIO9NIIO*ND MOMENT DATA ON*FORCE *2 5 *ARC ­ *0 MARROQUIN/ROC 	*VOLUME 01
272 /'E MODEL (89-OTS) *NIIIR2OU1V27V29VT*ALL VEHICLE ELEM * * *9-FOOT BY 7-FD*KWELL INTERNATION*JULY, 1980
IAI56B *OF THE 	SPACE SHUT*IOVTIIVT14VTI7WI3*ENTS (ORBITER, EX* 
 * *OT SUPERSONIC -AL 	 * CR-160.498*TLE INTEGRATED VE*IT39S27 *TERNAL TANK, AND * * *WIND TUNNEL (U*M M MANN * 
*HICLE IN THE NASA* *EACH SOLID ROCKET' * *NITARY) *-DMS * 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *BOOSTER), WING A * * 	 * * 
*NTER 9X7 FOOT SUP* 
 *ND VERTICAL TAIL * * * * * 
- *ERSONIC WIND TUNN* *LOAD INDICATORS, 	* * * * , 
*EL (rAI56S) * *ELEVON AND RUDDER* * * * 
* * 	 *HINGE MOMENTS, A ' * 
*ND BASE-BODYFLAP * * ' * 
*PRESSURE DATA * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B75C16E64FI6FR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE A'PRESSURE 
 * 55 - tROCKWELL/ * 1. DAILEDA AND*DMS-DR-240897SWT - *USING A 0 02-SCAL*GIM52NIO8NIO9NIIO*ND MOMENT DATA ON*FORCE 
 *2 5 *ARC - *0 MARROQUIN/ROC *VOLUME 02272 /'E MODEL (89-OTS) tN111R20UIV27V29VT*ALL VEHICLE ELEM * 
 * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*KWELL INTERNATION*ULY, 1980IAISBB *OF THE 	SPACE SHUT*IOVTiIVTI4VTI7Wi3*ENTS (ORBITER, EX* 
 * *OT SUPERSONIC *AL 	 * CR-160,499*TLE INTEGRATED VE*T39S27 *TEONAL TANK, AND * *WIND TUNNEL (U*M M. MANN
 
*HICLE IN THE NASA* 
 *EACH SOLID ROCKET * *NITARY) *-DMS * 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *BOOSTER), WING A * ' ' ' 
tNTER 9X7 FOOT SUP* 
 *ND VERTICAL TAIL 	* ' ' 





*LOAD INDICATORS, * ' * o*EL (IA16B) 	 * *ELEVON AND RUDDER* * ' 	 * 0 
*HINGE MOMENTS, A * * *: 
*ND BASE-BODYFLAP * *v 
*PRESSURE DATA 	 * ' 	 0Oz 
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* * * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 

ID *REPORT TITLE 
 * TESTED 4 PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RlANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*1.55 - *ROCKWELL/ *. J. DAILEDA AND*DMS-DR-240
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *D7SCIOEG4FICFR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE A'PRESSURE 
*2.5 *ARC - *J MARROQUIN/ROC *VOLUME 0397SWT - 'USING A 0 02-SCAL*GIM52NIO8NIO9NIIO*ND MOMENT DATA ON*FORCE 
272 /*E MODEL (BB-OTS) *NiiiR20UiV27V29VT*ALL VEHICLE ELEM * * '9-FOOT BY 7-FO'KWELL INTERNATION*JULY, 1980 
IA156 *OF THE SPACE SHUT*IOVTIIVTI4VTI7WI3*ENTS (ORBITER, EX* * 'OT SUPERSONIC *AL * 
CR-160,bOO*TLE INTEGRATED VE*lT9S27 *TERNAL TANK, AND * 'WIND TUNNEL (U'M M MANN * 
*HICLE IN THE NASA* *EACH SOLID ROCKETt * *NITARY) *-DMS * 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *BOOSTER), WING A * * * * 
*NTER 9X7 FOOT SUP* *ND VERTICAL TAIL * * * 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* *LOAD INDICATORS, * * * * * 
*EL (IAiSB) * *ELEVON AND RUDDER' * * * * 
* * *HINGE MOMENTS,A * * * 
* * *ND BASE-BODYFLAP * * * * * 
* * *PRESSURE DATA * * * * 
LARC - *ADDITIONAL TRANSD*ORBITER *VERIFY STABILITY *FORCE *0 015 / *LARC / *B. SPENCERJR.,G *DMS-DR-2409 
8TPT - *NIC STABILITY AND*' *AND CONTROL INCRE* *.B *LARC *M WARELARC *SEPT , 1981 
803 /*CONTROL CHARACTE * *MENTS DERIVED FRO* *1.2 *-FOOT TRANSON*J UNDERWOOD, JSC* o 
LAiI5 *RISTICS OF A 0.01* *M PREVIOUS TESTS * * *IC PRESSURE TU*B J BURST "0 0 
CR-l6O,842*5 SCALE(REMOTELY * *SUBJECTED TO UNKN* * *NNEL *-DMS * 
*CONTROLLED ELEVON' 	 *OWN BLOCKAGE AND * * * * * 2 
*) MODEL 44-0 SPACe *SHOCK REFLECTION * * * * * a
 
*E SHUTTLE ORBITER* *EFFECTS AND OBTAI* * * * ,
 
*TESTED IN THE NA * *N ADDITIONAL STAB* * * *
 
tSA/LARC 8-FOOT TP* *ILITY AND CONTROL* * * * 
%T (LAII5) *DATA * * * * C 
_ 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF THE NA*ORBITER WING TIP 	*DETERMINE AERODYN*HEAT-TRANS*7 9 *ROCKWELL/ *. W FOUST/RI *DMS-DR-2410Z 

HWTB - 'SA/RI ORBITER WIN*(MODEL 91-0) 	 *AMIC HEATING TO Tt *8 0 'AEDC - *D W.HERSEY *dUNE, 97 
'HE ORBITER WING L* * *HYPERSONIC WIN*J E. VAUGHN * V41B-R3A /*G TIP HEATING TES* 

OH56 *T WITH THE 0 08-S* *EADING EDGE * * *0 TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
CR-151,777*CALE ORBITER WING' 
 * * * * * * 
*MODEL (91-0) IN * * * * * 	 * 
*THE AEDC VKF BHY* * * * * * * 
*PERSONIC WIND T * * * * * * 
*UNNEL (OH56) * t * * * * 	 * 
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* t * * * *
-MODEL COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST t ' CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS 
 *PUBLICATIONS
 




ARC - 'RESULTS OF HEAT T*60-OTS (B62Ci2E5*TO OBTAIN HEAT-TR*HEAT-TRANS* 0.0175/ *ROCKWELL/ *'.W.CUMMINGS, AR*DMS-DR-2412 
3.5HWT - 'RANSFER TESTS ON *2FIOMIGRIBV8WIt6T*ANSFER RATE OISTR* * 5.2- 'ARC - *T OKUNO /RI *VOLUME 01 
234-1 /*THE SPACF SHUTTLE*38S26) *IBUTIONS ON THE S* * 5 2 '3 S-FOOT HYPER*R.R WATANABE/RI *DEC., 1982

IH90 *INTEGRATED VEHIC * 
 *PACE SHUTTLE INTE* * *SONIC WIND TUN*S R. HOULIHAN *
 
CR-i67,38G*LE, UNDER ASCENT * *GRATED VEHICLE DU* 
 * 'NEL *G. W KLUG
 
*CONDITIONS, USING* *RING SIMULATED Fl' * * *-DMs 
 *
 
*THE 0 0175-SCALE * *RST-STAGE CONDITI* ' * 
 *
 
*60-OTS MODEL IN * tONS FOR INTERMEDI* * * 
 *
 
*THE NASA/ARC 3 5-* *ATE FLIGHT ATTITU* * 4 ' 
 *
 
*FOOT HWT (IH-90) *'DES * 
 *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T*60-OTS (B62Ci2E5*TO OBTAIN HEAT-TR*HEAT-TRANS* 0.0175/ *ROCKWELL/ *J.W CUMMINGS. AR*DMS-DR-2412
 
3.SHWT - *RANSFER TESTS ON *2FIOM16RIBVSWii6T*ANSFER RATE DISTR* 
 * 5 2- 'ARC - *T OKUNO /RI *VOLUME 02 
234-1 /*THE SPACE SHUTTLE*38S26) 
 *IBUTIONS ON THE S* * 5 2 *3 E-FOOT HYPER*R.R WATANABE/RI *DEC ., 1982 
IHSO *INTEGRATED VEHIC * *PACE SHUTTLE INTE' * 
 *SONIC WIND TUN*S. R HOULIHAN *
 
CR-167,387*LE, UNDER ASCENT * 
 *GRATED VEHICLE DU* *NEL *G. W kLUG *
 
*CONDITIONS, USING* *RING SIMULATED FIt *-DMS
 




*6O-OTS MODEL IN * *ONS FOR INTERMEDI* * ' '
 
*THE NASA/ARC 3 5-* *ATE FLIGHT ATTITU* 4 4 ' *
 
*FOOT HWT (IH-SO) ' 'DES * *
* 4 *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS B62C9E64W131M16N2*THE OBJECTIVES WE*FORCE 4 0.03/ *NRLAD / *R.H.SPANGLER/RI *DMS-DR-2413 
97SWT - *USING A 0 03 SCAL'BRSV8FD3F9 'RE TO OBTAIN AERO* * 1 55- *ARC *L P LEBLANC/RI *VOLUME 01
 
242-1 /*E MODEL (47-OTS) 'T39S27 *DYNAMIC LOADS ON * * 2 50 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO'S R. HOULIHAN 
 *FEB , 1982 
IA1O5B *OF THE SPACE SHUT* 
 'ALL VEHICLE ELEME* * 'OT SUPERSONIC *G W. KLUG *
 
CR-16O,B58*TLE INTEGRATED VE* *NTS (O.T,S) BY PR* + *WIND TUNNEL (U'-DMS *
 
*HICLE IN THE NASA* *ESSURE INTEGRATIO' * *NITARY) * 
 *
 
*/ARC 9X7 FOOT SUP* *N AND TO MEASURE *' * 4
 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNNt *LOADS DIRECTLY BY* 
 * ' * * 
*EL (IAiOBB) * * *'LOAD INDICATORS * 
 '
 
* *ON THE WING, VERT' * 
 4 * 4 0 Z 
*ICAL TAIL AND ELE* ' 4 4 ' 0 7 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING t TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID *REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS *B62C9E64Wl3M1l6N2-THE OBJECTIVES WE*FORCE * 0.03/ 	'NRLAD I RIH.SPANGLER/RI *DMS-DR-2413 
97SWT - *USING A 0 03 SCAL*BR5V8FDSF9 *RE TO OBTAIN AERO* * 1 55- *ARC *L P LEBLANC/RI *VOLUME 02 
242-1 / E MODEL (47-OTS) *T39S27 *DYNAMIC LOADS ON * * 2 50 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*S R HOULIHAN *FEB , 1982 
IA105B *OF THE SPACE SHUT* *ALL VEHICLE ELEME* * *OT SUPERSONIC *G W KLUG * 
CR-160,859*TLE INTEGRATED VE' *NTS (0,T,S) BY PR* * +WIND TUNNEL (U'-DMS * 
*HICLE IN THE NASA+ *ESSURE INTEGRATIO* * 'NITARY) * 
*/ARC 9X7 FOOT SUP* *N AND TO MEASURE * * * * * 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* *LOADS DIRECTLY BY * * * * 
*EL (IAIOBB) * *LOAD INDICATORS * * * * * 
* * *ON THE WING, VERT* * * * * 
* * *ICAL TAIL AND ELE* * * * * 
* * *VONS * * * * 
AEDC - *CALIBRATION TESTS*B74CIBNiOSPR4PR7P*TD PROVIDE A CALI*FORCE * 0 0/ *NRLAD / *W E WHITE/ARD,INC*DMS-DR-24i4 
PWTI6T - *OF THE SPACE SHU *RBPRI4VTI8VTi9 *BRATION OF THE SI* *0 2 - *ASDC *. AEDC DIVISION *VOLUME 01 
431 /*TTLE AIR DATA SYS*99-O *DE-MOUNTED AIR DA* *1 55 'TRANSONIC PROP*T.J DZIUBALA AND *MAY, 1980 
0A232 'TEM USING A 0 10-* *TA PROBES AND * * *ULSION WIND TU*R.R BURROWS/ RI * 
CR-160.4B4*SCALE ORBITER FOR* *THE NOSE BOOM-MOU* * 'NNEL (PWT-16T)*D W HERSEY * 0 0 
*EBODY MODEL (99-0* *NTED FT PROBE, I * t * *G W KLUG * m 
*) IN THE AEDO IGT* tE DETERMINE LOCA* * *- S *) 6 
'PROPULSION WIND * *L ANGLE OF ATTACK* * * * * 2 
*TUNNEL (0A232) * *, MEASURE PROBE S* * *0 
* * *TATIC PRESSURE ER* * * * * r 
* *ROR, AND DETERMIN* * t * * 
+ * 'E EFFECT OF PROBE* * * * * 
* * *SCALE * * * * * 
* 0 10/ *NRLAD / *W E.WHITE/AROINC*DMS-DR-2414 
PWTIT - *OF THE SPACE SHU *RBPRI4VTI8VTIg *BRATION OF THE SI* *0 2 *AEDC - * AEDC DIVISION *VOLUME 02 
431 /*TTLE AIR DATA SYS'99-0 *DE-MOUNTED AIR DA* *1 55 *TRANSONIC PROP'T .DZIUBALA AND *MAY, 1980 
0A232 	 *TEN USING A 0 10-* 'TA PROBES AND * * 'ULSION WIND TU*R.R BURROWS/ RI * 
*NNEL (PWT-16T)*D W HERSEY * 
AEDC - +CALIBRATION TESTS'B74CI6NIO8PR4PR7P*TO PROVIDE A CALI*FORCE 

CR-160,485*SCALE ORBITER FOR* *THE NOSE BOOM-MOU* * 
*EBODY MODEL (99-0* *NTED FT PROBE, I.* * *G W KLUG * 
*) IN THE AEDC 16T* *E DETERMINE LOCA' * * *-DMS * 
*PROPULSION WIND * *L ANGLE OF ATTACK* * * * 
*TUNNEL (0A232) * *, MEASURE PROBE S* * t * * 
* * *TATIC PRESSURE ER* * * * * 
* * *ROR. AND DETERMIN' * * * 
* * *E EFFECT OF PROBE* * * * 
* * *SCALE * * * * * 
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4 t * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS tSSV 102 ORBITER C'OBTAIN FORCE AND *FORCE 1 0 02 / *ROCKWELL/ *J J DAILEOA/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2415 
SWTA - *USING A 0.02-SCAL*ONFIGURATION MODE*MOMENT DATA TO VE* +2.0 AEDC - *ELL *VOLUME 01 
V4iB-P5A /*E MODEL (105-0) O*L 105-0 *RIFY THE ORBITER * *8.0 *SUPERSONIC WIN*.J.L JORDAN/ARO,IN*JAN., 1980
 
OA208/209 *F THE SPACE SHUTT+ *STABILITY AND CON' * *0 TUNNEL (A) *C *
 
CR-151,784*LE VEHICLE ORBITE* 'TROL'CHARACTERIST* *G G MCDONALD *
 
*R IN THE ARNOLD E* *ICS IN PITCH AND * 
 * *-DMS t
 
*NGINEERING DEVELO* *YAW, AND VERIFY C* 
 *
 
*PMENT CENTER VON * *ONTROL EFFECTIVEN* * '
 
*KARMAN FACILITY S* *ESS AND TRIM LIMI* * ' '
 
*UPERSONIC TUNNEL * 'TS IN THE MACH NU* 
 *
 
*A (0A209) AND HYP* *MBER RANGE FROM 2* 4 * 4 *
 
*ERSONIC TUNNEL B * *TO 8 
 * * 4 *
 
*(0A208/209) * * * * 4 * *
 
AEDC - tRESULTS OF TESTS *SSV 102 ORBITER C*OBTAIN FORCE AND *FORCE '0 02 / *ROCKWELL/ * J.DAILEDA/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2415 
SWTA - *USING A 0.02-SCAL*ONFIGURATION MODEtMOMENT DATA TO VE* '2.0 *AEDC - *ELL *VOLUME 02 
V41A-PSA /*E MODEL (105-0) O'L 105-0 *RIFY THE ORBITER * *8 0 *SUPERSONIC WIN*d.L GRDAN/ARO.INdAN , i9Go 
0A208/209 'F THE SPACE SHUTT* *STABILITY AND CON* * tD TUNNEL (A) -C * 
CR-lSi,785*LE VEHICLE ORBITE* *TROL CHARACTERIST* *G G MCDONALD *
 
*R IN THE ARNOLD E* *ICS IN PITCH AND * * * *-DMS
 
tNGINEERING DEVELO* *YAW, AND VERIFY C* * ' 
 ' *
 
*PMENT CENTER VON I *ONTROL EFFECTIVEN* ' ' * 
 *
 
*KARMAN FACILITY S' *ESS AND TRIM LIMI* 0 0 
*UPERSONIC TUNNEL I 'TS IN THE MACH NU* * ' 
 '
 
*A (0A209) AND HYP* 'MBER RANGE FROM 2' * * . 0 
*ERSONIC TUNNEL B' *TO B 4 4 * 02 
*(OA208/209) * * * 
4+ *4 ;a I-
'0­
am 
-------------------------------------------- ------------ - ------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
 * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID *REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *LBM *TO OBTAIN 6-COMPO*FORCE * 0.004 / *ROCKWELL/ 'N.S. DOUGHERTY, A*DMS-DR-2416 
TWT - *IN THE NASA/MSFC *SSLV *NENT FORCE & MOME* * 6 - *MSFC * C MANSFIELD/RI-*JUNE, 1981 
668 /*14-INCH TRISONIC 'ORBITER *NT DATA OF ELEMEN* *4 96 tTRISONIC WIND *HUNTSVILLE * 
IA603 *WIND TUNNEL ON A *SRB *TS LBM,OSRB FOR * * *TUNNEL *i E. VAUGHN * 
* * *C R. EDWARDS *CR-l60.824* 004 SCALE MODEL * *INTERFACE STRUCTU* 
'(74-OTS) THRUST A* *RES ANALYSIS OF E* * * *-DMS 
*UGMENTED SPACE SH* *T/LBM, O/ET, SRB/* * * * * 
*UTTLE INTEGRATED * *ET & OF TOTAL VEH* * * * * 
*VEHICLE (IA6O3) + *ICLE FOR ASSESSIN* * * * 
* * *G LBM INFLUENCE 0* * * * * 
* * *N SSLV FOREBODY C* * 
* * *EFFS, TO OBTAIN * * * * * 
* * *WING & ELEVON FOR* * * t * 
* * *CE AND MOMENT DAT* * * * * 
* * *A FOR WING STRUCT* * * * * 
* * *URES ANALYSIS * * * * * 
*** * * * * .0 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF AEROTH*93-O FLAT PLATE *TO MEASURE DETAIL*HEAT-TRANS'O 04 , *ROCKWELL/ *,. CLEARY/NASA-AR*DMS-DR-2417
 
3 5HWT - *ERMODYNAMIC HEAT * *ED ELEVON/ELEVON *PRESSURE *0.03 / *ARC - *C, R.B KINGSLAND*JUNE. 1979 0  
235 /*TRANSFER TESTS ON* 'GAP + FUSELAGE/EL' *7 3 '3 5-FOOT HYPER*/RI * 0 
OH58 *A 0.03-SCALE MOD * 'EVON INTERFACE HE* * -SONIC WIND TUN*D W HERSEY * 
CR-l5l,770*EL (93-0) SIMULAT' *ATING DISTRIBUTIO* * 'NEL *M M. MANN * 
*ING THE ELEVON/EL* *N TO VERIFY DESIG' * * *-DMS * ­
*EVON GAP AND ELEV* *N HEATING RATES * * * * g
 
*ON/FUSELAGE INTER* ' ' , ' ' *
 
*FACE REGIONS OF T* * * 
 * * 1' I 
*HE SS ORBITER IN ' * * * * * * 
*THE ARCI-IT * * ** 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *WEDGE SHAPED MDDE*TO OBTAIN THE TEM*HEAT-TRANS*5.0 *ROCKWELL/ *B J. HERRERA/RI *DMS-DR-2418
 
3 SHWT - 'OF A DEVELOPMENT *L TO HOLD DFI GAS*PERATURE RESPONSE* '7.3 *ARC * 
 OCT., 1978
 
227 /*FLIGHT INSTRUMENT*TEMP PROBE *CHARACTERISTICS * * *3.5-FOOT HYPER*
 
IH100 *ATION GAS TEMPERA' 'OF AN EXISTING OF' * 'SONIC WIND TUN* *
 
CR-151,414*TURE PROBE IN THE* *I GAS TEMPERATURE* * *NEL *
 
*AMES RESEARCH CE * *PROBE ' ' ** * 
**NTER 3.5 FT HYPE* * ' * * * 
*RSONIC WIND TUNNE* * ' * * ' * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*SSV OV102 ORBITER*DETERMINE AERODYN*FORCE *0.6 *ROCKWELL/ *R H. MULFINGER, *DMS-DR-2419
 
IGTT - *ESTIGATION TO VER'CONFIGURATION MO *AMIC STABILITY AN* 
 *1.3 *LARC - *'tJLt. DAILEDA/ROC*SEPT.. 1978325 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*DEL 104-0 INSTRUM*D CONTROL CHARACT* 
 *16-FOOT TRANSO*KWELL INTERNATION*

OA27OB/C *ER AERO-CHARACTER*ENTED ELEVONS *ERISTICS AND CONT* 
 * *NIC TUNNEL *AL * 
CR-i15,762*ISTICS AND EXAMIN*SSV OV102 ORBITER*ROL SURFACE HINGE* 
 * * *E PUTNAM, W. COM*
'E TRANSONIC BLOCK'CONFIGURATION MO -MOMENTS ON THE 0 * 
 *PTON/LARC * 
*AGE AND SHOCK REF*DEL 105-0 RIGID F'V102 CONFIGURATIO* * * *G G. MCDONALD * 
'LECTION EFFECTS U*ORCE MODEL *N * * * *-DMS * 
*TILIZING 02-SCAL* ** * * * 
*E HI-FIDELITY MOD* * ** * * 
+ELS 104-0 AND lOS* * * * * * 
*-0 IN THE LANGLEY* * ** * * 
*RESEARCH CENTER 1* * * * * * * 
'6-FT. TRANSONIC W* 
 * 
 * * 




* * * ' * ' * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *MODEL 83-0 LINES*DETERMINE DETAIL *HEAT-TRANS* 0.04 'ROCKWELL/- *P L LAMOINE/RI *OMS-DR-2420
HWTB - *ON A 0.04-SCALE S*VL7O-O00t40C *HEAtING RCC-RSI I* 
 '7 88 - 'AEDC - *J. E VAUGHN *NOV , 1982 
V41B-V2A /+PACE SHUTTLE ORBIt 
-NTERFACE AREA ON ' '8 0 'HYPERSONIC WIN*G R LUTZ * 
OHIO3A *TER FOREBODY MODE' *LOWER FUSELAGE * * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS
 
CR-167,385*L (83-0) IN THE A' *AND OBTAIN RCS NO' 
 * * * 
*EDOC VKF HYPERSONI* *ZZLE HEATING 
 ' ' ' * oQ 0 
*C WIND TUNNEL 'B''* * *
 
'TO OBTAIN AERODY * *-* * 
*NAMIC HEATING DIS* ' ' * * * g
 
*TRIBUTION ON LOWE* ' ' * * ' ' 
*R FUSELAGEANDRC* 0
 
*S NOZZLE AREAS(0* * *
 
'HIO3A) * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * 
ARC - *CALIBRATION TESTS*99-O *THE OBJECTIVES OF*FORCE * 0.10/ *ROCKWELL/ *J.GAWIENOWSKI, W *DMS-DR-2421 
97SWT - *OF THE SPACE SHU *B74CI6NlOBPR7PR8P*THESE TESTS WERE * * 1 6- 'ARC - *ANDERSON/ ARC *VOLUME 01 
282-1 /*TTLE ORBITER AIR *RI4VTIBVTI9 *TO DETERMINE AIR * t 3 5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*R R BURROWS, W.R *DEC , 1980 
87SWT - *DATA SYSTEM USING* *DATA SYSTEM PROB * + *OT SUPERSONIC *CARLSON/ RI * 
OA25IB/C 'A 0. 10-SCALE ORB * +E PITOT AND STATI' * *WIND TUNNEL (UJD W HERSEY * 
+ 

* *NITARY) *G. W KLUG * 
*EL (99 0) IN THE * *, THE EFFECT OF P* * *S-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS * 
*NASA AMES RESEARC* *ROBE SCALE ON ETA* * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
*H CENTER 9 X 7 AN* 'TIC PRESSURE CALl* * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*D 8 X 7-FOOT LEGS* 'BRATION; CALCULAT* * *NITARY) * * 
'OF THE UNITARY P ' *E ANGLE-CF-ATTACK* * * * * 
*LAN WIND TUNNEL (* 'SENSOR, EVALUATE * * * * * 
*OA2SIB AND C) * * ' ' * 
CR-160.495*ITER FOREBODY MOD* *C PRESSURE ERRORS
 
'TWO 'FLUSH PORT' 
* * *ALTERNATE AIR DAT* ' ' ' 
* * *A SYSTEMS ' * * * 
*THE OBJECTIVES OF*FORCE ' 0.10/ *ROCKWELL/ *J.GAWIENOWSKI, W *DMS-DR-2421 
97SWT - 'OF THE SPACE SHU *B74CiGNOBPP7PRSP*THESE TESTS WERE * * I 6- *ARC - *ANERSON/ ARC 
ARC - *CALIBRATION TESTS'99-O 

*VOLUME 02 
282-i /*TTLE ORBITER AIR *Ri4VTiBVTI *TO DETERMINE AIR * * 3 5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*R R.BURROWS, W R *DEC i9Bo 
87SWT - *DATA SYSTEM USING* *DATA SYSTEM PROB * *OT SUPERSONIC *CARLSON/ RI * 
OA25IB/C *A O.iO-SCALE ORB * *E PITOT AND STATI* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*D W HERSEY 
CR-160,496*ITER FOREBODY MOD' 'C PRESSURE ERRORS* * *NITARY) *G W KLUG 
*EL (99.0) IN THE * *, THE EFFECT OF P* * *B-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS * 
*NASA AMES RESEARC' *ROBE SCALE ON ETA* * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
*H CENTER 9 X 7 AN* *TIC PRESSURE CALI* * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * o o 
*D B X 7-FOOT LEGS* *BRATION; CALCULAT' * *NITARY) * * 
*OF THE UNITARY P ' *E ANGLE-OF-ATTACK* * + 
* 
*LAN WIND TUNNEL (* 'SENSOR; EVALUATE * * * * o0 
*OA25IB AND C) * *TWO 'FLUSH PORT' * ' ' * 
** 
* *ALTERNATE AIR DAT* 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * t CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE t TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF THIN S*30/lO/40-DEGREE C*TO DETERMINE THE *HEAT-TRANS*3 0 *MMC 
 / *HARRY R CARROLL/*DMS-DR-2422

SWTA - *KIN THERMOCOUPLE *ONE OGIVE *CHANGE IN HEATING* *5.5 *AEDC *MMC *APRIL, 1979
 
V4IA-20 /*TESTS CONDUCTED I* *,IF ANY DUE TO TH* * *SUPERSONIC WIN*J. E VAUGHN *
 
FH15 *N THE AEOC VKF TU* 'E SMALL CHANGE IN' * *0 TUNNEL (A) *C. R EDWARDS *
 
CR-iBi,767*NNEL A TO DETERMI* *THE NOSE SPIKE C 

^ 
* * * *-DMS *
 
*NE HEAT TRANSFER * *ONFIGURATION + T* * * *
 
*RATES ON A .0275 * *0 MEASURE INTERFE* * 
 * * 
 *
 
*SCALE SSV ET FORE* *RENCE HEATING ON * * * 
 * 
*BODY (FHIS) * *THE SURFACE AROUN* * * * 
* * *D THE FORWARD FAI* * * * *
 
* * *RINGTRAYS.GOX LI* * * * 
 *
 
* * NES + BRACKETS WI* * * * *
 
* * *TH + WITHOUT THES* * * * 
 *
 
* * *E PROTUBERANCES * 
 * * * *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF 
THIN S*30,tO,40 DEGREES *DETERMINE THE CHA*HEAT-TRANS* *MMC / *HARRY R. CARROLL/*DMS-DR-2423

3.SHWT - *KIN THERMOCOUPLE *CONICAL SPIKE FOR*NGE IN HEATING DU* 
 * *ARC *MMC *JAN * 1980 
237 /-TESTS CONDUCTED I*ET 'E TO THE CHANGE F* *'3 5-FOOT HYPER*dACK d. BROWNSON/'

FH16 *N THE NASA/ARC ' *ROM 10.40 DEG CON* 
 *
'SONIC WIND TUN'ARC *
 
CR-151.7683 5 FT HYPERSONI* 
 *AL SPIKE TO A 30.' * *NEL *C R EDWARDS *
 
*C WIND TUNNEL TO * '10.40 DEGREES CON'* *'DMS A
 
*DETERMINE HEAT TR* *ICAL SPIKE ' ' 
 ' 0 

*ANSFER RATES ON A* *TO MEASURE INTERF* * A­
*.0275 SCALE SSV * 
 *ERENCE HEATING ON* * A ' '
 
*ET FOREBODY(FH16)* *THE SURFACE AROU ' * * * 
 * 0 Z
 
* A-*ND THE FORWARD A A ' ' 0
 
*FAIRING, TRAYS, G* ' * A '
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* * * * +MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * + CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
 + TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE ' TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS *BG2C9EG4F9MIBRSVS'DETERMINE THE EFF*FORCE *0 6 - *ROCKWELL/ *S R. HOULIHAN/RO*DMS-DR-2424 
11,97,87- *ON THE EFFECTS OF*WI31NII2FDBN28 *ECT OF AEROELASTI* +2 5 *ARC - *CKWELL INTERNATIO*VOLUME 01 
*CITY OF THE ORBIT* * 'Il-FOOT, 9-FOO*NAL *OCT , 1980289-1 /'AEROELASTICITY 0 

97SWT - *F THE SPACE SHUTT* *ER VERTICAL TAIL * * *T, 8-FOOT, UNI*M M MANN *
 
OAI26A,B,C*LE ORBITER VERTIC* 'ON THE LATERAL DE* * *
'TARY WIND TUNN*-DMS 
CR-160.B06*AL TAIL USING A 0* *RECTIONAL STABILI* * *EL * * 
* 03-SCALE MODEL (' *TY, RUDDER CONTRO* *9-FOOT BY 7-FO* * 
*47-0) IN THE NASA* *L CHARACTERISTICS* * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
*AMES UNITARY WIN * *AND TAIL LOADS 0 * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*0 TUNNELS (OAi26A* *F THE ORBITER * * *NITARY) * * 
*/B) * *.* +* * * *I  * 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS *E62C9E64F9MI6RBV8*DETERMINE THE EFF*FORCE *0.6 - ROCKWELL/ *S R HOULIHAN/RO*DMS-DR-2424 
11,97,87- *ON THE EFFECTS OF*WI31NI12FD3N28 'ECT OF AEROELASTI* *2 5 +ARC - 'CKWELL INTERNATIO*VOLUME 02 
*CITY OF THE ORBIT* * *Il-FOOT, 9-FOOtNAL *OCT , 1980289-1 /*AEROELASTICITY 0 * 

97SWT - *F THE SPACE SHUTT* *ER VERTICAL TAIL * *T, 8-FOOT, UNI*M M MANN *
 
OAI26A,B,C*LE ORBITER VERTIC* 'ON THE LATERAL DI* * *TARY WIND TUNN*-DMS *
 
CR-160,507*AL TAIL USING A 0* *RECTIONAL STABILI* * *EL * * 
* 03-SCALE MODEL (* *TY, RUDDER CONTRD* * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO* *
 
'47-0) IN THE NASA- 'L CHARACTERISTICS* * *OT SUPERSONIC *
 
*AMES UNITARY WIN * *AND TAIL LOADS 0 * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* *
 
'D TUNNELS (OAI26A* *F THE ORBITER * 'NITARY) * * 
*/B) * * ' * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *SSV 102 ORBITER C'DETERMINE EFFECT 'FORCE * 0 03 / *ROCKWELL/ *S R. HOULIHAN/RO*DMS-DR-2424 
11,97,87- *ON THE EFFECTS OFtONFIGURATION 47-0.OF AEROELASTICITY* *0 6 - *ARC - *CKWELL *VOLUME 03 
289-I /'AEROELASTICITY U * *OF ORBITER VERTI * *3.5 *i-FOOT, 9-FO*W. ANDERSON/ARC *OCT . 1980 
OA126A,B,C*F THE SPACE SHUTT* *CAL TAIL ON LATER * *T, B-FOOT, UNI*D W HERSEY 
CR-160,508*LE ORBITER VERTIC* *AL DIRECTIONAL ST' * 'TARY WIND TUNN*G G. MCDONALD * 
'AL TAIL USING A 0* *ABILITY, RUDDER C* +'EL *-DMS * o o*
***ONTROL CHARACTERIt

' 03-SCALE MODEL (' 
*47-0) IN THE NASA* 'STICS AND TAIL LO* * '
 
*AMES UNITARY WIN * *ADS OF THE ORBITE' ' ' *
 
'0 TUNNELS (OAI26A* *R VEHICLE. THREE ' * ' ' *
 
*BC) * *TAILS (RIGID, PRE* * * ' ' 0 r"
 
* *'*SSURE INSTRUMENTE* ' * ' r
 
* * *D, AND ELASTIC) W' * * * * 
* * *ERE USED ' ' ' ' * 
* * * ** ' ' 
WIND TUNNEL TEST / DMS DATA PROCESSING 	 3i2
 
* 	 * * * *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
* TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE 	 * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
LARC - *A WIND TUNNEL STU*I140A/B 	ORBITER *TO DETERMINE APPL*FORCE * 0 0004 / *LARC / *H. W CARLSON + R*DMS-OR-2426 
UPWT - *DY OF THE APPLICA' *ICABILITY OF FAR-'* *2 8 - *LARC *. J MACK/LARC *JUNE, 1978 
1207 LG2 /*BILITY OF FAR-FIE* *FIELD SONIC-BOOM * *4.14 *UNITARY PLAN W*J. W. BALL 
LA124 *LD SONIC-BOOM THE* *THEORY TO THE SPA* * *IND TUNNEL *G G. MCDONALD * 
TM-X *DRY TO THE SPACE * *CE SHUTTLE ORBITE* * * *-DMS
 
TP1i86 -SHUTTLE ORBITER * *R * * * 
 * 
LERC - *WIND TUNNEL TESTS*84-OTS- .035 SCAL*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE ' 035 / *ROCKWELL/ *P R. CARROL/RI, W*DMS-DR-2428 
IOSWT - *OF THE 0.035-SCA *E MODEL OF THE IN*E DATA IN THE VIC* *2 5 *LERC - * GERSTENMAIERVNA*VOLUME 01 
045 /*LE INTEGRATED SPA*TEGRATED SPACE SH*INITY OF PROTUBER* *3 5 *10 BY 10-FOOT *SA *FEB * I98 
IHII *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL*UTTLE VEHICLE *ANCES AND CONNECT* * *SUPERSONIC WIN*S. R. HOULIHAN * 
CR-t60,523*E 84-OTS IN THE N* *ING HARDWARE ON T* * *D TUNNEL *G W. KLUG * 
*ASA/LEWIS 10 X 10' 'HE ORBITER,EXTERN'* *-DMS
 
*-FOOT SUPERSONIC * *AL TANK AND SOLID* * * * *
 
*WIND TUNNEL (IHI* 'ROCKET BOOSTER I * * 
 ' ' * 
'1) ' *N ORDER TO DETERM* * ' * 
* * *INE AERODYNAMIC H* * * ' * 
* *EATING RATES IN T* * * * * 
* * *HES E* * * * * 
LERC - 'WIND TUNNEL TESTS*84-OTS- .035 SCAL*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRESSURE ' .035 / *ROCKWELL/ *P.R CARROL/RI, W*DMS-DR-2428 
IOSWT - *OF THE 0 035-SCA *E MODEL OF THE IN-E DAFA IN THE VIC* *2.5 *LERC - *. GERSTENMAIER/NA*VOLUME 02 
045 /'LE INTEGRATED SPA*TEGRATED SPACE SH4INI1Y OF PROTUBER* '3 5 *10 BY 10-FOOT *SA *FEB 1981 
IHII *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL*UTTLE VEHICLE *ANCES AND CONNECT' * *SUPERSONIC WIN*S. R HOULIHAN * 
CR-160,524*E 84-OTS IN THE N* *ING HARDWARE ON T' * *D TUNNEL *G W KLUG * 
*ASA/LEWIS to X 10* *HE ORBITER.EXTERN* ' * *-DMS * 
*-FOOT SUPERSONIC * *AL TANK AND SOLID* * * * 
*WIND TUNNEL (IHI* *ROCKET BOOSTER I * ' * *
 
*1) * *N ORDER TO DETERM* , 
 a
* * 	 *INE AERODYNAMIC H* 
* 	 t *EATING RATES IN T* ' * * * 
*HESE AREAS * * 
* * ' *' 	 * * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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S * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 

ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
LERC - *WIND TUNNEL TESTS*84-OTS- 035 SCAL*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR+PRESSURE * 035 / *ROCKWELL/ *P.R CARROL/RI, W*DMS-DR-2428 
IOSWT - *OF THE 0.035-SCA 'E MODEL OF THE IN*E DATA IN THE VIC* *2 5 *LERC - * GERSTENMAIER/NA*VOLUME 03 
045 /*LE INTEGRATED SPA*TEGRATED SPACE SH*INITY OF PROTUBER* '3.5 *10 BY 10-FOOT *SA *FEB., 1981 
* IHII *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL*UTTLE VEHICLE *ANCES AND CONNECT* * *SUPERSONIC WIN*S R. HOULIHAN 
*D TUNNEL *G W. KLUG
CR-t6O,525 E 84-OTS IN THE N* *ING HARDWARE ON T * 

*ASA/LEWIS 10 X iO* *HE ORBITER,EXTERN* * * *-DMS * 
*-FOOT SUPERSONIC * *AL TANK AND SOLID* * * * * 
-WIND TUNNEL (IHi* 'ROCKET BOOSTER I * * * * * 
*1) * *N ORDER TO DETERM* * 
* *INE AERODYNAMIC H* t * * 
* *EATING RATES IN T* * * * * 
* * *HESE AREAS ' * 
LERC - 'WIND TUNNEL TESTS*84-OTS- .035 SCAL*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE * 035 / *ROCKWELL/ *P R CARROL/RI. W*DMS-DR-2428 
IOSWT - -OF THE 0.035-SCA 'E MODEL OF THE IN*E DATA IN THE VIC* *2 5 *LERC - * GERSTENMAIER/NA*VOLUME 04 
10 FOOT *SA *FEB , 1981045 /*LE INTEGRATED SPA*TEGRATED SPACE SH*INITY OF PROTUBER* '3.5 *10 BY 
IHiu *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL*UTTLE VEHICLE *ANCES AND CONNECT* * *SUPERSONIC WIN*S R. HOULIHAN ' 
*D TUNNEL *G W KLUG * CR-160,525*E 84-OTS IN THE N* *ING HARDWARE ON T * 

*ASA/LEWIS 10 X 10' *HE ORSITER.EXTERN' *-DMS ' 0 0 
*-FOOT SUPERSONIC * *AL TANK AND SOLID* * * * * ;a­
*WIND TUNNEL (IHI* -ROCKET BOOSTER I * -0 
' *i) * ' 0'NORDER TO DETERM* * 
* *INE AERODYNAMIC H* ' ' * * o 
. 
* * 'HESE AREAS ' 
* EATING RATES IN T* * * 
ARC - *THIN SKIN HEAT TR*OT FLAT PLATE *THE PURPOSE OF TH*HEAT-TRANS*O 04 *ROCKWELL/ *J.W. CUMMINGS /RI*DMS-DR-2429 > 
- *A F OKUNO /ARC *APRIL, 1982r3.5HWT - *ANSFER TESTS OF A*BOTS *IS TEST WAS TO OB* 5 3 *ARC 

*3.5-FOOT HYPER*S. R. HOULIHAN ' 239 /*SIMULATED SPACE ' *TAIN AERODYNAMIC ' *5.3 
IH5IB *SHUTTLE 0 04 SCAL* *INTERFERENCE HEAT' * *SONIC WIND TUN'G W KLUG *­
' 'NEL *-DMS * CR-167.353-E SOLID ROCKET BO 'ING DATA ON THE E* 

*OSTER/ET MODEL (5* *T AND SRB IN THE * ' * * * 
*8-TS) IN THE NASA* *PROXIMITY OF THE * * * * * 
'/ARC 3 5 FOOT HYP' *FORWARD ET/SRB AT* ' I ' * 
'ERSONIC WIND TUNN* *TACHMENT AND ON T* * ' '
 
'EL (IHSIB) * *HE ATTACH STRUCTU* * * ' *
 
, * *RE *
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* * * * *MODEL * 4 COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST 4 TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 4 TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




LARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*0V102(MODEL 39-O)*VERIFICATION OF L*FORCE *0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *R.H MULFINGER/RI *DMS-DR-2430
 
16TT - *ESTIGATION TO VER* *ONGITUDINAL AND L* '1.3 
 *LARC - *S. R HOULIHAN *VOLUME 01 
326 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT* *ATERAL/DIRECTIONA* * *16-FOOT TRANSO*M M MANN *MARCH, 1981 
OA270A *ER AERO-CHARACTER* *L FORCE AND 4 'NIC TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-160,8i7*ISTICS AND EXAMIN* *MOMENT CHARACTERI* * * * *
 
*E TRANSONIC BLOCK* *STICS, CONTROL SU* * * 
 * *
 
*AGE AND SHOCK REF* *RFACE EFFECTIVENE* * * * 
 *
 
'LECTION EFFECTS * *SS AND HINGE * 4 * *
 
*UTILIZING AN .05-* *MOMENTS AND EXAMI* * 
 * *
 
'SCALE HI-FIDELITY* 'NE THE EFFECT OF * + * * 
 *
 
*REMOTE CONTROL M * *TUNNEL BLOCKAGE A* * * *
 
*ODEL(39-O) IN THE* *ND SHOCK REFLECT-* 4 * * *
 
*LANGLEY RESEARCH * *IONS ON THESE CHA* * * 4 4
 
*CENTER 16-FT TRA* *RACTERISTICS 4 * 4 * 
 *
 
*NSONIC WIND TUNNE* * 4 4 4 
 4 *
 
*L OA270A 4 4 
 4 4 4 * 4
 
LARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*OVIO2(MODEL 39-O)*VERIFICATION OF L*FORCE *0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *R H.MULFINGER/RI *DMS-DR-2430 
IBTT - *ESTIGATION TO VER* *ONGITUDINAL AND L* *1 3 *LARC - *S R. HOULIHAN *VOLUME 02
 
326 I'IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT* *ATERAL/DIRECTIONA* * *16-FOOT TRANSO*M M MANN *MARCH, 1981
 
OA270A 'ER AERO-CHARACTER' *L FORCE AND * 'NIC TUNNEL *-DMS
 
CR-160,8l8*ISTICS AND EXAMIN* *MOMENT CHARACTERI* * * 4
 
*E TRANSONIC BLOCK* *STICS. CONTROL SU* 4 * *
 
*AGE AND SHOCK REF* *RFACE EFFECTIVENE* * 4 
 * 4 
*LECTION EFFECTS * *SS AND HINGE * ' * * * 0 
*UTILIZING AN 05-* *MOMENTS AND EXAMI* 4 * a 
*SCALE HI-FIDELITY* *NE THE EFFECT OF * * ' - a 
*REMOTE CONTROL M * *TUNNEL BLOCKAGE A* * 4 * * 0z 
*ODEL(39-O) IN THE* *ND SHOCK REFLECT-* 4 * * 7x 
,* * 

*CENTER 16-FT TRA* *RACTERISTICS ' ' *0
 
*NSONIC WIND TUNNE* ' ' ' 

*LANGLEY RESEARCH * dIONS ON THESE CHA* 

* 
*LOA270A 4 ' ' * * * 
4 * * *4 4M 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * 'MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST t TYPE OF * 
 SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*OV102(MGOEL 39-0)*VERIFICATION OF L*FORCE *0 6 *ROCKWELL/ *R H.MULFINGER/RI *DMS-DR-2430 
16TT - 'ESTIGATION TO VER* *ONGITUDINAL AND L* -I 3 *LARC - *S R HOULIHAN *VOLUME 03 
326 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT* *ATERAL/UIRECTIONAt * *I6-FOOT TRANSO'M M. MANN *MARCH, 1981 
OA270A *ER AERO-CHARACTER* tL FORCE AND * *NIC TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-160,819*ISTICS AND EXAMIN* *MOMENT CHARACTERI* * * 
*E TRANSONIC BLOCK' *STICS, CONTROL SU* * * * * 
*AGE AND SHOCK REF tRFACE EFFECTIVENE* * * * 
*LECTION EFFECTS * *SS AND HINGE * * * * 
*UTILIZING AN 05-* *MOMENTS AND EXAMI* * * * * 
*SCALE HI-FIDELITY* *NE THE EFFECT OF * * A * 
,REMOTE CONTROL M * *TUNNEL BLOCKAGE At * * * *
 
*ODEL(39-O) IN THE* *ND SHOCK REFLECT-* * t *
 
*LANGLEY RESEARCH * *IONS ON THESE CHA* * * *
 
*CENTER 16-FT. TRA* *RACTERISTICS * t * * 
'NSONIC WIND TUNNE* * * * * * * 
*L OA270A * * * * * * 
AEOC - *TEST RESULTS FROM'OTS-T38S26B62Ci2M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT*HEAT-TRANS* 0 O17s / *ROCKWELL/ *U W CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431 
SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL *16WII6E52V8R18FiO*IVE HEAT-TRANSFER* t3.0j - *AEOC - *K W NUTT/AEOC-VKF*VGLUME 01 
V41A-W5 /*INTERNATIONAL SP *OT-T38BG2CI2MI6Wl*-RATE DISTRIBUTIO* +4.02 +SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH *APRIL, 1980 
IH85 *ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*I6EB2VSRI8FIO *NS ON THE SPACE S* * tD TUNNEL (A) * E. VAUGHN * 
CR-151,793*RATED VEHICLE TES* *HUTTLE INTEGRATED* * * *G W. KLUG * 
*T USING A 0.0175-* 'VEHICLE DURING S * * * *DMS *
 
*SCALE MODEL (60-0* *IMULATED FIRST AN* + *
 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN * * SECOND STAGE CO* * * * * 0 0
 
* * * ;a,
*THE AEDC-VKF TUNN* *NDITIONS OF THE F* 

*EL A (IHSB) * *LIGHT PROFILE * * * "u.510*
* * * * * * * * O: 
AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FROM*DTS-T38S26B62C12M*T OBTAIN CONVECT*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *U W CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431 0 3 
SWTA - 'THE NASA/ROCKELL *16WIIOES2VSR18FIO'IVE HEAT-TRANSFER' '3 01 - *AEOC - 'K.W.NUTT/AEDC-VKF*VOLUME 02 X r, 
V41A-W5 /*INTERNATIONAL SP *OT-T38B62C12M16W1*-RATE DISTRIBUTIO* '4 02 'SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH *APRIL, 1980o 
*NS ON THE SPACE S* ' *D TUNNEL (A) * E. VAUGHN * m IH85 *ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*16E52VBRIBFIO 

CR-15i.794*RATED VEHICLE TES* *HUTTLE INTEGRATED* * * *G W HLUG * 0 
*T USING A 0 0175-* *VEHICLE DURING S * * *'-DMS * nm 
*SCALE MODEL (60-0' tIMULATED FIRST AN' ' ' * 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN + *0 SECOND STAGE CG* * * 
*THE AEDC-VKF TUNN* *NDITIONS OF THE F* * t * * 
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* * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID ' REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * 
AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FRDM*BTS-T38S26B62Ci2M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 / *tOCKWELL/ *j W.CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431
 
SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL *I6WIiGE52VBRt8FIO*IVE HEAT-TRANSFER* '3 01 - *AEDC - *K.W.NUTT/AEDC-VKF*VOLUME 03 
V41A-W5 /*INTERNATIONAL SP *OT-T38B62Ct2M6W1*-RATE DISTRIBUTIO* *4 02 *SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH *APRIL, 1980 
IBB *ACE SHUTTLE INTEG'IE52V8R1iFIO *NS ON THE SPACE 5" * *f TUNNEL (A) *J. E. VAUGHN * 
CR-151,795*RATED VEHICLE TES* *HUTTLE INTEGRATED* * * *G W. KLUG * 
*T USING A 0 0175-* *VEHICLE DURING S * * *-DMS * 
*SCALE MODEL (60-0* *IMULATED FIRST AN' * * * 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN * *D SECOND STAGE CD* * * * * 
*THE AEDC-VKF TUNN* *NDITIONS OF THE F* * * * * 
*EL A (IH85) * *LIGHT PROFILE * * * * * 
AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FROM'OTS-T38S26B62Ci2M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT*HEAT-TRANS* 0.0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *d.W CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431 
SWTA - 'THE NASA/ROCKELL 'fGWlIOE52V8RISFIO*IVE HEAT-TRANSFER* *3.01 - 'AEDC - *K W NUTT/AEDC-VKF*VOLUME 04 
V4IA-W5 /*INTERNATIONAL SP *OT-T38B62C12M16Wi*-RATE DISTRIBUTIO* *4 02 *SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH *APRIL, 1980 
IH85 *ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*IGEB2VBRiBFiO *NS ON THE SPACE S * * TUNNEL (A) *0 E. VAUGHN * 
CR-15l,796*RATED VEHICLE TES* *HUTTLE INTEGRATED* * * *G W. KLUG * 
*T USING A 0 0175-* *VEHICLE DURING S * * * *-DMS * 
*SCALE MODEL (60-0* *IMULATED FIRST AN* * * * 
ITS) CONDUCTED IN * *D SECOND STAGE CO* * * * * 
*TtIE AEDC-VKF TUNN' *NDITIONS OF THE F* * * * * 
*EL A (IHB5) 'LIGHT* PROFILE * * + * * 
AEDOC - *TEST RESULTS FROM*OTS-T38S26B62Ci2M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *'J.WCUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431 
SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL *t6WII6E52V8Ri8FIO*IVE HEAT-TRANSFER* *3 01 - *AEDC - *K W.NUTT/AEDC-VKF*VOLUME 05 
V41A-W5 /*INTERNATIONAL SP *GT-TS8B62CI2MI6WI*-RATE DISTRIBUTIO* *4 02 *SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH *MAY, 1980 
IH85 *ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*IGES2VBRIBFiO NS ON THE SPACE S* * #D TUNNEL (A) '0 E. VAUGHN * 
CR-l5l,797*RATED VEHICLE TES* *HUTTLE INTEGRATED* * * *G. W KLUG * 
*T USING A 0 0175-* *VEHICLE DURING S * * * *-DMS * 
-SCALE MODEL (60-0* *IMULATED FIRST AN* * * * *
 
'TS) CONDUCTED IN * *D SECOND STAGE CO* * * * * '00
 
*THE AEDC-VKF TUNN* *NDITIONS or THE F* * * * , 
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* *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST 	 +. CONFIGURATIONS * 
* TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID t REPORT TITLE + TESTED * PURPOSE 
*J W CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431
AEDOC - *TEST RESULTS FROM*OTS-T38S26B62C12M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ 

SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL tI6WIIGE52VBR1BFIO*IVE HEAT-TRANSFER* *3 01 - *AEDC - *K.W NUTT/AEDC-VKFVOLUME 06
 
*MAY, 1980
V41A-WS /*INTERNATIONAL SP tOT-T38B62CI2MI6WIt-RATE DISTRIBUTIO* *4 02 	 *SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH 

* IHB +ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*I6EB2VSRI8FiO tNS ON THE SPACE S* * 	 *D TUNNEL (A) *d E VAUGHN 
.4G W KLUG * CR-151,798'RATEO VEHtCLE TES- *HUTTLE INTEGRATED* 

*T USING A 0.0175-* *VEHICLE DURING S * * * *-DMS *
 
*SCALE MODEL (60-0* *IMULATED FIRST AN+ * * * * 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN * -0 SECOND STAGE CO* * * * * 
*THE AEDC-VKF TUNN* *NDITIONS OF THE F* * * * 
**EL A (IHBS5) * 	 *LIGHT PROFILE * * * * 
AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FROM*OTS-T38S26B62Ci2M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 / 	 *ROCKWELL/ *0 W.CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431 
*3 01 - *AEDC - *K W.NUTT/AEDC-VKF*VOLUME 07SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL *16WI16E52VBRIBFIO*IVE HEAT-TRANSFER* 

V41A-W5 /*INTERNATIONAL SP *OT-T38B62CI2MI6WI*RATE DISTRIBUTIO* *4 02 *SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH *MAY. 1980
 
IH85 *AGE SHUTTLE INTEG*16ES2VBRIBFl0 
 *NS ON THE SPACE S* * *D TUNNEL (A) *0 E VAUGHN *
 
CR-151,799*RATED VEHICLE TES* *HUTTLE INTEGRATED* * * *G W KLUG *
 
*T USING A 0 0175-* *VEHICLE'DURING S * * * *-DMS * 
-SCALE MODEL (60-0* *IMULATED FIRST AN* * * * * 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN * *D SECOND STAGE CO* + * * * 
*THE AEOC-VKF TUNN* *NDITIONS OF THE F* * * * * 
-EL A (IH8B) * *LIGHT PROFILE * * * * * 
*ROCKWELL/ *d.W CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431

.AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FROM*OTS-TS8S26B62Ci2M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT*HEAT-TRANS* 0.0175 / 
*3 01 - *AEOC - *K W NUTT/AEDC-VKF*VOLUME 08SWTA - *THE NASA/RDCKELL *I6WII6ES2V8Rt8FtO*IVE HEAT-TRANSFER* 

V41A-W5 /*INTERNATIONAL SP *OT-T38B62Ct2M16W1*-RATE DISTRIBUTIO* *4 02 *SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH *APRIL, 1980
 t 





CR-l5i,800*RATED VEHICLE TES* *HUTTLE INTEGRATED* 

*T USING A 0.0175-* *VEHICLE DURING S * * *-DMS *
 
*SCALE MODEL (60-0* *IMULATED FIRST AN* * * * *
 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN * *D SECOND STAGE CO* * .4 * 0 0
 
*THE AEDC-VKF TUNN* *NDITIONS OF THE F* * * 
 * 
*EL A (IH85) * *LIGHT PROFILE * * * * *4 
4 * * 4 * *4 *4 *02 
0o 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * *'MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *INVESTIGATION OF *GVI02 (105-0) 'TO OBTAIN LATERAL'FORCE ' 0 02/ *LARC / *W PELHAM PHILLIPS*OMS-DR-2432 
UPWT - *LONGITUDINAL AND * *-DIRECTIONAL AERU* * *LARC */NASA-LARC *OCT., 19S1 
W BALL * 1243 /,LATERAL-DIRECTION* *DYNAMIC CHARACTER* * 'UNITARY PLAN W*J 
*IND TUNNEL *G W. KLUG
LA125 *AL AERODYNAMIC CH* *ISTICS OF THE ORB* * 
* *-DMS * *ITER OVER THE MAC*
CR-160,845*ARACTERISTICS FOR' 
'A 2 PERCENT (MOO * *H RANGE 2 5 T0 4 * * * * 
*EL 105-0) SPACE S* *5 * * * * 
•HUTTLE ORBITER (V* * * * * * * 
'EHICLE 102) IN TH* * * * t * * 
'E LARC UPWT AT MA* * * * * 
*CiH NUMBERS FROM 2' * * * t * 
*.5 TO 4 5 (LA125)* * * * * * 
- *RESULTS OF TESTS *0.02 SCALE ORBITE*OSTAIN FORCE AND *FORCE '13 1 - *ROCKWELL/ * J. DAILEDA/ROC*DMS-DR-2433NSWC 
1310 /*USING A 0 020-SCA*R VEHICLE 102 (MO*MOMENT DATA AT FU* *13 5 *NSWC - *KWELL INTERNATION*OCT., 1978 
OAi7I *LE MODEL (105-0) *DEL lOS-O), MODIF*LL SCALE FLIGHT T* * *'AL
 
CR-I5i.764*OF THE SPACE SHUT*IED MODEL 89-0 *RAJECTORY REYNOLD* * * *W C. WOODS, G. C* 
'TLE VEHICLE ORBIT* *S NUMBER AT A MA' *. ASHBY, OR /LARC* 
'ER IN THE NAVAL St 'CH NUMBER OF 14 A* * * *D W.HERSEY 
*URFACE WEAPONS CE* 'NO TO EXPAND THE * 1' *G G. MCDONALD * 
'NTER HYPERVELOCIT* *CURRENT DATA BASE'* *-DMS 
'Y TUNNEL 9 (OAI71* *ABOVE MACH 10 BUT* ' * ' 
)* *BELOW THE FLIGHT * * * * * 
* * *CONDITIONS WHERE * * * 
* ' *ONSET OF VISCOUS * * * * * 
* t *INTERACIONS OCCUR* * * 
* ** *S. * * , ** * 
'RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER (47.0) OV*TO DETERMINE AERO*FORCE * o 03/ *ROCKWELL/ *R.S SPANGLER/RI *DMS-DR-24341AEDC -

PWTI6T - *ON THE EFFECTS OF*102 WITH RIGID AN*ELASTIC EFFECTS 0' *0.8 - *AEDC - S R HOULIHAN/RI *DEC , 197 
507 /*AEROELASTICITY 0 *D FLEXIBLE TAIL *F THE ORBITER VER* *1.55 *TRANSONIC PROP*D W HERSEY * 

OAi29 *F THE SPACE SHUTT* *TICAL TAIL ON THE' * *ULSION WIND TU*G. W, KLUG *
 
*LATERAL-DIRECTIO * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*-DMS
CR-15l.782*LE ORBITER VERTIC* 

'AL TAIL USING A 0* *NAL STABILITY, RU* * * * *
 
* 03-SCALE MODEL (* *DDER CONTROL CHAR* t * *
 
*47-0) IN THE AEDC* *ACTERISTICS AND V* * * *
 
*-16T PROPULSION W* *ERTICAL TAIL LOAD* ' *
 
'IND TUNNEL (0A129' *S. t * * * * 
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* * * *MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST t TYPE OF * 
*MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*0 0225 / *ROCKWELL/ *d W FOUST/RI *DMS-DR-2435
LERC - *BASE PRESSURE AND*INTEGRATED VEHICL*TO MEASURE HEAT T'PRESSURE 

IOSWT - *HEAT TRANSFER TE *E CONFIGURATION S*RANSFER + PRESSUR* 
 *2 0 - *LERC - *D W HERSEY *OCT 1978 
041 /*STS OF THE 0 0225* *E DISTRIBUTIONS A* *3 5 *10 BY 10-FOOT *G. G MCDONALD * 
IH39 *-SCALE SPACE SHUT* *BOUT THE ORBITER,* * 'SUPERSONIC WINt-OMS * 
CR-5Il,415*TLE PLUME SIMULAT' *ET,+ SRB AFTBODY * * *D TUNNEL ' * 
*ION MODEL (i9-OTS* *SURFACES DUE TO R* ' * ' 
*) IN THE NASA-LEW* *OCKET PLUME RECIR* * * * 
*IS RESEARCH CENTE* *CULATION; THE SAM* ' * * * 
'R IOXIO-FOOT SUPE* *E ALONG SIDE WALL* * ' ' 
*RSONIC WIND TUNNE* *S DUE TO ROCKET-P* * * * 
tL (TEST IH39) * 'LUME-INDUCED SEPA' ' * 
* * *RATION; + TO DETE* * 
* * *RMINE GAS RECOVER* * * 
* * *Y TEMPERATURES * * * * * 
* * *LARC *'0 W. BALL *DMS-DR-2436LA126 *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* * 
TM-X *ITER TRIMMED CENT* * * ' * *-DMS *VOLUME 06 
* 'AUGUST. 197872661 'ER OF GRAVITY EXT* * 
*ENSION STUDY VOL * * 
*UME VT--SYSTEM DE* * * * 
*SIGN STUDIES ' ' * * * * 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF TRANSO*MODEL 74-OTS *DETERMINE AERODYN*FORCE *0 60 - *MSFC / *THOMAS E. LUNtY/L*DMS-DR-2437 
14TWT - *NIC TESTS IN THE 'MODEL 74-OTS WITH*AMIC INCREMENTS D* *4 96 'MSFC *MSC *FEB , 1979 
652 /*NASA/MSFC 14-INCH*ORB. MOLD LINE C *UE TO ATTACH STRU* *'$4-INCH TRISON*d L GLYNN * 
FA25 *TRISONIC WIND *ANGES ON WING AN*CTURE: ORBITER * *IC WIND TUNNEL*. E VAUGHN * 
CR-151,766*TUNNEL ON A 0 004*D NOSF *MOLD LINE CHANGES'* *-DMS 
*SCALE MODEL (74- *MODEL 74-OTS WITH', WIRE BUNDLE FAI* ' ' ' * 
*OTS) SPACE SHUTTL*ORB MOLD LINE C *RINGS, FLOW ANGUL* * * * 
*E LAUNCH VEHICLE *HANGES ON WING *ARITY ' + ' ' C 
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* * * 
 * 
 *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * 
 SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE + TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN EXP*PROPOSED VEHICLE *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-FORCE *0o / *ROCKWELL/ *J MARROQUIN/RI *DMS-DR-2438
 97SWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI'S 
 *E COEFFICIENT INC*PRESSURE 
 *1.5 - *ARC - *D.W HERSEY *VOLUME 01246-i /*GATION TO DETERMI* *REMENTS DUE TO PL* *2 5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*R H LINDAHL *FEB . 1982
IA138 ,) *NE ORBITER AND SO* *UME EFFECTS ON 
 * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS *
 
CR-160855*LID ROCKET BOOSTE* *THE ORBITER, EXTE* * *WIND TUNNEL (U* 
 * 
*R JET PLUME INDUC* *RNAL TANK, AND SR* * *NITARY) t * 
*ED EFFECTS UTILIZ* *B, AND TO OBTAIN * * t * 
*ING A .01-SCALE I* *WING LOADS AND t t * * 
 t 

*NTEGRATED VEHICLE* *ELEVON HINGE MOME* 




*SPACE SHUTTLE MO * 'NTS * t *
* * 

*DEL (75-OTS) IN T* 
 * *
 
*HE NASA/ARC 9X7 F* * * t * 
 *
 
*OOT LEG OF THE UN* 
 * t * * 
 *
 






 - *RESULTS OF AN EXP*PROPOSED VEHICLE *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE *004 / 'ROCKWELL/ *d MARROQUIN/PI *DMS-DR-2438 
97SWT - 'ERIMENTAL INVESTI'S *E COEFFICIENT INC*PRESSURE '1.55 - *ARC - *D W.HERSEY 'VOLUME 02246-1 /*GATION TO DETERMI* *REMENTS DUE TO PL* *2 5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*R H. LINDAHL *FEB., 1982
 
IA138 *NE ORBITER AND SO* 
 *UME EFFECTS ON * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS
CR-160,856*LID ROCKET BOOSTE* *THE ORBITER, EXTE* *WIND TUNNEL (U* 
 *
 
*R JET PLUME INDUCt *RNAL TANK, AND SR' 
 * *NITARY) * *
 
*ED EFFECTS UTILIZ* *B, AND TO OBTAIN * * * ' 
 * 0 0
 
*ING A 01-SCALE I* *WING LOADS AND ' ' ;a 

*NTEGRATED VEHICLE* *ELEVON HINGE MOME* ' ' * 
 *
 
*SPACE SHUTTLE MO * *NTS * 
 ' 
 ' 
 ' ' 02
 
*DEL (75-OTS) IN T* * * 
 ' 
 ' ' > 

*HE NASA/ARC 9X7 F* * * * 'r
 
*DOT LEG OF THE UN* ' * 
 * ' ' 
 '
 
*ITARY PLAN WIND T* * t * * * * V
 
*UNNEL ' * *
* *
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-MODEL ** COGNIZANT - BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
I * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL 	 *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN EXP*PROPOSED VEHICLE *TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE *0 01 *ROCKWELL/ *J MARROQUIN/RI *DMS-DR-2438 
97SWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI*5 *E COEFFICIENT INC*PRESSURE *t 55 - *ARC - *D W HERSEY *VOLUME 03 
246-i /*GATION TO DETERMI* tREMENTS DUE TO PL* *2 5 *9-FOOT BY 7-FOtR. H LINDAHL *FEB * 1982 
IA138 *NE ORBITER AND So* *UME EFFECTS ON * * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS * 
CR-l60,857*LID ROCKET BODSTE* *THE ORBITER, EXTE* *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*R JET PLUME INDUCe *RNAL TANK. AND SR* * *NITARY) 	 * * 
*ED EFFECTS UTILIZ' *B, AND TO OBTAIN * * * *
 
*ING A .0-SCALE I* *WING LOADS AND * * * *
 
*NTEGRATED VEHICLE* *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * * *
 
*SPACE SHUTTLE MO * *NTS * * * * 
 * 
tOEL (75-OTS) IN T* * * * * * * 
*HE NASA/ARC 9X7 F* * * ** 	 * * 
* 	 **OOT LEG OF THE UN* * 	 * * * 
*ITARY PLAN WIND T* * * * * 
tUNNEL * * * * * * 
LERC - *BASE PRESSURE AND*SPACE SHUTTLE PLU*TO MEASURE HEAT T*PRESSURE *0 0225 *ROCKWELL/ *d W FOUST/RI *DMS-DR-2440 
IOSWT - *HEAT TRANSFER TE tME SIMULATION (MO*RANSFER + PRESSUR*HEAT-TRANS*2 2 - *LERC - *M QUAN/RI *FEB , 1979 
044 /*STS OF THE O.0225*DEL 19-OTS) *E DISTRIBUTIONS A* *3.5 *10 BY 10-FOOT *D.W.HERSEY * 
IH83 *-SCALE SPACE SHUT* -BOUT THE ORBITER,* *SUPERSONIC WIN-G R. LUTZ 
CR-l51.765*TLE PLUME SIMULAT* *EXTERNAL TANK (ET* * *D TUNNEL *-DMS * 
tION MODEL (19-OTS* *), + SOLID ROCKET* * * * 	 * 
*) IN YAWED FLIGHT* *BOOSTER (SRB) AF * * * 	 * 
*CONDITIONS IN TH * *TERBODY SURFACES * * * 	 *
 
* 
 * *DUE TO ROCKET PLU* * * 
*O-FOOT SUPERSONIC* *ME RECIRCULATION * * * ­
*WIND TUNNEL * *+ IMPINGEMENT, + *** , 0 
*E NASA-LEWIS IOXI* 

* * *TO DERIVE GAS REC* * * * 0 
* * *OVERY TEMP. IN TH* * * * 
* * *E BASE REGION USI* * * * * 
* * *NG GAS TEMP PROB* * * * 
* * 'E MEASUREMENTS * * * * 




* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST t * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE- TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
USC - *PRESSURE AND HEAT*65-O SS ORBITER BTO MEASURE BASE P*PRESSURE *0 040 /ROCKWELL/ *J.W FOUST, P L *DMS-DR-2443 
61-A-78 /*TRANSFER TESTS 0 *ASE HEATING MOOEL*RESSURE + HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS* *JSC *LEMOINE/RI, A L. *JUNE, 1979 
OH79 *F THE 0 040-SCALE* *ANSFER RATES ON A* * *BRANSCOMB/JSC * 
CR-15I,769*SPACE SHUTTLE OR * *SCALED MODEL OF * * * *D.W HERSEY * 
*BITER BASE HEATIN* *THE SPACE SHUTTLE* * *G. P. LUTZ * 
*G MODEL (65-0) IN* 'ORBITER BASE PEG * * * *-DMS * 
*THE USC THERMAL * *ION WITH FIRING R* * * * * 
*VACUUM CHAMBER A.* *OCKET ENGINES,SSM* t * * * 
* * *E, DUPLICATING TH* * * * * 
* * *E PLUME FLOW FIEL* * * * * 
* * *D TO SIMULATE REC* * * * 
+ * 'IRCULATION + IMPI * * * * 
* t *NGEMENT IN A NEAR* * * * * 
* * *-VACUUM ENVIRONME* * * 
* * *NT * * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B75CI6EB4FIGFR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE A*PRESSURE *0 2 *ROCKWELL/ *J J DAILEDA/RDC*DMS-DR-2444 
PWTI6T - *USING A 0 02-SCAL'GIMS2NIOSNIO9NIIO'ND MOMENT DATA ONt -1.B *AEDC - 'KWELL INTERNATION*VOLUME 01 
519 /*E MODEL (89-OTS) *NIIIR2OUIV27VTIOV*ALL VEHICLE ELEM * t *TRANSONIC PROP*AL *APRIL, 1981 
IA183 *OF THE SPACE SHUT*TIIVTi2VTI3VTI4 *ENTS(ORBITER,EXTE* , *ULSION WIND TU*D W HERSEY * 
CR-160,488*TLE INTEGRATED VE*VTI5VTI6VTI7Wi31T*RNAL TANK, AND EA* * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*M M MANN * 
*HICLE IN THE AEDC*39S27 *CH SOLID ROCKET B* * * *-DMS *
 
*16-FOOT TRANSONI * *OOSTER), WING AND* * * * *
 
*C PROPULSION WIND* *VERTICAL TAIL * * * * *
 
*TUNNEL (IAis3) * *LOAD INDICATORS, * * * * * 0 0
 
* * *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * * * * ;01
 
* * *NTS, AND BASE-BOD* * * * *
 
* * *YFLAP PRESSURE DA* * * * *
 
* * *TA FOR VERIFICATI* * * * , 0 Z
 
* * *ON OF TEST IAI6A* * * *0
 
* * *DATA t * * * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE + TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
* PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B7SCIGEG4Ft6FR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE A'PRESSURE *0 2 *ROCKWELL/ *' J. DAILEDA/ROC*OMS-DR-2444
 
PWTI6T - *USING A 0 02-SCAL*GIMS2NIO8NIO9NIIO*ND MOMENT DATA ON* 
 *1 6 *AEDC - *KWELL INTERNATION*VOLUME 02 
519 /*E MODEL (89-OTS) *NIIIR2OUIV27VTIOV*ALL VEHICLE ELEM * * *TRANSONIC PROP*AL 'APRIL, 1981 
IA183 *OF THE SPACE SHUT*TIIVTI2VTISVTI4 *ENTS(ORBITER,EXTE * *ULSION WIND TU'D.W HERSEY * 
CR-GO,489*TLE INTEGRATED VE*VTiSVTI6VTI7WI3iT*RNAL TANK, AND EA* * *NNEL (PWT-IST)*M. M MANN * 
*HICLE IN THE AEDC*39S27 *OH SOLID ROCKET B* * * *-DMS * 
*16-FOOT TRANSON * *OOSTER). WING AND* * * 
*C PROPULSION WIND* *VERTICAL TAIL * * * * * 
* **TUNNEL (IA183) * *LOAD INDICATORS, * * * 
* * *ELEVON HINGE MOME* * * * * 
* * *NTS, AND BASE-BOO* * * * * 
* * *YFLAP PRESSURE DA* * * * * 
* * *TA FOR VERIFICATI* * * * * 
* * *ON OF TEST IA156A* * * * * 
* * tDATA * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A WIND*SSV 14DA/B/C/R OR*TO OBTAI OV-102 *FORCE '3 5 *ROCKWELL/ *A J RITSCHEL/RI*DMS-DR-2445
 
B7SWT - *TUNNEL PRESSURE 
*BITER *DISTRIBUTED PRESS*PRESSURE '3 5 'ARC - *I M. WEINBERG/RI*VOLUME 01 
318-1 /*LOADS TESI OF THE* *URES, VEHICLE FOR' +-FOOT BY 7-FD*S. R. HOULIHAN *JUNE, 1983 
OA146 *0.03-SCALE SPACE * *CES AND MOMENTS, * * *OT SUPERSONIC *0 E. VAUGHN * 
CR-167,652tSHUTTLE ORBITER * *ELEVON HINGE MOME * *WIND TUNNEL (U*-DMS * 
*(MODEL 47-0) IN T* *NTS, AND WING LOA* * *NITARY) * * 
* * * * 0 0*HE BX7-FOOT LEG 0* *OS IN THE HYPERSO* 

' ** * 
*F THE NASA/ARC UN* *NIC FLOW REGION * 

*ITARY PLAN WIND T* *FOR RETURN TO LAU* * +* 
 * "a G) 
*UNNEL (0A146) * *NCH SITE (RTLS) A* * * o 
* + * * 'ORT + + 0BR * * * * *0 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A WIND*SSV 14DA/B/C/R OR*TO OBTAIN OV-102 *FORCE *3 5 *ROCKWELL/ *A. J RITSCHEL/RI*DMS-DR-2445 o 
87SWT - +TUNNEL PRESSURE *BITER *DISTRIBUTED PRESS*PRESSURE *3 5 *ARC - *1 M WEINBERG/RI*VOLUME 02 a 
319-I /*LOADS TEST OF THE* tURES, VEHICLE FOR* + *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*S R. HOULIHAN *dUNE, 1983 > 
OA146 +0 03-SCALE SPACE * *CES AND MOMENTS, * *'OT SUPERSONIC *0 E. VAUGHN * A- i 
*CR-167,653'SHUTTLE ORBITER * *ELEVON HINGE MOME' *WIND TUNNEL (U*-DMS 
*(MODEL 47-0) IN T' *NTS, AND WING LOA+ * 'NITARY) * 
'HE 8X7-FOOT LEG 0* -DS IN THE HYPERSO* * * * 
*F THE NASA/ARC UN* *NIC FLOW REGION * * ' * * 
*ITARY PLAN WIND T* *FOR RETURN TO LAU* ' ' ' 
' **UNNEL (OA146) * *NCH SITE (RTLS) A* * * 
* ' 'BORT * * * * 
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* * * * *MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * ' CONFIGURATIONS t TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - 'SPACE SHUTTLE THI* *DETERMINE AEROHEA'PRESSURE * LARGE / *ROCKWELL/ *J W. FOUST/RI *DMS-DR-2448 
3 5HWT - *N SKIN HEAT TRANS* -TING AROUND PROTU* *5 3 'ARC - *D W HERSEY *VOLUME 01 
241 /*FER TESTS OF SIMUt *BERANCES AND INVE* *S 3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*J E. VAUGHN *OCT , 1980 
IH5IC *LATED LARGE SCALE* *STIGATE TPS * * *SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS * 
CR-160,5tg*PROTUBERANCES AND' *TILE HEATING RATE* * *NEL ' 
*HALF SCALE TILE * *S USING A HALF-SC' **
 
*ON FLAT PLATE MOD* *ALE TILE ARRAY * t * *
 
*EL 58-OTS IN THE * * ' ' ' *
 
*NASA AMES RESEARC' * * ' *
 
*H CENTER 3 5-FTH' * *
 




ARC - 'SPACE SHUTTLE THI* *DETERMINE AEROHEA*PRESSURE + LARGE / *ROCKWELL/ *J W FOUST/RI *DMS-DR-2448 
3.5HWT - *N SKIN HEAT TRANS* +TING AROUND PROTU* *5.3 - 'ARC - *D.W HERSEY 'VOLUME 02 
241 /*FER TESTS OF SIMU* *BERANCES AND INVE* *5.3 *3.5-FOOT HYPER*J. E VAUGHN *OCT 1980. 
IHSIC *LATED LARGE SCALE* *STIGATE TPS * 'SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS * 
CR-160,520*PROTUBERANCES AND* *TILE HEATING RATE* * *NEL * * 
*HALF SCALE TILE ' *S USING A HALF-SC* ' ' *
 
'ON FLAT PLATE MOO* *ALE TILE ARRAY * *
 
*EL 58-OTS IN THE * * * * * *
 
*NASA AMES RESEARC' * * ' * ' *
 
*H CENTER 3.5-FT H* * * *
 
*YPERSONIC WIND TU* * * * * *
 
*NNEL (IHSIC) * * * *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF SHUTTLtEXTENAL OXYGEN HY*OBTAIN A TRANSONI*FORCE * 0 4 - *ROCKWELL/ *R R BURROWS/R.I. *DMS-DR-2449 
PWTI6T - *E TRANSPORTATION 'DROGEN TANK FOREB*C CALIBRATION OF * * 1.55 *AEDC - *C J.SPURLIN/AEDC *FEB , 1981 
505 /*SYSTEM ASCENT AIR*ODY MODEL *THE ASCENT AIR DA' * *TRANSONIC PROP*D.W HERSEY * 
lAi2 *DATA SYSTEM CALI * *TA SYSTEM (AADS),* * 'ULSION WIND TU'W B. MEINDERS ' 
CR-l60,497*BRATION TEST USIN* *INVESTIGATE AN AL* * 'NNEL (PWT-16T)*-DMS * 0 0 
'G THE 0 07-SCALE * *TERNATE AADS, PER* * ' * *
 
*EXTERNAL TANK FOR* *FORM LIMITED TUNN* * * ' *
 
*EBODY MODEL (68-T- *EL FLOW SURVEY * * * '" c 

*) IN THE AEDC PWT* 4 * * ' ' '
 
*16-FOOT TRANSONI * ' ' ' * * ;o r
 
*C WIND TUNNEL (IA' * * *
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* *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
* 	 * 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST + 

ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY ' PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
ARC - *EXPERIMENTAL RESU* 'TO VERIFY FLUTTER'PRESSURE +1 06 - *ROCKWELL/ R.B KINGSLAND, M *OMS-DR-2450 
22TWT - *LTS OF TESTS TO D* *PREDICTIONS MADE * '1 I 'ARC - *A KOTCH/ROCKWELL *MAY, 1979 
*FOR PANELS WITH * *2-FOOT BY 2-FO'D W HERSEY * 041,154,1/'ETERMINE THE EFFE* 

6 /*CTS OF ORBITER TH' 
 *AND WITHOUT THERM* * 'OT TRANSONIC W*G R. LUTZ * 
0S4A *ERMAL PROTECTION * *AL PROTECTION MAT' * *IND TUNNEL *-DMS * 
OS43 *SUBSYSTEM (TPS) T* *ERIAL * * * * * 
OS12 -ILES ON PANEL FLU' * * 
CR-151,774*TTER CONDUCTED IN' * * * ** * 
+THE ARC 2X2 TWT ' * * ' 	 * 
AEODC - 'RESULTS OF BOUNDA'* *HEAT-TRANS* +ROCKWELL/ * W.HERSEY *DMS-DR-2451 
HWTB - 'RY LAYER TRANSITI* * * * *AEDC - 'G R. LUTZ *MAY, 1979 
P4A /tON TESTS OF THE 0+ * 	 * * *HYPERSONIC WIN*-DMS * 
* 	 ' * '0 TUNNEL (B) tOH9OA/MA29' 025-SCALE RIGHT-' 
* * tt * * CR-151.772*HAND WING AND TRU' 

'NCATED AFT FUSELA' * * * * * * 
'GE MODEL (94-0) I * * * * * * 
*N THE AEDC HWTB * * * * 
'ROCKWELL/ 
*HEAT TRANSFER RAT* * 5 3- *ARC - *C.L BERTHOLD/ROC*SEPT , 1982 
*TO DETERMINE THE *HEAT-TRANS'O 10 * *M QUAN/ROCKWELL *DMS-DR-2452
ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T'SSV SRB NOSE 
3.SHWT - *RANSFER TESTS ON * 

230 /*THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *ES ON THE SPACE S* * 7 3 	 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*KWELL * 
*SONIC WIND TUN*D W.HERSEY * IH99 *FORWARD SRB SECT * 	 *HUTTLE SRS NOSE C* * 
* 'NEL *G R LUTZ*ONE IN THE VICINI*
CR-167.383*ION AT ASCENT CON* 

* 
'DITIONS USING THE' *TY OF THE FORWARD* * * *-DMS 
'0.10-SCALE MODEL * *SEPARATION MOTOR * * * * * 
'98-S IN THE NASA * 'S AND AROUND SIMU* ' * * 0 
eLATED RIVET HEADS* * t ' 	 * 00*/AMES 3 S-FOOT HW' 

*T (IH99) .... 
 + 	 + * , 
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* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE 
 * TESTED t PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
CALSPAN - *BASE PRESSURE AND*'19-OTS-B64.Ci6,E6*TO MEASURE HEATIN*HEAT-TRANS'O.0225 *ROCKWELL/ *C E WITTLIFF/CAL*DMS-DR-2453

LT - *HEAT TRANSFER TE *3.F14,MiS,N92.N94*G RATES AND PRESS*PRESSURE *3 5 *CALSPAN - *SPAN *JUNE, 1979
 
195-100 /*STS OF THE O.0225*,V23,W129,S22,NIO*URES AND TO DETER* *4 5 *LUDWIEG TUBE 
 *D W.HERSEY *
 
IH75 *-SCALE SPACE SHUT*6,T33 *MINE GAS RECOVERY* *G. R. LUTZ 
 *
 
CR-iSI.776*TLE PLUME SIMULAT* *TEMPERATURES IN * * * *-DMS *
 
-ION MODEL (19-OTS* 'THE BASE REGIONS * 
 * ' 
 *
 
*) IN THE NASA/CAL* *OF A SCALED MODEL* t * * *
 
*SPAN LUDWIEG TUBE* *OF THE SPACE SHU * 
 * * 
 *
 
*WIND TUNNEL * *TTLE VEHICLE WITH* ' ' * 
 * 

* * *ORBITER + SRB FI ' * * .
 
*RING ROCKET ENGIN* ' ' * 

* * *ES SIMULATING PLU* * * 

* *ME RECIRCULATION * * * 
 * * 

* * *+ IMPINGEMENT IN * * * 

* 
 *AN ALTITUDE ENVIR* * 
' 
- * *ONMENT. ' * * ' 
LARC - *IMPACT OF RETROFI*i40A/B ORBITER-BA*TO DISCOVER IF TH*HEAT-TRANS*O.O / *LARC / *J. C DUNAVANT/LA*DMS-DR-2454
CFHT - -TS FOR CENTER-OF-*SELINE 
 *E RETROFIT MODIFI'* 10 3 LARC *RC *VOLUME 03
114 /'GRAVITY EXTENSION*140A/B ORBITER WI*CATIONS, DEVELOPE* * 'CONTINUOUS-FLO*d. W BALL *APRIL, 1979 

LA57 *ON ORBITER THERM *TH S-2 FILLET 
 *D TO INCREASE THE * *W HYPERSONIC T*G R. LUTZ *
 
TM-X *AL PROTECTION SYS*140A/B ORBITER WI*ALLOWABLE C G. R * ' *UNNEL *-DMS *
 
72661 *TEM 
 *TH C-4 CANARD *ANGE OF THE ORBIT* ' * 
 *
 
*ER, WOULD ADVERSE* * * ' 
 *
 
*LY AFFECT THE TPS* * * 
 *
 
* ' *ON THE ORBITER. *
 
* * *RESULTS SHOWED NO* * * 
 *
 
* ' *SIGNIFICANT PROB' * 4­
* * *LEMS. ' * *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF FLOW A'140C ORBITER WITH*TO DETERMINE THE *HEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *W F. BRADDOCK/RI *DMS-DR-2455
HWTB - *NGULARITY TESTS OSLAB SIDED VERTI *FLOW DIRECTION AT* 
 *8.0 - *AEDC - *J E. VAUGHN *dUNE, 1979 
41B-65 /*N A 0 0175-SCALE *CAL TAIL 
 *THE SILTS LOCATI * *HYPERSONIC WIN*G R. LUTZ * 
OHIO2A *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB* *ON OF THE ORBITER * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS 
CR-l51,778'ITER MODEL (56-0)* *VERTICAL TAIL LE * * ' ' * 
*ON THE AEDC VKF * *ADING EDGE * * * ' * 
*B HYPERSONIC WIND* * * * * * 
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* * 	 + * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 

ID * REPORT TITLE 
 * TESTED * PURPOSE 	 * TEST *MACH RANGE' AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *0.03-SCALE SHUTTL*DISTRIBUTED CP ON*FORCE *0.03 / *ROCKWELL/ 'R.H SPANGLER, J *DMS-DR-2456 
97SWT - *USING A 0.O3-SCAL*E INTEGRATED VEHI*ELEMENTS + COMPO *PRESSURE *1.55 - *ARC - *J. DAILEDA/RI *VOLUME 01 
347-1 /*E MODEL (47-OTS) *CLE 47-OTS *NENTS AFFECTED BY* *2 50 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*D.W.HERSEY *SEPT , 1980 
IA184 -OF THE SPACE SHUT* *ELEVON, WING LOA * * -OT SUPERSONIC *0 L. GLYNN * 
CR-160,48G*TLE INTEGRATED VE* *D DATA, ORB F+M * * 'WIND TUNNEL (U'-DMS 
*HICLE IN THE NASA* *DATA, ELEVON HING* * *NITARY) * * 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *E MOMENTS, FOUR C* * * * *
 
'NTER 9X7 FOOT SUP* 'OMPONENT VT FORCE* * * * *
 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* *DATA SECONDARY- * * * * *
 
'EL (IA184) *CP DATA ON SIMUL * * * * *
 
* * *ATED AADS PROBE M* * * * *
 
* * *OUNTED IN NOSE OF* * * *
 
* * *THE ET * * * * *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *0 03-SCALE SHUTTL'DISTRIBUTED CP ON*FORCE *0 03 / 4RDCKWELL/ *R H. SPANGLER, J *DMS-DR-2456 
97SWT - *USING A 0.03-SCAL*E INTEGRATED VEHI*ELEMENTS + COMPO *PRESSURE *1 55 - *ARC - *J DAILEDA/RI *VOLUME 02 
, 1980347-1 /*E MODEL (47-OTS) *CLE 47-OTS *NENTS ARFECTED BY* *2 50 *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*D.W HERSEY *SEPT 
IA184 *OF THE SPACE SHUT* 'ELEVON, WING LOA * * tOT SUPERSONIC *d L GLYNN * 
CR-160,487*TLE INTEGRATED VE* 	 tD DATA, ORB F+M * * *WIND TUNNEL (U*-DMS * 
*HICLE IN THE NASA* *DATA, ELEVON HING* t *NITARY) * * 
*/AMES RESEARCH CE* *E MOMENTS, FOUR C* * * * * 
*NTER 9X7 FOOT SUP* *OMPONENT VT FORCE' * * 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* *DATA SECONDARY- * * * 
* 	 , 0**OP DATA ON SIMUL * 
* * *ATED AADS PROBE M* * * * * 
*EL (1AiB4) * 
* 	 t *OUNTED IN NOSE OF* * * * 0 
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* 4 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *RESULTS OF SHUTTL*EXTERNAL OXYGEN H*OBTAIN A HIGH SUP*FORCE 
 * 3.5 - *ROCKWELL/ *R R BURROWS/R I. *DMS-DR-2457
UPWT - *E TRANSPORTATION *YDROGEN TANK FORE*ERSONIC ASCENT Al* 
 * 4.63 *LARC - *W.CORLETTE/LARC *MARCH, 198f1267 /*SYSTEM ASCENT AIR*BODY MODEL *R DATA SYSTEM (AA* * *UNITARY PLAN W*D.W HERSEY * IAI80 *DATA SYSTEM HIGH * *DS) CALIBRATION; * * 'IND TUNNEL 'V. B MEINOERS * 
CR-160,813'SUPERSONIC CALIB * *OBTAIN SHOCK DETA* * * *-DMS * 
*RATION TEST USING* 
 *CHMENT DIAGNOSTIC* ' * * * 
*THE 0.07-SCALE E * *INFORMATION 4 * 4 * 
*XTERNAL OXYGEN HY' ' ' 
'DROGEN TANK FOREB* * * * * 4 ,
*ODY MODEL (68-T) * * 4 * * , 
*IN THE UNITARY PL* * * * * 
*AN HIGH SPEED LEG* * 
 * ** * . 
*OF THE LARC 4X4 * * * * * * , 
*WIND TUNNEL (1Ai8* * * * *
 
*0) * * * * ,
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF SUPERStET FOREBODY (T41)*THE TEST OBJECTIV*FORCE * 0.07, *ROCKWELL/ *i GAWIENOWSKI, .*DMS-DR-246297SWT - *ONIC ASCENT AIR D*- LOUVERS OPEN, C*E WAS TO OBTAIN A* ' 0 36/ *ARC - * BROWNSON /ARC *VOLUME 01 
283-I /*ATA SYSTEM CALIBR*T FAIRING AND G02*SUPERSONIC CALIB * '1 55 - *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*R R BURROWS, W,.R*MARCH, 1983
87SWT - *ATION TESTS IAISI*LINE INSTALLED *RATION OF THE ASC* *3 5 
 *OT SUPERSONIC * CARLSON /RI * IAI3IB/C *B/C USING THE 0 OtET FOREBODY (T41)*ENT AIR DATA SYST* * *WIND TUNNEL (U'S. R HOULIHAN * 
CR-167,370'7-SCALE EXTERNAL 
*- LOUVERS OPEN, C*EMS (AADS) THROUG* *NITARY) *G W KLUG *
 
*TANK FOREBODY MOD*T,FAIRING, AND GO*H THE MACH RANGE 
* * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS * 0 0
 
*EL 68-T IN THE AR*2 LINE REMOVED *OF I 55 THROUGH 3* 'OT SUPERSONIC * m 
* "11,
*C 9X7 AND 8X7 LEG*ET FOREBODY (T41)*.5 * 'WIND* TUNNEL (U* * -u
*S OF THE AMES UNI*- LOUVERS FILLED,* * *NITARY) 
 *
 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU*CT, FAIRING AND * * * 
 * ' * 0 3

*NNEL *G02 LINE REMOVED t * 
 * * r 
* *ROSEMONT STATIC P* 4 It * * 
*ROBE (PRI2) + 0.3* ' * ' * a a 
'6 SCALE FTP (PR4)*
 
* *-T41 OUT OF TUNN.* ' * 
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* *MODEL ' 	 * COGNIZANT * BASIC* 	 * 4 
* TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 

It * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
 * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF SUPERS*ET FOREBODY (T41)*THE TEST OB0JECTIV*FORCE ' 0 07. *ROCKWELL/ *J. GAWIENOWSKI. .JDMS-DR-2462 
97SWT - *ONIC ASCENT AIR D*- LOUVERS OPEN, C*E WAS TO OBTAIN A* * 0 36/ *ARC - *. BROWNSON /ARC *VOLUME 02 
283-1 /*ATA SYSTEM CALIBR*T FAIRING AND G02*SUPERSONIC CALIB * *1 55 - *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*R R BURROWS. W.R*MARCH, 1983 
B7SWT - *ATION TESTS IAIG*LINE INSTALLED *RATION or THE ASC* *3 5 'OT SUPERSONIC *. CARLSON /RI 
IAialB/C 	*B/C USING THE 0 O*ET FOREBODY (T41)*ENT AIR DATA SYST* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*S R HOULIHAN * 
*- LOUVERS OPEN, C*EMS (AADS) THROUG* *NITARY) *G W KLUG * CR-i67,37i*7-SCALE EXTERNAL 
*TANK FOREBODY MOD*TFAIRING, AND GO*H THE MACH RANGE * *8-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS * 
*EL 68-T IN THE AR*2 LINE REMOVED *OF 1 55 THROUGH 3* * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
-C 9X7 AND 8X7 LEG*ET FOREBODY (T41)* 5 
 * * *WIND TUNNEL (U*
 
*S OF THE AMES UNI*- LOUVERS FILLED,* * * *NITARY)
 
'TARY PLAN WIND TU'CT, FAIRING AND * * '
 
*NNEL *G02 LINE REMOVED * * ' * 
 * 
* *ROSEMONT 	STATIC P* * ' ' ' 
* *ROBE (PRI2) + 0 3*
 
* * SCALE FTP (PR4)* * * *
 
* *-T41 OUT OF TUNN * *
 
*J W FOUST AND A C*DMS-DR-2464
AEDC - 'RESULTS OF HEAT TtR62CI2ES2FiOMiGV3*TO DETERMINE AERO*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175/ *ROCKWELL/ 

* * 3 01- *AEDC - *.MANSFIELD/RI *VOLUME 01HWTB - 'RANSFER TEST IN T*OW127 (56-0) *DYNAMIC HEATING 

V4IB-67 /*HE ARNOLD ENGINEE* *N THE SPACE SHUTT* * 8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*K.W NUTT/VKFADP,A*AUGUST. 1981
 
OH84B *RING DEVELOPMENT * *LE ORBITER WHERE 
' * 	 *D TUNNEL (B) *EDC 
* 'T L MULKEY
CR-160,B28*CENTER-VON KARMAN* *DATA EXTRAPOLATIO* 

*FACILITY TUNNELS * *N OR ANALYTICAL P'* 
 *G W. KLUG
 
*A AND B UTILIZIN * *REDICTIONS WERE N* 
 *-DMS 
*G SPACE SHUTTLE 0* *OT FEASIBLE OR DI* ' ' * * 
'RBITER THIN SKIN * *D NOT EXIST. ALSO* * 
*THERMOCOUPLE MODE* 	 *TO OBTAIN LIMITE * ' * * 0 0 
*LS 56-0, 60-0, AN* '0 YAW DATA AND OB* ' * * TI{u 
-D 83-0 TESTS OH 'TAIN CONTINGENCY * * * * * 
*84B, OH 105, IH-'i* *ABORT TRAJECTORY * * * ' 0o 
*02 *'DATA * * ' 0 
' * * 	 * ,04 	 * * 
m
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT I BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEOC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T'B62Ci2ES2FiOMIGV3*TO DETERMINE AERO*HEAT-TRANS* 0 01751 *ROCKWELLI * W FOUST AND A C*DMS-DR-2464
 
HWTB - tRANSFER TEST IN T*OW127 (56-0) 'DYNAMIC HEATING 0* * 3 01- *AEDC - * MANSFIELD/RI *VOLUME 02 
V41B-67 /*HE ARNOLD ENGINEE* *N THE SPACE SHUTT* a 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*K.W NUTT/VKFADPA*AUGUST, 1981 
DH84B *RING DEVELOPMENT * *LE ORBITER WHERE * * *D TUNNEL (B) *EDC * 
CR-160.829*CENTER-VON KARMAN* *DATA EXTRAPOLATIO* * 'T L. MULKEY * 
*FACILITY TUNNELS * 'N OR ANALYTICAL P' * * *G W KLUG * 
*A AND B UTILIZIN * *REDICTIONS WERE N* * *-DMS * 
*G SPACE SHUTTLE 0* *OT FEASIBLE OR DI* * * * 
*REITER THIN SKIN * *D NOT EXIST. ALSO* * * * 
'THERMOCOUPLE MODE* *TO OBTAIN LIMITE * ' * *
 
*LS 56-0, 60-0, AN' *D YAW DATA AND OB' ' * * *
 
*D 83-0 TESTS: OH* *TAIN CONTINGENCY * ' * *
 
*848, OH 105, IH-I* *ABORT TRAJECTORY * * * * *
 
*02 **DATA** 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T*B62C2ES2F1OM16V3*TD DETERMINE AERO*HEAT-TRANS* 0.0175/ *ROCKWELL/ *J W.FOUST AND A C*DMS-DR-2464
 
HWTB - 'RANSFER TEST IN T*OWi27 (56-0) *DYNAMIC HEATING 0* * 3 01- *AEDC - *.MANSFIELD/RI *VOLUME 03 
V41B-67 /'HE ARNOLD ENGINEE* *N THE SPACE SHUTT* * 8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*K.W NUTT/VKFACP.A*AUGUST, 1981 
0H84B *RING DEVELOPMENT * *LE ORBITER WHERE * *O TUNNEL (B) *EDC 
CR-160.830*CENTER-VON KARMAN* *DATA EXTRAPOLATIO* * *T L MULKEY * 
*FACILITY TUNNELS * *N OR ANALYTICAL P' * * *G W. KLUG * 
*A AND B UTILIZIN * *REDICTIONS WERE N* * *'-DMS * 
*G SPACE SHUTTLE 0* *OT FEASIBLE OR I* * * 
*RBITER THIN SKIN * *D NOT EXIST. ALSO* ' ' * 0 0 
*THERMOCOUPLE MODE* *TO OBTAIN LIMITE * * * ­
*LS 56-0. 60-0. AN* *D YAW DATA AND OB* ' * * ' 0 
*D 83-0 TESTS' OH* *TAIN CONTINGENCY * ' * * , 
*84B, OH 105, IH-i* *ABORT TRAJECTORY * * 60 MP 
*02 * *DATA ' * * * * 
I * *** 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* 
TEST ' * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
0 0175/ *nOCKWELL/ *J W FOUST AND A C*DMS-DR-2464
AEDC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T*B62CI2ES2FIOMI6V3*TO DETERMINE AERO*HEAT-TRANS* 

*DYNAMIC HEATING 0* 3 01- *AEDC - * MANSFIELD/RI *VOLUME 04HWTB - *RANSFER TEST IN T*OWi27 (56-0) 

V41B-67 /*HE ARNOLD ENGINEE* 
 *N THE SPACE SHUTT* * 8 0 *HYPERSONIC WINK W NUTT/VKFADP,A*AUGUST, 1981 
0H84B *RING DEVELOPMENT * *LE ORBITER WHERE * *D TUNNEL (B) *EDC 
* * *T L MULKEYCR-160,831*CENTER-VON KARMAN* *DATA EXTRAPOLATIC* 

'FACILITY TUNNELS * 'N OR ANALYTICAL P* * * *G. W KLUG * 
*A AND B UTILIZIN * *REDICTIONS WERE N* * *-DMS * 
*G SPACE SHUTTLE 0* *OT FEASIBLE OR DI* * * * 
*RBITER THIN SKIN * *D NOT EXIST. ALSO* ' ' ' 
'THERMOCOUPLE MODE* *TO OBTAIN LIMITE' * * *
 
tLS 56-0, 60-0. AN* *D YAW DATA AND 0B' * *
 
*D 83-0 TESTS' OH* *TAIN CONTINGENCY * ' * *
 
'84B, OH 105, IH-I* *ABORT TRAdECTORY * * *
 
t02 *DATA * * * 
0.0175/ *ROCKWELL/ *0 W FOUST AND A C*DMS-DR-2464 
HWTB - 'RANSFER TEST IN T*BV8WI16T38S26 (6*DYNAMIC HEATING 0' * 3 01- *AEDC -
AEDC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T*B62CI2ES2FtOMi6RI*TO DETERMINE AERO*HEAT-TRANS* 

* MANSFIELD/RI *VOLUME 05
 
V418-67 /*HE ARNOLD ENGINEE*O-O) *N THE SPACE SHUTT* * 8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*K W.NUTT/VKFADP,A*AUGUST, 1981
 
* OHIOS *RING DEVELOPMENT * *LE ORBITER WHERE * *0 TUNNEL (B) *EDC 

CR-160,832*CENTER-VON KARMAN* *DATA EXTRAPOLATIO* * * *T L. MULKEY * 
*FACILITY TUNNELS * *N OR ANALYTICAL P* ' * *G. W KLUG * 
*A AND B UTILIZIN * *REDICTIONS WERE N'* *-DMS 
*G SPACE SHUTTLE 0' 'OT FEASIBLE OR DI* * * * * 
*RBITER THIN SKIN * *D NOT EXIST ALSO* ' * ' * 0 
*THERMOCOUPLE MODE* *TO OBTAIN LIMITS ' * *
 
*LS 56-0. 60-0. AN* *D YAW DATA AND OB* 0
 
*0 83-0 TESTS OH* *TAIN CONTINGENCY * * * * ' 0
 
'84B, OH 105, IH-I* *ABORT TRAJECTORY * ' * * *
 
*02 * *DATA * ' ' *
 
0 
* * ** * * * o 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




AEOC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T*BGOOiO (83-0) *TO DETERMINE AERDtHEAT-TRANS* 0.040/ *ROCKWELL/ *J W FOUST AND A C*DMS-DR-2464 
SWTA - *RANSFER TEST IN T* *DYNAMIC,HEATING 0* * 3.01- *AEDC - * MANSFIELD/RI +VOLUME 06 
V41A-67 /*HE ARNOLD ENGINEE* N THE SPACE SHUTT* * 8.0 *SUPERSONIC WIN*K W NUTT/VKFADP.A*AUGUST, 1981 
IH102 *RING DEVELOPMENT * *LE ORBITER WHERE * * *D TUNNEL (A) *EDC * 
CR-IGO,833*CENTER-VON KARMAN* *DATA EXTRAPOLATIO* * * *T L MULKEY * 
*FACILITY TUNNELS * *N OR ANALYTICAL P* * * *G W KLUG *
 
*A AND B UTILIZIN * *REDICTIONS WERE N* * * *-DMS *
 
*G SPACE SHUTTLE 0* *OT FEASIBLE OR DI* * * * *
 
*RBITER THIN SKIN * *D NOT EXIST ALSO* * * * *
 
*THERMOCOUPLE MODE* *TO OBTAIN LIMITE * * *
 
*LS 56-0, 60-0, AN* *0 YAW DATA AND 08* * * * *
 
*D 83-0 TESTS. OH* *TAIN CONTINGENCY * * * * *
 
*848, OH 105, IH-I* *ABORT TRAJECTORY * * * * *
 
*02 * *DATA * * * * *
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AEROTH*GO-OT 'TO OBTAIN AERODYNHEAT-TRANS*O 0175 / kROCKWELL/ * MARROQUIN, RI *DMS-DR-2467 
3.5HWT - 'ERMODYNAMIC HEAT *56-0/60T *AMIC HEAT TRANSFE* '5 25 - *ARC - *S. R. HOULIHAN *AUGUST, 1981 
246 /*TRANSFER TESTS ON* *R DATA ON T1HE 56-* '5.25 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*B. J. BURST 
IH103 +0 0175-SCALE MOO * *0/60T ORBITER FUS* * *SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS 
CR-160,834*ELS 60-OT AND 56-* *ELAGE AND ON THE * + *NEL * *
 
*O/60T CONDUCTED I* *60-OT ORBITER PUS* * * * *
 
*N THE NASA/AMES R* *ELAGE, WING, VERT* * * * *
 
*ESEARCH CENTER 3.+ *ICAL TAIL, AND OM' * * * *
 
*5-FOOT HYPERSONIC* *S POD DURING SECO* * * * * 
*WIND TUNNEL (IHI * *ND STAGE FLIGHT * * * * * 
*03) , * * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A HEAT*ORBITER *TO DETERMINE AERO*HEAT-TRANS*S 3 *ROCKWELL/ *S. R HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2468 
3 SHWT - *TRANSFER TEST SE * *HEATING ON THE OR* *7 3 *ARC - *B. J BURST *JUNE, 1982 
247 /*RIES IN THE NASA/* *BITER AT ATTITUDE* * *3 5-FOOT HYPER*-DMS * 
246 /*ARC 3 5 FOOT HYPE* *S WHERE DATA DID * * 'SONIC WIND TUN* 0 
OHIOSB *RSONIC WIND TUNNE* *NOT EXIST AND WHE* * *NEL * *
 
OH84C *L UTILIZING SPACE* *RE DATA EXTRAPOLA' * * 
 * * ";
 
CR-1G7,352SIIUTTLE ORBITER * 'TION OF ANALYTICA* * * * * 
*THIN-SKIN THERMOC* *L PREDICTIONS WAS* * * * * 0 Z 
*OUPLE MODELS 60-0' *NUT FEASIBLE * * * * 0 > 
*AND 83-O(TESTSO' * * * * *r­
*H84C AND OHIOSB) * * * * V 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * 'MODEL * ' COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING 
 * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE ' TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE AFR* *TO SUBJECT LARGE-*PRESSURE * 	0.80- *ROCKWELL/ *d.G R. COLLETTE/R*DMS-DR-2469 
0 88 tARC - *I *JUNE, 1982I1TWT - *SI LARGE-SCALE DE* 	 *SCALE SPECIMENS O' * 
503-i /*VELOPMENT TEST US* *F ADVANCED FLEXIB* * *II-FOOT TRANSO*R B. KINGSLAND/RI* 0 0 
OS302A *ING MODEL 117-0 S* *LE REUSABLE SURFA* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*S R HOULIHAN * "p1: 
CR-167,367'PECIMENS AND MODE* *CE INSULATION (AF* * (UNITARY) *0 P. LUT? * 
*L 96-0 TEST FIXTU* *RSI) TO SSV ASCEN' *-DMS * 0 
*RE IN THE AMES RE* *T AERODYNAMIC PRE* * * * * 0 
*SEARCH CENTER liX' *SSURE GRADIENT LO* * * * * 
*i-FOOT TRANSONIC* *ADINGS & TURBULEN* * * * *
 
*WIND TUNNEL (OS3 * *CE LEVELS FOR TIM* * * * *
 
*02A) * *E DURATIONS EQUIV* * * *
 
* * *ALENT TO 100 MISS'* * * r 

* * *IONS WITH A SCATT* * * *
 




LARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *LAUNCH VEHICLE - *TO DETERMINE PRES*PRESSURE * 02 / *LARC / *W I SCALLION/LAR*DMS-DR-2471 
iGTT - *ON A 02 SCALE SP*890TS *SURE DISTRIBUTION' *i 1 - LAPC *C *JAN., 1981 
341 /*ACE SHUTTLE LAUN* *ALONG THE EXTERN * *1 25 *16-FOOT TRANSOJ E VAUGHN 
LA132 *H VEHICLE MODEL (* *AL TANK LOX CABLE' * *NIC TUNNEL *C R EDWARDS ' 
CR-IGO.514*890TS) IN THE LAP* *TRAY * -DMS 
*C 16-FT TRANSONIC* * * ' ' *
 
*WIND TUNNEL TO D * ' ' ' * 
 ' 
*ETERMINE PRESSURE* ' ' ' ' '
 
*DISTRIBUTION ALO * ' ' ' ' 
 ' 	 * 
*NG THE EXTERNAL T* ' * * ' *
 
*ANK LOX CABLE TRA' ' ' *
 
*Y (LA132) * * * * ' * *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN ORB*B75C6E64F16M52W1*TO MEASURE HEAT T'PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *d A COLLINS/RI *DMS-DR-2472 
SWTA - tITER SILTS POD HE'31V29 *RANSFER COEFFICIE* * AEOC - *K W NUTT/APO,INC *MAY, 1980 
V41B-65 /*AT TRANSFER AND F*B75C16E64F16M52Wi*NTS ON THE SILTS * *SUPERSONIC WIN'd E. VAUGHN ' 
OH400 *LOW FIELD TEST US*31V31 *TAIL CONFIGURATIO' * *0 TUNNEL (A) *M M. MANN 
CR-160,494*ING A 0.0175-SCAL* *N OF A SCALED SPA* ' * *-DMS * 
*E SPACE SHUTTLE 0* *CE SHUTTLE ORBITE* ' ' * 
*RBITER(92-O) IN T* 'R MODEL * ' ' * * 
*HE AEDC VKF HYPER* * ' ' ** 	 * 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL* * * * * * 
*B * * * ' * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST t TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - *AERODYNAMIC LOADS*TPS TILE CAVITY F'TO DETERMINE PRES*PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *R B.KINGSLAND',RI *DMS-DR-2473 
22TWT - *TEST OF 0.66-SCA *LOW FIELD MODEL * DISTRIBUTIONS F* * 'ARC - *d E. VAUGHN *VOLUME 01 
382-1 /*LE SPACE SHUTTLE * *OR THE OML, TILE * * *2-FOOT BY 2-FO*B d. BURST *JAN., 1983 
OA252 *ORBITER TILE ARRA' *CAVITY AND ON SID* * 'OT TRANSONIC W*-DMS * 
CR-167,388*Y MODEL (106-0) 1* *ES OF TILE SURROU' * *IND TUNNEL * * 
*N THE NASA/ARC 2-' 'NDING CAVITY; TO * * * * * 
*FOOT TRANSONIC WI* *OBTAIN PRES VARI* * * * 
*ND TUNNEL (0A252)* 'ATIONS DUE TO TIL' * * * * 
* * *E HEIGHT MISMATCH* * * 
* *,VARIATIONS IN GA* * * * * 
* t *P WIDTH. AND VARI* * ' ' * 
* * *ATION IN RN/FT AN* ' '
 




* * * * * * * 
ARC - *AERODYNAMIC LOADS'TPS TILE CAVITY F'TO DETERMINE PRES*PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *R.B KINGSLAND.RI *DMS-DR-2473 
22TWT - *TEST OF 0.86-SCA 'LOW FIELD MODEL * DISTRIBUTIONS F* * *ARC - *J. E VAUGHN *VOLUME 02 
382-1 /*LE SPACE SHUTTLE * *OR THE OML, TILE * * '2-FOOT BY 2-FO*B d. BURST *JAN , 1983 
0A252 *ORBITER TILE ARRA* *CAVITY AND ON SID * *OT TRANSONIC W*-OMS * 
CR-167,389*Y MODEL (106-0) It *ES OF TILE SURROU* * *IND TUNNEL ' ' 00 
*N THE NASA/ARC 2-* 'NDING CAVITY: TO * *n ' " 
*FOOT TRANSONIC WI* *OBTAIN PRES VARI' * * ' * -0 
*ND TUNNEL (0A252)* 'ATIONS DUE TO TIL' ' ' ' ' 0 z 
* * *E HEIGHT MISMATCH* * * ' 0 
*,VARIATIONS IN GA* ' * ' ' o r 
* ' *P WIDTH, AND VARI* ' ' ' * 
t *ATION IN RN/FT AN* ' ' ' to 
* * *D BOUNDARY LAYER * c= (o 
* * *THICKNESS ' ' ' r-
MSFC - *RESULTS OF TESTS 'ORBITER ALONE *DETERMINE WAYS TO'FORCE ' .004 *MSFC / *W F BRADDOCK/LMS*DMS-DR-2474 
14TWT - *ON A .004 SCALE S'LAUNCH CONFIGURAT*ALLEVIATE O/ET F * *0.60 - *MSFC - C *dULY, 1981 
656 /*PACE SHUTTLE LAUN*ION (NO PROTUBERA*WD AATTACH POINT * ' 1 25 *14-INCH TRISON*J E VAUGHN 
FA2B *CH CONFIGURATION *NCES ON ET) - WIND TUNNEL'G R LUTZ*LOADS 'IC 

CR-160,826*(MODEL 74-OTS) IN*LAUNCH CONFIGURAT*VERIFY PREVIOUS D* * ' *-DMS * 
*THE NASA/MSFC 14 *ION *ATA OBTAINED AT A' * * 
*-INCH TRISONIC WI* *EDC ' * ' ' 
*ND TUNNEL (FA28) ' * * * 
* * * t* * * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* t 	 * * +MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF ' SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID t REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 	 *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
- -PRESSURE DISTRIBU*LAUNCH VEHICLE (8*DETERMINE DETAILE*PRESSURE * 0 02 / *LARC I *W I SCALLION/LARC*DMS-DR-2475 
16TT - *TION AND INTEGRAT*9-OTS) *D MEASUREMENTS OF* * 0 9- *LARC *J. E VAUGHN *AUGUST, 1980 
342 /+ED LOADS AT FOUR * *PRESSURES ON THE * * 1 25 *16-FOOT TRANSU*G. W KLUG * 
LAi4O *STATIONS ON THE S* 	 *LOX FEEDLINE AT * * *NIC TUNNEL *-DMS * 
CR-160,509*PACE SHUTTLE TANK* *FOUR STATIONS ' * * * * 
'LOX FEEDLINE (LA * * * * 
*140) * * * * * * 
LARC 

LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST'ORBITER 74-0 *TO (1)DETERMINE O'FORCE + 0 004 / *LARC I *R L CALLOWAY/LAR*DMS-DR-2477 
20HT6 - *IGATIONS ON AN 0 * *RBITER DIRECTIONA* *6 0 - *LARC *C *dUNE, 1981 
6546 /+004-SCALE 140C MO* *L STABILITY AND C* *6 0 +20-INCH HYPERS*d E. VAUGHN * 
LAi4IA/B *DIFIED CONFIGURAT* 	 'ONTRUL CHARACTERI* * 'ONIO TUNNEL (N*C. R EDWARDS * 
CR-160,825'ION SPACE SHUTTLE* 'STICS FROM 20-40 * * *ACH 6) *-DMS * 00 
*VEHICLE ORBITER * *ANGLE OF ATTACK * * , * 
*MODEL (74-0) IN T* *(2)TEST ANGLES OF'* * * * "Dr 
*HE NASA/LANGLEY R* *ATTACK AND SIDES * 	 * * 
*ESEARCH CENTER 20* *LIP FOR CONTINGEN* * ' ' 	 * 
'-INCH MACH 6 TUNN* *CY ABORT, (3)TEST* * * *
 
*EL (LAi4I) 'SMALL NEGATIVE A' * * * '
 
* * *NGLE OF ATTACK IN* * * * * C
 
* * *CREMENTS TO VERIF* * 4 * *
 
* * *Y OTHER RESULTS (* * * ' '
 
*4)VALIDATE MACH=B* * * -I 
*DATA cm'* 
* 	 * * * * * * * 
LARC - 'HIGH SUPERSONIC R*B750C6E64FI6FR22H*THE TEST OBJECTIV*FORCE ' 0 2/ *LARD / *BERNARD SPENCER J*DMS-DR-2478 
UPWT - *UDDER EFFECTIVENE*GIM52NIO8NIO9NIIO*ES WERE TO DEFINE* * 	 2 - *LARC *R./LARC *VOLUME 01 
'UNITARY PLAN WGEORGE M. WARE/LA*AUGUST, 19801299 /*SS AND EFFECT OF 4NiI1R20V27 *ORB RUDDER EFFEC * '5 4 
LAI31 'SILTS POD ON A 0.*VTIOVTIIVTI2VTI3V*TIVENESS, DETERMI* * *IND TUNNEL *RC * 
CR-iO,503'20-SCALE (REMOTEL'TI4VTi5VTIGVTi7Wi*NE AERO DIFF BET* * *W '0 X. KLUG 
*Y DRIVEN CONTROL *31 'WEEN FILLED AND S* ' * *-DMS * 
*SURFACE) MODEL 10' *CALED OPEN SPEEDB* ' * * 
+6-0 SPACE SHUTTLE* *RAKE, DETERMINE E* * * * 
*ORBITER TESTED I * *FFECT OF SILTS PO+ * * * * 
*N THE NASA/LARC 4* *D ON AERO CHAR 0* * ' ' * 
*-FOOT UNITARY PLA' *F THE ORBITER, SU* ' * * * 
*N WIND TUNNEL (LA- *PPLEMENT CONTROL * * * * * 
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* * * * *MODEL ' * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST **CONFIGURATIONS 
 * TEST *TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DM5 'PUBLICATIONS 
ID *REPORT TITLE * TESTED PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY* * PERSONNEL 'OR COMMENTS 
LARC - *HIGH SUPERSONIC R*B75Ci6E64F16FR22H*THE TEST OBJECTIV*FORCE 
 * 0 2/ *LARC / *BERNARD SPENCER ,*DMS-DR-2478
UPWT - *UDDER EFFECTIVENE*GIMS2NIOBNIONIIO*ES WERE TO DEFINE* 
 * 2.- *LARC *R./LARC *VOLUME 021299 /*SS AND EFFECT OF *NIIIR20V27 *ORB RUD6ER EFFEC * *5 
4 *UNITARY PLAN W'GEORGE M. WARE/LA*AUGUST, 1980
LA13i *SILTS POD ON A O.*VTIOVTIIVT12VTI3V*TIVENESS, DETERMI* 
 * *IND TUNNEL *RC * CR-160,504*20-SCALE (REMOTEL*TI4VTISVTI6VTI7WI*NE AERO DFF BET* * * *G. W. KLUG * 
*Y DRIVEN CONTROL *31 
 *WEEN FILLED AND S' * * *-DMS * 
*SURFACE) MODEL 10' 
 *CALED OPEN SPEEDB* * * * 
*6-0 SPACE SHUTTLE* *RAKE, DETERMINE E* * * * * 
*ORBITER TESTED I * 
 *FFECT OF SILTS PO* * * * * 
*N THE NASA/LARC 4* * ON AERO CHAR 
 0* * * * 
*-FOOT UNITARY PLA* 
 *F THE ORBITER, SU* * * * * 
*N WIND TUNNEL (LA* *PPLEMENT CONTROL * * ' *
 
*131) * *EFFECTIVENESS DAT* * * 
 * * 
* * *A * * * * * 
LARC - 'HIGH SUPERSONIC R*B7SCIGE64FI6FR22H*THE TEST OB.ECTIV*FORCE 
 * 0.2/ *LARC / *BERNARD SPENCER J*DMS-DR-2478
UPWT - *UDDER EFFECTIVENE'GIM52N$OSNIO9NIIO*ES WERE TO DEFINE* 
 * 2 - *LARC - *R /LARC *VOLUME 031299 /*SS AND EFFECT OF *NIIIR20V27 *ORB RUDDER EFFEC t *5 4 *UNITARY PLAN W*GEORGE M. WARE/LA*AUGUST, 1980
LA1I *SILTS POD ON A 0 *VTIOVTIIVTI2VTI3V*TIVENESS, DETERMI' 
 * *IND TUNNEL *RC * CR-160,505*20-SCALE (REMOTEL*TI4VTISVTIGVTI7W*NE AERO DIFF BET* * * *G. W. KLUG 
'Y DRIVEN CONTROL '31 *WEEN FILLED AND S* * **-DMS 
*SURFACE) MODEL 10' *CALED OPEN SPEEDB* * * * * 0 0
*6-0 SPACE SHUTTLE* *RAKE, DETERMINE E* * * * * .*1
*ORBITER TESTED I 
* *FFECT OF SILTS PD' * ' 
*N THE NASA/LARC 4* *D ON AERO CHAR 0' 
' ' 
* ' * o12
'-FOOT UNITARY PLAt 
 *F THE ORBITER, SU* ' * * ' 0 . 
*N WIND TUNNEL (LA* *PPLEMENT CONTROL * * ; a Z
'13) * 'EFFECTIVENESS DAT* * * 
* **A to V 
MSFC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS *OTS (MODEL 74) *TO DETERMINE INCR*FORCE *0 004 / *ROCKWELL/ 
 *d E. VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2481
14TWT - *IN THE NASA/MSFC *OTS + LBM *EMENTAL AERODYNAM* '0 60 - *MSFC *G R LUTZ *dUNE. 1983 ­665 /*14-INCH TRISONIC *OTS + LBM + FAIRI*IC LOADS WITH & W+ 
 *4.96 *14-INCH TRISON*-DMS ' IA602 'WIND TUNNEL ON A +NG 
 *ITHOUT THE THRUST* * *IC WIND TUNNEL* 
CR-167,377*0.004-SCALE MODEL*OTS + LBM + WAX F'AUGMENTATION PROV* 
 * * 
*(74-OTS) THRUST *AIRING 
 *IDED BY THE LIQUI* * * * * 
*AUGMENTED SPACE S' 
 *D BOOST MODULE. ' ' ' * * 
*HUTTLE INTEGRATED* ' ' * * * * 
'VEHICLE (IA602) ' ' * * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * t * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST DMS -PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * 
PURPOSE * TEST +MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER - 470 *TO OBTAIN AIRLOAD*FORCE * 03 / *ROCKWELL/ *R SPANGLER AND A*DMS-OR-2482 
IITWT - *FOR FORCE, MOMENT* *S INFORMATION WIT*PRESSURE * 6 *ARC - * KANEVSKY/R.I *VOLUME 01 
427-1 /*, PRESSURE AND AE* *H AND WITHOUT SIL* *1 4 *I-FOOT TRANSO*S R HOULIHAN *JAN , 1981 
427-2 /*ROELASTIC DATA US* *TS POD, OBTAIN OV. * *NIC WIND TUNNE*C. R EDWARDS * 
OA400 *ING THE 0 030 SCA* '102 WING OISTRIBU* + *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
CR-160,814*LE PRESSURE LOADS* *TED AIRLOADS, DST* * * * 
'SPACE SHUTTLE OR * *AIN ELEVON DISTRI* * ** * 
**BITER MODEL (47-0* *BUTED AIRLOADS AN* * ' * 
*) IN THE NASA/ARC* *D HINGE MOMENTS, * ' ' *
 
"il FOOT UNITARY * *AND TO DETERMINE * * * *
 
-PLAN WIND TUNNEL,* *EFFECT OF VERTICA* * *
 
*(0A400) * 'L TAIL AEROELASTI* *
 
+ * 'CITY ON LATERAL-DO
 
* t 'IRECTIONAL CHARAC * * * * 
*TERISTICS OF THE * * * *
 
* * *ORBITER VEHICLE * * ' '
 
ARC - +RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER - 470 *TO OBTAIN AIRLOAD*FORCE * 03 *ROCKWELL/ 'R SPANGLER AND A'DMS-DR-2482 
IITWT - *FOR FORCE, MOMENT* *S INFORMATION WIT*PRESSURE * 6 *ARC - * KANEVSKY/R I. *VOLUME 02 
427-1 /*, PRESSURE AND AE* *H AND WITHOUT SIL' '1.4 *11-FOOT TRANSO'S R. HOULIHAN *JAN , 1981 
427-2 /*ROELASTIC DATA US* *TS POD, OBTAIN OV* *NIC WIND TUNNE*C. R EDWARDS ' 
OA400 *ING THE 0.030 SCAt *102 WING DISTRIBU' * *L (UNITARY) *-DM5 * 
CR-IO,815*LE PRESSURE LOADS* *TED AIRLOADS, OBT* ' 
*SPACE SHUTTLE OR * *AIN ELEVON DISTRI* ' * ' 
*BITER MODEL (47-0* 'BUTED AIRLOADS AN- * * 
*( IN THE NASA/ARC" *b HINGE MOMENTS, * 
*i FOOT UNITARY * *AND TO DETERMINE * * * * * 0 0 ;­
*PLAN WIND TUNNEL,* *EFFECT OF VERTICA* * 

*(OA400) * *L TAIL AEROELASTI* ' ' 
 * * __ 
* * *CITY ON LATERAL-D' * ' * * o M 
*IRECTIONAL CHARAC* * * 0 3 
* *TERISTICS OF THE * * t ­
* *ORBITER VEHICLE * * * * ­
> 0
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST t TYPE OF * SCALE' TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
- - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *ORBITER - 470 *TO OBTAIN AIRLOAD*FORCE * .03 *ROCKWELL/ *R SPANGLER AND A'DMS-DR-2482 
IITWT - *FOR FORCE, MOMENT* *S INFORVATION WIT*PRESSURE * 6 *ARC - * KANEVSKY/R I. *VOLUME 03 
427-1 /*, PRESSURE AND AE* *H AND WITHOUT SIL* *1 4 *Ii-FOOT TRANSO*S R HOULIHAN *JAN., 1987
 
427-2 /*ROELASTIC DATA US* *TS POD, OBTAIN DV* *NIC WIND TUNNE*C. R EDWARDS *
 
OA400 +ING THE 0 030 SCA* *102 WING DISTRIBU* * -L (UNITARY) *-DMS
 
CR-160.816*LE PRESSURE LOADS* -TED AIRLOADS, OBT* ' ' * * 
*SPACE SHUTTLE OR * *AIN ELEVON DISTRI' * * * ' 0 0 
'BITER MODEL (47-0' 'BUlEO AIRLOADS AN' * ' 
*( IN THE NASA/ARC* *D HINGE MOMENTS, * 4 * * 
*iI FOOT UNITARY * ' * * o z'AND TO DETERMINE * 

*PLAN WIND TUNNEL,* *EFFECT OF VERTICA* ' ' * 0 ) 
*(OA400) *L TAIL AEROELASTI* * ' * * 
*CITY ON LATERAL-* * ' ' 
* **IRECTIONAL CHARAC* * ' ' to ' 
* * *TERISTICS OF THE * ' * * * ­
*ORBITER VEHICLE * ' * ' ' r rn 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF A TEST' *TO CERTIFY THE TP*FORCE *1 0 *ROCKWELL/ *S C CARRION/RI *DMS-DR-2483 M 
PWTI6T - 'OF THE FULL-SCAL * *S TILES COVERING * * O.80- *AEDC - *C L. STEVENS/RI *VOLUME 01 
TF-556 /*E NASA ORBITER VE* *THE FIN/RUDDER GA* * 1.40 *TRANSONIC PROP*S R HOULIHAN *dUNE, 1982 
0S49 *RTICAL TAIL (MODE* *P REGION OF THE N* * *ULSION WIND TU*G R LUTZ 
CR-I67,357L ltl-O) IN THE A* 'ASA ORBITER VERTI' * *NMEL (PWT-IGT)*-DMS 
*EDC 16 FOOT PROPU* *CAL TAIL. * * * 
*LSION WIND TUNNEL* * * ' * 
'(0S49) 4 * ' * ' ' 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF A TEST* *TO CERTIFY THE TP*FORCE '1 0 *ROCKWELL/ *S C. CARRION/RI *DMS-DR-2483 
PWT16T - 'OF THE FULL-SCAL * *S TILES COVERING * * 0 80- *AEDOC - *C L. STEVENS/RI *VOLUME 02 
TF-556 /*E NASA ORBITER VE* *THE FIN/RUDDER GA* * 1 40 *TRANSONIC PROP*S R. HOULIHAN *dUNE, 1982 
0S49 tRTIOAL TAIL (MODE' *P REGION OF THE N * *ULSION WIND TU*G R. LUTZ 
CR-I67,368*L 111-0) IN THE A* *ASA ORBITER VERTI* * 'NNEL (PWT-IGT)*-DMS 
*EDC IG FOOT PROPU* *CAL TA269 * * ' *
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* 	 * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY t PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
ID * REPORT TITLE * 
*RESULTS OF VENT P*CALIBRATION PANEL*DETERMINE AIRLOAD*PRESSURE *FULL / *ROCKWELL/ *R B INGSLAND/R*DMS-DR-2485ARC -
IITWT - *ORT TPS LOADS TES*HRSI PANEL *S DISTRIBUTION ONtFORCE *0 *ARC - *OCKWELL *JUNE, i982 
425 /*TS IN THE AMES PE*FRSI PANEL *TPS MATERIAL ARO * +1.4 *i-FOOT TRANSO*S R. HOULIHAN * 
*425-1 /*SEARCH CENTER (AR* *UND VENT PORTS Wi* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*B J. BURST 
OS50 *C) IIX11-FOUT WIN+ *AND W/O JET MASS * t +L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
OSBOA *D TUNNEL USING MO* *FLOW, AND TO CER * * * * * 
CR-167,361*DEL 113-0 (OS50/0 *TIFY HRSI TILES A+ + * * 
tSSOA) * *ND FRSI TO 1L4 T* * 
* * *MES DESIGN DYNAMI* * * * * 
* * *C PRESSURES(ULTIM* * * 
* * *ATE) AIRLOADS * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF WIND T*B64CI4E6SFI4MIBN9*TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE *0 035 / *ROCKWELL/ *J.A BLACK/ARVIN/*DMS-DR-2486 
PWTIGT - *UNNEL TEST 0A253 *2N94Ri8U2V23W129 *STATIC & FLUCTUAT* * 0 6- *AEDC - *CALSPAN *VOLUME 01 
572 	 /*IN THE AEDC 16-T *$28 *ING PRESSURE ENVI* * 1.50 *TRANSONIC PROP*R R. BURROWS/RI *OCT., 1982 
* *ULSION WIND TU*S. R HOULIHAN * DA253 *PROPULSION WIND T*T40 *RONMENT FOR CERTI* 

CR-167.36B*UNNEL USING A 0.0* 
 *FYING THERMAL PRO* * *NNEL (PWT-IGT)*G. W KLUG * 
*35-SCALE SS LAUNC* *TECTION SYSTEM (T* * * *-DMS * 
*H VEHICLE MODEL 8- *PS) TILES IN CONT* * * * 	 * 
**4-OTS & ENTRY VEH* 	 *ROL SURFACE GAPS * * * * 
*ICLE MODEL 84-0 * *ON THE WING & VER' * * * 
* * *TICAL TAIL, & TO * * * 
* * *PROVIDE STATIC PR* * * * * 0 0 
* * *ESSURE DATA FOR A* * * * * 
* * * * "0* * tIRLOADS ANALYSIS * 
* * *OF WINDSHIELD,ELE+ * * * * o 
* * *VON/WING TIP,ETC * * * * * 0 
cb' 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * t CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST ' TYPE OF SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
-----------------------------------------------------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------

AEDC - *RESULTS OF WIND T*B64C14E63F14MI8N9*TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE 
*0 035 *ROCKWELL/ *0 A BLACK/ARVIN/*DMS-DR-2486

PWTI6T - *UNNEL TEST 0A253 *2N94Ri8U2V23Wt29 *STATIC & FLUCTUAT* 
 * 0 6- *AEDC - *CALSPAN *VOLUME 02572 /*IN THE AEDC 16-T *S28 *ING PRESSURE ENVI* * I so *TRANSONIC PROP*R R. BURROWS/RI *OCT., 19820A253 *PROPULSION WIND T'T40 *RONMENT FOR CERTI' * *ULSION WIND TU'S R. HOULIHAN * 
CR-167,369*UNNEL USING A 0 0* 
 *FYING THERMAL PRO* * *NNEL (PWT-IGT)*G W KLUG * 
*35-SCALE SS LAUNC* *TECTION SYSTEM (T* 
 * * *-OMS * 
*H VEHICLE MODEL 8' *PS) TILES IN CONT* t * * * 
*4-OTS & ENTRY VEH* 
 *ROL SURFACE GAPS * * * * * 
*ICLE MODEL 84-0 
 *ON THE WING & VER* * * * 
* * *TICAL TAIL, & TO * * * * * 
* * *PROVIDE STATIC PR* * *
 
* 
 * *ESSURE DATA FORA' * *
 
* * *IRLOADS ANALYSIS 
* 
 * * * 
* * *OF WINDSHIELDELE* ' *
 
* * *VON/WING TIP,ETC.* 
 ' * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AMES G*HRSI TILED PANEL *TO DEMONSTRATE TH*PRESSURE ' 70- *ROCKWELL/ *R B. KINGSLAND/RO*DMS-DR-2487IITWT - *AP FILLER TESTS U* *AT THE TILES AND * 
 ' 88 *ARC - *CKWELL *OCT , 1982 
380-1 /*SING TEST FIXTURE+ *GAP FILLERS REMAI' * *11-FOOT TRANSO*S R. HOULIHAN * 436-1,3 /*96-0 IN THE NASA * *NED ATTACHED TO T* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*G R. LUTZ * 0S43 */AMES IiXII-FOOT * *HE STRUCTURE UNDE* * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS
 
OS51 *TUNNEL (OS43,OSSI* *R SIMULATED FLIGH' ' * 
OS5IB *'OS51BOSSIC) * *T ENVIRONMENTS * * * * 
OS5iC * * * , , ' * .
 
CR-167,362* * * ' 
* * * * * * * 
* 
ARC - *PRELIMINARY SCREE*AFRSI PANEL 
 *GATHER INFORMATIO*PRESSURE '0 8 *ROCKWELL/ *R B. KINGSLAND,d*DMS-DR-2488
22TWT - *NING TESTS OF THE'CALIBRATION PANEL*N TO AID IN THE S* *1 4 
 'ARC - * GEE, RI *SEPT., 1981 
458 /*SPACE SHUTTLE AF * *ELECTION OF AFRSI* * *2-FOOT BY 2-FO*S R. HOULIHAN * OS300 *RSI MATERIAL USIN* 
 *BLANKET CONFIGUR * * 'OT TRANSONIC W*B. J BURST * CR-160,835*G MODEL 115-0 IN * 
 *ATION SUITABLE FO* * *IND TUNNEL *-DMS * 0
 
*THE NASA/AMES RES* *R SUBSEQUENT MATE* ' * * -'1 
*EARCH CENTER 2X2 * *RIAL CHARACTERIZA* ' * * * 
*FOOT TRANSONIC WI* *TION AND SYSTEM Q* ' ' * * O
'NO TUNNEL (OS30o)* *UALIFICAT ION TES* 
 * 0 >
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* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS 
 *PUBLICATIONS
 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
ID ' REPORT TITLE t TESTED PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* 

AEDC - *RESULTS OF A WIND* *TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE *1 0 / *ROCKWELL/ 	 *R H SPANGLER/RI *DMS-DR-2489 
PWT16T - -TUNNEL TEST ON T * *BREAK-AWAY CHARAC* * 0 O- *AEDC - *R.G MEYER/CALSPA*JUNE. 1982 
TF-608 /*HE SPACE SHUTTLE * *TERISTICS OF THE * * 0 4 *TRANSONIC PROP*N * 
0356 *UMBILICAL PURGE C* *SS ORBITER UMBILI* * *ULSION WIND TU*S R. HOULIHAN * 
CR-1G7.GG*URTAIN IN THE AED* CeAL PURGE CURTAIN- t *NNEL (PWT-IGT)*G R. LUTZ 
*C I-T PROPULSION* *DURING LAUNCH. * * * '-DMS * 
*WIND TUNNEL (PWT * * * t * * * 
*), USING MODEL 10* * * * 4 * 
*8-0 (0856) * * 	 * 4 *
 
AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FROM*60-O fTU OBTAIN ADDITIO*PRESSURE *0 0175 *ROCKWELL/ *dIM A COLLINS, .*DMS-DR-2490 
HWTB - *THE NASA/ROCKWEL *56-0 *NAL AERODYNAMIC H* *0 04 I *AEDC - *IM GEE, ROCKWELL *VOLUME 01 
V41B-G9 /*L INTERNATIONAL 5*83-0 *EATING DATA IN FI* *8 0 - *HYPERSONIC WIN*KENNETH W NUTT, *JULY, 1982 
OHIO9 *PACE SHUTTLE 0 01' *NER DETAIL THAN P* *8 0 'D TUNNEL (B) *AEDC(CALSPAN) * 
CR-i67,349*75-SCALE ORBITER * 
 *REVIOUSLY TESTED * * * *S R HOULIHAN *
 
*MODELS 56-0/60-0 * *FOR ORBITER STS-i'* *B J. BURST *
 
'AND 0 04-SCALE OR* *ENTRY YAW ANGLES ' ' * *-DMS *
 
'BITER FOREBODY MO* * * 
 +t * *
 
'DEL 83-0 CONDUCTE* * * * * *
 
*0 IN THE AEDC/VKF* t t + * t *
 
*-B 50-INCH HYPERS* 4 * * * *
 
ONIC WIND TUNNEL * * * * t * *
 
*(TESTS H-109 & OH* * * * 4 * *
 
* OB)* 	 * * * * * *
 1098)* 	 ***
 
AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FROM*60-O *TO OBTAIN ADDITIO'PRESSURE '0.0175 . *ROCKWELL/ *JIM A COLLINS. d*DMS-DR-2490 
HWTB - *THE NASA/ROCKWEL *56-0 *NAL AERODYNAMIC H' '0.04 I *AEDC - *IM GEE, ROCKWELL *VOLUME 02 
+8.0 - 'HYPERSONIC WIN*KENNETH W NUTT, *JULY.
V41B-G9 /*L INTERNATIONAL 5*83-0 *EATING DATA IN FI* 	 1982
 
OHIO9 'PACE SHUTTLE 0 01* *NER DETAIL THAN P* *8 0 *D TUNNEL (8) 	*AEDC(CALSPAN) *
 
*S R HOULIHAN *
CR-167,350*75-SCALE ORBITER * *REVIOUSLY TESTED * 

*MODELS 56-0/60-0 * 'FUR ORBITER STS-I * 'B J BURST *
 
*AND 0.04-SCALE OR* *ENTRY YAW ANGLES * ' * *-DMS *
 
*BITER FOREBODY MO* * ' ' * * * 0 0
 
'DEL 83-0 CONDUCTE' * * * *
 
*D IN THE AEDC/VKF* 4 * * "
 
*-B 50-INCH HYPERS' ' * * ' * 0
 
'ONIC WIND TUNNEL * * * * * ' ' 0 ,
 
*(TESTS OH109 & OH' * * * * * 

*O98) * * * * *
 




* * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE ' TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FROM+60-O *TO OBTAIN AODITIO*PRESSURE *0 0175 *ROCKWELL/ *JIM A. COLLINS, t*DMS-DR-2490 
HWTB - *THE NASA/ROCKWEL *56-0 'NAL AERODYNAMIC H* '0 04 'AEDC - *IM GEE, ROCKWELL *VOLUME 03 
V418-G9 /*L INTERNATIONAL S*83-0 *EATING DATA IN FI* *8 0 - *HYPERSONIC WIN*KENNETH W. NUTT, *JULY. 1982 
OHI09 *PACE SHUTTLE 0.01* *NER DETAIL THAN Pt *8 0 *D TUNNEL (B) *AEDC(CALSPAN) * 
CR-iG7,35i*75-SCALE ORBITER * *REVIOUSLY TESTED * * * *S. R HOULIHAN * 
*MODELS 56-0/60-0 * 'FOR ORBITER STS-I* * *B. d BURST * 
*AND 0.04-SCALE OR* *ENTRY YAW ANGLES * * * *-OMS * 
*BITER FOREBODY MO* * * * * 
*DEL 83-0 CONDUCTE* ' * ' * , * 
*D IN THE AEDC/VKF* * t * * * 
*-B 50-INCH HYPERS* * * * * * 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL' * * * 
*(TESTS OH109 & OH* ' * ' ' * 
*1098) * * * * * 
* ' * * * * * * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF THE SS*OV-I02 (RIGHT HAN*ELEVON GAP HEATIN*HEAT-TRANS*0.025 *ROCKWELL/ *J. COLLINS/RI *DMS-DR-2492
 
HWTB - *V ELEVON GAP HEAT*D WING AND TRUNCA*G RATES * '8 0 *AEDC - *S R HOULIHAN *JUNE, 1982
 
V438-17 /*ING TESTS USING T.TED AFT FUSELAGE)* * +8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*H C. ZIMMERLE *
 
OHIO7 *HE 0.025-SCALE SP* * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS *
 
CR-i67.359*ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT* 
 * ' * 
*ER MODEL (94-0) I* * * * * * *
 
*N THE AEDC/VKF HY* * * * *
 
*PERSONIC WIND TUN* ' 
 ' * ' * * 
*NEL B (OHIO7) * * * * 
ARC - *AERODYNAMIC HEATI*OV-102 ELEVON GAP*ELEVON/ELEVON GAP*PRESSURE *0 10 /ROCKWELL/ *C. L. BERTHOLO/RI*DMS-DR-2494

3 5HWT - *NG TESTS OF A 0.1* *AND STUB HEATING * *7.3 *ARC - *S. R. HOULIHAN *JUNE, 1982 
254 /*O-SCALE SS ORBITE* *DISTRIBUTION '7 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER*H C. ZIMMERLE * 
OH108 *R ELEVON/ELEVON G* * * * *SONIC WIND TUN*-DMS * 
CR-167,360*AP MODEL 93-0 IN * ' ' *NEL * * 
*THE NASA/ARC 3 5 ' * * * ' * 0 0 
*FOOT HYPERSONIC W* * ** * * * "iiZ 
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*MODEL * 	 * COGNIZANT * BASIC* 	 * * * 
* TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONSTEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTSID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* 
ARC - *TEST RESULTS FROM'56-O *OBTAIN ORBITER HE*PRESSURE * 0 0175 , *ROCKWELL/ *C. L BERTHOLD,d.*DMS-DR-2495 
* 0 04 / *ARC - *GEEROCKWELL *OCT , 9813.5HWT - *THE NASA/ROCKWEL *60-0 *ATING DATA TO EST* 

253 /-L INTERNATIONAL S80-0 *ABLISH MACH NUMBE* *5 3 - *3.5-FOOT HYPER*S R HOULIHAN *
 
OHiIO *PACE SHUTTLE 0 01* *R SENSITIVITY OF *'7 3 *SONIC WIND TUN*B J. BURST
 
*CR- 6O,844*T75-SCALE ORBITER * 'ORBITER IN YAW * * 'NEL *-DMS 
*MODELS 56-0/60-0 * * * * * 
*AND THE 0 04-SCAL* * * * * 	 * 
*E ORBITER FOREBOO* * *
 
*Y MODEL 83-0 COND* * * * * * *
 
*UCTED IN THE NASA* * * * 
 * 
* 	 **/ARC 3 5-FOOT HYP* 	 * * 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* * * * * * * 
-EL (TEST OHitO) * * * * * * * 
*C. L BERTHOLD/RI*DMS-DR-2496 
' 8 0 *AEDC - *S R HOULIHAN *VOLUME at 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF THE TR'0.0175-SCALE 56-O*TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS* 8 0- *ROCKWELL/ 

HWTB - *ANSATLANTIC ABORT*O.Oit75-SCALE 60-C*ANSFER DATA ON OR* 

V41B-IC /*MANEUVER TEST(OH *0 04-SCALE FOREBO*BITER AT ATTITUDE* * *HYPERSONIC WIN*B d. BURST *NOV., 1982
 
OHI1 'Ili) USING THE 0 *DY 83-0 *S THAT WOULD BE E* * *0 TUNNEL (B) *-OMS *
 
CR-167,380*0175-SCALE 56-0 A* 	 *NCOUNTERED IN A T* ' * * 
 * 
*ND 60-0, AND THE * *RANSATLANTIC ABOP' * * 	 * * 
* * *0.04-SCALE 83-0 T' 	 *T MANEUVER * * * 
*HIN SKIN THERMOCO* * t
 
*UPLE MODELS IN TH* * *
 
*E AEDC VKF TUNNEL* * ,
 
*B HYPERSONIC WIN * * ' * * '
 
*D TUNNEL(OHIII) * * ' ' *
 
- *RESULTS OF THE TR*O 0175-SCALE 56-O'TO OBTAIN HEAT TR'HEAT-TRANS* 8.0- *ROCKWELL/ *C. L BERTHOLD/RI*DMS-DR-2496
AEDC 

* 8 0 *AEDC - *S R HOULIHAN *VOLUME 02HWTB - *ANSATLANTIC ABORTO OI7S-SCALE 60-O*ANSFER DATA ON OR* 

V418-1C /*MANEUVER TEST(OH -0 04-SCALE FOREBO*BITER AT ATTITUDE* * 'HYPERSONIC WIN*B J. BURST *NOV , 1982
 
* *D TUNNEL (B) *-DMS
OHill *Ill) USING THE 0 'DY 83-0 *S THAT WOULD BE E* 
CR-i67,3Bi*Oi75-SCALE 56-0 A* *NCOUNTERED IN A T* 
*ND 60-0. AND THE * *RANSATLANTIC ABOR* * * 
' 	 * 000 
*0 04-SCALE 83-0 T* *T MANEUVER * 	 ;a'****HIN SKIN THERMOCO* 

**UPLE MODELS IN TH* * '* 	 * 
*E AEDC VKF TUNNEL* * Q 
*B HYPERSONIC WIN' * * * * ' ' 
'	 v** 
*D TUNNEL(OHIII) * 

* * '4- ** 	 to 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------





 * * *MODEL * ' COGNIZANT ' BASIC
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
* TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST 




AEDC - *RESULTS OF THE TR*0.0175-SCALE 56-O*TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS* 
B 0- *ROCKWELL/ *C. L. BERTHOLD/RI*DMS-DR-2496

HWTB - *ANSATLANTIC ABORT*O 0175-SCALE 60-O'ANSFER DATA ON OR* 
 * B 0 *AEDC - *S R. HOULIHAN *VOLUME 03V41B-IC /*MANEUVER TEST(OH tO 04-SCALE FOREBO*BITER AT ATTITUDE* * *HYPERSONIC WIN*B 
J. BURST *NOV., 1982
0H1111 
 1i1) USING THE O.*DY 83-0 *S THAT WOULD BE E* * *D TUNNEL (B) *-DNS
CR-167.382*0175-SCALE 56-0 At 
 "*NCOUNTERED IN A T* 
,
 * * 





*0 04-SCALE 83-0 T* *T MANEUVER 
 * ' * '
 
'HIN SKIN THERMOCO* t * * * *
 













*' TUNNEL(ONItl) * * '
 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *669C14DT1E54F14FD*MEASURE TURBULENC*PRESSURE 
 *0 36 / *ROCKWELL/ *T.J BZIUBALA,R.R*DMS-DR-2499

40SWT - 'USING A 0.36-SCAL*IFD2FRi2HAIHGiMIB*E IN WAKE OF 
ORB * *0.07 - *ARC - *. BURROWS,J MARRO*AUGUST, 1981473 /*E MODEL (76-0) OF*N92N94NlO7PR1RI8V*FUSELAGE USING HF* 
 *0 26 *40-FOOT BY 80-*QUIN/RI

0A164 *THE SSV ORBITER *23VTiVT2WI29 *AIDETERMINE RN/L ' * *FOOT SUBSONIC *S 
R HOULIHAN '
 CR-160,836'I0i IN THE NASA/A' *DEPENDENCE ON ORB * 
 *WIND TUNNEL *G R. LUTZ *
 
'MES RESEARCH CENT* 
 *WAKE CHARACTERIS * ' 
 ' *-DMS ' 00

*ER 40X80-FOOT SUB* *TICS.AND ABILTIY * ' *
 q
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL* *OF TAILCONE/SCOOP* ' ' 

'(0A164) ' -* *S TO REDUCE TURBU* * ' ' o 
' '0 ' 
*IN FLIGHT TEST PR* * ' ' 
*LENCE;AND TO OBTA* ' ' 
*
 
*OBE DATA W/WOAT' * ' * 
*AILCONE

* t t 
' 
* 
* ' ' * a-=1 t * * 
ARC - *PHASE II SCREENIN'i15-O AFRSI MATER'TO CONTINUE THE S'PRESSURE *0 e5 - *ROCKWELL/ *d G R COLLETTE*DMS-DR-2500 0 
22TWT - *G TEST OF AFRSI M*IAL PANELS *CREENING PROCESS * *1 I *ARC */RI *DEC , 1981 j ­467-i /*ATERIAL USING MOD* *INITIATED ON OS30* 
 * *2-FOOT BY 2-FO*S R. HOULIHAN ' . (jOS301 *EL 115-0 IN THE A' *0 BY INVESTIGATIN* * *DT TRANSONIC W*G R. LUTZ
CR-i6O,848*MES RESEARCH CENT* *G THE RELATIVE OU* 
 * *IND TUNNEL *-DMS 
*ER 2X2-FOOT TRANS* *RABILITY OF VARIO* ' * * 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL *
'US CONFIGURATIONS* * * ' * 
*(OS301) *
'OF AFRSI * 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS 
* TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURrOCSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
*TO SUBJECT ADVANC*PRESSURE * 0 76- *ROCKWELL/ *J G R. COLLETTE/R*DMS-DR-2501 
IITWT - *SI OMS PODS/JOINT* *ED FLEXIBLE REUSA* * 0 88 *ARC - *1 *OCT 1982 
501-I /tS DEVELOPMENT TES* *BLE SURFACE INSUL* * *11-FOOT TRANSO*J M. RIVIN/RI * 
0S304A *T USING MODEL 116* *ATION(AFRSI) SPEC* * *NIC WIND TUNNEtS. R HOULIHAN * 
CR-i67.373*-O SPECIMENS & MO* *IMENS TO AN ENVIR* 
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE AFR* 

* *L (UNITARY) *G R LUTZ * 
*DEL 96-0 TEST FIX* *ONMENT SIMULATING* * *-DMS 
*TURE IN THE AMES * *THE FLOW CHARACT * * * * * 
*RESEARCH CENTER 1* *ERISTICS ENCOUNTE* * * * * 
*IXII-FOOT TRANSONt *RED AT THE OMS PO* * * * * 
*IC WIND TUNNEL (0* *DS OF THE SSV DUR* * * * * 
*S304A) * *ING ASCENT, & TO * * * * * 
* * *EVALUATE THE AFRS* * * * * 
* * *1 JOINTS IN THIS * * * * * 
* * *ENVIRONMENT * * * * * 
tRGCKWELL/ COLLETTE/R*DMS-DR-2502 
97SWT - *SI OMS PODS/JOINT* *ED FLEXIBLE REUSA* * *ARC - *I *AUGUST, 1982 
*9-FOOT BY 7-FO*S R HOULIHAN * 
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE AFR* *TO SUBJECT &DVANC*PRESSURE * 1 * *J.G R 
501-1 /*S DEVELOPMENT TES* *BLE SURFACE INSULt 

OS304B *T USING MODEL 116* *ATION (AFRSI) SPE* * *OT SUPERSONIC *G R. LUTZ *
 
CR-167.378*-D SPECIMENS AND * *CIMENS TO AN ENVI* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*-DMS *
 
*MODEL B-O TEST F* *RONMENT SIMULATIN* * *NITARY) * * 
*IXTURE IN THE AME* *G THE FLOW CHARAC* * * * * 
*S RESEARCH CENTERt *TERISTICS ENCOUNTt * * * * 
*9X7-FOOT SUPERSON* *ERED AT THE OMS P* * * * * 
* * 0 a* * 
*
tIC WIND TUNNEL (0* *ODS OF THE SSV DU* 
 * 
* *RING ASCENT & TO * * * 
* * *EVALUATE THE AFRS* * * * * 6) 
* *1 JOINTS IN THIS * * * * * 0 











 * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST 
 t TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
LARC 
 - *RESULTS OF COMBIN*20A *TO VERIFY THAT TP*PRESSURE * 0.6- *ROCKWELL/ *W.I WATSON/LARC *DMS-DR-2503
BTPT - *ED LOADS ORBITER *20C *5 TILES REMAIN AT* * I I *LARC 
 - *R R. BURROWS/RI *JULY, 1982905,6,7,9/*TEST (CLOT) IN TH*20D (NOT TESTED) *TACHED TO FLIGHT 
* * *8-FOOT TRANSON*S. R HOULIHAN: *
 
OS53A *E NASA/LARC 8-FOO* *STRUCTURE UNDER A* * *IC PRESSURE TU*G. R LUTZ *
 OS53B *T TPT USING THREE+ *SCENT CONDITIONS;* * *NNEL *-DMS *
 














 *LE RESPONSES, & D* * * * 
 *
 




* * *GHNESS ArTER SING* * * 
 * *
 




* * *SIONS * * * * *
 
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE AFR* *TO SUBJECT LARGE-*PRESSURE * 1 8 +ROCKWELL/ *0 G R. COLLETTE/R*DMS-DR-2504
97SWT - *SI LARGE-SCALE DE* *SCALE SPECIMENS 0* * 
 +ARC - *1 *SEPT., 1982 
503-1 /*VELOPMENT TEST US* *F ADVANCED FLEXIB* t 
 *9-FOOT BY 7-FOES R HOULIHAN *
 OS302B -ING MODEL 117-0 St 
 *LE REUSABLE SURFA* * *OT SUPERSONIC *G R. LUTZ *
 
CR-167,379*PECIMENS AND MODE* *CE INSULATION (AF* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*-DMS 
 *
 
*L 81-0 TEST FIXTU* tRSI) TO SS ORBITE* * *NITARY)
 
*RE IN THE AMES RE* *R ASCENT AERODYNA* * t
















 * *FOR TIME DURATION* t * * * 0 0 
* t *S EQUIVALENT TO It * * * * 91 11
 





 * *A SCATTER OF FOUR* * * 
 * * oz 
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* 	 * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED ' PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF ASCENT* *TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE * 1 IS *ROCKWELL/ *R.G MEYER/ARVIN/*DMS-DR-2505 
PWTI6T - tAERODYNAMIC LOAD * -TRANSONIC FLOW EF+ * *AEOC - 'CALSPAN *AUGUST, 1982 
* *FECTS ON THE TPS * * *TRANSONIC PROP*R R BURROWS/RI *TF-5Sl /*ING TESTS OF THE 
OS46A-G *SS THERMAL PROTEC* *TILES, DOOR & CAV* * *ULSION WIND TU*S R. HOULIHAN * 
CR-167.376*TION SYSTEM (TPS)* *ITY THERMAL BARRI' * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*G R. LUTZ 
*IN & AROUND THE * *ERS, FOAM ON THE * * *-DMS * 
*ORBITER/ET UMBILI* *UMBILICAL, PRESSU* * * * * 
*CAL DOOR & CAVITY* *RE SEAL, CLOSEOUT* * * * * 
*, USING MODELS 10' *CURTAIN, & DOOR * * * * * 
*8-0 & 1090 IN THE* *FLOW RESTRICTOR * * * * * 
*AEDC l6-T PROPUL * * * * * * * 
*SION WIND TUNNEL * * * * * * 
*(OS46A-G) * * * * * * * 
* 	 *PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *L P LEBLANC/ROCK*DMS-DR-2SO6ARC - *GAP FILLER REUSE * 

IiTWT - *TESTS OF FULL-SCA* * * 
 * *ARC - *WELL *DEC 1982 
* 	 * * *I-FOOT TRANSO*S R HOULIHAN * 
97SWT - 'ORBITER TILE ARPRA* * * *NIC WIND TUNNE*G R. LUTZ 	 * 
* 
500,07,31/*LE SPACE SHUTTLE * 

0560.,12,3"Y MODELS IN THE N* * * * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS 
CR-167,384*ASA/ARC 9X7-FOOT * * * * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO' * 
*AND Il-FOOT UNITA* * * * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
*RY PLAN WIND TUNN* * * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
*Et (S60,OS61A,OS* * * * *NITARY) * 
*61B,OS62,0S62A, A* t * * * * 
*ND 0S63) * * * * * * 
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE AFR*FIXTURE 96-0 *TO EVALUATE DESIG*PRESSURE *0 08 - *ROCKWELL/ *.A MARSHALL/RI 	*DMS-DR-250B8 
IITWT - *SI DESIGN CRITERI*FIXTURE 81-O *N/ENGINEERING CON' *1.8 *ARC - -P 3 KINGSLAND/RI*dAN., 1983 
548-I /'A DEVELOPMENT TES* *CEPTS FOR APPLICA* * +Il-FOOT TRANSO*S R. HOULIHAN * 
97SWT - *TS IN THE NASA/AM' *TION AND REPAIR 0* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*G R. LUTZ * 
0S306A/B *ES RESEAPCH CENTE' *F THE ADVANCED FL* * *L (UNITARY) '-OMS 	 * 0a 
.n

*EXIBLE REUSABLE S* * '9-FOOT BY 7-FO*CR-17,650*R liXii-FOOT AND 

*9X7-FOOT WIND TUN* *URFACE INSULATION* 'OT SUPERSONIC * * " C 
*NELS USING MODEL * *(AFRSI) BLANKET * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * O 
*23-0 (OS3O6A/B) * *MATERIAL ON SPACE* * *NITARY) * * 0 
* * *SHUTTLE ORBITER * * * * * F 
* * *(OVID3) AND TO SU* * * * * a " 
* * *PPORT THE AFRSI C* * * * ' a 
* * *ERTIFICATION PROG* * * * * C) 
* * *RAM * * 	 * * 




* * 4 * *MODEL * 4 COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS t TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE . TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST 'MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE FRC*FLAT PANEL w/FRCI*TO OBTAIN VENTING*PRESSURE * 78- +ROCKWELL/ *B.A. MARSHALL/RI *DMS-DR-2509
 
549-1 /1-12 TPS TILE VEN*-12 TILES *CHARACTERISTICS * * I 80 *ARC - *R.B. KINGSLAND/RI*DEC., 1982
 
97SWT - *TING TEST IN THE ' *AND INTERNAL PRES* * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*S. R. HOULIHAN *
 
OA307A/B *NASA/AMES RESEARC* 'SURES OF FIBROUS * * *OT SUPERSONIC *G. R. LUTZ *
 
CR-167,654*H CENTER IXII-FO* *REINFORCED COMPOS* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*-DMS *
 
-OT AND 9X7-FOOT W' *ITE INSULATION (Ft * *NITARY) * *
 
*IND TUNNELS (0A37' *RCI-12) TPS TILES* * * *
 
+A/8) *EXPOSED TO PRESS' * * * *
 
* * *URE GRADIENTS ASS' ' *
 
* * 'OCIATED WITH AERO* * * *
 
* * *DYNAMIC SHOCKS DU* * * * * 
* 'RING SS ASCENT * * 
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE AFR' *TO DEMONSTRATE BA*PRESSURE * 0 80- *ROCKWELL/ *B.A MARSHALL/RI *DMS-DR-2510 
IITWT - *SI FULL-SCALE CRE* *SIC AFRSI FLEXIBL* * 0.88 *ARC - *R B. KINGSLAND/RI*DEC 1982 
548-1 /*DIBILITY TEST IN * 'E BLANKET CAPABIL* * *11-FOOT TRANSO&S R HOULIHAN 
0S309A *THE NASA/AMES RES* *ITY IN AN EXPANSI * *NIC WIND TUNNE*G R. LUTZ * 
CR-167,651*EARCH CENTER tlXi' *ON/RECOMPRESSION * * 'L (UNITARY) '-DMS 
*I-FOOT WIND TUNNE* *SHOCK ENVIRONMENT* ' * t * 0 0 
'L USING MODEL 124' * * ' * 1 0r 
*-0 INSTALLED IN T* ' * * * ' * -u 
*HE 96-0 TEST FIXT* ' * * * * * 0 2 
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* 4 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
 * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING ' TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID t REPORT TITLE t TESTED * PURPOSE A TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
'FORCE '5 a - 'LARC / *0 E VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2213LARC - * * 

CF4 - * * * * '6 0 tLARC *B. J. BURST *
 
220-237 /* * * * * *FREON TUNNEL *-DMS * 
2OHT6 - * * * * * *20-INCH HYPERS* * 
456 /' * * * *ONIC TUNNEL (M* * 
LA53 * t * * * *ACH 6) * 
LA54 * * * * * * * 
LARD - *RESULTS OF SUBSON*VEHICLE 5 ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE * 0.030 / *ROCKWELL/ *d 3 DAILEDA/RI 0tMS-DR-2237 
V/STOL - *IC STUDIES USING * *E DISTRIBUTIONS *FORCE '0 2 *LARC - *d.MARROQUIN/RI * 
114 /*AN 0 030 SCALE OR* *AND FORCES AND MO* *0 2 *V/STOL TRANSIT*S R HOULIHAN * 
OA155 *BITER CONFIGUR- . *MENTS FOR THE * * *ION RESEARCH W'H C ZIMMERLE * 
*ATION 140A/B MODE* *ORBITER IN THE AP* * *IND TUNNEL *-DMS * 
*L (47-0) IN THE N* 'PROACH AND LANDIN* * * 
tASA/LAPC V/STOL T* *G CONFIGURATIONS * * * * * 
*RANSITION * *WITH AND WITHOUT * + * t * 
*RESEARCH WIND TUN* *THE INFLUENCE OF * * * * * 
*NEL (OA155) * * *'A GROUND PLANE. V* * * 
* * *ERTICAL TAIL LOAD* * * * * 
* * *S AND ELEVON, * * * * * 
*BODY FLAP, AND RU * * * t 
* * *DDER HINGE MOMENT' * * * 
* * *S WERE ALSO OBTIA* * * * 
* * *NED * * * * * 
* * 
* *19.1 *LARC *BILL WOODS/LARO *DMS-R-2256
'STING EFFECTS. BA*FORCE ­
22HT - * * *LANCE SENSITIVITI* *20 36 *LARC *J E VAUGHN * 
439 * *.'ES * * *22-INCH HELIUM*-DMS * 
LA6B * * * 
LARO - * 
* 'TUNNEL * 
F. VAUGHN *'MS-DR-2260 
8TPT - * * *OF SEVERAL WING * *i 2 *LARC *-DMS * 
715 * **'FILLET CONFIGURAT* * *8-FOOT TRANSON* ' o a 
8TPT - * * *IONS * PRESSURE TU* ;u 
LARD - * * *DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE *0.3 *LARO / E
* 'IC ' 
776 /* ' * * * *NNEL * 
* '8-FOOT TRANSON* *-LA60B * ' 0 M
' * PRESSURE TU** 'IC*LAGOC 

* *NNEL * * 
.* * ' 
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* * * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * ' CONFIGURATIONS * 
 TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
'ARC - * * *TO VERIFY INTEGRI*STRUCT-DYN*I 55 - *ROCKWELL/ *R S. CROWDER/RI *DMS-DR-2287 
97SWT - * * *TY OF T1HE ORBITER* *2 5 *ARC - *S R. HOULIHAN * 
166-1 I* * *FRSI MATERIAL IN * * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*H C. ZIMMERLE * 
OS13 * * *A PANEL FLUTTER * * *OT SUPERSONIC *-DMS * 
* * *ENVIRONMENT * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
* * * * * *NITARY) * * 
'FORCE t.0040
NSWC * * * * / *LARC / *0 E. VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2291 
BA - * * * * NSWC *B 0. BURST *
 
1275 * 
 * + * 'TUNNEL BA *'-DMS *
 
LA79 * * *
 
ARC - ' ' ' *STRUCT-DYN* *ROCKWELL/ ' *DMS-DR-2B39
 
22TWT * 
 * *' *'ARC ­
167-1 /' ' ' ' * *2-FOOT BY 2-FO*
 
0S32 * 
 * *OT TRANSONIC W*
 
S * 
 * * * *IND TUNNEL 
LARC - * * * *FORCE * *LARC / * *DMS-UR-2362 
BTPT -* * ' ' ' *LARC *
 
764 /* 
 ' * ' ' *-FOOT TRANSON*
 
LA92 * 
 * * IC PRESSURE TU* 
* * * * * *NNE* ' ' '*NNEL* * * 
LARC - * ' '0
*'FORCE * *LARC * E VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2379 
8TPT -* 
 * * *LARC *8 J BURST 
776 /* 
 * ' * ' *B-FOOT TRANSON*-DMS
 
LAI06 * 
 * * * PRESSURE TU*'IC 

* * * * * *NE ** ' ' ' *NNEL 
LARC * * * 'PRESSURE* * *LARC / *0. E VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2383 
CFHT - ' * ' ' * *LARC *. L GLYNN * 0 0 
IO / * *CONTINUOUS-FLO*-DMS * ; a 
LA93 * * * * *W HYPERSONIC T* * 
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* • * 'MODEL COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST + * CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *?ACH RANGE* AGENCY t PERSONNEL *DR COMMENTS
 
AEOC - *MODEL 83-0 ( 04 S*I)DETERMINE ORBIT*HEAT-TRANS* 0.04 *ROCKWELL/ *P L LAMOINE/RI *DMS-DR-2388
 
HWTB - * *CALE) ; MODEL 60-*ER (60-O)WINDWARD* * 0 0175 *AEDC - -J E VAUGHN *
 
V41B-R4A /* '0 ( 0175 SCALE) *SURFACE HEATING * *7.90 - *HYPERSONIC WIN*-DMS *
 
OH84A * OF TURBULENT * *8.0 'D TUNNEL (B) * *
 
*FLOW ORIGINATING * * * * *
 
* * *IN THE AREA OF TH* * * * *
 




* *2)DETERMINE ORBIT* * * * *
 
* *ER (83-0) LEESIDE* * * *
 
* * *HEATING IN SAME * * * * *
 
* * *AREA * * * * *
 
* ' * * * 

ARC - * tOT FLAT PLATE * *HEAT-TRANS* 0 04 *ROCKWELL/ *T L. MULKEY *DMS-DR-2393 
3 SHWT - * * * * 'ARC* - *G. W. KLUG * 
228-1 /t * * * * *3 5-FOOT HYPER*-DMS 

IH5IA * 
 * *SONIC WIND TUN* *
 
**NEL'
* ** * '* *  *NE * *
 
FORCE * *LARC I *U E. VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2394LTV - * 
* *LTV *B. 0 BURST * HSWT -* * 

Gil I' * * * * *HIGH SPEED WIN*-DMS *
 
LAI09 * * * tD TUNNEL * * 
**FORCE ' *LARC **d E. VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2411LARC - * 
BTPT -* * t * * 'LARC *B u BURST * 
804 /* ' * * ' *8-FOOT TRANSON*-DMS ' 0 a 
LAils * * * *'IC PRESSURE TU* * ITn: 
* * * ' * *NNEL * 
LARC -* * 'FORCE ' *LARC /, *d. E VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2425 0 
BTPT - * ** * 'LARC *B . BURST * ­
813 /* * ' ' > *8-FOOT TRANSON*-DMS * 
LAII7 * * 'IC PRESSURE TU* * C 
* * * * * *NNEL * * a 
AEDC - *'MODEL 60-0; LINE*DETERMINE TURBULE*HEAT-TRANS* 0 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ * W CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2427 
HWTB - *S VL70-000140C *NT HEATING ON LOW* *7 96 - *AEOC - *0 E VAUGHN * .< 
V418-V2C *ER FUSELAGF AND W* *8 0 *HYPERSONIC WIN*-DMS * 
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* 
 * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF 
* SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - * *FORCE 	 * *ROCKWELL/ *S R HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2439 
PWTT6T - * * * * *AEDC - *G W. KLUG * 
517 * * 	 **'TRANSONIC 	PROP*'-DMS * 
IA182 	 * 
 * * * ULSION WIND TU* 	 * 
* 	 * * 	 * * *NNEL (PWT-16T)*
* 	 * * 	 * * 	 * * * 
LARC - * 	 * * *FORCE * *LARC / *d E VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2441 
LTPT -* 
 * * * *LARC *B. BURST * 
255 /* t * * *LOW-TURBULENCE*-DMS 
LA127 * * * * * *PRESSURE TUNN * * 
* * * * * *EL * 
* 	 * * * t * * * 
LTV - * 	 * * *FORCE * *LARC *0d E VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2442 
HSWT -* * * * * 	 *LTV *B. 0 BURST * 
646 /* * 	 * * * 'HIGH SPEED WIN*-DMS * 
LA128 * * * 	 *B TUNNEL * * 
LARC ­ * 	 'FORCE * *LARC / *0 E VAUGHN 'DMS-DR-2446 
UPWT -* 	 * * * * 'LARC *B d BURST * 
1270 *
* , * * 'UNITARY PLAN W'-DMS * 
LA122 * * * 	 * * *IND TUNNEL * * 
ARC - * 	 * * 	 *PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *S R. HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2447 
IITWT - * 
 * * 'ARC* - *B . BURST * 
436-2 1* 	 * * * *IlI-FOOT TRANSO*-DMS * 
OS52 * * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE* * 0 0 
* * * 	 * * *L (UNITARY) * , 
ARC - * 
 * 	 'PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *S. R HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2458 0 
iiTWT - * 	 * ' ' **ARC - *B. 0 BURST 0 
369-I /* ' *' * *'i-FOOT TRANSO*-DMS * r 
0S36 ' ' ' * 	 * *NIC WIND TUNNE* ' 
* *L (UNITARY) * *-u 
ARC -	 ** 	 'PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *S. R HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2459 r- r' 
7SWT 
 * ARC - *B d BURST * 
369-i ' 	 * * 	 * ' *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS * " C 
0S37 * 	 * * ' 	 * *OT SUPERSONIC * * 
* * * *' *WIND TUNNEL (U* * 
* * * ** 	 'NITARY) * 
WORK IN PROCESS
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
MSFC - * tDETERMINE CAUSE AtFORCE * 0 004 / *MSFC / *BILL BRADDOCK/LMS*OMS-DR-2460 
14TWT - * * *ND AERO FIX TO EL* *0.6 - *MSFC *C-HUNTSVILLE * 
655 /+ * *IMINATE ORBITER R* *1 25 *14-INCH TRISONtJ L. GLYNN * 
FA27 * *OLLING MOMENT * * *IC WIND TUNNEL*d E VAUGHN * 
* * * * * * *-DMS 
ARC - * -*HEAT-TRANS* *ROCKWELL/ *S. R HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2461 
3.5HWT - * * * * + *ARC - *G. W KLUG * 
244 /* * * * * *3 S-FOOT HYPER*-DMS * 
IH5D1 * * * t *SONIC WIND TUN* * 
* * * * * *NEL * * 
ARC - * * *TO OBTAIN PERFORM*PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *R B. KINGSLAND/RO*DMS-DR-2463
 
11TWT - * * *ANCE CHARACTERIST* * *ARC - *CKWELL *
 
380-i /t * *ICS OF DAMAGED LR* * *ii-FOOT TRANSO*S. R, HOULIHAN *
 
381-1 /t * *SI TILE AND MINI-* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*H C. ZIMMERLE *
 
0S41 * * *TILE WHEN SUBJECT* * *L (UNITARY) *-DMS * 
0S42 * *ED TO TRANSONIC S+ * * * * 
0S45 * * *HOCK AND TURBULEN* * * * * 
* * *T FLOW ENVIRONMEN* * * * * 
* * *T * * * * * 
ARC - + *81-0 HRSI TILE PA*TO DEFINE AND UND*PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *R B KINGSLAND,R*OMS-DR-2465 
97SWT - * *NEL *ERSTAND THE SURFA* * *ARC - *OCKWELL * 
464 /* * *CE AND INTERNAL P* * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO*S R. HOULIHAN * 
OS55 * * *RESSURE RELATIONS* * *OT SUPERSONIC *B J. BURST * 
* * *HIPS FOR UNDENSIF* * *WIND TUNNEL (U*-DMS * 
* * *IED TILES * * 'NITARY) * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*B75,CI6,E64.FIB,M*TO OBTAIN 6-COMPO*FORCE *0 010 / *ROCKWELL/ *M.E NICHOLS/RI *DMS-DR-2466 
20HT6 - *IGATIONS OF THE O*52,N1O8,NilO,NIII*NENT VEHICLE FORC* * 6 0- *LARC - *R.L. CALLOWAY/LAR*VOLUME 01 
6559 /*.OI0-SCALE OV-102*,R20,V27,WI3I *E AND MOMENT DATA* * a 0 *20-INCH HYPERS*C * 
OA257 -CONFIGURATION SP * *, BASE AND STING-* * tONIC TUNNEL (M*J E VAUGHN * 0 0 
CR-167,663*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* *CAVITY PRESSURE D* * *ACH 6) *G W KLUG * 91 
*LE ORBITER MODEL * *ATA, AND SPECIAL * * * *-DMS * 
*72-0 IN THE NASA/* *THERMOCOUPLE DATA* * * * * 0 
*LANGLEY RESEARCH * *FROM THE MODEL * * * * * 0 
*CENTER 20-INCH MA* * * * * * * ;;r 
*CH 6 TUNNEL (0A25* * * * * * * 
*7) *0 
 * * * * * *.* a 
WORK IN PROCESS
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* 4 * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT ' BASIC 
TEST * 4 CONFIGURATIONS ' TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
....................................................................................................................................
 
LARC -	 *RESULTS OF INVESTtB75,C16,E64,Fi6,M*TO OBTAIN 6-COMPO*FORCE *0.010 *ROCKWELL/ *M.E NICHOLS/RI 'DMS-DR-2466 
20HT6 - *IGATIONS OF THE O52,NIOS,NlO,NIII*NENT VEHICLE FORC* * 6 0- *LARC - *R.L. CALLOWAY/LAR*VOLUME 02 
6559 /* 010-SCALE OV-iO2*,R20,V21,W3 *E AND MOMENT DATA* * a 0 *20-INCH HYPERS'C * 
OA257 *CONFIGURATION SP * *, BASE AND STING-+ * *ONIC TUNNEL (M*d S. VAUGHN * 
CR-167,664'ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* *CAVITY PRESSURE D, 'ACH 6) *G W. KLUG * 
*LE ORBITER MODEL * +ATA, AND SPECIAL * t * *-DMS * 
*72-0 IN THE NASA/* *THERMOCOUPLE DATA* * * * 4 
*LANGLEY RESEARCH * *FROM THE MODEL * * * * 
*CENTER 20-INCH MA' 
 * * * * * * 
*CH 6 TUNNEL (OA25' * * * * * 
*7) * , * 	 * * 
ARC - 'SPACE SHUTTLE LRS'LRSI (THIN TILE) *TO EVALUATE THE E*PRESSURE * 0.83- *ROCKWELL/ *R B. KINGSLAND/RO*DMS-OR-2470 
ilTWT - *I THIN TILE TEST * eFFECTS OF AN EXPA' * 0 88 *ARC - *CKWELL * 
145-1 /*IN THE NASA/AMES * *NSION/RECOMPRESSI* * *11-FOOT TRANSO*C. BERTHOLD/ROCKW* 
0S31A *RESEARCH CENTER i' *ON SHOCK ON A SAM* * *NIC WIND TUNNE*ELL * 
CR-167.658'IXII-FOOT UNITARY* *PLE OF LOW TEMPER* * *L (UNITARY) *S R HOULIHAN * 
*PLAN WIND TUNNEL * *ATURE REUSABLE SU* * * *G. R LUTZ * 
*USING TEST FIXTU * *RFACE INSULATION * * * *'-DMS
 
*RE 96-0 (OS31A) * *(LRSI) THIN TILES* * * * *
 
* * *SIMULATING THE R * * * *
 
* * *EGION OF THE SPAC* * * *
 
* * 'E SHUTTLE ORBITER* * 4 * * 
* * *OVER THE CANOPY.' * * * * 
ARC - *RESULTS OF EXPERI* *TO OBTAIN FORCE A'FORCE *0 60 - *ROCKWELL/ *A.R.KANEVSKY/RI *DMS-DR-2476 
IITWT - *MENTAL INVESTIGAT* *ND PRESSURE LOADS*PRESSURE *2 5 *ARC - *J E VAUGHN ' 
41-1,2.3/*IONS TO DETERMINE* *ON ET PROTUBERAN * * *Il-FOOT TRANSO*H. C ZIMMERLE * 
97SWT - *EXTERNAL TANK ' *CES AND TO ' * *NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS 
IA190A *PROTUBERANCE LOAD* *DETERMINE LOCAL F* * *L (UNITARY) * * 
IAI90B 	 *S USING A 0.03 SC* *LOW VELOCITIES ON' * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO* * 
*ALE MODEL OF THE * 'ET UPPER SURFACE * * 'OT SUPERSONIC ' * 00 
*SPACE SHUTTLE + * *WIND TUNNEL (U* 4'NEAR CENTERLINE * 
*LAUNCH CONFIGURAT* * * *NITARY) * M 
*ION (MODEL 47-OTS* ' * ' * * * 
+) IN THE NASA/ARC* * ' ' ' * * 
*UNITARY PLAN ' * * * * ' * 
'WIND TUNNEL (IA19* * * 
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* 	 * * * *MODEL * COGNIZANT t BASIC
 
TYPE OF * SCALE* 	 TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 
AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS
 
TEST * 	 * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * 

ID * REPORT TITLE 4 TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* 

ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T'ORBITER+TANK *TO OBTAIN CONVECT*PRESSURE t0 0175 / *ROCKWELL/ *C L BERTHOLD,RI *DMS-DR-2480 
3.5HWT - 'RANSFER TESTS ON * *IVE HEAT-TRANSFER* * 5.3 - *ARC - * R NAKAMOTO,RI * 
2B0 /*THE SPACE SHUTTLE* *RATE DISTRIBUTIO * * 7 3 *3 5-FOOT HYPER* * 
IH104 *SECOND STAGE ASC * *NS ON THE UPPER B * *SONIC WIND TUN* * 
*ENT VEHICLE AT FR* *ARREL OF THE SPAC* * *NEL
 
*EESTREAM MACH=S 3 *E SHUTTLE EXTERNA* * * *
 
*AND 7 3 IN THE N * 'L TANK FOR SECOND* * * *
 
*ASA/ARC 3 5-FOOT * *STAGE ASCENT CON * * * * *
 
*HWT USING THE 0.0* *DITIONS AT ATTITU* * * * *
 
*175-SCALE MODEL 6' *DES NOT ATTAINED * * + * *
 
*O-OT(IH104) * 'DURING PREVIOUS T* * * * * 
* * tESTS * * * * 
LTV - * *OV102-SSME ON * *FORCE * 0 02/ *LARC / *J. E. VAUGHN *DMS-DR-2484 
HSWT - * *OV102-SSME OFF * ' * 2 5- -LTV - G. W KLUG * 
742 /* *OV102-SSME ON VT * * 4 75 *HIGH SPEED WIN*-DMS * 
LA144 * *OFF * 	 * * *D TUNNEL *
 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*B75CI6E64FI6FD3FR*TO VERIFY ORBITER*FORCE *0 020 1 *ROCKWELL/ *R H BURT/ARVIN/C*DMS-DR-2491 
HWTB - *IGATIONS ON THE O*22HGIME2NIO8NIO9N*STATIC STABILITY * * 6 0 *AEDC - *ALSPAN *VOLUME 01 
V41B-HO /* 020-SCALE OV-102*IIONIIiR2OV27VTIO*CHARACTERISTICS, * *HYPERSONIC WIN*A C MANSFIELD/RI* 
0A258 *CONFIGURATION SP *VTIIVTt2VTI3VTI4V*THE LATERAL DIRE * * *0 TUNNEL (8) *,MSFC * 
CR-167,659*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC*TISVTI6VTI7WI3I *CTIONAL TRIM LIMI* ' * *S R HOULIHAN ' 
*LE ORBITER MODEL * *TS IN THE MACH 6' * *G W. KLUG * 0 0 
*i06-0 IN THE USAF* *TO B REGIME, TO I* * * *-DMS * :u 
*/AEDC VKF TUNNEL * *NVESTIGATE THE HY* * * * * 
*B (0A258) ' *PERSONIC STABILIT* * * 0 
* 	 ' *Y-DERIVATIVE ANOM* * * * o 
* *ALIES ENCOUNTERED* * * * , 
*IN TESTS LAI41 & * ' * * *
 
* * *LA144, & PROVIDE' * *
 
* 	 * . :>
 
* *HIGH-ACCURACY FO * * 
*RCE & MOMENT HYPE* * * 
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* * * * *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC
TEST t * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST OMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE * TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*B7SCi6E64FI6FD3FR*TO VERIFY ORBITER*FORCE 
 '0 020 *ROCKWELL/ *R.H BURT/ARVIN/C*DMS-DR-2491

HWTB - *IGATIONS ON THE 0*22HGIM52NIO8NIO9N*STATIC STABILITY * * 6 0 *AEDC - *ALSPAN *VOLUME 02
 
V41B-HO /*.020-SCALE OV-102*IIONIIIR2OV27VTIO*CHARACTERISTICS, 
 * *HYPERSONIC WIN*A C MANSFIELD/RI*
0A258 *CONFIGURATION SP *VTIIVTI2VTI3VT14V*THE LATERAL DIRE * * *D TUNNEL (B) *,MSFC * 
CR-167,660*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC*TISVTi6VTi7WI31 *CTIONAL TRIM LIMI* 
 * ' *S R HOULIHAN ' 
*LE ORBITER MODEL * *TS IN THE MACH 6 
* * * *G W. KLUG 
*106-0 IN THE USAF* *TO 8 REGIME, TO I* t * *-OMS 
*/AEDC VKF TUNNEL ' *NVESTIGATE THE HY* ' ' ' 
*B (OA258) *'PERSONIC STABILIT* * 
*Y-DERIVATIVE ANOM* ' * ' * 
* * *ALIES ENCOUNTERED* * * * 
* * 'IN TESTS LA141 & * ** * 
*LA144, & PROVIDE * ' ' ' 
* *HIGH-ACCURACY FO * * * * 
* + *RCE & MOMENT HYPE* ' * * * 
* *RSONIC DATA * ' ' * 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*B7BCIGE64FI6FD3FR*TO VERIFY ORBITER*FORCE *0 020 *ROCKWELL/ 
 *R.H BURT/ARVIN/C*DMS-DR-2491

HWTB - *IGATIONS ON THE 0*22HGIM52NiONIOgN*STATIC STABILITY * * 6.0 *AEDC - *ALSPAN *VOLUME 03 
V41B-HO /*.020-SCALE OV-102*IIONIIIR2OV27VTiO*CHARACTERISTICS, * 
 * *HYPERSONIC WIN*A C MANSFIELD/RI*
0A258 *CONFIGURATION SP *VTIIVTI2VTISVTi4V*THE LATERAL DIRE * * *D TUNNEL (B) *,MSFC
CR-167,661*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC*TISVTI6VTI7WI3i *CTIONAL TRIM LIMI* * *S R HOULIHAN * 
tLE ORBITER MODEL * *TS IN THE MACH 6 
 ' * *G W KLUG * 
*106-0 IN THE USAF* *TO 8 REGIME, TO I* ' * *-DMS * 
*/AEDC VKF TUNNEL * *NVESTIGATE THE HY* * ' ' * 00 
*B (OA258) * *PERSONIC STABILIT* ' ' * ' 
*Y-DERIVATIVE ANOM* * ' * ' 
* * *ALIES ENCOUNTERED* ' * * ' 0 7 
* *IN TESTS LAI4I & * * ' * * 0 > 
*LA144, & PROVIDE * ' * ' r 
* * *HIGH-ACCURACY FO * * ' ' 0 
* *RCt & MOMENT HYPE* * ' * ' " > 
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* * I *MODEL * * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATTONS * TEST * TYPE OF * SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS 
ID * REPORT TITLE * TESTED * PURPOSE ' TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY * PERSONNEL *OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - 'RESULTS OF INVEST*B7C16E64F16FD3FR*TD VERIFY ORBITER*FORCE *0 020 *ROCKWELL/ *R H. BURT/ARVIN/C*DMS-DR-249t 
HWTB - *IGATIONS ON THE O*22HGIM52NIO8NIO9N*STATIC STABILITY * * 6.0 'AEDOC - *ALSPAN *VOLUME 04 
V41B-HO /*.020-SCALE OV-IO2*IIONIIIR2OV27VTiO*CHARACTERISTICS, ' * *HYPERSONIC WIN*A C MANSFIELD/RI* 
OA258 *CONFIGURATION SP *VTIIVTi2VTI3VTI4V*THE LATERAL DIRE * i *0 TUNNEL (B) *,MSFC * 
CR-167,662*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC*TISVTI6VTI7WI31 *CTIONAL TRIM LIMIt * * *S. R HOULIHAN ' 
'LE ORBITER MODEL ' 'TS IN THE MACH 6 ' * *G. W KLUG * 
*106-0 IN THE USAF* *TO 8 REGIME, TO I* *-DMS * 
*/AEDC VKF TUNNEL * *NVESTIGATE THE HY* * 
IB (OA258) * *PERSONIC STABILIT* * ' * 
* * *Y-DERIVATIVE ANOM * * , * 
* t *ALIES ENCOUNTERED* * ' * 
* * 'IN TESTS LAI41 & * * * * 
* * *LA144. & PROVIDE ' * * * * 
*HIGH-ACCURACY FO * t *
 
*RCE & MOMENT HYPE* * ' *
 
* * *RSONIC DATA *
 
*0 0iO *ROCKWELL/ *R.H BURT,W. CROS*DMS-DR-2493
 
HWTB - *IGATIONS OF THE O'2,NlO8.N109,Nl1O*TIGATIONS OF THE * + 6 0- 

AEDC - *RESULTS OF INVEST'B75,C16,E64,Fl6,M*TO CONTINUE INVES*FORCE 

*AEDC - *BY,J T. BEST/AEDC*VOLUME 01 
V428-145 /I 010-SCALE OV-l02*.NIII,R20.V27.WI3*MACH 6 TO 8 LATER' * *HYPERSONIC WIN*/CALSPAN * 
V43B-14 /*CONFIGURATION SP *i *AL DIRECTIONAL ST* * * TUNNEL (B) *R H SPANGLERM E* 
0A259 *ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* *ABILITY ANOMALIES* * * * NICHOLS/RI 
*CR-iB7,665*LE ORBITER MODEL * *ORIGINALLY ENCOU * *S. R HOULIHAN 
*72-0 IN THE NASA/* *NTERED IN TESTS L* * * V. KLUG* W 
*AEDC VKF TUNNEL B* *A141,LA144, AND 0* * * *-DMS * 
* *(A9)* *A5
* 0A259)  258,* * * * 
BURT,W. CROS*DMS-DR-2493 
HWTB - tIGATIONS OF THE O*52,NIOS,NIOB,N1IO*TIGATIONS OF THE * 1 6 0- *AEDC - *BY.d T. BEST/AEDC*VOLUME 02 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*B75,C16,E64,F16.M*TO CONTINUE INVES*FORCE t0 010 *ROCKWELL/ *R.H 

* 4HYPERSONIC WIN'/CALSPAN * V42B-145 /* IO-SCALE OV-iO2*,NIIiR20,V27,Wi3aMACH B TO 8 LATER* 

V438-14 /*CONFIGURATION SP *i 'AL DIRECTIONAL ST' + *D TUNNEL (B) *R H. SPANGLER.M E*
 
*ABILITY ANOMALIES* * * * NICHOLS/RIDA259 *ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* 

*S R HOULIHAN * 0 0CR-167,666*LE ORBITER MODEL I *ORIGINALLY ENCOU * * * 
*72-0 IN THE NASA/* *NTERED IN TESTS L'* *G W. KLUG * 
*AEDC VKF TUNNEL B* *Al41,LA144, AND 0* ' * *-DMS * 
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* 4I * * MODEL * COGNIZANT * BASIC 
TEST * * CONFIGURATIONS * TEST * TYPE OF t SCALE* TESTING * TEST DMS *PUBLICATIONS
 




AEDC - * tORBITER FOREBODY *TO OBTAIN CALIBRA*FORCE *0.25 - *ROCKWELL/ *S R. HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2497 
PWTiGT - * *TION DATA FOR THE* *1 50 *AEDC - *H. C. ZIMMERLE * 
594 *FLUSH-ORIFICE SH * * *TRANSONIC PROPt-DMS * 
MA34 * * *UTTLE ENTRY AIR * * 'ULSION WIND TU* * 
* ' * **DATA SYSIEM IN TH* *NNEL (PWT-IGT)* 
* * 'E SUBSOIIIC/TRANSO* * * * * 
S* *NIC PANGE * * * * 
LARC - *RESULTS OF SPACE *102 (PRELIMINARY)*RCS JET INTERACTI*FORCE * 0 0125 / *ROCKWELL/ *J. MARROQUIN/RI *DMS-DR-2498 
UPWT - *SHUTTLE ORBITER (0 *ON EFFECTS * *2 5 - *LARC - *0. 0 DAILEDA/RI * 
1311 /*MODEL 70-0) LATE * * * *4 5 *UNITARY PLAN W*S R HOULIHAN * 
iBTT - *ENTRY RCS YAW OET* * * * *IND TUNNEL *J E VAUGHN * 
1358 /*EFFECTS TESTS IN * * * * *16-FOOT TRANSD*-DMS * 
0A255 *THE NASA/LARC UP * * * * 'NIC TUNNEL * * 
0A256 *WT AND 16-FT WIN' * * * * * * 
CR-i67.656*D TUNNELS (0A255/* * * * * * * 
'OA256) * * * * * * 
ARC - * * 'FORCE *ROCKWELL/ *S R. HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2507 o
 
IITWT - * * * 'ARC - *B. 0 BURST *
 
510-I /* * * * *11-FOOT TRANSO'-DMS .
 
97SWT - * * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE* *
 
MA33A/B * * * * * *L (UNITARY) * 
* * * * *9-FOOT BY 7-FO* * 0 ' 
* * * *OT SUPERSONIC * ;* 
* * * * * *WIND TUNNEL (U* * .0"u 
* * * * * 'NITARY) * 
ARC -* * * *PRESSURE * *ROCKWELL/ *S R. HOULIHAN *DMS-DR-2511 -­
iITWT -*** ARC - *B. 0 BURST * 
561-I * * * * * *i-FOOT TRANSO*-DMS * 
IA300 * * * * * *NIC WIND TUNNE* * 
* * * * *L (UNITARY) * * 
** * * * * * * * 
Table 6-1 










CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
 
KT LA126 2436,V-06 AUGUST. 1978
 
VU AEDC HWTB B7A 0H60 2356 MAY, 1977
 
VB AEDC HWTB B8A OH74 2263 MARCH, 1976
 
VC AEDC HWTB C4A IAi14 2272,V-0i dUNE, 1977
 
VC AEOC HWTB C4A IA114 2272.V-02 JUNE, 1977 
VJ AEDC HWTB D8A CA169 2320,V-01 FEB 1978 
Vi AEOC HWTB D8A 0Ai69 2320.V-02 FEB 1978 o o 
VJ AEDC HWTB O8A 0A169 2320,V-03 FEB., 1978 
VK AEDC HWTB 0SA IA22 2327,V-01 JULY. 1977 0 Z 
VK AEDC HWTB U9A IA22 2327,V-02 AUGUST, 1977 ; r 
10-
VK AEDOC HWTB D9A IA22 2327.V-03 AUGUST, 1977 C
 
VG AEDC HWTB E3A OH75 2303 MAY. 1976 rm
 
VS AEDC HWTR J7A DH98 2340',V-01 SEPT , 1980 
VS AEDC HWTB 07A DH98 2340,V-02 SEPT.. 1980 
4S AEDC HWTB P4A OH90A/MA29 2451 MAY, 1979 
4D AEDC HWTB TOA IA148 2384,V-0i SEPT 1978 
4D AEDC HWTB TOA IA148 2384.V-02 SEPT 1978
 
TM AEDC HWTB VA289 OH3A 2100 JUNE, 1974
 
TT AEDC HWTB VA352 OH4A 2154 JAN , 1975
 
TZ AEDC HWTB VA352 OH4C 2225 MARCH. 1975
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TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
---------.--------.--------------------.------------------------.----------------
TK AEDC HWTB VA352 OH4B 2099.V-01 FEB 1975 
TK AEDO HWTB VA352 OH4B 2099,V-02 FEB 1975 
TK AEDC HWTB VA352 OH42 2099.V-03 FEB 1975 
Vs AEDC HWTB VAS53 OH9 2251 JUNE, 1975 
TS AEDC HWTB VA354 OHII 2141 JUNE, 1975 
V3 AEDC HWTB VA422 IA178 2230 FEB , 1975 
TR AEDC HWTB VA422 IA17A 2156,V-01 AUGUST, 1975 
TR AEDC HWTB VA422 IAIA 2156,V-02 AUGUST, 1975 
TR AEDC HWTB VA422 IAi7A 2156,V-03 AUGUST, 1975 
TN AEDC I-IWTB VA474 0A77 2134,P-01 JAN . 1975 0 c 
VE AEDC HWTB VA526/21BA OHSOA 2285 APRIL, 1976 'u 
VA AEDC HWTB V41B-EgA 0H69 2321,V-01 AUGUST, 1978 0 
Vm AEDOC WTB V41B-E9A ORB9 2321.V-02 AUGUST, 1978 10uC) 
4Z AEDC HWTB V41t-G OHO9 2490.V-01 JULY. 1982 
4Z AEDC HWTB V418-G9 0H109 2490,V-02 JULY, 1982 
4Z AEOC HWTB V41B-G9 OHIO9 2490,V-03 JULY, 1982 
TI AEDC HWTB V41B-HO 0A258 249tV-01 IN PROCESS 
TI AEOC HWTB V41B-HO 0A258 2491.V-02 IN PROCESS 
TI AEDC HWTB V4IB-HO 0A258 2491,V-03 IN PROCESS 
TI AEDC HWTB V41B-H0 0A258 2491,V-04 IN PROCESS 
4A AEDC HWT1 V41B-KSA OH57A/B 2367 MAY, 1979 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
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TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
-------.--------.-------------------------------.--------------.----------------
HT AEDC HWTB V41B-R3A OH56 2410 dUNE, 1979 


































































































































VO AEDC HWTB 524 OH52 2330 OCT 1976 
V1 AEDC HWTB 57A OH49B 2222,V-01 OCT 1976 
Vi AEDC HWTB 57A 0H49B 2222,V-02 NOV 1976 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------














VL AEDC HWTB 58A OH50B 2358 dUNE, 1977
 
TW AEDC HWTB 71A OA79 2196 MAY, 1975
 
V9 AEDC HWTB 74A DH39 2241,V-01 JULY, 1980
 
V9 
 AEDC HWTB 74A DH39 2241,V-02 JULY, 1980
 
V9 AEDC HWTB 74A 0H39 2241,V-03 JULY, 1980
 
V9 AEDC HWTB 74A DH39 2241,V-04 JULY, 1980
 
VH AEDC HWTB 82A OH54A 2301 MAY, 1976
 
VM AEDC HWTB 82A DH54B 2342 JUNE, 1977
 
V6 AEDC HWTB 83A OH25A 2252 JULY, 1975
 
1974
TX AEDOC HWTF VA291 rHIO 2197 OCT  
TO AEDC HWTF VA489 DABI 2152,R-Oi JAN , 1976 0 0 
TY AEOC HWTF 25A THIF 2218 SEPT , 1977 -u o 
VA AEDC HWTF 28A OA160 2247 JAN., 1976 0 
Xur
 
7T AEDC PWTIGT TF-551 OS4GA-G 2505 AUGUST. 1982 C:
 > 0
 
r m0S49 2483,V-01 JUNE. 1982 
T5 AEDC PWTI6T TF-556 

T5 AEDC PWTI6T TF-556 0S49 2483,V-02 JUNE, 1982
 
T8 AEDC PWTI6T TF-608 0S56 
 2489 JUNE, 1982
 
VR AEDC 
 PWTi6T 431 0A232 2414.V-01 MAY, 1980
 
V9 AEOC PWT16T 431 0A232 2414,V-02 MAY, t980
 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 364 
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
46 AEDC PWTI6T 470 IAIOSA 2398,V-01 NOV , t981 
4C AEDC PWTIGT 470 IAI56A 2403,V-01 JAN., 1981 
4B AEDC PWTi6T 470 IAIO5A 2398,V-02 NOV 1981 
4C AEDC PWTI6T 470 IAiS6A 2403,V-02 dAN. 1981 
4B AEDC PWTI6T 470 IAIOSA 2398.V-03 NOV 1981 
4C AEDC PWT16T 470 IA1B6A 2403,V-03 JAN 1981 
4R AEDC PWTT16 505 IA132 2449 FEB 1981 
4N AEOC PWTI6T 507 0A29 2434 DEC 1979 0 0 
4P AEDC PWTI6T 517 IA182 2439 IN PROCESS ,0 
4Q AEDOC PWTI6T 519 IA183 2444,V-01 APRIL, 1981 0 E 
40 AEDC PWT16T 519 IA183 2444,V-02 APRIL, 1981 
4Y AEDC PWT16T 572 0A253 2486.V-01 OCT 1982 a 
4Y AEDOC PWT16T 572 0A253 2486,V-02 OCT , 1982 c m 
T4 AEDC PWT16T 594 MA34 2497 IN PROCESS 
........................................................................ 
VP AEDC PWT4T ESA SAI6F 2334 NOV , 1976 
V....A..........A.A ..A........ ........ - 01..... MARCH,....... .. 197..... 
V8 AEDC SWTA A3A IA1i1 2242,V-01 MARCH, 1976 
V8 AEDC SWTA A3A IAlII 2242,V-02 MARCH, 1976 
V7 AEDC SWTA A4A IH4iA 2240 APRIL, 1977 
VF AEDOC SWTA A4A IH41B 2295,V-Oi SEPT , 1977 
365SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
TEST NASA
 





VF AEDC SWTA A4A IH41B 2295,V-02 SEPT , 1977 
VF AEDC SWTA A4A IH41 2295,V-03 SEPT 1977 
VF AEDOC SWTA A4A TH41B 2295.V-04 OCT , 1977 
VF AEDOC SWTA A4A IH41B 2295,V-05 OCT , 1977 
VD AEDOC SWTA EIA FH13 2276 JUNE. 1977
 
VI AEDC SWTA J3A IH47 2312,V-01 dUNE, 1977
 
VI AEDC SWTA 03A IH47 2312,V-02 dULY, 1977
 
VT AEDC SWTA KiA IA40 2293 DEC 1977 	 00 
In1A142 2346,V-01 JAN 1978
VQ AEDC SWTA KIA 
Vo AEDC SWTA KIA IA142 2346,V-02 JAN 1978 0 
KIA IA142 2346,V-03 JAN. 1978 	 ; 
0a 
VQ AEDC SWTA 

PBA IA143 2354,V-Oi FEB 1978 
VX AEDC SWTA 

VX AEDC SWTA P8A 1A143 2354,V-02 FEB 1978 r f
 
VX AEDC SWTA P8A IA143 2354,V-03 FEB 1978
 
VX AEDC SWTA P8A IA143 2354,V-04 FEB.. 1979
 
TJ AEDC SWTA VA323 TA1S 2062,V-01 AUGUST, 1975
 
TJ AEDC SWTA VA323 IA13 2062,V-02 AUGUST, 1975
 
Td AEDO SWTA VAS2S 1A13 2062,V-03 AUGUST, 1975
 
TL AEDC SWTA VA422 IA57 2112 NOV , 1974 
TO AEDC SWTA VA422 IA61A 2143 FEB , 1976 
V4 AEDC SWTA VA422/2IAA IA61B 2226 FEB , 1975 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
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AW ARC 549-1 OA307A/B 2509 DEC , 1982 




CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
 
NF ARC IITWT 2255 dULY, 1975
 
EU ARC IiTWT 014 IAI9 2170.V-01 JUNE, 1975
 
EU ARC IITWT 014 1Ai9 2170,V-02 JUNE, 1975
 
EU ARC IiTWT 014 IAI9 2170,V-03 JUNE, 1975
 
ET ARC IITWT 019 IA81A 2169,V-01 JAN 1976
 
ET ARC IITWT 019 IABiA 2169V-02 JAN 1976
 




ET ARC IITWT 019 IABIA 

ET ARC I1TWT 019 IABIA 2169.V-05 JAN 1976 o 
ET ARC IITWT 019 IA8IA 2169,V-06 JAN 1976 0 
ET ARC IITWT 019 IABiA 2169.V-07 JAN 1976 'O u 
E4 ARC IITWT 023 IASO 2212,V-01 OCT , 1976 0 
E4 ARC IITWT 023 IABO 2212,V-02 OCT., 1976 
E4 ARC iTWT 023 IA80 2212,V-03 OCT , t1976 
E4 ARC IITWT 023 IASO 2212.V-04 OCT , 1976 
NE ARC IITWT 072 IA72 2258,V-01 APRIL, 1977 
NE ARC IITWT 072 IA72 2258,V-02 APRIL, 1977 
NE ARC IITWT 072 IA72 2258,V-03 APRIL, 1977 
NE ARC IITWT 072 IA72 2258.V-04 APRIL, 1977 
NE ARC IITWT 072 IA72 2258.V-05 APRIL, 1977
 
NE ARC IITWT 072 IA72 2258,V-06 APRIL, 1977
 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 368 
TEST NASA 
CCDE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
NE ------- ARC ----- -----T ----- 072 ----- ---- - .- . A 
NE ARC tlTWT 072 IA72 2258.V-07 APRIL, 1977 
NE ARC iiTWT 072 IA72 2258,V-08 APRIL, 1977 
NE ARC 11TWT 072 IA72 2258,V-09 APRIL, 1977 
E8 ARC iTWT 073 0A148 2254,V-02 dULY, 1976 
E8 ARC IfTWT 073 0A148 2254,V-02 JULY. 1976 
E8 ARC tITWT 073 0A148 2254.V-03 JULY. 1976 
E8 ARC tITWT 073 DA148 2254,V-04 AUGUST, 1976 0 0 
E8 ARC 11TWT 073 OA148 2254,V-05 AUGUST, 1976 , 
E8 ARC 1TWT 073 A148 2254,V-06 AUGUST, 1976 0 02 
ES ARC 11TWT 073 0A148 2254,V-07 AUGUST. 1976 0a 
Ea ARC i1TWT 073 0A148 2254,V-08 AUGUST, 1976 a 
E8 ARC lITWT 073 DAi48 2254,V-09 SEPT 1976 
E8 ARC 11TWT 073 CA146 2254,V-0 SEPT 1976 
ES ARC IITWT 073 0A148 2254,V-11 SEPT 1976 
E8 ARC 1ITWT 073 0A148 2254,V-12 SEPT 1976 
E8 ARC ItTWT 073 0A148 2254,V-13 SEPT 1976 
2K ARC IiTWT 115 DA149A 2376,V-Oi JAN , 1980 
2k ARC iITWT 1t1 OA149A 2376,V-02 JAN * 1980 
2t< ARC IiTWT 115 DA149A 2376,V-03 JAN., 1980 
2F ARC 11TWT 118-1 OA145A 2380,V-01 DEC 1980 
2F ARC I1TWT 118-I DA145A 2380,V-02 DEC 1980 
369 SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 

TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------- ARC ----- ----------- ----- - -- -- D 
2F ARC 11TWT 118-1 OA14SA 2380,V-03 DEC , 1980 
2F ARC 11TWT 1l8-1 OA145A 2380.V-04 DEC., 1980 
2F ARC 11TWT 118-1 OA145A 2380.V-05 DEC-, 1980 
2F ARC IITWT 118-1 OAi45A 2380,V-06 DEC , 1980 
Al ARC IITWT 145-1 OS31A 2470 IN PROCESS 
2A ARC IITWT 187-1 OA175 2333,V-01 NOV 1977 
2A ARC tITWT 187-1 0A175 2333,V-02 DEC 1977 
2A ARC IITWT 187-1 0A175 2333,V-03 DEC 1977 
28 ARC IITWT 200-1 LA77 2344.V-0 JAN 1980 
20 ARC IITWT 200-1 LA77 2344,V-02 JAN , 980 0 0 
2E ARC ITWT 213-1 LA89 2353 JUNE, 1981 
m 
2N ARC 11TWT 228-1 IA144 2377.V-01 APRIL, 1982 0 
2N ARC iTWT 228-1 1A144 2377,V-02 APRIL, 1982 P ! 
2R ARC IITWT 275-1 IA119 2404,V-01 OCT 1980 C 
2R ARC ItTWT 275-1 IAIt9 2404,V-02 OCT 1980 
2R ARC IITWT 275-1 IA119 2404,V-03 OCT 1980 
2R ARC IITWT 275-1 IA119 2404,V-04 OCT 1980 
3L ARC IITWT 369-I 0S36 2458 IN PROCESS 
30 ARC 11TWT 380-1 0S41 2463 IN PROCESS 
AM ARC 11TWT 380-1 0S43 2487 OCT . 1982 
3U ARC 1ITWT 411-1.2.3 IAi9OA 2476 IN PROCESS 
370 SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 

TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
AA ARC 11TWT 412-1 IA191 2378 MARCH. 1981 
AC ARC IITWT 425 OSSO 2485 JUNE, 1982 
3X ARC IITWT 427-1/427- OA400 2482,V-0i JAN , 1981 
3X ARC IITWT 427-1/427- OA400 2482,V-02 JAN., 1981 
3X ARC 11TWT 427-1/427- 0A400 2482.V-03 JAN . 1981 
AB ARC IITWT 436-2 OS52 2447 IN PROCESS 
AS ARC IITWT 500.07.31 0S60.1.2.3 2506 DEC , 1982 
AP ARC IITWT 50t-1 0S304A 2501 OCT 11982 00 
AL ARC I1TWT 503-1 OS302A k469 JUNE, 1982 -n 
AU ARC IITWT 510-1 MA33A/B 2507 IN PROCESS 0 Z 
AV ARC 1ITWT 548-1 OS3OGA/B 2508 JAN , 1983 r 
AY ARC IITWT 548-1 OS3O9A 2510 DEC 1982 
AZ ARC 11TWT 561-1 IA300 251l IN PROCESS r 
SL ARC IITWT 686 IA7 2024 AUGUST, 1973 ,C Cl) 
EX ARC IITWT 705 OSA/B 2179 NOV., 1977 
B- ARC IiTWT 707 IAgA,B,C 2032,V-Oi NOV 1973 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9AB,C 2032,V-02 NOV , 1973 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9ARC 2032.V-03 OCT , 1973 
B- ARC I1TWT 707 IAgA,B,C 2032,V-04 DEC . 1973 
B- ARC ilTWT 707 IA9A.B,C 2032,V-05 DEC , 1973 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9A,B,C 2032,V-06 DEC 1973 
371
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TEST NASA 




B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9A,B,C 2032,V-07 DEC , 1973 
8- ARC itTWT 707 IA9A,B,C 2032,V-08 DEC , 1973 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9A,B,C 2032,V-09 JAN , 1974 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9A,B,C 2032,V-I0 JAN . 1974 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IAgA,B,C 2032.V-11 JAN , 1974 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9AB,C 2032,V-12 dAN , 1974 
B- ARC IiTWT 707 IA9AB,C 2032.V-13 MARCH, 1974 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9A,B,C 2032,V-14 MARCH. 1974 
B- ARC IITWT 707 IA9A,B,C 2032,V-15 MARCH. 1974 0 0 
B- ARC llTWT 707 IA9A.B,C 2032V-16 APRIL, 1974 'a G 
02z 
8- ARC 11TWT 707 IA9A,.,C 2032,V-17 APRIL, 1974 0 
B- ARC I1TWT 707 IA9A,B,C 2032.V-18 MAY, 1974 to 
1975 	 > 1B2 ARC ITWT 	 716 A22A 2130 MAY, 

716 IAi4A 2084.V-0l FEB 
, 1975 	 ,.l ARC ITWT 





8I ARC IITWT 716 IAI4A 2084,V-03 APRIL. 1975
 
BI ARC IITWT 716 IAI4A 2084,V-04 APRIL, 1975
 
BI ARC IITWT 716 IAI4A 2084.V-05 APRIL. 1975
 
Bi ARC 1iTWT 716 IAI4A 2084,V-06 APRIL, 1975
 
81 ARC IITWT 716 IA14A 2084,V-07 APRIL. 1975
 
eI ARC I1TWT 716 IA14A 2084,V-08 APRIL, 1975
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CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
 
--------- A C ----- ---- - -- --
----- - TW --- -- M
 
81 ARC IITWT 716 IAI4A 2084,V-09 MAY, 1975
 
BI ARC IITWT 716 IAI4A 2084,V-10 MAY, 1975
 
Ed ARC ITWT 716 IA14A 2084,V-11 MAY, 1975
 
Ed ARC IITWT 747 OA53A 2128,V-01 AUGUST, 1974
 
EL ARC I UTWT 747 OA53A 2128,V-02 AUGUST, 1974
 
NX ARC li.97,87UN 074-1 5AIiF 2331 V-OI OCT , 1981
 
NX ARC li,97,87UN 074-1 SAIIF 2331.V-02 OCT , 1981
 
E7 ARC 1l,97.87UN 094 OAIGIA/B/C 2245,V-01 SEPT 1976
 
E7 ARC 11.97,87UN 094 OAiGA/B/C 2245,V-02 OCT 1976
 
NO ARC 1,97,87UN 144-I IAI35A/B/C 2306,V-OI MAY, 1982
 
00 
NO ARC 11,97,87UN 144-I IA15A/B/C 2306,V-02 MAY, 1982 -n 0 
No ARC 11,97,87UN 144-1 IAt35A/B/C 2306.V-03 MAY, 1982 0 " 
2Y ARC 11,97,S7UN 289-1 OAI26A,B,C 2424AV-0 OCT 1980 0 r 
2Y ARC i1,97,81UN 289-i OAI26A,B,C 2424,V-02 OCT * 1980 -V 
3H ARC i1,97,87UN 289-1 OA126A,BC 2424V-03 OCT 1980 mi
 
25 ARC I,97,87UN 705-1 ISIA/B/C 2401 JAN., 1978
 
NG ARC 12PT 078 DAi59 2265 JAN , 1976
 
NC ARC 12PT 086 LA65 2246 dULY, 1976
 
NJ ARC 12PT 135-1 LA66 2281 SEPT., 1976
 























































i2PT 218-i DAICI 2405,V-05 SEPT , 1978 




























































































dAN . 1983 
SEPT * 9981 
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NO ARC 3 5HWT 182 OH43 2250 JULY, 1975
 
EO ARC 3 5HWT 183 OH6 2151 NOV , 1975
 
EN ARC 3 5HWT 185 IH20 2148,V-0l JUNE, 1975
 
EN ARC 3 5HWT 185 IH20 2148,V-02 JUNE, 1975
 
EP ARC 3 5HT 187 0A36 2162 NOV . 1974 
EQ ARC 3.SHWT 190 0A98 2167 AUGUST, 1975 0 0 




EW ARC 3 5HWT 194 OA83 2177 MARCH, 1975 0 .
 
EV ARC 3 SHWT 195 IH28 2180,V-0l SEPT , 1976 ,
 
EV ARC 3 5HWT 195 IH28 2180.V-02 SEPT.. 1976
 
EY ARC 3.5HWT 196 TA9F 2181 NOV 1974
 
EZ ARC 3 5HWT 198 0H38 2171,V-01 JAN 1976
 
EZ ARC 3 5HWT 198 0H38 2171,V-02 JAN. 1976
 
EZ ARC 3.5HWT 198 OH38 2171,V-03 JAN,. 1976
 
E2 ARC 3 8HWT 199 0H26 2193 OCT. 1977
 
E3 ARC 3.5HWT 200 IH27 2210 JUNE, 1979
 
NB ARC 
 3.5HW1 211 IH48 2248 APRIL, 1976
 
NT ARC 3 5HWT 215 FH14 2313,V-Oi MARCH. 1977
 
NT ARC 3.5HWT 215 FH14 2313,V-02 MARCH, 1977
 
NT ARC 3 SHWT 215 FH14 2313.V-03 MARCH. 1977
 
NV ARC 3 5HWT 216 OH53A 2317 JAN.. 1980
 
376 SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 

TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
2D ARC 3.5HWT 222 IH68 2357 JUNE, 1983 
az ARC 3 SHWT 227 IHIOO 2418 OCT , 1978 
20 ARC 3.5HWT 228-1 IH51A 2393 IN PROCESS 
2P ARC 3 6HWT 230 IH99 2452 SEPT , 1982 
2V ARC 3.SHWT 233-1 11473 2407 SEPT , 1982 
2W ARC 3.5HWT 234-1 IH90 2412,V-01 DEC , 1982 
2W ARC 3 5HWT 234-1 IH90 2412,V-02 DEC , 1982 
2X ARC 3 SHWT 235 OH58 2417 JUNE, 1979 o o 
3A ARC 3 5HWT 237 FH16 2423 JAN.. 1980 
3C ARC 3 5HWT 239 IH518 2429 APRIL, 1982 0 
3F ARC ' 3.5HWT 241 ISIC 2448,V-01 OCT.. 1980 X 1 
3F ARC 3.5HWT 241 IH51C 2448,V-02 OCT 1980 a ' 
3N ARC 3.SHWT 244 IHf5D 2461 IN PROCESS C m 
3P ARC 3.SHWT 245 IH103 2467 AUGUST, 1981 
3R ARC 3 5HWT 247 OHIOSB 2468 dUNE, 1982 
3W ARC 3 5HWT 250 IH104 2480 IN PROCESS 
AG ARC 3 5HWT 253 OHIIO 2495 OCT , 1981 
AM ARC 3.bHWT 254 OH08 2494 dUNE, 1982 
NA ARC 40SWT 462 OAIOO 2261,V-01 dULY, 1982 
NA ARC 40SWT 462 OAIOO 2261,V-02 JULY, 1982 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 377 
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------.--------.---------------------------------------------.----------------
NM ARC 40SWT 473 0A164 2499 AUGUST, 1981 
NO ARC 40SWT 479 0A174 2302,V-01 MAY, 1982 
NO ARC 40SWT 479 0A174 2302,V-02 MAY, 1982 
2M ARC 40SWT 500 0A237 2375 DEC , 1980 
--------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
EB ARC 66SWT 630 IA29 2077,V-01 MAY. 1974 
EB ARC 66SWT 630 IA29 2077,V-02 MAY, 1974 
EB ARC 66SWT 630 0A63 2077,V-03 MAY, 1974 0 0 
13H ARC 66SWT 650 OA3 2009 JUNE, 1973 . 0 
BT ARC 66SWT 706 0A43 2050 NOV 1973 o0 
ER ARC 66SWT 709 A59 2159.V-01 OCT 1974 
ER ARC 66SWT 709 OAS9 21i9,V-02 OCT.* 1974 a l 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E5 ARC 87SWT 044 IA82C 2219,V-01 APRIL, 1976 
ES ARC 87SWT 044 IA82C 2219,V-02 APRIL, 1976 
2K ARC 87SWT 115-I 0A1498/C 2370,V-01 APRIL. 1980 
2K ARC 87SWT 115-1 OA149B/C 2370,V-02 APRIL, 1980 
2K ARC 87SWT 115-1 0A1498/C 2370,V-03 MAY, 1980 
2H ARC R7SIT lie-i 0A145C 2389,V-Oi JUNE, 1981 
2H ARC 87SWT 118-1 OA145C 2389,V-02 JUNE, 1981 
2H ARC S7SWT 118-I OA145C 9389,V-03 JUNE. 1981 
----------------- --- ----------- -------- ---------- -------------- ----------------
- ------------------------------------------------------------------------







CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO 
 SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE
 





21 ARC 87SWT 119 OA221B/C 2360,V-01 DEC , $980 
21 ARC 87SWT 11 0A2218/C 2360,V-02 DEC., 1980 
3G ARC 87SWT ala-I 0A146 2445.V-Oi JUNE, 1983 
3G ARC 87SWT 318-1 0A146 2445,V-02 JUNE, 1983 
BZ ARC 87SWT 710 IAi2C 2065,V-01 APRIL, 1975 
BZ ARC 87SWT 710 IA120 2065,V-02 APRIL, 1975 
BZ ARC 87SWT 710 IA12C 2065,V-03 APRIL, 1975 0 0 
EL ARC 87SWT 747 OAS3C 2185 SEPT , 1974 ,u 
0 z 
0 
ET ARC 97SWT 019 IABIB NOV 1975
2194V-01 1 go V 
ET ARC '97SWT 019 IABIB 2194,V-02 DEC , 1975 0 
ET ARC 97SWT 019 IA81B 2194,V-03 DEC , 1975 
ET ARC 97SWT 019 IARIB 2194,V-04 DEC., 1975 
ET ARC 
 97SWT 019 IA81B 2194.V-0 DEC.. 1975
 
E6 ARC 97SWT 044 IA82B 2231,V-O1 APRIL. 1976
 
E6 ARC 97SWT 044 IA82B 2231,V-02 APRIL, 1976
 
El ARC 97SWT 052 IAIIO 2189 
 MARCH, 1975
 
NK ARC 97SWT 113 IS2A/B 2284.V-01 MAY, 1977
 
NK ARC 97SWT 113 IS2A/B 2284.V-02 MAY, 1977
 
2K ARC 97SWT 115-I OAi49B/C 2370,V-01 APRIL, 1980
 
2K ARC 97SWT 115-1 OAI49B/C 2370,V-02 APRIL, 1980
 
---------------- - ----------- -------- 
---------- -------------- ----------------






CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR-
 PUBLICATION DATE
 
2K ARC 97SWT IIE-1 OA149B/C 2370.V-03 MAY, 1980 
G2 ARC 97SWT 118-1 OA145B 2364,V-01 FEB , 1981 
G2 ARC 97SWT l18-1 0A145B 2364.V-02 MARCH, 1981 
G2 ARC 97SWT 118-I OA1458 2364,V-03 FEB * 1981 
21 ARC 97SWT 119-i 0A221B/C 2360,V-01 DEC . 1980 
21 ARC 97SWT i19-1 OA2218/C 2360.V-02 DEC . 1980 
NN ARC 97SWT 166-1 OS13 2287 IN PROCESS 
2U ARC 97SWT 242-1 IA1058 2413.V-01 FEB 1982
 
O0 
2U ARC 97SWT 242-1 IAI05B 2413.V-02 FEB 1982 
01 0 
IA138 2438,V-01 FEB 1982 V 3D ARC 97SWT 246-1 
 02: 
3D ARC 97SWT 246-1 IAt38 2438,V-02 FEB 1982 0 r 
3D ARC 97SWT 246-1 IA138 2438.V-03 FEB., 1982 0 V 
2T ARC 97S3T 272 IA156B 2408,V-O1 JULY, 1980 
2T ARC 97SWT 272 IA156B 2408,V-02 dULY, 1980 
2T ARC 97SWT 272 IA15GB 2408,V-03 JULY, 1980 
2Z ARC 97SWT 282-1 OA25IB/C 2421,V-Ol DEC , 1980 
2z ARC 975WT 282-1 OA25iB/C 2421.V-02 DEC , 1980 
3E ARC 97SWT 283-1 IA13IB/C 2462,V-01 MARCH, 1983 
3E ARC 97SWT 283-1 IAi3iB/C 2462,V-02 MAPCH, 1983 
3K ARC 975WT 347-1 1A184 2456,V-01 SEPT-, 1980 
3K ARC 97SWT 347-i 1A184 2456,V-02 SEPT , 1980 






. ..-------- .----------- ­-------- ---------- --------------
.1 NASAFACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR-




3M ARC 97SWT 369-1 0S37 2459 IN PROCESS 





























































EK ARC 97SWT 747 OA538 2178 AUGUST. 1974 ; r 
UQ CALSPAN LT 195-100 IH75 2453 dUNE, 1979 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
UG CALSPAN 48HST 173-100 OH12 2164,V-02 JAN , 1976 

















































381 SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 

.............-------------------------------------------------------------------------------­




CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
------------ TT------------------ ----------- -----------------------------
UP CALSPAN 8TWT T14-053 IA36 2064,V-01 DEC. 1975 
uIp CALSPAN STWT T14-053 IA36 2064,V-02 DEC , 1975 
UK CALSPAN 8TWT T18-103 LA70 2269 SEPT , 1976 
UN CALSPAN 8TWT T18-lit LAB2 2374 OCT , 1982 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Uo CALSPAN 96HST 131 0H66 2359 MARCH, 1978 
GN ASC 56-A-76 OH78 2371 MAY, 1978 0 o1 
5A sC 61-A-78 OH79 2443 dUNE, 1979 -00 
PX LARC CFHT 100 LA25 
2126 CANCELLED 
QI LARC CFHT 101 OABS 2113 OCT 1974 :0 
CU LARC CFHT 102 LA35 2127 JULY, 1974 -
HH LARC CF1T 104 LA47 2191 JULY, 1975 
DO LARC CFHT 105 LA34 2328 AUGUST, 1976 
OK LARC CFHT 107 IASB 2133 JULY, 1974 
Hi LARC CFHT 108 IA60 2137,V-01,R-OI SEPT , 1974 
H2 LARC CFHT 109 OA105 2137,V-02 JULY, 1974 
Od LARC CFHT 110 OA90 2149 AUGUST. 1975 
HD LARC CFHT 112 OHSI 2368 APRIL. 1977 
HL LARC CFHT 113 OA82 2195 FEB , 1975 
382 SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 

TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
HX LARC CFHT 114 LA97 2454,V-03 APRIL, 1979 
JA LARC CFHT 18 MA22 2267,V-01 JUNE, 1976 
JA LARC CFHT 118 MA22 2267,V-02 JUNE, 1976 
JA LARC CFHT 118 MA22 2267,V-03 JUNE. 1976 
OA LARC CFHT 118 MA22 2267,V-04 JUNE, 1976 
K2 LARC CFHT 130 LA93 2383 IN PROCESS 0 a 
OZ LARC CFHT 85 LA3 2031 JUNE, 1973 
OT LARC CFHT 89 MA4 2008 JAN 1973 
-02Ga z 
OT LARC CFHT 89 MA4 2008,R-0l MAY, 
1973 
PD LARC CFHT 96 LAII 2066 NOV., 1973 c 
rrf 
00 LARC CFHT 97 LA32 21G8 MAY, 1974 , 
ON LARC CFHT 98 LAgi 2047 FEB , 1974 
PF LARC CFHT 99 LAI3 2i3s CANCELLED 
OS LARC CF4 121-137 OH45 2109 JAN., 1976 
HD LARC CF4 220-237 LAS9 2213 IN PROCESS 
J5 LARC CF4 267-268 LA78 2311 AUGUST, 1976 
QM LARC CF4 97-I18 IHIS 2110 JAN., 1976 
---------------------------------------------------.-.------------------
OE LARC HNT 28 IHi9 2157 DEC , 1975 
OD LARC HNT 30-31 OA89 2214 APRIL, 1975 
........................................................................ 

























SURFACILITY TEST No SERIES NO DMS-DR-
LARC 699 LASS 2224 
LTPT 130/135 LA9 2056 
LTPT 138 OA17 2058 
LTPT 141 LA23 2070 
LTPT 214 LA36B 2292 
LTPT 219 LA61 2278 
LTPT 227 LA73A 2298 
LTPT 228 LASIB 2300 
LTPT 229 LABI 2296,V-01 
LTPT 229 LASI 2296,V-02 
LTPT 246 LAI04 2387 
LTPT 255 LA12l 2441 
HR.D. ...... ... C..... 2 4. . .. .... .. ... 7  . 236...... .APRIL.. 
TDT 246 0S7 2363 
TOT 246 OS6 2365 
UPWT 1002 MAS 2001 
UPWT 1007 0A7 2014 
UPWT 1015 LAI 2052 









OCT , 1973 
IN PROCESS 
CANCELLED 
MAY, 1978 o 
OCT , 1976 "7;a 
AUGUST, 1976 0 
. 
rDAUGUST, 1976 F; 
fo~t 
CANCELLED C 
IN PROCESS m 








NOV , 1973 
NOV , 1973 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 384 
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
PM LARC UPWT 1031 MA7 2069 JAN , 1974 
PN LARC UPWT 1035 OA44 2057 NOV , 1974 
PG LARC UPWT 1040 LABC 2090 MARCH, 1974 
PQ LARC UPWT 1041 1H16 2166 dULY. 1975 
PV LARC UPWT 1040 OA70 2073 MARCH, 1974 
PG LARC UPWT 1046/1049 LAI4A 2106 dAN , 1975 
as LARC UPWT 1056/1073 IA42A 2119 AUGUST, 1974 O0 
02 LARC UPWT 1057 OA20A 2083 FEB., 1974 In 
02 LARC UPWT 1057 OA20C 2147 MAY, 1974 0 
03 LARC UPWT 1059 IH4 2138,V-01 MAY, 1976 ;a r 
03 LARC UPWT 1059 IH4 2138.V-02 dULY, 1976 
03 LARC UPWT 1059 TH4 2138,V-03 JULY, 197G r mn 
03 LARC UPWT 1059 IH4 2138,V-04 JULY, 1976 " C 
04 LARC UPWT 1063 IA35 2108 MAY, 1974 
Q7 LARC UPUT 1071 IHI 2153 OCT 1977 
H5 LARC UPWT 1074 LA43A/B 2199 OCT 1976 
OY LARC UPWT 1075 LA39 2188 IN PROCESS 
H9 LARC UPWT 1087 SA25F 2150 MARCH, 1975 
HB LARC UPT 1088/1119 IA44 2206 MAY. 1975 
HG LARC UPWT 1092//1117 LA46A/B 2228 IN PROCESS 
02 LARC UPWT 1097 0A20B 2163 SEPT., 1974 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 385 
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUSFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hd LARC UPWT 1101 LA49 2182 APRIL, 1977 
HA LARC UPWT 111 SHI2F 2216 AUGUST, 1975 
04 LARC UPWT Ilia LA63A 2270 DEC , 1975 
HB LARC UPWT 1145 LA45A/B 2297 NOV 1976 
jC LARC UPWT 1147 /1132 LA7IA/B 2271 FEB 1977 
J4 LARC UPWT 1151 LAG3B 2279 JUNE, 1976 



















JW LARC UPWT 1177 IA946 2324 FEB 1977 00 
KD LARC UPWT 1194 LAIOI 2390 JUNE, 1980 ; rV 
KR LARC UPWT 1207 LG2 LA124 2426 JUNE. 
1978 f 
KI LARC UPWT 1212 LAiIO 2396 DEC , 1977 r- IJ 
KK LARC UPWT 1217 LAI14 2399 NOV , 1977 "< 
KS LARC UPWT 1243 LA125 2432 OCT , 1981 
KV LARC UPWT 1267 IAi8O 2457 MARCH, 1981 
KX LARC UPWT 1270 LA122 2446 IN PROCESS 
7A LARC UPWT 1299 LA131 2478,V-01 AUGUST, 1980 
7A LARC UPWT 1299 LAI31 2478,V-02 AUGUST. 1980 
7A LARC UPWT 1299 LA131 2478,V-03 AUGUST, 1980 
7B LARC UPWT 1311 DA255 2498 IN PROCESS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMhRY 
..------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
386 
-------------------- ----------- -------- ---------- --------------
TEST NASA
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR-
-----------------------------

















































JU LARC 16TT 312 0A224 2329 AUGUST. 1981 0 0 


































































7E LARC 20HT6 6559 0A257 2466,V-02 IN PROCESS 
-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- -- - ----------- 


















LA22 2034 JULY, 1973
ON LARC 22HT 405 

MA2 2003 APRIL. 1973
OS LARC 22HT 409 

2023 JUNE, 1973
DY LARD 22HT 411 LA2 

2036 AUGUST, 1973
P2 LARC 22HT 413 LA5 

PT LARC 22HT 
 415 aA72 2092 NOV , 1974 
[CLARC 22HT 422 UABS 2125 SEPT , 1974 
H3 LARO 22HT 426 LAAO 2176 MAY, 1978
 






J8 LARC 22HT 439 LA68 

JY [ARC 22HT 445 LASS 2343 DEC.- 1981 0 a)
 
2067 AUGUST. 1q73 0 
QT LARC 26TBT 545 OSI 2094 MARCH, 1974 C 
PZ LARC 26TBT 	 544 0S2 

s 
IS4 2146 APRIL, 1974 
HF LARC 2GTBT 	 547 

OCT , 1974H7 LARC 6OVS 	 R3299 0A99 2172 

LA8O 2299 JUNE, 1977
ON LARC 71OHST 	 999 

LAI 2002 MARCH, 1973
DO LARC TPT 	 626 

643 LAS 2040 AUGUST, 1973
P4 LARC 8TPT 





CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
PS LARC 8TPT 644 LA7A 2041 OCT , 1973 
PC LARC 8TPT 648 LA17 2046 AUGUST, 1973 
PS LARC 8TPT 655 SA2FA 2088 dULY, 1974 
PS LARC 8TPT 657/660 LA7B 2091 MARCH, 1975 
01 LARC 8TPT 661 DA25 2089 APRIL, 1974 
as LARC BTPT 857 1A41 2118 AUGUST. 1974 
0Z LARC RTPT 668 DA106 2120 JAN , 1975 
OX LARC 8TPT 669 LA38A 2121 CANCELLED 0 0Ino 
oX LARC 8TPT 676 LA38B 2239 IN PROCESS -0.-) 
0z 
H6 LARC 8TPT 677 LA44 2200 OCT , 1976 0 > 
HI LARC BTPT 680 LA48 2184 APRIL, 1977 lo-
HV LARC STPT 684 LA51 2183 FEB , 1977 0:-:, 
HU LARC 8TPT 686 OA116 2186 dAN , 1975 -
HM LARC 8TPT 687 0A102 2229 FEB , 1975 
HC LARC STPT 693 IA43 2204 MAY, 1975 
HZ LARC 8TPT 703 LAS9 2233 dUNE, 1977 
dl LARC 8TPT 704 LA60A 2259 CANCELLED 
d9 LARC 8TPT 714 LA69 2257 SEPT., 1977 
KB LARC 8TPT 715 LAGOB 2260 IN PROCESS 
d3 LARC 8TPT 717 LA62 2264 DEC , 1975 
OD LARC . 8TPT 740 LA72 2309 NOV , 1976 







CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO 
NASA 
SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
---------.--------------..--------------..... 
.....-----------------------------­
lid LARC 8TPT 749 IA93 2326,V-01 JAN , 1977 
dli LARC 8TPT 749 IA93 2326,V-02 FEB , 1977 
06 LARC 8TPT 758 LA91 2352 dAN . 1978 
Ki LARC 8TPT 764 LA92 2362 IN PROCESS 
K9 LARC 8TPT 769 LA99 2373 MARCH. 1981 
KC LARC 8TPT 776 LAIOG 2379 IN PROCESS 
KE LARC STPT 779 IA244 2391 MARCH, 1982 0 o 
KF LARC 8TPT 780 LA107 2381 JUNE, 1983 
KH LARC 8TPT 780 LA113 2397 APRIL, 1982 
0 
Kd LAC BTPT 786 LAili 
2395 JAN , 1978 
KL LARC STPT 803 LAiI5 2409 SEPT., 1981 C 
KM LARC RTPT 804 LAI16 2411 IN PROCESS 
KQ LARC BTPT 813 LAII7 2425 IN PROCESS 
7C LARC 8TPT 905,6,7,9 OS53A 2503 JULY, 1982 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
OX LARC 8VDHT 3619/3670 0H40 2049 JULY, 1973 
P3 LARC 8VDHT 3778//3855 0H41 2075 OCT , 1973 
P9 LARC 8VDHT 4060//4079 OH4iA 2076 OCT , 1973 
PA LARC 8VDHT 4080/4105 OH42A 2101 JAN , 1974 
OR LARC 8VDHT 4502-4601 0H46 2350 APRIL, 1977 
PB LARC 8VDHT 624 LA16 2043 JUNE, 1973 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
390 
------------------- ----------- -------- ---------- -------------- ----------------



































































































































































512 LASS 2215 FEB., 1976
 
FD LTV HSWT 552 

HY 	 LTV HSWT 

LA67 2266 JULY, 1976
 
FE LTV HSWT 559 CA26 2273,V-Oi MAY. 1976
 
FE LTV HSWT 559 CA26 2273,V-02 JUNE. 1976
 
LTV HSWT 559 CA26 2273,V-03 JUNE. 1976
FE 

FE LTV HSWT 559 CA26 2273,V-04 JUNE. 1976
 




LTV HSWT 573 LA76 2305,V-O JUNE, 1977 u
 






FR 	 LTV HSWT 611 LAI09 2394 IN PROCESS 
LTV HSWT 646 LA128 2442 IN PROCESS c )KY 

HSWT 742 LA144 2484 IN PROCESS
FS 	 LTV 

FG 	 LTV LSWT 422 MAI4 2283 NOV . 1976
 
DD 	 LTV 1520SWT S-081 MAI 2004 NOV , 1972
 
IE MSFC HRWT 033 	 SA29F 2207 JULY, 1976
 
SAIF 2277 JULY. 1976
IF MSFC HRWT 034 














CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO 





IU MSFC IPBF 027 OH8 2382 1 NOV , 1977 
6C MSFC TWT 668 1A603 2416 dUNE, 1981
 
72 MSFC 14TWT 545 IAIB 2010 
 MAY, 1973
 
79 MSFC 14TWT 554 SAIF 2012 APRIL, 1973
 
76 MSFC 14TWT 555 OAi 2005 
 NOV., 1972 
77 MSFC 14TWT 556 IAIA 2006 DEC , 1972 0 
78 MSFC 14TWT 558 MA9F 2011 APRIL, 1973 a 2 
80 MSFC 14TWT 565 SA3F 2025 MAY, 1973 0 ) 
81 MSFC 14TWT 566 IA31F 2026 SEPT , 1973 sO " 
82 MSFC 14TWT 567 IA32FB 2027,V-01 SEPT , 1975 
r r' 
82 MSFC 14TWT 567 IA32FB 2027,V-02 OCT , 1975 
82 MSFC 14TWT 567 IA32FB 2027,V-03 OCT., 1975
 
84 MSFC 14TWT 568 0A47 2029 
 MAY, 1973
 
83 MSFC 14TWT 570 IA3iFB 2028.V-01 DEC , 1974 
83 MSFC 14TWT 570 IA31FB 2028,V-02 DEC 1
7974 
85 MSFC 14TWT 571 IA6A 2039 MARCH, 1974 
86 MSFC 14TWT 572 SASF 2051 AUGUST, 1973 
90 MSFC 14TWT 573 IA3IFC 2072 JAN * 1974 
87 MSFC 14TWT 574 0A48 2055,V-01 SEPT., 1973 
-------------------------------
393 







CODE FACILITY SUBrACILITY TEST NO 
NASA 
SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
---------------­
--. -------------------------------------------------------
87 MSFC 14TWT 574 5A48 2055.V-02 SEPT 1973 
87 MSFC 14TWT 574 0A48 2055.V-03 NOV 1973 
91 MSFC 14TWT 578 SAior 2087 SEPT 1974 
88 MSFC 14TWT 579/580 IA37 2063 NOV 1973 
92 NSFC 14TWT 581 0A49 2095 SEPT 1974 
1B MSFC 14TWT 582 IS6A 2158 OCT 1976 
99 MSFC 14TWT 583 TAIF 2145 OCT 1974 
98 MSFC 14TWT 584 IA52 2042 MARCH. 1974 
93 MSFC 14TWT 585 IA37B 2093 MARCH, 1974 
97 "Svc 14TWT 587 FA4 2142 AUGUST, 1974 
96 MSFC 14TWT 588 IA53 2123 dAN , 1975 
94 MSFC 14TWT 589 IA62F 2103 APRIL, 1974 
95 MSFC 14TWT 590/595 SA26F 2111 NOV, 1974 
0 0 
IC MSFC 14TWT 594 IA33 2174,V-01 NOV 1975 - 2 
IC MSFC i4TWT 594 IA33 2174,V-02 NOV 1975 
0 V 
1C MSFC 14TWT 594 IA33 2174,V-03 NOV 1975 'o 
IA MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2165,V-01 DEC 1975 > 
I SC 1TT596 TA2F 2165,V-02 DEC 1975 
IA MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2165,V-03 DEC 1975 
IA MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2165.V-04 JAN 1976 
IA MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2165,V-05 DEC 1975 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------













ID MSFC 14TWT 599 BAIO8 2190 JUNE. 
 1975
 
IL MSFC 14TWT 600 FA14 2274 FEB., 1976
 
II MSFC 14TWT 603 SA2BF 2244 AUGUST, 1977
 
IH MSFC 14TWT 604 SABF 2223 JULY, 1975
 
1m MSFC 14TWT 607 OA131 2232 
 JUNE, 1975
 
IG MSFC 14TWT 609 TASF 2208.V-01 JAN 1976
 
1G MSFC 14TWT 609 TA3F 2208.V-02 JAN 1976
 0 
tK MSFC 14TWT 610 IA7i 2227 NOV 1975 'n X
 
ld MSFC 14TWT 611 SA3OF 2235 NOV 1975 
 0 2 
0110 MSFC 14TWT 620 SAI4FA 2325 NOV 1976 ;u 
IN MSFC 14TWT 622 IA125 2253 JAN 1976 c IV 
IP MSFC 14TWT 640 SAI4FB 2310,V-0l AUGUST, 1977 
 r- m
 
Ip MSFC 14TWT 640 SA14FR 2310,V-02 AUGUST, 1977
 
10 MSFC 14TWT 641 /646 IA14OA/B 2335 DEC , 1979
 
IR MSFC i4TWT 645 SA21F 2345 
 OCT., 1978
 
IU MSFC 14TWT 649 IAiBI 2406 JULY, 1982
 
IX MSFC 14TWT 652 FA25 2437 FEB , 1979
 
IY MSFC 14TWT 655 FA27 2460 
 IN PROCESS
 
IZ MSFC 14TWT 656 FA28 2474 JULY, 1981
 
6B MSFC 14TWT 665 IA602 2481 
 JUNE, 1983
 




CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
DF NRLAD LSWT 689 0A2 2016 APRIL, 1973 
DG NRLAD LSWT 690 OA5 2017 APRIL, 1973 
OH NRLAD LSWT 693 IA3 2018 JUNE, 1973 
DI NRLAD LSWT 694 OAS 2019 JUNE. 1973 
DJ NRLAD LSWT 696 0A9 2020 JUNE, 1973 
DK NRLAD LSWT 698 GAIO 2022 JUNE, 1973 
DL NRLAD LSWT 699 OA45 2021,V-01 NOV , 1973 
DL NRLAD LSWT 699 OA45 2021,V-02 OCT o 1973 
DM NRLAD LSWT 700 0At4 2030 AUGUST, 1973 
ON NRLAD LSWT 701 0A16 2038 FEB 1974 
DO NRLAD LSWT 704 OAI8 2045 SEPT 1973 
DP NRLAD LSWT 705 OA21B 2053.V-0l DEC 1973 
DP NPLAD LSWT 705 OA218 2053,V-02 FEB 1974 0 
DS NRLAD LSWT 708 OA71A 2068 DEC 1973 t 2 
DT NRLAD LSWT 709 0A57A 2074 OCT. 1974 0 . 
DO NRLAD LSWT 711 OA69 2081,V-01 JAN 1976 0 -a 
DO NRLAD LSWT 711 OA6O 2081,V-02 JAN , 1976 0 
DU NRLAD LSWT 712 OA71C 2086 FEB 1974 
DV NRLAD LSWT 713 OA578 2080.V-0l OCT , 1974 
DV NRLAD LSWT 713 ONS7A 2080,V-02 OCT , 1974 
OW NRLAO LSWT 715 DA62A 2097 JUNE, t974 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
396 
--------------------- -- ----------- -------- ---------- -------------- ----------------
TEST NASA
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO SERIES NO DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------.----------------..---------------------.--------------.----------------
DX NRLAD LSWT 716 0A86 2114 JUNE. 1974 

























F6 NRLAD LSWT 724 OA118 2139 OCT 1974 



























































































































CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO 
NASA 









































































































GO NSWC 1310 0A17l 2433 OCT , 1978 
,0 
3 

























SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 398 
............................................................................................. 
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO DMS-OR- PUBLICATION DATE 
GN TBCA BTWT 1431 CA20 2217,V-02 JAN , 1976 
GM TSCA BTWT 1431 CAB 2211,V-03 SEPT., 1975 
GN TECA BTWT 1431 CA20 22t7,V-03 dAN 1976 
GP TBCA BTWT 1472 CA6 2262.V-01 NOV 1976 
GP TECA BTWT 1472 CAG 2262.V-02 NOV 1976 
G0 TBCA BTWT 1477 CA9 2268.V-OI dUNE, 1979 
GO TBCA BTWT 1477 CA9 2268,V-02 dUNE, 1979 
GO TBCA BTWT 1477 CA9 2268,V-03 dUNE, 1979 
GO TBCA BTWT 1477 CA9 2268,V-04 dUNE, 1979 
00 
n ; 
GQ TSCA BTWT 1477 CAY 2268EV-Os dUNE, 1979 O---
GV TBCA BTWT 1490/1493 CS4/5 2341 OCT., 1976 0> ;o 
GR TBCA BTWT 1496 /1497 CA14A 2307,V-Ot SEPT., 1981 oo,, 
OR TBCA BTWT 1496 /1497 CAI4A 2307,V-02 SEPT , 1981 m" 
GL UW LSWT 1136 CA3 2201 DEC., 1981 
GO UW LSWT 1146 CAll 2236 DEC 1975 
GU UW LSWT 1170 CS3 2338 NOV 1976 
GS uW LSWT 1173 CAISA 2347,V-O JUNE, 1980 
GT UW LSWT 1178 CA158 2348,V-01 dUNE, 1980 
GW UW LSWT 1184 CAl7 2349 NOV 1977 
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